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SUMMARY 

The thesis consists of a critical analysis of the scholia 
Demosthenica on the First Olynthiac. The merits of the scholia are 
discussed through an examination of the different traditions of 
scholia on the speech. 

The thesis also contains a discussion of the value of the 
prolegomena Ulpiani and its relationship to the scholia proper. It is 
apparent that the author of the prolegomena was aware of different 
interpretations of the speech which have, in some cases, been 
preserved in the scholia. 

The sources of the scholia are examined and certain 
individuals have been identified as possible authors. Of particular 
interest is the possibility that Menander Rhetor may be the author of 
a long unified commentary which is found in one codex. The 
influence of the Alexandrians appears to be less significant than is 
widely held. 

A summary of the development of commentaries and the 
function of scholia within that tradition is also provided. 

The thesis offers a complement to general works on rhetoric. 
The comments contained in the scholia and prolegomena are found to 
be perceptive and provide a fresh approach to the study of 
Demosthenes' speeches. There are clear indications that the scholia 
Demosthenica have been undervalued in the past. 



INTRODUCTION 

RELATION OF THE THESIS TO OTHER WORKS IN THE SAME FIELD 

The Intellectual Background 

The starting point for those interested in the history of classical 
scholarship are the two volumes by Pfeiffer( 1). He examines the 
development of scholarship from classical antiquity down to the 
Alexandrian period. He picks up the history with the Renaissance. The 
intervening centuries, which he left uncovered, form the basis for N.G. 
Wilson's study of the scholars of the Byzantine era (2). He discusses the 
merits and influences of individuals and schools from the opening 
centuries A.D. until the fourteenth century. These works give an 
impression of the place of scholia in the history of classical scholarship 
and the milieu in which they were produced. Stages in the transmission 
of texts are discussed by N.G.Wilson (3) . 

The history of rhetorical theory is discussed in three books by G.A. 
Ken nedy (4), who begins with the origins of Greek rhetorical theory in the 
fifth century and continues right through to the time of the Christian 
emperors. The main topic of interest in the scholia Demosthenica is the 
rhetorical arguments in the speeches. Kennedy's approach is to discuss 
the theory of individuals. His findings are not applied to speeches by 
classical authors except in so far as these authors are cited as examples 
by the rhetoricians. The same point must be made about other works in 
the field of rhetoric and literary criticism. General works on rhetoric (5) 
and the texts of theorists such as Hermogenes, Demetrios) Longinus and 
Dionysios of Halikarnassos have been analysed and criticised 
independently(6). No attempt is made to apply their precepts and ideas 
to the classical authors. This is the value of the scholia Demosthenica . 
We find the practical application of contemporary ideas on rhetoric to 
the speeches themselves. 

The nature of commentaries in antiquity is discussed by M. Lossau 
(7J. He does not look at scholia in particular, but he has many pertinent 
observations on the form and nature of commentaries at the turn of the 
millennium. His work is particularly useful in establishing the true 
influence of the Alexandrians on subsequent generations of scholars. 
Lossau does not examine the individual merits of the scholia. 

Text 
The text of the scholia Demosthenica was first published in 1503 by 

the Aldine press(BJ. Other editions are by Morel in 1570, Wolf in 1572, 
Reiske in 1771 and Sauppe in 1850. The best known edition of the text 
came in 1851 with Dindorf's edition. This edition has formed the basis 
for subsequent studies into the scholia. Deficiencies in this edition 
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were soon noted however. Drerup called attention to Dindorf's failure to 
distinguish between various hands(9). His assessment of the importance 
of various codices was also criticised. 

Drerup himself has some useful comments about the hands in the 
various scholia(10). He notes that the contribution of F4 is closely 
related to the contribution found in codices T and Bc. He also argues that 
the contribution of codex R was derived from codices VI Sand A. This 
view has been upheld by Dilts in his recent edition (11). This thesis uses 
Dilts' text and sigla. The research has been restricted to those codices 
which Dilts regards as the most significant. 

Dilts notes that groups of speeches reveal distinct traditions of 
scholia. Thus, the relationship between codices for the scholia on one 
group of speeches is not necessarily true for any of the other groups. His 
conclusions are examined in order to see whether the palaeographical 
arguments, upon which he bases his conclusions, still apply when the 
contents of the scholia is examined. His generalisations are found to be 
In need of qualification. 

Studies on the Scholia Demosthenica 

Studies into the contents of the scholia Demosthenica are almost 
all confined to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Most 
interest has been shown in attempts to identify the sources of the 
scholia. What this means is that scholars have endeavoured to identify 
the original author of particular scholia and to identify from this the 
authorship of the scholia in general. Little is said about the scribes and 
compilers themselves, and this is not surprising. 

Relevant works on possible sources have been submitted by 
Gudeman, Chapman, Glockner, Nitsche, Domen, Schunk and Wangrin(12J. 
Their contributions are discussed in the relevant chapters. There are 
serious flaws in these works. Domen and Nitsche try to prove that a 
single scholar was responsible for the majority of the scholia. They 
succeed in showing that the scholars of their choice are likely sources 
for some of the scholia, but they move on to generalisations without 
qualification. Their arguments are not always sound. 

Schunk and Wangrin claim to look at the sources of the scholia, but 
in fact they restrict themselves to lexicography. This is a legitimate 
field of study but of limited value as far as the scholia Demosthenica are 
concerned. Lexicography forms only a minor topic of interest. Their 
approach to the subject has been rightly criticised, for they make 
assumptions without proof to back them. None of these scholars 
appreciates the complexity of the evolution of the scholia in their 
present form, even to the extent of ignoring the possibility that several 
scholars are represented among the scholia. 

The summary of Gudeman gives a better impression of the 
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complexity. He also points out weaknesses in earlier works including 
those of Nitsche and Oomen. He adopts a conventional view that various 
authors can be identified in the scholia, but then makes the assumption 
that the remainder are largely based on the work of the Alexandrians and 
Didymos in particular. He does not cite evidence for this. 

Dindorf's introduction offers some good points about possible 
authors as cited in the text. He has also included Chapman's analysis of 
the Ulpiani prolegomena which is written with feeling rather than 
reason. 

Scholia in general are used by modern scholars as a historical 
source. The scholia Demosthenica, and the scholia on the First Olynthiac 
in particular, are rightly criticised for the inaccuracies which they 
contain. Such criticisms encourage the view that scholia are of little 
value. This criticism is unfair. The scholia Demosthenica were not 
produced as historical commentaries. They ought to be judged as 
commentaries on the rhetorical arguments present in the speeches. 

AIMS OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is the result of a critical analysis of the scholia on the 
First Olynthiac which form approximately one quarter of the scholia 
Demosthenica. It is hoped that it will begin to fill a significant gap in 
the study of scholia and provide a method for tackling the study of the 
contents of the remaining scholia Demosthenica. The specific aims are 
as follows : 

1. To examine the intrinsic merit of the analysis offered in each 
codex. 

2. To establish whether there is any logic or coherence in the 
selection of scholia. 

3. To examine the relation between traditions of scholia on the 
basis of the contents rather than on the basis of textual 
criteria and to test the validity of Dilts' conclusions. 

4. To identify, where possible, the original authors of the 
scholia and examine the assumption that they are based on 
the work of the Alexandrians. 

5. To establish the place of these scholia within the 
development of commentaries. 

6. To conclude whether the scholia Demosthenica have any 
contribution to make to modern scholars of Demosthenes. 
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SOURCESANDTREA~ENT 

The term scholia is imprecise, for all that it tells us about a 
comment is its location. A false distinction arises between 
commentaries found outwith the codices and scholia. A scholion can 
consist of a single word or a lengthy discussion. The term shall be 
used in the thesis to describe individual scholia and as a general term. 
The Ulpiani prolegomena are not scholia in the conventional sense of 
the word, but they shall be referred to as scholia in contexts referring 
to the contents of Dilts' edition. 

The term scholiast is even more misleading because it effectively 
describes three functions : that of original author, that of compiler and 
that of scribe. A reference to a scholiast can describe any combination 
of these functions. In order to avoid imprecision and confusion the 
term scholiast is not used in this thesis. The author of a scholion 
shall be referred to as such or as the commentator. The compiler is the 
word for the man who collects the scholia. This may involve 
summarising existing commentaries or comparing the contributions of 
different codices. His function is particularly interesting because we 
can begin to see whether his role is constructive or merely automatic. 
The least interesting role is performed by the scribe. 

The scholia are published in the most convenient and economic 
form. This is unhelpful for someone who wishes to assess the 
contribution of individual hands and codices. However, it is too much 
to expect that the contribution of each codex could be published 
individually, complete with apparatus. 

The text of Dilts' edition forms the basis for this study. It is 
excellent in many ways but there are some problems caused by the 
format. The number of scholia cannot be counted accurately. Dilts has 
decided which scholia to include in his edition. In the case of codex R 
there are marginal scholia which are omitted by Dilts but are printed in 
the Morel edition of 1572 (13). I am informed by Dilts that this is 
because he considers them to be by a later hand and of no value. 
Perhaps it would have been better to have included them in order to 
give the most accurate picture of the scholia. It is likely that scholia 
have been omitted from other manuscripts for the same reason. 

Sometimes two scholia are joined together in one codex but appear 
from the contribution of other codices to be two scholia( 14). 
Occasionally Dilts' apparatus reveals that one hand offers a version of 
a scholion which is significantly different, and this ought to have been 
shown as a separate scholion (15). The exact number of scholia in 
particular manu.scripts will depend on how these problems are resolved. 
In the thesis the totals are intended as close approximations in order 
to give an impression of the frequency and distribution of scholia. 
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Another problem with Dilts' edition concerns codices Sand R. 
Several hands produced scholia in S on the First Olynthiac. Drerup 
notes at least four( 16). Neither he, nor Dilts attempt to list 
systematically which scholia were written by which hand in codex S. 
That information is necessary in order to assess properly the 
contribution of S. Instead the hands are referred to collectively as S. 
The hands in S are particularly difficult to read and I cannot 
satisfactorily distinguish the hands. 

Dilts cites R only where S or A is damaged or no longer extant. A 
comparison of the scholia in R according to Dindorf, Dilts and my own 
examination of a photograph of R reveals discrepancies(17). A 
particular problem is that there are faded scholia in the margin of R 
which are illegible. Dilts has confirmed their existence for me. A 
superficial glance suggests that they are not by the same hand which 
wrote the scholia in the body of the text. Yet Drerup and Dilts state 
that the same hand in R, barring the occasional later marginal 
comment, wrote both the text and all the scholia. 

Technical Terms 

The authors of the scholia assume some technical knowledge on the 
part of their audience. The scholia in which the author does not explain 
the technical terms occur only occasionally and will be explained as 
required. However, some remarks are necessary about the approach of 
the commentators. This approach is based on stasis theory whose 
development is attributed to Hermagoras in the first century B.C .. 
There is evidence that the method existed in a more rudimentary form 
before his time(18). The theory was subsequently refined by 
rhetoricians in the opening centuries A.D. and became the basis for 
Byzantine literary composition. 

The principle behind the theory is straightforward. The basis of an 
argument is established when there is disagreement. Thus, stasis lies 
in the tension between different opinions. There are different types of 
issue. Hermagoras classified them as conjecture, definition, quality 
and location. Of these the qualitative is of most interest for 
deliberative oratory. Each branch of oratory has its own particular end. 
The forensic has justice (to O{K(xl0V), deliberative oratory has 
expediency (tb cruJlCP{pov) and epideictic has honour (t6 (voo;ov). Although 
these ends typify a form of oratory, they are not exclusive to one 
branch. These qualities had been discussed since the time of Aristotle. 
They became known as the t€A1Ka' K€cpdA(xl(x and although there is 
disagreement about which qualities make up this principal group, the , / \ / \. / '\ 
most frequently mentioned are to cruJlCP€POV, to ouv(XtOV, to 01K(xl0V, to 
,/ \ >/ \ / 0 h h' h t' d ' VOJllJlOV and to €VOO;OV / to K(XAOV. t ers W IC are men lone are to 

&'v(XYJ(ooov, tb ~o-G, to P~010V and t6 ~K~l1cr6J.1€vov (19) . , 
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As well as being the end of the speech, these Ke<!>&ACXtCX became the 
issues, the essence, of the speech. The authors of the scholia regard 't6 
cru~<!>{pov and 'to 8uvcx't6v as the principal Ke<!>~ACXtCX in the First Olynthiac. 
Stasis is not mentioned. The rhetorical arguments are pointed out but 
are not classified according to the rules of stasis theory. This is not 
surprising because the system suits composition of speeches rather 
than analysis of speeches which were written before the theory was 
developed in this way. Although the First Olynthiac will have been 
written according to other rules, the scholia still provide a valuable 
analysis because we know that rhetoric was viewed in terms of 
Ke<!>&'ACXtCX by near contemporaries. The approach in the scholia on 
Demosthenes is very different from the approach of modern 
commentators, who analyse deliberative speeches by the same method 
with which they analyse forensic speeches. 

Another feature of the approach in the scholia is that the speech is 
broken down into a varying number of objections. This approach arises 
from stasis theory. We therefore find frequent references to AU'cncr, 
&V't(Secrtcr (and related terms) and KCX'tCXcrKeU/t (supporting arguments). 
The understanding of these terms is generally consistent throughout 
the scholia, with only slight variations. Sometimes, of course, 
Ke<!>~ACXtOV is used in its familar sense of "summary". The context 
clarifies the author's meaning. 

Approach to the Analysis of the $cholia Demosthenica 

The codices are analysed individually in this thesis. The order in 
which they are examined is not indicative of merit. The individual 
hands are discussed separately and according to topics which are 
appropriate for each contribution. Occasionally a scholion is difficult 
to classify. This is particularly true of brief linguistic comments. One 
version may seem to be a comment about expression while another may 
seem to be lexicographical(20). I have classified them as seems 
appropriate in the individual codex. Dilts' sigla are retained. 
Comments other than my own are attributed to their authors. 

A figure in brackets, eg.(13a), represents a scholion according to 
Dilts' numbering and refers to a scholion on the First Olynthiac unless 
otherwise stated. Square brackets are used for page references in the 
thesis. References to secondary sources are given in an abbreviated 
for'll in the notes. The full reference is to be found in the bibliography. 
Primary sources are cited by editor and page except for well known 
sources where the edition is not cited in the notes. The Rhetores 
Graeci is a name which is used of those authors who appear in the 
volumes of Walz and Spengel(21). Where another edition of an author's 
text has superseded Walz and Spengel, this will be cited. The author 
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shall still be referred to as one of the Rhetores Graeci. 

FUNCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE SCHOLIA 

The scholia on the First Olynthiac amount to a quarter of the 
entire corpus of scholia on Demosthenes. This may be because this 
speech is the first in the codices and a disproportionate amount of 
interest was given to it. The speeches which receive most interest 
come early in the corpus. The popularity of some can be explained by 
their importance in Demosthenes' career. Biography was pursued 
enthusiastically in antiquity, and the attention which these speeches 
received may be related to that. 

It may be thought curious that the symbouleutic speeches attracted 
interest among the Byzantines, because their opportunities for making 
speeches of this kind were limited. However, rhetoric played a central 
role in Byzantine society. The conclusion of this thesis shows that 
original work on the First Olynthiac cannot be established with 
certainty after the sixth century A.D .. 

The importance of rhetoric was maintained thanks to stasis theory. 
It was soon realised in the opening centuries A.D. by the Neo-Platonists 
that the classification and subdivison involved in stasis theory was an 
excellent preparation for the study of philosophy (22). Rhetorical 
studies flourished, not, as it turned out, as an end in itself but as a 
preparation for phiiosophy. It is notable that Christians studied 
rhetoric too. Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzos, is cited as a parallel in the 
scholia and his skills were considered to be on a par with the greatest 
orators of classical Greece. After the sixth century scholars devoted 
their energies to the issue of Iconoclasm. 

The scholia are to be seen in the context of rhetoric as a 
preparation for philosophy. They are not, however, polished academic 
treatises. Many of the comments can be viewed as extracts from 
lectures, some advanced, others clearly elementary. The scholia form a 
basic introduction to the rhetorical arguments in the speech. 

The renewed interest in the scholia in the fifteenth century can be 
explained as part of the Italian Renaissance. This interest ensured the 
survival of several of the codices, because they were acquired by the 
great libraries of Italy. 

WHERE THE STUDIES WERE CARRIED OUT 

The codices themselves offer no clues about where the work of 
composing or collating scholia was carried out. Research into the 
sources reveals that Antioch, Athens and Gaza are likely centres, at 
least for original work. In later centuries these places lost much of 
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their importance. Constantinople is an obvious location for such work 
to be carried out ; in fact anywhere where there was a great library. 
The number of copies and the number of different traditions suggest 
that study of the scholia was thriving. They had not become 
established or standardised, as is the case with scholia on Homer and 
Aristophanes. 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE FIRST OL YNTHIAC (23) 

Philip's power increased rapidly from his accession to the 
Makedonian throne in 359/8 B.C.. By the time the First Olynthiac was 
delivered in 349 B.C., he had subdued most of northern Greece and had 
been elected archon of the Thessalian states. He was clearly a 
formidable force and his success caused some of his allies to doubt 
whether they would be able to retain their autonomy. 

Olynthos, a leading member of the Chalkidic League was one such 
ally. The alliance had been agreed in 357/6 B.C. after Philip had had 
notable successes against Amphipolis, Pydna and Potidaia. Olynthos 
agreed not to ally herself with Athens in return for the land of the 
Potidaians who were sold into slavery. The economic benefits of this 
alliance must have been very attractive. Olynthos gained territory, 
peace and freedom to dominate trade in that part of the Aegean. 

The reasons for Olynthos' dissatisfaction with the arrangement are 
not known to us. Perhaps the most important factor was the fear of the 
consequences if Philip became too powerful. His activity in Thessaly 
left him in a stronger position than before. In breach of their treaty 
with Philip, they asked Athens for a peace treaty which was duly 
granted in 351 B.C.. Philip appears to have tolerated this step but it 
would not have helped relations between them. 

Sometime later two half-brothers of Philip, Arrhidaios and 
Menelaios, came to Olynthos seeking refuge. They were permitted to 
stay. The implication of this is that Philip was facing trouble at home 
and that the Olynthians were sufficiently disaffected to welcome 
Philip's enemies. 

The two half-brothers are the apparent cause of the war between 
Philip and Olynthos. This may be a genuine reason but strategic 
considerations will have played a part. Philip could not trust Olynthos 
not to join the Athenians in an alliance. Together they could have posed 
a threat. Athens and her allies had successfully thwarted his advance 
towards Phokis at Thermopylai in 352 B.C .. 

We hear little from our sources about the war. It appears that 
Philip did not rush to capture the city. He may have faced other 
commitments. Athens responded to Olynthos' calls for help by sending 
a small force under the command of Chares. Trouble in Euboia occupied 
Athens' attention at this time. 
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The First Olynthiac is not Demosthenes' first attempt to warn the 
Athenians about what he sees as the danger from Philip. Previous calls 
for action were made in the First Philippic . In the First Olynthiac 
Demosthenes calls for two forces to be sent, one to Makedon and one to 
Olynthos. He was not successful in persuading the Athenians. He was a 
young man in 349 B.C., just starting his political career, and perhaps 
his words did not carry weight with the Athenians. The most 
influential politician in Athens at this time was Euboulos. He 
advocated caution and was careful to control Athens' finances, lest she 
become committed to a military adventure she could not afford. The 
details of Euboulos' policies are not known to us. Subsequent events 
and the survival of Demosthenes' proposals has rewarded these 
proposals with undue significance. 

In the end a force never reached Olynthos and the city fell. It was 
razed to the ground and the citizens were sold into slavery. 

Four points ought to be borne in mind as we turn to the comments 
of the scholia on the First Olynthiac : 

1. The financial position of Athens after numerous military 
operations, especially in Euboia. 

2. The attitude of the Athenians towards Olynthos, given that 
she had been an ally of Philip. 

3. The Athenians' opinion of the threat posed by Philip. 

4. The tradition of Athens as a defender of the freedom of 
Greece. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE ULPIANI PROLEGOMENA 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

The authorship of the prolegomena is discussed elsewhere(1). Here 
it will be convenient to refer to the author as Ulpian. This chapter will 
concentrate on the interpretation of the First Olynthiac put forward in 
the prolegomena. The form of the comments in this work is different to 
that found in the majority of scholia, which offer brief paragraphs or 
sentences. Even scholia which are long and discursive are generally not 
as long as the prolegomena. Exceptions to this rule are codices such as R 
and T which intersperse the text with scholia written across the page in 
continuous passages. The opening two sentences of the prolegomena 
give the impression that the author is going to look at all the Philippics 
(Dilts p.1.3). He then turns his attention to the First Olynthiac, and apart 
from a single reference to the Second Olynthiac (Dilts p.11.33) (2), 
concentrates on this speech alone. 

His approach is systematic but somewhat confusing. Ulpian begins 
with general remarks about the speech as a whole and then examines the 
speech according to his analysis, in detail and progressively. 
Unfortunately, he does not always indicate which part of the Firs t 
Olynthiac is being considered, nor does he always indicate which stage 
in his analysis he has reached. Nevertheless, the prolegomena do reveal 
that there is unity of composition. The components form a coherent 
structure and there is no evidence of notes by anyone else having been 
incorporated into the text. Ulpian regards himself as the originator of 
his interpretation, and this is illustrated most obviously when he 
dismisses interpretations different from his own (Dilts p.8.3sqq, 
p.8.20sqq and p.12.15sqq). 

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

Sandys, in his commentary on this speech, gives the following 
analysis of the structure (3) : 

/ 
A. 1tpOOtJ.l.tOV - 1.1 
Introduction. 

~ t" 
B. a1to&t~to" - 1 .2-27 
Discussion. 

/' 
1 . BtllYT1OlO" - 1 .2-15, 

/ 
2. 1tpo9€O"tO" - 1 .16-20, 
3. 1ti'O"t€tO" -1.21-27, 

survey of the situation. 
practical proposals. 

proof of the urgency 
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practicality of the orator's proposals. 

C > /. 
. E1ttA,OyOO' - 1.28 

Conclusion. 

While this seems a satisfactory analysis, Ulpian views the speech 
very differently. He sees the speech in terms of an answer to three 
objections which might be levelled at Demosthenes' proposal of Athenian 
involvement in the dispute between Olynthos and Philip : 

/ 
A. 1tpOOtJ.l.tOV - 1.1 
Introduction. 

/' ./ 
B. 8EU'tEPOV 1tpOOtJ.l.tOV - 1.2 
Second introduction. 

C 
\ "I/'", ,/ 

. 'to 1tpo)'tov J.l.£poO' 'tcov 1(E<j><XA,<XtCOV - 1 .2-15 

Demosthenes is answering the objection that 
the war is not Ot 1(£1.00'. 

\,/ ,/ "" ,/ 

D. 'to 8£u'tepov J.l.EPOO' 'tcov 1C£<j><XA,<xtCOV - 1 .16-20 
Demosthenes is answering an objection about the 
source of finance for the war. 

\,/ /' '"' /' 
E. 'to 'tPt'tov J.l.£poO' 'tcov 1(E<j><XA,<XtCOV - 1.21-23 
Demosthenes is answering an objection pointing 
out that Philip is too powerful an adversary. 

, ,-
F. E1ttA,oYOt - 1 .24-28 
Closing remarks. 

It will be appreciated that Ulpian's interpretation is less rigid than 
Sandys', since Ulpian analyses the speech according to the number of 
objections which are faced, rather than dividing the argument to comply . 
with precepts of structure. However, we know less about the 
rhetorician's guidelines for symbouleutic speeches than about those for 
forensic speeches. Symbouleutic speeches served a different purpose 
and therefore differed in form from forensic speeches. Our ignorance 
about the former is explained by the fact that there was very little need 
for this type of speech in Greek society in the centuries A.D .. 

Ulpian's initial remarks are general and compare Demosthenes' 
Philippic speeches with Thoukydidean demegoric speeches. Ulpian 
suggests that Demosthenes has modelled these speeches on Thoukydides. 
He says that they make similar use of 1CE<j>~A.<Xt<X , tlvn8EO'EtO' and vO"J.!<X't(l 
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(Dilts p.1.4-6). He notes that both writers deal with more than one 
objection in their speeches (Dilts p.1.7 ~av sc.aVtt8EOtV). The KE~aAata 
are discussed in greater detail : ftAACt Kat KE~aAatOv 1tPOO olov KE~ciAatov 

\ '/,./ \./ 

Kat KE<!>aAatOU OE ~EpOO 1tpOO ~EPOO (Dilts p.1 .9-10). He makes many 
\ ,/ 

references to to OU~<!>EPOV , for example (Dilts p.1.18, 20, 24, p.2.3). There 
is some indication that to avaYKatOV will be involved, although the 
sentence in which it occurs is parenthetical and may not refer 
specifically to the First Olynthiac (Dilts p.1.10-12). Throughout the 
commentary Ulpian points out where to ftvaYKatov occurs, but he appears 
to find that this is secondary to the claims of to ou~<!>~pov and to ouvato'v. 

t~ ou~<!>E'pov is the basis of the argument that the war is Ot KEtO a and 
that it is in Athenian interests to become involved. t6 ouvatO'v concerns 
the ability of the Athenians to fight Philip successfully and this includes 
the question of finance. It will be shown that these remarks and 
comparisons are substantiated (4J. tb a.vaYKatOV is not regarded as a 

./ / 

tEAtKOV KE<!>aAatOV . Ulpian looks closely at the arguments which 
Demosthenes puts forward and the motivation for using them. Often this 
involves an appreciation of the psychology of his audience. Ulpian is not 
interested in grammar, nor has he much to say about the historical 
background to the speech (5J. 

Ulpian next announces and summarises Demosthenes' response to 
each of the three objections. The outline comes at (Dilts p.2.31-3.2). 
The objections and answers are given as follows 

:> ::»"" / . 1. aAA' OUK OtKEtOO 0 1tOA.e~OO (Dilts p.3.3-24). 

) / /" \ /' . 
2. aAAa 1tOU ta XPllJlata (Dilts p.3.2S-4.13). 

3. concerning to ouvatov <l>tA{1t1tOU (Dilts p.4.14-21). 

Ulpian examines briefly the way in which Demosthenes varies the 
E~aaycoycft (introductions of KE<I>6Aata, v. Dilts p.S.1,6) of his three 
forestalling arguments (Dilts p.4.22-S.2S). Following these remarks we 
find Ulpian's detailed comments on the speech . 

./ 

The IlpooUltoy 

Ulpian perceives two dominant eVvotat (ideas) in the 1tpott~tov. 
Firstly, he thinks that Demosthenes is referring to the source of finance 
for the expedition in the opening sentence of the speech (Dilts 
p.S.26-6.4). Demosthenes, he argues, seems to have assumed that the 
war is 01.KEtOO for Athens because he begins with a secondary point. In 

fact, Demosthenes has yet to prove that i>1tep autrov fOtat ~ 1t~A.e~00 (Dilts 
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p.S.30). 

The second t'vvota is the statement of his belief that the Athenians 
accept sound arguments and an invitation for others to give their advice 
(Dilts p.6.4-13). In making this invitation for others to speak, 
Demosthenes is insinuating that he is giving the best advice. The 
invitation is also thought to be an oblique reference to the subject of 
finance (Dilts p.6.9). 

While Ulpian outlines Demosthenes' approach in this 1tpoo~J.ltOV 
correctly, he misinterprets the substance of what Demosthenes has to 
say. There are two elements in his opening remarks. The first is the 
indirect manner in which Demosthenes broaches the subject. He arrests 
the attention of his audience with a statement which is intended to be 
flattering : &vn 1tOAAcOV d.V, C1 av8pEO' JA9rtvatot, XPllJ.l(~.'trov tJ,1(lO' Dicreat VOJ,1~~ro, 

) '" ,I". " ..." , e' \ "" E1 <1>avEpov )lEVOt'to 'to J,1EAAOV m.>VOtO'Et v 'tTI 1tOA.t1 1tEpt rov VUV1 O'K01tEt'tE. The effect 
I 

is to turn the attention of the audience towards themselves, rather than 
towards the Olynthians. Since he is talking about the benefits of the war 
to Athens we may suppose that the war is pertinent to the Athenians. 
Demosthenes does not substantiate this remark, as Ulpian says (Dilts 
p.S.29-34). Ulpian points out frequently that the speech does not focus 
on the affairs of the Olynthians (Dilts p.1.12-14, 19-21,22-24, p.2.1-4, 
p.S.29). Demosthenes is indeed making assumptions in the 1tPOO~J,110V 
about Athenian attitudes (Dilts p.S.29-30,31-33), and he tries to catch 
the attention of the Athenians (Dilts p.1.22-24, p.S.29). 

Where Ulpian goes wrong is to suggest that Demosthenes is' talking 
about finance in these lines. Sandys cast doubt on this view which takes 
'tex XPllJ,1a'ta to be a reference to the source of finance (6). The question of 
finance is fundamental to this speech and therefore adds point to this 
initial comment, but it is misguided to read so much into the truism. 
The first-time listener or reader would not pick up this alleged allusion 
as they heard or read the 1tPOO{J,110V. As a critic obviously well read in 
Demosthenes, Ulpian has permitted his detailed knowledge to convince 
himself that there is greater significance in Demosthenes' phrases than 
is actually there. The most important point to take from the opening 
remarks is the assumption that the Athenians put a high value on advice 
concerning 't6 O'uJ,1<1>epov. Ulpian is aware of this but does not stress it 
(Dilts p.6.S). 

Hermogenes offers a similar account of D.1.1 (Rabe p.446.11-447.3). 
He assumes that the comment about ttv'ti 1tOAAOOv is accepted and that 
Demosthenes starts from 'tlx 9EroptlC&. However, Hermogenes' 
interpretation is expressed in different words from Ulpian's. The 
inclusion of one of the 'tEAtK~ KE<1>&Aata in a 1tpoo{J,1tOV is thought to be 
satisfactory by Hermogenes(7J, This suggests that there were those who 
thought that they were not suitable. 

The case for the presence of 'to O'UJ.1<1>~POV in the 1tpo6tJ,1toV is obvious 
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from Demosthenes' own words. Ulpian says that tb ouvato~ is also 
involved (Dilts p.6.11), because Demosthenes is calling for the need of 
money and is insinuating the nature of the better source (Dilts 
p.6.11-12). If this was Demosthenes' point then to ouvat6v would be 
present, but the allusion to specific campaign money is mistaken and 

f 
\ s: ,/. 

there ore to uuvatov IS not present. 

,.. ,/ 

The .1elrtepOy IIpooUltoV 

Ulpian mentions a o(utepov 1tpoo~J.ltOV (Dilts p.6.14-19). The second 
1tpoo{J,l. tOY is said to be indicative of tb oUJ,l.<I>epov for two reasons. The 
first reason is because it refers to Athenian honour, E(,OO~OV (8), and the 
second because Demosthenes is encouraging them to try to re-establish 
their hegemony of Greece (Dilts p.6.14-17). In the opening words of 0.1.2 
Demosthenes is clearly ashamed of the Athenian attitude : ~J.1.E1.0 0' OUK 010' 
o'vtlva .... Ulpian's point about hegemony is less clear cut. Demosthenes 
is calling for the Athenians to become involved and act on this current 

. /' )' ~ / Who h ~ Co." / ~ '" opportunity, J,l.ovov ouxt ... eo'tl.v. lie the prase et1tep U1tep ocot11ptao autcov 
<l>pOvtr~ete does imply necessity, it is far-fetched to find in this an 
allusion to former hegemony. If this idea was in Demosthenes' mind, he 
would surely have made it clear. 

Ulpian adds that tb ouvat6v is present (Dilts p.S.17-18). His 
justification of this is peculiar. It is the nature of Ke<l>&Aata to be mixed. 
The 1tpoo{J,l.ta will be mixed, because they allude to Ke<l>cfAata. It is true 
that Ke<l>a'Aata can overlap. One argument can involve two aspects of 
Ke<l>dAata, but that is not to say that more than one Ke<l>a'AatOV must be 
involved. There is no allusion to t6 ouvato'v in the opening sentence of 
0.1.2. 

/ , \ 
We are not told where the second 1tpOOtJ,l.tOV ends. The words ta OE 

;, '"' ,.),;) \ ,:v" ~I' s: ' I',.J ~ "s: ...., " 
evteuSev AOt1tOV eto~oAl1v eto to ouvatov exet eo'tl. u11 ta r eJ,l.ot uOKOUVta , 
Aa~6Vta evteuSev ~v apx~v (Dilts p.6.19-21) imply that we are moving on 

to a new section concerning the Ke<l>~Aata. 

The First.>AyttSeqtcr. 0.1.2-15 

The first civ/tSecHcr, according to Ulpian, is <lAA' OUK OtKe1oO 0 1t~AeJ,l.OO 
(Dilts p.3.3-24). The objection which Demosthenes is supposed to be 
answering in 0.1.2-15 is the view that the war between Philip and the 
Olynthians is of no concern to the Athenians. Clearly neither 
Oemosthenes nor Ulpian is concerned with olKeta in the sense of kinship 
or alliance. Such a tie would invite arguments about obligation. Rather 
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it is something like this : if the results of an external event affect you, 
then you must have an interest in that event. Therefore the event is 

) .A 

Ol.K£l.OV. 

In his summary (Dilts p.3.3-24) Ulpian divides Demosthenes' answer 
in two. Firstly, <j>l.Ao'tl.~{a and "YE~ov{a are emphasised (Dilts p.3.4-16). 
Demosthenes argues that Athenian participation in the war will be the 
start of Athenian hegemony in Greece once more. Ulpian looks 
specifically at the sentence in 0.1.2 : 0 ~ev o~v 1taprov Kal.pOO ... <j>povn~E't£. 
Secondly, 'tb avaYKawv and <j>of3oo are emphasised. Demosthenes argues 

that Philip will attack Athens if Olynthos is not saved. Ulpian does not 
refer to the text. This division is the result, presumably, of Ulpian's 
assessment of the principal topics. For these topics occur interspersed 
throughout Ulpian's defence of his interpretation (9). 

We are meant to take his comments as a structural analysis of 
Demosthenes' handling of the first objection, because we find that 
<lnAo'tl.~{a and liy£~ov{a are dominant ideas in 0.1.2-11, while 'to &vaYKatov 

and <j>6'f300 are dominant in 0.1.12-15. 

The £toaywYTl of the first objection is as follows : ~A.A.a 'to ~v 1tpoo'tov, 
'2' /. ~""' -:v ,I' c; " ~ I 

8l.' ou Ka'tacrK£Ua~£l. Ol.K£l.OV £l. val. 'tOY 1tOA.eJ,lOV, c.ocr 1tpOTlYOU~VOV. OU 1tpo£A.90v't00 
, ""::If -. 1'\ '\ / -. I " 

Kal. 1t p 0 K£X Wp11KUl.WV 11811 'twv Ka'taOKEUWV, 1\,.£A.11 9o'two 't11 0 av'tl.9£0£wo Kal. 
) / I I " , ,\,\1 ) / I .-. 
aVU1t01t'two ~v11J,l11v 1tE1tOl.11'tal.. ~'ta yap 'to 1tOl\,.l\,.ano a1t08£l.~El.0 1t01.11oa09al. 'tou 

'" "" /,) I ~/ "'" ("\/' ~" <: ~ 
8El.V 'twv 1tpa')1la'twv av'tEx£09al. E1t11yaye "vuv yap 0 1tav'tEO E9pUAOUV wo()A.UVt1l.0UO 
) "" "",,\ ..., (../ :> / ) / "" I . 
EK1tOAE~WOal. 8El.V." 0 OOKEl. W01tEp aVal.pEmV Epya~E09al. 'tllo avn9EoEwo (Dilts 
p.4.24-30) (1 OJ. Demosthenes places supporting arguments before the 
refutation of the objection. These arguments should lead us to believe 
that the war is 01 K£100 (Dilts p.4.24-26). Demosthenes also alludes to 
the objection, but surreptitiously (Dilts p.4.26). The culmination of 
these arguments occurs at D.1.7 and the clause vw yap <i 1t~V'tEO ~9pUA.ouv, 
which is taken as the answer of the objection 05'01tEP &va{pEOl.V (Dilts 
p.4.27-29). Demosthenes is exploiting the psychology of his audience. If 
his supporting arguments have been accepted, then his rebuttal of the 
objection which follows, is likely to be accepted too. The audience is 
being conditioned to agree with Demosthenes and, logically, they ought 
to accept his conclusion (Dilts p.4.30-35) (11 J. 

This interpretation indicates that the lead up to the objection is 
long. The KE<j>&A.al.a begin here too (Dilts p.5.1), but as yet we do not know 
which KE<j>&A.al.a are involved. This account effectively includes the 
1tpoo{~l.a as an integral part of Demosthenes' handling of the first 
objection. In the first 1tpoo{J,ll.OV Ulpian thinks that secondary points 
come first and that Demosthenes works from assumptions before proving 
that the war is ot KetOO. His detailed analysis of the passage (Dilts 
p.6.20-35), discussed below, offers a similar assessment ; supporting 
arguments precede the answer to the objection. Although he seems to 
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think that the objection has been answered in D.1.7 (Dilts p.4.29, 
p.8.32-33), he says that the subsequent sections, D.1.8-11, also 
contribute to the same A ucncr (answer) : ~E~CXtOt oe KCX~ ot<i nlcr o€u'tepcx(J , { \ >, /' . 
EvVOtcxcr 'tl1V CXU't1l V AU(JtV (Dilts p.9.5). We may infer that these sections 
yield supplementary proofs since the actual refutation appears to be 
located in D.1.7. Ulpian regards D.1.2-15 as a series of points in favour 
of the case that the war is OtKEtOcr. D.1.12-15 form the final section 
(Dilts p.9.31, p.10.15), and this is dominated by the idea of 'tb &VCXYKCXtov 
and <!>o~ocr. 

Ulpian's interpretation of D1.2-11 ought to concentrate on <!>tAO'ttJl{CX 
and "YEJlOVtCX if he is following his earlier summary (Dilts p.3.3-24). The 
idea of "Y€Jlov(cx is stressed (Dilts p.9.27-30). Ulpian has very little to 
say specifically about <!>tAO'ttJl{CX. Demosthenes does try to exploit the 
Athenians' sense of honour and ambition throughout D1.2-11. 

The detailed analysis reveals a different emphasis. Ulpian examines 
0.1.2-11 in two sections, D.1.2-7 and D.1.8-11. In the former he 
discusses the reliability of the Olynthians and the use of mercenary 
troops. The latter section examines TtYEJlOV{CX. 

It will be convenient to examine Ulpian's interpretation of the 
answer to the first objection in three sections, D.1.2-7, D.1.8-11 and 
0.1.12-15. 

a) D.1.2-7 

Ulpian's detailed analysis comes at (Dilts p.6.20sqq). In this section 
we are expecting to find KCX'tCXcrK€U<f't which culminate in the ixvoo.p€cncr of 
the objection. What he has to say is familiar from his observations 
about the 1tPOOlJ,ltCX. Demosthenes does not answer the objection about the 
relevance of the war to Athens at once. This answer would concern 'to 
(JUJl<!>{pov. He is said to begin with 'td ouvcx't6v (Dilts p.6.20, 23). The 
natural order would be the agreement that the war is olKEtoa, followed by 
the type of force to be used in that war. Demosthenes has reversed the 
natural order because he requires his answer to stem from a background 
of agreement (Dilts p.6.23-26) (12). 

In (Dilts p.6.23-7.3) Ulpian simply reiterates his understanding of 
Oemosthenes' approach : he reverses the normal order, wins assent for 
his secondary points about the type of force and forestalls the objection 

/' 
too. Ulpian is referring to t&'tt on ... 1tpo't€POV and his remarks are 
justified. Demosthenes implies that an Athenian, not a mercenary, force 
ought to be sent, €v9tvo€ ~0119naE't€ D.1.2. He assumes that a force ought to 
be sent, without having established that the war is necessary. 

As we have learned from his summary, Ulpian sees two motives for 
fighting, <!>tAo'ttJlicx and nY€J,lovicx. So we ought to find some reference to 
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them in the detailed discussion of this section. Both have already 
appeared in his comments on the second 1tPOOtJltOV (Dilts p.6.14-17), 
although <!>tAOttJl(Cl is not mentioned specifically. Ulpian then goes on to 
look at the reason for sending an embassy to Olynthos. 

There seems to have been some doubt in antiquity as to whether or 
not Demosthenes was proposing that an embassy be sent, as first seems 
the case in 0.1.2. Ulpian dismisses the doubt (Oilts p.7.4-10). He thinks 
that Oemosthenes is obviously calling for an embassy to be sent. The 
reason is that Philip is capable of deception and may encroach upon 
Athenian interests (Oilts p.7.10sqq). Ulpian develops this point by 
showing how it fits in with his interpretation of the objection being 
answered. Presumably, there were some people who took Oemosthenes 
to mean in 0.1.2 that these things should have been done before, but not 
now. Alternatively, they may have believed that Oemosthenes was not 
making this suggestion seriously. We have no evidence suggesting a way 
in which they might have substantiated such an opinion. There is no 
reason to doubt the correctness of Ulpian's support for taking 
Demosthenes at face value. He might also have cited 0.1.24 to support 

. "" I L. '" ') '» ......., " ~~ his rebuttal : OEl tOtVUV UIlCl<J, ro ClVOPE<J ~9rtvCltOt ... KClt 1tPE<JPEU0J.lEVOU<J £</>' u 
'" OEt .... 

A passage which implies <!>tAOttJl{Cl, comes at (Oilts p.7.17-S.1). Here 
Ulpian is making some useful comments about the blend of fear and 
encouragement which Oemosthenes employs in 01.2-7. He is using fear 
to arouse the Athenians to take action and to aspire to their former 
power. 

The objection which Ulpian thinks is being faced in this section of 
the speech is O-GK O{KetO<J 0 1t6AEJlO<J. This is explained in his closing 

\ \ c:.\ / :2 / cI:J' Co 

remarks on 0.1.2-7 where he says: "vuvt yap 0 1tClvtE<J E9pUAOUV" ClU't11 E<JttV Tt 
,/ "I;J / rI,,:> ~;) -- L'" C. / Co''':U , L\ 

A:Ucrt<J 't11<J Clvtt9E<JECOO' 't11<J Ott "ClAA' OUK OtKEtO<J TtJltV 0 1tOAEJlo<J". TtV OUK E9rtKE Ot 0 
" :> , " \ "" ~ ,:> I' / ~ , 

1tpOEl1tOJlEV EV 9EroPllJlCltt, tVCl f..LTt OOKroV ll1tEpt Clf..L<!>t<JPlltOUf..Levrov f..LClXEcrEcr900 i:i'AA 
l..I ')/ ,~ "~/ , ;J I' \ / " 

OtE 1tPOUAClPE tOV ClKPOCl'tTlV KClt EOEt~E f..LTt Cl1tCl't119Tt<JOf..L£VOV tOV <rof..Lf..LClXOV, tVCl 
I I ~,,:> I ....., / /:> "" ;)....:> 

G>CltvroVtClt f..LOVOV OU KClt £U~ClJ.lEVOt <JUf..LPllVClt tOV 1tOAEf..L0V, tOtE otKEtOO" ClUtOt<J £ernv 

OJlOAOYOUf..LEvro<J <!>ClV~<JE0"9Clt (Dilts p.S.32-9.4). The final phrase of this 
extract is hard to translate, since the syntax of the final two words is 

"I .> '" not clear. Wolf was prompted to emend the whole phrase to : Ott tE OtKEtOO" 

<XUtOtO" fO"ttV bf..LOAOyouvt£O" (Dilts app.crit. p.9.3-4). The meaning of the text 
as we have it seems to be that once Demosthenes has shown that the 
Olynthians will not be deceived and that the Athenians were themselves 
keen for the Olynthians to make a stand against Philip, the case in favour 
of O~KetO<J 6 1tbAEIlO<J will have been made. It is clear from Ulpian's words 
that the victim of the deception will be the Olynthians and that Philip is 

;), '" Co / - ..... responsible for the deceit : ClAACl O"UVt<JtClO" f..LTt ClAro<J0f..LEVOU<J tCltO" tOU 
/ " :> " "" M<XKEOOVO<J (Dilts p.8.12-13) and also f..L1l Cl1tClt1l9Tt<J0f..LEVOV tOY O"Uf..Lf..LClXOV 
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(Dilts p.9.2). Demosthenes passes no remark to the effect that the 
Athenians would be taken in by Philip's guile. Such a remark would risk 
the goodwill of the Athenians which Demosthenes has built up. 

The reason why the Olynthians will not be deceived, in Ulpian's 
opinion, is given at (Dilts p.B.10) : Et Jl6vov Ot 1tp£o(3EtO Ot 'trov.>ASllvatWv 

napaytvot v'to. This remark is repeated at (Dilts p.B.22-26) and begs a 
question. Why will the embassy prevent the Olynthians being deceived by 
Philip or led astray? If the Olynthians were so keen to go to war 
against Philip(13), then the probability of their being deceived by Philip 
would be slim, presumably. Ulpian is wilfully ignoring the the inference 
to be made from four statements in the First Olynthiac at this point: 

'" I) '" /..., "" ;> \. / ;;> '-, / 1. (511Aov yap Eon tOto ?OAUVStOto on vuv ou 1tEpt (50~110 ou(5' U1tEp JlEPOUcr 
". '" ,.) I , , "" "" / 

xoopao noA.eJloumv, aAA aVaOtaoEOOo Kat av(5pa1to(5toJlOU 'tTlo 1ta'tpt(5oo, 0.1.5. 
\ )/ (.1, "", I , I ;) __ \ I' 

2. Kat toamv a t "AJl<j>t1tOAttoov E1tOt110E 'touo 1tapa(5ov'tao autoo 'tTlv 1tOAtV 
\ I \. L. / I 

Kat TIu(5vatoov 'touo U1to(5E~aJlEVOUo, 0.1.5. 
\ LI.)/ '3' ,.... .. c:. / 

3. Kat OAOOO a1tto'tov, OtJlat, 'tato 1tOAt'tEtato 11 'tupavvto, 0.1.5. 
\. I (,\ ~ .> I / /) '" "" / 

4. VUVt yap 0 1tav'tEO ESPUAOUV 'tEOOO, 'OAUVStOtU EK1tOA.eJloooat (5av <l>tAt1t1tW, 
/ :> I 'J"'\ c'\ <. '" / I) \. , Co c..,.,' 

yeyovEv au'toJla'tov, Kat 'tauS' COO' av uJltV JlaAtota O"UJl<j>EPOt. a JlEV )uP u<j>' uJlWV 
I "I \. I 'I \. / ...,..... "\ 

nEtOSEV'tEO aVEtAOVtO tOY 1tOA.eJlOV, o<j>aA.epOt OUJlJlaXot Kat JlEXpt 'tou 'tau't' av 
J / l' ,/ 
EyYWKO'tEO 110av tOOOo, 0.1.7. 

Each of these statements suggests that Olynthian reliability is not 
guaranteed. The first statement refers to 357B.C. when Amphipolis fell 
to Philip (14). After its capture, Olynthos changed her support from 
Athens to Philip. In this case, so Oemosthenes argues, they will not 
repeat this action. The suggestion underlying his reassurance is that 
Olynthian loyalty could not be depended upon. In the second statement 
Demosthenes implies that those who surrendered the two cities to Philip 
were dealt with harshly. With this precedent in mind, the Olynthians 
will not change their minds and capitulate to Philip. In the third 
statement, the truism that tyranny cannot be trusted by a city state 
implies that the Olynthians will not trust Philip. The appearance of the 
word &'1tto'tov suggests that trustworthiness is the problem which 
Demosthenes seeks to answer. In the fourth statement Oemosthenes 
argues that the Olynthians will not be o<j>aAEpbt o-GJlJlaxot, because they 
are taking action of their own accord and not under pressure from 
Athens. Once again he is referring to loyalty. 

:>1 / \., I \ 

Ulpian says himself : E(5Et~E (sc. ~"JlOOeEVT\O) Jl11 ana't119T\oOJlEVOV 'tOY 

cr~JlJlaxov (Dilts p.9.2). The ally in question is Olynthos. There seems no 
need to prove that an ally will not be deceived unless there are some 
people who think that they will be taken in. This is surely a question of 
Olynthian reliability, since there is a possibility that the Olynthians will 
fall for Philip's deception and will choose to switch sides. This is an 
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argument which invites the objection dAA' cl'1ttcrtOt Ot lOAtiv9tot. Ulpian is 
ignoring the suggestion of his own statement. We shall return to the 
form of the objection presently. The objection of other commentators, 
which Ulpian himself cites, refers to this incident : aAAa U1ttcrtOt 'YEyovamv 

1tept t~V 1tOAtV JOAuv9tot (Dilts p.8-4). The city must be Amphipolis. 
Ulpian tries to strengthen his case by comparing this section of the 

First Olynthiac with Thoukydides1.35.5 : O'1tep 1te1tOll1Ke Kat 0 KepKUpatocr 
, 9 / s:: '"' ~ -c "c,I c. '" '\L ~..... c./ 1tap ~A l1vatotcr ul1lll1YOPc.ov, eV Otcr <j>l1crtV Ott Ot autot 1tO/\,t:lltOt 111ltV, 01tep 

/ / '\ ~ ;}.> "'.. c " / ,/ cra<j>ecrtatll1ttcrttcr, Kat outot OUK acrgeVetcr, aAA' tKaVOt toucr j.letacrtavtacr ~Aa<pat." 
c\ \;>'" / '\ "" / c., <.. '" ,... :>'\ C. 

a yap eKetVOcr 1te1totl1Ke tOY KepKUpatOv AeyoVta U1tep eautou, tauta autocr 0 
I c..\ / / \ '''\N' '\ '" / ,/ 

~111l0crgevT\cr U1tep>OAUV9tc.ov A£yet, cruvtcrtacr 1111 av en tllv tOU <l>tAt1t1tOU 1tavoupytav 

lcrxucretv 1tpecr~eUcrall{vl1cr t"cr 1tbAec.ocr (Dilts p.8.13-18). It is reasonable to 
argue that if two parties share one enemy, then they share a common 
interest. Therefore the activity of the enemy is O{KetOV to both parties. 
But it is illogical to argue, as Ulpian does, that because they share the 
same enemy one side will not fall for a deceit perpetrated by that enemy. 
The key to the issue is the reliability of the susceptible party. 

Ulpian summarises the key points of the preceding analysis (Dilits 
p.B.31-9.4). The next section begins with the words ~ef3atot & K~t 8th t'ilcr 

/ ) / \ ) \ I D'I ) UI' h f d c.. Oeutepacr eVVotacr tllv autllv Aumv ( ItS p.9,5 . plan as not re erre to 11 
, ,1 \ \ '" / ) /. ' / . 1tpc.otl1 eVVota We know that VUVt yap 0 1tavtecr e9puAouV ... IS the A'UcrtO' (Dilts 

p.B.32). Therefore ~ 1tP~tll lvvota will be an argument or idea which leads 
to this statement. The e'vvota is as follows : CxAA' Ote 1tpOuAaf3e tOY 
) \ \.)1 \ ) / \ / c,I I / ~ 

aKpoatllv Kat eoet~e 1111 a1tatll9110'0llevov tOY O'Ullllaxov, tva <!>atvc.ovtat Ilovov ot) 
Kat eU~fxlleVOt O'ullf311vat tOY 1tOA.eIlOV (Dilts p.9.1-3). The clarity of Ulpian's 
exposition would have been helped greatly if he had labelled this 
comment ,; 1tPoltTt lvvota.. The logic between the two clauses needs to be 
explained ; for how can showing that the Olynthians will not be deceived 
prove that the war is OtKetoO'. Ulpian speaks about Olynthian history and 
Athenian attitudes at that time. Previously the Athenians thought that 
Olynthian affairs affected them. This still holds true. The logic is not 
sound but this is Ulpian's interpretation. 

/. 
Ke</>aAata of D.1 .2-7 

Ulpian does not identify the Ke<!>~Aala in this section of the speech 
I 

until he begins his detailed discussion. The second 1tPOOtIl10V was based 
\ / \ I b on to crull<j>epov (Dilts p.6.14), although to ouvatov was also thought to e 

present (Dilts p.6.16-17) (15), E~tt 8~ T~Y'€'~l marks the beginning of t~ 
ouvat6v (Dilts p.6.20, 25-26), because Demosthenes is speaking about the 
type of force to be used. This is accurate, but Demosthenes comments 
are restricted to one sentence. 
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Ulpian then goes on to argue that Demosthenes is indeed calling for 
an embassy to be sent (Dilts p.7.4-10). Ulpian argues that one would not 
be wrong in saying that this concerns t6 cruJl$epov, because Demosthenes 

is implying that this is the introduction to this KE$dAatov (Dilts 
p.7.10-13). Ulpian accepts this but claims that the same points also 
justify to 8uvatov, and he draws a comparison with Thoukydides (Dilts 
p.7.14-17). This picks up on an observation, which he made in connection 
with the second 1tpo6tJltOV, that it is in the nature of KE$aAata to be mixed 

(Dilts p.6.19). The frequency of the occurrence of Katp6cr in the speech is 
considered to be part of tri 8uvat6v (Dilts p. 7 .31). Demosthenes' 
encouragement of the Athenians to emulate Philip's attitude combines t6 
crull${POV and t6 8uvat~v (Dilts p.7.33-B.2). 

Ulpian's account of the KE$~Aata goes awry at (Dilts p.B.20-31). 
Referring to 0.1.7, he says that Demosthenes' arguments about the 
embassy and the deception of the Olynthians in 0.1.2-7 are part of to 
crull${POV (Dilts p.B.22-26). Perhaps realising that in the previous 
paragraph he said that both t~ O'UJ.1$epov and t(, auvcxt6v were involved, he 
adds : EV etO' EAcxttov J.L£V to O'uJ.1$epov, 1tJ.iov &: to aUvcxtOv e~EtpyaO'tCXt (Dilts 
p.B.26). He follows this with : eVtEuSEV J.1Etcxl3ruvEt E1t' CJ.AAO 'tt ~poO' tOU cxu'tou 

/ / "" / / \ ,\ 'G ~ '" \ 
KE<j>CXACXtOU, AEYID tou O'UJ.1<j>EpovtOO' O'UJ.11tAEKIDV JlEV OU8EV ll't'tOV KCXVtaUScx 'to 

/ ) ~ ,) '" I \ \.).1 \;) ... "i' c. 
auvcx'tOV 'aAA' c001tEP EV 'tOtO' 1tPOEtPTHl£vOtO' 'to auvcx'tov E1tA.eOVCX~E KCXt cxu'tou TtV COO' 

I c.' \>.., ~ "\ \" "'" "'"' \' 1tp0TtYouJ.1EVOV, OU'tIDOl Kat EV 'tOtO' E<j>E~Tt 0' to J.L£V O'UJ.1<PEPOV J.1CXAAOV 1tpoTtJ'El'tCXt, 'to 8£ 
8uvcxtov E1tEtat (Dilts p.B.27-31). Throughout his discussion of 0.1.2-7 
Ulpian has maintained that Demosthenes bases his arguments on a 
mixture of t6 O'uJl<Pepov and t6 8uvcx'to~, (Dilts p.7.12-14, 16-17, p.B.1-2, 
22). Now at (Dilts p.B.26) he states that to 8uvatO'v takes precedence 

/' 

over to crUJ.1<PEpov in 0.1.2-7 and this was implied in his earlier comments. 
He betrays this confusion when he suffixes his comment J.1E'ta 13 <it V Et l1t' 

)/. / ,.."")" /. I' - " S· h aAAo tt J.1EpOcr tOU autou KE<paAatOU with AEYID 'tou O'uJl<PEpovtoO'. mce t e 
precedence of to 8uvatbv is discussed in the previous sentence, we expect 
\)\ / \ / S h f· h . to CXUtO KE$aAatOV to be to 8uvatov. uc con uSlon may ave arisen 

because of a determination to produce interpretations different from 
those of his predecessors (Dilts p.7.1-14). 

b) D.1.B-11 

The discussion by Ulpian of 0.1.2-7 looked at the question of 
mercenary troops and the embassy, and rejected the interpretation of the 
objection which argues that the reliability of the Olynthians is the issue 
which Demosthenes is handling (16). The ava(PEcrtcr of the objection came 
.. , \ (, I ., I"). Wh UI· 
In 0.1.7 with the phrase VUVt yap 0 1tavtEcr ESpU/\,ouv ... . en plan says 

1'\\ \ ' ''' / , 1 , " .I • 
~E~atOt 8£ Kat 8ta 'tTlcr 8eutEpacr EvVOtCXO' t11v au'tTlv AUOlV (Dilts p.9.5) we may 
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infer that the next sections of the speech provide proof to support the 
) / 
avatpE01O'. 

The second 'lvvota is explained in the following sentence : K~t y~p 
:J "'" .;>.:> / ,.. ,\ I / 

EU~OEU01V OUK OtKEtOtO' OU01V OUDE O'UJlJlaXOtO' ~E~01l81lKa01v (Dilts p.9.S-6). 
This refers to the opening words of D.1.8 : Et yap, 0'8' ~KOJlEV EU~OEU01 
~E~01l81lKb'tEO'. The argument is that the Athenians helped the Euboians 
even though they were not entitled to expect help, because they had 
reneged on an alliance (Dilts p.9.10-12). So the 011'thians, who are 
former allies of Athens, deserve at least the same response. We are 
back to the point that the Athenians helped the Olynthians on a previous 
occasion. Relationships do exist between the various ideas but they are 
not as well defined as Ulpian's analysis would have us believe. 

Ulpian then goes on to look at the example which Demosthenes 
chooses in D.1.8 (Dilts p.9.11-18). His remarks about the KE<I>~Aata shall 
be considered presently. He thinks that the allusions to Pydna and 
Potidaia are illustrations of other Greek powers pretending to the 
leadership of Greece (Dilts p.9.1S-17). This implies, presumably, that 
the leadership rightfully belongs to Athens. This is fanciful. 

Ulpian then notes how Demosthenes uses a combination of fear and 
exhortation in his belief that Athenian apathy is the root of Philip's 
success (Dilts p.9.18-21), because, although Philip is to be feared, the 
implication is that he will remain powerful only as long as the Athenians 
do nothing. This tactic is compared with a speech in Thoukydides (Dilts 
p.9.21) (17). The goodwill of the gods is noted and this is thought to be 
unexpected, because Demosthenes claims that the disasters in Thrace 
and the subjugation or change of allegiance of Greek cities in Thrace are 
indicative of this goodwill (Dilts p.9.23-2S). 

Both D.1.2-7 and D.1.8-11 are summarised as being a series of 
arguments that it is possible for the city to take up the leadership 
again. Although the attitude is wrong now, even if it was not before, the 
Athenians must recover the hegemony. If the war is about hegemony, 

.) /\ 

then the war is Ot KEtOO' (Dilts p.9 .27 -30). 
It is a valid argument to state that if Demosthenes is talking about 

hegemony of Greece then what he says is pertinent to the Athenians. At 
no time does he refer to ~YEJlOV~a overtly, but he does make his purpose 
clear in D.1.8-9. He is discussing the problems created by throwing away 
opportunity. The Athenians look after the safety of the Euboians but not 
their own, despite all the good opportunities which they have had. This a 
reference to Athenian interventions in Euboia following the rise of 
Thebes in the years after the Battle of Leuktra 3-=t1 B.C .. He is trying to 
convince the Athenians that if they changed their attitude, they would be 
successful. Hegemony might have been an element of that success but 
Demosthenes does not expand on the nature of the potential success. 
Since a simple change in attitude by the Athenians would see off Philip, 
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it can be inferred from Oemosthenes' argument that the Athenians are 
still the most powerful people in Greece. Ulpian is looking for complex 
arguments at the expense of a straightforward explanation. 

Ulpian's analysis of 0.1.2-11 is difficult because he does not follow a 
clear plan. The expectation from his summaries are only partially 
fulfilled. For example, <j>tAo'ttJl(a is almost ignored in the detailed 

discussion. How he arrives at the identification of <t>tAO'ttJl (a is 
understandable, but Ulpian does not prove the point himself. He is more 
competent in explaining the presence of "yeJlOv(a. Although it is possible 
to detect this idea in Oemosthenes' words, it is not obvious and we ought 
to wonder why Oemosthenes was not more direct in referring to 
hegemony. The obvious interpretation of 0.1.2-11 is that Oemosthenes is 
frustrated and scared by the attitude of the Athenians. He tries to 
restore their former assertiveness, so that they will take action and 
save themselves from Philip. Ulpian is vague about his understanding of 
the structure. His comments about E'vvotat are confusing. A few extra 
words would have clarified his exposition. 

/ 

KEg,aAata of 0.1.8-11 

/ 
The lCE<t>aAata of 0.1.8-11 are indicated at (Dilts p.8.27-31). We are to 

expect a combination of 'tb (JuJl<j>epov and 'to ouva'to'v, with the former 
taking precedence. Ulpian confirms this in his discussion of 0.1.8-11 
(Dilts p.9.7-10). 'to (JuJl<j>epov is said to be the basis for Demosthenes' 
comments about Athenian attitudes. They are not acting in their best 
. , / ,I h 
Interests and so the remarks concern 'to (JUJl<j>epOV. 'to ouva'tov concerns t e 
remarks about Athenian ability and success in the past. This is 
satisfactory, but once again Ulpian confuses his account of the lCe<j>aAata. 

Demosthenes cites examples when the Athenians failed to help allies 
who needed their help. Ulpian thinks that 'tb (JUJl<j>{pov, 'tb ouva'to'v and 't6 

o{lCatOv could all be involved (Dilts p.9.13-15). The optative av Et11 

suggests that Ulpian himself disagrees. Yet a little later, when he is , , 
discussing the ability of the Athenians to succeed, Ulpian says : EV Oe 

'to~)'tOt(J 'to (JuJl<j>epov 1tpo11YEt'tat, 'td 0' all' t1te'tat (Dilts p.9.22). The latter 

phrase must refer to 'to ouva't6v and 'tb o{ lCatOV. The indicative suggests 

that Ulpian does believe that all three lCE<j>dAata are involved. 'to o{lCatOV is 
not cited anywhere else in the prolegomena Its presence here is 
justified. The involvement of Athenian allies implies an element of 
obligation. 

Demosthenes' remarks about the goodwill of the gods is thought to be 
based on 'to ouva't6v (Dilts p.9.26-27). They are indeed pertinent to the 

ability of the Athenians to act successfully. 
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\ ~ ~ / 
c) to avayKwoy and <l>o~Oq. 0.1.12-15 
Ulpian identifies two main sections in Oemosthenes' answer to the 

first aVt{eEcna (Dilts p.3.3-24). The first we have just looked at and 
,/ c- /' 

concerns <j>tAOtt~ta and T\YE~OVta. The second stresses t6 avaYKruov and 
/ 

<j>o~oa, and refers to 0.1.12-15. 
In his comments on 0.1.2-11 Ulpian pointed out that fear played an 

important role in Oemosthenes' argument (Dilts p.7.17-18, p.9.18-20). 
There is an element of fear in section 0.1.2-11 when Philip's success is 
stressed. Fear is aroused more directly and with greater force in 
D.1.12-15. 

Ulpian does not give t6 d.vaYKatov and <j>6'J3oa the parity which is 
implied in his summary of this section (Dilts p.3.16-21) when he comes 

• •• \,)..... ,~ ",)1 \. \. 

to diSCUSS the passage 10 detail : ta 8e evteUeev to avaYKatov eXEt Kat tT\v 
) \ 'I ~ \ '" II:> , / '3' ..... ,I' , 

EtcrJ30AT\V etAT\<j>ev a1to tou et 8e 1tpoT\aoJleea, ro 'AeT\vatot, Kat toutoua toucr 

aVep~1tOucrll (Dilts p.9.31-32). He argues that three elements, one of 
which is fear, contribute to t6 avaYKruov. We may divide the three as 
follows : 

" \ \ / ,;) ~ , \. ~ .>" 
1. <j>oJ3Et yap 2. Kat 8etKYuatv OUK eta ~aKpav 1tEpt trov OtKEtrov 

/" '4' 0:. .... I' c I . 
KtV8UVEuaOvtaa 3. Kat Ott 08ro 1tpoetmv 0 <I>tAt1t1tOa (Dilts p.9.32-1 0.1). 

I 

This is indeed the effect of 0.1.12-15 and it illustrates how the war 
is pertinent to the Athenians, because the results of not becoming 
involved are bad for Athens. This is Ulpian's conclusion : < 0' > KaAooa av 

ncr et1tot to avaYKatov el vat. Ka\ tauta ~ev 1tEp\ tOU ot KEtOV it vat t1l 1tOAet tOY 

1tOAE~OV (Dilts p.3.23-24). 
I 

/ 
KE<!>aAaux of 0.1 .12-15 

Ulpian's comments on 0.1.12-15 are brief and he does not refer to 
KE<j>cfAata. Presumably, this section is based on t6 aUJl<j>tpov and to 8uvatbv 

like the other sections. Even if he felt that there was nothing of 
importance to say about Ke<j>&Aata here, for the sake of clarity and 
conSistency, he ought to have at least mentioned them. 

Alternatiye Interpretation of 0.1.2-15 

So far only Ulpian's favoured interpretation of 0.1.2-15 has been 
discussed. In the course of his argument Ulpian devotes much energy to 
refuting an alternative interpretation of this part of the speech. There 
was a school of thought, exemplified by Zeno of Kition(18), that the 
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objection which Oemosthenes is seeking to answer is dAA' &'1ttO''tOt 
I 

>OAuv9tot. It was argued above, from Oemosthenes' own statements, that 
an objection along these lines was more appropriate to the text than 
Ulpian's choice of &AA' OUK OtKEtOO' 0" 1t6AEJlOO' (19). This is true for 

7 dh h 
. \ Co, :>, 

0.1.2- ,an t e prase VUVt yap 0 1tavtEO' E9pUAOUV ... may be interpreted as 
the final answer to the objection. The reliability of the Olynthians is 
examined, particularly in 0.1.4-7. However, 0.1.8-15 does not seem 
relevant to the reliability of the Olynthians. As we shall see presently, 
these sections of the First Olynthiac were thought to answer another 
objection. 

Ulpian's dismissal of the a1ttO'tot interpretation is vehement : o~oaJlou 
\) / .J / C" \ ;I I c..\, / '" ~ > \ 

OE EV toutOtO' EKEtV11V opoo tTtV aVtt9Ecnv 11V Etoo9acn 9puAetv a1taVtEO' ' " aAAa 

{l1ttO"tOt "fEyovaO't 1tEpt nlv 1t6AtV .>OAuv9tot " (Dilts p.8.3-4). He gives three 
grounds for doing so : 

:> / ,\ / :> , / , 
1. ou OtaAuO'oVtat 1tpoO' tOY <I>tAt1t1tOV, 2. OUOE 1tP0O'1lO'ovtat touO' 1tap' 

:> I I' 3)/ \.~, '" )/ / . 
EKEtVOU AOYOUO', . OUtE tu Ott 1ttO'tOt EO"OVtat cruvtO"tTtcnv (Dilts p.8.5-6). 

There is some justification for these criticisms, since Oemosthenes 
does not discuss the reliability of the Olynthians in the blatant terms 
desired by Ulpian in order for him to accept the l£1ttO"tot interpretation. 
Ulpian returns to this interpretation at (Dilts p.8.20-21) and repeats his 
point that the Olynthians will not be deceived if only Athens sends 
ambassadors (Dilts p.8.22-26, cf p.8.10-12, 17-18, p.9.2). In D.1.4-7 
Oemosthenes is trying to excuse Olynthian behaviour by saying that this 
time the circumstances are different. 

Ulpian himself may help us to discover how 0.1.8-15 was interpreted 
by those who supported the d'1ttO"tOt interpretation for 0.1.2-7. In his 
discussion of 0.1.12-15 he rejects an explanation which might be 
proposed for the list of cities in 0.1.12-13 : OUX 000" 1tpdO" aVtt9EO"tv 
) / c,,:> / '" / \ / ~\ ,""" / / 
cxmxvtTtO'aO", coo av Ot119Et11 ttO" U1tOKPOUOOV , "Kat tt av 11JlEtO" ~Aa~Et11JlEv1()Auv9tOOv 

ecxAOOK6tOOv ; (Dilts p.10.6-7). Someone, perhaps Zeno, interpreted 
0.1.12-15 as an answer to the objection "what harm would it do us if 
Olynthos was captured ?" In 0.1.8 the Athenians were warned against 
repeating the experience of previous occasions. In 0.1.9 Oemosthenes 
points to the capture of Pydna, Potidaia, Methone and Pagasai. These 
towns are the ones mentioned in 0.1 .12-13. Since the mooted objection 
in 0.1.12-13 questions the harm which will befall Athens should 
Olynthos fall, it is possible to interpret D .1.8-13 as a long answer to 
this objection. In 0.1.8 Oemosthenes clearly establishes that the 
Olynthians must not be turned away or the Athenians will suffer. In 
D.1.9-10 we find a plea to the Athenians not to let slip yet another 
opportunity. In 0.1.11 Oemosthenes illustrates his claim that the 
Athenians' control their future with a simile based on those who borrow 
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money. 0.1.8-11 may be interpreted as the preamble to the strong 
warning which occurs in 0.1.12-15. 

Ulpian gives his reasons for rejecting this interpretation succinctly : 
~ ,;) ~~. "';I / ;) " ~ ,.....~ '\,; c./ ;) , 
CJ.AA €~ upXll0 €VO't110CJ.~€VOO OtK€tOV KCX'tCXu€t~CXt 'tOY 1tOA.e~OV €Kcx't€pro9€v cxu'to 

/ 

KCJ.'tCXOK€UCXO€V 

:> / t'\ Co I ~ ...... I...... I \ ~ "-

1. CX1tO 't€ 't110 11ye~OVtCXO 110 ~€'tcx1tot€tcr6cxt 1tpOOT\K€t 't11 1tOA.et 2. KCXt CX1tO 'tou 
\ I ;I;) \ Co/ ~ \ / ~ I \ ./ 

'tOY 1tOA€~OV OUK €tO ~CXKpCXV 11~€tV €tO 'tllv -'A't'ttKT\v, €t ~11 ~011S110CXt€V 'tOtO en 
I '" ./ ~'''' / Z '\, , " / 

Aet1tO~€VOtO 'trov ~EAA11vrov €m 'tllo E>PCXKT\o. ou 011 KCXt 'tllv OUO'tCXffiV 1tOt11oo~vOO 

<KCXS'> U1tOVOtCXV 1tcxp{otllm 'tn OU~~l1~o~vCX -rn 1t6Aet OElVa (Oilts p.10.7-12). 

If this alternative objection did cover 0.1.8-15, and not simply 
D.1.12-15, then the first argument refers back to Ulpian's own analysis 
of D.1.2-11. If the objection only applies to 0.1.12-15, then Ulpian's 
reference to hegemony is confusing, because he disregards his summary 
of the analysis. The summary stressed &VCX'YKCXtOV and <l>0'~00 at this point 
in the speech. The case for arguing that fl'Y€~ov(cx is used as a motive for 
taking action in 0.1.2-11, as we saw above, is not convincing. His second 
argument is better. Oemosthenes is stressing the necessity of Athenian 
involvement for their own good. What is necessary for the Athenians can 
be termed of K€tOO. The case for the interpretation that the objection 

being answered is 't~ Civ ~~etO J3ACX~€(l1~€V ; is plausible but not as 
convincing as Ulpian's interpretation. Oemosthenes looks at the harm 
which will befall Athens in 0.1.27-28. 

We are not informed how those who identified the objection as ~ lx'v 
~~E'to ~ACX~€{11~€V ; divided the speech. 0.1.2-7 contains no suggestion of 
this &vItS€OtO and so it may be that they also advocated the proposition 

. ~ / ~'I c I 
of the prevIous cxvnS€Ol.o, CXAA' CX1tto'tOt Ot>OAUVStOl. 

Conclusion 

Generally, Ulpian presents a plausible interpretation. He appears 
intolerant of the opinions of other people, failing to acknowledge the 
validity ot' their arguments. There are discrepancies between his 
summary and his detailed account. These cause confusion, but the points 
are questions of emphasis and do not entail contradiction. The clarity of 
his exposition is clouded by his practice of restating arguments when 
they have been made already. 

/ 
The Second IAy'ttSemq. 0.1.16-20 

The second objection concerns the provIsion of money 

f>1tapX€tv 1tpOxetpcx 'tOtO o'tpcx'teuo~evoto (Oilts p.2.34). 
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approach to the second objection is summarised at (Dilts p.3.25-4.13). 
The issue is broached ~~ aVttS{crEcocr (Dilts p.3.2S, p.S.1-2). What Ulpian 
means is that Demosthenes voices an objection to his own argument by 
querying out loud the relevance of his advice: t6 !lEV o~v E1tttt!l<lV ... , 0.1.16. 
Ulpian takes Demosthenes' case to be that once Euboulos' law governing 
the theorik money is changed, there will be sufficient funds to finance a 
campaign against Philip. This may be what Demosthenes has in mind 
(2 OJ. He stresses necessity in order to convince the Athenians of this 
evidently displeasing fact. An individual levy for one and all is 
suggested. Ulpian assumes that when Demosthenes says 1tctvtacr E?cr<!>epEtV, 
0.1.20, he does mean that everyone ought to pay eisphora : <!>Tlm 'Y~p OEtV 
etcr<!>epEtV E'KacrtOv (Dilts p.3.29-31, cf p.11.7-8). If this is correct, then 
Oemosthenes is offering pecu liar advice. The theorika were available to 
all, but eisphora was a tax normally only paid by the richer citizens(21). 

Oemosthenes may be exaggerating for effect. Ulpian says that 
Oemosthenes' purpose is to persuade the Athenians to fight for 
themselves and that they are given no alternative. His proposal of a 
double campaign is not serious but a tactic to achieve his purpose (Dilts 
p.4.9-13, cf p.10.26-29). 

Ulpian examines 0.1.16-20 in greater detail at (Dilts p.10.15-11.18). 
His observation that the beginning of 0.1.16 marks a transition is sound. 
td IlEV o~v e1tttt!luv... introduces Demosthenes' practical advice after the 
previous sections which give warning about the situation. Sandys called 
this the 1tp6SEcrtcr (22). He believes that the advice is genuine, as do all 
modern scholars. Ulpian's contention is that Demosthenes is concerned 
only with the question of finance here and that the remarks about the 
force are not to be taken literally. 

Demosthenes divides his case into two aspects. The first is the 
nature of the force, 0.1.17-18 and the second is the provision of finance, 
0.1.19-20 (Dilts p.10.22-23). Ulpian is also correct to point out that the 
issue was sensitive and had, therefore, to be handled carefully. Ulpian 
terms the cautious introduction in 0.1.16 a 1tPOO~!ltOV (Dilts p.S.2-6, 
p.10.20, 24). 

The Rhetores Graeci discuss 1tpoo{!lta(23J. There are conflicting 
views as to whether or not there had to be a 1tpootlltOV in every speech, 
and whether or not it was possible for there to be a multiplicity of 
1tpoot!lta in one speech (24). According to Ulpian , there is a 1tpOOr"Uov 
over half way through the First Olynthiac. It performs the function of a 
1tPOOtlltov. This, at least, finds general agreement among the Rhetores 
Graeci. Firstly, the 1tPOOt!ltOV introduces the topiC of the later part of 
the speech and secondly, prepares the audience for a favourable 
reception of the forthcoming argument. There is no contradiction 
between Ulpian's statement that 0.1.16 is a 1tpoo(J,LtOV and his statement 
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that the same words are written ~~ 6.V'ttS£'crErocr (Dilts p.3.25, p.5.2-6). 
Once again Ulpian implies that the 1tPOOtJltov forms part of the EfcrcxyroYT1' of 
the argument(25J. 

As we have said, Ulpian believes that the proposal of two forces is 
not Demosthenes' true intention (Dilts p.4.9-13, p.10.26-29). He thinks 
that Demosthenes is using the proposal as a tactic which involves two 
elements. Firstly, it is a psychologically effective device to ask for 
more than you actually want, because that way you are more likely to 
achieve your real aim. The second element relates to finance. A large 
force requires greater finance than a small force. The prospect of 
raising a stiff eisphora is less attractive than sacrificing the theorik 
money. Ulpian must have been aware that his interpretation required 
substantiation since he gives two additional reasons for rejecting 
Demosthenes' ostensible proposal : 

? ,,/ / '" / / /" "'" 
1. E1( 'tou Jl11'tE 1tOAUV 'ttvcx KtV11crCXt AOYOV, crucr'tcxcrtV 1tEptEXOV'tCX 'tot> OEtV 

) ( c / '" /.;)'" .L "" / 
E1(1tEJl1tEtV E1(CX'tEPCXV 2. E1( 'tou 'tCXXErocr Em 'tOY AUYOV 'trov XP11JlCX'trov OPCXJlEtV 

(Dilts p. 11 . 1 -3 ) . 

So Ulpian argues that Demosthenes fails to give a full account of the 
force required and he leaves the subject altogether, moving on to the 
question of finance. His observations are valid but his conclusion is not. 
Demosthenes' account may be deficient but that does not mean, 
necessarily, that his proposal is not genuine(26). Moreover, Ulpian 
ignores the reasons which Demosthenes puts forward for the need for 
two forces, D.1.17-18. Demosthenes argues that if the Athenians attack 
Makedonia, then Philip will wait until he has secured Olynthos and will 
then relieve his own land. If the Athenians only go to Olynthos, he will 
take confidence from knowing that his base is secure. 

The psychology which lies behind Ulpian's interpretation is plausible, 
but it may be that in this speech details about the force are irrelevant. 
There is no point in giving a thorough account of the force to be sent 
unless the Athenians are committed to fighting, and are prepared to fund 
it. Throughout the First Olynthiac Demosthenes dwells on the urgency 
and advantage of siding with the Olynthians against Philip. The climax 
of this argument is found in D.1.12-15. After this he can capitalise on 
the emotions which he has aroused, and persuade the Athenians to 
finance the expedition. At this stage a detailed exposition would be a 
hindrance. Ulpian may be correct in disregarding the request for two 
forces as a serious suggestion. The request may be a tactical ploy. Two 
forces permit Demosthenes to exploit the potential for using 
antithetical structures(27). Ulpian's account is probably correct. 
Modern scholars have criticised the sense of Demosthenes' proposal, 
given Athens' economic position at the time(28). 

One reason Ulpian attributes to Demosthenes for proposing a large 
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force was that a large force implied a large eisphora and that therefore 
the theorik money, which was the alternative source, would seem a more 
attractive source of finance (Dilts p.1 0.30-31). Later he states : a~tov 8£ 
:>/ /' ,/' ~~ ;> I r / '"" '" -"'I ' ''' / £1ttcrTH1llvacrSat on OUut €yxpOVt~£tV ~ouAe'tat 'tep AOYCP 'tep 1t£pt 'tON XPllJla'tOlv 8Ul'tO 

I ""1"1' :>s' A / /"1 ~ \ \ "" ~ '" C/ " / 8ucrX£p£cr, 0.1\.1\. £u ucr Jl£'ta/Jatv£t 1tal\.tv £1tt 'tOY 'tOlV £tcr<»OPOlV, tva Jlll <»atvll'tCxt 
? / \ \?t / . 
£1tt't1l8£uOlv 'tllV 1tpocr EU~OUAOV JlaXllv (Dilts p.11 .3-6). In this context 
xp~Jla'ta refers to the theorik money. So, according to Ulpian, 
Demosthenes talks about eisphora instead of 'tlx S£OlptKJ because mention 
of the latter would cause ill-will on the part of the Athenians. Ulpian 
returns to his former idea that Demosthenes alludes to both sources but 
stresses eisphora, in order to compel the Athenians to support the idea 

/ 
of using 't~ S€OlptKa (Dilts p.11.6-12). It is paradoxical that the 
discussion about the less unpleasant proposal, chosen because of 
hostility towards the more unpleasant option, results in the selection of 
the more unpleasant option. What Ulpian means is that the theorik fund 
is popular and politically untouchable and that eisphora is more 
acceptable. However, when the personal liability involved in levying a 
large eisphora is considered, then the idea of eisphora becomes even 
more unpleasant than the idea of surrendering the theorik money. The 
reason is that people are more likely to surrender the public benefit than 
suffer personal financial loss(29). This passage is particularly 
repetitious (Dilts p.10.30-11.12). 

Ulpian's remarks on 0.1.20 are surprising because he requires the 
reader to be familiar with technical terms. Hitherto he has favoured 
pedantic and sometimes repetitious explanation. This next passage also 
illustrates how Ulpian impairs comprehension by failing to indicate 
which part of the speech he is referring to : "A~youm 8e Kat (fAAOUcr nvacr 
}/ / 'Z,' :>/ \.) I \".:;l / , 
CXAAOt 1t0POUO', roy eAeO'Se" eO''tt JleV avSU1to<»opa, XPll 8e ava<»epetV 'tllV 

\ Co / :> \ \;)/ '" / 4 > / 
1tpOKa'tacrK€UllV 000' AUmV e1tt 'tTlV eVVOtaV 'tOU 1tpOOtJltOU, tva eK O'UYKptO'eOlO' 

/' e:.. /' / \ I'\ .. ~ ,~. _\ ~J: I ~ / 
crUJl<»OPoo't€POO' < 0 > 1tOPOO' <»atVll'tat. 8ta 'tOU'tOru.p Ka't upXaO' lI~troO'e Jlll u€Va 
KOlAueTlvat ~OUA6Jl£VOV /.i:rctv, tVa ~ €(orl-YT1mO' a~'tou " 1t€pt 'troY XPllJl<i'toov ~€Anov 
)/ / / \ \ ~ !'\. ~ I 1'\ 7 / " "I I "I / 
£xouO'a <»atVll'tat. 't€S€tK€ 8€ Kat tV 'tw 'tPt'tffi 1tAetova 'tTl0' eV 'tou'too 'tOO 1\.0''(0) I\.umv 

IT, , 

(Dilts p.11.13-18). 
According to Hermogenes and Dionysios of Halikarnassos, an 

&vSU1to<»op<i' answers a question or point supplied either by the orator 
himself or by someone else. The question or argument is termed a 
{)1to<»op& by Hermogenes and Tiberios(30J, In 0.1.19 there is an obvious 

" '" /..,. "I" '" 5' I" candidate for the u1to<»opa : "n ouv;" O'U ypa<j>€tO' 'tau't' €l vat O''tpanoonK(x ; 

At first one might be misled into believing that Jl~ ~t' OUK eyo:rye ... 'troy 

8£6v'toov is the answer to this question. Apart from the rhetorical 
exclamation of indignation, Demosthenes would then be evading an 
answer to the question. Here he suggests an alternative source of 
finance, making clear which he prefers himself. The removal of the 
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theorika is his choice. The C:vSU1to<j>o pcf comes instead at the end of 
0.1.20, as Ulpian points out (Dilts p.11.13-14). Demosthenes neatly 
avoids the responsibility for the decision about financing the expedition 

1 \ \>1. \ JI / ~t/. q 
when he says : AiyOU01 8€ Kat aAAOUO" 'ttvaO" aAAOt 1t0POUO", cov €A€cr8' OO"'ttO" u~i'v 

O"u~<j>ep€tV 80K€t. This disclaimer would be particularly important if he 
considered that he was liable to prosecution for making such a proposal. 

There is another definition of the term dvSu1to<j>op& which is given in 
(105c) and refers to 0.1.4 (Dilts p.36.9-11)(31J. It occurs when the 
objector accepts some of what the speaker says but questions the rest. 
Ulpian cannot have this definition in mind because the text in 0.1.20 does 
not fit. 

h d · \ \) / \ 
Sense oug t to be ma e of Ulplan's comment: XPll 8€ ava<j>€p€tv 'tT\V 

't!! /.>\ \ >1 '" I. 
1tpOKa'taO"K€ullv coO" AU01V €m 't1lV €vvotav 'tou 1tpOOt~tOU (Ollts p.11.14-15). 

According to Hermogenes, 1tpOKa'taO"K€U" is a declaration about the 
subject you are going to discuss (Rabe p.126.17sqq). In the text nothing 
seems to fit this definition. If we take the term literally as 
"preparation beforehand", then it is an appropriate description of the 

. f \ I ~ >1 "" I d . /' function 0 ~a .1t' OUK €yroye ... 'tcov 8€ov'tcov, an IS the 1tpOKa'taO"K€Ull of the 
:> /. / :>I 
(XvSu1to<j>opa. It IS also to be taken as a AUO"tO" (answer) to the €vvota of the 

1tp001JllOV. The 1tpotitJltOV must be the one which was pointed out in 0.1.16 

(Oilts p.10.20, 24). The €VVOta of this 1tpoot'JltOV is as follows: 'to Jlfv o&r 
) 1\)1 I ~\ <=. I' \ ~ ~ ", "" / c.I 
e1tt'ttJlav to"COO" <j>llO"at 'tt0" av pa8tov Kat 1tav'tUO" Elvat, 'to 8' U1t€P 'tcov 1tapov't(ov 0 'tt 

" / ) " , 1\ '7' ./ 
8et 1tpa't'tetV a1to<j>atVeO'Sat, 'tou't' etvat O'UJl~OUAOU, 0.1.16. In 0.1.16 
Oemosthenes promises that he will ignore his own safety and give sound 

advice. Ulpian points out that Demosthenes gives advice about the 'tP01toO" 

't~0" 1tapao"KeU~O" and the 1tOpoO" (Dilts p.10.22-23). Therefore Jla .11,' OUK 

~Y(OYE ... may be interpreted as supplying advice on the question of 1t6poO". 
;' 

It satisfies the demand for practical advice posed in the 1tpOOtJltov. 
Although Ulpian's comments are accurate, unnecessary concision 
obscures his meaning. 

/ 1 
Keg,aAal<X of the Second,AvnSeQlO' 

:> / 
In the summary of Oemosthenes' treatment of the second cxv'ttS€O"tO", 

Ulpian calls his approach to persuading the Athenians to favour the use 
\ I \ / '" "" "" of the theorik money : <'to> Jl€POO" 1t€Pt€K'ttKOV Jl€pouO" 'tou 8uvcx'tou 't(oV 

)AST\vcxtcov (Oilts p.4.1-2). Thus 0.1.16-20 concerns the ability of the 
Athenians to fund a campaign. Ulpian stresses finance and not the type 
of force. 

In his detailed discussion we are told that Demosthenes begins with 
to 8uvat6v and this is divided into two topics, the 'tp61toO" 't~0' 1tCXPCXO"K€UTlO" 

and the 1t6poO' 'troY XP1lJ.l.~'t(ov (Dilts p.10.20-23). This analysis is sound but 
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more complicated than the summary suggested. There is no mention of 't6 
/ 

cru~<I>EPOV . 

Conclusion 

Ulpian's analysis of D.1.16-20 is sound. However, there is no 
difficulty in understanding the First Olynthiac at this point. Ulpian 
demands technical knowledge from his audience. It is noticable that his 
understanding of technical terms differs slightly from the understanding 
found among the Rhetores Graeci. 

The Third lAV'tisE<Jl<J, 0.1 .21-23 

/ 

Ulpian's discussion of the second aV'tlSE<Jl<J was much shorter than his 
discussion of the first. His comments on the third aVt{SE<JtO' are briefer 
still. The objection concerns tou <l>lA,{1t1tOU t6 Buva't6v. Demosthenes 
cannot deny that Philip is powerful, so he looks at each element of his 
power and argues that they are individually weak. He is faced with 
awkwardness, treachery and weakness (Dilts p.4.17 -20). It is difficult to 
know what 'toUO' refers to in this passage. Ulpian does not present the 
objection in the form of a question and the substance of it rests on the 
belief that Philip would be too strong for the Athenians to oppose 
successfully, (Dilts p.4.14-21). 

The Et<Jaywrtl of the objection is described as follows : e~ &V'tlSE<JEroo 

<l>avEproo Kdl AaJl1tpco<J EiO"Tl"fJlfvTlo (Dilts p.S.6-7). So the third objection is 
introduced in the form of an objection. Once Demosthenes takes it that 
the proposal for sending forces have met with acceptance and the 
sources of finance have been pointed out, he then points out the 
weaknesses in Philip's position (Dilts p.S.6-2S) and indicates an 
objection with the words <l>rtoEl€ 'tlO &'v .... This practice of listing 
weaknesses is also attributed to Thoukydides and Isokrates in the 
summary (Dilts p.4.14-21), but Ulpian refrains from elaborating on the 
comparison of the writers in his detailed discussion (Dilts p.11.19-12.2). 
.. I \ \ I ,... 

He states without referring to the text : 1tPO'tESElKE BE tTlv AUOtV 'tTlo 
) ~ " • / ;" , )::> I (D'I 1 20 21) aVttSEoEWO' TtV E1tEcrTlJlTlvato EUSUO 1tPOEASWV E~ avalpEoEwO I ts p. 1. - . 
The ava{pEolo is the answer to the preceding objection about finance. 
Demosthenes moves on to the next objection immediately, EUSllO 

1tPOEAS~V. Instead of the normal order of an objection followed by the 
reply or answer, he chooses to place the answer first, 1tpotteEtKE Bt -mv 

Atmv tTlcr 6.vnefO'EWO'. Ulpian's point is a good one. The usual order would 
be : someone says X but this is not so. Demosthenes takes a different 
line : someone would be wrong if they were to say X. He places the 
refutation before the objection. 
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Ulpian admires the treatment of the present answer (Dilts 
p.11.21-22). As he observes, Demosthenes avoids saying that Philip is 
not <!>o~Epoa but indicates instead areas of weakness in his position. The 
four aspects which Ulpian picks out correspond to Oemosthenes' own 
case: 

? \ \ '-, I 
1. eta 'tOY KatpOV Ot' ov 'tapa't'te'tat (Dilts p.11.24-2S), cf 1tapa yvro~l1v 

O 1 21 \:> I \ ~ I \ ~ I I ~ 
., ,'tT\V aKatptaV 'tT\v eKetVOU Katpov UJle'tepOV vo~taav'taa 0.1.24, 2. etO' 

/ \ c "'" / ~ ;'\ ~I 
8e't'taAoua, 'toua eau'tou au JlJlaxoua, a1tOa'ta'ttKcoa exov'taa (Dilts p.11.2S-26), 
f \ 1'\ 0 '\ /"\ / D ~;> / / c.\ > -./ 

C 'to. 'tcov oe't'tal\.cov ... 'tou't~ .1 .22, 3. eta a1toptav xpll~a'tcov Ot' llV oux e~et 

~evoua (Dilts p.11.26), cf llKouov 0' ... Ka'taa't~ae'tat 0.1.22, 4. eta 'toua 
~ / \ \ / :> '" .:> / 

U1tllKOOUa .) IAAUptOUa Kat IIatovaa e1ttSuJlouv'taa eAeuSeptaa (Oi Its 
J \ \ I I S' 

p.11.26-27), cf aAAa Jlllv 'tOY ... oouAoua etvat 0.1.23. 

Ulpian then reminds us about what he has said about Oemosthenes' 
practice of subdividing a topic : roa1tep Kat 1tpootatpOuv'tEa 'tOV AOYOV et1tO~eV 
(Dilts p.11.27-28). He is referring to (Dilts p.4.17-18) : Ka'tCx tJ,Epoa aUtllv 

\ \ / \ / \ 

(sc. ouvaJltv) OteACOV Kat Ka'taKePJlanaaa 1tpoa Jl.Epoa. He goes on to say: 'tllv 
) /) / 1'\ / \ c.." / c../ • 
EV'teAEa'tepav epyamav 'tou Ke<!>aAatOU 1tpoa OAOKAllPOV <!>uAa~aa U1tOSEmV (Dilts 
p.11.28-29). This appears to mean that Oemosthenes has made an 
excellent job of defending his hypothesis by full exploitation of the 
Ke<!>&AatOV, in this case 'to ouva't6v. Oemosthenes has achieved this while 
dividing up his subject into topics, and there is evident admiration on 
Ulpian's part, suggesting that such control is not easy. 

A final remark on this section concerns the tone of a phrase in the 
First Olynthiac compared with the tone of the Second Olynthiac . In 
0.1.23 Oemosthenes makes an aphoristic remark : Ot61tep 1tOAAana 00K£1 't~ 

/ > \ ;'\ / / S' 0 1 3 I . bl t <!>uAa~at 'tayaSa 'tou K'tllaaaSat XaA.e1tCO'tepOV EtVa.t, .. 2. t IS reasona e 0 

detect a patronising tone in these words. They anticipate anyone who 
might object to the drift of Demosthenes' argument at this point (Dilts 
p.11.30-12.2). He thinks that Demosthenes is aiming his remarks at a 
particular type of person, Ka'ta 'troY avorl'tcov (Dilts p.11.31, p.12.1). In the 
Second Olynthiac , however, Demosthenes speaks in a general way about 
people who somehow acquire possessions. Unhelpfully, Ulpian does not 
cite the passage which he has in mind. His point is substantiated by 
0.2.10 and also 0.2.9. 

/ I 
Ke<j>aA(Xla of the Third ~AY'ttSecrtq 

Ulpian does not discuss the Ke<l>~Aata in the brief, detailed discussion 
of the objection, nor in the summary (Dilts p.4.14-21). In his account of 
the e?aayC1YY11 (Dilts p.5.6-25), Ulpian examines them in detail. However, 
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what we find is not an account of the K£<\>a.\cna in D.1.21-23 but a good 
summary of the K£<I>~Aata in the speech as a whole. This is an 
inappropriate location for it because he ought to be concentrating on the 
~ 

E10'ayroyat. 

We are told that the third objection is introduced by an objection 
(Dilts p.5.6-7). Then the digression begins: eO'n 'totvuv 'tCx avo>'tct'tO> K£<\>ctAcua 

1'\ I' r;:./ \. / \, /. 
tOU AOYOU oUO, 'to O'UJl<\>epOV Kat 'to ouva'tov (Dilts p.5. 7 -8). Ulpian then goes 
on to examine 't~ O'uJl<\>i'pov (Dilts p.5.8-20) and he says : Ka'taO'Keu~~et oe oUl 
\,.. 1 \ I' ,\,\1 7' \ 1 / L \. '"' 

~eV 'tou O'UJl<\>epOV'tOO' 'to Jll1'te a/\,/\,o'tptOv elVat 'tOY 1tOA.eJlOV Jll1'te U1tep JltKpO>V (Dilts 
p.5.8-9). Although the war seems to be about the future of Thrace, in 
fact it is about Athens, the Athenians, honour and ambition. 
Demosthenes makes these points using negative as well as positive 
arguments. He also tries to make the Athenians envious of Philip and 
ashamed of having let him become so powerful when they have the gods 
on their side. This is an excellent summary of the points which Ulpian 
stresses about Demosthenes' approach. 

'to ouva'tov is summarised at (Dilts p.5.21-2S) and Ulpian says : 'tb oe 
\ ,(. [ \.> /'1 \ \ \ ;) -. .> / \" '" 

ouvatov £<1> txa;tepa 't11v epyamav eXet' Kat yap to OtKetOV e~l1taO'e Kat to to>V 

1tOA£JltO>V (Dilts p.5.19-20). It is notable that the two points which t'o 

ouvatov sustains are not the same as the points which t~ O'UJl<\>[pov 

sustains. The phrase e<l>' €K<i''t£pa leads us to expect that they will be. 
Ulpian changes the emphasis during his remarks about t~ O'uJl<l>epov. He 
begins to stress emulation of Philip with the words: £;'ta K(Xt EK 'tou ~~AOU 
tOU 1tpoO' t~v 1toAf~v ... (Dilts p.5.15). The relevance of the war is shown 
by arguments about the provision of troops and finance. 

A small point to note is that Ulpian says that the troops and cavalry 
~ I' \ C. ,..... c I' \ c.. / • 

are agreed upon : OJlOAOYOUJleVO>V Jl€V 01tAttO>V, OJlOAOYOUJl€VO>v Be t1t1teO>V (Dilts 
p.S.21). Then realising, perhaps, that this is inaccurate he adds : Otb1tep 

\ c:; ,,.. e: <: 1 / / . 

Kat 0 1tept toutrov roO' OJlOAOYOUJl£vo>v 1tapetAl11ttat AOYOO' (Dilts p.S.23). 
Demosthenes argues as though the case for sending a force was agreed. 
There is no agreement about sending a force, let alone what sort. 

Ulpian closes these remarks by returning to D.1.21-23 and noting that 
t6 ouvat6v <l»tA(1t1tOU is shown to be made up of several parts which are 

/' 
weak. Thus, the Ke<\>aAata of D.1.21-23 are analysed as part of an 
analysis of the whole speech and not in their own right. 

Conclusion 

Ulpian's interpretation is accurate. However, this passage in the 
First Olynthiac is straightforward and easy to understand. The 
discussion is brief and perhaps lack of time prevented Ulpian from 
elaborating on some of his points, in particular the comparisons of this 
passage with others. Their inclusion would have aided clarity. 
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/ 
The >EmAoyot. 0.1.24-28 

" ..... ::> I 
Ulpian regards OEt tOtVUV, 0.1.24, as the place where the E1ttAOYOcr, or 

rather ~1ttA6yot begin, (Dilts p.12.3). Among the Rhetores Graeci there is 

disagreement about the form and number of ~1ttA~yot. Some specifications 
do emerge(32J, An €1t(Aoyocr ought to be concise and usually follows the 

a1ttoEt~tcr(33J, It has three functions. Firstly, it should summarise what 

has been said. Secondly, it should arouse pity, ~AEocr, for the appropriate 
party. Thirdly, it ought to exaggerate the case in favour of the speaker 
and, perhaps, diminish the worth of the opponent's case. These aims are 
termed at'~Tlmcr and ta1tEtvrocrtcr respectively. Aristotle notes that a fourth 
aim of the f1t{Aoyocr is for the speaker to endear himself to the audience. 
In 0.1.24-28 these requirements are satisfied. In 0.1.24 we find 
concision in the form of a list. The closing lines are emotive, though 
perhaps they do not arouse pity. Pity is more appropriate to forensic 
speeches. The uselessness of looking to the Thessalians and Phokians, 
0.1.25, and the remarks about shame and the extent of the losses in 
D.1.27 fulfil the requirements of at{~Tl crtcr. Ulpian states specifically 
with reference to this section : ~ouA6JlEvOcr au~i1crat S{xa St~PTlKEV (Oilts 
p.12.23). His view that Oet to(vuv , 0.1.24, marks the beginning of the 

e1ttA6yot is tenable. 
Ulpian's use of the plural E1ttAOYOt is notable. He clearly believes that 

there could be more than one {,1t(AOYOcr. In his opinion 0.1.24-28 
contribute towards the epilogue. There is consensus among the scholia 
at this point that only 0.1.28 or 0.1.27-28 form the epilogue : (181), 
(187a), (187b), (187c) and (187d). Ulpian divides the epilogue section in 
two, examining a structure based on two KE4>~Aata and the respective 
subdivision of each. 

KESPaAql(x in 0.1 .24-28 

Ulpian shows perception and accuracy in his examination of the 
1(E<I>~Aata in the epilogue, even if his account is not straightforward. He 

divides the E1ttAbyOt in two. One part concerns tb ouvatO'v, the other to 

O"u~4>(pov. He picks out five aspects which illustrate to ouvat6v (Dilts 
\ \ ~ / 

p.12.6-10) : Kat to JlEV ouvatov 

~,,, '"' /'.>' / ;)\ -
1. a1tO tOU KatpOU KatacrKEua~Et, 2. a1tO 1tpEcr~Etacr ..., 3. a1tO crtpattacr 

~ "" \ '2. I ~ \ .....,,/ c.1 ~ \ ~ \ I 5 :», '" 
autrov Kat E~OOOU, 4. U1tO tOU at01tOU 01tEP EcrttV a1tO yvroJ.lTlcr ... , . a1tO 'tT\0" 

::> / '" > / ~/ atcrxuVTlcr, trov EK~avtroV avo 
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The style of presentation is reminiscent of that sometimes found 
among the Rhetores Graecd34). These points which he has listed are 
substantiated in the text of the speech at D.1.24. Since they concern 
Athens' ability to take the field, he thinks that Demosthenes is arguing 
about 't'o Buva'tbv (Dilts p.12.6-1 0). 

Ulpian says that 'to CJUJl<t>tpov is divided in two. Demosthenes compares 

two possibe scenarios for the conduct of the war, a) 'tou 't€ £1tt ep~lCTlcr 

(Dilts p.12.11) and b) < K(h 'tou e1tt 'tllCJ:oA'ttt1Cl1CJ > (Dilts app.crit.p.12.11-12). 
Wolfs' emendation must be correct because there is nothing to 
correspond to 't€. He is referring to D.1.25-27. Ulpian then digresses and 
refutes an alternative interpretation of this section (Dilts p.12.15-17), 
which we will come to presently. He clarifies his own interpretation of 

) "1/ .; s:' \' .... :>1 "I ... I , the €1tt/\,oYOt : E1t€tull yap €V 'tOtCJ €Jl1tpocr9€v Ka't€CJKeuaCJ€ 1tpOCJl1K€tV 't1] 1tOAet 'tOY 
I , s: \ .... J I ) , .-l.. '1_' ,~ ..... \ 1tOA€JlOV, Kat uta 'tot> B€t>'t€pot> < 1tap€CJ'tllCJ€V €1tt 'loIlv >A'tttlCTlv > uv a9av 'tOY 
I "1 AI \..1"1 ~I ~ ~:> / "'" <I>tAt1t1tOV /\,apov'ta 'tllv-rO/\,uv90v, €tKO'tCOCJ Kav'ta-u9a €1ttAO"(t~OJl€VOCJ 'tcov (xu'tCJ>v 

~Jlvn'CJ911 (Dilts p.12.17-20). EV 'tOtCJ €~1tpoCJ9€v refers to the main body of 
the speech. He picks out two important aspects of 'tb CJUJl<t>tpov, 1tPOO"llK€t 

1t6A€t and the inevitability of Philip's attack which Demosthenes has 

discussed there. In the t1ttAbyot D.1.25-27 is the part which deals with 'to 

cr1)~<t>€POV, and we are reminded of the two important points. What some 
>J ..:> \ '" regard as an objection U \ P' a 1\ regards as the €vvota €1ttAo"(tlCTl 'tou 

&vaYKa(ou (Dilts p.12.17). 
Ulpian adds that Demosthenes wishes to stress what the Athenians 

will suffer should the war come to Attica (Dilts p.12.22-23) and this is 
divided in two : EtO" 't~ 'tou 1toAtJlOt> Kat EtO" a{h6v 't6v 1tbA£JlOV (Dilts p.12.24). 
The former refers to the demands produced by an Athenian army in the 
field and the latter refers to the havoc caused by the enemy if they fight 
on Athenian soil (Dilts p.12.25-29). This is a good analysis of D.1.25-27, 
for although Demosthenes mentions the war in Thrace he concentrates on 
the consequences of war in Attica. Demosthenes ends the speech with a 
plea to everyone to take their place in the campaign. 

Alternatiye Interpretation of D,1 .24-28 

Ulpian is at variance with another school of thought over the 
interpretation of the closing sections of the speech. The repudiated 
interpretation is attributed to Zeno. Ulpian states in remarks referring 

:> \ Co /.> I "\)/ _~,\ I "'-
to D.1.25 : ot> yap U1tOAaJl~aV€tv av'tt9€O"tv B€t 'tllv €vvotav ~qv a1tO YVCOJlllO" 'tou 

I ~I c / ;) / c. I .:>, )1 c '1 .) "1 \ "" 
<I>tAl1t1tOU, coa1t€p 0 Zl1vCOV €t>1l9coa U1t€tAll<t>ev, aAA fatty II €vvota €1ttl\.o"(tlCTl 'tou 

&vaYKa(ou (Dilts p.12.15-17). Therefore Zeno thought that D.1.25-27 
formed an answer to an objection. Ulpian believes that this is naive. He 
does not tell us what the supposed objection is. The speech itself gives 

• " I) \ "1 / us both the objection and the answer With the words : 'tta au'tov KCOI\.UO"€t 
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/\ A r;:lr ~ '\ , ~,.... :> \ / 
O€UpO tJCXut~€tV ; ... CXII.A, W 'tCXV, OUXt ~O'\.)ATlO'€'tCXt, 0.1.26. Ulpian is rejecting an 
obvious interpretation of the text. 

We may presume that Zeno was among those who contended that the 
E1t{AOYOO' did not come until 0.1.28. It is unfortunate that Ulpian does not 
give any reason to show how Zeno's view is misguided. The objection in 
0.1.26 is incidental to the flow of the passage and Oemosthenes does not 
dwell on the objection at length. Ulpian's interpretation has the 
advantage that these brief comments are fitted into a structure which 
covers 0.1.24-26 as a whole. 

Closing Remarks on the First Olynthiac 

Ulpian's final remarks are peculiar (Dilts p.13.1-6). We might have 
expected a rounded assessment of the speech, underlining the most 
important aspects of his interpretation. Instead, the prolegomena end 
abruptly. He says : ;i~toV ot 1(~t ntv ~e'tCXXe~ptO'tv 8ecopitv 1(ht ~v 1tOtKtA{CXV 

(Dilts p.13.1). The justification of this comment is based on the 
defin itions of cr'\.)~~O'\.)A ~, 1tpo'tP01t-rl and 1tCXP~V€crtcr. The differences 
between them are not related to the text properly. He suggests that the 
speech is a combination of O''\.)~~O'\.)A'" and 1tpo'tP01t~. This is a fair 
comment, albeit a generalisation. The introduction of 1tCX p <it'veO'tO' at the 
end is unexpected. It may be significant that 1tCXpcx(V€O'tcr is given no 
definite article, whereas the definite article is given to both O'U~~OUA ~ 
and 1tpo'tP01t~. Possibly this indicates that the phrase is someone's 
marginal note which has been added to the text by mistake. 

The abrupt ending may be explained if we assume that the 
prolegomena form a lecture. Alternatively, the remainder of the 
prolegomena may have been lost. This explanation assumes that the 
codices which offer the prolegomena offer versions derived from a 
single, damaged archetype. However, it may be that in Ulpian's day a 
rounded analysis was not expected. 

Conclusion About Rhetorical Analysis 

Ulpian gives a plausible and thorough account of his rhetorical 
analysis of the First Olynthiac. He looks for an underlying structure and 
finds one which emanates from the text itself and is not imposed rigidly 
upon it. The development according to objections allows greater 
flexibilty for the speaker. Zeno and the others appear to judge a remark 
within a narrow context. A virtue of Ulpian's approach is his ability to 
look beyond the immediate context of a remark and relate it to the 
underlying structure. 

His identification and justification of the th ree objections is 
plausible. However, in the case of the first objection, which deals with 
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the relevance of the war, some of his comments have been found to be 
the result of a thorough acquaintance with the speech and would not 
strike the audience the first time the heard the speech. Nevertheless, 
his belief that D.1.2-15 deals with the relevance of the war is 
persuasive, even if one or two of his arguments are unsound. His 
identification of the other two objections about the source of finance in 
0.1.16-20 and about Philip's power in 0.1.21-23 raises no problems. His 
intolerance of alternative interpretations is unfair since they too offer 
plausible accounts. His treatment of the lCE<j>a'A(Ua is also convincing, 
although he has occasionally become confused. 

CONFUSIONS IN ULPIAN'S EXPOSITION 

Ulpian sometimes befuddles his account by allowing himself a lax 
style. He is particularly prone to confused repetition. Good examples 
concern lCE<j>a'Aata. When he is talking about the lCE<j>a'Aata in 0.1.2-7 (Dilts 
p.7.4-8.31) he seems to realise that he is contradicting himself and 
endeavours to explain himself{35J. Another example is the unexpected 
inclusion of 'td fuatov among the main lCE<j>aAata in this speech at 0.1.8-15 
(Dilts p.9.13-14, 22){36J. 

Another confusion occurs between (Dilts p.4.29) and (Dilts 
p.8.30-9.4). In the former passage Ulpian is commenting on the phrase 
VUVt yap ~ 1tttV'tEcr tSp-6AOt)V ... , 0.1.7. He says that Demosthenes is using 

c.I :> / '" ~_ I . these words cocr1tEP aVatpEcrtv 'tTlcr {lVnSEcrEcocr. In the second passage Ulplan 
states quite clearly that this phrase ~cr't~ ~ A~crtcr 't~cr av'ttSecrEcocr. Both 
&va{pEcrtcr and AU'crtcr imply that the objection has been answered. 
Therefore it is misleading of Ulpian to say rob-1tEP avcitpEcrtv, as though 
Demosthenes' words were not in fact the answer to the objection, and 
then to continue by saying that these words do form the answer. From 
the vehemence with which the second passage is expressed we may 
assume that Ulpian's true opinion is found there. 

Ulpian twice dismisses the view that Demosthenes is endeavouring 
to answer the objection ciAA' d1ttcr'tOt Ot -'OAU'VStOt in (Dilts p.8.3sqq) and 
(Dilts p.8.20sqq). The second refutation follows soon after the first. 
Although the passages are not incompatible, an explanation is required to 
account for the repetition. After the first refutation, Ulpian goes on to 
give his understanding of the reason why an embassy was to be sent. He 
believes that Demosthenes is trying to prove that the Olynthians will not 
be deceived by Philip, whose efforts will be in vain. Ulpian draws a 
comparison with Thoukydides (Dilts p.8.14). Perhaps he has been so 
carried away with his parallel example that he feels he must 
recapitulate in order to remind himself or his audience where he is in his 
discussion. Although Ulpian has not lost control of his material, he is 
less decisive than we should prefer. 
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Repetitions are a feature of his style. The following provide useful 
examples : the reference to hegemony of Greece, (Dilts p.3.6-7) and (Dilts 
p.3.15-16) ; Demosthenes' approach in 0.1.2-7 (Dilts p.6.14-35) (37); 
the combined use of praise and fear, (Dilts p.7.21-22) and (Dilts 
p.7.26-27). 

COMPARABLE PASSAGES 

Ulpian compares the First Olynthiac several times with other 
speeches and other works. The authors involved are Thoukydides, 
Isokrates, Homer and Demosthenes himself. 

Ulpian opens the prolegomena with a comparison between the 
attitude adopted by Demosthenes towards his audience and the speakers 
in Thoukydides 3.9-14 and 1.32-36. He says : fan 0' o't€ Khl 't&o UltOeeO€10 

/.. £.\" / '? / / ,,~ ./ 
01);( Ult€P 'troY ltp 0 oroltrov , 010 OUV10't<XOe<Xl ~OUA€'t<Xl, <j><xV€Proo EVO€l1(VU't<Xl 

ltOl0UJl€VOO <lAA' Ult~P 'troY &KPO<X't@V (Dilts p.1.12-14). In a summary of the 
two passages which he has selected for comparison he adds : & Jl~V ltP'oo 

/ ,. \ I Co ,,., '" \ / 

>AellV<Xl0UO K<X't<x<j>€Uyrov 01<X cruJlJl<XX1<XV, 0 O€ <x<j>10't<XJ.1€VOo ltpOO A<XKeO<X1JlOV10UO, 
.>. C '\ c...... ....... ~" " e \ '\ ,. ~I c." ...... 

01);( Ult€P €<xu'trov 'tooou'tov oOKOUOl ltOl€10 <Xl 'tOUO /\'oyouo OOOV Ult€P 'tOU 

OUI.l<I>{POV'tOO 'troY &KPOroJl~Vrov (Dilts p.1.14-18). In Thoukydides, 3.9-14, the 
Lesbians follow a long justification of their secession from the 
Athenians with two sections, 13 and 14, which concentrate on the 
benefit of the Lesbian's action to the Spartans. Demosthenes makes it 
clear in the 1t p 0 o~ Jll ov that he is going to discuss the benefits of 
participation for the Athenians, even though he is giving advice which 
will help the Olynthians. Ulpian's parallel is valid. In Thoukydides 

. 'I \ I ? I 
1.32-36 the Korkyrans claim : ltOAA<X O€ ... 't<X ;UJl<j>€pov't<X <XltOO€l1(VUJl€V, 

1 .35.5. This is also a true parallel since both the Korkyrans and 
Demosthenes are concerned primarily with 'to oUJl<j>epov. 

Ulpian cites Thoukydides 1.68-71 in reference to 0.1.2-8 (Dilts 
p.3.19-24). In this section of the prolegomena Ulpian is discovering the 
answer to the objection <lAA' 0-6K oiK€loO <> ltbA€JlOO. He believes that he 
has found two arguments in Demosthenes which he also finds in 

!) / '" I" I.... '" Thoukydides. The first is : €1 Jl€A€l 'tTl ltOA€l 'tou ltPO€O't<XV<Xl 'troY '-EAAllVrov, 
7/..> Co \ &.. \ ./ ,I c. / - /'\- (D'lt 31516) oU'too €onv 0 K<XlpOO 0 0100UO It<XA1V 'tTlV 1l'YEJlOV1<XV -n;t ltO~l I S p.. - . 

\ .> I' )\ :> \ , \ I , \ '\/ 
The second is: cruV10't<X0 €;llKOV't<X <xv €m 'tTlV .)A't't1K1lv <l>lAlltltOV, €1 Jlll .:{)/\,Uv9tOl 

Ofu~OlV'tO (Dilts p.3.17-18). This argument uses fear to increase 
/ 

conviction 
In Thoukydides' speech we find pOints where parallels may be drawn 

with the First Olynthiac : Athenian policy is systematic, 1 .68.3 ; the 
Spartans themselves are responsible for this situation, 1.69.1 ; the 

Jartans were known as liberators of Greece, 1.69.1 ; Athenian methods 
are systematic, 1.69.3 ; there is vulnerability in Athenian ranks, 1.69.5 ; 
the Athenians are incapable of remaining inactive, 1.70.9. 
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Oemosthenes implies that Philip's approach is systematic, 0.1.12-15; 
he holds the Athenians responsible for the situation in which they find 
themselves, 0.1.8-9 ; he implies that Athens is the only force capable of 
putting a stop to Philip, 0.1.8-9 ; Philip is not as invulnerable as he 
seems, 0.1.23-24 ; Philip is incapable of remaining inactive, 0.1.23-26. 
The purpose of the First Olynthiac is to goad the Athenians into action. 
The same is true for the Spartans in Thoukydides' speech. In so doing, 
weaknesses in character of the audience and their actions are criticised 
and they are held responsible for their present difficulties. The 
aggressors, Philip and the Athenians, are portrayed as dynamic and 
worthy of emulation in their respective speeches. 

There is a further reference to Thoukydides 1.68-71 when Ulpian 
examines 0.1.2-8 in detail. The similarity is outlined as follows : ~v ofcr 
.J.) "'J / ~ "" / \ " ... I ',I' yup £1tt'tl~a, tV 'tou'tOtcr £1tatv£t 1taAtV Kat 1tapa~tyvum 'tatcr ~£~<p£m 'to £Y1Cro~tov \ '" I, / \~ ""'.L L \ "":> /, ,/ 

Kat <l>o~£t Kat 1tpo'tP£1t£t Kat £1tatv£t K(ll. Jlt~<I>£'tat, Bta'trov £vavnrov 't11v MlJlll'YOptav 
1tp o'tcicrcrrov (Oilts p. 7 .24-27). Thoukydides contrasts the personalities 
and methods of the Spartans and the Athenians. He reveals that the latter 
have a restless efficiency which encourages success, whereas the 
Spartans are criticised for hesitancy. They are advised that if they 
emulate the Athenians and become involved, then the threat of Athens 
will diminish. 

In the First Olynthiac , 0.1.2-8, Philip is praised for his attitude and 
the Athenians are encouraged to follow his example. Athenian indolence 
is held responsible for the present plight, 0.1.9-11, and it is suggested 
that their participation would halt Philip. Weaknesses are shown in 
Philip's apparent strength, 0.1.23-24. Ulpian's comparison is a good one. 
The passage is mentioned again in (Oilts p.9.21) where Ulpian is 
summarising 0.1.2-11. 

Ulpian returns to Thoukydides 1 .68-71 . When discussing 0.1.12-13, 
"'" \ \,1 :> > \ \ ..... .>" he refers to 1.69.3 : <l>o~et yap Kat Bet1CVUmv OUK £tcr JlaKpav 1t£pt 'troY OtK£troV 

/ \ q ... / ~ / Co ,I, ..... ~ " lCtvBuveucrov'tacr Kat on bBro 1tpoetmv 0 <l>tAt1t1tOcr, c001t€p Kat E>oulruBtVI,cr 1te1totll1C£v 
I 

tv 'tTl Bll~l1yop{a 'tIDv KOptvS(rov (Oilts p.9.32-10.3). The parallel is sound. 
His quotation f(om Thoukydides is in fact a paraphrase : K(it rcrJlev ofct oB~ 
xropoumv ot lASllvcxtot eri 'to'ucr tt€Aacr (Oilts p.10.3-4). Thoukydides says: 

\ ~ ,I t./ L ,.. C. '" \ e.( I ;) I '"".), \ !.."l. 
Kat £1ttcr'taJl£Sa ota oBro Ot .:>ASllvatOt Kat o'tt Ka't o At yo V xropoumv em 'toucr 1ttJ\.acr, 

I I 

1.69.3. It appears that Ulpian did not have a text of Thoukydides before 
him and is quoting from memory. 

In the course of his rejection of the d1ttcr'tOt interpretation, Ulpian 

refers to Thoukydides 1.35.5. He puts his case as follows: 6"1t£P 1t£1tOtll K£ 
\ Co,.. / "'" , '7 " C/ • s , "l. .t 

Kat 0 K£plCUpatoO' 1tap' 'ASllvatotO' BllJlllYOProv, ev OtO' <l>l1mv on Ot au'tot ltOI\.C.JltOt 
C "'" ,/ I I \ 'C .., .....;) "l. "l.' f:' , "L 

11 ~ tV, o1tep cra<l>ecr'ta'tll 1tt cr'tt 0' , Kat oU'tOt OUK acrSev£tcr, ar..r.. t KaVOt 'toucr 
I / ~\ \ > ,.. I \ .... / c \ 

Il£'tcxcr'tcxv'tacr ~Aacpat .. a yap eK£tVocr 1te1tOt111C€ 'tOY K£PlCUPCXtOV A.eyov'ta UltEP 
c. """ , \ Co. / c, ..... I \' .)~. J/ , 
ECXU'tou, 'tau'ta au'tocr 0 ~l1~ocreeVT}cr u1tep)OAuvSirov AzyEt, crUVtcr'tcxcr Jlll C/.v £'t1. 'tllv 
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'" ",I 1 ~ / / "'" 
'tOU <Ptl\.t1t1tOU 1tavoupYl<XV tcrXUcrEtV 1tPEcr~EucraJ.lEVllcr 'tllcr 1t6AEOOcr (Dilts 
p.8.14-21) The quotation from Thoukydides is almost exact. Even though 
both Demosthenes and Thoukydides argue that there is a common enemy, 
the conclusion which Ulpian draws still begs the question of Olynthian 
reliability(38) . 

There are two extremely brief references to Thoukydides' l:t KEAtlCCX\ 

DllJ.lllyop(at and Isokrates' Panegyrikos (Dilts p.4.16). These come during 
a summary of the third objection. There are four speeches in 
Thoukydides Book 7, but there is no similarity between them and the 
First Olynthiac. In Book 6 there are eight speeches. Two of these bear a 
marked resemblance to the First Olynthiac. The second speech of Nikias, 
6.20-23, which is delivered in light of Athenian favour for an expedition, 
reveals similar methods to those which Demosthenes employs, 
D.1.16-18. Thoukydides remarks at 6.24.1 : 0'- J.l€v Ntx:tacr 'tocrau'tcx EI1tE, 

/. \ / ~ ,/ '" ,/:J :> 1 U:> ;) J 
VOJ.lt~OOV 'toucr ~91lvatoucr 'too 1tA1l9Et 'toov 1tpawa'toov 'fl a1to'tpE<pEtV 11, Et <xva')'K<x~ot'to 

I /", .. ;':> ......;..... . . 
CJ'tPCX'tEuEcr9at, J.lal\.tcr'ta ou't(1)(J acr<l>aAoocr cK1tA.eucrat. This passage IS relevant to 
Ulpian's interpretation of the second objection and, in particular, his 
view that Demosthenes deliberately exaggerates the size of the force 
required (Dilts p.4.9-13, p.10.26-29). It is not relevant to the third 
objection about Philip's power. The role and argument of Hermokrates 
before the Syrakusans offer a better parallel for Demosthenes' treatment 
of the third objection. Both Hermokrates, 6.35.2, and Demosthenes hold a 
minority opinion. 

The former uses the following elements in his argument ; certainty 
that the Athenians will invade, 6.33.2-3 ; likelihood of Sikilian success, 
6.33.4 ; Athenian success in the past was due to the failure of others, 
6.33.5 ; the necessity of sending ambassadors to invite alliances, 6.34.1 ; 
a prompt confrontation would cause the Athenians to think twice, 6.34.4 
; problems which the Athenians face in pursuing a campaign, 6.34.5-7 ; 
the past record of the Syrakusans has encouraged the Athenians to 
believe that that victory is easy , so they will not expect prompt action, 
6.34.8. 

In the First Olynthiac Demosthenes implies that the invasion is 
certain, D.1.12-14, 26 ; Athens will be successful if only she 
participates in the war, D.1.8-10; Philip's success in the past is not the 
result of his own ability, 0.1.8-10, 23 ; embassies should be sent to 
make alliances, 0.1 .2, 24 ; a prompt confrontation by Athens would cause 
Philip to think twice, 0.1.24 ; Philip faces problems in maintaining 
supplies, 0.1 .22 ; Athenian behaviour in the past has encouraged Philip, 
so he will not be expecting a prompt response this time, 0.1.8-9, 21. 
Demosthenes may be borrowing ideas from Thoukydides, as Ulpian says : 
lCCX'tcxKEPJ.la't{cracr 1tP~cr J.lepocr (Dilts p.4.18). However, there may have been a 
standard approach for persuading a weak force to face a stronger one. 

Ulpian's reference to the Panegyrikos is also justified. We find 
there reversal of fortune, the rise of the opposition and the 
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responsibility given to the Athenians themselves, Paneg. 120, 137. In 
the First Olynthiac Oemosthenes holds the Athenians responsible for 
their present situation, 0.1.8-15. However, Ulpian is not comparing the 
Panegyrikos with this section of the First Olynthiac. Other points 
which are made in the Panegyrikos are as follows ; the King of Persia is 
powerful but not without problems, and an interpretation which suggests 
otherwise is dismissed, Paneg. 138-139 ; trouble spots for the king, 
Paneg. 140-142 ; examples of those who have fought and won, and 
examples of those who capitulated and suffered, Paneg. 154 ; victory for 
the Athenians is assured if only they take part, Paneg. 1 62. 

In the First Olynthiac the reason for Philip's power is attributed to 
the indolence of the Athenians and so the responsibility is theirs, 
0.1.8-15; Philip's problems are examined and trouble spots are listed, 
0.1.21-24 ; examples of those who capitulated and suffered are given, 
0.1.5-6. 

There is a possible verbal parallel between Paneg. 160 and 0.1.2. In 
~I ' ""' ,/"";" \ the former Isokrates says : COatE ~Ot OOKEt 1tOAA.CX AtCXV EtVCX1. tCX 

• " ,,~..... I c \ "" I ~~'c;..\ 
1tCXpCXKEA.EUO~EVCX 1tOA.e~tV cxutOta, ~CXAtatcx 0' 0 1tCXpCOV KCXtpOa, ou acxq,EatepOv~ OV 

OUK &q,Et~OV. This is similar to Oemosthenes' words : 0 ~~v o{;v 1tCXp6>v 
/ ~ 2' .. / ) , "I t..~ ~.) , C L ..... / c. ..... 

KatpOa, ill uvopEa'>A911VCXtOt, ~OVOV ouXt l\.Gyu q,COV'lV cxq,tEta OU tCOV 1tpCX'YJlCXtcov U~tV 
)/ ~A > ,:> I I 

EKEtVCOV cxutota CXVttAl11ttEOV EattV .... Another parallel occu~s between Paneg. 
:> ;) \' \ / "\. 184 and 0.1.5. Isokrates says : OUK E1tt toua KCXt q,uaEt 1tOA.E~tOUa Kat 

" ~ 0 h ":>"1"1,;) I \ .) ~ ~ " 1tCXtptKOUa Ex9poua. emost enes says : CXt\.t\. cxVCXatCXaEcoa KCXt CXVupcx1touta~ou 

t~O" 1tcxtp~ooa ... ({1ttatOV, o1~CXt, tCXla 1tOAttErCXta ~ tupcxvvta. The similarity is 
in ideas rather than in the words used. A straightforward resemblance 
concerns the listing of participants and the expectation that the 
audience, in both cases the Athenians, should take part themselves, 
Paneg. 185 and 0.1.2, 28. We may safely assume that Oemosthenes knew 
the Pan e g y r i k 0 s and so, the similarity may be more than 
coincidental (39). Ulpian has good reason to draw a parallel between 
these two speeches. He does not, however, make much of the 
si m i larities (40). 

A further comparison may be made with the Second Olynthiac, 
0.2.18-19. Here the lifestyle of the Makedonians is attacked as 
degenerate, and it is suggested that this renders them ineffectual. This 
is precisely Isokrates' point concerning the Persians, Paneg. 145-147, 
150, 152. 

Ulpian cites two consecutive passages from Homer Iliad Book 2 
(Oilts p.2.15). In lines 284-332 Odysseus is exhorting unwilling 
Akhaians to listen to the messages sent to them by the gods which 
promise success. His plea is that they should take the present 
opportunity. In lines 337-368 Nestor addresses the same audience. He 
reminds them of the promises which they made to the Atreidai. The 
parallel is sound. In 0.1.7 Oemosthenes reminds his audience of their 
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fervent support in the past. He makes no mention of promises. It is 
Ulpian who makes this inference (Dilts p.2.20-21). He also compares 
0.1 .10 with these lines. Both passages mention god-sent opportunities. 
The Iliad stresses oracular communication but the role of the gods in 
both is similar. 

Ulpian notes that it is Demosthenic practice to commence as though 
his premise were agreed, whereas he has yet to prove it. He draws a 
parallel with D.18.5-7 (Dilts p.6.1). He says of the 1tPOOlJltOV of the 
First Olynthiac : roo ydp O"JlOAoyouJlivou tou O~ {mE), autcOv eotat 6 1t6A.eJloo, 

" \ \ "" I "" . outeD tOY 1tEpt trov XPTlJlatrov 1tOtEttat AOYOV (DIlts p.5.30-31) About D.18.5-7 
h ~/ \ " " ~ \ ~\ ") ./ e says: JlTluE1tro yap oU0'tT\oao 1tOtEPOV autov II K'tT\mq,rovta a1tOAoYT1oaa9at &t, 

I '" Co Co / ;) '"' \ .)" .> I ,"" (Juvap1taoao tOUtO rocr OJlOAOYOUJlEvov a~tot tOUO aKOUOVtao Em tpE1tEtV auteD KaS' 
e\ / / I \ /. I 

l1V ~OUAEtat ta~tv 1tpoaYEtV tOY AOYOV (DIlts p.6.1-4). In D.18.1-4 
Oemosthenes asks the jury to revere the gods. He promises that what he 
is about to say will be unpleasant but that his motives are honourable. 
He asks them to treat each speaker according to his worth. In D.18.5-7 
he flatters his audience. He claims that his defence is just and trusts 
that they will obey the laws and give him an equitable hearing. It would 
seem that the similarity lies with the inference that Demosthenes' case 
is true and will be seen to be so. The duty and ability of the jury are 
stressed. In both speeches Demosthenes is trying to influence their 
opinion before he starts his argument. By encouraging others to speak 
Oemosthenes shows fair play and magnanimity. 

Ulpian Ldlieves that these passages are similar because Demosthenes 
is requesting approval for the order of arguments within his speech 
(t~~to). This is the case in D.18. Demosthenes remarks that the jury had 
to swear oaths to the effect that they would give both parties a fair 
hearing because the prosecution had the advantage of speaking first. The 
prosecutor could arrange his topics as he thought fit and the defence was 
obliged to follow. Demosthenes seems to be declaring that he is not 
taking his cue from Aiskhines. The First Olynthiac is not a forensic 
speech and Demosthenes makes no request for their indulgence towards 
the t&~to. Such similarity as there is, is probably nothing more than a 
standard method of introduction. One function of the 1tpootJltOV was to 
win over the audience. 

Ulpian notes that Demosthenes is making the point in D.1.21 that 
lasting success is built upon good foundations, and so Philip's success is 
temporary. Demosthenes is thought to be aiming his comments at a 
particular group, E1tt' troy &VO~trov (Dilts p.11.31, cf p.12.1), and that he 
qualifies his generalisation by adding 1tOAA<lKtO and oOKEl (Dilts p.12.2). 
Ulpian compares this with the Second Olynthiac where he claims : 
lCaSoA1KfutEPOV l{PTltat Kdt ft1toq,aVtlKfutEPOV (Dilts p.11.33). Unfortunately he 
does not pick out the passage he has in mind. However, 0.2.9 and 
especially D.2.10 are suitable passages and the comparison is sound. 
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Conclusion 

The passages which Ulpian has quoted do share ideas with the First 
Olynthiac. The quotations are not always exact. It may be that Ulpian is 
working from memory. It is notable that he does not make any 
distinction in genre. The speeches of historians and poets are as useful 
as the "authentic" speeches of the orators. In two cases, where he refers 
to D.18 and Thoukydides 1.35.5, there are similarities with the First 
Olynthiac but not those stated by Ulpian and are, therefore, 
inappropriate as they stand. The parallels mayor may not have been 
first observed by Ulpian. It is reasonable to suppose, judging by the 
detail which is included in Ulpian's idiosyncratic arguments, that they 
are original to Ulpian, even if the passages were compared by other 
scholars. 

PARALLELS BETWEEN THE RHETORES GRAECI AND THE ULPIANI 
PROLEGOfv1ENA 

The interests of the Rhetores Graeci are varied. There are a few 
passages where the First Olynthiac is cited to illustrate their point. 
Many of these are concerned with OX~Jla'ta but there are some which bear 
comparison with Ulpian's remarks in the prolegomena. 

One important passage is found in Apsines and it appears to lend 
support to the a'1tto'tOt interpretation which Ulpian rejects. Apsines is 
also a figure of the third century A.OJ41}. In reference to D.1.5-6 
A · I') / :I. \ \ / ::> I \ '\ I ~_ '" I pSlnes exp ams : EVtO'tE 8£ Kat JlTl SEV'tEO avnSEmv 'tao I\.UOEtO au'tTlo 'ttSEJl£V. 

'" \ / {.l.>\ / I Co '" Co) I) "'" '" \._ 
'tOU'to BE yt vE'tat, otav Tl 1tavu J3apuVl] TlJlao Tl avnSEmo EK 1tpo<j>avouo 'tESEtOa KOO 

I > ~ "'" / ,,'.?.... ./... "" / c:.. 
8E~ a,\h'lv 1tpOavEAiiv A£ATlSO'tOOO, 000 t:V 'tq> 1tpro'too 'toov ,)OAUVStaKOOv 1tE1tOtTlKEV 0 

/ /, ';' I I ~ ~ ~ / (f')/ C '" 

.1TlJlOOSEVTlO. 'ttO yap Tlv 1tavu J3apuvouoa au'tov av'ttSEmo; on amo'tot TlJ.ltV 
"I I '" / , \ ~ .... I '\ ~"1 I '" \ s::~ \ 

JOl\.uvStOt. 'tou'to 'tOtVUV JlTl SEtO EK 1tpo<j>avouo AeAUKE I\.tI\.TlSO'troC1 1tpOO ue 'tao 
/ ,.,/ )\ ';) ,... I ~ I \ J:> I )) 

K<l'taAAayao, ao av EKEtVOO 1totTloat't' aOJlEvoO' 1tpOO )OAuvStOUO, Evavnooo EXEt . 
. \ \;) I I \ 'I I '" ./ \ 

Kat yap Eon 'tupawoo <l>tAt1t1tOO Kat OA£SpOO <j>UOEt 'tOtO BTlJlOKpa'tOUJl£vOtO, Kat 
c. ,/ I f: / s:: > / ,,\.> s::~/ , 

U1tEp Jley<lAOOV 'OAUVStOtO 0 KtVuUVOO, Et 1tEtOSTloov'tat. Kat EK 1tapauet)1la'too 
,,\:>1 ~ "",:>/,," 1,)'\ \ "'" \. 
Kat toamv, a'tE JAJl<j>t1tOAt'tOOV E1tOtTlOE. 'tau'ta 'tOtVUV Ecrtt OUO'ta'ttKa 'tOU mo'touo 

\ "... / :> / \ ~ " ~t.."" \ \ ~ '). / , 
J.lEV TlJlt V JlEVEt v, a1tto'touo 8£ 'too <l>tAt1t1tOO. o~a, 1tOOO J.lTl SEtO ~rtV uvnSEm V 'tao , 
AtOEtO at)~o 't~SEtKEV (Spengel2 p.264.19-265.10). The importance of this 
passage lies in the sensible and valid case which it presents in favour of 
the interpretation that Demosthenes is answering an objection in D.1.2-7 
about the reliability of the Olynthians. Ulpian is dismissive of those 
who do hold to this interpretation. His use of SPUAOUV implies that it is 
ridiculous to do so (Dilts p.8.3-4, 20-21). Apsines reveals that a near 
contemporary of Ulpian had a valid case. Ulpian's reaction to this 
alternative interpretation betrays intolerance and arrogance. 
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Hermogenes shows an interest in the 1tporitJ,l.tOV of the First Olynthiac. 
He says : EV O£ tOtO' OAuv9tCXKOtO' ~TlJlO0'9EVTlO' tco 1tpCOtco AOYCO, XPcbJlEVOO' KOtVro 
s: I "'" .> '\ '\'\- / ;) \ ~ \ "" I ~ 
utavoTlJlCXtl, tcp CXVtl 1tO",,,,COV XPTlJlatcov CXUtouO' CXlPTlO'E0'9cxt to KOtVn O'UJl<PEPOV ou 

,., .... c. '\ I"" I I .......... \ I " 
XPTltCXt ~ OJlO",oytCX tTlO' KOtV0tT\toO', OtOtt 1tcxvoupycov XPTltCXt, KCXt 1tCXpCXA.et1tEt titv 
c / I / r s:\ ,..... / \ \',. "" 
OJ.lOAOytCXV. 1tpOKCXtCXO'KEUCX~Et uE OtCX tou 'tPOOtJltou tcx eECOptK(x XPTlJlCXtCX &tV 
} s:""" ". ~ I ~ 
U1tOuOUVCXt tOtO' O'tpCXttCOtCXtO' ... KOtVCP XPTlO'CXJlEVOO' OtCXVOTlJlCXtt Kat ACXeCO" 
c. '\ /" (l \.:». J !)...... .. \ '" 

0Jlo",oYOUVtCXO' ucrtEpOV CXUtOuO' CXVCXJltJlv'IO'KEt CXPVEta9CXt, CXtO'XUVOJlEVOUO' 1tEpt tcov 
/" / ,.) s:~ ,I > CI " 

eECOpt KCOV XPTl JlCXtCOV ... . E900' uf ~ Tl Jl00'9EVOUO' EO'tl V Otcxv tt OtOt K11 O'T\ tCXt eCXutro 
" ' ' '.) '\ !.l" I I 

XPTl O'tJlov, Jl Tl 1tpOtEpOV CX<ptO'tcx0'9CXt, 1tpt V 11 E1ttO'<PPCXytO'TltCXt (R abe 
p.446.11-25) (42). There is common ground here with Ulpian (Dilts 
p.5.26-6.13) because they share an interest in t~ O'UJl<P(Pov ; the 1tpoo(JltOV 

is a forewarning (1tPOKCXtCXO'KEU~) of the question of the theorika ; 
Demosthenes' practice in t&~ to' is considered ; both assume that 
Demosthenes proceeds as though his opening remarks had met with 
approval, although he has yet to justify them. Perhaps Ulpian had been 
educated in the tradition of Hermogenes, but it is also possible that they 
reached these conclusions independently of one another. 

John the Sikeliot makes a similar comment about an allusion to the 
theorika in D.1.1 (Walz 6 p.193. 28sqq). Since he is a writer of the 
eleventh century A.D., he is likely to have been influenced by one of the 
earlier writers(43). The same may be said about the twelfth-century 
writer Gregory of Korinth (Walz 7.2 p.1317.7-1318.9) (44) . 

The Scholia ad Aphthonium examine D.1.25-26 where Demosthenes 
lists the terrible results of Athenian failure to halt Philip : to oe O'UJl<ptpov 

'"' /," - c.. - '\ :\ ~ "" A/ , Ot ttcoO' KCXtCXO'KEUCXO'O JlEV tt 1tOtouO't v TlJlt v KCXt tl. Jl'l 1tOtOUO't O'UJl...,l1 O'EtCXt 
\ \ Co _ " , I ...... '\ c....... I ~_ 

crtoxaO'tlKT\ ycxp 11 tOU O'UJl<PEPOVtOO' EPYCXO'tCX' tEtpCXXCOO' ytVEtCXt 11 tOU XPl1O'tJloU Km 
r"!) " ~ I I" ,I" / "" 

tou cxvayx:cxtOU E~EtCXO'tO', tt O'UJl~l1O'EtCXt ytYVOJlEVOU tou 1tPCX'YJlCXtoO', tEtPCXXl1 
;)"... ,.:> /. " ,:> (". I I ~,. '\. '2 c. 

OtatpEtEOV' EpOUJlEV yap, Et tOOt tt 1tOtl1O'OJlEV tuXOV, Et EAOtJlE9cx tOue, 1tEpt OU 11 
\ 7' ,...,:» I 1')/)' .... 

~OUAl1, OtOV O'uJlJlcxXl1O'CXt Et tUXlJ >OAuv9totO', tCX ovtCX cxycx9cx 1tCXPCXJlEVEt, 
~ ,I ~_" \ \ \">1 I / I I I 
EAEU9EptCX, aO'<pcxA.etcx, KCXt tcx JlTl OVtCX 1tPOO")"EVTlO'EtCXt, oo~cx, O'UJlJlcxXOt, XPl1JlCXtcov 

I .....)/. L I \ / )J" ,.. c. 1,\ I J: .2 
1tpoO'OOOt, tcov CXAACOV l1'YEJlOVtCX' KCXt 1tCXAtV cxv tuX,? KCXKCOO' 11 1tO",tO' 1tpa~cxO'cx, EK 
'"'..... ,...::> I \. -- ", '\! 6L Is: tTlO' tCOV KCXACOV CX1tCXAACX~ECOO' to O'UVOtO'ov KCXtCXO'KEUCXO'0JlEV A.tYOVtEO', u tOuE 

" \ ,.... (.. I \':>/, ~ " /)/ ~ 
1tOtOUvtEO' tTlv tcov U1tCXpXOVtCOV JlEV aoo~tcxv CX1tOtpt'l'oJlE9cx, XPl1Jlatcov EVuEtaV, 

/ :> /') ,... )' ,.... ~ ') \) " / '\ / , \ 
O'UJlJlcxxcov CX1tOptCXV, EX9pcov to'Xuv, <pCXUAOV OE ou&\I EtO'tO JlEA",OV KtT\0'0JlE9a tCX 

, " ')1 ~ I ~,,:>,...:> ""' I::> ~ \ 
yap OUK OVtCX ou 1tPOO'EO'tcxt, OtOV CX1tO EX9pcov l1ttTl9TtvCXt, O'UJlJlcxxcov CX1tOpl1O'OO, Kat 
J _..... .> I ...... ,~.:> / / £' c:., "'" 
ocra tOtCXUtcx. EVCXVtlCX KCXAOUVtCXt tCX Kat CXVtl8EtCX KCXAOUJlEVCX, OtOV COO' E1tt tOU 
c.. / " ,/)" I <, / 
U1tOKEtJlEVOU 1tCXPCXOEt'YJlCXtOO" VCXt <P11 O'tV , CXAACX XCXAE1tCOtEPCXV EC;Et tlJlcoptav 

- ""'') / \ 'I c.1 \.) /,... '" / 
1tapCXXPl1JlCX 1tEO'COV' EVCXVtlCX OE Etpl1tCXt, Otl tT\V EVCXVtlCXV tCO KCXtT\YOPOUVtl cpepOVtat 

(Walz 2 p.679.17). 
I 

Ulpian offers an analysis which is broadly similar (Dilts 
P.12.3-31)(45J. Both believe that to O'UJl<ptpov is divided in two (Dilts 
p.2.1 0-11). However, this is an obvious interpretation of Demosthenes 
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here. Ulpian subdivides one aspect of t6 aUJl.<j>tpov in two again (Dilts 
p.12.22-23), whereas the author of the scholia on Aphthonios divides the 
passage into four, each part examining a different scenario. 

Markellinos(46) compares Demosthenes with Thoukydides. He 
compares 0.1.25 with the Korkyran speech, 1.32-36, making some general 
remarks about the similarity in their public speeches (Walz 4 p.7S9sqq). 
While Ulpian does not make this particular comparison, he does agree 
over the general similarities and admires the technique of both authors. 
A further investigation of other Oemosthenic speeches which Markellinos 
cites as parallels might give some indication of the originality of his 
comments. 

Syrianos (47) offers a peculiar echo of Ulpian : Ota<j>tpEt o~ aUJl.~ouA~ 
'"' (../ I \..... (" ,,, c(,. '>_\ ~ / 

1tpotp01tTla, OV1tEp tp01tOV Kat tou OAOU to Jl.EpOa - OAOV Jl.EV yap tt Tl cruJl.~OUATl, 
I \. Jc I \,.." \ / \, I ~. / 

~Epoa OE II 1tpOtp01tTl - Kat tcr to JlEV 1tEPtEXEt V, to OE 1tEptEXEaeat. Ett Ota<j>EpEl 

1tapa(VEma cruJl.~OuA~a t~ trtv ~V cruJl.~OUA~V 1tEpt E\JO'cr y{YVEcr8at 1tp~watoa, 'tT\'v 

oe 1tapa{VEmv 1tEpt 1tAet6VOOV, Kdt tOO -rt,v ~V cruJl.~OUAnV 1tpoa 1tpa;tv ttva trov 
1.~ I 1)1:> I J /) \ \ \ I:' ~ "/ 

EsCOeEV ytYVEcr8at - 1tOtEPOV a;tOV Eatt tOOE < tt > 1tpattEtV Tl Jl.Tl - 'tT\v OE 1tapatVEmv 
.1 ~I _, / / \ "'.-l' / \. <-I 

1tpua TleOua EUpUeJl.tav 1tapaAaJl.~avEaeat, Kat tOO ~'lv Jl.EV 1tapatVEmv 1tpoa Eva 
I \., \ ~ / 1\ e , ..\ ~ / 

ytYVEaeat, tTlV OE aUJl.~OuATlV 1tpoa 1tOAA-OUa, Kat Tl Jl.EV aUJl.~OuAll aVttAoytav 
) I 1: ..l -"\ / L' I ~/ (" \ \ .... 
E1ttOEXEtat, OtOV "XP'l ~OTleEtV'>{)AUVetOta". Tl & 1tapatvEma OU, OlOV "XPTl to eElOV 

cri~EtV yovEla ttJl.W", (Rabe voLlI p.192.1-14). According to Syrianos, 
crU~~OUATl is advice concerning the event in question as a whole. 1tpOtp01tTl 

is a piece of advice relating to an element of the event. 1tapatVEma is a 
truism or general piece of advice. Ulpian expresses similar definitions 
in different words : ~ Jltv aUJl.~OUA~ A6yoa ~att'v U1tOeEttKda to)v 1tpaw&toov, ~ 

\ \ / I.) c.. I \ '" / \. / 
OE 1tpOtp01tT\ Aoyoa 1tpoayoov e<j>' OJlOAoYOUJl€vaa taa 1tpa;eta, 7tapatvema O£ Aoyoa 

U"1tOeEttKda K(h 1teptEKttK6a tOU tP01tOU troy 1tpcf;eoov (Dilts p.13.4-6). The 
peculiar addition of 7tapa{veata has been mentioned before(48). Someone 
acquainted with the passage in Syrianos may have added the definition of 
1tapa(veata as a marginal note, which was later included in the text of the 
prolegomena .. This combination of words is distinctive given the context 
in which they are found. They do not seem to occur anywhere else among 
the Rhetores Graeci although there are parallels in the scholia (49), 
There may have been a source common to Syrianos and Ulpian or the 
relationship may be closer. 

The closest similarities occur between Syrianos and the prolegomena 
and the Scholia ad Aphthonium and the prolegomena .. Apsines provides 
evidence that alternative interpretations were offered at the time of 
Ulpian. A common educational background probably explains the 
Similarity in approach and ideas. 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION IN THE PROLEGOMENA 
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Ulpian takes no interest in historical information. Places or events 
are only mentioned if they have had an effect on Demosthenes' treatment 
of his argument. For example, Ulpian gives us no background information 
about Pydna and Amphipolis which Demosthenes refers to in D.1.4-5. 
Ulpian's discussion (Dilts p. 7 .22-23) makes it clear that he regards these 
places, which he does not refer to by name, as elements in Demosthenes' 
argument, and sees their value in terms of fear and expediency. 

Another example is the allusion to Euboia in D.1.8. Ulpian praises the 
choice of example and comments on the ideas present within it (Dilts 
p.9.11-13). He does not, however, give us an account of the campaign. 
Ulpian seems to reveal some background knowledge on one point, since 
Oemosthenes makes no remark to the effect that the Euboians were otn: 

OtKE{Ot 0,)0£ crUJlJl<fxot (cf Dilts p.9.6). It is possible that Ulpian is reading 
this conclusion into Demosthenes' non-commital remarks. 

Towards the end, Ulpian comments on the cities which Philip has 
d ~ "" \ ~ / ,/ \ _/ ,/ ,/ 

oapture : 'tou XaAKtOtKOU yap a1tOAooAo'tocr -yEvoucr Kat buo Kat 'tptalCOV'ta 1tOA£O>V 
t: ;' /:>/ \ > / • 
TIPllJlEVooV, 'ttVEcr EcroV'tat AOt1tOV eJl1tOOooV (Dilts p.12.20-22). The source for 
I 

this remark is surely the Third Philippic : ),.()Auv90v Jlev o~ Kht Me9~V11v lC?tt 
;' \ s: / \ I / "I ~ .) \ , ~ .... <.\ c.. I c Ill'" 

"A1tOAooVtaV Kat uUO Kat 'tptalCOV'ta 1tOl\.ttcr em 8paK'T1o eOO, acr a1tacracr ou'tC1XJ ooJlooo 
J );' el ,;, ~ / ,/ .,. c I ~ ..... 

aVTJPll KEV oocr'tE Jl1l0' Et 1too1to't' ooKll91lcrav 1tpocrEA90v't' etvat paotov Et1tetV, I , I 

0.9.26(50). 
When we come to consider his reflections on Euboulos and finance, it 

seems more likely that Ulpian was using his knowledge of the 
Oemosthenic corpus in forming his observations about the First 
Olynthiac itself. He is sure that Demosthenes' concern about finance and 
his tact when discussing 't(x cr'tpa'ttoo'ttlCa, D.1.19-20, allude to Euboulos and 
't(x 9EooPtlCd. (Dilts p.11.5-12). This is a reasonable assumption(51). 
Ulpian's information probably comes from D.3, 10, 11, 13 and 59. 

His regard for historical events as evidence for rhetorical argument 
is also found in his comments on Thoukydides' public speeches. He gives 
only a word or two about the context of the speech which he is 
discussing. This is the case for Thoukydides 1.68-71 (Dilts p.7.24). This 
passage cited for the same section of the First Olynthiac in (23) which 
is offered in codex R(52). The latter explains the similarities in greater 
detail than Ulpian, whose interest is in the psychological effects of the 
speeches. The author of the scholion explains the background to the 
Korinthian's speech. Neither endeavours to draw parallels between 
diverse historical periods in the manner of Plutarch in his Lives , and 
their remarks are incidental to their main interests. 

Conclusion 

We find no historical information in the prolegomena which cannot 
be found in Demosthenes' speeches. The historical background does not 
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interest Ulpian. We may conclude from this either that he assumed his 
audience was familiar with the period and needed no information, or 
else, that he regarded such information as irrelevant to a rhetorical 
exegesis. The latter is far more probable. 

CONCLUSION 

The prolegomena are useful and valuable. Ulpian has been working 
systematically with the text of the First Olynthiac. By and large, he is 
consistent and he never loses control of his material. He does not 
always offer the most probable interpretation but his views are always 
worth consideration. His division of the speech into &Vtt8E<JEt<J differs 
from the structure modern scholars usually look for. This is the result 
of assuming that structure of forensic speeches is also used for 
demegoric speeches. Ulpian's exposition is not always lucid and 
repetitions often cloud, rather than aid clarity. 

Ulpian's comparison of the First Olynthiac with other passages and 
authors are apt and illuminating. The authors whom he mentions, 
Thoukydides, Isokrates, Demosthenes and Homer, formed the core of the 
educational curriculum. He is particularly interested in lCEcj>aA,(xt(X and 
Demosthenes' manipulation of his audience when he is answering the 
objections. Apsines reveals that an analysis of hidden objections was a 
familiar approach in the opening centuries A.D .. 

The prolegomena are unusual in form. Among the Rhetores Graeci, 
Syrian os comes closest to analysing a speech by looking for the 
structure and thereafter drawing comparisons. Other writers are 
discussing aspects of rhetoric which they illustrate with examples 
drawn from the classical authors. 

The evidence for Ulpian's life (53) suggests that he was a teacher of 
rhetoric, and the form of the prolegomena prompts the idea that they 
form a lecture. Part of their value is that they represent a form of 
scholarship which has not otherwise been preserved from this period. 
Confusions, repetitions and the comparative lack of attention given to 
the closing sections of the speech are explained if the prolegomena do 
form a lecture and not a polished treatise. 

Ulpian reveals his personality, unlike the Rhetores Graeci. He is 
decisive, sometimes arrogant, and intolerant of opinions which conflict 
with his own. This, and the coherence of the prolegomena suggests that 
they are largely original and not based on the work of another scholar. 
His comments provide a useful commentary which offers modern 
scholars a different way of approaching Demosthenes. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER ONE 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7 ) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18 ) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
(30) 

(31 ) 
(32) 

(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 

For the authorship of the prolegomena v. Sources [pp.227sqq]. 
v. Ulpian [p,43]. 
v. Sandys, Olynthiacs pp.LII- LtV. 
v. Ulpian [pp.21-22, 24, 25, 31, 33-34, 35-36]. 
For what historical information there is v. Ulpian [p,46]. 
v. Sandys Olynthiacs n.1. 
H t·,'" s:,... , /' , I \ 1i_ ermogenes men Ions 'to v0J..11.J..10v, 'to ull(ULOV, 'to OUJ..1¢>£pov, 'to 8uvutov and to EVOO~OV 

as the t£All(d.l(£¢>ai.alU (Rabe pp.52.19sqq). He does not mention to avuYKu10v. 

Ulpian does not regard 'tb tvoo~ov as a t£All(OV Ke¢>&AULOV, cf n.7 above. 

ego ~y£J..1ov~u - (Dilts p.6.15-16, p.9.5-30, p.10.9) ; ¢>lAOtlJ..1lU - (Dilts p.6.15, 
p.7.17-8.1, p.9.18) ; &vuYl(UtOV - (Dilts p,4.35, p.9.29) ; ¢>6~00' - (Dilts 
p.7.17sqq, p.8.7, 9). 
Note that Ulpian's version of the text is slightly different from the OCT text 
which offers VUVl. Either Ulpian is consulting a different text or he is quoting 
from memory. 
cf (Dilts p.8.33-9.1). 
cf n. 11. 

1\ ~ , .."" ;I" V. (Dilts p.8.24-25) : J..1118' uv 8uVT\O'Ecr9at <l>lAl1t1tOV 1tUPUA'OOCll tl tTlO' EKelVroV 
0'1t0001\0' .... 

V. Diod. 16.8 and Sandys, Olynthiacs n.65 , who refers to GIG no. 2008. 
V. [p.16]. 
V. [p.18-21]. 
v. [pp.39sqq] for Ulpian's references to this speech. 
v.(36b) in R (Dilts p.24.32-38). Also V. the comments on Apsines [p,45]. 
v. [p.20]. 
v. Appendix One [pp.280sqq]. 
V. Appendix One [pp.284-285]. 
V. [p.12]. 
V. Anaximenes 29.1 ; Anonymous Seguerianos (Spengel2 p.357sqq, nos 26-29) ; 
Aristotle Rhet 1414b 19sqq. 
V. Anonymous Seguerianos (Spengel 2 p.360, no.37-39); Apsines (Spengel2 

p.219.21-220.8) 
v. [p.17]. 
v. D.4.16sqq (351 B.C.) and 0.3.6 (349 B.C.). cf also Cawkwell, "Olynthus" 
p.136. 
In 0.1.16-17 the passage is constructed from parallel clauses ; J..1EV/& twice, 

~ ~ 

't£/l(Clt supported by syntactically similar sentences beginning £t'te/£tt£. 
For criticism of Demosthenes' policy V. Cawkwell, "Olynthus" pp.135-140, 
Philip pp.86-88, "Eubulus" p.67 ; Ellis, Philip p.97. Cf Jaeger, Oemosthenes 
chapt. VI. 
V. Appendix One [pp.284-285]. 
V. Hermogenes (Rabe p.133.25sqq, esp. p.134.1) ; D.H. Oem 54, esp. 
1tUVe~V£'tClt yap, at' aveu1to¢>f p£t ... ; Tiberios (only U1tO¢>OpCl) (Ball. p.37, 
no.39). 
v. S [p.58]. 
V. Apsines (Spengel2 p.296sqq) ; Anonymous Seguerianos gives various accounts 
(Spengel2 p.387sqq) ; Aristotle Rhet 1419b 10sqq. 
This structure is influenced by forensic oratory. 
V. Apsines (Spengel2 p.295sqq). 
V. [pp.21-22]. 
V. [p.24]. 
The repetition is described [p.18]. 
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(38) 
(39) 

(40) 

(41 ) 
(42) 

(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 

(50) 

(51 ) 
(52) 
(53) 

v. [pp.20-21). 
The Panegyrikos was published in 380 B.C., whereas the First Olynthiac was 
produced in 349 B.C.. Therefore the former, as a celebrated speech, must have 
been familiar to Oemosthenes. v. Sandys, Isokrates pp.XLlI-XLlIl ; Philost VS 
505 where he terms the Panegyrikos K&AAtcr'tOcr li>ywv. 
Sandys,lsokrates n.55 thinks that there is a close resemblance between the 
Panegyrikos and the Funeral Oration of Lysias. If there is such a similarity, 
then there may have been a tradition of exploiting ideas from earlier speeches. 
v. RE 2 277 
The Methodos Deinotetos, from which this passage comes, is probably not by 
Hermogenes, v. RE 8 872-873, Kennedy, Christian p.102 n.42. 
John the Sikeliot is also known as John Ooxopatres, v. RE 5 1611. 
v. RE 7.2 1848. 
v. [pp.35-36). 
v. RE 14.2 1450, no.49. 
v. RE 4A2 1728. 
v. [p.37). 
v.(164a) in S [pp.65-66). This scholion is also found in R F4 and the codices 
Ulpiani . 
Sandys refers to thirty-two cities as well Olynthiacs p.LXVIII. According to 
0.9.26, thirty-five cities were involved, unless Oemosthenes includes the three 
which he names among the thirty-two. 
v. Appendix One [pp.280sqq). 
v. R (23) [pp.98-99). 
v. Sources [pp.227-230). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CODEX S 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Codex S dates to the ninth century, but the scholia are much later. 
According to Dilts (Dilts p.VII) and Drerup(1 J, there are various hands 
which contribute scholia on the First Olynthiac and these date to the 
thirteenth century. Dilts chooses to refer to them collectively as S2 in 
order to distinguish them from sma, a tenth or eleventh-century hand. 
Drerup does not identify which scholia are by whi,:h hand. Since 8 m a 

makes no contribution to the scholia on the First Olynthiac , Dilts refers 
to these hands simply as S. 

I endeavoured to identify which scholia were written by which hand 
from a photograph of S, but the quality of the reproduction and the nature 
of the hands prevented me from distinguishing different hands in all but a 
few cases. Dilts is confident that no purpose is served in distinguishing 
them. He may be correct, but it would be useful to determine which hands 
wrote which scholia, in order to examine the various groups of scholia in 
S and their sources. It must therefore be remembered, when referring to 
the scholia on this speech by S, that they are not produced by the same 
hand. Observations which I have made about the general character of the 
scholia in S would need to be revised if it turned out that particular 
hands favoured a certain topic. 

Eighty-two scholia are offered by S on the First Olynthiac (2). Of 

these, forty-two are also found in codex F. Nineteen are shared with Fl 

and eighteen with F4. Four are shared with F2 and one with F3. 

Twenty-six of the scholia are offered by the codices Ulpiani. The scholia 
in codex S have little in common with codices A, vp and Pro S also offers 
a few unique scholia. There is an important link with codex R and this 
relationship will be discussed in the next chapter, including the contents 
of lost bifolia which were suggested by Drerup(3). 

The comments occur consistently throughout the speech. On average 
there are three separate scholia on each section. However, in five 
sections, 0.1.1, 2, 8, 9 and 20, there are at least six notes(4). Sections 

0.1.7,10,16 and 17 do not elicit comment. (60b) refers to both 0.1.9 and 
0.1.10. This feature is found elsewhere among the scholia. For example 
(124) refers to 0.1.19-23 and (174) covers D.1.24-25. As a rule, however, 
the notes concentrate on a short passage. 

This collection of scholia is progressive. There are few repetitions 
and inconsistencies. Unlike the Ulpiani prolegomena, which form the 
cohesive unity of a discussion, these comments form a type of work 
which we would recognise as a commentary on a text. Various aspects are 
examined as they occur in the text, and no attempt is made to group 
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topics together. No overall structure for the speech is outlined. The 
subject matter is varied. Historical background, language, syntax, the 
purpose of particular statements and the prevalent 1(£<1>6:\0.1.0. are all 
discussed, but none takes precedence. Some of the notes are brief and 
pithy, (1 a), (21 a), (93b), (112), while others are longer, but both 
concentrate on one aspect. The remarks about historical background only 
consider this topic, (41 a), (151). There are many notes which deal with 
more than one topic. 

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

We are not offered an overall analysis of the First Olynthiac, but it is 
possible to elicit from the scholia a consistent interpretation of the 
structural elements of the speech : 

,/ 

A. 1tPOO1./-1tOV - 0.1 .1 

,/ /' ,. \":l I 
B. O€U't€POV 1tPOOt/-110V - 0.1 .2 '" 'tP01tOV 1tpocr o.\)'to. 

\ /' ) \ \ 
C. 'to. 1(€<!>o.Aato. - O. 1 .2 €cr'tt OTl... - 23 

\ ,/ 

1. 'to crU/-1<!>€POV 0.1 .2-18 , ,/ 

2. 'to ouva'tov 0.1.19-23 

/' 
O. 1tpo'tpo1tT\ - 0.1 .24-27 

:> / 
E. €1ttAOYOcr - 0.1.28 

This analysis is broadly similar to Ulpian's(5J. The K€<!>&A<xt<x are 

divided differently in the main section of the speech and instead of 

~£AO'YOt we find that the same sections of the speech are divided into 
/ > / 

7tpo'tp01tl1 and €1ttAOYocr. 

, / 

To TIPOOlb!tOV 

There are eight scholia concerned with the opening lines of the First 
Olynthiac, two of which deal with language(6J. They are not contradictory 

and yet lack any suggestion of cohesion. The interpretation is generally 
correct. In (1 a) we are told that the subject of the speech is not broached 
directly. In (4) we find the reason for Oemosthenes' reference to 't d. 
XP,,/-1<X't<X and 't'O crU/-1<1>(pov. It should be noted that the author is concerned 
with the immediate effect on the audience and is non-committal about a 
reference to the theorik money, unlike other commentators(7J. In (Sa) it 

is pointed out that Oemosthenes does not add supporting arguments to his 
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opening statement, because this remark is taken as a truism. In (6) 
reference is made to the ill-will which Demosthenes avoids by issuing an 
invitation for others to speak. 

A longer note, (9a), is misguided. Two points are made about the 
effect of Oemosthenes' words at this point : U~E't£pCXO' 't~XTlO' U1t0ACX~~~VW. 
Firstly, Oemosthenes is said to be saying that it is good fortune ('tUXll) 

that someone will come forward to speak, and therefore the Athenians 
should feel that they themselves are E~'tDXE~O'. Secondly, the author thinks 
that Oemosthenes is trying to convey the impression that he is speaking 
on the spur of the moment, inspired by current events. This too should 
fill the Athenians with a sense of their own E~'tDX~CX. A better notion is 
that Oemosthenes is pretending to extemporise and affects deprecating 
magnanimity. 

The same conclusion is reached in (8) as in (9a) ; that Oemosthenes is 
affecting to speak off the cuff. The author develops this idea from a 
consideration of the verb A~~Ol'tE. He believes that the optative should be 

read as an indicative. In fact A<i~Ol'tE may be the result of the usual 
construction. The optative is more remote and Demosthenes could have 
been more positive and used the future. (8) and (9a) offer different 
explanations of the same point and that is why they look as though they 
were written by different people(B), 

\ /' /' 

To ~ED'tEPOV npOOlbHOV 

,/ ,/ ,/ ,,, c '" ..... 
In (11 a) we are told : 8ED'tEPOV 1tp001~10V, O'uv'to~ov KCX1 'tOU'tO 0j..l01WO' 'tcp 

'" \ \ / '" ....... ,..., ,/ \ / N fh 
1tpW't<J,l 81CX 'tTlv XpE1CXV 'tou KCX1POU 'tOD KCX'tE1tE1YOV't00' 1tp00' ~OTleE1CXV. one 0 t e 

scholia on the first 1tPOtt~lOV informed us that it was condensed, let alone 
the reasons for it. This scholion may prove to be by a different author 
from the man who wrote scholia on the first 1tPO~j..llOV, It is possible that 

,; 

a single author preferred to delay this comment about the first 1tPOOtj..ltOV 

until this point. Summary of a preceding section occurs at the beginning 
of some scholia(9J. 

In (13a) we find a phrase which also occurs in the U I pia n i 
~ ,/ "I ~ '/,-,... ,/ L. / Th 

prolegomena : E1 j..lEAEt TIl rrOAEt 'tOD rrpOEO''tCXVCXt TIlO' 'tCDV ~EAATlVCDV Tly£j..lOV1CXO'. e 
I ;, / "'.A:"" "',.. L 

text in the prolegomena reads: Et j..lEAE1 'tTl 1t0AE1 'tou rrpoEO''tcxVCXt 'tCDV C.EAAIJVWV, 

~ ;, ~ \ c " / ,,~ , ,... /'''1 (O'it 3 15 16) OD'tOcr EO'n v 0 KCXtpOO' 0 8t80ucr nCXAt v 'tTlV 11)'tj..lOV1CXV -rr nOI\.Et I S p.. - . 
The fact that ~YEj..lOV(CX, an important aspect in Ulpian's discussion, is not 
mentioned elsewhere in the scholia of S seems to rule out the possibility 
that the phrasing is simply coincidental. This scholion may be evidence 
of yet another hand. In (13b) we are pith ily informed that Et1tEP U1t~P 

~ / / I' f 
crw'tTlptcxO' ... is the KCX'tCXO'KEUTl of the second 1tpOOqllOV. The conc uSlon 0 

this 1tPOOtj..ltOV is indicated with equal brevity in (14a). These notes are 

progressive but there is reason to suppose that we are dealing with more 
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than one hand, assuming that individual commentators will be consistent. 

0.1.3-23 

The scholia on this section of the speech produce an unusual 
impression of the First Olynthiac. In the Ulpiani prolegomena the body of 
the speech was analysed in three sections which were interpreted as the 
respective answers to three objections( 10). The authors of the scholia in 

S appear not to look beyond the immediate word or argument in order to 
establish Demosthenes' underlying purpose in the First Olynthiac. The 
result of this is that Demosthenes' argument maeanders. 

The Objections 

Every reference to objections occurs in the section 0.1.3-23. There 
are twelve relevant scholia. Not only does the author assess the use of 
objections in the First Olynthiac differently from Ulpian, but his 
understanding of the terminology differs too. Ulpian uses the word 
&V't~SEcrlcr generally to mean "objection"(11). In codex S the term acquires 
a specific meaning and this is distinct from similar terms. 

Such distinctions are, presumably, only discussed when the 
commentator feels that the terms are confusing. In (105c) the author is 

" ') / .:>,..., / ~ q '>' c. 11:/ 
defining avSu1Io<!>opa. He states: aV'tl1Il1I'tOV ~EV yap Ecr'tlV, o'tav OlOEV 000" on 

/. _~" .> "L">/ / ':> /' :> \ 
).lEAAEl au'too 'tl aV'tl1IEO"El v wcr a't01IOV 'tl AEYOV'tl, Kal E1Iavop8wcr11'tal au'to 
2 .... ' e/ \ ,/ > , ,~ I \ C/ 
U1IPOO"1IOl11'twcr Wcr1IEp Kal AEA11S0'tWO". avSU1Io<!>opa OE, o'tav ~EpOcr ~EV OOcr7tEP 

/ ,.. ,/ e ~ ,/ > , , ,\. ,/ :>'/ 
Ka'taO£Xll'tal 'tOU A£YO~EVOU 0 aKpoa'tllo", a~<!>l~aAA1] OE 7tEpl 'to AOl7tOV ... avnSEffiO" 

/ 4 ">" / c. '"" "C ~ \ '/:» ./ !l. ,... 
OE o'tav an:o 'tl vocr KE<!>aAalOU op~a'tal, OlOV a7tO OlKalOU 11 O"U~<!>EpOV'tOcr'l n voo" 'tOOV 

,/ 

't010U'tOOV (Dilts p.36.7-11, 14-15). Terms were used without 
explanation the scholia preceding (1 05c), terms have been used without 
explanation. Assuming that the author of this scholion has made a 
contribution on the earlier part of the speech, there must be a reason why 
he chooses to discuss these terms in detail here. He says that an 
6.V'tl7tt7t'tOV is an objection which the orator spots himself and forestalls 

discreetly, so that the weakness will not be exploited. uv8un:o<!>opti is a 
case where an objector agrees with part of what the orator has said, but 
is dubious about the remainder. &.V't~SEcrlcr is an objection which arises 

from a KE<!>G"Aalov. Presumably it would be signified by the use of the 

neuter singular, as for example o(Kalov Ecr'tlV. This type of objection 

seems to be concerned with fundamentals. 
Among the Rhetores Graeci the most common definitons of &.V't~SEo"lo" 

and 't~ av't(SE'tOV describe what we should regard as antithetical clauses. 
It is used mainly of a statement by the speaker which contradicts that of 
the opponent (about X, you say Y , I say Z) (12). Hermogenes promises to 
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discuss dV't18£cHcr at length in the n£pt ~£86'oou O£tY6TI1'tocr (Rabe p.238.6-15), 

but that work as we have it is probably not by Hermogenes( 13). In the 

work of that name only 't6 &Y't(8EtOY is discussed (Rabe p.431.16sqq), and in 

the sense of antithetical clauses. Hermogenes also uses &Y't(8£crtcr as a 
term for agreeing that one has committed a wrong, but with justification 
(Rabe p.38.16-18). He does not regard aY8u1to<j>opcf as an objection, but as 

an answer to an objection called a ~11:o<j>opcX' (Rabe p.134.1-4). The u1to<j>opa 
is an objection which interrupts the flow of the speech and is delivered 
in the voice of the opponent. 

Apsines regards dY't~8£crtcr as a challenge or objection to your 
opponent's argument which demands proof or shows that their case cannot 
be so (Spengel 2 p.360-361). From what is said there is scope for 

confusion with other terms such as ~11:o<j>op6: and eXY8u1to<j>opd. 

Although Apsines' understanding of &Y't~8Ecrtcr comes close to the 
definition in (105c), there are no distinctions along the lines put forward 
in that scholion. If the author of the scholion is not confused, the author 
is employing terms in an unusual and specific way. Among the eleven 
other examples there is no inconsistency in terminology. This suggests 
that they are by the same author as (105c). 

Most of the objections are described as uY'tt11::rnoY'ta. We cannot tell 
whether the compiler or author was primarily interested in this type of 
objection, or whether every objection which he has spotted just happens 
to be of this type. An examination of the instances in detail will 
illustrate the point that the author tends to ignore Demosthenes' purpose 
in the long arguments which he presents. 

\ 
In 0.1.5 there is an allusion to the fate of the Amphipolitans, lCa t 

f~a01Y t!. 't' '>A~<j>t1tOAt'tWY ... , which is said by the author of (40a) to have been 

prompted by the possibility that someone might have said, in response to 
Demosthenes' assertion that the Olynth ians are dedicated to this war 

)\ ,\ ",,/~,.. I I' 
against Philip: £tlCOcr ~£V 'toucr ;,OAUy8toucr ~ll 1ttcr't£u£tY au't(1) ~llO£ PouAllcr£cr8at 

/ £. \ ::>.... I' - (I :> / 1', ,.!. "I ,/ l/ 
1tpoEcr8at £au'toucr au't(1). n o-?>y on £t01 n YEcr 1tpooo'tat 1tapa 'tOtcr )01'1. UY8toto ot'tt Y£O 

PouA~crOY'tat 1tp080u~at 't~Y 11:O'At Y; (Dilts p.26.4-6). This interpretation is 
plausible. The dismissal by Demosthenes of the possibility of betrayal by 
a small group of Olynthians could well be the reason for including the 
example of the Amphipolitans(J 4). 

In (54) the term ~Aucr£ (Dilts p.29.28) indicates that the author is 
\ s:: " referring to an objection of some kind. He calls the problem 'to uOlCOUY 

~1tax8(cr. There is a weakness in Demosthenes' argument, and therefore it 

is an aV'tt1tl1t'tov. Demosthenes has been berating the Athenians for failing 

to give assistance when Amphipolitan ambassadors requested help on the 
return of the Athenians from a campaign in Euboia, 357 B.CJ 15). The 

-' ) ' 'Y '3 ~ L/:> / 
objection is this : aAA' £11:aX8£O llY, (1) ~1l~ocr8£y£cr, U1toYUOY £lC o'tpa'tllytao 
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(/ ;; v / ~ / It' 

TlKov'taa Eta E'tEpOV rraAtV E~tEVat rroAE~Ov (Dilts p.29.26-27). The answer 

relies on semantics. The commentator says : ~n ydp K1.VOUVEUEtV ij~aa 
? / "l. ')/ "l. " ~ I I \ I"" , ""'"\. / q ~ t:./ 
EKEI\.EUOV Tl rrOI\.E~EtV, ul\.l\.a rrl\.Eucrat Kat rrapaAa~EtV 'tTlV rrOAtV, wcr1tEp E<P' E'tOt~OV 

\ ,)/ :> \') " I 
KatpOV Kat aKtVOUVOV autoucr EKKaAou~Evocr, f{ yE "rrAEucrat" AEYWV K'ut 

/I 

"1tapaAa~Et V" (Dilts p.29.28-31). By saying rrAEUaat and 1tapaAa~EtV, the 
envoys are not requesting Athenian participation in an arduous campaign. 
The commentator supposes, probably correctly, that the envoys did not 
use these words. He infers that Demosthenes must be answering an 
objection about a request for a substantial expedition. Demosthenes' 
choice of words implies a slight effort, but the force which he proposes, 
0.1.16-18 and 28, is a large commitment. The dominant idea in 0.1.8-10 is 
the attitude of the Athenians, and the point is being made that very little 
effort would have been rewarded with success. 

(60b) covers 0.1.9-10. The author thinks that two objections are 
being answered here. The first is as follows : &p' o-ov, & ~TlJ..l.6cr8EvEcr, Ka8' 
t:,.1 " " / ~ ..... \ C/ '5' /. . 
EKacr'tov 'tou'twv 'twv XWptWV EOEt rrOAE~Et v Kat OUtwcr El <jHA01tOAEJ..l.Ocr ; (Dilts 
p.30 .13-15). The idea for th is objection seems to have been prompted by 
the list of cities which Demosthenes gives in order to exemplify places 
which were threatened and captured by Philip, while the Athenians stood 
by. The objector accuses Demosthenes of being bellicose, because he is 
calling for so many campaigns. This accusation has been forestalled, so 
the commentator says, by the remark that only one campaign would have 
been required to deal with Philip (Dilts p.30.15-17). This interpretation 
is possible but misguided. In 0.1.9-10 Demosthenes is not saying that 
they should have fought several campaigns, but that anyone of the 
opportunities would have sufficed. The purpose of listing the cities is to 
emphasise just how many chances have been lost. There is no need to 
look for hidden objections in order to understand why Demosthenes 

emphasises EVl. 
:>" / ';' c,..,:> \ \ / 

The seco nd av'tt rrtrrto v is th is : AEYEta ouv Tl~t v tcrxupov 'tOY <l>tAl1t1tOV 

'toaau'ta 1tpoEtATl<Pb'ta (Dilts p.30 .17 -18) (l6J. The objector is concerned that 

Philip is being portrayed as an able individual. The comparison between 
Philip's present position and his earlier situation shows that Philip's 
success still leaves him inferior to the Athenians. This approach is said 
to counter the objection (Dilts p.30.18-21). Demosthenes is also thought 
to stress the Athenians' own responsibility for their predicament, and 
thereby control over Philip's future. This interpretation is plausible but 
there is no need to see an objection in order to account for Oemosthenes' 
remarks. Athenian responsibility and their ability to control events form 
the corner stone of Demosthenes' endeavour to persuade the Athenians to 
become involved. In 0.1.9-10 he is showing them that it is possible for 
them to face Philip and win. Indeed he speaks as though this outcome 
were inevitable. Therefore the stress on Athenian responsibility and 
Philip's relative strength is not a rhetorical trick in order to avoid an 
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awkward objection. It is fundamental to his argument. 

The author of (70) sees an objection, presumably an uV'tt7tt7t'tov judging 
by its form, which is prompted by Demosthenes' statement in 0.1.9 that 
the present opportunity has come to the city of its own accord. The 
objection is this: Kal 't~ 8DvCX'tCXl 'toaou'tov, 03 L111I.H)aSEvEa; (Dilts p.31.26-27). 

The answer is said to be the comment in 0.1.9 : 6'cr (sc. KCX1POcr) o~OEvocr fatlV 
)/ " "" :>/ 
EA<X't'tWV 'twv 7tP0'tEPWV EKElVWV. It seems unnecessary to see an objection 

"\ \ ""I . 
here. VUVl 811 KCX1POcr 11 K£l ncr ... simply announces that an opportunity has 
arisen. This follows easily from the remarks about wasted opportunities 
and the potential success of one intervention. 

(70) and (72) are curiously independent of one another. It is possible 
that (72) is a paraphrase of (70), since the same point is made and there 
are verbal similarities between the two scholia. In (72) we find the 

" :>1 2 I'" . ~ ,/ 
ph rase 'twv 11 011 CX7tOAWAO'tWV (Dilts p. 32. 7), and in (70) EKEl voucr 'toucr 

&7tOAO)lEVOUcr (Dilts p.31.27). The wording of (72) (Dilts p.32.8-9) appears 
to rephrase a sentence in (70) (Dilts p.31.23-25, 27). These scholia are 
likely to have been written by different hands in S. 

In 0.1.12 Demosthenes uses an indirect rhetorical question to 
declares that Philip will attack Athens : ¢pcxad'tw ncr ~)ldl 't( 'tb KWAUOV €t\ 
a~'tdv Ed't<Xl ~cx8(SEl v 07rOl ~O-GAE'tCX1;. The author of (92a) believes that this 

prompts an dV'tl7tt7t'tOV : ff'811Aov e1 £¢' T1)lacr OP)lTlcrEl (Dilts p.34.24). The 
commentator correctly observes Demosthenes' subtlety in making his 
point (Dilts p.34.24-25). However, he fails to analyse the method in 
detail and does not note the insistent tone or the effect of the list. It is 
possible that Demosthenes is countering this objection at this point in 
the speech, but we may assume that it is not foremost in his mind, 
because he tackles this objection directly in 0.1.26. Demosthenes' aim is 
to rid the Athenians of their apathy. Urgency, induced by the inevitability 
of the attack, forms a climax to 0.1.8-12 which should leave an audience 
in a receptive frame of mind for the solid proposals which follow. 

In (105c) different types of objection are discussed(17J. 0.1.14 is 

thought to herald an avSu7to¢op~. This is an objection in which part of the 
speaker's case is accepted but the remainder is not. In this case the 
1 / ,/ ~ ~ 
avSu7toq,opcx is the question which Demosthenes' himself states : tl ~UY, <xv 

)/ "" I' c."" '"' . h ~/ ncr £l7tOl, 'tcxu'tcx AE)'Ela 11)l1 v VUv; The commentator rephrases It t us : Wcr7tEp 
/ GI' ,.... \ I "" \ / ~,/ ~,' \ 

nvocr AEYOV'tocr on "KCXAwa )lEV Af)'Ela 't<XU't<X 7tEpl <1>lAl7t7tOU, <XKcnpwcr uE OU yap 
) 1'\ "" c..."'" \ ". :> \ ,/,.., ". '"'" (0'1 El<J11ASEcr K<X't<XAEy£lV l1)llV 'tCX <1>lA1TCTCOU, CXAACX 'tl OEl 7tEP1..10AUVS1WV 7tOtTlcr<Xt ItS 

') ,/ 

p.36.11-13). If we accept the commentator's definition, the <xvSU7toq,op<x 

is identified correctly, but the observation merely restates the obvious. 
Demosthenes' own response touches upon the unprofitability of the 
wasted opportunities and Philip's meddlesome nature. He concludes with 
a warning about the consequences of not taking part. This makes the 

=> / ~I , 
commentator's summary of the reply feeble though accurate : E7t<X)'fl o'tt K<Xt 
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"" ./ /' > '\ ~ " c 1 
't<XU't<X XP11atJ.la Ean rrpoa -C'IV rrapouaav urr08EatV (Dilts p.36.13-14). 

In D.1.15 Demosthenes poses an exclamatory question : rrpoo eewv, 't{o 
tl ::> 7 ~ \ ~"'I , ...... \ ~" I' 

ou'twa EU11811a Eanv UJ.lWV oona ayvon 'tOY EKEt8EV rrOAEJ.lov B&p' l{~ov'ta, &~ 

&IlEArlOWIlEV; He adds that if this happens the consequences will be 
terrible, because the Athenians will not face Philip resolutely. The 
author of (112) interprets Demosthenes' remarks as a counter to the 
/" ~)I /,C.~ /, _ 

<xvn7ttrr'tov : K"av EA8n E¢ 11J.laa ¢lAlrrrroo, OEJ.l vuvouJ.lE8a 'to'tE. His interpretation 
is valid. Demosthenes wishes to eliminate any trace of complacency on 
the part Of the Athenians. 

The term A uata in (129) identifies an objection whose type is not 

stated. In this respect it is similar to (54)( 18). There is a further 

coincidence, because both examples view the resolution of the problems 
in semantics. Demosthenes states the objection himself in 0.1.19 : n/o:Ov ; 
)/ 'I ,,\./ "" , "> / " Th CJ.V na EtrrOt, au ypa¢EtO 'tau't El VCJ.l a'tpcxnwnKCX ; e commentator supposes 

that Demosthenes is careful not to use the term ypa<l>w, favouring 

OUIlPOUA(uW instead. Demosthenes uses the word ~YOUJ.lCXt, so OUJ.lPOUAEUW is 
probably a paraphrase, as it is unlikely that the commentator had a 
different text. Ulpian offers a more convincing interpretation (Dilts 
p.11.13-18)(l9). Demosthenes is avoiding the objection that he is not 

giving them practical advice as he should be doing. Because Demosthenes' 
handling of the objection is subtle, the temptation to look at semantics is 
understandable. It is to Ulpian's credit that he has looked beyond the 
immediate context. If the meaning of words had been important, 
Demosthenes might have drawn attention to this. 

At D.1.21 there is a clear transition in the speech, from practical 
advice to a consideration of Philip's strength as an enemy. The author of 

,/ \ '"' / \ t../ .>,1 ,,,J"l' "l~~ 
(140c) says : 11P~cx'to BE 'tOU KE¢aACXtOU ACXPWV warrEp cxv'tt8Emv CXAI\,CX X<XII.t7tuV 

" ./ ""', .... / """' ./" S::./ \ _\ 
rroAEIlEtV <l>tA1rrrrw K<XAwa cxu'tw Kcx'tcxaKEucx0J.lEVWV 'tWV rrpcx')'Jlcx'twv. u1EauPE IlEV Kat 
? , '"' " /' I, ., /'. Th d t EV CXU'tTl 'tTl 8EaEt 't11V cxv't18EatV (Dilts p.41.34-36). e commentator oes no 
misint~rpiet the obvious. For in the same sentence in which Demosthenes 

..)/ / <: '" \ ;' / ,'\ 

states the objection he also dismisses it : OU'tE ycxp, wa BOKEt KCXt <l>l1aEtE 'ttO <xv 
\ ,... ~ ..... q ~,1 

1lT'\ aK07tWV cxKp1pwa .... Since the commentator says worrEp cxvn8Eat v, we may 

infer that this example is not a true 7xvft8Eata. The form of the neuter 

singular xaAErrbv rroAqlE't v seems appropriate. An ~v{t8Ea1a was said in 

(105c) to arise a7t6 KE¢CXAdtou (Dilts p.36.14-19). The objection was one of 

principle. Since xcxAErrdv ~on is a matter of practicality rather than , / 

principle, the objection could not properly be identified as an <XV'tt8EOtO, 

despite the form in which it is presented. 't~ X<XAErrbv may have been 

regarded as subordinate to the 'tEA1Ka KE¢<iA<X1<X. Nevertheless, the 

commentator's remarks are pertinent. 
A second objection is discussed in 

Demosthenes is striving to show in D1.21-23 
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(140c) (Dilts p.42.6-13). 
that Philip's position is not 



as secure as it might appear at first. The commentator points out a 
possible objection to Demosthenes' argument: AEYOV'!WV ydp '!wv )A811v<itwv 6~ 
" / ~/" ) ~ ,/ , \ \ ") , ,-. 
1tOA£1l0V OUK av E"llVE)'KE '!ov 1(po<J '!OU<J ()Auv9tou<J, £t 1111 KaAw<J EtXEv au'!w '!2t 

.,. \ \ ? ", I 

1tpaYlla'!a Ka'!a '!llv apXllv" (Dilts p.42.6-8). He also notes that 

Demosthenes' response is a paradox (Dilts p.42.1 0-11). If Philip had 
thought that he would have had to fight he would not have gone to war. 
The commentator's interpretation of this apparent paradox is plausible : 

s:"'~ s:'}/ 1'"\ '1 / (/) \ " ........:>, > ,/ 
1tapauo"ou uE oUOlla '!1l<J I\. U<JEW<J, on E1(t 1(OAEIlOV '!O<Jou'!ov E~tWV ou 1tpOaEOOKa 

,/ 9 ~ 9 ", ~ ~ .>~:y: ~ ,/ \ :>" llaXllaEa at, '!qV Epa1tEtaV aU'!ll<J E" E90u<J E1(Otll<Ja'!o. 1(pO<JEOOK~ yap E<I>ooou 
,/ :>.... /c! .) \ I'"\)/, • 

1l0vll<J au'!cp OEllaEtv Wa1(Ep E1(t '!wv aAAwv (Dilts p.42.10-13). It was not in 
Philip's character to fight unless the odds were favourable. The 
expectation of a difficult conflict after so many easy victories is a sound 
reason for refusing to fight. Of course, in Philip's case this is purely a 
rhetorical argument. 

Oemosthenes points out in 0.1.23 that the Paionians and Illyrians will 
not remain quiet for long under Philip's rule because, they are accustomed 
to freedom and autonomy. The author of (157) feels that there is a 

k . h . '1 '1" , .; s: '1 / .>/ ~ wea ness In t IS argument: 1(OI\.I\.Ot Kat 1(apa auv1l8Etav uOUl\.w8Ev'!Ea Ec:rtEp'-,av 
'/. ..... ,,'/ 

Kat ~E~atOt '!Ota Kpa'!OUatv EIlEtvav (Dilts p.44.9-10). In order to counter the 
argument that many people have become accustomed to slavery, 
Demosthenes proceeds to denigrate Philip's character. A subject is less 
likely to acquiesce to such an individual. Oemosthenes is said to feel 
that this point has not been made clearly enough. Therefore, he adds 
weight to it by using an oath in combination with a truism : Ka\ Il~ .1t' 

) \.)/ '1 'I . 
OUOEV a1tta'!ov tawa ' . The commentator feels that the presence of taw<J In 

the statement which confirms the oath reveals that Demosthenes thinks 
his argument is weak. Unfortunately, he does not elaborate on this 
observation. He may mean that the oath does not, by itself, distract the 
audience from the weakness. The presence of t<Jwa makes a distracting 
digression easier, because it invites opinion. This interpretation is 
plausible, but perhaps this passage is only an instance of the special use 

of v~ t1~a or Ilh ~a, common in Demosthenes, to introduce a new speaker in 

a hypothetical dialogue. Here Demosthenes is replying to d'v8 p O)1tO <J 

t~pta'!~a, eta <l>aatv. Another instance is at the end of 0.1.19(20). 

(159c) is unlikely to have come from the same author as (157). The 
author points out that Ka'!a K6uEt v implies a notion of servility. Given that 
Demosthenes is speaking about one set of people obeying another, this 
verb is the obvious word to use. The author of (157) has written in terms 
of servility and so a further comment about this matter is unnecessary. 
(157) and (159c) may prove to have been written by different hands in S. 
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Conclusion 

The majority of these scholia are probably the product of one mind. 
The approach and terminology are consistent. The form and content of 
(54) and (129) are too similar to be coincidental. Some of the instances 
give plausible interpretations, (112) and (157), while others are less 
persuasive, (54), (60b), (70) and (129). They examine minor developments 
in the First Olynthiac , and in particular how Demosthenes overcomes 
flaws in his arguments. Unlike Ulpian's aynSea£la, the ciY'tt1t(1t'toY'ta do not 
form the raison d'etre of the speech, prompting fundamental arguments. 

KE<j>&Aata in D.1.2-23 

Remarks are made about the KE¢U'Aata in the scholia, but these are not 

associated with any underlying arguments. Sometimes the KE¢aAatOY is 
merely noted, (1Sb) and (124) and at others it is examined in detail, 
(33c) and (140c). KE¢<iAala are noted consistently, but the degree of 
analysis varies. D.1.19-23 is discussed thoroughly, while in the 
remainder the KE¢<XAata are simply pointed out. These remarks occur in 
discussions about different aspects of Demosthenes' argument in a 
particular passage. We may conclude from these observations that most 
of the scholia in S are by the same author. Coincidence seems too 
improbable as the explanation for the consistency in approach. 

D.1.2-18 - 't¢ aUbl<l>~pOY 

.>I, /" '" ., ~\ '" / 
Ea'tt OTl 'ta y q..lOl OOKOUY'ta, D.1 .2, IS said to mark the apXTl 'tooy KE¢aAatooy 

in (15b). There is no summary of the ensuing sections of the speech. The 

clue to the understanding of the KE<!>a'Aata comes in (33c) : KaS~PTlKE 't~Y 
" ,.. " ',., /. :> '" '" /" 1...( / ouyaJ,u Y 'tou MaKEOOYOa Kat 'taa EATctOaa au'too 'tOOY 1tpawa'tooy EY J..lovp 'tTl1tayoup'Yl~ 
I' L. /' ,,,...... ".' ,... .... I I ""\ 

OEOooKEY, ooa 1tE1tAExSat 'to YOTlJ..la 'too 'tE aUJ..l<!>EpOyn Kat 'tep Ouya't'?, 1tPOTlYOUJ..lEYOU 'tou 
,/ g)/ ',/ \ ~\ /' ,'&'~ 

crUJ..l<PEpOY'toa, on OUOE1tO'tE OlaAAaYllaOY'tat 1tpoa au'tOY ~OAUyStOt q> oq 

crUya1tOOE(Kyu'tat gn Kd.l 'ta1tE1YO'a 0 <t>tAt1t1tOa (Dilts p.24.18-22). Here the 

commentator is summarising D.1.4-5. His observations are justified. 
There are no comments among the scholia of S which conflict with this 

statement. In (33a) there are comments about -c6 AUat'tEAOUY (Dilts 

p.24.14). It is not unreasonable to interpret 'to AUat'tEAOUY as a near 

synonym for 'tb auJ..l<p{poy. 

(33b) is a brief comment which points out that Demosthenes tries to 
shame the Athenians into taking up the campaign, by making them jealous. 
Rivalry of one's enemies is inherent. (33c) sums up the effect of 0.1.3-4 
by saying that Philip's success relies only on his 1tayoupy(a. The 

commentator also pOints out that because the Olynthians will not be 
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reconciled with Philip, Demosthenes has expressed an idea based on t6 
/' '/ . 

O"U)..lq>EpOV. He adds that to 8uvatov IS present, though of less importance 

than t6 O"U)..l<!>tpov. This scholion repeats what was said about the benefits 

involved (Dilts p.24.14-1S), but it is a little odd that (33a) refers to t b 
AUO"ttEAOUV (Dilts p.24.14), whereas (33c) refers to to O"U)..lq>£pov. No 

justification has been given for t~ 8uvatbv in this part of the speech. Such 
repetitions or minor inconsistencies were found in the Ulpiani 
prolegomena , and so it is possible that the same commentator wrote 
(33a), (33b) and (33c). However, codex R contains only (33a) and it may 
prove that this scholion in S is written by a different hand from the other 
two. 

In (44b) we find the phrase t~ 80KO~V AucrttEAE\V (Dilts p.26.30) in 
connection with D.1.6. In D.1.7 Demosthenes makes a specific reference 

\ I \" , 4. ,\ ,-,..... / ,,-

to to O"U)..lq>EPOV : Kat tau8 wcr av u)..ltV )..laAtcrta crU)..l<!>EP0t. In (S2a), which covers 

0.1.7-8, we find no mention of KE<!>~Aata, but in (S9a) there is the phrase: 
\ , / " I /. . 

t11 v acr8EVEtaV tou <t>tAt1t1tOU 8EtKVUcrtV (Dilts p.30.3-4). This suggests that 

the commentator perceives tb 8uvatov in 0.1.8. 

to 8uvatO"v is mentioned in both (60b) and (70), which refer to 0.1.9. 
. /' ,I" \ ~ 

The opening sentence of (70) reads as follows: 1taAtV aUSTlcraa tOY <t>tAt1t1tOV 
~ \2 r., / '" / ,,\ \ C/ ,/ 

Eu8ua Eta 1tapa)..lu8tav E)..lVTl)..lovEuaE tOU 1tapovtoa KatpOU, 'to 8uvatov Wa1tEp auswv 

trov>A8TlvalwV (Dilts p.31.23-2S). In (60b) we find: Kdt 8{8watv 01> t~v tU'Xllv 
:> / ';' "1/';),, ,,~ \ .) I \ 

<Xt'ttav Etvat 'tlla <t>tAt1t1tOU 8UVa)..lEwcr, aAAa 'toucr>A8T1vatOucr ' Et yap lluSll8ll ota 
/ )\" ~'" \ ,.. ,~/..... / . 

tOUtoua, E1tt 'toutota Ecr'tt Kat to Kata:A:ucrat tT1V pW)..lT1v tou MaKEoovocr (Dilts 
p.30.28-30). Although both passages refer to the same argument, they are 
not repeating one another. They refer to separate, though adjacent 
passages. The beginning of (70) summarises the earlier lines, probably 
because there are intervening scholia on different topics, (67a) and (69). 
Perhaps these two scholia are written by a different hand from (60b) and 
(70) and were added to the margin first. Both (60b) and (70) refer to the 
phrase fv~ teo 1tpw'tw (Dilts p.30.1S, p.31.29). In (60b) this phrase is seen 

as an answer to a~ frVtt1tl1ttov. In (70) it is cited in connection with a 

different civtt1tt1t'tov. Since the value of 0 1tapwv KatpO'a could be 

questioned, Oemosthenes is said to qualify it by adding the phrase 0~8EV60" 
~crttv tA6'ttwv 'tcOv 1tPOt~pwv ~KftVWV. The commentator justifies his 

interpretation by arguing that because Oemosthenes has already said that 

one campaign was enough, the value of 0 1tap~v Katp6a is clarified. (60b) 

and (70) are complementary. 
At the beginning of 0.1 .14 Oemosthenes has to answer a question 

about his purpose in making his remarks. His answer reflects upon the 
preceding sections, including 0.1.10-13 which is not examined for 

KEq>U'Aata. The answer is summarised in (10Sc) as follows : €1tfi)'Et ffn K(xt 
"'I r r:> \ \ """ c I" . 3 14) Th t<XUt<x XPTlat)..la Eatt 1tpoa tT1v 1tapouaav U1t08EatV (Ollts p.36.1 - . e 
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commentator thinks that 'tb cru~<j)fpov is foremost in Oemosthenes' mind. 
The word which Oemosthenes uses is ~AUcrl'tEAfcr. 

Very little is said about 0.1.15-18. 0.1.15 consists of a metaphor 
and, perhaps, is not fruitful for KE<j)cX"ACX1CX. 'tb ouvcx'tov in (123a) is simply 
used in the sense of the ability of the Olynthians to hold out. 0.1.16-18 
ought to attract comment because Oemosthenes is giving practical advice. 
0.1.16 forms a clear transition in the speech, and Ulpian thought it was 
important for KE<j)(~.\CX1CX (21). In (123a) 't~ ouvcx't~v is simply used in the 
sense of the ability of the Olynthians to hold out. 

\ / 
0.1 .19-23 - 'to ouvcx'tov 

0.1 .19-23 is dominated by 't~ ouvcx't~v KE<j)~ACX10V. In (124) it is stated : /' .>, \ \;' ,.., \,.... .) 1:111' /' 
~E'tEPXE'tCXl E7tl 'to ouvcx'tov KE<j)CXACXlOV. ~EP1SEl OE 'tou'to ncr ouo, E10' 't£ XPTl~CX'tWV 

) ./ \:> 1"\ / . 
EU7t0P1CXY KCXt cxvopwv OUVCX~l.tV (Dilts p.39.22-23). There are several 
references to 't6 ouvcx't~v KE<j)dACX10V in 0.1.2-18, but we may assume that it 

is not thought to be the primary KE<!>6:ACXlOY. There is no contradiction, 

therefore, in saying that Oemosthenes moves on to deal with 't6 ouvcx't6v in 
0.1.19. 

Bearing in mind Ulpian's analysis of the First Olynthiac (22), we may 
be surprised at the division of the speech by this commentator. He does 
not find a unified section from 0.1.16-20, subdivided into an examination 
of the type of force required, 0.1.16-18, and an examination of the 
provision of finance, 0.1.19-20. 0.1.15-20 is largely ignored in the 
contribution of S. According to (124), the division is as follows : 

/' :> / ) ,... ~ I 'h 
XPTl~CX'tWY EU7t0P1CX, 0.1 .19-20, and cxvopwv OUVCX~tcr, 0.1.21 sqq. t mig t 
appear to us that &vopwv O£VCX~l v applies to 0.1 .15-18 which examines the 
type of force to be sent. 

The group of scholia (140a), (140b) and (140c) create some problems. 
• ./, c.\ /' ,... ;"\ ,,\ "'./ \ 

(140c) beginS : 7tATlPWcrCXcr 'to EV ~EpOcr 'tou ouvcx'tou, 'tou'tEcrn 'to 'tTlcr 7tOAEWcr KCXt 
\ \ / \,.. .... ;';) ""'" :>\ \ Co/ .,. 

OlCXAEX8Elcr 1tEpl XPTl~CX'tWV KCXl 'tou KCXtpOU ~YT\cr8Elcr, EV'tEU8EY E7tl 'to E'tEpOY ~EpOcr 
, ./ ' ''' /' L/,? ,,/' ') /' ? /' :> 5:' 
EATlAU8E 'to 'tou MCXKEOOYOcr, 07tEP EK 7tCXV'tocr ~EpOUcr E~Tl'tCXcrEY E1KO'tWcr, E7tEluTl 

\ ,I \" ./ ~ /' Co' ~,/ . 
1tOAATlY EXEt 7tCXpCX 'tOlcr ~8T\YCX10lcr U7tOY01CXV wcr tcrxupocr 0 <l>tAl7t7tOcr (Dilts 
p.41 .30-34). (140c) co rresponds with (124). I n the former, the first part 
of't6 OuYcx't6Y is called 't~ 't"cr 7t~AEWcr. The explanation for this, olaAEx8E\cr 

7tEpi XPT\~&''twv K<'xl 'tOu KCX1POU ~VT\cr8E(cr, refers to 0.1.19-20. In (124) the 

first part of 't6 ouvcx'tov is said to refer to XPT\~a'twv EU1tOp(CXY and this 
\ / 

corresponds to 0.1 .19-20. In (140c) the second part of 'to ouvcx'tov is 

referred to as 'to 'to'V MCXKEO~vOcr in, and specifically the Athenian belief 
that Philip is strong. This assessment of 0.1.21-23 is sound. However, it 
is less easy to understand why the same section of the First Olynthiac is 
said in (124) to refer to ~Vopwv O{VCX~lcr in. No explanation is forthcoming 
from the remainder of (140c). We shall return to this point presently. 
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There is a remarkable similarity between (140a) and the beginning of 
(140c). (140a) reads : rrAllPfucracr 1:~ E'v Il(pocr 1:Ou ouva1:ou, 1:ou1:fon 1:'0 nlo 

r ~" ." \ cr' 1'''' / -\ '"' / 
rroAEwcr, EV1:EU9EV Errt 1:0 E1:EpOV IlEpocr EAllAU9E 1:0 1:0U MaKEOOvoO (Dilts 
p.41.24-25). It is identical to the opening sentence of (140c), except for 
the account of the aspects covered in 1:6 1:~cr rroAEwcr which is found in 

(140c) and not fou nd in (140a). The text of (140a) cantin ues : Il~ ~Xwv y~p 
"j::. \ ~ 9 "" s;: ,..- \ \ :> ....-: "', ...,) /' oEl..,al 'toucr 'A llvatoucr uuva1:ous) Ka90 rroAAa arrwA£crav, 1:EXVtKWcr EK 'tou Evavnou 

,., /' c.1' /' , /" ..... 
rrElpa'tal Ka'tacrKEuacrat O'tt ouva1:at 'tllV <f>tAtrrrrOu ouValltV Ka9<XlpEtV (Dilts 

p.41 .26-28). Although it is more natural to take avopwv OU'V<Xlltcr as the 
type of force required, these words may be taken as an attempt to explain 
why it is correct to identify 1:6 'to'u MaKEoovocr with eXvopwv OUV<XlllO in 
(124). Oemosthenes is discussing Philip's power in 0.1.21-23, but in so 
doing, he does indeed show that the Athenians have the ability to beat 
him. It is not Philip himself but the Athenians who concern Oemosthenes. 

The verbal identity between (140a) and (140c) is unlikely to be mere 
coincidence. They offer compatible interpretations of 0.1.21-23 which 
take slightly different lines. The words in (140c) orr£p EX rr<xv't~cr Ilfpoucr 
,) ,. , / ,) \ \~,. '\ l" '" ~ I ~ > \. &. 

E~l]'taoEv ElKO'tWcr, ErrElOll rrOAAllv EXEl rrapa 'tOtO "A9llv<xtOtcr urrovot<xv wcr tOXUpoo 0 

<t>(Xlrrrrocr (Dilts p.41.32-34), effectively convey the same idea as in 
'" ~ ""::> / . I (140a), 'tEXVtKWcr EK 1:0U Ev<xvnou (Dilts p.41.27). We may conc ude that 

(140a) gives us a general summary of Oemosthenes' approach and purpose 
in 0.1.21-23, as well as apparently justifying the label avop@v OU'V<Xlltcr. In 

(140c) the passage is analysed in detail. If it were not for the identical 
phrases at the beginning of these two scholia, we should regard (140a) 
and (140c) as complementary. 

If we assume that (140a) is the original, then (140c) could be the 
work of a later commentator who was interested in different aspects but 
who chose to follow the format of (140a). This explanation is unlikely. 
(140c) ties in closely with the idea of &v'ttrr(rr'tov't<X which are examined 
throughout the speech. Since (140c) by itself gives similar information 
to the combination of (124) and (140a), it is possible that these scholia 
are not written by the same author who wrote (140c). They may be a 
different version of the same scholion. Their inclusion is perhaps 
explained by a desire to point out the beginning of 't6 ouv<X'tbv distinctly. 

This gains credence from the fact that (124) and (140a) are found in other 
codices, F4, T, Bc, Af, Vb and Wd. They do not offer (140c) Codex R on the 
other hand offers (140c) but neither (124) nor (140a). This might 
indicate that (140c) comes from a different source from the other two 
scholia. The hands look similar in the photography of S, but I cannot be 
certain. It is possible that the scribe started in the margin ,(140a), but 
then decided that there was insufficient room and began afresh in the 
margin at the top of the page, (140c). Only a precise account of the hands 
in codex S will answer this question. 
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The problem is complicated by (140b) which gives superflous 
information, given the presence of the scholia mentioned above. It reads 
: 't6 8£~'t£pov J,L(poa 'tou 8uvo.'tou (Dilts p.41.29). Since (140a) and (140c) 

refer to 'tb tv J,LEpOa (Dilts p.41.24, 30), the information in (140b) is 

unnecessary. Repetition is not characteristic of the scholia in S. It is 
possible that (140b) is meant as a kind of heading for the next section of 
the speech. It is apparent from the photograph that (140b) is written in 
paler ink than (140a) and (140c). Therefore that scholion is probably not 
written by the same hand as the other two. The end of the section of the 
First Olynthiac which deals with K£<»&'Ao.1o. is probably indicated by (164a) 
as we shall see. 

Conclusion 

It is not surprising that 't~ auJ,L<»£pov is favoured in 0.1.2-18 as the 

primary K£<»<i\o.10V and 'tb 8uvo.'t6v as the secondary. Demosthenes 

underlined the importance of 't6 auJ,L<»£pov in the first 1tPOOtJ,LtOV and the 
author of (4) did not overlook this point (Dilts p.17.20-22). Oemosthenes 
makes repeated references to 't6 auJ,L<»~pov and similar terms(23). 'tb 8uv(X'to'v 
is easily justified too, although it is odd that 0.1.15-18 is ignored. It is 
odd that the term 't6 aUJ,L<»fpov is not used more often in the scholia. 
Without (33c) we should be in some doubt about the understanding of the 
K£<»a\o.to. in 0.1.2-18. As it is, the comments about this section of the 

speech are consistent with one another, but an overall analysis, such as 
we find for 0.1.19-23, is lacking. 

There is an imbalance in the thoroughness of the examination of the 
K£<»~Ao.1o.. This could be coincidence, or else suggests that one 
commentator was responsible for most of the scholia in S. Another 
possible explanation is that a compiler was careful in his selection of 
comments to be included. 

, 
D.1.24-27 - 1tpo'tp01tTI 

The discussion of 1tpo'tP01t~ is introduced abruptly in codex S in 
scholion (164a). A glance at Dilts' apparatus (Dilts p.44.33) reveals that 

the other codices which offer this scholion, F4, T, Bc, Vb, Wd, have an 
. ,... \ >" r> ,..., \ 

Introductory sentence : 1tA Tl pwcro.cr 'tTl V £~£'to.crt v 'tou 8uvo.'tou Kat cra8pov 
/' ~ /' \." :> ,1"'\ . . 

1t<xv'taxo8£v a1t08n~o.cr 'tOY $lAl1t1tOV ncr 1tpo'tp01tTlv J,L£'tTlA8£v. ThiS sentence IS 

absent in codices Sand R. The inclusion of this comment in S would 
complement what is said elsewhere about 't6 8uvo.'t~v. As it stands, S is 
left without an important comment about the structure of the speech. 
The omission may be a genuine mistake. It is not likely that D.1.24-27 
f \" ·h orm part of 'to 8uva'tov J,L£poa. The remainder of (164a) deals Wit 
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/' , /' 

1tpo'tp01tll and not 'to OUVCHOV. 

The ;uthor of thy scholion defines the difference between 1tpo'tP01t", 

O"\)~POUAll and 1tCXPCXtVEO'tO'. The definitions are quite different from those 
offered by Ulpian and Syrianos(24). Ulpian picked out the scope of advice 
as the distinguishing feature. In (164a) the distinction turns on whether 
the aim and method of action are already agreed. Therefore O'UJl~OUA~ is 
distinguished as advice in a situation where the desired goal is disputed, 
as is the m)lnner by which the benefits will be achieved (Dilts p.4S.2-6). 
In 1tpo'tP 01t1l, however, both the goal and the means of achieving it are 

obvious (Dilts p.4S.4-S). 1tCXpmvEO'tO' is said to combine aspects of both 

aUJl~OUA" and 1tpo'tP01t~ (Dilts p.4S.6-7). It is closer to aUJl~OUA~, because 
both set out to explain the manner of achieving the goal (Dilts p.4S.7-9). 
This definition is inadequate. Moreover, such phrases as O'UJl~OuAEunK?t €V 

1tpo'tP01t~ and 'to')uvcxv't(ov €v aUJl~ouA~ 1tpo'tpE1tnK~ invite confusion (Dilts 
, I 

p.4S.11). 
Ulpian's definitions were sound and plausible in the context of the 

First Olynthiac. The commentator states in this scholion : otoE~a y~p 
" :> /' \'" ~,.... I 

1tpO'tPE1tWV E1tt'tt8E'tCXt KCXt 'tOY 'tP01tOV Ot' ou KPCX'tllO'CXt ouvcx'tov (Dilts p.4S.S-6). 
At first sight, Demosthenes' words in 0.1.24-27 do not seem to suit this 
qualification, because Demosthenes is still advocating warfare in Thrace 
instead of Attica. If 'tpo1toa implies more specific advice, relating to 
leadership and troop numbers or something of this kind, then the 
information which we are given in 0.1 .24-27 can be interpreted as the 
benefit and not the method of attaining it. The commentator would, in 
this case, be correct after all. Syrianos' definitions are different yet 
again. 

It is very curious that Ulpian and the commentator in (164a) choose 
to digress at this point, in order to differentiate the same three terms 
and produce dissimilar definitions. Since digressions of this type occur 
elsewhere in the scholia on S(25), the same author may be at work in Sand 
the decision to define these three terms may be independent of Ulpian. Of 
course, if this comment was written before the prolegomena it may have 
influenced Ulpian's decision to digress . 

., / 
0.1.28 - E1ttAOYOO' 

The only comment in S about the ~1t~AOYOO' IS the one-word comment 

(187d) which indicates that it begins at 0.1.28. 

Conclusion 

Barring a few repetitions, the scholia about the structure of the 
speech and Demosthenes' arguments appear to be progressive. This 
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suggests either that most of the scholia are written by the same 
commentator, or that the compiler of the scholia in S was careful to 
produce a consistent commentary. The former explanation is the more 
likely one, but until it is shown which scholia were produced by which 
hand in codex S this hypothesis cannot be proven. 

There are no inconsistencies. There are recurring areas of interest 
) /' /' 

such as av'tt1tt1t'tov'ta and KE<»aAata. The comments are sensible, although 
instances have been pointed out where the commentator has failed to read 
a particular passage in the context of a broader argument. 

LANGUAGE, GRAMMAR AND EXPRESSION 

The scholia in codex S reveal a marked interest in aspects of 
language. For all but one section of the speech covered by the scholia, 
0.1.15, there is at least one note which comes under this heading. 
Sometimes the comment is found in a brief, self-contained note, as for 
example (93b) and (150a), but often this topic is incorporated into longer 
scholia which examine more than one aspect, as for example (33a) and 
(60a) . 

/' 
The most frequent type of comment concerns A,E~ tcr, or the use of 

particular words or phrases in their context. The value of individual 
comments is variable. For example, in (2a) we are told that Oemosthenes 
has emphasised u~acr in the opening sentence of the First Olynthiac. This 

is improbable. Tiberios believes that r~<»acrtcr is a way of saying 

something without stating your point directly(26). Tryphon says that 

E~<I>acrtcr is A,{~tcr where the nuance of a word specifies meaning(27). 

Quintilian distinguishes these two definitions (de inst. 8.3.83-85). There 
are words which amplify meaning in context and talk around the point, 
making the meaning absolutely clear nonetheless. Perhaps what the 

c.- --
author of (2a) means is that when Demosthenes says u~acr what he means 
is " you, the great Athenian people". This explanation seems unlikely. 

Perhaps the author of (2a) regards ~~<I>acrtcr as we would if we had to guess 

its meaning; that is, he believes it means "stress" or "emphasis". 

However, u~&cr in this passage is not emphasised. The word neither heads 
nor closes a phrase, which are the best positions for emphasis. 

(26c) is a straightforward comment that Demosthenes employs 
understatement in the phrase 1tapacr1t<xcrTl'tal 'tt 'twv gAWV, 0.1.3, and that 'tt 

stands for ~[ya. The observation is valid. 
As part of a longer comment, (33a), the commentator examines the 

nuance of expression in 0.1.4. Paraphrasing Demosthenes, he says : 
,.. I c./ "" \ \ / \,.. '\ ~ ~ 

1tA,£OV£K'tEt yap, <l>Tlcrt v, 0 ¢tAt1t1tOcr 'tw Ka'ta KatpOV 1tpa't'tEt v 'ta 'tWV 7tOI\.£~ltwv. OUK 
I 
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..... ",,....:> \ I 
..2 "a 8 " 'I 'I" "r"\ >:.' ~;" ( ::> \ \ t::t7t£ K 'top OUV Kat Vt Kav al\.Il.a rrpa't'tEt v . 'tOU'tO uE OU rrav'twa VtK11V, aAAa 't11V 

, \. \. .) ,!:" '"'I )/ I 51 'C 
1tapaaKEUllV Kat 'to O"U 'tWV EPYWV OEtKVUE1' orrEp l1't'tov Aurru 'tbua ::>A811vcltoua 

(Dilts p.24.9-13). Demosthenes chooses to convey Philip's industry rather 
than his success. Success may be inferred but to have said so outright 
would have been too demoralising. 

In (52a) Demosthenes is thought to be indicating that the position of 
the Athenians is a piece of good luck and he calls the opportunity a , / ;" 

Eu'tUX1a. 1taparrE1t'tWKO'ta, 0.1 .8, does suggest a chance happening and one 
> ,.... 

can only throwaway (a<1>E1va1) what one already has. 
The author of (60a) argues that Demosthenes produces the lists of 

places in 0.1.9 without conjunctions because he wishes to avoid making 
Philip appear too powerful. The word order of the sentence is also 
thought to minimise Philip's standing. Demosthenes does not list every 
place which was captured for the same reason. This refers to 'tCf.AAa. The 
commentator discounts the silly reason that Demosthenes did not want 
his speech to be too long. However, he does not explain how the effect 
works. The same example is found among the Rhetores Graeci, although 
their observations are not those of the author of (60a) (28). 

In (60b) the commentator digresses from his long discussion of 
0.1.9-10 to talk about the effect of saying ~xp~IlE8a 'too <l>tA.{1t1tro (Dilts 

, I 

p.30.21-24). He says that the verb implies that Philip is 'ta1tEtVoa. This 

may be so, but the commentator's justification of it is as follows : Ot6 Kcit 
.... / "" ;" eo/, '" ..,... c. ,.... . 

'tota <1>lAOta XPlla8a1 AEYOIlEV o'tt 'ta OOKouv'ta 111l1V U1toupyouatV (Dilts ,.. 
p.30.23-24). If we use XPlla8at in connection with Philip with a 
derogatory result, then we would effectively be guilty of being no less 
insulting when we use the same word of our friends. If the commentator 
is to be consistent in his argument ,then this must be so. It may be that 
the commentator does not think of 'tarrE1 vea as a derogatory term and that 

\ "" ~ '"' 
a friend is someone who does what we want them to do, 'ta OOKOUV'ta l1~lV 

t1toupyoua1v (Dilts p.30.24). 
In some of the scholia which have just been discussed arguments are 

put forward to justify the observations. Other scholia give simple 
c. " 

assertions. In (122a) we find a straightforward comment about U1t0IlEtvaa 
~ /"' 'I , \ • 

in 0.1.18. The commentator puts it as follows : UrrOllE1va1 yap ACYO~EV E1tt 'tou 

Kap'tEpuv, d'tav rOCOIlEV 't?t 01K8a 1t~axov'ta (Dilts p.39.6-7). The idea of 

standing by and protecting is present in the verb t1to~fvco and in the 

context of the speech the idea is appropriate. 
/ .., 

(123a) notes that Demosthenes is arguing with the words 1tEptEa'tat 'tc? 

xpovro that the Olynthians have the strength to hold out. He is implying 
that the capture of Olynthos will not be easy, unlike the capture of the 
other cities which Demosthenes has mentioned in 0.1.12. 

In (150a) we find a comment about the inclusion of the word Ko~t8~ in 
connection with Theban untrustworthiness in 0.1.22. It is said to 
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intensify this aspect of their character. 

/ 

crXTH.l<X't<X are pointed out frequently in the scholia in S. They are 
noted without explanation, implying that the readership was expected to 
be familiar with these terms. \Nhile such consistency might imply that 
only one commentator is at work, the practice might have been standard. 
Again the identification of hands with scholia would clarify the question. 

In (1a) the commentator suggests that there is more than one 
instance in the First Olynthiac where Demosthenes employs U1t6All <ptO" 

(supposition) in his argument. This term is not used again in S. The 
unique reference mig ht invite speculation that it is a stray observation, 
but there are three scholia, (5a), (89) and (92a), which point out this 
feature using other terminology : K<X't<Xo"KEU~V WO" wlloAoyruufvllv (Dilts 

p.17.23-24), K<X'tEcrK~U<JEV w<J 61l0AOYO~IlEVOV (Dilts p.34.6), E"{All<!>EV 

51l0AOYOUJ..ltvllv 1tp6'tu<Jtv (Dilts p.34.21-22). 
The first part of (27a) comments on Demosthenes' assertion in 0.1.4 : 

:> , , ,.> '" ') >I "'"' , t./ /.)....,,1 
ou J..lllV <XAA E1ttEtKCO<J, co <XV8PEO" 'A811VUtOt, 'tou8 0 8u<JIlUXCO'tU'tov Ecrn 'tcov <l>tAt1t1tOU 

1tp unl.<i't co V , Kdt ~fA 'tt<J'tov -GJ..lt v. The commentator rightly points out that this 
statement is paradoxical, because it contends that the thing which is 
hardest to fight against is also the best thing for the Athenians. He gives 
an alternative name to this figure of speech, 'tp01tn (Dilts p.23.12). This is 

odd. Among the Rhetores Graeci, and Hermogenes in particular, 'tP01t~ is 

defined as metaphor(29). It is not included among the <JX~J..lu'ta. There are 
three possible explanations. The word may be a gloss of some kind which 
has crept into the text. A copyist may have made a mistake or the author 
understood something else by the term, assuming that he is using the 
term correctly. 

,,' ,.... )/ > \ >/ 
In 0.1.12 Demosthenes says of Philip : 'tt 'to KCOAUOV Et' autov EO"tat 

~<x8~~EtV d1tOt ~O~AEtUt; The commentator in (93b) thinks that this is an 

example of the figure of speech called ft1to<JtW"1tll O"tO", because presumably 

O~Ot ~OUAEt<Xt conceals the true destination. Another scholion, (14c) which 

is not offered by S, looks at the difference between ~1toO"tW1tllO"to" and 

U1toO"to5'1t1l<Jt<J(30). The evidence suggests that &1tO<Jtol1tll<Jt<J occurs when you 

refuse to discuss anything unpleasant, whereas U1to<Jt~1tllo"to" occurs when 
you refuse to say something unpleasant, but hint at it so strongly that 
there is no doubt what you are getting at. The codices are divided about 
the example in 0.1.12 but the majority choose U1toO"tW1tllcrtcr. It seems 
certain that a mistake has occurred in S. This supposition is supported by 
another example in 0.1.19. All the codices, bar S, choose U1toO"t~1tllo"to". In 

Dilt's appa ra tus we find that S, (125b), reads &1tOcrl~1tll O"tO". Scribal error 
may be responsible for the mistakes in (93b) and (125b), or the author 
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may have been genuinely confused. 

A good example of TCapciA£t\jfl<J, whereby you pretend to omit 
information and in so doing give out the information, is noted in 0.1.13 by 
the author of (104). Oemosthenes is discussing the campaigns in I"yria 
and Paionia by saying that he will not discuss them. TCapciA£t<ptO is 

discussed among the Rhetores Graeci(3l). The example is obvious because 
/ 

Oemosthenes uses the word TCapaA£1TCw. 

According to the Rhetores Graeci, 't6 O'X~lla UTCO KOtVOU is a figure of 
speech in which one word is common to two phrases but is omitted in one 
of them (32). An example is pointed out in (109) : £~ 0' 0 IlEV cOo aEt 'tt ll£t~OV 
"c. /' ..... /' -' ,';)/ c.." ~ ~ ,.::> / 

'twv u1tapxov'twv O£1 TCpa't't£t v £YVWKWO' £o'tat, 1111£10 0' WO' ouo£voo av'ttA11TC't£OV , /' " /' 
£PpWIl£VWO' 'tWV 1tpaYlla'twv ... , 0.1.14. According to the commentator, we 

have to understand the word ciV£YVWKO''t£O, an intense form of the verb 

ytYVWO'KW, in the second clause. He is wrong to suggest that Oemosthenes 

has &'v£yvwK6't£0 in mind, since this compound virtually always means 

"read" in Attic. We should understand instead simply ~YVWK~'t£O'. 
Another example is pointed out in (192b). At the beginning of 0.1.28 

/' '''' '" I >1 '" ,~ " Oemosthenes says : TCav'ta 011 'tau'ta O£t O'uvtoov'tao aTCav'taO' ~0118£tV Kat aTCw8£t v 
>... \ /"\ H . £K£1O£ 'tOY 1t0A.£1l0V, .... e then goes on to list those who should 

participate, including 'toi>o A{yov'taO'. The commentator suggests that we ,/' " ,.., -' "~",, \ / 

should understand 'touo A£yov'taO' O£tV ~0118£tV Kat aTCw8£tv £K£t 'tOY TCOA£1l0V. 
This suggestion is mistaken. Oemosthenes surely means everyone who 
comes forward to speak and not just those who advocate involvement in 
the war. His list is made up of general classes of people. This is how the 
author of (192a), also in S, understands Oemosthenes' words. The author 
of (192b) is being too subtle. If he were correct, Oemosthenes would be 
attempting to avoid ill-will by saying that he is prepared to act upon his 
own advice. 

Metaphor and simile are noted on three occasions. In 0.1.3 the phrase 
/ \ / / . hid 'tp€'If11'tat Kat 1tapaO'1ta<J11'tat 'tt IS thought to be taken from t e anguage use 

of tearing limbs apart, according to the author of (26b). The suggestion 
is plausible. A violent metaphor suggests the unity of the Olynthians 
with the Athenians. The commentator in (89) rightly takes the phrase 
~oo~(av &TCo'tpt\jf~1l£8a, 0.1.11, as a metaphor from cleansing filthy bodies. 

Two scholia in S look at the financial simile in 0.1.15. The author of 

(114a) is not the author of (114b). In (114a) the apxata which 

Demosthenes mentions in his simile are thought to be Ev{xupa (securities) 

upon which a loan is raised. In (114b) the apxata are identified as 

K£(j>u\ata (capital). Clearly there is a contradicton between these scholia. 

The opening phrase of (114b) implies that there was some doubt 

about the correct interpretation of the simile : 'ttv~O' O£ €~11youv'tat (Dilts 
p.37.11). The author does not reveal which interpretation he favours, 
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either that implicit in (114a) or this one. He explains that some people 
believe that the simile is not about those who borrow money but about 
those who lend it (Dilts p.37.11-12). These people further argue that the 
passive form of 8av8:sw was often used by the Athenians to mean "lend" 
(Dilts p.37.12-13). The simile states that once debtors default, the 
creditors lose both the interest and the capital sum lent. This 

interpretation cannot be correct because only the active form of 8av£t~w 
means "lend,,(33). 

The author of (114a) has understood the simile correctly. What 
Demosthenes is saying is that those who borrow money at high rates of 
interest, survive for a while but eventually lose the security upon which 
the loan was raised(34). 

Lexicographical Scholia 

There are eight notes which are lexicographical in scope. They tend 
to be very brief. In the case of (16), (27a), (50) and (132a) similar 
entries are found in the lexicon of Hesykhios and in Byzantine lexica, such 
as the Souda, the Etymologicum Magnum and the Zonarae Lexicon. The 
examples occur no more frequently in one lexicon than in another. The 
question arises whether the scholia are later than the various lexica. We 
may suppose that the scholia are older and that they contributed to the 
later lexica, but it is possible that the scholia derived from earlier 
lexica, such as the lexicon of Hesykhios, and have had no direct influence 
upon the contents of the extant lexica. 

In the case of (132a), which refers to 0.1.20, there seems to be no 
direct connection with the extant lexica. The scholion says : aU'v'ta~(a tan 

/' ,.. e./ (/ :> / c. /) / :> \ / 
8uo 1tpa'Y}.!a'twv wa1t£p £vwata' £lWeam 8' Ot 1taAatOt, E1tEt8av n aaa</>£a vO/J.t~wm 

,.. ,,.. ~ ">,,,, ~/ \ c "', ~ \ , 
A£)'EtV, 8ta 'tlla E1taywytla alYCO AU£lV, wa1t£p Kat 0 1totll't11a £l1tWV yap (E586) 
" ,.. A ' / ,) \ ,/ \ _'I ",' / 'l ) " (A 547) KU/lfJaxoO''' £1tllya)'Ev "£1tt ~PEXIlOV 't£ Kat wllouO' Kat 1tal\.tV £t1tWV 
" , ,/ .) / I \ ~ / " ~I \ c v ~, 
£v'tp01taAtsOIl£VOO''' £</>11 "yovu youvoO' all£t~wv. ou'tW Kat 0 Pll'tWP £t1tWV 
",- ~ - , / , /' , /" \ ~/ "(D'lt 40 29 34) <Juv'tal.;, to''' £1tllya)'E 'to "Aall~av£l v Kat 1tOt£l v 'ta uEOV'ta I S p. . - . 

Thus O'U'v'ta~tO' joins together two acts to form one movement or activity. 
The lexicon of Photios, Bachmann's Anecdota Graeca, the Souda, the 
Etymologicum Magnum and the Zonarae Lexicon offer the same example 
from the First Olynthiac. This scholion, by offering examples not found in 
these lexica, suggests that it is complete in itself. It is still possible, 
however, that an earlier lexicon may have had more examples than these 
later lexica which the author of (132a) cannot have consulte 

Four other scholia offer a similar type of information. In (2c) we 
f. ~ , \ "" / \ / c. 'I ] \. " < ,,' \ ~ md vOlltl;w] avn 'tou KptVW Kat 1tt<J't£uw ; in (21 a) < W<J £O'n > 'to WO' avtt 'tOU 

, I ,/ . ,.. ")/] ~ 
"Kat yap" ; in (56) KEA£UOV'tE<J-] 1tPO'tPE1t0Il£VOt; and in (193a) < £ueuvat > at 

/' . 
~a<Javot. With the exception of (193a), these scholia offer observations 

Which the commentator could have made himself and which need nqt have 
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originated from lexica. Pollux does, however, use the verbs KEAE~OV'tEcr and 
1tPO'tPE1tO~EVOl of exhorting dogs, V 85. 

Et8uv<Xt is the name given to the investigation of an individual 

following their year in office in Athens. ~ricr<XVOl refers to the practice of 
accepting evidence as true only if extracted under torture. Only slaves 
could be tortured(35). The identification then of these two terms in 

(19 3a) requires explanation. The law differed in different cities. 
pucruvoa can also be a more general word for "test" and this is probably 
what the commentator means. He is not thinking of, and perhaps does not 
know, the special Attic use. 

There are numerous examples throughout the scholia in S where the 
commentator digresses in order to clarify the difference between similar 
terms. (50), (105c), (132) and (164a) provide good examples. 

Syntax and Style 

Syntax is examined twice, in (8) and (1 05a). The mood of the verb 
A~~Ol'tE is interpreted in the former as indicative(36). In (105a) the 
commentator points out alternative punctuation for the opening sentence 
of 0.1.14. He does not tell us which text he prefers. This is unfortunate 
because an explanation from him might help us to understand this 
scholion better. It is difficult to interpret because the exact sense of 
t1tl<!>EPOUal is not clear. His remarks suggest that there is a different 

/ 
manuscript tradition which omits the phrase 't<xu'tu AE)'Ela TUuv vUv. 

(174) is an unusual scholion because it is the only comment to 
mention style. It points to the rapid series of question and answer in 
0.1.25-26 and asserts that this produces )'op)'~'tl1cr, or vigour, in the 

speech. This meaning of )'op)'6'tl1a is in line with Hermogenes' 
understanding of the term (Rabe p.312sqq). 

Elementary Clarifications 

In scholia such as (4), (19), (135), (137a), (137b), (167), (169a), 
(176), (182) and (192a) the commentator clarifies points in the text of 
the speech. Some state the obvious, as is the case with (176) which 
comments that the subject of OUX1. ~ouA~aE'tul in 0.1.26 is Philip. Others 
are pernickety. The author of (135) comments that Oemosthenes leaves 

:> \ C /' \ 

out a phrase in 0.1.20 after the words Ela 'tua EOp'tucr : AEl1tO~EVOV, El ~11 
A/':> '"' " ,..., / 0 . II h t pOUAEa8E <X1t080uv<xt 't<X XPl1~u'tu 'tOla a'tpunco't<Xla. ccaslona y t e commen 

is incorrect, as in (4) where we are told that the relative cnv in 0.1.1 
,/' , / 'c:- h t refers to 't<X XPl1~<X't<X and 'to au~<l>EpOY. 1tEpt COY really refers to t e curren 

relationship between Olynthos, Athens and Philip. Curiously, most of the 
observations of this type occur in the last eight sections of the speech. 
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Conclusion 

The comments on language, syntax and expression are generally 
sound, though some seem unnecessary because they point out the obvious. 
There is no problem of inconsistency in interpretation among these 
scholia. The most puzzling comments concern aXr1~a'ta because unusual 
interpretations have been given. 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

There are ten scholia which include comments about the historical 
background to the First Olynthiac. Most of these scholia deal solely 
with this topic and this may suggest that they come from a different 
source to the ones dealing with rhetoric and language. (40a) is the 
exception, because it looks at rhetoric as well, albeit briefly (Dilts 
p.26.3-5). 

(151) is a long scholion which highlights the strengths and 
weaknesses of the approach of the commentators in the scholia to 
historical matters. The scholion is prompted by Demosthenes' remarks in 
0.1.22. The commentator makes several points about the history of the 
Aleuadai. Aleuas was, or claimed to be, a descendant of Herakles (Dilts 
p.43 .4-5) (37). We do not know whether he was a historical persona or an 
eponymous hero. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence naming him as a 
tyrant in Thessaly and testifying that his descendants, the Aleuadai, 
continued the tyranny. The author of (151) simply calls him tyrant over 
the Thessalians (Dilts p.43.5), but his tyranny was based in the city of 
Larissa. 

The commentator observes that the Thessalians were not trusted, and 
offers two possible reasons for this ; the story of Jason the mythical 
hero who deserted Medea, and the desertion of the Athenians by the 
Thessalian cavalry in the course of a battle in the Peloponnesian War 
(Dilts p.43.10-13). Both are plausible explanations. 

The commentator refers to Thoukydides 1.107.7 in support of his 
alternative explanation (Dilts p.43.13). The appropriate passage reads : 
S' \, " ~... '" / \. \ / .. 1 / 
'T1A90v 8£ Kat 8£crcraAwv tTCTCllcr 'tolcr~A91lvatOtcr Ka'ta 'to ~u~~aXtKOV, Ot ~£'t£cr't1lcrav 
EV 'too rpyw TCap~ 'tO~cr J\aK£8at~ov(oucr. This is a reference to the Battle of 

I I 

Tanagra, 457 B.C. and, in context, is a passing remark which Thoukydides 

does not dwell upon. Clearly the author of (151) is referring to this 
event. He is vague about which war saw this event take place. He says : 
EV 'too n£AOTCOvvllcrtaKW TCOA~~W (Dilts p.43.12). This phrase should surely 

I " refer to the Great Peloponnesian War, 431-404 B.C., but the event took 
place during the First Peloponnesian War, 461-446 B.C.. There seems to 
have been no standard nomenclature for the wars in the fifth century B.C .. 
However, it would appear that the events of 466 - 404 B.C. were not 
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regarded as a single war(38). 

The same passage is quoted in Ailios Aristeides, in the course of a 
speech set in dramatic time following the announcement of Thessalian 
victory at Leuktra, 371 B.C.. He refers obliquely to Thoukydides' comment 

)/ :> I" I;:;. I / 

: Ean v aKOUEt v 'HDV TCPE0~DtEPWV, W0 8EttaAol TCOtE 8£up' £A80vtE(J lTCTCTlcr KaLa 
/ / "" / '- \ I' 

au~~aXlav ~E'tEcr'tTl (Jav TCapa 'tTl v ~aXTl v W0 'tODcr AaKE8al~ovlOU(J (Lenz 1.4 

p.729.8-10). There is, however, no verbal similarity between the 
scholion and this passage in Aristeides. Clearly in late antiquity the 
desertion at Tanagra was a standard example of Thessalian 
untrustwo rth i ness. 

There is strong evidence for the proverbial treachery of the 
Thessalians (39) and in particular there was ill-will about their role in 

the war with Persia(40). Perhaps the true origin of Thessalian 

untrustworthiness is Demosthenes' opinion of the Thessalians throughout 
their dealings with Philip and Athens. In 0.23.112 he leaves the audience 
. c,..,)/::> / / ,.., I \ 
In no doubt : U~E10 ~EV ... oD8Eva TCpou8wKa'tE TCW7tO'tE 'twv <plAWV, E>E't'taAOt 8' 
'8/ 8' t:1 ,':>/ 0 h . h' k' f ou Eva 7tW7tO ov'tt v OU. emost enes IS t In Ing a contemporary events 

both in this speech and in the First Olynthiac. Since both Demosthenes 
and Thoukydides were read at school, Thessalian untrustworthiness would 
have been proverbial in later generations, if not in Demosthenes' own 
time. 

The author of (151) states that the Thessalians could no longer 
endure the tyranny of the Aleuadai and invited Philip to join them in their 
fight against the tyrants. As a reward for expelling the Aleuadai, the 
Thessalians gave him Pagasai and the money from harbour and market 
dues (Dilts p.43.6-10). He adds that as a favour to the Thessalians Philip 
subdued the land of Magnesia, of the same name as the city, because the 
Magnetes had revolted from the Thessalians. Moreover, Philip founded a 
garrison in the city of the Magnetes, ostensibly as a precaution against a 
second revolt, but in fact as a garrison against the Thessalians 
themselves. The Thessalians were aware of this and prevented him from 

building: €K~Au(Jav au't6v 'tEtX~SEtV (Dilts p.43.14-19). 

The exact number of interventions by Philip in Thessaly is 
unclear(41). Polyainos remarks that there were many: <i£t 7tpo(J£PO~8Et 'tOtO' 

KaAo~(Jt, 4.2.19. Griffith discusses the matter in detail and concludes 

that there were, perhaps, as many as four interventions in the years prior 
to Philip's election as archon of the Thessalians in 352 B.CJ42). These 

occurred in 358 B.C,(43), 356/5 B.C,(44), 353 B.C,(45) and 352 B.CJ46). 

The Thessalian League was made up from the cities of Thessaly, but 
such an association encouraged the rival ambitions of the leading cities. 
Pherai and Larissa were the two cities which seem to have vied with one 
another for dominance. There is evidence to suggest that Philip was 
friendly with the Aleuadai of Larissa(47). On the occasion of his 

intervention in 358 B.C., and perhaps also in 356/5 B.C., the Aleuadai 
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invited him to give assistance against the tyrants of Pherai. Even in 353 
and 352 B.C. there is no reason to believe that the Larissans were not his 
allies. The Pheraians supported the ambitions of Phokis in the Sacred 
War, unlike other Thessalian cities, and consequently fought alongside 
the Phokian general, Onomarkhos, in the battles against Philip. Philip laid 
siege to Pherai and captured it in 352 B.C.. He allowed the tyrants 
Lykophron and Peitholaos safe passage out of Thessaly (48). 

So the author of (151) is wrong when he says that Philip expelled the 
Aleuadai. The explanation for this might be that he is confusing the 
events of the 350s B.C. with a later incident. The sources tell us about 
one occasion when Philip was required to intervene and expel a tyranny of 
the Aleuadai in 344 B.CJ49), six years after the First Olynthiac was 
delivered. Demosthenes cannot be referring to the events surrounding 
this expulsion in the First Olynthiac. Indeed, Philip would not need to be 
invited to deal with the Aleuadai at this date because he had by this time 
been elected archon, though admittedly we do not know how the 
relationship between archon and Thessalians worked. 

After capturing Pherai, Philip took Pagasai (50) and married a noble 

woman, Nikesipolis of Pherai(51). Griffith argues that as a result of his 
success in ridding Thessaly of the tyrants of Pherai and defeating the 
Phokians on behalf of the Thessalian League, Philip was elected archon of 
the Thessalians(52). Among the privileges may have been the allocation to 
him of certain taxes. From Demosthenes' words, 0.1.22, it would appear 
that these included harbour and market dues. Thus the commentator is 
correct, in a sense, to say that Philip was rewarded with these taxes 
(Dilts p.43 .8-10). It seems that he also controlled Pagasai, the important 
port of Pherai, although the implication of the commentator's words is 
that Philip was given Pagasai rather than captured it (Dilts p.43.9). 

The observations about Magnesia are misleading. Magnesia was 
probably part of the spoils of war against Pherai, and its acquisition by 
Philip ought not to be seen as a separate event. Therefore its capture can 
hardly be regarded as a special favour to the Thessalians (Dilts p.43.15). 
The commentator suggests that the territory of Magnesia was in revolt. 
It may have been under Pheraian control and therefore the enemy of the 
Thessalian League. Philip is said here to have established a garrison 
(<I>po~Ptov) in the city of the Magnetes (Dilts p.43.16-17). His remark that 
there was a city of the same name as the territory (Dilts p.43.14-15) 
should be taken as an aside and not as the identification of the Magnetes' 
city as Magnesia. There was no city of that name in the land of Magnesia. 

Clearly the Thessalians felt uneasy about the garrison, suspecting 
that it gave Philip power against them. Hence the commentator's view, 
perhaps true, that Philip alleged that the purpose of the garrison was to 
subdue Magnesia. He adds that the Thessalians prevented him from 
tEtX{~€tV (Dilts p.43.18-19). His meaning is unclear but clearly echoes 
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h ' / / /' 
Demost enes own words: MaYVllcr1av K£KwAuKacr1 't£lX1~£lV, 0.1.22. If Philip 
had already founded a garrison there (Dilts p.43.16-17), perhaps they 
mean that no additional fortifications were allowed. If the reference is 
to the construction of walls around the city, he ought to have written 

TC£pt 't£lXt'~£l v. It is possible that the reference is not to the garrison in the 
city but to the land itself. This seems the most likely explanation, but 
the phrase is vague. 

Sandys compares the commentator's remark, which agrees with 
Demosthenes in 0.1.22, with the Second Olynthiac: Kat ydP vuv £tcrtV 
) I \) '" \ \ I I "" (53) £q>1l¢tcr)..1£V01 Oayacracr aTCat't£lV Ka1 TC£pt MayY1lcrtacr AOyOUcr TCOt£tcrSat, 0.2.11 . 
Quoting Grote, he contends that the latter is a more precise statement 
about what actually happened. The author of (151) is taking Demosthenes 
at his word. Sandys argues that the Thessalians may have objected to 
Philip's action in Magnesia but did not prevent him from fortifying the 
place. For it was not until 346 B.C. that Philip surrendered Magnesia(54). 

Most of the information in (151) could be compiled from a thorough 
acquaintance with Demosthenes. His remarks about the origin of the 
Thessalians' reputation for untrustworthiness reveal that other sources 
whether, primary or secondary, have been consulted. His most serious 
failing is to confuse the relative dates of Philip's interventions. He is 
also willing to accept Oemosthenes' statement at face value, without 
thinking about the effect which particular phrases have in context. 

• \.)' <..\ 
(40a) and (41 a) refer to Oemosthenes' remark In 0.1.5 : Kat tcramv a 't' 

"',,; \ / ~'" / \ / \ 
>A)l¢tTCOAt'tWV £1tOtllcr£ 'toucr 1tapaoov'tacr au'tcp 'tllV 1tOA1 v Kat OuOvatWV 'touO' 

UTCOO£~a)..1£~oucr. In (40a) Philip's reason for slaying those who opened the 
~ " , / "., ~ ,/ 

gates of Amphipolis to him is "quoted" : £t 'twv t01WV 1tOAt'tWV OUK £¢£to'acrS£, 
I' /:.' \ , , c/ " ,.. (0'1 6 9 0) 

TCOO'CJ? "(£ TCA£OV OU )..1£AA£'t£ 1t£pt £)..1£ ucr't£pOV 'tOtou'tOt "(£vllcr£O'Sat; ItS p.2 . -1 . 

We have no reason to doubt the implication of Demosthenes' statement, to 
the effect that those who betrayed the city to Philip did not receive the 
reward they expected. The commentator offers a plausible account. It 
would not be surprising if apocryphal stories grew up to illustrate 
Philip's character. Nevertheless, there is evidence that Philip treated his 
enemies well(55) but this was not always the case(56). Polybios 

remonstrates with Oemosthenes for branding those who accepted Philip 
as traitors, Polybios 18.14. Perhaps all that Oemosthenes means is that 
Amphipolis is now enslaved, contrary to the expectations of the 
supporters of Philip. 

In (41a) the fate of Pydna is discussed. The moral of the example is 
~ , 

the same as in the case of Amphipolis. The commentator tells us : nS 
_£/ / c.1 ':) .)\ ~ "" 1 '>, " \ / ~ \. '" 
UO''t£pOV YVOV't£cr on OUK av au'twv ¢£tcrat'to, £¢uyov £1tt 'to > A)..1uv'ttov t£pov 'tOU 

\ :>" / \?'"' \ / ~ Co s:'" e\ 
1ta'tpoO' au'tou' KOAaK£uov't£cr yap au'tou 'tOY na't£pa npwllv Ot Ouuvatot t£pov 

) .... :> / .1 ");) r. / > / :1"1"1' > / 
au'tou £not llcrav' o)..1wcr OUO' £K£lO'£ Ka'ta¢uyov'twv £¢£lcra'tO, al\.I\. avaO''tllO'aO' 

') \ ,/ ?\ .... \ ...... ,/ / ;J" 0'1 261519) au'toucr OpKOtcr £1tt 'tw )..11l0£v notllcrat £~£ASov'tacr aV£lA£ ( ItS p. . - . 
I 
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Aristeides gives us a similar story: Ot'tE y~P TIla &~{aa 't~a DJ.1E'tE'paa 'totia t~w 
/ r >/ ,c / , ,:,\ '/" /-

8auJ.1a I:lE1V, ou9 U1tEppaAAOta9 av -'AJ.1<l>t1tOAt'taa Kat ITuDVatOUa, roy Ot J.1~V ¥SUOV 
~ '" L s:: \" \ ~ '"' \.., /, t",/ \ ) ,/ 

wa 9ECP, Ot uE 'tOU 1ta'tpoa au'tou VEWV ElXOV DElKVUVal. aAA' oJ.1wa 'toua J.1E'v E~EPaAE, 
t: /, .> '" ~ 5:: ,/ \ 5::" / ::> ~ ... '"'" ,/.>" ~ \ '\ 
llVtK au'twv llV utaKOpYla, 'toua u a1tEa<l>a't'tEtV EV 'tW VEW 'tou 1ta'tpoa, oJ.1vua En, Kat 

" \ ~ \,/ I I 

'taa a1tOVDaa at a<l>ayat Ka'tEAaJ.1Pavov ... (Lenz 1.4 p.632.9-14). We do not 
know Aristeides' source for the detail in his speech but we may suppose 
that he has not invented it. There are several points of coincidence with 
(41 a). Both refer to worship of Philip at Pydna and Amphipolis. He is 
talking about affairs between Thebes and Athens in 340/39 B.C .. 
Therefore Aristeides lends weight to the probability that there was a 
hieron at Pydna(57). 

Another coincidence is that Philip committed murder despite his 
sworn oath. In Aristeides' version Philip committed sacrilege by killing 
the people, perhaps Pydnans, inside a shrine. According to (41 a), he did 
not commit sacrilege but used deceit to achieve his nefarious end. Thus 
we have evidence that stories of this kind were circulating about Philip. 
Although there are similarities with Aristeides' version, there are also 
significant differences. Therefore (41 a) is independent of Aristeides. 
Unfortunately we cannot tell whether the author of the scholion or 
Aristeides is giving the more accurate account or which is earlier. 

There are three scholia in codex S which refer to the financing of the 
campaign, (44b), (131a) and (135). (44b) refers to 0.1.6 and a large 
section of this comment has been obliterated (Dilts app. crit. p.27.1). 
This includes the explicit reference to the theorik money. The loss is 
accidental and not the result of emendation. Therefore we can assume 
that S said the same as R says. The author believes that Demosthenes is 
proposing that the theorik money be used for financing the campaign. In 
(131 a) the author refers to 0.1 .20 and the dissipation of the stratiotik 
money (Dilts pAO.23). He does not explain where the finance will be 
found instead. If the same man is the author of (44b) and (131 a), then the 
source of finance will be the theorik money. In (135) reference is made 
to the stratiotik money but no mention is made of the theorik money 
(Dilts p.41 .5-6). Therefore the only positive statement about the theorik 
money occurs in (44b). It is a little odd that the scholia in S have so 
little to say about the theorik money. 

In (53c) we find background information about Demosthenes' 
reference to Euboia in 0.1.8. He tells us a little about the result of the 
Battle of Leuktra and the ensuing hostility between Thebes and Athens. 
He adds that when the Athenians returned from Euboia they found 
ambassadors from Amphipolis waiting for them (Dilts p.29.4-7), 
requesting Athenian assistance against Philip. Much of this information 
could be gathered from reading Demosthenes himself. He makes numerous 
references to the participants and the victory of Thebes at Leuktra in 371 
B.CJ58). Demosthenes also mentions the successful Athenian campaign in 
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Euboia in 357 B.C. when they wrested power from Thebes(59). The author 
of (53c), not Demosthenes, brings these two events into an almost causal 
relationship. Success against the Lakedaimonians may have allowed 
Thebes to dominate Greece and to take the opportunity for gaining ground 
in Euboia in the end. In no way can the sequence of events be as 
precipitated as the commentator suggests (Dilts p.28.32). If T:lebes 
proceeded to Euboia £~8u<J following the Battle of Leuktra, it took Athens 
another fourteen years before Athens made her move in 357B.C.. Perhaps 
what the author means is that the Athenians then act swiftly w hen 
invited, ie 357 B.C. (60). In the same year, Demosthenes tells us that Hierax 
and Stratokles came to Athens from Amphipolis asking for help. 
Presumably the author of (53c) has not considered the dates in relation to 
one another. Furthermore there is evidence from Xenophon that the 
Euboians were working alongside the Thebans in 370 B.C. and 362 B.C., 
Xen. Hell. 6.5.23, 7.5.4. 

The anecdote about the number of Theban dead (Dilts p.29.2-4) and 
their removal from the field may be a stereotype story. The request for 
truce is the standard mark of the concession of victory to the opponent. 

Amphipolis was colonised by Athens in 437-6 B.CJ61). SO the author 
,.., 

of (55) is correct to say that Amphipolis was a K'tTl!J.U of Athens. The city 
was named previously in D.1.5, but this remark from the commentator is 
no doubt prompted as an explanation of the phrase t1t~P t)!J.wv u~'trov. 

(184) is an unusual comment because it stipulates the cost of the 
war in Amphipolis, which is mentioned frequently in the First Olynthiac. 
The cost is put at X~AtU OtuK6<Jtu 't6AUV'tU, twelve hundred talents. It 
remains to be seen where this figure has come from and whether it is a 
realistic figure(62). 

Finally, (98) gives geographical rather than historical information, 
but the contents reveal that the author was paying attention to the 
events. For he observes that according to the chronological list which 
Demosthenes gives in D.1.12, Philip had to retrace his steps from 
Thessaly to Thrace. Thus the author is familiar with the geography of 
Greece. If he was a Greek himself then this is not surprising. He is 
picturing Philip's movements. 

Conclusion 

The serious errors which have been found in the scholia concerning 
the historical background of the First Olynthiac, reduce the value of the 
material. However, some of what is said is unfamiliar to us. 
Demosthenes, Thoukydides and Aiskhines are likely to have been the main 
sources but clearly other sources which are no longer extant have been 
consulted(63). This is the case in the anecdotes about Philip. The detail 
in the scholia reveals that the author was concerned to amplify the 
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background. There are no inconsistencies between these scholia. They 
may have been written by the same author. The comparative silence about 
the theorik money might suggest that the author or the compiler of these 
historical notes was more interested in accounting for the current 
situation than in giving later generations information about domestic 
finance. The comments reveal no political or historical attitudes. 

CONCLUSION 

The approach of the scholia to the First Olynthiac is creditable. The 
authors or compilers have ensured that they are coherent and progressive. 
Despite a few passages which seem repetitious(64J, there is no serious 
impediment to the hypothesis that many of these scholia were written by 
the same man. An analysis of which scholia, especially those dealing 
with the rhetorical analysis, were written by which hand is required. It 
has already been noted that (60b) and (70), (157) and (159c) and one or 
more of (140a), (140b) and (140c) are direct evidence of the various 
hands which added scholia to the codex. Should it prove that some of 
these scholia were produced by the same hand, then we would have to 
suppose that they are curiously independent of one another. Similar 
conclusions may be drawn from a comparison of (137a) and (137b), (157) 
and (159c), and (192a) and (192b). 

None of the topics of interest dominates the others. The degree of 
analysis sometimes changes as is the case with KE<j>6.Aata but no topic is 
neglected for long. The overall impression of this collection of scholia is 
that they form what we would regard as a conventional form of 
commentary. However, these comments are perhaps less continuous and 
comprehensive than we should expect a commentary to be. The quality of 
the material varies but the interpretation is never absurd. A serious flaw 
is that a point is examined within a very narrow context and is not 
related to the rest of the speech. 

Where we do find clues about the underlying structure, it differs 
significantly from Ulpian's interpretation. The singular similarity found 
in (13a) and also the coincidence in contents of (164a) highlight the 
difference between these scholia and the prolegomena.. There is no 
reason to believe that any of the commentators in S were aware of the 
prolegomena. The apparent independence from Ulpian is valuable. We can 
begin to appreciate the range of scholarship. The comments are written 
confidently but a strong personality is lacking. Perhaps this is the result 
of being excerpted. 

The commentators may be professional rhetoricans or teachers. This 
work may be intended for schools. Quotations from Demosthenes, 
Thoukydides and Homer are not surprising since these authors were read 
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in school(65). There are several instances where the scholia in S have a 

surprising meaning for technical terms. For example €~</>a(ncr in (2a), 

dVeu1to</>op<i in (105c), 1tpo'tP01t~ in (164a) and 'tP01t~ in (27a). The 
distinctive use of technical terms separates the author from Hermogenes. 
Ailios Aristeides produces similar stories but there are significant 
differences between them. Perhaps the number of similarities between 
just one speech of Aristeides and these scholia suggests that either the 
commentator, or his source, had access to the speech but somehow the 
stories were altered slightly. The sources of this codex are discussed in 
a later chapter. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER TWO 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

(9) 
(10) 
(1 1 ) 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 

(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 

(24) 
(25) 
(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
(29) 

(30) 
(31 ) 

(32) 
(33) 

v. Drerup, SBA W p.307. 
v. Introduction [p.4] for comment about the number of scholia. 
v. R [p.106]. 
0.1.1: B; 0.1.2; 7; D.1.B: B; 0.1.9: 6; 0.1.20: 6. 
v. Ulpian [p.13]. 
(1 a), (4), (Sa), (6), (B) and (9a). (2a) and (2c) look at language. 
v. Ulpian [p.15] and (1 c) found in F Y vp2 R. 

cf (33a-c) [pp.61-62], (44b) and (52a) [p.62] and (140a), (140b) and 
(140c) [pp.63-65]. Also v. (60b) and (70) [p.62] and (157) and (159c) 
[p.60]. 
(52a), (70) and (140c). 
v. n.5 above. 
cf Ulpian (Dilts p.4.22-24). Here he is discussing the different E~O"a'YCJ)'Y~l of the 
three objections. He says that the first is not by 6.V'ttSEO"lO". Elsewhere in 
referring to the same section of the speech (Dilts p.4.26, p.B.20) he talks about 
the avnSE01O", meaning the objection. 
v. Anax. 1435b27 (ltV't(SE'tOV) ; Arist. Rhet. 141 Oa22sqq (av't~eE01O") ; Hermog. 
(Rabe p23B.11-15) (~v'tteEo"lo"), (Rabe p.431) (civ't(SE'tov). 
v. Ulpian [n.42]. 
In (52 a) the author believes that Demosthenes is showing that the Olynthians 
will be reliable allies: O"OO-rTtO"aO" ~v yvOOJ.1llv 'troV-OAUVStCJ)V Kal ~E~alOuO" <rUJ.1J.1axouO" 

Cx1tOo{l~aO" (Dilts p.2B.19-20). 
v. Cawkwell, "Olynthus" pp.127-130 ; Brunt, "Euboea" pp.247-251 ; Carter, 
"Euboea" pp.41B-429 ; Parke, "Euboea" pp.246-252. 
In Dilts' edition this is a statement not a question. As an objection, it is more 
likely to be a question. Dilts' text may be wrong. 
cf (105c) on [p55]. 
cf (54) on [p.56]. 
v. Ulpian [p.30]. 
Thanks are due to Professor MacDowell for pointing out the use of this phrase to 
me. 
v. Ulpian [pp.31-32]. 
v. Ulpian [pp.27sqq]. 

/ I ~ I I 
0.1.1 - O"UJ.1CPEPOV ; 0.1.7 - O"UJ.1«PEPOl ; 0 .1.4 - aA UO"l 'tEAEo". Also 0.1.2, 24 - Kalpov 

as a beneficial opportunity. 
v. (Dilts p.13.2-6) and also Ulpian [pp.37] ; Syrianos (Rabe p.192.1-14). 
(60b) and (105c). 
Tib. (Ball. p.19 no.14) illustrates his definition with an example from 0.1.12 : 

/ \ ... >/ ~. \)/ I 1./ / 0 h k h· n 'to KCJ)AOOV E't' au'tov EO''tal ~aol~Elv 01tOl ~ouAE'tal ;. emost enes ma es IS 

answer clear without saying it aloud. / 
Tryphon (Spengel 3 p.199.15) : the use of a compound verb such as Ka'ta~alvCJ) 
can suggest falling from a great height. 
Hermog. (Rabe p.426.10-427.10) ; Greg. of Korinth (Walz 7.2 p.1216.19sqq). 
Hermog. (Rabe p.199) ; Anon. in Inv. (Walz 7.2 p.B4B) ; cf Tryphon (Spengel 3 
p.191). 
(14c) in F4 R codd Ulp, v. R [p.97]. 
v. Hermog. (Rabe pp.419-421) ; Alexander Noumenios (Spengel3 p.23); 
Phoibammon (Spengel 3 p.51.14) ; Tiberios (Ball. p.10 no.5). 
Phoibammon (Spengel 3 p.46.3) ; Tiberios (Ball. p.36 no.37). 

" &. / 

The active and passive forms are opposed in 0.35.11 : a1tOOCOOOU01V Ol oavElO"ClJ..lfVOl 
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(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 
(41) 

(42) 
(43) 

(44) 
(45) 
(46) 

(47) 

(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51 ) 
(52) 

(53) 
(54) 
(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

"'\ " , " .>,-
'tOlcr OUV£tcrU(Tt 'to 'Ylyvo~VOV UpYUpLOV. v.also 0.34.26. 
Sandys, Olynthiacs n.139. 
D.M. MacDowell, Law pp.245-247 nn. 560-563. 
v. [p.70-71]. 
Pindar Pyth . X 1-5 : 

I 
,> OA~lU AUKEOUtJlffiV, 

I e ,,\1 \, ;J I !» c. / 
... ~UKUlpU EcrcrUl\.lU. 1tU'tpocr 0 U~<Po'tEPatcr E~ EVOO", 
) "f " / 
apl(T'tO~UXOU "(Evocr '"Hpuiliocr ~UO"tAEUEl. 

I I , I:> t " 
'tt KO~1tEffi 1tUpUKatpOV; aAAU ~ fIUSffi 

\ \ ."'\ ~._/ 
'tE Kat 'to fIEAlWUWV wtUEl 

" ..... >AAEUU 'tE 1tUlOecr, ... 
f " Also, schol ad 'AAEUU 'tE 1tUlOEO", (Drachmann vol 2 p.242 8a). Also RE 1 1372 

and Polyainos 8.44. 
v. G. M. de Ste Croix, The Origins of the Peloponnesian War, London1972, 
pp.294-295. 
Schol ad Aristoph. Plut. 521; Zenobios 4.29, (CPG vol 1) ; 0.23.112 : Eurip. 
trag. 422. 
Herod. 7.172, 174, 9.1 cf 9.58. v. also Westlake, "Medism" pp.12-24. 
The essential reading for this topic is Griffith in N.G.L. Hammond and G.T. 
Griffith, A History of Macedonia vol II , Oxford 1979, chapters V-VIII ; G. 
Cawkwell, Philip of Macedon, London 1978 ; J.R. Ellis, Philip and Macedonian 
Imperialism, London 1976 ; H.D. Westlake, Thessaly in the Fourth Century B.C. 
, Groningen 1969, chpt VIII; G. Cawkwell, "The Defence of Olynthus", CO 56 N.S. 
12 (1962) ; N.G.L. Hammond "Chronology of the Sacred War", JHS 57 (1937) 
p44sqq ; G.T. Griffith, "Philip of Macedon's Early Interventions in Thessaly 
(358-352 B.C.)", CO N.S. 20 (1970) pp.67 -80 ; C. Ehrhardt, "Two Notes on 
Philip of Macedon's First Interventions in Thessaly", CO (1967) N.S. 17 
pp.296-301. 
Griffith, Macedonia chpt. VI, pp.218-230 
Griffith, Macedonia p.225-227; Justin. 7.6.6-9 ; Satyros FHG vol III p.161 
Also v. Plut. Alex 10.1sqq., Diod.16.14.1-2 and Theopompos FGH 115 Fr 35. 
v. Griffith, Macedonia pp.227-229 ; Diod.16.14.1. 
v. Diod.16.33.4, 34.1, 35.1-2 ; 0.23.183 ; Polyainos 2.38.2, 4.2.20-22. 
Diod.16.35.3-6. v. also 0.1.21-22 ; Justin 8.2.1 ; Diod. 16.33.4, 35.1. 354 
B.C. is rejected in articles v. Griffith "Early Interventions". 
His elder brother Alexander and Thessaly, v. Diod.15.61.2sqq, 67.3sqq ; Plut 
Pelop 26. Kineas: Theopompos FGH 115 Fr 35. 
v. Diod. 16.37.3, cf 39.3. 
v. Polyainos 4.2.11 ; 0.18.48 ; Diod.16.69.8. 
v. 0.1.9 ; Diod.16.31.6. 

I 
v. Satyros FHG vol III p.161 ; Steph. Byz. s.v. 8EO"crUAOVlK1l. 

v. Griffith, Macedonia pp.285-295 ; Justin 8.2.1 ; interpretation of Isok. 5.20 ; 
0.1.21.22 ; also 0.6.22 which refers to 344 B.C. and corroborated by Justin 
11.3.2 on Alexander. 
Sandys Olynthiacs n.201. 
v. 0.6.22. 
Compare the fate of Lasthenes who betrayed Olynthos (348 B.C.), 0.19.265, 
Diod. 16.53.2, and those of Peitholaos and Lycophron (352 B.C.). v. also n. (48) 
above. 
Compare the fate of the "Temple Robbers" at Krokos Plain 
(352 B.C.), Diod. 16.35.4-6 and those of Trikka and Pharkedon, Diod.18.56.5, 
Polyain. 4.2.18 and Theopompos FGH 115 Fr. 82. 
v. Hammond, "Philip's tomb" p.333, refers to this passage. Excavations at 
Vergina have produced further evidence that Makedonian kings received divine 
honours after their death, it not when they were alive. 
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(58) v. 0.3.23, 18.98. 
(59) v. 0.4.17. 
(60) v. Aiskh. 3.85, 8.74-75 for swiftness. 
(61) v. Thouk. 4.102-108, 5.6-11 ; Aiskh. 2.c.31. 
(62) 1500 talents are mentioned in Aiskh. 2.71 in connection with Amphipolis, but 

the parallel is not the same. 
(63) v. Sources [pp.247-249]. 
(64) (33a), (33b) and (33c) and (140a), (140b) and (140c). 
(65) Thoukydides: (151) ; Homer: (132a) ; Oemosthenes : (114a). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CODEX R 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

There is considerable difficulty in establishing which scholia are 
found in codex R. Drerup indicates that the contribution of R derives 
from S, A and Y and he criticises Dindorf for giving R so much 
significance in his edition(1). Dilts comments that R has been copied 
from Al and S and need only be cited when the old manuscripts have 
suffered damage or have lost entire scholia{2J. Accordingly, R is only 
cited occasionally in his edition. He says that both the scholia and the 
text of the speeches were written by the same hand which is dated to 
the fourteenth century (Dilts p.IX). In fact, a photograph of R reveals 
that there are a few additional scholia by a later hand which Dilts 
disregards, because he thinks they are of no value. These scholia are 
printed in the Morel edition of 1572(3). It would have been more 
satisfactory if he had included these scholia in his edition. It is not 
clear from Dilts' comments whether we are to suppose that many of 
the scholia found only in R were originally in S , Y and A. 

Dindorf cites codex R through out his edition and this, at least, 
gives a clearer picture of the scholia which the codex contains. In 
addition, I have examined a photograph of codex R. Dilts states that 
the scholia and the speech are written by the same hand, barring the 
few later scholia which he disregards. The quality of the script is 
good and, notably, the comments are written across the page 
interspersed with passages from the speech. However, there are also 
comments written in the margin which are faded and appear to be 
written in different ink. Dilts generously identified some of these 
marginal scholia for me{4J. Despite the location of these scholia and 
the different shade of ink, we are still to suppose that these scholia 
are still by the same hand. Appendix Two is a table showing the 
scholia in R according to Dilts, Dindorf and my identifications of the 
scholia(5). 

Codices R and A 

Drerup does not provide details about the relationship between R 
and A. Dilts interpretation is unsatisfactory : ad. or. 1-4 R etiam ex Al 
descriptus antequam ft. 3-12 perdita sunt. his in casibus et quando R 
singularia schalia praebet codicem R citavi (Dilts p.XI n.1). Al offers 
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three scholia on the First Olynthiac , (71 b) , (108) and (116). When 
these are cross checked with Dindorf and the photograph of R, only 
(116) is common to both codices. Further comparison between Al and 
R in 0.2-4 might confirm Dilts' interpretation. He has argued that R is 
derived from A, as far as the comments on 0.24 are concerned, but such 
a relationship need not be the same for the First Olynthiac (6). 

Codices Band Y 

Codex V is mutilated and offers only five scholia on the opening 
section of the speech. The contribution of R is very similar, but it 
does not offer all the scholia in V, and those which it does are 
significantly different versions. This relationship might apply to 
other speeches. V is the exemplar of the codices Ulpiani and so, where 
these codices are cited, there ought to be a high correlation between R 
and them, if the hypothesis is correct. In fact, although they share 
many scholia, they also hold many independently of one another. 

Codices Rand S 

Drerup argued that R was copied from a descendant of S or from S 
itself, as well as from V and A(7). Various hands are responsible for 
the scholia in Sand Drerup believes that the scribe of R merely copied 
from the hands which he calls 1, 3, 4a and 4b. There is a substantial 
number of mostly discursive scholia which are found only in R and not 
in S. These correspond to (1c), (3a), (3b), (3c), (5c), (5d), (11b), (11c), 
(11d), (14c), (22), (23), (24), (25), (26a), (26d), (28), (29), (31), (36b), 
(37), (39a), (51 a), (53d), (71c), (74), (75a), (75b), (83b), (92b), (93a), 
(94), (119a) in Dilts' edition. Drerup records four instances 
corresponding to (51 a), (53d), (74) and (83b) in codex S where hand 4a 

has, written ~nt£t £{o tb S(cpUAAOV td O'TlJl£(ov or a similar phrase in place of 
the scholion. These are detailed scholia which are unique to R. Drerup 
concludes that when hand 4a found that he had insufficient room for 
his scholia in the crowded margins of codex S, he filled an extra 
bifolium with his comments. When B was produced the information 
was preserved from the bifolium which was lost some time later. 

This accounts satisfactorily for four of the unique scholia of codex 
R. We cannot tell if all the unique scholia in B are likely to have been 
taken from comments by 4a which are now lost. 
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Conclusion 

Dilts' and Drerup's interpretation is plausible. However, there is 
good reason to think that the scholia which are offered uniquely by R 
form part of a commentary, the remainder of which is found in the 
scholia common to Sand R. R provides us with a fuller version of this 
commentary than S. My hypothesis is that there is a core of scholia 
which form a unified commentary. If this is so, then the importance of 
codex R is greater than is now suggested, because it does contain all 
the core scholia, whereas we cannot be certain that S contained all of 
these scholia. The influence of codices Y and A on codex R for the First 
Olynthiac appears to be insignificant. 

THE UNIFIED COMMENTARY 

Similarity in Approach 

There are general reasons for arguing that there is a core of 
scholia, all of which are found in R and only some in S, as far as we 
can be certain, which form a unified commentary. The scholia which 
are shared by Sand R shall be termed SR. The scholia which are unique 
to R shall be referred to simply as R and the scholia unique to S shall 
be referred to as S. The scholia which make up the contribution of 
codex R are frequently long and discursive and they give a progressive 
analysis of the speech, almost phrase by phrase. While basic elements 
of the structure, such as the 1tpoo{~tOV and the £1ttAOYOcr, are pointed out, 
no underlying structure is developed in the manner of Ulpian in the 
prolegomena. The scholia which are unique to R reveal an interest in 
A(~tcr and offer detailed discussions about the psychological effect 
which Demosthenes aims to achieve. These interests are also typical 
of the SR scholia(B). 

Rhetorical Analysis 

Although it is difficult to establish which scholia exactly are 
contained in R, it seems that the rhetorical analysis of the speech in 
codex R differs slightly from the analysis in codex S(9). The structure 
of the speech, according to the contribution of R, may discerned as 
follows : 

A. 1tPOOt~tOV - 0.1.1 
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8 s:~ /' /' ~ \ \ . UtUt£pov 7tpOOt~tOV - D.1.2, £crn OTl 
\ /. C. ta 1C£cpw..ata - D.1.2-23 

, ;' " I 
a) to cru~cp£pov Kat to ouvatov - D.1 .2-17 

\ I 

b) to ouvatov - D.1.18-23 
I 

D. 7tpOtp07tTl - D.1.24-27 
, I 

E. E7ttAOyOcr - D.1.28 

This analysis is fundamentally the same as the analysis in codex S. 
The main difference concerns the transition of KEcp<iAat<x. In S the 
transition occurs between D.1.18 and 19, whereas R identifies the 

. transition between D.1.17 and 18. This and other slight differences 
shall be examined presently. 

Objections 

The similarity in approach to to the speech between the SR scholia 
and the scholia unique to R is well illustrated by their interest in 
objections, and specifically ftvtt7t(7ttovta. Whereas Ulpian interpreted 
the First Olynthiac as the response to three fundamental objections to 
Demosthenes' supposed proposition, the SR scholia ignore the 
underlying structure of the speech. The same is true of the unique 
scholia in R. They examine the text in detail, in order to identify and 
discuss minor specific objections which could, if not anticipated, 
prove to be a weakness in Demosthenes' argument. In SR, (10Sc) 
differentiates three types of objection, and the &Vtt7tt7ttovta in the 
scholia unique to R fit the definition. In R we find remarks in (1 c) 
which corroborate this definition : tXvatp£O€vtrov ~p troy avn7tt7ttovtrov KClt 
"Co ;' .> '" / '"I ~ -"\ ~- 1'-" , '\ nov ucpop~OUVtrov £v tn yvro~1] troy aKpoatrov paov U7toOeXEtat to AOt7tOV ta 

I I I 

/.1T\OEf.1taV avttpPTlmv £7tt&xoJl£va (Dilts p.14.13-1S). There are several 
other references to lXvtt7t{7ttovta in the scholia unique to R : 
<XVtt7tt7ttbVtrov in (1c) (Dilts p.14.8), ttVtE7tt7tt£ & aut~ (26d) (Dilts 
p.22.33), eXVtl7t(7ttOVtocr ).:umcr and avn7tt7ttov U7tOt£JlVOf.1EVOcr in (36b) (Dilts 
pp.24.32, 25.4), &VttA:ey£tV in (51 a) (Dilts p.27.27) and to avtt7tt7ttOV in 
(74) (Dilts p.32.18,19). The validity of these analyses will be 
considered later in the detailed discussion of R. 

Language 

The nuance of a particular word or expression is sometimes 
involved in countering objections in scholia which are unique to R, as 
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for example n 'troY {j'A.rov 1tp<xwfi'trov, (26d), and & 1t~v't£a €ep~'A.ouv (51 a). 
The significance of a single phrase is an important element in 
discussions about 'A.t~la. The effect of a phrase in its particular 
context is examined for example, in the cases of 1to'A.'A.rov XPTHlfi'trov and 
vOJl{~ro (1d) (Dilts p.15.1-5, 6), £1 <j><xv£pdv -yEVOl'tO, (3a), (Dilts p.17.3sqq), 
1tpOe-oJlroa, (5d), (Dilts p.17.34) and uJ.Lfv £1CEtVrov, (11d) (Dilts p.19.34) and 
TlJlEtcr. This type of comment is also found in SR scholia(10). 

SR scholia offer few references to ax~ J.L<X't<x (11), though S itself 
offers many. There are several examples in the scholia unique to R. 
The example of 1t<xpa 1tpoaoon<xv in 0.1.4 provides us with evidence of a 
plurality of sources. (28) and (29) in R point out the same example, 
although in slig htly different terminology. The repetition in R is 
superfluous and suggests that more than one source has been 
consulted. 

In SR there are digressions in order to differentiate terms{12J. 
The scholia unique to R also contain such digressions. Three of them 
concern ax~J.L<X't<X. (11 b) and (11 c) look at 1tpoaro1to1toita and ~e01tOlt<x and 

~ /' ~" (14c) looks at U1tOalro1tTl ala and <X1tOalro1tTl ala. These last two terms 
caused confusion in the scholia in S(13). If the errors cannot be 
attributed to carelessness, then it is possible that the relevant notes 
were written by a hand other than the one which produced the long, 
discursive scholia. (5d), which is unique to R, differentiates o£ov't<X 
and 1tpt1tov't<X (Dilts p.18.16). 

Quotation 

Both SR scholia and scholia unique to R make use of quotations 
from other speeches in Demosthenes and from works of other authors. 
They offer fourteen examples between them, the majority of which 
occur in scholia unique to R(14). All of these quotations or references 
are to authors of classical Greece. There is one reference in R to late 
antiquity, because a remark is directed at Zeno of Kition, (36b) (Dilts 
p.24.36). Demosthenes and Thoukydides are mentioned together in (1 c) 
(Dilts p.14.10). The following passages in Demosthenes are quoted in 
scholia in R : D.20.11, (1d) (Dilts p.14.20), D.13.10, (1d) (Dilts p.15.2), 
an unidentified speech is referred to in (1 d) (Dilts p.15.1), D.18.3, 
(14c) (Dilts p.20.24), D.18.205, (39a) (Dilts p.25.26) and 0.18.99, (53d) 
(Dilts p.29.12). There is one quotation from each of the following 
authors: Isokrates 4.3, (3a) (Dilts p.17.3), Homer Iliad 4.437, (51a) 
(Dilts p.28.2) and, unusually, Aristotle frag. 135, (53d) (Dilts p.29.22). 
There is also a reference to Thoukydides 1.68-71 in (23) (Dilts p.22.8). 
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Historical Background 

R offers (36b) in addition to the SR scholia which deal with the 
historical background(15J. The author of this scholion purports to give 
the real reason why Philip went to war with the Olynthians. The 
Olynthians refused to give up Philip's brothers who had taken up 
residence in Olynthos(16). This type of background information is 
unusual among the scholia on the First Olynthiac. Only V offers a 
similar interest and this seems confined to (1f), since the apographs 
of V, which is mutilated, do not reveal an interest in this topic in the 
rest of the speech. 

Conclusion 

It is clear that the general approach of the SR scholia and the 
scholia unique to R is the same. The next stage in this chapter will 
examine the scholia in R, including many of the SR scholia, in groups. 
The aim will be to show that there is unity between the SR scholia and 
the scholia unique to R, and to establish whether there are sufficient 
links between the scholia of SR scholia and scholia unique to R, which 
mayor may not have been found in S, to suggest that they are part of 
a unified commentary. 

DETAILED ANAL VSIS OF CORE SCHOLIA 

The DpOolL110Y - (1c). (1d). (3a). (3b). (3c). (5c) and (5d). 

~ 

Demosthenes is said to produce a ~t'tP10V K~t E1tl£tKia ..,eoa in his 
language, (1 c) (Dilts p.14.7) and this makes the listener well-disposed 
towards him. ~ eo a is difficult to translate, but the author is arguing 
that the language which Demosthenes uses presents him as a 
reasonable and moderate character. This is said to appeal to the 
Athenians. This is a fair observation but the only example which the 
author picks out is the use of vo~~ro in place of 1tt1t£ta~<Xl(17). 

The author examines Demosthenic and Thoukydidean practice with 
/ / h' h regard to 1tpOOt~t<X, He says that they not only introduce K£<I><XA<Xl<X W IC 

are favourable to their case (Dilts p.14.11), but they also deal with 
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points which might otherwise have caused them problems : 'td OoKOUV'ta 

AU1t£tV au'tobo (Dilts app.crit. p.14.11-12). He elaborates on the second 
point, explaining that once an audience is convinced that possible 
objections have been removed, then the remainder of the speech will 
admit of no objections or counter-arguments (Dilts p.14.13-15). 

In the J,LEV / o£ construction which follows (Dilts p.14.15-18) the J,L£v 

clause (Dilts p.14.15-1S) identifies the K£cpa'Aata as 'to OUJ,Lcptpov and 'tb 

ouva't6v(18). The o£ clause (Dilts p.14.17) identifies as a possible 
objection the problem of suggesting that the theorik money should be 
used to finance the campaign. This is the reason why Demosthenes 
entices the Athenians into despising money. The author does not 
explain at this point why the objection is removed if the Athenians 
think lightly of money, but this point is dealt with in (1d) (Dilts 
p.14.25-15.5). 

(1 d) follows on continuously after (1 c) and compares Demosthenes' 
approach to the 1tpoo{J,LtOV in this speech with that in D.20.11. The 
contents picks up what was said ''1 (1c). The author's comparison is a 
good one. The passage to which ne refers in 0.20 concerns an incident 
when the Thirty borrowed money from the Spartans. Demosthenes 
makes the point that Athenians put moral principle, in this case 
keeping their word, above financial gain. 

,/ 

The author then proceeds to analyse the 1tpOOtJ,LtOV phrase by phrase 
(Dilts p.14.25sqq). His interest lies in the effect of language and, in 
particular, in the the words 1tOAAroV and VOJ.L~~o>. These words are also 
discussed in (1 e), which is found in F4, Y and vp2 and is an abbreviated 
form of (1d) (19). 

What R contains and the abbreviated version omits are phrases 
which would indicate that (1 d) is part of a long discussion : £A90>J,L£v ot 
E1t' a{)'tb 'to 1tPOOtJ.LtOV' liv0>9£v (Dilts p.14.25). Furthermore, there are 
comparisons drawn between this speech and other works by 
Demosthenes. 0.20.11 has already been mentioned. The other two 
comparisons refer to the use of 1tOAAcOV. The first is made with 1t£pt 'troY 

{Cl'tproV (Dilts p.15.1) which is unidentifiable to us. The second refers 
to the following passage in the speech On the Syntaxis , delivered in 

~ "" (./ '" \ / \ "" v / c: / "" 353 B.C. : £po> ... o'tt 1tOAAO>V Kat J,L£'YW..rov Kat KaAO>V OV'to>V 'tOU'tO>V a1taY'tO>v, 'to>V 
\:v :;:. , .) \ / ...... :> -..c.1 I \ 

J,1£V ClAA.o>V ou&voo ou&tO J,L£J,LVTl'tat, 'tOt V OUOtV 0' OJ30AOtV a1taY't£o. Kat'tOt'tooo 
, :I ,I 1 .) \ ,..,.) '" ~ ~ ';' ¥ <;:'.. \ ,/ '? 

J,1£V OUK £O'tt 1tA.£tOVOO " OUOtV O~OA.OtV ac;touo £tvat, 'taAAa Ut J,L£'ta 'tou'tO>V roy 
--£t1tOV 'tcOv ~amAiO)(J &~t' eoti XPllJ.L~'tO>v ... , 0.13.10. Demosthenes goes on to 
list the city, tribute and so forth. Demosthenes is arguing that a two 
obol fee for some service is trivial in comparison with questions about 
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economic and strategic policy. D13.10 may even be a reference to the 
theorikon (20). He phrases his argument in such a way that those who 
concern themselves with trivial details, as he sees them, must be 
considered worthless themselves. His ploy is to divert the discussion 
from the subject of obols to important issues. 

The author of (1 d) summarises D.13.10, to the effect that those 
who bother themselves about a pittance are themselves worth only a 
pittance (Dilts p.1S.2-3). He continues : a1(~ toUtO vuv JlES' U1tEpJ3oA~cr 
u01hu'YEv on, £i 1tOMmV XPllJlcXtOlv crUVllSEcr UJltV lCatacppOVEtV, 1tocrcp JlCiAAOV troy 
:>1 , 'i "'. 
OAtyo>V tOUtOlV a~tov 1taptaEtV ; (Dilts p.1S.3-S). Thus, Demosthenes is 
thought to be developing the same line as in 0.13.10 but he has 
magnified the monetary value. In this way he exalts the value of t'o 
cruJ.!<I>{pov. Instead of arguing, as he did before that the discussion of a 
small amount was itself trivial, he is arguing that bothering 
themselves about a large sum of money (the cost of financing the 
expedition) is insignificant, compared with the advantage which will 
accrue to the city. The author of (1 d) is basically correct. 
Demosthenes is talking about relatives values between things which 
are trivial, important and fundamental in D.13.10 and D.1.1. The 
specific relevance of 1tOAAcOV XPll Jl~tOlV to the cost of financing the 
campaign is, however, dubious. 

In (3a), (3b) and (3c) we seem to be given three possible 
. . f h d:> \ / \ /'\ '\ I interpretations 0 t e wor s Et <l>avEpov 'YEVOtto to JlEI\.I\.OV crUVOtcrEtV ... , 
because they are introduced with lC(h &AAOl(J (Dilts p.17.11, 15). (3a) 
leads us into a digression, which contrasts the way in which Isokrates 
and Demosthenes announce that what they are about to say is the truth. 
Isokrates says in 4.3 : TllCOl CJUJlJ3ouAEUcrOlv 1tEpt tE tOU 1tOAEJlOU <t6u> 1tpocr 
'totcr J3apJ3~poucr. The arrogance and grandiosity of this promise must be 
what prompts the author of (3a) to say that this introduction befits a 
cro<l>tcrt~ cr. Such bold statements are not considered necessarily 
undesirable by the author. He makes allowance for Isokrates' 
statement, because of the attitude of the Athenian people at the time 
the speech was del ivered. 

O 
,~ I 

n the other hand, Demosthenes' self-effacement, lCaS U1tottJ.!11mv 
(Dilts p.17.9) is the mark of a 1tOAt ttlC~cr Pll trop (Dilts p.17 .5). 
Presumably, the optative phrase tt <l>aVEp6v ytvOttO creates this effect in 

place of the indicative <l>aVEpov £&nv. 
The author of (3a) has a second point to make. He argues that 

Demosthenes refers to the Athenians' benefit rather than the 
Olynthians' because the Athenians will then be more likely to choose t'o 
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O"U Jl<l> t pO v over the cost of their involvement. It is correct that 
Demosthenes frames his argument in such a way as to appeal to the 
Athenians. 

The presence of Kat tiAA(J)O in the text of (3b) (Dilts p.17.11) 
suggests that it gives a different interpretation of the same passage 
which was examined in (3a). This is not, in fact, what has happened. 
(3b) develops the closing idea of (3a), which concerns the emphasis on 
Athenian fortunes. The author says that if Demosthenes wins the 
goodwill of the Athenians, by talking about them instead of the 
Olynthians, they will become more amenable to accepting his 
propositions in the speech. There is a clear implication that Olynthian 

'- " conduct was open to censure, (J)O Ota~£~Al1Jl£VOV (Dilts p.17.14), and that 
Demosthenes chooses not to mention it. If this is so, then the author 
of (3b) adheres to Zeno's belief that one of the serious objections to 
Demosthenes' case is &.iA' dIDOtOt ot OA~v9tot (21). It is possible that a 
compiler of scholia regarded (3b) as an alternative interpretation. 

(3c) seems to offer an alternative interpretation (Dilts p.17.15) 
but, in fact, it develops the closing idea in (3b). The author says that 
because the Athenians have been eager for hostilities to occur between 
Philip and the Olynthians, they will be glad that Demosthenes is 
talking in defence of the Olynthians, who meet with their approval. 
This observation cannot arise naturally from 0.1.1, and has been 
attracted to its present position in the codex by the presence of (3b). 
The comment would be better placed at 0.1.7, in connection with vuvl 

I ,\ I .> I I I.:>"" '" . 
yap 0 1t<XVt£O £9PUAOUV t£(J)O, ..>OAuv9touo £K1tOAEJlCOO<Xt &tV <l>tAt1t1tq> ... , since 
the author says that the Athenians have been keen to establish war 
between the Olynthians and Philip for a long time (Dilts p.17.16). In 
its present position (3c) renders 0.1.1-7, superfluous because the 
author claims that the Athenians will be delighted to hear what 
Demosthenes has to say in defence of the Olynthians. A compiler of 
these scholia may be using Kat d.AA(J)O to indicate different sources, 
without any significance for their contents. However, it would seem 
that KC11 d.AA(J)O in this case does not indicate alternative 

interpretations at all. According to LSJ Kelt d.AA(J)O can mean "and 
besides" (22). This would suit the development of ideas very well. 

In (5c) we are told that Demosthenes now moves on to a second 
• '" ) L /)/ \ I ~ \:> / )/ 5:~ 
Idea: JlEtTtA9£v £<1>' £t£pav £VVotav, tTtV 1tPIDt11v a<l>£to aKata01(£Uov. atttov ~ 
totno\) tb t1lo 1tPOt~o£(J)o £Ivoo~ov (Dilts p.17 .27 -28). The author then 
digresses to talk about £'VOO~Ot 1tPOt~O£tO, or truisms, in general. (Sc) 
is effectively another comment about the phrase CxVtl 1tOAAroV, and we 
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ought to regard these opening words as the first ~vvota. 
The author suggests that such statements may be found a.1tb nio 

&>;110 troy CEAA~VCOV Tl a1to tTlo 1(OtvTlo EVVOtao (Dilts p.17.31-32). The next 
'I \ t.1 \ ~ \ ..... / , 

phrase, EOtt & OtE 1(at a1tO tCOV VO JlCOV , IS probably an afterthought, since it 
spoils the construction of the sentence. 

The sudden appearance of £ttpav (Dilts p.17.27) need not mean that 

(5c) is by a different author from the man who wrote (1 c). There is 
another example of a scholion in R in which the opening remarks 
summarise the preceding section(23J. 

(Sd) returns to the particular passage under scrutiny, by 

reiterating the summary in (Sc) : Aal3c'ov oiiv 1(dt vuv cOO OJlOAOYOUJlEVOV t'o 

'troY XP11Jl~tCOV ~tEPOV E1t&.)'Et v611Jla (Dilts p.17.33). The second V011Jla is 

h' / 9 /' .)91'~ ); (D'I t IS : 1tPOCJ1l1(Et 1tpO uJlcoo E E""EtV a1(OUEtV ItS p.17.34). What follows is, 

in effect, a detailed argument against the notion that Demosthenes is 
pretending to extemporise. The author's case relies on the nuance of 

'I d ,~\ I ..>; :> \ I '" partlcu ar wor s : EV co yap 1tavtcoo a1(OUEtV autouo 1t£t9£t tcov 
/ ,) / 'I' eo; I >, V \ ; ..,. 

<ruJll3ouAEUovtCOv, £v tOUtcp O€tKVUmv Ott JlOVOO autoo £upllKE to OUJlC/>£pov. Etta 
_\ \ :> / /' .) \ .) /' "S' / /' 

Kut t1lv atttav 1tpoo£911KEV' OU -yap autapK110 llV ~11Jloa9£V11o OUJll3ouA.ioo>v ' 
~ \ ,. :>/ / ~ "t./ ;v \ \ / 

"OU J'CXp JlOVOV Et 't1. XPllmJlOV £01(£JlJlEVOO llKEt tto"' £01(£JlJlat Jl£V to OUJlq,£pov ' 
,) \ \ \ \ / , .... I > / • 

Et B£ 1(at tOUO Jlll o1(£<paJl£vouo £t1t£tV tt B£ot, ou 1tapattllooJlat (Dilts 
p.17.3S-1B.2). The author goes on to give a detailed justification of 
his view. He argues that those who have not considered the matter 
closely give inferior advice to someone who has (Dilts p.1B.4). 
Demosthenes has given a lot of time to the subject (Dilts p.1B.S). This 

is plausible but speculative. The author thinks that XP~ OtJlOV and 

~KouOaVt£o A&"l3ott£ imply that Demosthenes' advice is tantamount to 

~p1taYJla and A ~ JlJla. The link between them and advice is that both 
result in the accretion of benefit and profit (Dilts p.1B,6-9). 

In turning to those who do speak ex tempore, the author says : Bt~ 
"c.... / ," \ / / I ' 

'tllcr U1tOA11<P£roCJ aV£tAE to 13£l3atov ("VOJlt~co" yap q,l1m) ... (Dilts p.1B.1 0-11). 

This reference to U1t6All <ptO, or supposition, picks up the first comment 

found in SR, (1 a) : 1(at £ott 1tPOOtOO t~1tOO troy e; U1tOA~cp£coo(24). This 

observation about VOJl(~co is compatible with (1 d) where the author says 

that VOJlt~co is a tactful way of avoiding being over-assertive. The idea 

of doubt is present in both. The commentator must know that 

U7tOAaJll3avco is the word in Demosthenes' text since he has just quoted 

it (Dilts p.1B.10). So, probably, VOJl{~co is meant as an interpretation 

rather than a quotation. 
Demosthenes disparages the benefit which extemporizing speakers 
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yield (Dilts p.18.11-12). Three reasons are given. Demosthenes puts 
down anything they might say to 't~Xll rather than to the abilities of the 
speakers (Dilts p.18.12-13, 18). The commentator continues : £i'ta Kfiv 

I /) I ..)':\':\ \" /". 
E1t£Ae~ nmv ,ou 1tav'troo, al\.l\.a 1tOAAa (Dilts p.18.13-14). 1tOAACt is less 

comprehensive than 1t~Vtroo. Therefore the chances of such a person 
having something useful to say are more remote. Thirdly, the 

t t ' ''':>'',:\ ";' / ) \ " commen a or says : Kat 'tauta ou 1tpool1l\.roo £t1t£ ou~<I>£pov'ta, aAAa "'troY 

oe6v'trov". He explains that orov'ta covers many aspects including 't6 
" / O'u~<!>£pov (Dilts p.18.1S-17. Thus o£ov'ta is a very general term and 

gives the speakers much scope. However, Demosthenes is concerned 
only with the limited area of 'to OU~<I>£pov. 

The plausibility of this argument rests upon the vocabulary which 
implies vagueness, for example U1tOAa~J3ctvro and EV(OtO. 1tOAA& in place 
of 1t~v'troo is less convincing. 1tOAA6. is less comprehensive than 1t<lv'troo 

but Demosthenes could have said 'tt va if he wished to be vague. The 
/ 

author may well be correct to argue that the scope of o£ov'ta extends 

beyond what is merely OU~<I>{pov. Therefore a speaker making points 

which are o€'ovta need not be discussing 't~ au~<I>'pov, which is the issue 
which Demosthenes regards as fundamental. 

The commentator recapitulates (Dilts p.18.18-2S), remarking again 
that the Evvo(at of the 1tpoo(J.1tOV are related, and that Demosthenes 
speaks as though his initial proposition is accepted by the time he 
reaches the end of the 1tpooiJ.1tov. The fundamental point of this 
scholion, that Demosthenes is disparaging towards those who 
extemporise, conflicts with (9a) which is an SR scholion(25). The 
author of (9a) thinks that Demosthenes is trying to convey the 
impression that he is extemporising. 

/ • / :> ..... 

In (1 c) the 1tpOOtJ.1tOV is discussed in terms of Aumo, av'tt1tt1t'tov and 

lCE<!>&'Aata, and in (5d) it is expressed in terms of Evvtitat. There is no 
incompatibility here, nor indeed overlap, in the lines which are 
discussed. The author of both could be the same man. If so, the 
analysis which he is producing, is thorough. 

/ / 
A£u't£poy Dpoouuoy - (11 b), (11 c), (11 d) and (14c) 

There seems no impediment to the supposition that the same 
author wrote (11 b), (11 c) and (11 d). 1tpooro1to1toiia is examined in (11 b), 

and (11c) gives a general survey of the second 1tpoo~~tov. A detailed 

discussion of the second 1tpo~J.1tovfollows in (11 d). 
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The consensus among the Rhetores Graeci about 1tPOoco1to1toi~a 
seems to be that it is a term used when an inanimate object is given a 
voice(26). This is what is understood in (11b), and in (11d) Katpo'o is 
taken metaphorically. The first mention in (11 b) (Dilts p.19.29-31) 
can be interpreted either as a man or as an opportunity. (11 d) 

• ,... \ .}\ :> 1 \ \:>.... \" / 
contmues : 1tOU yap av E1tE"(VCO tOY Katpov EV ~ Buvatov Ttv tOto jA911vatoto 

&vaAa~EtV ta 1tp~'YJlata (Dilts p.19.32-33). It is clear that the author 
understands KatpOO as referring to opportunity. This is indeed the 
obvious way to take Demosthenes' words. 

A problem occurs when we come to examine (11 c). In (11 b) the 
commentator differentiates between prosaic and poetic 1tPOOC01to1tot{a. 

Of h I tt h .)" \ ;> \ \ \ '"' / '1 tea er e says : EKEt VOt J.LEv autov tOY Katpov 1tOtOu01 CP9EYfOJ.LEVOV 11 tt 
'I 'Z'.:> / ". '" £'t£pov OtO ou JlEtEOn cpcovTlo (Dilts p.19.22-23). Clearly, Inanimate objects 
speak for themselves in poetic 1tPOOC01to1totta. Of non-poetic 

'/' h I!. 1 .: / \.) 1 , 
1tPOOco1to1totta t e commentator says : 0 JlEVtOt PTltCOP t11V EKEtVOU cpcoVT\v 
c. I' \ \ '" ./ I. . 
U1tOKptVEtat to m9avov tCf AOYCP KataOKEua~cov (Dilts p.19.23-24). Thus, m 
prosaic 1tPOOC01to1tot{'a the speaker imagines what an inanimate object 
would say. The precise definition of 1tPOOco1to1toiia is open to many 
interpretations, as the Rhetores Graeci illustrate. This definition 
seems reasonable. 

The opening statement of (11 c) is as follows : B~vatat B~ to t~O 
:> I:> / 1:/ \ ~ / :> I \ 1 . 
n901tottao EV<pUXOtEpov aJla Kat Evap-yEOtEpOV a1tocpatVEtV tOY AOYOV (Dilts 
p.19.24-2S). The change in terminology must be accounted for. Either 
the commentator thinks that n901totta is a name for prosaic 
1tpooc.o1to1toit'a, in which case the terminology is peculiar and the phrase 
in (11 b) ~1tEP £K 1tPOOC01to1tot(ao (Dilts p.19.21) means that Katp60 is not 
an example of 1tPOoco1to1toi{a, or, which is more likely, the commentator 
uses ~901totta as a general term for the creation of characters within a 
speech or poem, and that 1tpoO'co1to1totl'a is used mostly in connection 
with inanimate objects. 

(11c) begins with a remark about the effect of creating characters 
in speeches. The purpose of the second 1tPOot~J.tov is to indicate the 
scope of Demosthenes' remarks, to establish that Demosthenes' opinion 
is of long standing and to remind the Athenians that they must become 
involved themselves (Dilts p.19.27-28). 

There is a strong echo between (1 c) and (11 c), because both 
discuss the aims of the first and second 1tpootJl to. respectively in 
general terms, before the subsequent scholia provide the detailed 

• • '>J \ \ \ I I.> \ '- / \ 
exammatlon. The phrase Eon 5£ Kat to &UtEPOV 1tpOOtJltOV 119tKOV OJlOtcoo Kat 
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" 1tpo.YJ,lo.ttKOV In (11 c) (Dilts p.19.26) echoes similar phrases in (1 c) 
(Dilts p.14.B-9). The notion expressed in (11 c), that Demosthenes' 
opinion is well established, conforms with the opinion expressed in 
(5d), that Demosthenes is not extemporising. 

The author of (11 d) attempts to justify the interpretation that t ~ 
I . h h '" I c. ~ ~ /' \ '" 1tpo.YJ,lo.ta In t e prase trov 1tpawatrov UJ,llV t:K£lVrov refers to to. 'trov 

)Aellvo.trov 1tpaYJ,lcfta. If Demosthenes had meant the affairs of Olynthos, 
he would have simply said troy 1tpawatrov UJ,ltV tOUtrov. His reason for 

justifying this statement does not follow logically : TlPJ,lOtt£ yixp J,lClAAOV 
'to OElKttKbV, E1t£tO~ KCxl VUV EVE'cr'tllK£v (Dilts p.19.35-20.1). Some comment 
is needed on what the author means by t~ OelKttKbv. Neither £K£t'VroV nor 
'to~'trov has the deictic suffix -l, yet both alike are demonstrative 
pronouns. So why does he regard t01>trov as deictic and not eK6vrov? He 
may be taking the words as temporal, thinking that tOUtrov must refer 

:> I 

to something in the present and £K£lVroV to something past. He believes 
') / . II' \ ,;) / \. \ '" "" that £K£lVroV IS an a uSlon to 'tTlV 1taAatCXV £uOatJ,lOVlav Kat 'tllV trov 1tOAAroV 

~Y£J,lolto.v (Dilts p.1B.1-2). Therefore he may indeed be taking the words 
as temporal. He is surely wrong ; really tKttVroV means "at a distance 
from here" spatially, i.e. at Olynthos, not in Athens. It is interesting 
that he sees a reference to hegemony here, but this interpretation is 
highly allusive and does not follow the simple interpretation of the 
text. 

. 'I t:: '\ ,/ .) ~ 
The commentator thinks that the phrase £t1t£P U1t£P crro'tTlPlo.cr o.Utrov 

q,pov't(~£t£ is added in order to enforce the allusion to former Athenian 
prosperity and former hegemony over many people (Dilts p.20.1-2). 
There is a logic to this. The notion of safety entails its counterpart 
danger. When Athens was prosperous and in control of an empire, there 
was no danger. The commentator notes that this phrase has been added 
without substantiation : Ot6 Kdt £1t~ya'YEV IDa gJ.10AOYOUJ,l£VOV (Dilts p.20.2). 
However, the point could not be substantiated if it was not being made 
at all. The obvious way to take Demosthenes' words is to regard them 
as emphatic : "you must take action, we are in danger." Demosthenes 
is appealing to self-interest. 

The final part of the scholion is straightforward (Dilts p.20.4-7). 
The author points out that Demosthenes uses U1tocrl~1tllcrlcr in order to 
issue the Athenians with a subtle but unmistakeable rebuke about their 
attitude. This must refer to ~J.1£lcr 0' OUK 010' (fvttva .... This scholion 
does not add to the pOints stated briefly in (11 c) that Demosthenes' 
opinion is of long standing and that the Athenians themselves must 
become involved. Only Demosthenes' crKE<ptcr is explored in detail (Dilts 
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p.19.29). 

(14c) concentrates on the example of ~1tOatro1tll (na which occurs in 
0.1.2. Inevitably, it appears to repeat what has been said in (11 d) 
about Demosthenes' desire to reproach the Athenians in a suitable 
manner (Dilts p.20.4-7). (14c) is a digression, such as we find 
elsewh~re in R(27), which looks at the intention and purpose behind 
;1tocrHt>1tll ata. He does this by distinguishing it from &1tOat~1tll ata, for 
which he draws a straightforward example from D.18.3. 'tP~1tOV 1tpda 
au'tcl ... is thought to mark the end of the 1tpoo~J.1tOV and Et'1tEP u1tfp 
crro'tllP(aa ... is the 1Ca'taa1CEu~ (Dilts p.20.25-27). The absence of an 
ordinal number with the 1tpo6tj.ltov is not proof of a different author and 
does not indicate that someone thought that the first 1tpo6tj.ltov 
continued thus far. The argument which this comment sustains is as 
follows : "put a high value on advice, and listen to me if you are 
concerned about your safety." The label given to Et1tEP U1t£p arotllP{aa is 
unexpected, because it does not seem seem related to anything said in 
(11 d). 

A photograph of codex R reveals that R contains (Dilts p.20.16 'tou'to 
-26 1tPOO~j.ltov) and that there is a gap before we find (Dilts p.20.26 
1(a'taa1CEu~ a-fin.). Therefore, it is possible that the latter remark is 
not by the same author as the author of the core scholia in R and has 
been introduced into the text at some stage in transmission. The 
initial remark about the significance of TlJlEta (Dilts p20.15-16) is not 
apparent in the text. This means that the version of (14c) in codex R is 
closer to the comment of Menander, as quoted by Gregory (28), than the 
version in the codices Ulpiani which offer the full version, as printed 
in Dilt's edition. Their version may be a compilation of two or three 
separate scholia. 

The main section of (14c) is almost certainly written by Menander 
Rhetor(29). There is a chance that Menander is the author of other 
scholia in R which we have no means of identifying. It is possible that 
he is the author of the core of scholia which forms a unified 
commentary on the First Olynthiac , but there are two points against 
this hypothesis. The first is the more important and concerns the 
location of (14c) in codex R. It appears between (23) and (24). As we 
shall see, these two scholia, together with (22) and (25), form a 
cohesive quartet of scholia, which look at consecutive clauses and 
phrases from the end of 0.1.2 to the beginning of 0.1.3. (14c) looks at 
~1tocrt~1tll ata in 0.1.2 and comments on the rhetorical structure in this 
section. It is difficult to explain why the sequence of scholia would be 
like this, unless (14c) is an extraneous scholion incorporated, 
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inappropriately, into the text at this point. 
The second impediment is that the term KataaKEu~ is strange 

because it is not related to anything said in (11 d), but this is less of a 
problem. 

0.1.3 - (22). (23). (24) and (25) 

(22) opens with remarks pertinent to the whole of D.1.2-3 : t~ J,Ltv 
'I r:t~ \ '" '\ I I I \ I ~ I ovta ~tK-pa tOU <l>tl\.t7t7tOU aEmro7tTllCE, toutEatt tTlv ouvaJ,Ltv, toua atpattcotaa, 

\ \ / :>I I I"'" \ t: I I I . 
tOY OE tp07tOV Etvat c!>Tlm c!>O~EPOV, o'\) Kat paotcoo 7tEpt)'EvE<J9at ouvatat (Dilts , , 
p.21.30-32). The author then concentrates on the phrase J,LTl 7tavoupyoa 

O)V, arguing that this phrase has two functions. Firstly, it diminishes 
Philip's apparent forcefulness (Dilts p.21.33) and, secondly, it gives 
the reason for voting for an embassy (Dilts p.21.33). Only the first 
aspect is examined in this scholion. Demosthenes calls Philip 
1tavoupyoa. This is a KaK(a which verges towards aoc!>{a (Dilts 
p.21.34-22.1). The commentator cites Odysseus as a parallel, because 
he is called aoc!>oa for his use of tricks and deceit. Demosthenes 
mentions 7tavoupy(a here because it is croo~ov, and deliberately avoids 
using the word aoc!>{a because it is E\too~oa (Dilts p.22.1-3). The result 
is that Philip remains K~Koa. 

(23) examines the next phrase in 0.1.2 : K<it &tv6a &~epro7toa 7tp&.wam 

xp~creat. The commentator remarks that this phrase appears to be an 
. . . ,) \ .) \ , "'"' > el. 

encomium of Philip, but he adds : ou J,LTlV aA.A.a Kat to\ytO Eta U~PtV 
I c I I . .> \ \ "'" 

1tapEatTlaEv Tl 7tpOlCEtJ,LEVTl A.£~ta (Dilts p.22.6). The phrase aUa Kat tOUtO 
implies that the same person wrote (22) and (23). He argues that the 
preceding reference to 7tavoupYta puts the notion of OEt vo'tT\' a in an 
unfortunate light. We appear to have a contradiction here. In (22) the 
absence of a complimentary term (aoc!>(a) is thought to emphasise the 
force of KaK(a. In (23) the presence of a complimentary term (oEtv6a) 

carries no weight against the strength of 7tavoupy{a. However, the two 
are easily reconciled. There is a fundamental difference between the 
adjectives aoc!>6a and OEtv6a. The former is always complimentary, so 
the commentator thinks. His point is based on the understanding that 
OEtV6cr is an ambiguous word, cf the English "clever." Most often it will 
be taken in a favourable sense, but in this case, because the preceding 
word 1tavoupyoa is unfavourable, OEtVOa is to be taken in an unfavourable 
way. Therefore, the author of (22) and (23) may still be the same 
person. 
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The commentator in (23) concludes by drawing a comparison 
between this passage and Thoukydides 1.68-71 (Dilts p.22.7-12). In the 
latter the Korinthians are said to have frightened the Lakedaimonians 
into co-operating with them, by pOinting out the attitude of the 
Athenians rather than the Athenians' material superiority. This is not, 
however, an example of the creation of an unfavourable impression by 
a pejorative term preceding a favourable one, which is what (23) is 
explaining. It is an example of what is mentioned in (22) (Dilts 
p.21 .30-32), where Demosthenes is said to concentrate on character 
rather than material advantage. 

(24) deals with the next clause in the speech. Demosthenes is 
saying that yielding sometimes and making threats at others is the 
mark of a man who is not stable. He adds that such a man is to be 
believed when he is making threats. The commentator says : Bl.' &v ;ixp 

')/ \ ~ \:1 '\ '" :> ~ " ,~: \ ~ ~ c: c........,/ > El. KEl. , BUI tOUtrov Kal. a1tEl.A.rov a",l.01tl.atoa ut:..t ')UP, E", roy autro auvOt&v, EK 
,/ c-" / \ c ""' \ .:> "C:' ~ / J J .:> ... 

toutrov EKatEpa 1tpattEtv. Kat llJltV JlEv EV ota €A.attouJlEvoa <Xta9uVEt<Xt a1t£1.A.£t, 

e'(KEt B' €v ola ~<xut6V 1tA,EOVEKtOUVt<x ytvc6alCEt (Dilts p.22.15-18). While it is 
true that Demosthenes represents Philip as a Protean figure, he gives 
no suggestions for Philip's motivation, nor that Philip uses the same 
reasons for performing contrary actions. 

The opening phrase of (25) reveals that it is probably by the same 
• ')1 \ \...... ,/ , 

author as the rest of these scholla : Eatt JlEV Kat touto 1t<XvouPYou to 

Ol.<x~~A,A,Et V (Dilts p.22.19). It continues the theme of stressing Philip's 
1tavoupy(<x. The commentator rightly associates slander with 1t<Xvoupy{<x 

in his ensuing discussion, but suggests that Demosthenes is denying 
that the city is vulnerable to slander (Dilts p.22.20). This is a 
subjective comment. In the context of this speech, Demosthenes is 
saying that the Athenians are open to accusations. In choosing the 
verb o\(1~6A,A,ro, Demosthenes is not being impartial towards Philip. 
However, this does not occur overtly. This is not the same as saying, 
as the commentator does (Dilts p.22.20), that Philip's accusations are 
groundless. Indeed, this is not what Demosthenes is implying. The 
rest of this scholion (Dilts p.22.21-fin.) correctly interprets the other 
reason for the reference to slander. Demosthenes hopes that, by 
threatening their self-esteem, the Athenians will make sure that 
Philip cannot use their absence from Olynthos as an excuse for 
slanderous accusations. 

0.1.3-4 - (26d). (28). (31) and (33a) 
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(2Sd) comments on the argument presented by Demosthenes in 
0.1.3, and concentrates, in particular, on the final phrase of this 
scholion : tPt<Plltat Kd! 1tapaa1t&OT\ta{ ti. troy dACOV 1tpa'YJl&'tcov. The author 

:'l. '" / \ "" .1 :> / \ / says: Btu tTla 1tavoupytaa Kat tTla &tvotTltoa Ecpo~TlaE toua .)A911vatoua (Dilts 
p.22.32). The reference to BEt yO-tTl a does not affect the discussion about 

the KaK(a of Philip in (22) and (23) above. Philip's cleverness creates 
fear in others towards him and not his moral standing. 

The author adds that Demosthenes is aware that he might be 
presenting Philip as invincible, and so, as a means of anticipating this 
weakness, Demosthenes includes the phrase n troy o?vcov 1tpa'YJlatcov and 
the comment about the embassy (Dilts p.23.2). This seems plausible. 
The commentator shows considerable interest in the phrase and 

I . \ s:!. "~ t..J.. /" s: '\ ""':> ,/ ,)" deve ops It : to ut tCOV OA,COV 1tpawatcov ut1tI\.OUV Ean Kat J.lEaov E(JtC01tTlaEv 
t./ )' \ "" I \ '" / :>/ \ \ \ 1 " :>" 01tEP Tlv to tOU 1tOA£JlOU Kat tCOV lCtvBuvcov' tac.oa OC Kat 1tpoa to 1tapov atvtttetat 

'" / c/ / '-"::>" I \ "" "" . 'tOtO ,)A9Tlvatota, on JloVlla UJltV E~OOOU xpeta Kat tOU 1tAeuaat (Dilts p.23.3-S). 
The reference of Bt1tAOUV and Jl£aov €cnct1tllaEv is not clear. It appears, 
however, that the words refer firstly to any matters which have a 
bearing on the hegemony of Greece, and, secondly, the extent of the 
force required. Demosthenes does not mention either going to war or 
the dangers involved. The commentator argues that Demosthenes 
cannot be referring to the Olynthians : et yctp 1tEpt troy :> OAuv9taKrov 

I )1. -,/')\ ,/ .)\ I /. ) 
1tpawa'tcov EAE"(EV, Et1tEV av CPPOUptOV ll1toAtaJla JltKpOV (Dilts p.23.7-8 . 

The commentator's phrasing is difficult here, and the 
interpretation conjectural. In the context of the speech, Demosthenes 
is using a vague phrase which may, or may not, conceal an allusion to 
the hegemony of Greece. He must surely be referring to Olynthos and 
Philips' influence in that territory. 

Both in expression and in ideas, this scholion is similar to (11 d) 
(30), where the author argues, with equally little success, that the 
word £Kft vcov in 0.1.2 cannot refer to the Olynthians. Both think that 

the phrase e'{1tEp U1t~P acotTl piaa ... , 0.1.2, contains an allusion to 
hegemony (Dilts p.23.8-11, cf p.20.1-3). 

The opening remark of (28) is as follows : cpo~"aaa t6ua .)A911vc/toua 
\ "',/ / \ ,/ ~- \ / 

Bta 't"a <l>tAt1t1tOU 1tavoupytaa Kat BuaKataycoVtatOv autov Kataatllaaa 

1t(xpaj.Lu9El'tat 1t~AtV auto'ua Bta tObtcov ~v £cp6~l1aE (Dilts p.23.15-17). The 

first part of the sentence, as far as Kataat~aaa, summarises 0.1.3, and 

the second part clarifies that tt troy ti'Acov 1tpaYJl<itcov begins 
Demosthenes' 1tapaJlu9{a of the Athenians. Thus, the encouragement 
begins in mid-sentence. These lines effectively summarise the main 
pOints of (2Sd). The commentator continues by saying that 
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Oemosthenes makes a paradoxical statement (Dilts p.23.18). The 
paradox is that the difficulty in fighting Philip is beneficial to the 
Athenians. The commentator rightly adds that this statement requires 
justification (Dilts p.23.18). The paradox is described as follows : B-oo 

o~ ({Vto>v tOu t£ B~cr~<xxov £tv<Xt tOv <l>iAt1t1tOV Bt~ ti,v 1t<Xvoupy{<xv Kilt tOt> 
'\ " ...... /. \.. £o/ ;),/ 

AUcrtt£A£tV tOUtO t~ 1tOA£t, 1tpocr £K<Xt£pOV <X1tllv'tllcr£v (Dilts p.23.19-21). 
Oemosthenes wishes to argue that Philip is Bticr~<xxocr in order to scare 
the Athenians, and he wishes to emphasise the reasons for Philip's 
success, in order that the Athenians might emulate him (Dilts 
p.23.23-27). This encouragement is termed 1tPOtP01t~ (Dilts p.23.24). 

At the end of (28) (Dilts p.23.27-29) the commentator mentions 
Philip's successes and also the point that the Athenians are being 
encouraged not to employ mercenaries. This is surely a reference to 

\ > \ ::>,/ • • 
0.1.6 and the words K<Xt <XUtoucr ... £AA£t1tOVt<Xcr. That IS to say, (28) IS a 
summary of D.1.3-6. 

(31) deals with AE'~tcr and picks out details in Demosthenes' choice 
of words which suggest that the Athenian people will be impelled to 
emulation. The commentator says that Philip is called a B£CJ1tOtTl 0-

because the Athenians want to be B£CJ1tot<Xt too. He goes on to say that 
t<XJltaCJ is an oblique allusion to the theorik money : <XUtOt ydp uJ.!£tCJ t<XJ.!{at 

I '\ ,/ \::>,::> \ I. . 
'YEvTlO'£0-9£ to>V XPllJ.1<XtO>v K<Xt ouB£tCJ <XUt<x Bt<xp1t<XCJ£t (Dilts p.24.S-6). This 
comment begs a question about the administration of this fund and it 
is clear in the commentator's mind that the Athenians have no 
influence in its use. Actually the officers were elected(31). The 
phrase ouB£tCJ <XUttt Bt<xp1ta.cr£t is ambiguous. The author does not make 
clear whether the Athenians would want to hold on to the theorik 
money, in which case Demosthenes would be damaging his own case, or 
whether the Athenians will have total control over the use of the fund 
without impediment. The latter would signify that the Athenians were 
then free to make what use of the fund they wished. 

(33a) is an SR scholion and opens with a familiar form of comment 
I :>' ,/ ~ ~ / ""'" s:' "'"' 

: 1taA-tv <XUtouCJ <l>o~llcr<xO' Bt' o>v 1tP<Xtt£t <l>tAt1t1tOCJ, 1t<xp<x~u9£tt<Xt ut<X to>V 

&1to~atvtvtO>v (Dilts p.24.8-9). In (28) we are told that Demosthenes 
was gOing to emphasise Philip's fighting ability in order to scare the 
Athenians, and is also going to encourage them, paradoxically, because 
of the benefit which would result from Philip's prowess. 

The fuller account in (33a) (Dilts p.24.9-14) suggests that we are 
being give the details which back up the generalisations given in (28) 
about 0.1.4. There are three reasons for thinking that this is so. 
Firstly, Philip's activities and his industry are pointed out, paying 
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particular attention to Demosthenes' choice of vocabulary (Dilts 
p.24.9-12). This corresponds to the idea in (28) that Demosthenes 
wants to make sure that the Athenians are scared (Dilts p.23.23). 
Secondly, the commentator in (33a) briefly mentions that even as 
Demosthenes is stressing that Philip is oucrJ,Laxocr, he is giving 1tpo'tP01t~ 
(Dilts p.24.12-14). Since the commentator does not explore this 
interpretation, it seems likely that he is simply summarising the 
detailed case which was set out in (28) (Dilts p.23.23-27). Further 
comment is unnecessary. The third reason is that (33a) ends as 

\' "",,:,:>,.., \ '" / ;:, \ ./ 
follows: 'to Of Aum't£Aouv £~ au'tou J.lE'ta 'tau'ta OriKVUmv' ou yap 1t£tcr9Ticrov'tat 

'" '\ I ~ '\ '\ \ / ,I \:> "" \ ...... ~I 'rep <l>tA.t1t1tCP otaA.A.ayacr 1tpo'tEtvov'tt 1tw..at -yap au'tou 'to 1tavoupyov tcramv 
(Dilts p.24.14-16). This comment is linked with (28) because in the 
latter we are told that the paradox Demosthenes had to justify 't 6 
A:U(H't£A£tV 'tTl 1tbA£t (cf Dilts p.23.20-21), but we are not given any , 
further explanation. In (33a) the benefit is identified as Philip's long 
history of 1tavoupy(a which will prevent the Olynthians from accepting 
his offers of reconciliation. In (28) gives no details about 'to AUO't't£A.etv. 

It seems likely that (26d), (28) and (33a) form part of a continuous 
methodical interpretation. If the evidence which binds them is not 
sufficient proof of single authorship, then we have to conclude that a 
compiler has taken remarkable care to assimilate compatible scholia. 
(31) looks at Af~tcr and does not contradict anything we find in the 
other three scholia, but, other than a reference to envy (Dilts p.24.3), 
there are no strong points of similarity between it and the other 
scholia. Indeed, it may be that it is not by the same author, because it 
alludes to the paradox again. 

Codex S offers two additional scholia, (33b) and (33c) (32). The 
former looks at Demosthenes' understanding of human psychology. Its 
absence from A is not important. The absence of (33c) is more 
Significant since in its summary of the effect of D.1.3-4 would have 
provided a comment of a type common in A, i.e. summary followed by 
detailed analysis. The closing remark about Philip's 'ta1t£tvo''tllcr (Dilts 
p.24.22) ties in with (60b) in SA, which looks at this quality in detail 
(Dilts p.30.20-24) (33), There is a minor inconsistency in terminology. 
(33c) uses the term 'to crUJ,Lcf>[pov, whereas (28) and (33a) refer to 't b 
AU(H't£AOUV. It is possible, though of course speculative, that (33c) was 
omitted from A by accident. Dindorf attributes both (33b) and (33c) to 
R, but they do not appear in the photograph. 

Among the other scholia which look at this section of the speech 
I 

there is further evidence of a plurality of sources. 1tapd 1tpocroOlCtaV 
more than once. Each example uses slightly different terminology (28) 
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and (29). Dilts attributes (29) to R, although it is not visible in my 
photograph of the text. I assume that he is correct. (31) has also been 
mentioned above. This repetition involves a minor point and does not 
affect the hypothesis that the long, discursive scholia in R form part 
of a unified commentary. 

0.1.5 - (36b). (37). (39a) and (40a) 

(36b) falls into two parts. The first (Dilts p.24.32-38) identifies 
an <ivtt1tt1t'tov and comments on an alternative interpretation. The 
second part (Dilts p.24.38-25.5) purports to give the real cause of the 
hostility between Philip and Olynthos. The author of (36b) thinks that 
the objection which Demosthenes is countering has resulted from the 
emphasis which Demosthenes has laid upon Philip's cunning. This ties 
in with the previous comments in R. Demosthenes has stated that the 
Olynthians will not join Philip and that this is the benefit of Philip's 
7tClVoupYta. This is a bold statement and it provokes an objection : 
'\ '"' c.. /, , ,I / \ / . <XAACl 1tavoupyoo ° <l>tAt1t1tOO Kat paotOOO 1t£t9£t tOUO .>OAuv9touo (Dilts 

l 

p.24.32-33). The author takes the emphasis which Demosthenes places 
on the danger in which the Olynthians find themselves to be a 
sufficient answer to the objection. In this scholion the justification 
is not analysed in detail. 

The commentator dismisses an interpretation, which he attributes 
to Zeno, that the objection is eXAA' &'1tto'tOt Ot .>OA~v9tot. Ulpian also 
rejects this inteq~retation although he does not name Zeno in 
connection with it(34). Ulpian thinks that the objection which is being 
faced is ttAA' O~K o11(£tOO 0 1tbA£J,100 (Dilts p.8.33). (36b) is giving a third 
interpretation (Dilts p.24.37-38). This third interpretation is 
attractive because Demosthenes talks about Philip's character and his 
7tClVoupyia in particular. It could be argued, however, that the answer 
contains the clue about the nature of the objection and Demosthenes 
does dwell on Olynthian conduct in the past. 

The second part of· (36b) suggests that the true cause of the war 
between Olynthos and Philip was that the Olynthians would not hand 
over Philip's brother who was living in Olynthos. We do have evidence 
that two of Philip's half-brothers lived in Olynthos and that their 
relationship was not fraternal(35), but strategic interests will also 
have played a part in prompting the hostility. Philip's strategic 
designs are a more likely explanation. It is suggested that 
Demosthenes has not referred to the true cause of the war because he 

.> 
would then have had to deal with the following objection : aAA' 
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)/, ""..r\'\ I ::> ""' \ ~ '\ \ ~ / "\ / 
E~EeJtt 'tOtcr "VI\, UVetOtcr a1toBouvat 'tOY a&Acpov Kat a1tT\AAaXeat 'tOU 1tOA£J,LOU 
(Dilts p.25.4-5). Even if the commentator were correct about the facts 
surrounding the origin of the war between Philip and the Olynthians, 
this proposal is highly speculative. Arguments e silentio are 
inappropriate here. 

(37) consists of a series of comments which refer to Ott vUv o~ 1t£pl 
) r...... I 

00' <lvBpa1toBtcrJ,Lou 'tTtcr 1ta'tptBocr, D.1.5. The commentator's opinion is that 
Demosthenes refers to an occasion when Olynthos revolted from 
Athens (36) but that the choice of words expressing this throws a 
favourable light upon the incident, because the Olynthians were 
f· h' f th' f d / ~~ \ .> /' "\ ......:> / Ig tlng or elr ree om : mro1tTtcracr uE 'tTlv a1tocr'tamv 'tro 'tTlcr EAEUeEptacr 
:> I .... \ ~. I 
EvBo~ro 1tapaJ,LUeEt'tat 'to 1t'tatcrJ,La (Dilts p.2S.10-11). He goes on, though: 

;, " , c:. \ I :> I \ / 
"ClAA<l K<lt U1tEp =>AJ,Lcpt1tOAErocr E1tOAEJ,Lllcrav 1tpocr .lAellvatOucr" (Dilts p.2S. 
13-14). Either the commentator is thinking about the events of 
353B.C. when Amphipolis revolted from Athens and Olynthus did 
nothing, or he is thinking of the Archidamian war. He also suggests 
that Demosthenes is playing down the significance of that event 
because he dismisses it as U1tE'p J,Ltpoucr xol'pacr. This is plausible as an 
interpretation of the detail. However, it does not answer the objection 
favoured in (36b), and the author almost contradicts himself when he 
gives the reason for Demosthenes' remarks about Olynthian conduct in 

C I / ~I \ / ~ \ / ) / 
the past: rocr J,LllBEva AO'¥OV EXEtV 'toucr ~Aellvatoucr Em 'tOtOU'tOtcr EYKAllJ,Lam 
IlVTtcrtK<lKEtV (Dilts p.2S.1S-16). Demosthenes would surely not have 
referred to Olynthian unreliability in the past unless Olynthian conduct 
was an issue which he had to face. (37) is consistent with Zeno's 
interpretation of the objection. 

The points which (36b) and (37) make are different, but not 
incompatible, since (36b) is about the present war and (37) about a 
past one. 

Three topics receive attention in (39a). The author starts by 
looking at the choice of words which Demosthenes makes when 
referring to the danger which confronts the Olynthians. This expands 
on the claim made in (36b) that Demosthenes answers the objection 
&AA' PCfB~coo .. by concentrating on the danger which the Olynthians face. 
Pathos is increased, so the commentator thinks, by using both 
, I :> / I . 
aV<leJ't<lcrtcr and avBpa1toBtcrJ,Locr (Dilts p.25.22-24). A parallel examp e IS 

drawn from D.18.205 where an appeal to 1t~'tPtcr is considered more 
emotive than an appeal to one's parents (Dilts p.25.22-27). The 
quotation is a paraphrase (Dilts app.crit. p.25.26-27). 

The second point which is made in (39a) is that the examples of the 
fates of Amphipolis and Pydna are sufficient proof of Demosthenes' 
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claim that the Olynthians know what danger they are in. The lesson 
from the example is this : >AJ,1<pt1tOAttat lCitt Iluovatot OtOaCJlCoum au'to~CJ 
(I '"" ;"\ / 
01t0>0 XPTttat <l>tAt1t1tOCJ tOtCJ 1ttCJtEUoumv (Dilts p.25.29-30). Although this 

scholion contains no allusion to an 6.Vtt1tUttov explicitly, this remark 
signifies that the author is interested in showing that the Olynthians 
will not trust Philip. A connection between (36b) and (39a) seems 
more probable. 

The third point concerns the generalisation about the inherent 
hostility between democracy and tyranny which Demosthenes makes 
next. A few words are made about the persuasiveness of 
generalisations following concrete examples (Dilts p.25.31-35). 

There is a verbal similarity between (36b) and (39a) which lends 
weight to the probability that they are by the same author. In (36b) we 
find thy AoytCJJ,1dv and tO~CJ Ciyav aVOntOuCJ (Dilts p.24.33). In (39a) we 

• "') I \. 
find tOtO av0TttotCJ AOytCJJ,10V (Dilts p.25.29). 

The relationship between (37) and (39a) is similar to that between 
(37) and (36b). In favour of unity is that (37) refers to the text up to 
1toAE~OOnv'and (39a) starts with the very next phrase. 

When we come to examine how the contribution of the SR scholia 
fits in with the scholia unique to R we encounter a problem. (40a) 
refers to the phrase lCcit t~aCJtv Ci t' >A~<Pt1tOAttrov ... , 0.1.5, and the 

• :> "'" .) \ \ commentator thinks that Demosthenes faces an avtt1tt1ttOV : "EtlCOCJ ~EV 
\ / \ I ,'" 'I I c:.. \ ~'" 'touo>OAuv9touCJ ~l11ttCJtEUEtV au't?> ~"O£ J3ouATtCJEcr9at 1tpoEcr9at EautOUCJ auto>. 

". 0'/ / \ "" "c;I I' 
'tt OUV, Ott Elm ttVECJ 1tpoootat 1tapa tOtCJ JOAuv9totCJ OtttVECJ J3oUATtCJoVtat 

1tpooouvat ~v 1t~AtV ; " (Dilts p.26.4-6). The commentator then goes on 
to describe the fate of the Amphipolitans and "quotes" Philip's words 
as he slew the handful of traitors. This provides an attractive 
analysis of Demosthenes' remarks. It is compatible with (36b), and 
particularly in its favour is the detail of historical or quasi-historical 
background which echoes the approach in (36b). 

The main problem lies between (40a) and (39a). (40a) covers part 
of the same passage as (39a). Perhaps the commentator wished to 
pursue the example of Amphipolis further. The author of (40a) regards 

\ 'I ::> " d Kat to<xOt v ... as the answer to an avtt1tt1ttOV. In (39a) these same wor s 
are thought to sustain Demosthenes' answer to the objection about 
Philip's cunning. The commentator says in (39a) : &1t6 1tapaOEtw6:to>v 

£1ta'-yEt t~v 1t(CJttV (Dilts p.25.28). The objection is virtually the same for 
(39a) and (40a) ; that is that the Olynthians will trust Philip and he 
will easily persuade them. They are compatible with one another. 
What is awkward is that (40a) returns to the objection again. This 
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discrepancy does not amount to a contradiction. 
With a degree of special pleading (3Sb), (37), (39a) and (40a) could 

belong to a single commentary written by the same commentator. Even 
if the special pleading is not accepted, we have a group of scholia 
which offer a very similar interpretation of the same sections of the 
First Olynthiac. 

The reason why Dilts cites R for scholion (44b) is that some lines 
are illegible in S (Dilts app.crit. p.27.1-7). The subject matter deals 
with D.1.S from taut' o~v onwards. It dovetails with (39a) and (40a) 
because these two scholia conclude at the phrase X05pav £Xrocrt. The 
details of the scholion are discussed elsewhere(3 7), but it is worth 
noting that the commentator thinks that the theorik fund is being 
proposed by Demosthenes as the source of finance. Al~tcr is examined in 
connection with the presentation of Demosthenes' plea. The 
introductory comment in this scholion sums up the argument in 0.1.4-S 

I:> ",,, '""" I, I : OEl.~acr EK 1tOAAOU to aOKOUV AUcrtt£A£tV tOtcr otA9Tlvatotcr Kat KatacrtTlcracr 
autobcr 1tpocr tb £-69uJl6t£pov ... (Dilts p.2S.30-31). This scholion is 
compatible with the other comments on this part of the speech. 
Oemosthenes' remarks which are given as an answer to an objection, 
form a digression in the structure of the speech as a whole. 

0.1.7 - (S1 a), (S3d), (74) and (83b) 

These are the four scholia which were contained in the lost 
bifolium according to Drerup(38). They refer to 0.1.7, 8, 9 and 10 
respectively. 0.1.9 is covered by (SOa) and (SOb) in the SR scholia. 
Taken together they form the long discursive scholia which 
characterise the core scholia. Several scholia are offered by SR for 
0.1.7-11. They are (S2a), (S3a), (S3c), (54), (S9) and (70). The lengths 
vary. The margins in codex S are crowded at this point and this 
explains the need for bifolia. However, it does not explain why (SOb) 
which is a long scholion, was included in the margin. It would be 
helpful to know whether the same hand wrote (SOb) and the references 
to the bifolium. 

The form and content of the four scholia encourage the conclusion 
that Orerup's interpretation is correct. They also offer indications 
that they were written by the commentator who wrote the core 
scholia. The approach to the analysiS of the speech is familiar. 
Usually a summary of the passage under scrutiny is given and a 
detailed analysis follows. Characteristic interests are objections, 

". 

A.E~l.(J and comparison with other passages. 
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The striking thing about (51 a) is that it consists of a string of 
imaginary objections which Demosthenes is allegedly rebutting in 
0.1.7. The commentator points out that the phrase 6' 1t6.Vt£o ~9p~A.oUV 
obviates potential objections (Dilts p.27.26-2B.4). Firstly, the verb 
implies that the Olynthians were keen and on Demosthenes' side. 
Secondly, no-one can say that they have now changed their minds, 
since there had been public clamour for support. The latter point is 
illogical. Changed circumstances can lead to the rejection of a policy 
once enthusiastically received (39) Curiously, the author does not 
not use the term dvtt1tUttov. Instead he uses the phrase : ta'a 1tpOcl>~O£tO 

1'\ /;> ,\1' (0'1 trov ~OUA.OJl£vo>v avttl\.£"(£tV I ts p.27 .26-27). He draws a parallel with 
Homer Iliad 4.437. 

The commentator notes another phrase in the same sentence : Kdt 
'" c..)\ c...... / / 

t<xu9' coo av UJltV JlaAtota OUJlcl>£POt, 0.1.7. He says that these words are an 
effective counter to an objection which accepts the idea of a war 
between Olynthos and Philip, but questions the way in which it broke 
out (Dilts p.2B.4-B). Demosthenes' remarks about the benefit of an 
Olynthian decision which is uninfluenced by the Athenians is seen as 
proof of Demosthenes' answer. In (39a) and (40a) the commentator 
notes that Demosthenes' initial statement was accepted but not 
wholeheartedly. In (51 a) we find a refinement. 

A third potential objection is that unreliable individuals might 
betray the city (Dilts p.2B.B-9). The commentator argues that the 
inclusion of too>o by Demosthenes adds conviction : OtaA£Ktt KroO ocl>6opa 

) '" \ \ \ I' :> / " / I \ K<Xt aKptJ3roa. Kat 1tt9avov tOY AOYOV £1tOt1l0£ Kat tOUO>()A:UVeiouo cruv£0t1l0£ JlTl 
~ I ;;. \ :> ,\ I' ~,...:>,/ • 
<X1t 0 cl>Tl vaJl£VOO, aAAa Kat' £VOOtaOJlOV tTlV YVO>JlllV aUto>v £K9£Jl£VOO (Dilts 
p.28.9-11). By keeping his argument to a tone of conversation and 
refusing to give a serious proof, Demosthenes is persuasive. 
A plausible opinion which is not subject to the rigours of logic can be 
more persuasive than a logical proof in certain circumstances. 
Demosthenes' opinion is mooted by the word too>o and his contention 
that allies are better for having made an alliance of their own accord 
is plausible. The commentator notes the effect : 1tp6'OTlAOV roo OUK 
:> ~" :> \ I - \ \.... / ~I .-J}/ 
<XutKOUcrtV, aAAa Jlat1lv 1tOA£JlOuvtat Kat ota toutO ~~atav £xou(Jt ~qV £x9pav 
(Dilts p.2B.14-15). 

The next comment (52a), which is one of the SR scholia, sums up 
0.1.7 : ouo-nloao ~v yvc4tTlv tCoV.QAUVe(o>V Kdt J3£~atouo cruJlJl&Xouo ix1to&(~ao 
... (Dilts p.2B.19-20)(40). The interpretation agrees with that of (51 a) 
(cf Dilts p.2B.19-20). Another SR scholion, (53a), gives a summary of 
0.1.8, saying that Demosthenes is going to goad them with the memory 
of how they lost out, by failing to take up previous opportunities. 
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(53c) looks at the sentence beginning £1. Y<1p ... and gives a reasonably 
accurate sketch of the historical background to the reference to Euboia 
(41 J. 

(53d) in R refers to the same sentence, and it examines the effect 
of this example in context. The commentator remarks that both 
Demosthenes and Thoukydides make a lot of ground in brief remarks 
such as this. It should be noted that the author of (1 c) refers to these 
two authors together and in a similar context (Dilts p.14.10). 

The commentator sets out his points with clarity. Firstly, the 
example is said to be O~K£16tCltOV, because the Athenians are being 
reminded about how once they managed to overlook the wrong done to 
them by the Euboians (Dilts p.29.9-14). He quotes from D.18.99 in 
connection with this. His concluding point is made with a curious 

h > \..- ~~ 0'\ 9/ / '"''' , L "'" parap rase : OUKOUV J.111ut :> I\.UV 1010 J.1VllcrtKCllCTlCJ11t£ yoUV, £1 t1 1t£pl llJ.1ClO 

~~~J.1ClptOV (Dilts p.29.13-14). A comment such as this could find a 
place in an argument supporting Zeno's interpretation of D.1.2-7; that 
is that the Olynthians have a reputation for being untrustworthy among 
the Athenians. However, in the context of this scholion, the remark is 
less significant although striking. The commentator's words could 
easily have been influenced by the form of the quotation which 

d 
:> ~~, / , / , \ ')/ 

prece es them: "ou8' rov U1tO 8£J.110roVOO KCll 8£ro&Opou 1t£pl 'ilpro1tOV 1181KT)cr9' 

aVEJlv,f0911tE ", D.18.99. Moreover, an allusion to Olynthian 
untrustworthiness or wrongs is forced here, if we look at what 
Demosthenes says himself in the passage in the First Olynthiac. He 
begins a new topic at D.1.8. The argument concerns the inconstancy of 
Athenians' attitude and how failure to act has caused them problems. 
Obviously, he is encouraging the Athenians to draw a parallel between 
conduct in the past and present conduct. This will affect how the 
Olynthians are perceived, but Demosthenes finished his discussion of 
Olynthian behavoiour in D.1.7. Here he is looking at Athenian behaviour. 

A second point is that this example is thought to be a reminder of 
previous success. It might give the Athenians the confidence to go out 
again (Dilts p.29.14-17). 

The third point is similar. The Athenians are reminded about a 
battle in which the mere sight of them gave them victory (Dilts 
p.29.17-20). The commentator reveals that he has knowledge about the 
historical background to the speech which is not to be had from 
reading only this speech, but I have not been able to determine which 
event he has in mind. The final point which is made, is that 
Demosthenes includes himself among the number of those who 
marched. This is a technique for increasing his persuasiveness (Dilts 
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p.29.20-25). The commentator develops this observation by quoting 
from Aristotle, who says that the adviser ought to show himself to be 
willing to take part in what he is proposing, because people are more 
ready to be persuaded by someone whom they perceive to be willing to 
share their bu rden (42). Although this scholion is the only source for 
the fragment, there is no reason to doubt that it has been attributed to 
Aristotle correctly. The point which is being made is common sense. 

The commentator's observations are lucid and plausible. It is 
difficult to assess what sort of allusions would be conjured up in the 
mind of a contemporary Greek, hearing about the events in the past in 
Euboia. Many individuals may have picked up only one or two of the 
connotations. 

There is a verbal similarity between (53d) and (1 c) in the phrase 
'tEXVl.l(OOcr cr<l>bSpu (Dilts p.29.21 cf p.14.12). (51 a) and (1 c) offer 
combinations of adverbs ; StUA£K'ttKroO O<l>bSpu K(xt &KPt~cOO (Dilts 
p.28.9-10) and 't£XVt KOla cr<l>~Spu KU\ Set VIDa (Dilts p.14.12). While little 
weight ought to be given to the significance of these verbal 
similarities by themselves, in conjunction with the similarity in 
approach in these scholia, these phrases would seem to sustain the 
view that the same author wrote (1 c), (51 a) and (53d). 

(51 a) and (53d) are compatible with (54) which is contributed by 
SR. This scholion argues that the effect of the words 1tA£tV Kdt 

1t(XpaAaJl~~V£t V is to obviate an objection : ~AA' E1tuX8~cr ~v , &> Al1Jl608£v£0, 
e I.> I t..I .) Col I ~ I I • 
U1tOYUOV £K o'tpU'tTlytuo l1Kov'tao £to £'t£POV 1tUAtV £~t£vUt 1tOAeJlOV (Dilts 
p.29.2S-27). (54) precedes (53c) in codex R. It is a little odd, perhaps, 
that (53c) does not mention the objection, but concentrates on the 
effect of the example. Strictly this is a different point. 

(54) includes the phrase tAUcr£ 'to SOKOUV E1tuX8£o (Dilts p.29.28). 
Similar phrases, which feature the substantive use of the participle of 
B01(£t, occur in (1 c) (Dilts p.14.11-12) and (44b) (Dilts p.2S.30). The 
significance of these verbal echoes is slight, but nonetheless useful 
for arguing that there is a unified commentary written by a single 
author. 

The SR scholia reveal that Demosthenes is thought to switch from 
praise of Philip to exhortation of the Athenians in D.1.8-9(43), We find 
familiar phrases such as 1tUPO~UVUt ~ouA61l£vOO in (53a) (Dilts p.28.25), 

, ') / '" / I . ~ , :> \ 
'tTlV ucr8£v£tuv 'tou cl>tAt1t1tOU S€tKVUmv in (59a) (Dilts p.30.3-4), ou 1l11V <V..AU 
1(xt {v 'to~'tOtcr ut{~£t 'tb Suvu'to'v 'troY ~A9'Tlvu~rov in (SOb) (Dilts p.30.11-12), 

I'). ) / \ I ':) \ ~ / ~ / \ §: \ 

1t(Xl\.tV aU~l1crucr 'tOY cl>tAt1t1tOV £ueuo £to 1tUpullu9iuv £1lVl1lloveucr£ ... 'to uuvu'tov 
'I >/ '"' I ,) I J \ 

<001tEp au~rov 'trov.)A811vUtrov in (70) (Dilts p.31.23-25) and u8UIltUO uu'toucr 
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1tA:I1ProO"CXO" ... 1t&AtV 1tcxpEJ,Lu9"O"cx'to in (72) (Dilts p.32. 7 -S) (44J. 
0.1.10-11 forms a self-contained argument to the effect that past 

failures have been the fault of Athenian attitude and that the gods 
still favour the Athenians , even though they do not recognise divine 
goodwill. (74) and (S3b) examine these two sections in detail. In (74) 
the commentator believes that Demosthenes' remarks in 0.1.10 are 
paradoxical. The phrase 1tCXp<ioo~ov t~ V011J,Lcx (Dilts p.32.11) is also used 
in (2S) (Dilts p.23.1S), in reference to 0.1.4. 1tCXP~OO~ov is used in the 
SR scholion (140c) (Dilts p.42.1 0). Demosthenes' words are 
paraphrased in (74) : 1tOAAd ydp, </>11O"t, 1tcxplx 't@v KPEt 't't~vcov aycx9d 

/ / /::>'" > > ~ " / 
1tE1tov9cxJ,LEV, KCXt'tOt J,L110EJ,LtCXV cxu'tcov cxtO"&nmv EtA11</>o'toO" 'tou 011J,LOU (Dilts 
p.32.12-13). This refers to Demosthenes' words as far as Kcx'tcxO"'t60". He 
is indeed faced with a paradox. If the gods have given so many 
services to the Athenians, then Demosthenes has to account for the 
lack of perceptible benefit. The commentator continues : Et'1tCOV o£ "troy 

\ " """ t::. / c.. ,... /. ~I :> ""' ~ \...:'), 
1tapa 'tcov 9ECOV U1tllP')'JlEVCOV llJltV JlE-yaA11v EXftV CXUtOtO" xcxptv", 'to JlEV EOOUO" 

/ / \ / :> / \:\ 'L , 
Katao"KEuCX~Et v 1tPOO"CXV'tEO" KCXt ~tCXtOV EVOJ,LtO"E, 1tP00"9EtO" O€ O~t 7tOAACX 

/ ~ I , "':>,/ ... ~ """ .:;,). L/ / " 
1t£1tov9cxJlEv cxycx9cx1tpo 'tT}0" CX7tO&t~E(OO' 'to CXVtt7tt7t'tov Et111KEV ott "KCXt'tOt 7tOUCOV 
;) / '- '" / / :> / • 
acl>ll P E9 11 J,LEV". KCXl 'tou'to AUEt 7tpO'tEpOV EtKO'tCOO" (Dilts p.32.1S-19). 
Deh,osthenes thinks that the justification of his claim would be 
difficult to produce immediately : 7tpOO"CXV'tEO" K~lt pi'CXtov. Instead, he 
turns to an objection : "KdttOt 7tOAAIDV &</>T]pt911J,LEV". This paraphrases 

I 
I :> ~/ c.""" "":> "" . Demosthenes' own words : KCXt7tEP OUK EXOV'tCOV (00' OEt 7tOAACOV. CXVtt7tt7t'tOV IS 

used in the same sense as the definition which is given in the SR 
scholion (105c) . 

. . ~ \ \? I \~ "" :> ,/ 
The schollon continues : E7tEt011 -yap CXV11PE&n 'to CXVtt7tt7t'tov EUKOACl)'tEPOV 

I \ \. ~ !)" '" / I , " "" \ =>1. '\ '\ \ """' 
1tapaO£~ov'tcxt KCXt 'tT}V E~ CXUtOU tE9EtO"CXV 7tpO</>cxm v KCXK(OO' J,LEV El.ft 7tOI\.l\.CX tCOV 

1tpa'YJl~'tcov, ~J,LEW ot tOUtCOV cxt'ttOt pcx9uJ,L"O"cxvt£0"" (Dilts p.32.19-21). Once 
Demosthenes has answered the objection, then the Athenians will give 
his justification of this claim about the gods (7tpb</>CXO"tV) a better 
reception. The answer to the objection is this : "if things are in a bad 
way, our indolence is responsible". Demosthenes' own words are put 
into a J,LEV/OE construction. The J,LEV clause provides the answer to the 
objection and the second returns to the subject of the goodwill of the 
gods. The commentator is correct. Demosthenes links the answer to 
an objection with his justification about the gods, because he uses an 
antithetical construction. If the first part is accepted, then the 
second is more likely to be accepted too. The commentator rightly 
notes that Demosthenes has returned to his original claim : A~o"CXO" 0'£ 't6 
) '" ') \ \ / I.) I c.1 ")' c:" Co 1 (0 'It 
aVtl7tt7t'tOV E7tt tTlV 7tpotcxmv 7tCXAtV CXVEOPCXJlEV, Ott EUVOUO" 11JltV 0 9EOO" I S 
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p.32.27). 
The commentator makes a few more points in (74). Demosthenes is 

thought to mention a o(Katocr AOytcrt~cr because his own case will sound 
more persuasive if it does not appear to come from him (Dilts 
p.32.12-15). Nevertheless, the commentator agrees that Demosthenes 
himself is the o(Katocr AOytcrtncr, although he pretends otherwise (Dilts 
p.32.23). He adds that the persona of an independent assessor is 
conditioned by the fact that Demosthenes shapes his accusation 
against the Athenians in a form requiring judgement (Dilts 
p.32.22-24). This is a peculiar argument. One could equally say that 
Demosthenes wants an independent persona to phrase his argument for 
him, and that was why he turned to a legal framework. A more likely 
explanation is that Demosthenes wishes to elevate the tone of his 
speech and to underline the gravity of his accusation. Therefore, he 
chooses metaphorical language, taken from lawcourts. 

The commentator also argues that Demosthenes weakens the image 
of Philip as a powerful man when he presents this paradox, because he 
implies that only the absence of people to prevent Philip brought about 
the latter's success (Dilts p.32.24-26). 

The scholion closes with a brief word about K£<I>~Aa1.a (Dilts 
p.32.28-30). t6 cruJl<l>{pov is preferred, because negligence is 
detrimental to Athenian interests, and tb ouvat~v is also applicable, 
because Demosthenes implies that success lies in Athenian hands. 
This scholion gives a good example of the two K£<I>~Aata combined. In 
(1 c) we are told that this speech is made up from both (Dilts 
p.14.15-16). 

(74) is lucid and the author is in control of his argument, even 
though he is explaining something difficult and probably confusing. 
However, we have yet to hear how Demosthenes sustains his statement 
that the gods are interested in the Athenians. (83b) fulfils this 
requirement. 

The opening sentence of (83b) confirms the link between it and 
( 

I > / / ,I' t.1.JI c. '" c-
74) : ~o'\)A.£ta1. £K 7tapaOetwatocr mcrtcooacr900. t1lV 7tp0<I><Xmv ott ruvoucr TU.1.1.V Ot 

I I -:>/ C ,... c. I 

Kpetttoucr (Dilts p.33.18-19). In (74) the 7tpotacncr is £uvoucr llJl1.V 0 9£ocr 
(Dilts p.32.27) and the 1tp6<1>acr1.cr is the justification of this claim. The 
difference in terminology is explained as scribal error. 

The commentator explains in (83b) why Demosthenes chooses to 
prove his statement by analogy with finance. He argues that 
Demosthenes' idea that the gods are well-disposed (t6 7tp6t£pOv 
€ve£JlllJla Dilts p.33.19) is peculiar to Demosthenes and difficult for the 
audience to accept at once (Dilts p.33.20). The analogy is found to have 
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aspects. The first two combine to make the example easier to 
understand. Subdivision and truism do aid comprehension (J.1£PtlCOV and 
yv~Pt~OV Dilts p.33.21). The third aspect is as follows: aA.A.Ct ledt £v autro 
~t<i~£tat tnV &9£tav (Dilts p.33.22). The commentator means thalt 
Demosthenes is arguing against atheism. Oemosthenes maintains that 
the gods do help the Athenians, even though the Athenians do not 
realise it. 

The following is a translation of the commentators analysis : "for 
he says that those who have ooportunities are like those who have 
money, both when they first get it and while they are in possession of 
it, because they lose them in the same way. But a man who does not 
make use of an opportunity, does not have a good thing then lose it ; he 
has the power to acquire it and neglects to do so. Having and losing is 
indeed worthy of blame ; but not having the power to obtain, one would 
reckon to be chance and bad luck" (Dilts p.33.22-27). This does convey 
what Oemosthenes says but makes heavy weather of it, because the 
commentator's Greek is difficult. Oemosthenes puts his point forward 
with much greater clarity. 

Demosthenes' point lies in how much gratitude is given by those 
who have had opportunity to tU'Xll, or by analogy the gods. This vital 
aspect has been overlooked by the commentator. He speaks of losing 
what you have or keeping it in terms of good and bad (leattl'yop{aa 
&A11900a rf~tOV Dilts p.33.26). This is odd because xa-pta, or respect of 
the gods, seemed to have been acknowledged in a9£ta. The 

I ~I 
commentator does not stress xapta to the gods and the latters' £uvota 
which are very important to Oemosthenes. It is easy to conclude from 
Demosthenes' analogy that the gods are £~\toua, but the analysis in 
(83b) does not mention this. Therefore, although the commentator is 
logical, he obscures the point of the analogy. He claims that the 
analogy proves the moot point, which it does in fact, but he himself 
does not justify his own statement. He is wrong when he says that the 
opportunities sent by the gods, which Oemosthenes refers to in 0.1.10, 

.. c::.... ~I \..... I 
are opportunities for making money: coo toutOV ovta KatpOV tOU XPllJ.Lata 
1Ct~aaaaat (Dilts p.33.29-30). Oemosthenes is not being specific, and 
indeed, making money would only be one aspect of the successful use 
of god-sent opportunity. 

Despite the weakness in this scholion, an attempt is made to 
explain how Oemosthenes justifies his assertion that the gods are 
well-intentioned towards the Athenians. Since it fulfils a need set 
out in (74), and also uses similar terminology, it seems likely that the 
author of (74) and (83b) is one person. 
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Orerup's account of the bifolium is probably correct. The four 
scholia make up a neat and consistent analysis when taken with the SR 
scholia. Moreover, these scholia give strong indications, both in 
general approach and in verbal similarities, of being by the same 
author as other scholia in R. 

/ 
K£</>aA(ua 

My discussion of the comments in S about K£c!>~Aata revealed that 
the speech is divided into two main sections{45J. 0.1.2-18 are based 
on a mixture of 'td crullc!>epov and 'to ouva'tO'v. The former takes 

\ I 
precedence. 0.1.19-23 are thought to be based on 'to ouva'tov. There a 
few points to note about the contribution of S. The identification of 

/ 

the K£c!>aAata in 0.1.2-15 is based mainly on (33c) which is not found in 
R. 0.1.15-18 receives surprisingly little comment, given that 
Demosthenes is talking about the nature of the force to be sent. There 
is some difficulty in reconciling the interpretation of 'to ouva't6v given 
in (124) with that given in (140c). (140a), (140b) and (140c) are 
curiously repetitious. 

The contribution of R supplements the information we are given. 
(1 c) notes that the main K£c!>&Aata of this speech are 't'O crull~pov and 'tb 
ouva'tov (46). We are told about 't6 Aucrt't£Aouv (presumably a synonym 

for 't~ OUIlc!>£Pov) and 't6 ouva'triv in SR scholia (33a), (44b), (60b) and (70). 
A notable absence is that of (33c). Other scholia which refer to 't d 
(JUJ.1<1>tpov in Rare (5c) (Dilts p.17.29), (5d) (Dilts p.17.36, p.18.2, 22). 

, I \ / . 
(11d) refers to 'to ouva'tov and 'to OUIlc!>£POV (Dilts p.19.31-32) as does 
(74). 

(119a) notes that 0.1.17 and the discussion about the type of force 
concerns 't~ ouva'tOv (Dilts p.38.31). This suggests that the transition 

to t'o ouva'tov as the dominant K£c!>ciAatOV takes place at 0.1.17. However, 
R also contains (124) which states clearly that the transition occurs 
at D.1.19. If these two scholia are by the same author, then (119a) is 
another comment about 'tb ouva'tO'v in the section dominated by 't (, 
(JUJ.1<1>tpov. Alternatively, these scholia are by different authors and 
produce an inconsistency in R. 

The additional scholia improve the discussion of 0.1.2-15 and the 
absence of (33c) does not affect the interpretation of K£c!>cfAata 
seriously. The contribution on the latter stages of the speech are the 
same as those of S. The inclusion of (119a) can be explained without 
assuming a significant difference between Sand R. 
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Ihe Remaining Scholia in R 

The remaining ~cholia in R may be dealt with briefly. (2a) notes 
the end of the 1tpooq..l.tOV and appears from a photograph of the text to 
have been added later. 

(26a), (26b) and (26c) look at different interpretations of the 
metaphorical use of language which the impression of Olynthian 
steadfastness in 0.1.3. While the attraction of these scholia to a 
compiler may have been the linguistic content, the idea of Olynthian 
reliability is consistent with the interpretation offered in R.The 
content of the scholion is not inconsistent with the interpretation 
offered in R. 

(7Sa) paraphrases Oemosthenes and points out that Kpt-nlO is an 
alternative to AOytO'ttl o. (7Sb) is lexicographical and gives Kpt t{o and 
i~EtaOt"O as alternatives to AOytOtTl o. It is probable that these two 
scholia are by different authors(47J, (74) and (83b) are consecutive in 
the text of R. (7Sb) precedes them. 

(92a) is an SR scholion which contains a discussion about an 
&'Vt11tt'xtOV which Oemosthenes is answering by the use of the phrase 
$paa&tco ttO ~J..l.Ot t~ tb KCOAUOV ; , 0.1.12(48). 

(92b) comments on the effect of ~J..l.o\ in the same phrase which is 
examined in (92a). It is thought that it increases Oemosthenes' 
credibility as a patriot, since he is offering a personal challenge to 
anyone who is prepared to contradict him. (92a) and (92b) are making 
different po i nts. 

(93a) points out the use of ~1tOOtcO'1tllOtO in 0.1.12. The phrase 1t~AtV 
tn -cr1tOOtC01trlOEt XPllO'<fJ..l.£vOO' (Oilts app.crit. p.34.28) makes it likely that , 
there will be a counterpart to this scholion among the previous 
comments. (11 d) and (14c) look at this O'xTlJ..l.a with reference to 0.1.2. 
Both of these scholia are long whereas (93a) is composed of one short 
sentence. S does not offer (93a) but (93b) and is the only codex to do 

. ,... > ,/ 
so. This unique scholion wrongly identifies the O'XllJ..l.a as a1toO'tC01tllO'tO 
(49). 

(94) examines the effect of listing the places which Philip 
captured, 0.1.12, in two ways. The author looks at the effect 
asyndeton would have produced and secondly, the actual effect created 
by Demosthenes' use of conjunctions. He argues that Oemosthenes 
reflects the nature of an event in his language. If he had used 
asyndeton in listing the places he would have been implying speed 
(Dilts p.3S.2-S). As the passage stands the inclusion of conjunctions 
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gives the imresson of slow, steady and unhurried progress (Dilts 
p.34.32-35.1, 6-8). This interpretation is only valid if we suppose 
that Demosthenes wished to scare the people into action by impressing 
upon them the inevitability of attack. Read out loud the listener would 
surely get an impression of speed. Fear is certainly Demosthenes' 
objective in this part of the speech. The author also suggests that this 
list reveals the weakness in Philip's affairs (Dilts p.34.35-35.1) but 
this is surely wrong. The author is not taking into account the context 
in which the list appears, nor does he substantiate his claim about 
Philip's weakness. This is the topic discussed by Demosthenes in 
D.21-24. 

The absence of (140a) and (140b) avoids a problem of repetition 
which occured in S(50J. 

CONTRADICTIONS IN CODEX R 

Although the aim of this chapter has been to show that there is a 
core of scholia which were written by the same author and which is 
retained in R in its fuller form, not all the scholia in R are compatible 
with one another. 

The contradiction between (5d) and (9a) is irreconcilable. The 
author of (5d) argues that there is ample evidence from the language of 
D.1.1 to show that Demosthenes is not extemporising, but has 
considered the problem for a long time. The SR scholion (9a) argues 
that the effect which Demosthenes wishes to achieve in D.1.1, is to 
appear to be speaking off the cuff. Therefore these scholia were not 
written by the same author. It is likely that (5d) is one of the core 
scholia. Both scholia appear in the main text of R (51 J. 

(60a) is an SR scholion which says that the list of places in 0.1.9 
is produced without conjunctions because Oemosthenes wishes to 
avoid making Philip appear too powerful(52J. (94) comments on a list 
of places in 0.1.12 and argues that the inclusion of conjunctions is the 
result of Oemosthenes' wish not to make Philip appear too powerful. 
The absence of conjunctions in 0.1.12 would have the effect of 
increasing Oemosthenes' stature, if we follow the author's argument 
through. There is no reason to prefer one or other of them as part of 
the core of scholia. 

The possibility of inconsistency between (119a) and (124), 
concerning the transition to td Suvato\, has been discussed above (53), 

Odd cases of superfluous repetition and contradictions are 
evidence that there is a plurality of sources supplying scholia in R. 
This is hardly surprising. However, it ought to be noted that the 
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scholia involved are almost all insignificant and none affects the 
analysis of the core of scholia. 

CONCLUSION 

Codex R offers a compilation of scholia, but there is a core which 
may well have come from a unified commentary, possibly by Menander 
Rhetor. The version is fuller than the one found in S. The grounds upon 
which this hypothesis is based are the similarities in approach found 
in these scholia and the compatibility of their analyses. The 
progressive examinaton of the text, almost phrase by phrase, is also 
helpful in arguing for this hypothesis. Odd details of vocabulary have 
also been cited as evidence. If the hypothesis correct, then the value 
of codex R is increased, because it contains the fuller form of the 
commentary. At the moment the influence of stemmatic relationships 
leads to a bias against the merits of R. Even if the hypothesis of a 
single author is rejected, R contains a collection of scholia which has 
been compiled with astonishing care. 

Drerup's theory about the bifolium which contained the four scholia 
(51 a), (53d), (74) and (83d) is probably correct. If his theory can be 
extended to cover the remaining scholia which are unique to R, or 
which form part of the core scholia, it is possible that S originally 
held all the core scholia both in the codex itself and in bifolia. 
According to this interpretation the stemmatic relationship, as 
illustrated by Dilts, is unaffected. 

The fact remains that evidence is only cited for the four scholia. 
If these were the only scholia to appear in bifolia in S, then we have to 
account for the remaining core scholia in R. Clearly it is improbable 
that R was copied from S in these circumstances. It may be that the 
relation between Rand S is not as Dilts suggests, but that they are 
gemelli. The influence of Y and A, as far as the First Olynthiac is 
concerned, is unimportant. 

Should the hypothesis be found to lack conviction, then the 
importance of R remains high. We have to admire the remarkable skill 
of a compiler who managed to assimilate scholia, written by an 
unspecified number of authors which offer such a compatible and 
unanimous interpretation of the speech. This achievement is not 
affected by the accepted stemmatic relationship between Rand S. 

Whether the scholia offered by R are written by one author or 
several, the value of R is not diminished greatly, because it offers a 
commentary of the First Olynthiac of a very high quality. The codex 
may not be as old as that of S but in terms of quality it is as 
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commendable, and in terms of quality and thoroughness, excels the 
older codex. If more information is forth-coming about the various 
hands at work in S, answers might be found for some of these 
problems. As it stands, the full offering from R is highly commendable 
and is on a par with the Ulpiani prolegomena. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER THREE 

( 1 ) v. Drerup Philologus p.558, SBA W p.308. 
( 2) v. (Dilts p.XI n.1). Also v. Dilts Prometheus 3, pp.208-210. 
(3) v. (Dilts p.XVII). 

(4) (4), (75a), (89), (119a), (122a), (123a), (124), (129), (131a), (135), 
(137a), (157), (156a) (abbreviated version v. Dindorf p.65 n.8), (164a), 
(192a) and (192b). 

( 5 ) v. Appendix Two [pp291-293]. 
( 6 ) v. Dilts, Prometheus 3. 
( 7) v. Drerup v n.1 above. 
(8) v. S [pp.67-68]. 
(9) v. S [p.53]. 
( 1 0) Countering objections, ego (60b), S [p.57] and (122a), S [p.68]. Nuance of a 

phrase or word : ego (26c), (33a), (52a), (60a), (60b), (122a), S 
[pp.67-68]. In Reg. (39a), [pp.104-105] and (44b), R [p.106]. 

(11) V. S (1a) and (192b) [pp.69-70]. 
( 12) Differentiating terms V. (60b), S [p.68], (1 05c), S [p.55] and (164a), S 

[pp.65-66]. 
(13) V. (93b) and (125b), S [p.69]. These scholia do not appear in R, although 

Dindorf attributes (125b) to R. 
( 1 4) In addition to these quotations, SR offers three examples. Homer is mentioned 

twice in (132a), Iliad E 586 and A 547, S [p.71], and Thoukydides 1.107 is 
mentioned in (151), S [p.73]. 

(15) V. (151), S [p.73], (40a) and (41a), S [pp.76-77], (44b), (53c) and 
(131a), S [p.77]. 

(16) V. Justin. 8.3.10 and also Griffith, Macedonia pp.699-701. 
(17) V. (1d) (Dilts p.15.5-8). 
( 1 8) The question of Ke<l)(~A(lta is not straightforward. In Y we are told : to ~v ~v 

I r " "'" I I \ f'\ "'" \ A....\ ' 7tpOOlJllOV 7tA£Ketal a7tO tOU O'uJl<l>epovtoO' Ke<l>aAalOu Kat tOU ouvatou' Kal ru.p 0 
/ / )' '" ) '"' ..... . O'uJl7taO' A(ryoO' a7to tON autrov 7tPOT1KtCll (Dilts p.14.15-16). From the apparatus 

(Dilts p.14.15) we find that R reads: to J..Liv o'?;v 7tPOOlJ,lLOV Kal ouvatou 1(E<I>a~LOU 
, , .. I I;>, '"'::0 ...... '"' • h h h 7t£7tA£Ktal' Kal)'Up 0 O'UJl7taO' AO)UO' a7tO trov autrov 7tpOT1Ktal. Given t at t e prase 

K~l ouvatOu implies that t6 ouvatO'v is not the only Ke<l>~AalOV and that trov <lmwv 
clearly requires an antecedent, we may conclude that the scribe of R has omitted 
O'uJl<l>epou or something similar. 

( 1 9) cf Y [p.156]. 
(20) V. Appendix One [p.286]. 
(21) V. Ulpian [pp.25-27] and below (36b) [p.103] 
(22) V. LSJ illcoo I. 2 .. 

(23) ego (140c). Cf summaries given at the beginning of scholia : (28) summarising 
0.1.3-6, R [p.100], (44b) summarising 0.1.4-5, R [p.106] and (52a) 
summarising 0.1.7, R [p.107]. 

( 24) V. S [p.69]. 
(25) V. S [p.54]. The pOSition of (9a) in R is different from its position in codex S. 

The order of scholia in R is (3c), (9a), (5c) and (5d). I cannot see a lemma in 
the photograph. By position the scholion refers to the words ote to[vuv tOue' 
o\}troO' ..... In S, according to Dilt's lemma, the scholion is prompted by the word 

U7toA<lJl~civro. Both positions are satisfactory. From <:he tdLVUV on, Demosthenes 
is dealing with the subject of those people who come forward to speak. (9a) in R 
gives a general summary, and (5c) and (5d) deal with specific points. 

(26) V. Appendix Three [pp.294-295]. 
(27) (60b), (105c) and (164a). These are SR scholia. 



(29) v. n.28 above. 
(30) v. R [p.96]. 
(31) v. Appendix One [p.278]. 
(32) v. S [pp.61-62]. 
(33) v. S [p.68]. 
(34) v. Ulpian [pp.25-27]. 
(35) v. n.(16) above. 
(36) t~ O'uJlJlaXlKOY (Dilts p.25.8) suggests the Social War of 357-355 B.C., during 

which Amph' polis was captured and Olynthos allied herself to Athens. For 
references to these event v. D.22.14, Diod. 16.8.2-3 and Diod. 7.3-4, 16.21.1, 
15.3, 19, 26. 

(37) v. S [p.77]. 
(38) v. above R [p.85]. 
(39) An obvious example is the attitude of the Athenians towards Mytilene in 428 B.C. 
( 4 0) v. S [p.68]. 
( 4 1) v. S [po 77]. 
(42) Aristotle frag. 135. 
(43) v. For additional comments on (53a), (59a), (60b), (70) and (72) see S 

[pp.57-58, 62]. 
(44) (72) is not visible in my photograph of the text, but it is attributed to R by 

Dindorf and Dilts (Dilts app.crit. p.32.9). 
(45) v. S [pp.61-65]. 
(46) v.n.18 above. 
(47) For authorship of lexicographical scholia in general v. Sources [pp.246-247]. 
(48) v. S [p.58]. 
(49) v. S [p.69]. 
(50) v. S [pp.63-65]. 
(51) v.n.25 above. 
(52) v. S [p.68]. 
( 5 3 ) v. R [p .113]. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

CODEX F 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Dilts has identified five hands in his examination of the scholia in 
the tenth-century codex F (Dilts p.VII). He dates Fl and F2 to this 
century as well. He has tentatively attributed the next two hands, F3 

and F4, to the eleventh century. He points out, however, that Drerup 
attributes them to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries respectively 
(1). Avezz~ does not distinguish between F3 and F4(2) and refers simply 
to F3. Dilts' opinion will be accepted here. The fifth hand, F5, is dated 
to the fourteenth or fifteenth century, but Dilts has omitted the scholia 
written by this hand from his edition, because he feels that their 
contribution is negligible. They shall be ignored in this chapter. 

The main topics of interest in these scholia are language and 
rhetorical analysis. The emphasis varies from hand to hand and it will 
be shown that the scholia have not been picked at random. There are no 
serious inconsistencies in the analysis of the First Olynthiac but there 
is good reason to believe that several sources were consulted. 

The hands which contribute scholia to F provide some of the oldest 
scholia we have on Demosthenes. Drerup argued that F is one of the 
sources for scholia in codex S(3). 

Fl 

Th e re are twenty-nine separate scholia in this hand. Three 
additional scholia are pointed out by Dilts in the apparatus (4). The 
problems posed by these three examples will be dealt with presently. 
The majority of the scholia occur for sections 0.1.1-13. With a few 
exceptions, (26a), (27a) and (40a), each scholion examines only one 
topic. They tend to be brief and only about a quarter could be described 
as discursive, ego (8), (26a), (40a), (41 a), (53c), (101) and (132a). The 
remainder point out the feature of interest without further explanation. 

The compiler of Fl may be working from an archetype of S since it 
shares a high proportion of scholia with S. Alternatively, Fl may be a 
source for S. This relationship is not so marked with codex R. Nineteen 
of the twenty-nine scholia in Fl also occur in S. Notably, Fl shares five 
scholia concerned with the historical background with Sand R(5). 
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RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

Just over a quarter of the scholia contain observations which are 
pertinent to the rhetorical analysis of the speech. All of these 
comments are brief. The structure of the First Olynthiac can be 
sketched out as follows 

/ 
A. 1tpOOtJltOV - D.1.1 

/ / /, 7 / 
B. OeUtEPOV 1tpOOtJltOV - D.1 .2 ... tp01tOV 1tpocr aut~ 

/ >1 \ 
C. KEcj>aA.<xta - D.1. 2 Ecrn 8ft ... 
D. £1tlAoyocr - Q.1 .28 
The analysis is basic and ignores developments within the majority 

of the speech, D.1.2-27. Moreover the first six sections of the speech 
receive almost all the scholia offered by Fl. The comments on D.1.1-16 

/ 
produce inconsistencies. In (11 a) the second 1tpOOtJltOV is said to be as 
concise as the first ; that is about one section long. (15a) and (15b) 

/ / 

point out the beginning of KE<paAata and to crUJl<PEpov is identified. 
According to the author of (42a) Demosthenes rounds off some examples 
in D.1.5 which he has just given, and these are called tcl JlEptK6: 
1tapa5EiyJlata (Dilts p.26.21). The lemma indicates that these examples 

,,~/:>/ S" . 
are thought to end at the phrase Kat OACOO amcrtov otJlat, D.1.5. There IS a 
transition at this point in Demosthenes' argument. If (42a) is 
complementary to (15a) and (15b), then we have to conclude that these 

" / examples are part of arguments based on to crUJl<PEpov. 
According to (44a), which looks at the very next phrase in the First 

Olynthiac, taut' o-6v fyvcoKbtacr ... , D1.6 is the KataaKEu~ of the second 
1tpo6tJltov. It seems odd that the supporting arguments for the second 
1tPOO~Jltov should come so late if the entire 1tPOO~JltOV is meant to be 
concise as (11 a) states. Even if we accept this peculiarity, or regard 
(11 a) as having been written by a different author, there would appear 
to be no clear distinction between the second 1tpotitJltOV and the KE<p<XAata. 

It is not clear how ta1>t' ObV eyvcoKbtacr ... , D.1.6, can be the supporting 
argument for Demosthenes' opening claim in D.1.2. These words are 
hortative. Demosthenes' words in D.1.2-5 form the supporting argument 
because they explain why the moment is opportune. 

(44a) may be in the wrong position, despite the lemma. It marks the 
end of the KatacrKEun. (13b) in codex S, which offers the same comment 
as (44a) , is positioned appropriately at Et'1tEP U-1tEP .. ,(6), This explanation 
has the advantage that the interpretation of Fl does not contradict 
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those of all the other commentaries. 

Even if we can interpret the information in Fl to give a consistent 
analysis, there is no doubt that the notes have been assimilated from 
various sources. The contribution of Fl is similar to that of S at this 
point in the speech, but there are differences in interpretation. In S 
&vtt1t{1ttovta are important. In Fl there are only two references. (40a) 
concerns Philip's treatment of the Amphipolitans. The introductory 
remark says that Kai tcracHv ... , D.1.5, is an answer to an objection. It is 
possible that the scholion was included because of the historical 
information and that the introductory remark is incidental. 

The second reference to [xVtt1tt1ttov is to be found in Dilts' apparatus 
(Dilts p.24.32) where Fl reads avtt1t(1ttOVtocr A.~crtcr as a comment on the 
beginning of 0.1.5. In codex R this phrase introduces a long explanation 
of the objection and contains an argument against the d'1ttcrtOt 
interpretation (7). 

Apart from (15a) and (15b), there is only one other reference to 
KEq,tt'Aata in Fl. (5d) is one of the core scholia unique to codex R and it 
looks at the 1tpoo{,.1tov. An extract from (5d) is found, without any 
apparent connection with the rest of the scholia in Fl : o£ovta ydP 

'" ~ \ / / ~" \ / . KaAOuJ,1£V ou ta ouJ,Lq,epovta Jlovov, aAA.a Kat ta 1tpe1tOVtCl (Dilts p.18.15-16). 
This remark forms a parenthesis in the long version of (5d) found in R. 
The reason for the extract and its connection with codex Rare 
mysterious. The presence of the connective particle ydP in Fl suggests 
that this scholion is not complete in itself and was originally part of a 
longer comment. This extract may have been included in the text of Fl 
because it is similar to the form of lexicographical scholia which Fl 
offers (8). This scholion is difficult to classify. 

(187b) points out the ~1t~A.oyocr at the beginning of 0.1.28. 
As far as rhetorical analysis is concerned, the compiler of this set 

of scholia offers a very basic framework and is clearly not particularly 
interested in this aspect of the First Olynthiac. The remarks which are 
produced are mere annotations. 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

F 1 offers some but not all of the comments dealing with historical 
information which are found in Sand R. It omits those referring to the 
theorik money, (44b), (131 a) and (135), and the scho lion about the 
Aleuadai, (151). Of those which do occur, (40a) gives a plausible and 
perhaps apocryphal account of Philip's attitude towards those 
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Amphipolitans who betrayed their city to him ; (41 a) tells a similar 
story about the Pydnans ; (53c) gives a long account of the affairs of 
Euboia ; (55) notes that Amphipolis was a 1C't~ ~a of Athens ; (98) 
pictures Philip's movements across Greece{9J. The apparatus shows 
that in (98) S reads €1t~(J'tpe<t>e whereas FI reads u1ti(J'tpe<pev (Dilts p.35.14). 
The difference in vocabulary is probably not significant. 

The absence of the other scholia in FI might lead us to suppose that 
the historical scholia in Sand R come from different sources. This may 
be so, but, alternatively, the omissions may be accidental. The 
contribution of FI concentrates on the first half of the speech and 
perhaps the compiler was not interested in these comments about the 
later sections of the speech. 

F I offers a unique scholion on this topic. It is to be found in the 
apparatus : ~a(JtA£i>(J ~a1C£obvrov o~o(J (Dilts app.crit. p.35.22). This 
refers to Oemosthenes' reference to Arybbas in 0.1.13. Arybbas was the 
King of Molossos and Thesprotos which belonged to Epiros in the 
north-west of Greece{10J. This area could arguably be called Makedonia 
but Makedon itself is further to the east. Therefore the author of this 
comment is mistaken in calling Arybbas the King of the Makedonians. 
This was Philip's position. If the author is referring to Makedonia as a 
region and not to Makedon itself, his identification is very vague. 

lANGUAGE 

This is the only aspect which receives continuous attention, since 
scholia are found on sections 0.1.1-4, 6, 8-10, 13, 18-20. However, 
A.{~t(J, ax{~a'ta and lexicography are not given equal weight. Of some 
sixteen scholia relevant to this topic, just over half come under the 
category of lexicography. A" bar two, (75b) and (122b), are found in S 
and only one scholion of this type which is found in S, (193a), does not 
also occur in Fl. R shares less linguistic scholia with FI, though they do 

share (75b). Therefore the relationship between FI and S is closer than 
the relationship between FI and R. FI offers only one scholion about 

A~~t(J which is the most frequent type of linguistic comment found in S. 

F 1 shows equally little interest in (Jx{~a'ta. 
The incidence of linguistic scholia shared between FI and S suggests 

that the lexicographic scholia in S were not written by the same person 
as the author of the other linguistic scholia in S. This largely depends 
on which hand in S wrote which scholia. It is also possible that the 
compiler of FI was only interested in lexicography and an exemplar of FI 
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and S comments on additional topics. 

Lexicographical Scholia 

Two scholia, (2c) and (21 a), look at vOJ,1i~ro and &a respectively, but 
the examples do not appear to be found in the lexica themselves(11 J. 
Five of the scholia give examples where similar entries are found in the 
lexica, (16), (27a), (50), (56) and (132a). All of these are shared with 
S. (132a) is also found in R(12J. 

(75b) is one of two lexicographical scholia which Fl contains 

independently of S and it gives alternatives to AOytat~ a : lCpt t~ a and 
~~E'tcxat~a. The entry in the Souda and the lexica by Hesykhios and 
Photios is as follows : AO)'1.at~a] lCptnla, oOlCtJ,1aatT1a, E~EtCXatna(13J. Again 
it is difficult to establish the relationship between the scholion and the 
lexica, since the scholion may predate fifth-century Hesykhios. In the 
other scholion, (122b), XEtpc6aEtcxt is given as a synonym or explanation 
for 1tcxpcxat~ aEtcxt in D.1 .18 (Dilts app.crit.p.39.9). Pollux associates 
these words, 9.141. 1.169. 

It seems probable that the majority of these lexicographical scholia 
come from the same source as the compiler of S consulted, assuming of 
course that the same hand in S has written the scholia. 

/" l:xn U,CXtcx 

/ 

There are a few scholia concerning aXllJ,1cxta in Fl which are also 
found in S. In two of them there are significant differences in the 
reading of the text. (27a) points out an instance of paradox in D.1.4. 
There is indeed a paradox in Demosthenes' argument at this point, but 
the author of the scholion does not explain it himself{14J. According to 
the apparatus (Dilts p.23.12), Fl omits the phrase tP01t~ ~. In so doing, 
Fl eliminates the difficulty in understanding this note as a whole. tp 01tn 
does not seem to mean paradox amon~ the Rhetores Graeci. The most 
probable explanation is that tP01t~ ~ was a gloss which entered the 
tradition of S. 

Dilts is imprudent in saying that Fl and S share (12Sb) since the 
apparatus clearly shows that Fl reads u1toat~1tTl ata while S reads 
ti 1t 0 crt C:1t ll at a (1 5 J. The majo rity of commentators ag ree with the 

interpretation in Fl, which indicates u1toat~1tll ata clearly and accurately 
in (14b), (67b) and here. In each case the figure is noted without 
explanation. This suggests that the author assumed that his readership 
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was familiar with this term. 

The version of (14b), which points out U7tOCHcb7tllata, is unique to Fl. 
th t t . If! "" ~,'3 ~~, q I .....:>/ I " Demos enes s a es . llJl£ta u OUK Otu ovnvcx jlOt OOKOUjlEV EXEtV tp07tOV 7tpoa 

a~t6, 0.1.2. He is expressing his disapproval and criticising the attitude 

of the Athenians. This scholion also points out the aUjl7t~pcxajlcx tou 

1tPOOtjl~ou. This is very similar to (14a) in S : aUjl7tE'pcxajlcx tou 7tpootjliou t6 

"~IlEtcr o~". This is either a coincidence or else Fl has merged two 
comments. S has no comment about the figure here. 

(67b) points out another example of u7tOatW'7tllata in 0.1.9. 

h ' d \ ~~ 1',,\ "\ , ::> / ,:> /' I' '" Demost enes wor s tCX U«;, Jl£",,,,OVt CXUtOjlCXt OtOjlEVOt aXllaEtV KCXACOO suggest 
his disapproval of the attitude of the Athenians and also hints at the 
nature of this attitude. 

Curiously, Fl omits the most obvious example of t7tOat&'7tllma which 
other codices point out, (93a) which refers to 0.1.12(16). 

1tCXp&AEtqna is another figure pointed out by Fl and S in (104). It 

occurs in 0.1.13 and, as in the other examples ofaXT)jlcxtcx, the feature is 
noted without explanation(17). 

Metaphor is considered once in Fl. The author of (26a) thinks that 
I \ I I 

the phrase tpE<plltCXt KCXt 7tcxpcxa7tcxOTltcxt, 0.1.3, comes from the language of 
supplication. The contribution of S, (26b), argues that the phrase comes 
from the idea of tearing bodies apart, in order to show the unity of the 
Olynthians(18). Both accounts are plausible, though the view of S is 
more vivid. 

Other Linguistic Comments 

"" , 
The author of (137b) comments on Oemosthenes' phrase : &t OE 

I '" \, / ':;", .), , 
XPTlIlCXtOlv, 0.1.20. He says : toutO 7tpoa to 7tPOKEtjlEVOV Et7tEV <X£t yap 

XPTlIl<ftOlv &1tCXt <> 7t6A£jloa (19). This comment is sound. 

(8) comments on the mood of A~~OttE in 0.1.1. It is also found in S 
(20). 

CONCLUSION 

The scholia in Fl are very brief except for those on the subject of 
the historical background. It is highly improbable that a single author 
wrote all the scholia in Fl and so a compiler must have been at work. No 
personality is revealed, either of the author of the comments or of the 
compiler. 
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Language is the main interest, followed by historical information. 
No positive effort seems to have been made to reconcile inconsistencies 
in the structural analysis. After the opening section of the speech, the 
topic is not pursued and the two references to an aV'tt1t~'tov't<X stand out 
for this reason. Individually, the notes are sound and the 
inconsistencies occur within groups of scholia. 

The examination of the speech is not thorough, because 0.1.14-17 
and 21-27 elicit no response. 0.1.1-13 is examined in greater detail 
than the remainder of the speech which does attract comment. 

The majority of the scholia in FI seem to emanate from the same 
source as some of the comments in S. F1 may have had a direct 
influence on S, though perhaps only on the contribution of one hand in 
tnat codex. 

The most striking scholia which are shared concern lexicography and 
the historical background. FI does reveal independence from S in the 
matter of A.~~ta and aX"Jl<X't<X. The three scholia which are pointed out in 
Dilts' apparatus, (5d), (36b) and (103), are difficult to categorise. The 
contribution is useful but not worthy of much attention because of the 
lack of detail and the fact that most of these scholia occur in other 
codices often as part of a longer commentary. 

F2 

Although both FI and F2 are tenth-century hands and the scholia from 
F2 precede the first scholion of FI in Dilts' edition, Dilts argues that the 
scholia of F2 are chronologically later than those of FI (21 J. Support for 
this view is found in the spread of the scholia in F2. Thirteen out of a 
total of nineteen comments occur in sections of the First O/ynthiac 
which are not covered by FI ; that is 0.1.11,16,21,23-27. It can be 
argued from this that F2 is concentrating on the second half of the 
speech and that the compiler may have been interested in extending the 
coverage found in Fl. 

Eleven of the scholia in F2 are shared with members of the codices 
U/piani (22), which date from the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries(23). However, some, if not all of these scholia, will have 
been found in the ninth-century codex V, because V is an archetype of the 
codices U/piani. However it would appear that F2 has little in common 
with V itself, because where V is extant only one scholion is shared 
with F2. This is part of (1 c) which shows evidence of having been 
broken up into smaller sections. Therefore it is likely that most of 
these eleven scholia entered the codices U/piani after they were copied 
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from Y or an apograph of Y. 

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS AND KE<l>AAAIA 

Eight scholia are pertinent to the rhetorical analysis of the First 
Olynthiac. These comments show no obvious sign of having been 
included as a complement to the analysis offered by Fl. Indeed (181) 
contradicts Fl about the place where the ~1t{A.oyoa begins. The compiler 
seems to have taken care in the choice of scholia, but he is unlikely to 
have been the author because observations are not usually followed up. 

The author of (1 a) tells us that Demosthenes starts the 1tpoot'J,LtOV 

indirectly, €K 1tAa:yi'ou, by praising the audience. This is noted as the 
first instance of U1to'All<Ptcr (supposition). There are no further allusions 
to this in F2, and so unless we assume that the author's technique does 
not involve corroboration of his comments, it must be concluded that 
this is an isolated comment (24). Its attraction for the compiler of F2 
may be the subject matter, because the contribution reveals a 
particular interest in language. 

The author of (1 b) tells us that the 1tporitJltOV is brief because of the 
urgency of the issue. This is a plausible suggestion. The end of the 
1tPOO~JltOV is not indicated, though it may be inferred from (1Sc) which 

)/ , .:> \ \ ~ \ '" / 
notes Ecrn all ... , D.1 .2, as the cxPXll KCXt EtcrJ30All 'tou cr'UJlq>EPOV'tOcr. (1 b) may 
have been included because of (11 a) in Fl which says: OEb'tEPOV 1tpo6tJltov, 

/ \ '"' ~ / ""' ~ s: \ ~ / "" '" '" crUV't0JlOV KCXt 'tou'to OJlOtrocr 'tro 1tPro'tro utCX 't'lV XPEtCXV 'tou KCXtpOU 'tou 
I. \ / I I . 

K<X'tE1tEtyOV'tOcr 1tpocr J30119£tcxv. (1 b) repeats the reason for the brevity. 
(1Sc) tells that the K£$6ACXtCX begin as do (1Sa) and (1Sb) in Fl. The 
compiler of F2 is perhaps endeavouring to produce a more rounded 
commentary but is not prepared to remove all repetitions. 

The section of (1c) which is offered by F2 (Dilts p.14.6 ~9tKbv - 12 
9EP<X1t{U£tv) gives us a good general account of Demosthenes' approach to 
the 1tpOOtJltOV. Firstly the author notes that Demosthenes' argument is 
calculated to make his audience affable. He comes ·across as reasonable 

2 L \ I 
and moderate. Following the apparatus, the text in F reads: 11 a£ Aumcr 
"') / \£ \,... / ~ \ \-\ 

'trov <XV'tt1tt1t'tOV'trov KCXt 11 cr1t£PJlcxn 1CT) 'troY K£<!><XAcitrov £1tCX"fCO'YTl 1tpcx)1lcxn KOV 1tOtEt 'to 
I , :>I. \" -=/ L / ;) \ '" /.) " 

1tPOOtJltov tatOV ')'(XP 'tou Pll'tOpocr Jll1 JlOVOV CX1tO 'troY cruvcxyroVt~OJl£vrov cxu'tOtcr 
,\1 '" \ ~ ) \. '\ ,.., " .:) ... .)\ ~.)" 

KE$cx",CXtrov 1tot£tcr9CXt 'tcx 1tpOOtJltCX, fi)...'Acx KCXt 'tcx £$oPJlouv'tcx cxu'tro £u9ucr EV cxpX\l 

9EPCX1tE~EtV (Dilts app.crit.p.14.8-12)(25J, The 1tPOO~JltOV' is not merely 
,/-

ornamental. Demosthenes introduces K£$CXACXtCX and begins to answer 
objections. The apparatus indicates a version of the text which makes 
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no comparison between Thoukydides and Oemosthenes. The compiler 
does not relate this generalisation to the First Olynthiac. So we are 
not told which K€q,uAata are present nor why they are helpful or 
problematic(26J, 

F2, like Fl, only shows a passing interest in K€q,a\ata. There are a 
handful of scholia which are relevant, but no thorough discussion is 
forthcoming. (15c) indicates the beginning of 'tb O"U/lq,~pov at fan 8~ ... , 
D.1.2. No substantiation is given. The next reference to K€q,aAata comes 
in (117a) which, alluding to 0.1.16, notes 'to 8tKdtOV. Therefore 0.1.2-15 

\ / 
concentrate on 'to OU/lq,€pov. 

(117a) notes an instance of <ivn8€mo axo 'tou 8tKa~ou in 0.1.16. The 
author of (105c), which is offered by F4, S, R and the codices Ulpiani 
tells us that an av'tt8€otO is an objection based on a principle and may be 
presented in the persona of the objector(27). At the beginning of 
D.1.16, Oemosthenes does express an objection to his case. 

This objection is the argument that it is easy to find fault but an 
adviser should give practical advice. The author of (117a) thinks the 
basis for the argument is that it is not right for Oemosthenes to carry 
on in this fashion unless he is going to give sound advice. No 
justification is given for this interpretation. It is plausible but 
restricts itself to the immediate context. Ulpian, on the other hand, 
looks beyond the immediate context and argues that t~ 8uva't6v is the 
basis of the objection (28) , because all of 0.1.16-24 is taken up with 
arguments showing how the Athenians will be able to succeed. No other 
reference" is made by F2 to K€q,&Aata until 0.1.25 and so we have to 

assume that 0.1.16-25 is based on 't6 8tKdtOV. 
The author of (172b) thinks that the beginning of 0.1.25 is the 
I ) \ ,.:> "Th f h' h" t IlEt<X~<XOtO €xt 'to avaYlCatov. e reason or t IS C olce IS apparen 

because Oemosthenes is arguing that the war ought to be fought outside 
Attica, 0.1.25-27. Some of the Rhetores Graeci do not regard t b 
aV<X)'K<Xtov as one of the t€AtK& K€q,&A.ata(29J, 

The final section of the speech, 0 eitAoyoo, is pointed out by (181). 
Therefore 't6 avaYlCatov only lasts from 0.1.25-26 and appears to end 

with the words xpoo8€tv "yOullat. This is unsatisfactory because €1. ydp ... , 
D.1.27, forms part of Oemosthenes' case against fighting Philip in 
Attica. 

According to Fl the EX(AOYOO begins at 0.1.28. The choice of 0.1.27 

as the beginning of the E1t(AOYOO seems highly improbable ; not only does 
it contradict the interpretation of (187b) in Fl, but it also creates a 
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transition in the structure of the speech right in the middle of 
Demosthenes' argument in favour of taking the war to Philip. (181) may 
be meant as a general heading. If this is not the case, then F2 is giving 
us a most unsatisfactory comment. 

There are no serious contradictions of Fl in the rhetorical analysis 

offered by F2. (1Sc) and (181) are careless repetitions of scholia in Fl. 

The remarks are compatible with those found in Fl and although they are 
simple observations, they do serve to fill out the meagre interest in 
rhetorical analysis shown by Fl. The contribution is not significantly 
similar to those found in the other codices. The combined analysis is 
still inadequate, however, as an account of the structure of the speech. 

LANGUAGE 

The majority of the twelve scholia which concern linguistic aspects 
of the First Olynthiac look at crX"~Cl'tCl. This was the second interest of 

F 1 in this area. On the other hand, only one lexicographical comment 

occurs in F2, (179). This was the most frequent type of linguistic 

comment in Fl. As in the case of the rhetorical analysis, so here it 

appears that F2 is consulting sources independent from those of Sand 
Fl. 

In (1 a) the commentator makes the valid point that Demosthenes 
makes assumptions throughout the First Olynthiac. No other examples 
are pointed out by F2, even in different terminology(30 J. 

(1Sc) is made up from two comments. The second refers to the 
beginning of 't6 crUJl$tpov. The first points out an example of yv c6~" cr 
a,7t6q,acrtcr. This phrase has two meanings. The first is the expression of 
an ~pinion in a negative form and the second is an assertion (31). If the 
author is using the phrase in the first sense then he is commenting on 
Demosthenes' words OUlC 0\0' OVUVCl Jlo't OOlCOUJ..L£V ... and means that he does 
know what he thinks about the Athenians' attitude and does not approve 
of it. The other commentators on these words interpret them as an 
example of t1tocrt~1tllcrtcr. In the other sense of the phrase the author will 
b f . ;JI \ \ > '\ s:....." h· h· 0 th ' e re ernng to the words EcrU 011 'tCl Y EJ.10t uvlCOUV'tCl W IC IS emos enes 
statement of his own opinion of the situation. This contrasts the 
previous sentence in which Demosthenes complains about Athenian 
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indecisiveness. The second sense of the phrase is the more likely here 
because the example which illustrates it is more satisfactory than the 
example illustrating the first sense of the phrase. 

Two scholia in F2 look at <iVtt<Jtpoq>T1. (36a) refers to 0.1.5 and 
-' I, S :> / \ ":> / 

states: avttO'tpo<l>11 Etta E1ta)'Et tTtv atttav. The second example is pointed 

out in (84) and refers to the words av JlEV "ap, ({O" Civ ttO' Aa~l1 ... , 0.1.11. , 
According to the Rhetores Graeci &VttO'tpO<l>~ is a O'X~Jla in which one 
word ends successive cola. Hermogenes and an anonymous writer on 
figures quote this passage as an example of ~VttO'tpo<l>~ (32). Their text 

reads the words t11 tU'X~ -citv X~PtV at the end of successive cola. There is 

no incidence of avttO'tpo<l>n in the OCT text as it stands, but the apparatus 

gives the variant til t.ox-n nlV X&ptv. Our commentators are dealing with 
what appears to be an old version of the text. 

(36a) seems to have been included despite the contribution of Fl at 

this point. What F2 terms the ai t~a, Fl calls the answer to an 
objection (33). 

• /.:::> I I 
(77a) POints out an example of 1taptO'comO' Kat' E1tEJl~OA11V. 1taptO'coO'tO' 

concerns parallel structures which involve equal numbers of syllables. 
An anonymous writer on figures reveals that the number need not be 
exacd34J. The parallel may occur at the beginning or end of a sentence. 
There are various forms of 1tap{O'coO'tO'. The one which concerns this 
example is paralle.li.sm in construction in which the writer tries to 
produce a pattern in his diction. The term 1tap[O'coO'tO' Kat' t1tEJl~OA~V is 
so-called because the parallelism is interrupted by a parenthesis. 
Hermogeries and the anonymous writer cite 0.1.12 as their example. The 

\ \_\ /:> I / / 
parallel clauses are to J.1EV 'Yap 1tOAAa a1tOACOAeKEVat ... 9Et11 OtKatcoO' (33 

\ \ / / '" I ':ll / bl ) syllables) and to & J.111t£ 1taAat tOUtO 1tE1tov9EVat ... E"fOYY£ 9Et11V (30 sylla es. 

The parenthesis, or E1tEJl~OA~V, interrupts the second of these clauses : 
I / L ,.... / / .> / ~\ / '" 

It£<pl1vEVat tE nva TUltV O'uJlJlaXtav tOUtCOV avnpp01tov, av ~OuACOJlE9a XP110'9at. 
The author of (77a) points out what appears to be a standard example of 

/ > I 
ltCXPl(JWKnO' Kat' E1t£J.1~OA11v. 

In (83a) the commentator correctly observes. that Oemosthenes 
offers an analogy (1tapa~oA~) in 0.1.11, starting with the words aAA' 

'" 
OlJ.1CXt. The same passage is called a 1tap~OEt'YJla in (83b) which is offered 
by R(35). These two terms are distinguished by the Rhetores Graeci and 
there are different views about the difference. Some think that 

ltCXPCX~OA rt' is an example using action and 1tapO:oEt YJla is an example 

involving people(36). Others stress that 1tapa~OA~ is a timeless analogy 

Whereas 1tap&OEt'YJla involves an historical event and therefore involves 
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precedent(37J. The example in 0.1.11 is not a precedent and therefore 
/ 

may be called a 1tCXpCX~OA 11· The author of (83b) may favour the former 
view, that 1tCXp&O€t'Y)lcx involves people. 

According to the Rhetores Graeci e1tt t{Jl11 (ncr is a rebuke, with a 
positive purpose, directed at someone's attitude, and this rebuke is 
often emphasised in the phrasing (38J. (170a) points out a good example 
in 01.24 beginning rlt' Oi>K CXtcrXtSv€cr9€ .... 

In (161 b) and (171) deal with examples of 1t€p{o8ocr in 0.1.23 and 
D.1.24- respectively. Dilts points out in his footnotes that both 
examples are found among the Rhetores GraeciJ39J. Aristeides refers 

3 \ \ '\" ~ "" I I > ~ '\ S' 1 to 0.1.2 : KCXt to 'YVO>Jl0",oyttV O€ tllcr cr€JlV0tlltocr €crttv OtOV "to ycxp €U 1tPCXtt€tV 
\\ 71:> ,,, "'" ~,...::> 1 I 

1tapa tllV cx~tCXV cx<l>0PJl11 tOU KCXKCOcr <l>POV€tV tOtcr CXV011tOtcr yt'YV€tat", (Schmid 
p.12.8-10). The author of (161 b) rightly calls this passage an example 
of a 'YVcollt~ 1t€pt6'8ocr. The comment in the First Olynthiac is a truism 
and is also contained within a period ; that is a thought complete in 
itself and sandwiched between the subject and the verb. Since 
Aristeides himself is not speaking in the context of 1t€pt68ot, the 
similarity between this passage and (161 b) is probably coincidental. 

~ 

Both Hermogenes (Rabe p.180.7-11) and the author of (171) cite £tt' 
> ..:> /' r / I 

OUK ataxuv€cr9€ ... tOAJlllcr€t€; as an example of JlOVOKcoAocr 1t€pto8ocr. The 
example is JlOV6KCOAoa because the sentences produce a precise and 
complete aphorism. What suggests a very close connection between 
(171) and Hermogenes is the similarity in definitions. Hermogenes 

. 1 / . L.. I >,... / ".,I 
defines the JlOVOKcoAOcr 1t€ptooocr by saying: 11 OtCXVOtCX cxutlla Jl€Xpt tOU t€AOUa 

,.., ~ - "" '-I '" ~ / tcp u7t€p~at9> OUtCO crxllJlcxna9€tcrcx crxOtVOt€VCOO 8t€tA111ttat (Rabe p.180.8-9). In 
• ;>1 :\ / ,I., t:. '" 

(171) we find: €att O€ JlOVOKOlAOcr crXOtVOt€V11a 1t€pto8oa €V u1t€p~atco 
I 

crXllllattcr9€~acx . It seems likely that Hermogenes' definition is being 
paraph rased. 

/ 
All the examples of cr X 11 Jl at cx are labelled without further 

explanation. There is a notable similarity between the comments in 
(36a), (84), (77a) and (171). It is curious that Hermogenes cites the 
same examples as the authors of these scholia. They may have been 
taken from Hermogenes or we may be dealing with standard examples. 
Unlike the contribution of Rand S, F2 reveals a conventional 
understanding of technical terms. The aX~Jlcxtcx are different from those 
noted in Fl. This suggests that the compiler of F2 was trying to add to 
the existing comments in codex F. 
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Lexicographical Comments 

(gOa) and (179) are lexicographical comments, though it is difficult 
to classify the former since comparable scholia, (89) in Sand (90b) in 
the codices Ulpiani refer specifically to the use of metaphorical 
language in 0.1.11 and are, therefore, not lexicographical comments. 
(gOa) gives us two synonyms for ibtotpt<pO>Jl£9a : otov£~ €KKa9e,;pOlJl£V Ktit 

61t01tA tiVOlJl£V. In the Pol/ucis Onomasticon, 1.183, EKKa9~£tv and 
/ 

K<xtCl1tAUV£tV are associated as words which are used of cleaning the head. 
Therefore (90a) may be regarded as a form of lexicographical comment. 

In (179) there is a slight textual problem because in Dilts' text the 
lemma reads ~'YKaA£~ (Dilts p.47.9). The OCT text reads: fi <ci vuv avotav 
) I t../ :> ,\"'" '" "" / Oq,AtOKClVOlV OJlOlO £KAaA.£t, tauta Buv1l9£tO Jlll 1tpa~£t, 0.1.26. This is a 
contrast between idle threats and real action. This is probably a scribal 
error if it is not a misprint. I cannot find a comparable entry in the 
lexica. 

Both of the lexicographical scholia are sensible and add to the 
marked interest of FI in this topic. 

Other Linguistic Comments 

(148b) is the solitary comment on A{~tO in the contribution of F2. 
I ::>' / :> I The author comments on 01.21 : 1tpa'YJlatt avtt 1tPOOOl1tOU £XPll<Jato. 

Demosthenes uses the phrase t?t troy 8£ttaAcOV instead of Ot 9£ttaAdt. This 
is a sound observation but no opinion is forthcoming about the purpose 
of doing this (40) . 

(174) and (184) are unusual because they refer to distinctive and 
unusual subjects for these scholia, style and money. Both are shared 
with S (41) . 

CONCLUSION 

Dilts is correct to take F2 as literally the second hand involved with 
the scholia in the codex. The interests and approach are parallel to 
those in Fl and the compiler of F2 seems to be filling gaps in the 
commentary offered by his predecessor. In particular F2 offers 
comments on the latter section of the speech. The method of F2 is 
unsatisfactory but its merit rests with the validity of most of its 
comments and its apparent independence from the sources of Fl. The 
comments on OX"Jlata may have been taken from the Rhetores Graeci or 
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else the examples are conventional. There is no indication that F2 has 
influence either S or R (42). I shall return the the con nection between 
the codices U/piani and F2 in the chapter on those codices (43) 

Dilts identifies F3 as an eleventh-century hand although Avezzu does 
not distinguish between F3 and F4(44). Only one scholion is offered by 
this hand on the First O/ynthiac , (Sa), and this note is also found in 
codices Sand R{45J. There is good reason to think that S, Rand F3 were 
consulting the same source. In the apparatus , (Dilts p.1S.6), we see 
that S reads <iOlCE1tt\ Atyeo9cxl 'YEv£'o9cxl and F3 reads &01(E1tt~ yeV{09CXl 

/ 
A£'Y£cr9cxt. The extra words are written above the line of the text or in 
the margin. Either the compilers were consulting the same difficult 
archetype and made their own decision about the correct reading, or 
else they were working from one source which gave the alternative 
readings which the compilers preserved. Both readings are acceptable 
and make good sense. / 

(Sa) supplements the extensive number of scholia on the 1tp001J.L 10V 
which are found in codex F so far. The effect of the digression in the 
1tPOblJll0V is examined to see how the audience will receive Demosthenes. 

It is very curious that F3 offers only one scholion, and the reason for 
the selection of this particular comment is impossible to discern. 
Perhaps a reader was comparing F with an exemplar of S or R, and 
realised that this comment was absent from F. The possibility that 
Avezzu is correct and that F3 is the same hand as F4 is not assisted by 
the fact that nearly all the scholia in F4 also occur in the codices 
Ulpiani. Those which do not are insignificant. (Sa) is more substantial 
and does not occur in that group of codices. 

There are some seventy-two scholia by this eleventh-century 
hand(46), and they are given for every section of the speech except 0.1.5 
and 0.1.10. The result of this is that the entire speech is covered by the 
contribution of codex F. Notably, there are only fifteen scholia for the 
first eight sections of the speech. This supports the evidence from the 
contents of the scholia of F4 that the compiler is endeavouring to 
broaden the scope of the comments in codex F. Space may have been a 
factor. Professor MacDowell, who has seen this codex, informs me that 
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the margins are fairly full but not completely so. There would have 
been room for comments of ten or twenty words at quite a few points, 
but it would have been hard to fit in longer comments. 

The majority of the scholia in F4 are concerned with language, and in 
particular the psychological effect which Demosthenes achieves by 
careful phrasing of his argument. Over half the scholia in F4 contribute 
to the topic of A£';tcr, and a third refer to other aspects of language. Four 
scholia deal with the historical background and fifteen refer to the 
rhetorical analysis of the speech. The length of note varies, but in 
general they are long. This is notably so with comments which deal 
with Af;tcr. 

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

TIPOOtl-ltOV 

./ 
F4 has only one contribution to make about the 1tpOOtJltOV as far as 

rhetorical analysis is concerned. This is part of the long cohesive 
scholion (1c)(47). F4 offers (Dilts p.14.15-fin). Two points are made. 

Firstly the commentator claims that the ltPOolJltOV, as indeed the First 

Olynthiac as a whole, is composed from arguments based on t6 crUJlc!>{pov 
,/' ." /" , / and to aUvatov. He does not explam how to ouJlc!>epov and to auvatov wo rk 

in the ltpoo(Jltov. His second point, albeit misguided, is that the 
reference to money in the ltpobtJltOV is preparatory to Demosthenes' later 
discussion about finance, and in particular the tricky subject of the 
theorik money. This note complements the initial comment about the 
1tpoot'J,1tOV offered by F2, (1 c) (Dilts p.14.6-12). It refers to the X:£c!>~Aata 
mentioned by F2(48). My analysis of codex y(49) suggests that the 
original scholion was broken down into small scholia and this is why 
the contribution of codex F is in the form it is. It is asking a lot of 
coincidence to suppose that these two sections came into F 
aCCidentally. The compiler of F4 probably had the full form of (1 c) 
before him. This means that the formation of scholia in F4 is eleventh 
century. The combined contribution of F2 and F4 produce a scholion 
almost identical to the full version. What is omitted are a few phrases 
which are explanatory rather than factual (Dilts p.14.12 t£xvt x:@cr - 15 
~1tlB£x6Jl£va). This version is closest to that offered by codex Y (Dilts 
app.crit. p.14.6). (1 e) looks at the effect of VOJl(~co and is also found in 
COdex y(50). 
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ALvgpoy Dpoo\Luoy 

;' ,/ 

(11 b) discusses the BEUtEPOV 1tPOOtJ..ltov. The first two hands in F 
produce notes which indicate the presence of a second 1tpoo~~J.tov but do 
not discuss it(51). The author looks at the purpose of Katp6s in 0.1.2 

and defines 1tpooro1to1totfa. The linguistic information may have been 
what attracted the compiler to this note. (11 b) is one of the core 
scholia in R(52J. 

0.1.3-15 

Very little is said by F4 about the rhetorical structure of 0.1.3-15. 
Passing reference is made to arguments which Oemosthenes puts 
forward but no underlying structure is defined. In (1 c) it is noted that 
the whole speech is made up from arguments based on t6 ovvatbv and t~ 

/ /. 
crUJ.L<!>EPOV. Perhaps we are to assu me that these two KE<!>aAata are present 
in 0.1.3-15. 

F4 in conjunction with the codices Ulpiani offers an abbreviated 
version of (51 a) (Dilts app.crit. p.2B.15). The apparatus shows that the 
scholion does not end in mid-sentence but contains the paraphrase : 
'tou'to yctp t'o i9pU'AAOVV B£Vatat (Dilts p.2B.1 )(53). The opening lines which 

. L\ / ;, / 
remam tell us that the phrase ° 1taVtEO E9pUAOVV, 0.1.7, blocks any 
opportunity for people to object to Oemosthenes' opinion. The remainder 
of the scholion as found in R is made up from a series of imagined 
objections and Oemosthenes' answers to them. The reason for the 
abbreviated form is uncertain. The peculiarity of (51 a) is strong 
evidence that F4 and the codices Ulpiani share the same tradition of 
scholia, although there is a slight difference in the versions which they 
offer (Dilts app.crit. p.27.30). It is not clear why the scholion was 
abbreviated. 

(51 a) and (52a) contain an analysiS of 0.1.2-B which is consistent. 
They stress the reliability of the Olynthians in their hostility towards 
Philip. The interpretation fits in with the comment- in Fl, (26a), which 

also remarks on t~ ~[~atov. (52a) mentions ~E~a(oucr OUJ..lJ..la"xouo too 
(Dilts p.2B.19-20) (54) . 

The primary interest of (51 a) and (52a) is the effect of language in 
context. This is true even of the abbreviated form of (51 a) (Dilts 
p.27.26-2B.1 B~atat). Af;to appears to be the reason why these two 
scholia were included in F4. 

Even less is made of 0.1.9-15. (64) offers a brief explanation of 
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I :>' """ / 4 Demosthenes phrase £Vt tcp 1tpc.ot?> , D.1.9. F also offers (10Sc) which is 

the scholion which defines avtt7rt1ttov as the subtle anticipation of an 

objection by the speaker. This example suits the definiton : K<Xt 1tcoa 
) / /.)........ ">.... ~ • 

T10uva~1lv toaoutota £v tcp <XUtcp ~oTl8Tla<Xt ; (Dilts p.31.1-2). Demosthenes 
is not saying that they should have fought several campaigns, but that 
anyone of the opportunities would have sufficed. The interpretation is 
plausible. This interpretation follows the same lines as (60b) (Dilts 
p.30.13-16) which is offered by Sand R(55) 

Another dvtt1tt1ttOV is pointed out at the beginning of D.1.14 in 
(105c). The example is good because Demosthenes himself reveals that 
there are some people who might doubt the relevance of what he has 
been saying (56). 

0.1.16-27 

From D.1.16 onwards there is a significant change in detail which is 
offered about the rhetorical analysis. Ulpian points out that D.1.16 
marks a transition in the speech which hitherto had examined arguments 
based on a blend of t6 aUJl<!>epov and tb Buv<Xtbv (Dilts p.10.1Ssqq)(57). Of 

. /r / \...... ,...,/ "" / 
D.1.16 Ulplan says: 1tpOOtJlt<X~£t<Xt AOt1tOV 1t£pt tOU Buv<xtou 1t<XAtV tlla 1tOAeCOO 

(Dilts p.1 0.20-21). He then divides the 1tPOO~Jltov into four topics. 

(117c) also points out a 1tPO~Jltov and it is noted that Demosthenes uses 
'\ " \ / \ .. \..3 '\ ,/ ;I '2 / 

a blend of to aUJl<!>£pov and to Buv<xtov : tllv ~v <XPXTlV 1tOtTla<x~voa £~ ou /..i:yrov 
>" / \,... / ,'j / \" -' ,:>" 
£1t<XU(J<XtO, A£yc.o BTl tOU aUJl<!>£povtoa, to BE £v8uJl1lJl<X K<Xt tTlV £1t<X'YCO'Y'lV £K tou 

ouv<xtou (Dilts p.38.3-S). The word AfyCJ) should be noted. This is the only 

example in F4 where a scholion is personalised. As a result, the remark 
may be an excerpt from a commentary similar to the Ulpiani 
prolegomena where the personality of the author is conveyed in the text. 
The appearance of the terms Ev8~Jl1lJl<X and E1t<XYc.oy~ warrants further 
comment. This is the first appearance of these technical terms among 
the scholia on the First Olynthiac. Clearly the author expects his 
audience to be familiar with the terms, since he neither defines the 
terms, nor points out which words in the speech he is discussing. This 
is even more unusual because in other scholia the distinction between 
terms is of great interest, (11 b), (10Sc) and (164a). While the author of 
the note seems clear in his own mind what he is discussing, the clarity 
of his observation belies some difficulty in its application to the text. 

The Rhetores Graeci are not unanimous about the meaning of 
tV9U'~1l~<x(58). It appears that £v8uJlTlJl<X is a syllogism where 

individuals are. left to deduce the conclusion for themselve.s. In E1t<xyc.oyn 
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every step is spelt out. It is possible that the author of (117c) has 
another meaning in mind, but his failure to explain what he means 
forces us to rely on conjecture. The scholion covers all of 0.1.16-18. 

The ~ve£~THJ.(x is Demosthenes' explanation in 0.1.16 about why people 
are hesitant to speak before the Athenian people ; a) many people dare 
not speak because of the Athenians' attitude, b) he dares to speak. We 
are left to conclude that Demosthenes is brave and that he must have 
something worth saying. The €1tayroy" is Demosthenes' argument in 

f d· f \ \ ~ favour 0 sen Ing two orces, q,ll~t 011 OtXl] .... At the end of his argument 
\ \ \ \ '" \. "I' ~ 

he states: &t 011 1tOAA:llV Kat OtXll tTlv ~Olle£tav elvat, 0.1.18. The argument 
I 

put forward is complete. The author of (117c) is giving us a 
sophisticated and valid interpretation, but is demanding of his audience. 

The author says that this section of the speech is a mixture of t ~ 
cruJl<l>{pov and t6 ouvat6v (Dilts p.38.1-2). The reason is that Demosthenes 
is moving on to t6 ouvat6v but does not wish the transition to be abrupt. 
Since Demosthenes refers to t6 au~q,tfpov in 0.1.16 that would seem to be 
the basis of the €ve~llJl.a and not to ouvat6v as the author of the scholion 
suggests (Dilts p.38.S). The ~1tayro~ is more obviously concerned with t6 

,/ 

Buvatov because Demosthenes argues for the potential success of two 
forces. 

The author then goes on to discuss the difference between structural 
./ / ~ / 

1tpOOtJlta and 1tpootflta of K£q,aAata (Dilts p.38.6sqq). Structural 1tpOOt~t(x 
are said to have the function of giving the scope of the speech and 
introducing the topics which will be dealt with severally throughout the 

- t'. \\ ~ ,/ >\ 6 speech. Of the 1tpootflta of K£q,aAata he says: ta Of trov K£q,aAatrov auta ~ va 
./ , "'" \ / . f gepa1teu£t ta AU1tOUVta to K£q,aAatOV (Dilts p.38.8-9). The occurrence 0 an 

avngeata in this type of 1tpoo'ifl tOV is therefore not surprising. There is 
no contradiction between (117c) and (1 c) here. (1 c) talks about the 
1tPOOtJltov at the beginning of the whole speech. 

The author then points out that Demosthenes is using E1ttt~~llata and 
that this conforms to to auJl.q,{pov because its purpose is ultimately 
beneficial (Dilts p.38.11-14) (59). Unlike AOlooPta, .it is constructive and 
suited to the man who has the best interests of his audience at heart. 
In this context ~1tt t(~ 11 ata refers to 0.1.16, and so we have further 

..:> / • :> '" 
support for the idea suggested above that the £veu~ll~a IS argued £K tOU 

,/ 

cruJl<l>tpovtoa. 
The interpretation offered is not the same as Ulpian's but is perhaps 

the work of someone whose approach was similar(60). It would also 
suit the analysis offered in Sand R(61). Significantly, perhaps, the 
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contribution of these codices on this part of Demosthenes' speech is 
sparse. The personal tone and detailed approach are unusual for F4. 
Obviously the contribution of F4 is a compilation. Perhaps the 
attracti~n of (117c) for the compiler was the differentiation of types 
of 1tpootJlta. 

The inclusion of (117d) increases the likelihood that (117c) is an 
extract from a discussion of the prolegomena type and it suggests that 
the compiler of F4 was trying to find alternative interpretations. This 
is shown by (lAAIDO (Dilts p.38.16) which was a conventional way among 
scholars of signifying an alternative interpretation. In (117d) we are 

Id > /"S ~ \ '" s:: ./ '2 II"> '\ '\' ::>. s::,/ "~,, to : CXVtt €OtO a7tO tou utKCXtOU, OtOV al\d\. Ou utKata 7tOt€lO', ID .1TlJlOOS€V€O', 
/ 2 1"1 L ""'I </ ,..>".,a,;.>.... "c./ 

~OVOV E7tlttJlIDV TlJltV, 07t€P 7taVtOO aVSpID7tOU t:OttV, OU Jl€Vt01 O'UJl~OUA.€UIDV, Olt€P 

Eo'ti P-rltOpOO" (Dilts p.38.16-18). The example of &Vt(S€O'tO' suits the 
definiton given in (10Sc). 

The presence of this scholion was possibly prompted by (117a), 
offered by F2, in which it is stated that D1.16 is an avt~S€O'tO &7t6 tou 

OtKat'OU. (117d) justifies this observation. The scholion in F4 does give 

a valid interpretation of how the objection could be said to arise ~7tJ tou 
Ot KCX~OU. However, in the context of 0.1.16 t6 O'UJl<l>tpov is more 
appropriate. The objection is that it is all very well for Oemosthenes to 
go on as he is doing, but his words are not doing the people any good. 

The second part of (117d) offers a plausible interpretation of 0.1.16. 
The author observes that Demosthenes digresses before confronting the 
actual objection (Dilts p.38.18-20) with what amounts to an apology for 
those in' his position who have to confront the unjust ire of the 
Athenians. The author correctly explains that the effect is to prejudice 
the audience in favour of Oemosthenes' ensuing advice. 

The comment in (119a) is straightforward and says that a discussion 
about the type of force concerns t~ ouvattv K€cp<iAa10v. This scholion 
complements (117d) since the latter deals with 0.1.16 while (119a) 
looks at 0.1.17-18. 

(123b) also refers to t6 ouvathv .>OAUVS(OtO (Dilts p.39.21). (124) 

produces an inconsistency within the scholia in F4 because it says : 

~€'t{pX€tat £7t~ to ouvatdv K€cp6AatOv. If (124) were complementary to the 

preceding scholia it would have been more accurate to have said t 6 
AOt1tdv tOu ouvatOu. (124) divides to ouvat6v in two sections, 
corresponding to D.1.19-20 and D.1.21-23(62). The two parts of t b 
OUV(l't6v are, according to (124), a) XPTlJl<itIDV €~7top(a and b) ti.voprov 
s: / , ..........::: d b) , 
uuvcxJ . .lto. In (140a) these sections are termed a) to t110 7tOA€(O(1 an to 
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'to~ MaKEo6voo. Although they appear inconsistent these two scholia can 
be reconciled(63J. 

The author of (164a) says that 0.1.24 marks the end of the ~~(taotO" 
'to'"\) ouvatou (Dilts p.44.33). This scholion complements (140a). 
However, these opening remarks are missing from the version found in S 
and R (Dilts app.crit. p.44.33) F4 and the codices Ulpiani may offer the 
complete version of the scholion or else two scholia were combined. 
0.1.24 marks the beginning of 1tPOtP01t~ and the attraction of (164a) for 
the compiler of F4 may rest with the differentiation of terms within 
this scholion(64). 

(172a) raises problems. In F4 it reads : af>t~ t~ ouvaot6v (lege 
\ ,;;. ,..... \ \ c / ;>/ ,L/ > I ... / ~..) ,.. ~ 

ouva'tov) a1tACOO Kal to paolov ElAll<!>EV 01tEP EV tOUtco tOO Xooptoo vuv E~EtarEcrSal 
I I, I " 

~<XIlEV .... (Dilts app.crit.p.46.17). This comment is surprising in the light 
of (164a) in which we are led to expect that 0.1.23 ends the examination 
of 't6 ouvat6v (Dilts p.44.33). These scholia may be cited as evidence of 
a plurality of sources in F4. 

The codices Ulpiani contain this scholion but the first statement is 
.. q '\ / :> ,.. / / :v :>\\ 

qUite different : (J)(J1tEP to OUJl<!>EPOV ElO ouo tEJlvEo8at <!>aJlEV, Eta tE auto to 
,.. \ \.:> "" e/ \ \ \:>1 ~ '"- \ \ Co. ,.... 

(1UIl<!>EPOV Kal to ava"(KalOV, outoo Kal to ouvatov Eta tE auto to OUvatOV a1tACOO 
, \ ~ / \.> \ => " ~/'> / '" ,/ -..> ,/ / 

KCXt to paolov Kal Eta to aVa"(KalOV' 01tEP EV tOUtCO tco Xooptoo VUV E~Eta~Eo8at 
, I I , 

~<XIlEV ... (Dilts p.46.17-20). This is the only example where F4 offers a 
scholion significantly different from the codices Ulpiani. From words 
such as c601tEP, o\{tCO Kc\l and <!>~JlEV, it appears that the later codices 
contain a. note which is written by one person. It is also possible that 
the version in F4 is the original and that this was expanded in later 
manuscripts. 

The version in the later codices suggests that t6 oUJl<!>E'pov has been 
discussed in detail, and although there is room for doubt, it implies that 
'tb ouvat6v is not dominant in the sections preceding 0.1.25. The version 
in F4 loses the reference to to &vaYKatOv. Its absence is perhaps 
accidental. The latter part of (172a) justifies t6 ouvat~v and t'o p40l0V 

(Dilts p.46.20-22), and the final phrase justifies the idea of necessity. 
The absence of the opening lines of (172a), which refer to previous 

discussions, avoids inconsistency in F4. F2 refers to to txva"(Katov in 
(172b) and perhaps the compiler of F4 was attracted to (172.a) for this 
reason. But if he has, we must ask why he has omitted the reference to 
'to ava"(1Catov in his version. 

(175a) is a brief and technical comment on the beginning of 0.1.26 : 
~veU1tO<!>OPd otOxaot1~ ~'v AUEl ~K tEKJlllP(COV. According to Hermogenes an 
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~VeU1toq,o p6 is the outright denial of a proposition or hypothesis (Rabe 

p.134.1-4). We find a very good example in 0.1.26 : &'v 0' €KEtv<l Cl>~At1t1tOO 
/ /:>\ ./ .... /. 

A(l~l1 no <lutov KroAUOEt &upo f3<lOt~Etv; The denial fot>ws after a few lines 
I'} ~ \ / 

> " ..... :> A "I Th' I' : (lAA ro t<lV ouXt .... OUI\.110Et<lt. IS examp e SUitS Hermogenes' definition 
and is also compatible with the definition put forward in (10Sc). 
Demosthenes is effectively saying : I agree that no-one could stop Philip 
from coming here, but I do not think he will come. 

01.28 

(187a) comments about epilogues : i,K tOU <JUJlq,f'povtoa KEq,<lA~OU totia 
) /' ?I "I ,~-. \ ~ "'.> " :> \ _\ "'\ ....... \ £1ttAoyoua Etl\.11q,E uft Y<lp t:K troy tOXuprov <lEt Kat troy auvEKnKrov taa 
) ./ \. \ > /' / . . 
(lV(lKEq,<lA<ltroOEta K<lt tOUO E1ttAoyoua A<lJlf3<lVEtV. ThiS sounds like a general 
comment about Oemosthenes' treatment of the epilogue in other 
speeches, and therefore, complements the brief remark offered by Fl in 
(187b), which marks the epilogue at 0.1.28. It is possible, though 
unlikely, that the author of this scholion uses the plural f1t(AoYOt in the 

same way as Ulpian, who thinks that 0.1.24-28 formed 0"1 i£AoYOt (Oilts 
p.12.3-4) . 

Conclusion 

The addition of the scholia on rhetorical analysis by F4 transforms 
the value of the analysis offered in codex F from a scrappy and 
unsubstantial collection of remarks into a largely consistent and 
progressive discussion, where many claims are given supporting 
arguments. 

The analysis is more like that offered by Sand R compared with 
Ulpian's interpretation. 0.1.2-15 receives only cursory treatment in 
comparison with the interest shown in t6 ouv<lt6v in 0.1.16-23. The 
analysis of 0.1.24-28 is also similar to that found in Sand R. There is 
evidence that F4 is taken from a number of sources. The compiler does 
not choose between alternative interpretations of the same passage. 

The purpose of the compiler seems to be to offer alternative 
interpretations, without producing a definitive analysis. It is also clear 
that the comments which are selected are not contradictory, except in 
detail, and that they offer a similar approach in their interpretation of 
th e First Olynthiac . 

The selection of scholia may have been determined by lack of space 
near the beginning of the codex or by a desire to broaden the scope of F. 
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It should be noted that all of the scholia which touch upon rhetorical 
analysis also occur in the codices Ulpiani. Many of these scholia also 
look at aspects of language and this may have made them attractive to 
the compiler. The nature of the relationship between the codices 
Ulpiani and F4 is discussed in a later chapter. 

It looks as though the compilation in F4 was added to the codex in 
the eleventh century. This is based on an explanation for the parts of 
(1 c) wh ich appear in F2 and F4. Since F4 follows the tradition of the 
codices Ulpiani closely, I can see no reason for the absence of the first 
part of (1 c) except for the influence of F2. 

lANGUAGE 

There are some sixty-two scholia which are pertinent to these 
topics. Half deal with aspects of A4to, ten with OX-rlJlCXtcx, four with 
grammar and one with lexicography. Many of the scholia have been 
discussed elsewhere. 

The concentration of scholia concerned with A{~tO can be cited as 
evidence of one purpose of the compiler of F4 which is to make up for 
deficiencies in the scope of previous scholia in codex F. Language is 
important in the previous contributions, but A{~tO received relatively 
little attef]tion (65). There are many examples which merit discussion. 

(1 e) is almost certainly an abbreviated version of scholion (1 d) (66) 
. (1 e) follows on directly after (1 c) in F4, according to Dilts' annotation 
(Dilts p.14.19). 

The contents of (1 e) refers to the presence of hyperbole in the 
phrase 1tOAAcOV XPllJl~trov and develops the suggestion in (1 c) that the 
theorik money is a problem which Demosthenes has to tackle. Here we 
discover why this problem is eased if the Athenians learn to disregard 
money. _ 

/' 
(1 e) also looks at Demosthenes' choice of vOJlt~ro in 0.1.1. The author 

argues that VOJl(~ro is tactful (~et1(6V) and invites assent, whereas 
1tfnEtOJlCXt is an expression of conviction and invites dissent (Dilts 
p.15.11-13). This argument is not convincing because it is not clear 
that these words do have this effect. If 1t[1t£tOJlCXt, however, means " I 
have been won over" rather than "I am convinced", then the comment is 
more justifiable. 1trx£tOJlCXt then implies that there is a divergence of 
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opinion and the audience may wonder about the alternative. VOJ..L~ro does 
not have this connotation. 

(2b) makes a different point about the same word VOJ..Lttro, without 
explaining why Demosthenes favours this particular word here. The 

author explains that words like vOJ..L(~ro and OOKUV occur in statements of 
fact where there is no doubt, as well as in cases where the speaker is 
giving his own opinion in a matter where there is room for doubt. 

It is likely that (1 e) and (2b) are by different authors. The author of 

(1 e) stresses the softening effect, K<xtd €vOOt<XOJ..L6v (Dilts p.15.5), of 

vOIl(~ro whereas the author of (2b) stresses the element of veracity. 

Moreover, the version in F4 reads {{AAroO at the beginning of (2b). It is 
unlikely that the same author is examining different aspects of the 
same word, and does so in a continuous comment. Codex Y offers (1 e) 
followed by a long scholion, (1 f), before offering (2a). The second part 
of (2b) looks at 4t$<xoto(67J. This scholion offers exactly the same 
information as (2a). The difference between them is that they reverse 
the order of the two pieces of information. Therefore (2b) is likely to 

be a composite scholion. The part which contains the phrase tv toto 

>IcrolCp<Xtt KOtO (Dilts p.16.28) may have been written originally by the 
fourth-century scholar Zosimos of Askalon(68). 

The compiler of F4 may have been attracted to (2b) by the presence 

of (2c), offered by Fl. It is lexicographic in form and lacking 
explanation. The difference between the treatment in (2b) and (2c) 
illustrates the difficulty in deciding what type of scholion we are 
dealing with. 

A similar situation is encountered between (49) and (50). (50) in Fl 
.:>\ \". >,,,. ./ Co? ", 

comments on the phrase ouo£ yap AOYOO ouo£ 01cr1<ptO : AOYOO 11 <X1t0 AOyt<X , 
'" ~\- < /' ). F4 ~ \ .)"1 "I .( .> A '" cr1CT'\<ptcr ut 11 1tpo$<xmo. (49 In comments on J..L11u£V E/\,/U:.t1tOVt<xo : £t cruJ..L tJll 

t:. '" ~ / "J,) /' ~ '" / ~ /. Th d 1l'tt11911v<Xt <XUtouo, £XTI <X1tOAOyt<xV to t:MEt<p<xt ttv<x rov cruvE~OUA.EUO£v. e wor 

~1tOAOy(<X may have I prompted the inclusion of the scholion in F4(69J. 

F 1 offers a brief scholion, (67b), which indicates f)1tOOtro1t11 OtO in 
0.1.9. In (67a) we find an explanation of the example. Demosthenes is 

criticising the Athenians' attitude through the phrase t?x ot J..L~AAOVtU 
(lu't6Jlutu. These words suggest the type of attitude which is causing 

Athens trouble. This scholion is difficult to categorise as it may be 
. I ", 
Interpreted both as a comment about A£;tO and OX11J..L<Xt<X. 

(72) is a straightforward observation that Demosthenes disheartens 
the Athenians in D.1.9 with the list of captured places, but encourages 
them again with the prospect of another opportunity for success(70). 
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(99) offers a straightforward analysis of Oemosthenes' choice of 
words in 0.1.13. The effect of saying 1t<l:AtV pcifcracr instead of uytftvacr 
does indeed stress how active Philip is and how unwilling to give up any 
opportunity. This is another example of a quasi-lexicographical 
comment. 

The author of (111) points out that Oemosthenes takes an abstract 
subject in 0.1.5, 0 1t6AEJ,10cr, instead of a personal one, Ot 1tOA4ttOt. He 
further remarks that Thoukydides is inclined to use the personal in 
place of abstract and vice versa, but no examples are given. The effect 
is to give a speech KatV01tp[1tEta (novelty). The author also compliments 
Demosthenes on the clever use of a question (Dilts p.37.1-3) : 'tra oti'tCocr 
~ / .:> \ l. "" cl .) " ... 

Eu"e"cr Ecrnv UJ,1rov ocrncr ayvOEt ... 0.1.5. This effectively stifles anyone who 
did want to object, because of the implication of Oemosthenes' words. 

(115a) notes that the word eppa9uJ,111KO''tEcr, 0.1.15, is more evocative 
than nJ,1EAllKb'tEcr because the former reveals to the audience something 
about the degree and manner of their negligence. There is a second part 
to this scholion. We are to understand the word 'tbKro in the phrase ~1t~ , 
1tOAAro. This is an elementary clarification. , 

(119b) contains an interpretation of 0.1.18-19 which is also found in 
the Ulpiani prolegomena ; that is that Oemosthenes is not genuinely 
calling for two forced to be sent. Ulpian explores the idea more 
fully(71 J. The argument in this scholion is plausible nonetheless : E1t~t O~ 
9 \ '" "\ / (' I' / ;) "" / OtOE toucr :>A911vatoucr 1tOAA1] OEOOUAroJ,1Evoucr pa9uJ,1ta, 1tpO'tEtVEt au'totcr ouo 

,.. e/ \ \ / '/ I 
~O"eEtacr, tva Kav 'tllv J,ltav 1totllcrromv (Dilts p.39.1-3). 

In (123b) it is noted that Oemosthenes stresses how quickly Philip 
captured cities, 0.1 .8-12, and therefore demonstrates the perilous 
situation which faces Olynthos. When Oemosthenes says 'too xpovro 

I I 

1tEpt{Otat, 0.1.18, he is thought to be forming evidence in favour of 't() 
Buvat6V ~OAuv9uncr (Dilts p.39.21). Sand R offer a very similar scholion, 
(123a) (72). If these scholia are not adapted from one another then they 
are likely to be paraphrases of the same source since there are strong 
verbal similarities. : Ef>XEPTl (Dilts p.39.17, 19), 'troY a'vro 1tbAEroV (Dilts 

\ \ /' -/. 9 16 p.39.17-18, 19) and 'to ouva'tov :>OAuv9totcr 1tpawa'tEUOJ,1Evocr (Dilts p.3. , 
21 ). 

(126a) tells us that the compound verb fx1tOO~crE'tE, 0.1 .19, conveys 
the idea that the money did not belong to the Athenians themselves but 
that it belonged to the soldiers. This is why Oemosthenes does not use 
the simple verb OrocrE'tE. This is a valid point. &1tOO~crE'tE, "give back", is 
the reverse of AaJ,lJ3<ivE'tE in the previous sentence. Whether or not 
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/. 
O''tpa.'ttC1>tt 1(0. IS correctly read in the text of Oemosthenes, his pOint is 
that the money is really public money which ought to be available for 
military purposes and should not be distributed to the Athenians 
individually. The codices Ulpiani offer (126b) which makes a similar 
point. 

In (127) the author discusses the nuances of the verb 1tPOO'OEt and 
EvBEl in 0.1.19 and why Oemosthenes uses first one, then the other. The 

explanation is perceptive. He argues that EVOEt implies total deficiency 
" whereas 1tPOO'OEt suggests that the deficiency is only partial. If the 

Athenians uses the theorik money then they will not require further 
funding, but if they do not use the theorik money then there will be 
insufficient funds. The author of (127) adds that Oemosthenes corrects 
himself for emphasis (Dilts p.40.11-13). The Athenians have little 
choice. They have to use the theorik money or do nothing. 

f '"\. :> /~ >\ 
(150b) notes the effect 0 the word 1(O~tO" In 0.1.22 : o.u~ll<nO' EO'ttv E1tt 
/ I 

cI»tAt1t1tOU. What the author means is that Oemosthenes has made a 
general statement about Theban treachery instead of restricting their 
treachery to Philip. However, the commentator does not conclude what 
effect this has in Oemosthenes' argument. (150a) in S offers a very 
similar observation, except that the author explains that the purpose is 
to increase the untrustworthiness of the Thebans(73J. 

(153) is a brief scholion on 0.1.22 which also comments on the 
effect of a particular word, and in this case the effect is explained. The 
author argues that the effect of saying ttVcOv instead of ttv60' in a phrase 
such as ~~ouov 0' E:Yroy£ ttVcOv is to make the information seem more 
reliable. This is because it is coming from several sources. (153) is 
one of the few scholia unique to F4(74J. 

In 0.1.22-23 Oemosthenes lists the places which create weakness in 
Philip's power. The author of (156a) believes that Oemosthenes wants 
to show that barbarians as well as Greeks are causing problems. Hence, 
Demosthenes refers to Paionia and IIlyria. The scholion continues : 1(tu 
1:' ,!) ~ \ ,,/. :> /. ",/ :> \ ';"' "" .,)'\'\' 
u\ (xU'tllO' OE 'tllo A£~Erocr EU'tEA,tOE 'tllV ouvo.~tv. OU -yap Et1tE 1tAllv9uvtt1(rocr, 0.1\.1\. 

EVtlcroa "TIruovo. 1(0.\ ~IA,A,up(ov" (Dilts p.43.33-44.2). No explanation is given 
as to why the singular is more disparaging than the plural. Perhaps it is 
the impression that a single entity can test Philip, let alone hordes. 
Alternatively the use of the singlar makes it sound as if Philip only has 
one or two supporters from IIlyria and Paionia, not a whole army. But, 
if so, the point is not a good one. 

(156b), which is found in S, makes the same point about 
Demosthenes' desire to include the barbarians. The wording in S is very 
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similar to that in (1S6a) (Dilts p.43.2-34). The phrasing of the 
subsequent comment in (1S6a) suggests that it is a fuller version of the 
scholion, and that (1S6b) may be abbreviated. 

A similar relationship seems to exist between (159c), which is 
found in S, and (1S9a) in F4. The latter offers a full account of the 

nuance of the verb KataKo1)'Et v in D.1.23. The former gives the bare 
essentials (75), suggesting that the same source has been consulted but 
that the introductory remarks have been omitted. Both scholia contain 
the following definition of KataK01>Etv : 1tavu 6.KOuEtV, ro~'tE Kdt BOUAOUcr 

vO~~ECJ9at (Dilts p.44.20-21, 23). Demosthenes is speaking in the 
context of the free and the enslaved. The simple verb alone would be 
inappropriate because Demosthenes is talking about a group of people 
obeying another group, not listening to them. The author is placing too 
much significance on the compound. It is the natural choice, given the 
context. Perhaps his remarks are aimed at elementary students. 

(170c) is an unusual scholion because the author affects not to 
understand the text and proceeds to instruct his audience on the method 
which will clarify the ambiguity. 0.1.24 reads as follows : £It' OtK 
),; ::> c.\ / ,J/ ~ / ::> "" '" "\ , ~/ 

<XtCJxuvEcr9£, Et Jl.llB' a 1ta90tt av, £t Buvatt' EKEtVOcr, tauta 1totllcrat KatpOV £XOVt£cr 
o~ tOAJl.{cr£'t£; The author of the scholion alleges that it is unclear 
whether tau'ta 1totllcrat is to be taken with Philip or the Athenians. He 
suggests rearranging the sentence by reversing the phrases. The result 
. ;:.'" \ :)1 ;"\ '"' <. " ,::>\ ;:. 
IS as follows: ou tOAJlllcr£tE KatpOV £XOVt£cr tauta 1totllcrat a 1ta90t't av £t 
OWClttO lK£tVOcr ; (Dilts p.46.12-13). The ambiguity is now resolved 
according to the author. Certainly his version is clearer than 
Demosthenes', but punctuation of the text would have forestalled the 
problem in the first place. However, punctuation was erratic for many 
centuries. Its absence in this particular passage would not necessarily 
mean that the whole text contained none. This comment may be an 
endeavour to explain a genuine problem or may come from an elementary 
lecture. 

(183) may shed some light on the society to which its author 
belonged. He finds significance in Demosthenes' reference to tObcr 

'" ~ c ;"\" /' \ \ "''\'\\ \ \. YEc.opyouv'tacr, 0.1.27 : ouX a1tAOXJ toucr crKa1ttOVtacr 'tllv 'Yllv, a/\,/\,a Kat toucr 

K£Kt11Jl.[Youcr tO~cr <iypoticr (Dilts p.47.16-17). The distinction between 
propertied farmers as opposed to farm workers may not have arisen for 
Demosthenes' audience, since farmers owned their land and were 
citizens. Farm workers were slaves and therefore ineligible for 
military service. However, there were free farm labourers in 
Demosthenes' time(76), though doubtless fewer than in later times. 
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(190b) points out that 'tobcr 0' €v ~AtKl"<x is a periphrastic phrase 
• \ ,/ I 

meaning 'toucr v£rot£poucr. 

The remarks offered by F4 are generally perceptive and often 
justifiable. The psychological effect often rests on the nuance of a 
particular word. Instances have been noted where F4 offers a very 
similar scholion to S. The inclusion or absence of explanation decides 
whether a scholion is to be categorised as lexicographic or as relevant 
to A.{~ tcr. The differences between the scholia offered by F4 and S 

suggest that their relationship is not direct. More importantly, nearly 
all the scholia found in F4 also occur in the codices Ulpiani. The 
relationship between them will be discussed presently(77J. Instances 
also occur where a cursory remark offered by Fl seems to prompt 
further explanation from F4. 

(11 b) offers a brief account of prosaic and poetic 1tPO(Ho1to1toi(a. This 
scholion is also found in R and the codices Ulpiani. (11 b) in R is one of 
three scholia which look at this crX~~<x(78). F4 contains only (11 b) and 
thus leaves the metaphorical use of K<Xtp6cr in D.1.2 undefined, because 
according to (Dilts p.19.29-31) K<Xtp6cr can be interpreted either as a 
man or as an opportunity. The uncertainty is cleared up in (11 d) but F4 

does not contain this scholion. 
(14c) and (93a) are discussed fully in the chapter on codex R(79). 

They look at the use of u1tomc61tllmcr in D.1.2 and D.1.12 respectively. 
Menander Rhetor is probably the author of (14c) (80). 

(14c) deals with similar material offered in (14a) in Fl but more 

comprehensively. The unexplained identification of U1tOcrH~1tTlcrtcr in (14a) 
warrants the extensive comment in (14c). 

In (93a) the author correctly points out that Demosthenes uses 
t1tocrtc01tTlcrtcr when he says f(1tOt ~OtiA£'t<Xt, D.1.12. Athens is the 

destination. The inclusion of 1t&'AtV in this scholion (Dilts p.34.28) may 
indicate that (93a) and (14c) are by the same author. There is no 
similar scholion at this point from the previous contributors to F. 

There are two brief references to metaphor. In 0.1. 3 Demosthenes 
uses the words 'tp(cpll't<Xt K(xt 1t<XP<XO'Icl'crll't<X( 'tt. (26b) contains the 
suggestion that the metaphor is psychological. Codex S offers this 
scholion too but lacks the word f, at the beginning (Dilts 
2,. p.crit.p.22.28). A and the codices Ulpiani contain (26a) and (26b) 
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which offer alternative interpretations of the metaphor linked by 11. Fl 

contains (26a) and F4 (26b). Perhaps the compiler of F4 omitted the 
first choice since it was already present. In (26a) the metaphor is 
thought to be connected with supplication. 

The author of (90c) takes the metaphor suggested by the word 
&1to'tpt<po)ll£8a, D.1.11, from the cleansing of dirty clothing. The 
inspiration for the compiler to include this comment may have been the 

. . F2 (9 ) L- ';> ./ ,,:> /' schollon In , Oa: otOV£t £KKa8apooll£v Kat a1t01tAUVOOIl£V. The comment 

in (90c) explains the synonyms. Although this scholion is unique to F4, 
the codices U/piani contain a scholion which makes the same point(81 J. 

There are three scholia in F4 which reveal the authors' understanding 
of the financial simile in D.1.15. They are (114a), (114c) and 
(11Sb) (82J. A fourth scholion, (115a), concerns A.(~ta and has no bearing 
on the interpretation of the simile. It is important to note that (114c) 
gives the same information which is found in (114b). This scholion is 
offered by 5, vp and the codices U/piani. The version in (114b) is not as 
elliptical as the version in (114c). Either could be the older version but 
perhaps it is more probable that F4 offers the later version. (114a) 
offers the correct interpretation. The simile is about those who borrow 
money.. (114b) and (114c) wrongly state that the simile is about those 
who lend money. The author of (115b) follows the mistaken 
interpretation of (114b) since he uses the term K£<j>6\atov , "capital", and 

not £v€xupa, "security". The author of of (114b) is probably also the 
author of (115b). The compiler of these scholia expresses no opinion 
about which interpretation he prefers. 

/' 
The comments on <JXTllla'ta are sensible and show signs of having been 

prompted by a desire to give a fuller explanation than is found in the 
existing scholia. On the other hand almost all of these scholia are found 
in the codices U/piani. The nature of the relationship between them 
may affect the conclusion about the purpose of the compiler of F4. there 
is evidence among these scholia, as in the case of metaphor and simile, 
that various sources are being consulted. The most important feature of 
these scholia is that (14c) gives us a clue as to the identity of the 
author. 
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lexicographical Scholia 

It is not always easy to identify lexicographical scholia. The 
author's point may not be clear when he fails to explain himself. (5d) 
for example is lexicographical in form, but because it is an extract from 
a longer scholion it cannot be properly classified as such. There are 
two scholia in F4 which are almost certainly intended as lexicographical 
notes. 

(120) points out that OKVro is used instead of $o~OUJl<Xt in the phrase 
~..,\ / <-,""Co ".". 

OKVCO JlTl Jl<X't<XtOO TlJltV Tl o'tpa'tEta 'YEVTl'tat, D.1.18. This sense of the word is 
supported by an entry in the Pol/ucis Onomasticon , 5.122, which dates 
from the second century A.D.. In the later Etymologicum Magnum the 
entry includes the following sentence : Kdt ~TlJloO'e{yTlo tv BEU't~pq> 

r. \ ::> '"' ,:) "'"' 1"'"1 ~ " "'-<l>tAt7t7ttKO>V 'to OlCYEtV av'tt 'to\) $o~o\)Jlat Et7tE Kat BEBOtK<X, 620.48. If the 
Second Philippic refers to the speech we call by that name then the 
relevant passage may occur in D.6.3 with the phrase ~7t[xeE1.av OlCYOUV'tES. 
The reference could of course be to the First Olynthiac since it was the 
second of the group of speeches to be delivered (83). 

The Souda quotes the same example as the author of (120), 0 116. 
Relevant entries are also found in the lexica of Hesykhios, 748 (Latte), 
and Zonaras, 1440. There is also an entry in Bekker's Anecdota Graeca , 
285.5. I have suggested that the contribution of F4 was compiled in the 
eleventh century. It is possible that the compiler consulted lexica, 
though other collections of scholia are a more probable source. 

(175b) looks at the phrase fu'tav in D.1.26 : 'tb &: "c& 'tav" Buo JlEPTl Abyou 

E?m~, &; Kixt £'tav, 01 
{onv en £-'tatpE. The detailed philological study which 

this question requires is outwith the scope of this thesis. However, it 
should be noted that various writers in antiquity comment on the 
derivation of this word. Apollonios Dyskolos, A dv 159.11, offers a 
resume of prevalent views including that of Didymos. Apollodoros 
favours Didymos' interpretation and this seems close to the view 
expressed in (175b). Other accounts are found in the Scholia ad 
Lucianum , 91.18, and the Etymologicum Magnum,. 825.11. However none 
of these sources appears to have provided the version in (175b). 

Grammar 

,/ -' I h 
(97) is a comment on the phrase 8E't'taAtaO E7tE~Tl, D.1.12. The aut or 

looks at the case with which a compound verb £7tt~cftvo> is constructed ; 
that is with the genitive. Two compound verbs involving the prefix €Jl, 
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~1tE~~£Vol and fJ,L~cxtruOl, take the dative. The author of the scholion is not 
wrong, but, according to Liddell and Scott(84), both compounds are 
constucted with the genitive and the dative. ~1t£J,L~m VOl with the genitive 
is considered poetic. 

(121) points out that Demosthenes' grammar in the phrase J,LeXtCX10O' ~ 

(J'tpat£(cx, D.1.18, is Attic. This is an adjective of two terminations 
though this is not always so according to Liddell and Scott(85J. Another 
example is found at D.9.69 : J,LdtCX10cr ~ O'1touo~. 

(JuVC(PCX0'9CX1 is the aorist middle of O'uvcxit'pro. Only Attic, according to 
Liddell and Scott(86), constructs this verb with the accusative in 
addition to the genitive and dative. The dative, however, does not 
appear to be common among the prose writers of the classical period. 
The author of (166a) may be used to the practice of a later period. He 
thinks that the prefix O'uv adds the nuance of coming to grips with 
events. This is a valid interpretation. 

(195b) points out that in the final statement XPllO'tix O'€l~ 1tcxvt60' 

EtVEKa, the iota in the final word indicates the idea of poetic language. 
There is doubt whether Demosthenes used the form £t'V£1CCX or tv£1Ca or 
both (87). The manuscripts usually give £-, sometimes £1-. Blass 
emended most instances to £1- because he believed that Demosthenes 
avoided successions of short syllables. The only value of (195b) is that 
it shows that already in the time of the author of this scholion, 
whenever that was, the manuscripts did not usually give £1- in the text 
of Demosthenes but did give it at D.1.28. 

Conclusion 

This set of scholia may be by the same author since the Attic seems 
to interest him. If the author is drawing from more material than is 
available to us now, his judgement may well be superior to ours. 
Nevertheless, the significance of individual words and phrases seem to 
be overrated. All of these scholia are shared with the codices Ulpiani . 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

There are four scholia in F4 which are concerned with the historical 
background. (1 c) offers the misguided opinion that the reference to 
money in the 1tP06tJ,L10V is an allusion to the source of funding for the 
proposed campaign. There is no specific discussion in F4 about the 
Sources of finance, but in (127) which examines the nuances of 
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1tpoo£~a9at and EVO£ta9at in D.1.19, there are two direct references to the 
theorik money (Dilts p.40.12, 13). 

F 1 offers a brief comment identifying Arybbas, D.1 .13 : ~aatAiu a 
~(xK£o6v(J)v o~'toa. The scholion offered by F4, (103), appears to expand on 

t..\, /A (')A '\\ ':i '\ ~ / '''''' this: 0 O£ apuJl~aa SIC ~aatl\.£ua qV MOl\.oaa(J)v, :>OAUJl1ttaOoa O£ tlla 'tOu 
<l>tA(1t1tOU yuvat1(~a 9Etoa (Dilts app.crit. p.35.22-23). This information is 
substantiated in our sources(88). The most comprehensive account is 
found in Justin's epitome of Trogus Pompeius : sed nee a proximis manus 
abstinet ; siquidem Arrybam regem Epiri, uxori suae Olympiadi 
artissima eognatione iunetum, pel/ere regno statuit ... , 8.6.4. The 
conclusion drawn about Philip's character is the same as that found in 
(103). Since Trogus had access to Greek historians now lost, including 
Theopompos(89), it may be that this scholion is derived from a similar 
source. 

One may infer from Demosthenes' comment in D.1.13 that there was 
conflict between Philip and Arybbas. The year in question is probably 
351/0 B.CJ90J. The purpose in mentioning Arybbas is unlikely to be for 
the reason suggested by the author of (103). If Demosthenes wished to 
denigrate Philip's character by pointing out that Philip attacked 
members of his own family, he would surely have mentioned the family 
tie openly. 

Demosthenes' reference to Pagasai and Magnesia in D.1.22 is picked 
up by the author of (151). This is the long scholion which alludes to the 
A leu ad a i (91). The information is partially correct and partially 
confused. It is an unusual scholion to find in F4 because of the attention 
which is paid to the historical background. There is no linguistic 
content. 

Conclusion 

Thanks to the efforts of the compiler of F4, the only difference 
between codices Sand R and the total contribution of F in terms of 
historical background is that the former refers to the theorik money 
more often, and in different scholia from F. However none of these 
codices contains a scholion which looks at the question of finance in 
detail. Demosthenes is assumed to be referring to the theorik money. 
This interpretation does not seem to have been disputed. The original 
Source for these comments, if we regard (103) as typical, are early and 
are perhaps written by historians such as Theopompos within a few 
years of the events themselves. If this is so then the confusions are 
surprising. 
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CONCLUSION 

Throughout this analysis instances have been pointed out where F4 
seems to offer a paraphrase of another scholion. The apparatus in Dilts' 
edition reveals that either the scribe was careless or else was copying 
from a predecessor who was careless. There are examples where F4 
offers a different phrase from the readings in other codices (Dilts 
p.14.17, p.27.30-28.1, p.28.26, p.44.19-20, p.27.21, p.40.10-11), and 
also where the word order is altered (Dilts p.27.29 aAA(); - 28.1 <I>tA(1t1tCll, 

) '"'" T 
p.28.26 £~THl - lCatpOtcr, p.44.19 , p.44.19-20) Words are also missed out 
at (Dilts p.35.3, p.46.17-19, p.47.10, p.48.20). There are also several 
instances where the omission of a phrase renders the scholion 
ungrammatical (Dilts p.15.10, p.19.23, p.37.27, p.40.9). The scribe does 
seem careless at times but some of the omissions are valuable since 
they hint at the way in which the scholia on the First Olynthiac were 
compiled. 

There appears at first sight to be a method behind the selection of 
scholia in F4. The compilers endeavoured to strengthen deficiencies in 
the existing scholia. This may be an overstatement. Many of the scholia 
contain a remark which is pertinent to the topic of language. The 
linguistic content may have been the spur for the inclusion of scholia 
which also examine the rhetorical structure of the speech. 

A multiplicity of sources is evident as we can tell from references 
to works by Homer, (51 a), Thoukydides, (111) as well as other 
commentaries, (2b), (117c) and (172b). Alternative interpretations are 
sometimes marked, (2b), (26b) and (114c), No preference is expressed. 
My interpretation of (1 c) suggests that F4 was compiled in the eleventh 
century. 

CONCLUSION ABOUT THE SCHOLIA IN CODEX F 

The loss of codex F would not affect the corpus of scholia on the 
First Olynthiac seriously. Most of the scholia occur in other codices. 
Those which do not are trivial. The principal interest is in language. 
Each hand favours a different aspect. There appears to have been a 
conscious effort on the part of the compilers to make up for the 
deficiencies of previous contributors. This may be so but it also may be 
COincidence. The absence of comments by F4 on the beginning of the 
speech may be because of lack of space. The contribution of F4 may 
have been compiled in the eleventh century. There is a very close 
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relationship between F4 and the codices Ulpiani. If codex F has been a 
source for this group of codices then the hypothesis about the purpose 
of the compilers is tenable. This hypothesis cannot hold if only F4 or an 
exemplar thereof was the source for then the compiler would have had 
no idea what the previous hands in F would produce. F1 may have been a 
source for some of the scholia in codex S, but I do not know whether 
this is true for more than one hand. There is no evident link between 
the other hands in F and S. Therefore Drerup's suggestion that F is a 
source for the latter requires qualification. There is a strong 
relationship between F4 and the codices Ulpiani and I shall return to 

this presently. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER FOUR 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15 ) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 

(23) 
(24) 
(25) 

(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30 ) 
(31 ) 

(32) 

(33) 
(34) 

(35) 
(36 ) 

(37) 
(38) 
(39) 

v. Drerup, Philologus p.561 sqq. 
v. Avezzo, BPEC p.58. 
v. Drerup Philologus esp. pp.534 and 563. 
(5d), (Dilts p.18.15-16) ; (36b), (Dilts p.24.32) (103), (Dilts p.35.22). 
S (40a), (41a), (53c), (55), (98) v. [pp.76-78]. 
S [p.54] 
R (36b) v. [pp.103-104]. 
cf F [p.123]. 
v. n. 5 above. 
Plut. Pyrrh. 1.1-7, Paus.1.11.1-3 ; Just.7.6.11-12. Also v. RE 2 1495. 
S [p.71] and cf (21 b) in Bc Ob (21 b) [p.205]. 
S [pp.71-72]. 
Souda A 653 ; Photios 392 ; Hesykhios 605 (Latte). 
S [p.69]. 
S [p.69]. 
v. n.15 above. cf R [p.114]. 
S [p.70] . 
S [p.70]. R contains both (26a) and (26b) [p.114] 
S [p.72]. 
S [p.72]. 
v. (Dilts p.VIII) and "Marcianus", cf Avezz~ p.58. 
(1a), (1b), (1c), (15c), (90a), (148b), (170a), (171), (172b), (181), 
( 1 84) 
(Dilts pp.IX-XI). 
cf S [p.69]. 
Although F2 reads 't~ €CPoPIlOuv'ta au'tw (Dilts app.crit. p.14.11-12), in the 

I 

previous line it reads au'totcr (Dilts app.crit. p.14.11), apparently having 'tOu 
p~'topocr as its antecedent. This anacolouthon makes it probable that ~llllocre{Voucr 
K(h 80UKUO(00U, not p~'topocr, was the original reading from which F2 has 
departed. 
cf R [pp.89-90]. For the rest of (1 c) F4 [p.133]. 
S [p.58]. 
Ulpian [pp.31 sqq]. 
Introduction [p.5]. 
S [p.69]. 
v. Ps.Hermog. Meth.Oein. 35 (Rabe p.455) and LSJ a1tbcpamcr A and B. cf T 128b 
[p.190] 
v. Alexander Noumenios (Spengel 3 p.29.26) ; Tiberios (Ball. p.31 no.30) ; 
Hermogenes (Rabe p.303.6sqq, esp.16-19) ;. Anon. de fig. (Spengel 3 
p.132.11-15). 
F 1 [p.121]. 
Hermog. (Rabe p.300.7-15) ; Anon. de fig. (Spengel 3 p.131 sqq, esp. 
p.132.25-133.5). 
R [p.111]. 
Nik. Soph. (Spengel 3 p.462.15sqq following Aphthonios. cf Aphthonios (Rabe 
p.6.3-12) and (Spengel 2 p.24.20-30), (Rabe p.9.12-10.2) and (Spengel 2 
p.27 .3-17). 
Minukian (Spengel2 p.342.13sqq) ; Rufus (Spengel2 p.405.15-27). 
Alexander Noumenios (Spengel 3 p.40.21-31) ; Tiberios (Ball. p.9 no.4). 
Dilts refers to Aristides (Schmid 12.9) in reference to (Dilts p.44.29) and to 
Hermogenes (Rabe p.180.7) in reference to (Dilts p.46.15). Note that there is 
a misprint in Dilts' footnote. 
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(40) cf (148a) and (148b) in codd. Ulp. [p.190-191]. 
(41) S (174) [p.72] and (184) [p.78]. 
(42) Compare Fl and S [p.125]. 
(43) codd. Ulp. [pp.194-197]. 
(44) v. n.2 above. 
(45) S [p.54] and R [p.94]. 
(46) For the age of hands see F [p.119]. 
(47) R [pp.89-90]. 
(48) F [pp.126-127]. 
(49) Y [ pp.155sqq] and also R [pp89sqq]. (1 c) and (1 d) form part of a continuous 

commentary. 
(50) Y [p.156]. 
(51) F 1 (11 a) [p.120] cf F2 [p.126]. 
(52) R [pp.94-95]. 
(53) R [p.107] and codd Ulp [p.180]. 
(54) R [p.107] and Ulpian who denies that reliability is an issue [pp.19-21]. 
(55) S [p.57]. 
(56) S [p.58]. 
(57) Ulpian [p.31]. 
(58) V. Demetrios (Spengel 3 p.268.15-269.16) and Hermog. (Rabe p.151). 

Hermogenes admits to offering a slightly different definition (Rabe p.126.11). 
For the difference between tveu~l1~a and f:rca~ V. Minukian (Spengel2 p.343). 

(59) v. n. (38) above. 
( 60) U Ipian [pp.27 -32]. 
(61) S [p.63] and R [p.113]. 
(62) S [p.64] and R [p.113]. 
(63) S [pp.63-64]. 
(64) S [pp.65-66]. 
(65) (137b) in Fl, v. [p.124], (148b) in F2, V. [p.131]. 
(66) For (1d) R [p.90]. 
(67) (2a) in S [p.67]. 
(68)" Sources [pp.234-237]. 
(69) (50) in S [p.71]. 
( 70) Also S [p.58]. 
(71) Ulpian's comment at (Dilts p.10.15) and [p.29]. 
(72) S (123a) [p.68] 
(73) S [p.68] 
(74) Other unique scholia are (87), (120) and (121). 
(75) S (159c) [p.60]. 
(76) Plato Euthyph . 4c. 
(77) codd Ulp [pp.194-197]. 
(78) R [pp.94-95]. 
(79) R (93a) [p.114] and (14c) [p.97]. 
(80) Sources [pp.237-241]. 
(81) (90b) in codd. Ulp. [p.193]. 
(82) S [pp.70-71]. 
(83) v. Eucken MH . where the order of the speeches is I, II, III. cf Ellis Historia 

where the order is II, I, III. 
,I ~,-

(84) LSJ sV. e1t£~~alvro 1.11 and e~~a'teuro I. 
(85) LSJ sv. ~cf'taLOa. 
(86) LSJ sv. (JUvaElpro II. 
(87) Professor MacDowell pointed this out. 
(88) v. n. (10) above. 
(89) v. RE 21.2 2300. 
(90) V. Ellis Macedonian, pp.90-91. 
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(91) S [pp.73-76]. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CODEX V 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Codex Y was produced in the ninth or tenth century and is in poor 
condition (Dilts p.VIII, and n.2). Dilts discerns two hands. yl is the 
older hand and has written speeches 0.7.19 - 0.26 and D.S9 - D.61, with 
scholia for several of them. The other scribe, y2, is slightly later. He 
was responsible for copying Lives of Demosthenes by Zosimos and 
other, anonymous writers, some of Libanios' synopses of the speech 
and scholia to the First Olynthiac from the beginning until (Sc) (ftE 

tdt vuv 2 on D.1.1 (1). Dindorf points out that the folia which contained 
the text of the first six speeches have fallen out but that it is not 
clear from what he says which scribe produced this lost text (Dindorf 
vol VIII p.VI). Wilson suggests that it will have been the same man as 
the scribe of the scholia. Following Dilts' practice, y2 shall be 
referre~ to simply as y. 

This codex offers a title : axbAta ita 1tpmov ')..,6yov tow -'O).:UV8UXlCcOv 
(Dilts app.crit. p.14.1). This could easily be the scribe's own 
contribution. Dilts considers this codex to be the exemplar for what 
he term the codices Ulpiani , T Be Af Vb Wd, and also an exemplar for 
R (2). Where Y is extant, it is cited in place of the codices Ulpiani 
(Dilts p.XI). The extant scholia in Y which concern the First Olynthiac 
are confined to the 1tpottJltov. There are five in all, (1 c), (1 e), (11), (2a) 
and (Sc). Although any generalisations we might make about the nature 
of the scholia offered by Y on the First Olynthiac are necessarily based 
on limited information, it is worth indicating two features about them. 
Firstly, these scholia are comparatively long and discursive. Secondly, 
the compiler of the scholia may have endeavoured to collect 
alternative interpretations. 

THESCHOLIA 

(1 c) has already been already discussed(3J. It forms a cohesive 
scholion. The version in Y is a little different from the version in R. 
The scholion is prefaced with the remark : n8tlCOV ~Ou lCdt 1tpawattlC6v 
td 1tPO~'.uov (Dilts app.crit. p.14. 6) (4 J. This does not affect the 
meaning of the scholion since ~8oa and t6 1tpawattlCbV are mentioned 
again. A second difference is that Y reads cXVtt1t(1ttEtV a-6tota instead of 
AU1tEtV auto.oa (Dilts app.crit. p.14.12). Thirdly, to cruJ.L<ptpov is mentioned 
(Dilts p.14.15). 

The main points to remember about the contents of (1 c) is that the 
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/' .) I /. 

1tpootJl tOY IS 11 at KOV, tactful, because of the A.£~ta (Dilts p.14. 7 -8) and 

also 1tpawattK6v because objections are answered and the K£c!>&'Aata are 
introduced (Dilts p.14.8-9). A particular difficulty which is thought to 
be handled in the 1tpool:JltOV is the problem of the theorik money and the 

Ke<l>~Aata are identified as td aUJlc!>(pov and tb 8uvatov. Although the 
allusion to the theorik money in Demosthenes' words about money is 
unlikely, the rest of the interpretation is sound. 

The comments made in the chapter on codex R about subsequent 
allusions to ~ aoa and the theorik money in (1 d) are no less appropriate 
for Y. (1e) which is found in V, is an abbreviated form of (1d){5J. The 
author examines hyperbole in the phrase 1tOAAcOV XP11Jla'teOV and, notably, 
develops the suggestion in (1 c) that the theorik money is the cause of 
a potential objection. The second part of (1 e) (Dilts p.15.11-13) 
echoes points which are made in (1 c) (Dilts p.14.6-8). Here we find an 
example of language rendering the audience benevolent towards 

C' 

Demosthenes because of the quality of ~aoa which it produces. 
The compiler of the scholia in V seems to have been particularly 

interested in a reference to money in the opening sentence of the 
speech. In (1 f) three possible explanations of this reference are given 
without the author of the scholion claiming responsibility for any of 
them. The first two (Dilts p.15.17 and 22) are rejected out of hand and 
the third (Dilts p.15.24) which wins the authors approval, is discussed 
at length. This long scholion ends with an account of the institution of 
the theorik fund (Dilts p.16.8-21). 

Th.e three possibilities are discussed methodically in order to find 
/ " out why Demosthenes employs a comparison between XP11Jlata and to 

(JuJlc!>epov. The first interpretation is that it is because Demosthenes 
wishes to forestall the suspicion that he has been bribed by the 
Olynthians to speak on their behalf (Dilts p.15.17-19), that he argues : 

""" / \ " . 1tPOKptt£OV troy XPl1Jlatrov to <JUJlc!>£pov (Dilts p.15.20). The author regards 
this as ingenious but erroneous, because Demosthenes does not state 
that he himself puts money second, but that the Athenian people do 
this. We must deduce therefore that there cannot be an accusation of 
bribery against Demosthenes because he does not defend himself. 

The second suggestion, that the suspicion of being bribed by the 
Persians induced Demosthenes to make this speech, is rejected still 
more briefly. It is open to the same refutation as the first (Dilts 
p.15.22-24). 

The third possibility is that Demosthenes wishes to make sure 
that the audience is well-disposed towards giving up money to obtain 
other advantages from the very beginning, because he will be 
discussing the unpleasant topic of £~oq,opa later on in the speech (Dilts 

P.15.24-26). This receives approbation from the author : ~ 8~ 
) "I I .) / ) \ t./ . . . d UI' 's (X"'1lgecrt£pa attta £OttV autl1 (Dilts p.15.27). Bearing m mm plan 
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arroga~t dismissa.1 of altern~tive interpretations (Dilts pp.8.3, 12.16), 
the attitude of thiS scholar IS almost humble. It is peculiar that the 
interpretation which he himself favours is attributed to «).) .. 01 (Dilts 
p.1S.24), and that he does not credit himself with good judgement. The 
interpretation which is accepted here does not contradict the 
interpretation of (1 e). They discern the same purpose but express it 
differently. It seems likely that the author of (1 e) and (1 f) are 
different. Moreover, the suggestions in (1 f) are attributed to people 
other than the author of the 5cholion whereas in (1 e), and indeed in 
(1 c), we have no reason to suppose that the author of the scholion is 
not presenting his own ideas. 

The purpose of the comparison between 'td cru~<!>fpov and xp{~a'ta is 
examined in detail (Dilts p.1S.27-16.7). The argument is as follows : 
the Athenians have recently (t,vayxocr Dilts p.1S.28) declared that a sum 
of money is to be used for theorik purposes. Each citizen was given 
two obols, ?ne so that he could buy food, the other so that he could pay 
the 6.PX1't£K'tOOV of the theatre. Demosthenes wished that this sum of 
money be made over to a stratiotik fund since war with Philip had now 
started (vuv Dilts p.1S.32). Demosthenes wished to avoid antagonising 
the Athenians at once by suggesting that they should be deprived of 
their two obols. In the 1tpoo;,J.1tOV he demurs from saying this openly, 
but the suggestion is present in his comparison of 't6 crUJ.L<!>~pov and 
XP"J.La'ta. If he gets them to agree that 'tb cruJ.L<!>€POV is preferable to a 
large sum of money, then it will obviously be preferred to a small sum 

The author shows signs of having read ahead in the text when he 
notes that Demosthenes is going to mention £{cr<!>op& (Dilts p.1S.24). 
This refers to 0.1.20. The author does not question the implication of 
Demosthenes' phrase 1tcfv'tacr £tcr<!>tP£lV (6). 

A similar point can be made about (Dilts p.1S.32) where the author 
says that Demosthenes will ask for the theorik money to be converted 
to a stratiotik purpose. This again refers to 0.1.20. The authors seems 
to think that the theorik money had previously been stratiotik : 1t~A. 1 V 
au't~ 1t01~cra1 cr'tpa't1oo't1 K~ (Dilts p.16.14). . No explanation of this 
interpretation is given. 

""'\ ;I < 
The author goes wrong at (Dilts p.15.32-33) : vuv Ka't£A.a~£v 0 

1tOA£J.LOcr. He assumes that the hostility between Philip and Athens is 
recent. However, the fall of Amphipolis in 357B.C. marks the outbreak 
of the war and the First Olynthiac was delivered in 3~9 B.C.. The use of .. . . 
vuv IS Inaccurate. 

This scholion is the unique source of an alternative explanation of 
the purpose of the two-obol distribution. Other sources regard them 
purely as an entrance fee. This scholion notes that one obol was 
intended as a meal subsidy and that the other was an entrance fee. The 
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latter was intended as a form of subsidy for the construction of a 
stone theatre in Athens (Dilts p.15.29-32). This is not consistent with 
an account of the reason for the introduction of the two-obol 
distribution given in the same scholion ; namely an attempt to reduce 
overcrowding.(Dilts p.16.9-12) (7J. The author notes that everyone 
received the two obols but he does not consider whether this included 
women or not (8). 

The institution of the theorikon is attributed to Perikles (Dilts 
p.16.9sqq). This view appears to have been widespread in late 
antiquity, although it is mistaken (9) Plutarch or Libanios may have 
been the source of this information. 

The author implies that the money from the fund was to come from 
revenue (Dilts p.16.12) but does not explain what kind of revenue. 

He notes that there was a law concerning the theorikon which was 
introduced by Euboulos and that the penalty for breach was death (Dilts 
p.16.15). He observes that the law was introduced after Apollodoros' 
involvement with the theorik money. The author is trying to rearrange 
the chronology of events in order to produce a clear account(10). 

The comments in (1 f) raise several problems in their 
interpretation of events. The author's approach is not satisfactory 
because he does not consider the implication of his comments. This 
scholion IS nevertheless valuable because it offers unusual 
interpretations. 

(2a) is a two part scholion which looks at the effect of VOJ,l~(J) in 
the context of D.1.1 and also t'J,lq>aoto. In the discussion of (2b) in F4 
which ·offers the same two pieces of information in reverse order, it 
was argued that the author of (1 e) could not have been the author of 
this scholion(11). Nor does (2a) have an affinity with (1f). In the 
latter Demosthenes is "quoted" : UJ,UlO tOUtO mot~(J) 1tOtEtV (Dilts p.15.22). 
The absence of 1ttOt(u(J) is Significant according to the author of (2a). 
Therefore if one author wrote both (1 f) and (2a), he could be accused of 
carelessness. 

(2a) is also of interest because it forms part of the evidence 
which suggests that Zosimos of Askalon wrote some of the scho/ia 
Demosthenica (12). 

Although (5c) would appear to refer to 6~E tbtvuv, in fact it 
contains a summary of the opening words of the 1tporitJ,ltov{13J. The 

" ::> L I'?/ \ / , \ ,/ , 
author says: J,lEtTlA9€v €q>' €t€pav €vvotav, tTlv 1tPOYtllv aq>EtO aKataOKEUOV 
aftov 5~ tObtou t'O ~o 1tPOt~O€(J)o tvoo~ov (Dilts p.17.27-28). He then 
digresses to talk about lv50~ot 1tpot~O€tO or truisms in general. After 
this scholion several folia are missing from Y. It is no doubt correct 
to suppose that the codices U/piani can give us some idea about what 
those missing folia contained. 
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CONCLUSIOO 

Y offers a range of interpretations which are concerned 
exclusively with the opening clause of the speech. There is strong 
evidence for a plurality of sources but also consistency in the favoured 
interpretation. The compilation gives a valuable discussions about the 
theorik money even if their historical accuracy is questionable. The 
contribution is important as the unique source for some pieces of 
information. The possibility that Zosimos of Askalon wrote at least 
one of the extant scholia is a rare positive suggestion of authorship 
amid the mass of unattributable scholia. The loss of the remainder of 
the scholia in Y is to be regretted. However, the likelihood that the 
codices Ulpiani contain scholia which came from Y before the loss 
occurred, means that the loss is not too serious. Unfortunately we 
cannot tell which scholia in the codices Ulpiani came from codex Y and 
which came from other sources. The relationship of Y to other codices 
is discussed in a later chapter(14). 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER FIVE 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 
(7 ) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
( 12) 
(13) 
(14) 

N.G. Wilson, CO 10 pp.200-202, points out that there are three hands altogether 
in Y. 
v. R [p.8S). 
v. R [pp.89sqq). 

\ f \..) / 
Given that this scholion examines 'to 1tpay~a'tlKOV and to T\OtKOV, Wolf's 
emendation of 1taEhlttlcbv must be correct. 
v. F4 [p.133). 
v. Appendix One [p.284). 
v. Appendix One [pp.27Ssqq). 
v. Appendix One [p.277). 
v. Appendix One [p.267-269]. 
v. Appendix One [pp.28S-6). 
v. F4 [p.141). 
v. Sources [pp.234-7). 
v. R [pp.92-93]. 
v. F4 [pp.144-S) and also R [p.8S] and vp2 [p.171]. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CODEX A 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Dilts has identified three hands in this tenth-century codex (Dilts 
p.VIII). The first, Al or A as it shall be referred to here, wrote much of 
the text and a few scholia. A2 is a fifteenth-century hand responsible 
for a few folia and considerably more scholia than A offers. A2 
produced 0.1.11 troy 9Erov XPTlO't6v - fin (1 J. The third hand A3 is twelfth 
or thirteenth century and does not concern us in this speech. 

A 

A offers three scholia on the First Olynthiac , two of which are 
unique. (71 b) comments on the punctuation of the text at D.1.9. 
Clearly there was doubt about whether the division of the group of 

,\ \.2.: '<:" cr. /. 
words VUVl aTl KCXtpOO' lIKEt ttO' OUtoO' 0 troy "OAuv9trov ... IS to be taken as one 
sentence or as two, punctuating between ttO' and o.otoO', In (71 a) we 
have a scholion offered by F4 and the codices Ulpiani , which comments 
succinctly upon the two interpretations. Either ttO' is interrogative 
and OUtoO' begins the answer, or ttO' is enclitic and is the antecedent of 

c. 
OUtoO'. 

In (71 b) we are told that there are three explanations. The first 
possibility is that ttO' enclitic. The second is that it is interrogative 
and this produces two variants. The first variant is that the Athenians 

k D \ \ \ C./ e.. h as emosthenes VUVt 'Ycxp KCXtpOO' TlKet ttO' ; and OUtoO' ... IS t e answer. 
Unfortunately the scholion ends here and so we do not learn what the 
second variant is and whether it forms the third possible 
interpretation of this text. ot )lEV (Dilts p.32.3) does not receive a 
corresponding ot ae. The third possibility is, perhaps, that Demosthenes 
poses the question himself. The form of this scholion is lucid and 
methodical but the abrupt ending renders it unsatisfactory. The fault 
may be with the scribe or with an exemplar. 

(108) is a lexicographical scholion which comments that 
~tA01tPCX'YJlOcrtivTl, 0.1.14, means O'1tOUa~ Kch ltA.eOVE(tCX. 

(116) which is also found in F4 and the codices Ulpiani, comments 
perceptively on Demosthenes' understanding of psychology in a phrase 

/' . "" L./ ,.. \ ,.., 

such as EtO' cxvcx"(KTlv EA9ro)lEv, 0.1.15 : cruVTl9EO' tro PlltOpt troy )lEv AU1tT\ProV Kat 
t.. \ t / "'" ,... \ J.. c.. '\ /._'\ ~ I -

autov )lEtEXOVtCX &tKVUVCXt, troy aE cxjU9rov tTlV ltEtpCXV Ol\.olV\TlPOV CX1tOVE)lEtV tcp 

O~JlC:> (Dilts p.37 .25-27). The purpose is to win the goodwill of th~ 
audience, by showing that he is industrious and dutiful without benefit 
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to himself. The reasoning behind this comment is sound but it remains 
to be seen whether this generalisation holds true for the Demosthenic 
corpus. While the author gives the impression of having first hand 
knowledge, it could simply be orthodoxy. 

Dilts attributes (108) and (116) to A but the reason is not clear. 
A 2 is extant at this point but A is not. 

These scholia offer sensible interpretations but they are of no 
great moment. What prompted the compiler to include them is obscure. 
Dilts suggests that R is copied from A and that the former offers some 
scholia now lost from A(2). However, he does not state which scholia 
he has in mind or, indeed, whether or not the First Olynthiac is 
relevant to this observation. 

A 2, the fifteenth century hand, offers twelve scholia between 
0.1.11 and D.1.28 inclusively. This reflects the portion of the text 
which it contains. The majority deal with language and expression. 
There appears to be a very close relationship with the scholia in F, 
especially F4, and also with the codices Ulpiani. Only one of the 
scholia in A2 lacks a counterpart in F, and that is (167). For the most 
part A2 and one of the hands in F offer the same scholion as in (90a), 
(92b), (93a), (94), (115a), (117a), (119a), (175a) and (187a). 
Occasionally the same point is made in different terms and hence in 
Dilts edition some are regarded as separate scholia, as for example in 
the cases of (166a) and (166b) and (125a) and (125c). With the 
exception of (94), all the scholia are brief. They all have a counterpart 
in codex T, except for (117). 

Some of these scholia have already been analysed in the discussion 
on F. It is unlikely that the compiler of A2 was doing anything more 
ambitious than copying whichever notes accompanied the text. 

I 
MQq 

> / /, \ 
(92b) comments on the effect of £J.10t in the phrase <!>pacratoo ncr £JlOl 

n t6 lCOOA:UOV E~' a-6t6v £~tat ~aa[~etv oStOt ~o~A£tat, 0.1.12(3), (115a) 
comments on the word fppa9uJ.111 lC6t£cr, 0.1.15(4), The apparatus (Dilts , 
p.37.21) reveals that A2 does not offer the second part of this scholion 
concerning the phrase ~~ 1tOAA.W. (94) is longer than any other scholion 

I 
offered by A2. The author looks at the effect of asyndeton would have 
had in D.1.12 as well as the actual effect of the conjunctions(5). 

In D.1.24 Oemosthenes calls for ambassadors to be sent wherever 
necessary. (167) clarifies ~<!>' <i Se1 as an allusion to informing those 
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who are ignorant about Philip to distrust him, and secondly to goading 
into action those who know him but are frightened (6). 

In (90a) two synonyms are given for the verb cX1to'tpt<pc6Jl€9a, 0.1.11. 
The author is clearly aware that Oemosthenes is using metaphorical 
language although there is no explicit reference to Jl€'ta$opfi as we find 
in other scholia at this point(7). 

In (93a) it is stated : 'tTl t1tOcrH01t1l'cr€t Kelt 1taAtV XPTlcraJl€vocr (Dilts 
I 

p.34.28-29). Although A2 points out the figure later in 0.1.19, (12Sa), 
there is no earlier mention. A close relationship between A2 and F4 is 
then put in doubt because the latter also offers (14c) which is a longer 
scholion distinguishing &'1tocrtc01tllcrtcr from u1tomcb1tllcrtcr. However, A2 is 
mutilated at this point so the difference may not be significant. 

The second example in A2 is (12Sa). This is a unique version of the 
comment but Fl and S make the same observation in different terms 
that &cr ~o'tiA€cr9€ AaJl~~V€'t€, 0.1.19, is an enigmatic allusion to the 
Athenians' practice of using the money for visual entertainments(B), 

Rhetorical Analysis and K€<lUIAaux 

(117a) is a brief comment which informs us that there is an 
&v't(9€mcr a1to 'tou BtKa{ou at the beginning of 0.1.16(9), K€$aAata are also 
mentioned in (119a) in which we are told that Demosthenes has based 
his· argument on to Buvat~v K€$ci'Aatov in 0.1.17 because he is giving us an 
account of the practical measures which will secure victory for the 
Athenians. This seems satisfactory in itself but does suggest that the 
compiler of A2 is guilty of inconsistency. The objection is based on t'o 
OtKa1.0V and yet the passage is said to continue with to ouvatov. These 
scholia can only be consistent if we suppose that the objection is 
delivered but Oemosthenes does not answer it. Since Oemosthenes 
himself introduced the objection we have all the more reason to expect 
him to answer it. (117a) and (119a) probably emanate from different 
sources(10). 

6.v9u1to$op<i is spotted in 0.1.26. (17Sa) gives a crisp comment on 
this: &v9u1to$opa crtoxacrn~ ~v A-6€t EX 't€KJlllPtrov. This scholion is also 
found in F4 (11). Although there is some doubt about the meaning of 
~V9u1to$opti which the author has in mind, we saw that this example 
suits both possibilities (12). 

2 ) '" / ,--\ ') "'" (187a) reads as follows in A : €K 'tou crUJl$€pov'tocr &t 'Yap €K 'troY 
""'" ~, \ ,,~ - \ / '" '\ A / (Dilts cruV€K'tt KroV <l€t K(lt troy tcrxuprov 'tacr (lV(lK€$(lAatroCJ€tcr /\,aJl ... av€t v 

app.crit. p.47.22-24). This seems to have been abbreviated from the 
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slightly longer version in F4 and the codices Ulpiani , which referred to 

i1ttA~YOt. This comment need not necessarily indicate that the author 
believes that the epilogue of the First Olynthiac begins at 0.1.28 but it 
would be odd if this were not so. This is a sensible comment on 
, ./. I 
E1ttAOYOt In genera. 

Grammar 

(166b) offers us an abbreviated version of a scholion found in F4, 
(166a), in which it is pointed out that the middle of cruvCXEtpro takes the 
accusative in Attic(13J, This implies that in other dialects the dative 
is normally used. 

CONCLUSIOO 

The comments offered by A2 are sound. Language is the primary 
interest and the occasional references to K£cpai..CXtCX reveal the lack of 
continuity in the analysis or compilation. It is possible that A2, F4 and 
the codices Ulpiani share a common source. Given that F4 is eleventh 
century and the codices Ulpiani are thirteenth to fifteenth century, the 
link is probably not direct. There is no evidence that A and R have any 
common source as far as the First Olynthiac is concerned. There is no 
reason to think that the compiler of the scholia written by A2 was 
aware of the previous contribution in the codex. Overall the 
contribution of codex A to our understanding of the First Olynthiac is 
negligible. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER SIX 

( 1 ) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 

V. Canfora Inventario p.45. 
(Dilts p.XI n.1). cf R [pp.84-85] and Drerup SBA W p.308 and Philologus 
p.558. 
v. R [p.114] 
(115a) in F4 [p.142]. 
R (94) [p.114]. 
v. Also found in S [p.72]. 
cf S (89) [pp.69-70]. codd. Ulp. (90b) [pp.193-194], F4 (90c) [p.146]. F2 
[p.131] but h ere it is lexicographical. 
F 1 [p.123], S (125b) [p.69], codd. Ulp. (125c) and (125e) [p.217]. 
(117d) F4 [p.137], T [pp.181-2], F2 (117a) [p.127]. 
codd Vip [pp.182-3] 
V. F4 [p.138]. 

:> ,-
For Hermogenes and a.v8u7toct>opa. (105c) see S[p.55] and n .11 above. 
F4 [p.148] 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CODEX PR 

INTRODUCTION 

The contribution of Pr is trivial and highlights the success and 
merit of the contributions of the majority of codices to our 
understanding of the First Olynthiac. It is a fourteenth-century 
codex(1). The text of the speech and the scholia are written in the 
same hand. Although this codex includes the Ulpiani prolegomena, this 
work has not had any influence on the scholia which Pr offers. 

SCHOLIA 

There are some fifty-eight scholia which occur in all but six 
sections of the speech (2. The frequency of the scholia ranges from 
one per section, 0.1.1, 12, 14-16 and 19, to seven, 0.1.21. All the 
scholia are brief. The purpose of these comments is not evident. The 
majority of them simply rephrase Demosthenes' own words or else 
specify a vague reference in the text. Most of these comments seem 
trivial or pedantic because they add nothing to our understanding of 
the speech, and the author often explains what is self-evident from 
the context of the speech. This collection of scholia may comprise an 
elementary commentary for a beginner or for someone totally 
unfamiliar with the background to the speech. Alternatively, they may 
represent an exercise whereby the same point is to be reiterated but in 
different words. 

The following are particularly good examples of an allusion being 
clarified : (10), (12b), (17), (59b), (63), (73), (79), (110), (142), (144), 
(145), (147b), (149), (154) and (165). In (17) for example, the author 
identifies the destination of the campaign which is referred to in 
D.1.2, as eta t~V )/OA:uv90v. This is self-evident in the context of this 
speech. (63) points out that Philip is responsible for the sieges of the 
towns mentioned in 01.9. (165) identifies the specific form of aKatp{a 
in D.1.24 which is evident in the context of Demosthenes' remarks. The 
precise reference of scholia in Pr is sometimes obscured by the 
absence of lemmata. 

Demosthenes' words are rephrased in (39b), (78), (88), (155), 
(156c) and (162). Rephrasing is always done in voce Demosthenis, 
suggesting that they were written by the same author. The phrase aAA' 
, / \ ) ""' 1"\ / • d c.. \ 
(lV<XCJt<XCJecoa Kat aVapa7tOatCJJ,LOU tll CJ 7tatptaoa, 0.1.5, IS rephrase as u7tep 

" ~.) / • c... \ / / \ ,... / \ / ) ,/ 
tou Jlll <xvaatatov U7tO tOUtOU YEvea9at tTlv aq,cov 7tOAtV Kat aOUAoua autoua 
(Dilts p.25.36-26.1). Oemosthenes' phrase is quite intelligible. In 
(162) we find that Demosthenes' aphorism about the difficulty of 
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holding on to what one has acquired, D.1.23, provokes the following 
)( ""'"" (.. I V " " ::::> 

remark: ll'YOUV tTlPllacu roaautcoo £XEtV Kat J..Lll J..L£ta~aAetv Eta Karlav. Again 
the meaning is clear from Demosthenes' own words. 

Sometimes a phrase is expanded, as for example in (18), (76a), 
(85a), (85b), (136c), (146) and (160). In 0.1.11 Oemosthenes uses a 
simile about those who borrow money. (85a) and (85b) add two 
suitable phrases : &a E1tt t6 1tA£tcrtOv which emphasises the aphoristic 
quality in the simile while allowing for exceptions and rod1t£p ~J..L£fcr 
which indicates that the Athenians find themselves in the same 
position as those who borrow money. These phrases are apt but 
superfluous. (136c) adds to Oemosthenes' remark in 0.1.20 that the 
Athenians must make whatever contribution is necessary : £1. J..Lh t~ 
eEOOptK(x atpattrottK(x 1totTla£t£. This phrase is superfluous in the context 
of Oemosthenes' remarks though accurate. In 0.1.23 Oemothenes says 

, \ t. .:> '- 'I 'I .., \ '" " Kat J..La ~t ouocv a1ttatov taroa. (160) adds a predicate: autov EtVat tOtOUtov. 
Again this is suitable but unnecessary. 

There is consistency in the type of comment in Pr and in the form 
in which they occur. -r1Youv is a favoured introductory particle, 
occurring seven times(3). There are also a few peculiarities. 

(39b) has been examined above in connection with rephrasing 
Demosthenes' words. The second part of this scholion (Dilts p.26.1) 
introduces the subject of K£ <t> 6 A a t a and observes that when 
Demosthenes speaks in terms of ruin and slavery in 0.1.5, he is 
employing t6 OiK£toV aUJl<t>tpov in the hope of encouraging the Athenians 
to do as he advises. This is the only scholion in Pr which refers to 
KE<t>~Aata. It also refers to Oemosthenes in the third person. Therefore 
the author of this scholion is unlikely to be the same person who wrote 
the majority of the scholia in Pro The interpretation is reminiscent of 
Ulpian's interpretation (4) although we cannot, of course, tell whether 
this scholion predates the prolegomena or whether there is any tie 
between them. 

~\' 'e.."" :>, 
(133) refers to 0.1 .20 and rephrases £yCJl J..LEV yap ll'YOuJ..Lat ... EtO' taO' 

EO p te{O' . The form of the scholion is striking : vuv y~p £to' e~aO' 
I :> / / ~ ~ \ / ~~ I ~" 

A.aJ..L~avovt£a ou 8eovtroa AaJ..L~aVEt£ ' £ta O£ to atpat£u£t v ovS£vta u£ovtooa 
5qer)a£tat. The phrases are antithetical in meaning and parallel in 

structure. The alliteration is remarkable, especially if we suppose 
that the authors of late antiquity or later are primarily interested in 
observing features of Attic Greek and emulating the style of the 
classical period. Repetition of the participle in the main verb and 
repetition of 8£6vtroa in both phrases is striking. 

(193b) also takes an unusual form although less striking than the 
previous example. The aim of the author is to define £ts'Suvat, 0.1.28 : 
&1tOAoY{at Kdt Kp{aEta $av cepdt K~t /exAAtatat. The position of adjectives is 
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unusual for prose and attracts emphasis to them. Although ci1tOAoY{at 
\ ", f d d f' 't' f'/ Kat KptO'€tO' orms a soun e Inl Ion 0 €u9uvat, the adjectives are 

unexpected. cj>av€poO' in the sense of "public" raises no problem but the 
inclusion of KaAAtO'toO' does not seem warranted by the context. 

This scholion could also be taken as a lexicographical comment 
although the inclusion of adjectives makes this unlikely. Similar 
entries are not found in the lexica. 

/ 

o:xnuata 

O'X~J.1.ata also interest the compiler of Pro There are four relevant 
scholia. These may be dealt with briefly since most of them are 
familiar. (27b) points out the occurrence of 1tapa 1tpo0'50K(av in 
D.1 .4 (5), (12Sd) correctly points out an example of tT1tOO'tol1tTtO'tO' in 
D.1.19(6). 

The remaining scholia on this topic are more interesting. (77b) 
points out that 0.1.10 we have 1tap(O'coO'tO' Katd. KOlAOV. This is the only 
scholion to refer to this particular form of the O'xn J.1.a. F2 and vp call 
the same phrases 1tap(O'coO'tO' Kat' €1t€Jl~OA,~V (77a) (7). 1tapfcrcoO'tO' Kata. 

KOlAOV means that a series of KolA,a have an equal number of syllables : 
\ 1\ ~ \ / ... ",)1 .,.. \ I '" '"' 

to Aa~€t v ouv ta 5t50Jl€va / 0Jl0A,0Ycov €VVOJlOV €t vat / to Xapt v tou trov 
> '" / / . Cl1to50uvat / 1tapavoJlcov ypacj>l1. Unless the author has a different text 

I 

before him, this interpretation does not work. It is pass i ble that he 
has in mind the same phrases as the author of (77a), but he ought, as 
the latter does, to have pointed out the parenthesis which disrupts the 

/' 
7taptO'COO'tO'. 

(93c) pOints out an example of d1toO'tc6'1tTtO'tO' in 0.1.12. However, 
according to what we find among the Rhetores Graeci, the O'X~J.1.a 
should be {)1tOO't~1tllO'tO' (8). The O'XllJla is identified correctly in (12Sd) 
and so the fault here may rest with scribal error. The same mistake 
was made in codex 5, (93b) (9), but we have no reason to suppose that 
there is a source common to 5 and Pro 

Pr offers nothing new about O'xTlJ.1.ata in this speech, apart from the 
unusual classification of 1ta prO'coO'tO'. We may surmise that the 
identification of these O'XTlJlata was standard. Pr represents a 
different tradition from the other codices because the wording of the 
scholia is different, even though the same point is being made. 

Lexicographical Scholia 

(132b) is a single word scholion which mentions £\'coO'tO' in 0.1.20. 
In (132a) in Fl and 5, a synonym O'Cvta~tO' is discussed at some 
length (10). Lexica give £('coO'tO' as a synonym or perhaps definiton of 
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a6vt~t<J. 
(193b) could be regarded as lexicographical. 

OTHER COMMENTS 

Three more scholia warrant attention and these are probably by 
the same author. In 0.1.4 Oemosthenes remarks that Philip has a great 
advantage in the war because he can act quickly and exploit any 
opportunities which present themselves. In (34) we find : lv Il~v y&p 

" /,... '- :> r ~ I ..... co\. I \ ~ 'C:' ':1/ 
tata OTlIlOKPCXttCXt<J tcp IlEV CXp£<JEt ° 1tOA.eIl0<J, tOO DE O{)K' {) & J3cx01A.eUa, Eta <iJV, 
L I '\ ;"\ f""\:> / ".) I / 2/ 
TlVtlCCX cxv J3oUATl9~ 1tOA.eIlEtV, OUOEVCX tOY EVCXVttOUJ.LEvov EXEl. This gives the 
explanation of why Philip has the advantage and the Athenians are 
impeded. We can deduce nothing about the constitutional system under 
which the author lived since he explains the response of both systems. 

(42b) explains a difference between democracy and monarchy. The 
author observes with reference to 0.1.5 that democracies and 
tyrannies inevitably do not trust one another : {,VCXVt{cx yap fattv ' cx\ Il~v 

\ ~ ) / :> I J:>1. I <. :\ I.:> /. 
-yap OUK cxpXOVtCX EXOU01 v, CXAA' Eatt 0TlJlOKPCXttCX, Tl O€ 1l0VCXPX1CXV E1tcxyyeA.A.etCXt. 
In effect this scholion defines the word democracy. This would be 
unnecessary for an audience which lived in a democracy. However, we 
cannot pinpoint a probable date for the composition of ths scholion 
because democracies did not flourish in the days of Hellenistic kings 
nor in the Roman and Byzantine empires. If the comment is aimed at an 
elementary level, then the remarks about democracy would not imply 
that the author did not live in a democracy himself. 

(106) offers a single-word scholion to identify 6;v9u1toCPop~ in 
0.1.14{11J. Most of the other codices offer the long scholion (105c). 

CONCLUSIGJ 

The scholia which Pr offers are mostly elementary but do 
occasionally yield a scholion of interest, (34), (42b) and (77b). An 
interest in language and expression is consistent. We have no reason 
to suppose more than a couple of sources. Pr acts as a standard by 
which to judge the contribution of other codices. The latter stand out 
for their detailed and sophisticated analysis. The main value of Pr is 
the inclusion of the Ulpiani prolegomena and the title. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER SEVEN 

(1) (Dilts p.IX). 
(2) 0.1.3,7,13,17,18 and 26. 
(3) (20), (39b), (78), (142), (154), (162) and (192a). 
(4) Ulpian on OUlCOtlCEtOO' [pp.16sqq]. 
(5) (27a) in Fl [p.123] and S [p.69]. 
(6) (125b) in Fl [p.123] and (125a) and (125e) in codd VIp [p.217]. 
(7) v. F2 [p.129], vp [p.172]. The example comes from Hermogenes, ed.Walz VII 

p.710. He divides the phrases as shown. An Anonymous writer, Walz VII p.640, 
inserts the word lC6~~a at the beginning of the fourth phrase. This results in an 
equal number of syllables. This writer divides the sentence between dval and 'tb 

/ 
xaplv. 

(8) Discussed in S [p.69]. 
(9) Asn.8. 
(10) v. Fl [p.123] and S [p.71]. 
( 11) See S [p.55] for discussion. vp also offers (106) [p.173]. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CODEX VP 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

vp is an eleventh-century codex and Dilts believes that the same 
hand wrote the text of the speeches and scholia (Dilts pp. VIII - IX). 
Dilts places vp2 in the thirteenth century. vp offers twenty-two 
scholia in just over half the sections of the speech. Only one scholion, 
(41 b), is offered before 0.1.9. It is peculiar that no comment is made 
on the opening sections of the speech and this may be the reason for 
the contribution which vp2 offers. vp2 offers the same five scholia 
which are found in codex y(1). This cannot be purely coincidental. The 
compiler of vp2 must have been consulting Y in its mutilated state. 
Dilts' stemma (Dilts p.XII) therefore requires a slight emendation. 

From: To : 

y y 

There is no need to examine these scholia again. They do offer an 
instructive contrast with vp which only offers very brief notes, 
sometimes consisting of a single word. 

VP 

Geography 

vp offers scholia on language, rhetorical analysis and geography. 
Seven scholia which are found between sections 0.1.5 and 0.1.13 are 
distinctive both in form and subject matter. In each case a place name 
or ethnic name is explained by a single word. All the scholia, bar 
(41 b), are unique to vp. This scholion is also found in Pro 

According to Oiller(2) the desire of the Byzantines to produce 
classical Greek, even at the cost of clarity, necessitated the 
production of Jl£tovo~.uxa(a of places, countries and nations. He has 
assembled four lists which he refers to as A, B, C and O. These date 
from the twelfth to seventeenth century. Although they are connected, 
the precise relationship is unclear. It can be said, however, that A is 
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not the original list. 
The form of the scholia in vp indicates that their purpose is 

similar to that of the Ii~ts. Since vp is an eleventh-century hand, they 
cannot have been copIed from the extant lists. Diller assumes that 
these scholia contributed towards the compilation of the lists but it is 
also possible that the scholia were extracted from earlier lists. These 
may have been Byzantine or possibly Hellenistic. Sources for lists 
could have been historians such as Prokopios or geographers such as 
Pausanias. 

(41 b), (61) and (95) all identify Pydna with Kitros. This 
identification is also found in the lists(3). Strabo or a later 
commentator on him substantiates this remark, VII frag. 22(4J. (62) 
and (96) identify Potidaia with Kassandraia. Again, the lists offer this 
identification (5), but the version in the scholion is unique. The 
identification is correct since this town was founded on the site of 
Potidaia by Kassander in 316 B.CJ6). Strabo mentions the new name of 
Potidaia in VII frag. 25(7). 

(100) links the Illyrians with the Oyrrakhenians. The lists equate 
Epidamnos with Oyrrakhion. Strabo tells us this too, VII 5.8. 
Epidamnos is in Illyria. Therefore the author of (100) is identifying 
the people of a territory with the people of one town within that area. 

(102) links the Paionians with the oJ'yypot. The lists associate the 
oJ'yypOt with their former name GepidadBJ. Prokopios of Kaesarea 
links the Gepidai to Sirmion which is to the north-west of Greece(9J. 
Sirmion is not in the territory of Paionia although the direction is 
similar. In this example the author seems to have made a mistake. 
With this exception, the identifications are correct. 

The author of these scholia is perhaps the same man. He may have 
inserted the name which was more familiar to him. It is possible that 
he was consulting primary sources such as Strabo but equally he may 
have referred to contemporary lists. The compiler has not been 
systematic since not every place name is identified although 
alternative names appear in the lists(10). The repetition of Kitros 

. and Kassandraia is unnecessary. 

Language 

In common with the remaining contribution of vp, the twelve 
/ 

scholia on language are brief. (77a) points out an example of xa.ptcroocncr 
in D.1.1 0(11). vp also offers (80) on this passage and this scholion is 
unique. It informs us that there is an example of €x{Kptmcr in 0.1.10. 
What this means is that Demosthenes is making an overt judgement 
about the current Athenian position(12j. Oemosthenes draws a 
distinction which he frames in a Jl£V / O£ construction. Athenian losses 
in war are attributable to their negligence but the worst has been 
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escaped hitherto. The second clause qualifies the first. Oemosthenes 
is making a distinctio~ between destruction and survival. (77a) and 
(80) make separate POints but are compatible with one another. 

(84) and (161 b) are similar in that both are found in F2 and both 
. ,/ .> / / 

pOInt out crXTH.lCX'tCX, cxv'ttcr'tPOq,ll and 1tEptOOOcr respectively, which are 
pointed out twice by F2 (13). I n the case of (84) the validity of the 
observation depends upon the text. / (36a) does not occur in vp. (161 b) 
points out a good example of yvroJltK11 1tEp(OOOcr in 0.1.23. It is probably a 
coincidence that the same example is also selected by Ailios 
Aristeides, Rh. 12.8 (Schmid). In F2 (171) is the second reference to 
this crXllJlCX and it is not found in vp. 

J104) is straightforward and points out an obvious example of 
1tapcxAEt<ptcr at the end of 0.1.13. This example has been discussed in 
connection with Sand Fl{14J. 

(106) is a scholion consisting of a single word and it is shared 
with Pro It offers a striking contrast to (105c), in F4, S, T, Bc, Af, Vb 
and Wd, which takes great trouble to define <!v9u1toq,op6 (15). Although 
the author provides us with no clue as to what is meant, the most 
likely interpretation is that &v9u1toq,op6 is taken in the same sense as 
(105c). The beginning of 0.1.14 can be interpreted as the general 
acceptance of an argument but with an objection to part of it. 

(114a) and (114b) cover familiar ground{16J. (114a) gives us an 
interpretation of the simile in 0.1.15. The author incorrectly takes the 
comparison to be with people who lend money. (114b) gives an 
alternative interpretation that the simile is with those who borrow 
money. This view is clearly designated as an alternative : 'ttV~CJ 0' O~K 
£1t~ 'to)V OCXVEt~OJ,LtVrov ... (Dilts app.crit. p37 .11). The compiler draws no 
conclusions. It seems that (114b) is an abbreviation of a longer 
scholion but the omissions do not affect the interpretation (Dilts 
app.crit. p.37 .11-13). 

This group of scholia offers an unusual choice of CJx"Jlcx'tcx. It is 
likely that the compiler was aware of alternative interpretations. The 
selection suggests a link with F2 or one of F2) sources, particularly 
because of 1tEP-roOOcr, 1tcxprcrromcr and av'ttCJ'tpoq,ll. These are distinctive 
because the older hands do not refer to them. 

Lexicographical Scholia 

/ 
This is the second linguistic interest of vp. (7Sb) gives KPt'tllCJ as 

an alternative to AOytcr't{cr (Dilts app.crit. p.32.34) (17), (117b) gives 
~VEtO(~Etv as an alternative for £1tt'ttJ,Lc2v (Dilts app.crit. p.37.30){18) and 

(122b) gives XEtp£crE'tCXt as an alternative to 1tCXpcxcr'trlcrE'tat (Dilts 
app.crit.p.39.9) (19). In all three examples the apparatus reveals that 
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vp offers a version which is found in expanded form in other codices. 
This may be coincidence, there are other instances where vp offers a 
shorter version of scholia(20). 

Grammar and Syntax 

The text of (166c) is not clear but this unique scholion appears to 
be concerned about the case which ouv~pexoeext, 0.1.24, takes. This may 
be inferr~d from the second part which states : td clvexAexJ,L~aV€tv 

at ttextt K1l (Dilts p.45.20). Its subject matter is the same as in (166a) 
and (166b)(21 J. 

Rhetorical Analysis and K€<j>exA,extex 

There are three scholia which deal with these aspects. (140b) 
points out tb B€ut€pov J,Lipoo tou BuvextOu in 0.1.21 (22). This scholion may 
be a heading. However, it is the only scholion in vp which mentions 
K€<j><iAextex. Therefore in the context of vp this scholion is extraordinary. 

(181) and (187b) provide the only comments on the rhetorical 
structure of the speech by pointing out the €7tiAOYOO. (181) appears to 
indicate the {7t~A,oyoo at Ei yexp UJ,Lexo ... , 0.1.27. (187b) points out the 
~ftAOYOO at the beginning of 0.1.28. Clearly there is a contradiction. It 
may be that the first comment is a mistake which is corrected by 
(187b)(23). Fl and vp are both credited with (187b), but the apparatus 
(Dilts p.4 7.25) reveals that they are in fact distinct scholia. Therefore 
vp has written eltA,oyoo twice. 

CONCLUSION 

The scholia offered by vp and vp2 are curious. vp contains unusual 
remarks about place names which may have provided Byzantine 
compilers of J,L€tovoJ,Lao(ext with information. The author of these seven 
scholia is likely to be one man. The linguistic scholia in vp tend to 
follow F2 but the relationship is not very close unless we suppose that 

F2 had multiple sources, one of which was shared by vp. 
vp2 surely had a copy of codex Y before it in a mutilated state. The 

contrast in form and subject matter is marked. The form of the 
scholia in vp2 is characterised by the detailed discussion and the 
subject matter, primarily rhetorical analysis and K€<j>~Aextex. We cannot 
say that the compiler of vp2 was intending to broaden the interests of 
vp nor that his purpose was to concentrate on the beginning of the 
speech. The scholia in Y deal with the opening clause of the speech and 
nothing else. Therefore the subject matter may have been irrelevant in 
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the decision to include these five scholia in the codex. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER EIGHT 

( 1 ) (1 c), (1 e), (1 f), (2a) and (5c). 
(2) v. Diller BZ pp.27-42. 
( 3) A7, 851, C29. 
( 4 ) Muller and Dubner take this comment to be the work of a later excerptor, v. vol 

II p.894 of their edition of Strabo. 
( 5 ) 841, C30. 
(6) v. RE Supp.10 628. 
( 7) v. Chrest VII 72 = p. 579 in Muller. 
(8) A17, 836. 
( 9) Prokop. vol 3 Anec. 18.6. 
( 10) ego Euboia - (, EUpt1t1tocr 849, C35 and Amphipolis - ~ vuv Xpum1tOA.tcr 818. 
(11) V. F [p.129]. 
(12) V. Hermogenes (Rabe p.13.5sqq). E1t(Kpt(jlcr is not given as a crXTlJlu. 
( 1 3) For 'lxV'tlcr'tpo<p~ V. F2 (84) [p.129], for 1tEp(08ocr V. F2 (161 b) [p130]. 
(14) V. S [p.70] and Fl (104) [p.124]. 
(15) V. S [p.55] for discussion of (105c) 
(16) V. S [p.70], F4 [p.146]. 
(17) V. Fl [ p.123]. 
(18) Also shown by T [p.192]. 
(19) V. Fl [p.123] and caddo VIp. [p.192]. 
(20) ego (114b) and (161b). 
(21) For (166a) V. F4 [p.148] and for (166b) V. A2 [p.164]. 
(22) V. S [p.65]. 
(23) V. F2 [p.121] and caddo VIp. [12]. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

CODICES SCHOLIORUM ULPIANEORUM 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

The group of codices which form the subject of this chapter, T Ac 
Wb Bc Ob Af Vb Ca and Wd, were produced between the thirteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. The name codices scholiorum Ulpianeorum has 
arisen because of the authorship which some of the codices allege at 
the beginning of their remarks : oUA1tlaVOU p~topocr 1tPOA£YO'J.u::va £tcr~~oucr 

:>OA:uv9lCxlCOUcr lCa\ <I>lAl1t1tllCOUcr /"'0 you cr(1 ) ; oO/"'1tlavou crXOAta £tcr 'tOY 1tPOltOV 
{)Auv9tCllCOV 'to'u ~l1JlocreEvoucr, g(2). Bc offers something similar to the 
title in g (3 J. 

The editio princeps of 1503 of the scholia demosthenica is taken 
from the codices Ulpiani and hence, the name became conventional 
(Dilts p.XVI). However, this appellation is misleading. This chapter 
will reveal that both in form and content, it is highly improbable that 
the author of the prolegomena is also the author of the scholia offered 
in these codices in all but a very few instances. Moreover, it would be 
surprising if he were. The prolegomena give a comprehensive account 
of the rhetorical analysis of the First Olynthiac. It would be odd, if 
having done that, Ulpian went back to the beginning again. 

The scholia look at aspects of language for the most part, an 
aspect largely ignored by Ulpian, but there are still many references to 
rhetorical analysis. The question of the authorship of the scholia in 
the codices Ulpiani shall be left for the chapter on sources(4J. These 
codices are closely related because of the similarity in the scholia 
which they offer, but it is best to disregard any significance implied 
by the collective name. Its benefit is convenience. 

Dilts has studied these codices and the stemmatic relationship 
between them(5). The ones which are cited above are those which he 
considers to be of most value in establishing the text. He has also 
looked at the relationship between this recension and the tradition 
offered by the codices vetustissimi for 0.1, 3 and 4 in comparison with 
the recension for 0.24. His conclusion is that " contrary to the closed 
tradition established for scholia Ulpiani on Demosthenis in 
Timocratem , (Or. 24), MSS. of scholia Ulpiani on the Olynthiacs and the 
First Philippic contain readings and scholia from independent 
recensions. ... Clearly the MSS. considered here reflect a stage in the 
text tradition of Demosthenic scholia in which interest in comparing 
Vorlagen for scholia on orations at the beginning of the corpus was 
greater than for subsequent orations". In the same article Dilts points 
out that the codices Ulpiani notably contain scholia from codex Y. This 
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relationship is effectively assumed when Dilts says that he does not 
cite the codices Ulpiani where Y is extant (Dilts p.XI). Therefore the 
contribution attributed to Y is not to be overlooked in assessing the 
codices Ulpiani. However, it is apparent that these codices contain 
additional scholia, as for example (1 a) and (5b). The relationship of 
the codices Ulpiani, particularly T, to the codices vetustissimi will be 
discussed in due course(6). 

CODEXT 

There are two reasons why this is the principal codex in the group. 
Firstly, it is the oldest, belonging to the thirteenth century, and 
secondly, it contains the most number of scholia. Dilts refers to two 
hands, both of which are thirteenth-century (Dilts p.X). Tl wrote the 
first four speeches, complete with scholia, and T2 wrote out the 
prolegomena Ulpiani and another fourteen speeches, also with scholia. 
Dilts points out (Dilts p.X), that the beginning and the end of the 
prolegomena are missing. This is easily explained by the loss of a 
single folium from the beginning and the end of the first codex of T. 
Following Dilts' practice, T shall stand for Tl. 

T offers over one hundred scholia and these cover every section of 
the speech. On average there are four scholia per section. They are 
mostly short, (9b), (38a), (155a) and (115b), but sometimes long, 
discursive scholia are found, (14c), (105c) and (164a). Aspects of 
language form the primary interest of the scholia in T, but, perhaps, it 
would be useful to examine first the rhetorical analysis of the First 
Olynthiac as found in T. 

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS 

Twenty-eight scholia are pertinent to the subject of rhetorical 
analysis. Frequent allusions to structure occur in scholia which also 
deal with aspects of language. It is possible to deduce a coherent 
outline of the basic structure of the speech from the information we 
are given. 

/ 
TIpooHUOY 

(1 a) tells us that Demosthenes approaches his subject indirectly 
in the 7tPOO~J.HOV by making a supposition (7). 

There are four main points in (1 c) about the First Olynthiac as a 
Whole. Firstly, we are led to expect objections, ~vtt7t~7ttOVt<X, in the 
speech (Dilts p.14.8). Secondly, we ought to find references in later 
comments to t6 crUJl<t>tpov and t6 ouv<Xt6v (Dilts p.14.15-16). Thirdly, the 
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theorik money is a problem which Demosthenes will encounter (Dilts 
p.14.17). Finally, the language which Demosthenes uses is said to be 
n 911,6 v (8). The commentator does not follow up these points 
satisfactorily in T. 

(5b) which is only found in T, Vb and Wd is problematic. It says 
. I L \ '" / , J / ~ , / / 

simp y : Tl lCCX'tCXcrlC£UTl 'tou 1tpOOtJ.1tou lCCX'tCX cx1tomro1tT\mv' ou yap £pPTl9Tl. The 
other commentators agree about Demosthenes' failure to justify his 
assertion that the Athenians prefer 't6 crUJ.1cj>~pov to money. Indeed, in 

(5c) which is also found in T presumably we are told : 't~v 1tPcO'tTlv (sc. 
I J. '\ ~ / . 

EVVOUXV) ucj>ncr CXlCCX'tCXcrlC£UOV (Dilts p.17.27). 
(5b) is wrongheaded because of the misuse of the term 

&1tocnro1tTl crtcr. This term applies when the writer does not state an 
allusion overtly but his point is clear from what he does say. In this 
case the commentator assumes that because the statement 
Demosthenes makes is unsupported he is using ~1tomcri1tT\mcr. 

The apparatus at (Dilts p.18.15-16) reveals that the sentence 
I , '" .:> '\ I I -' '\ " ,/ . 

oeov'ta yap lCCXAOUJ.1£V ou 'tcx crUJ.1cj>£pov'tcx J.10VOV, cxAAa lCCXt 'ta 1tP£1tOV'tCX IS found 
in the codices Ulpiani. It is a8 extract from a longer passage which is 
found in R as (5d). The word ydp indicates that it has been taken out of 
context. ® This scholion does not affect the interpretation of lC£cj>~AatCX 
by T because it simply defines terms. 

\ I / 
To .1£u't£pov TIpOOtLltOV 

(11 b) informs us that ~ J.1~V ... lCCXtP~cr marks the beginning of the 
second 1tpootJ.1 tOY and that it corresponds to the first. The primary 
concern of the commentator is the definition of 1tpocrro1t01to,:{cx. The next 
relevant scholion is (14c) which refers to llJ.1€tcr a' OUlC Ota' ... cxu'ta and 

) I -'\ '3 " \" / ,... . / " 
says: £tTl cxv OUV 'tOU'tO 'to lCroAOV OUJ.11t£pcxcrJ.1CX 'tou 1tpOOtJ.1tOU, lCCX'tCXcrlC£UTlcr 

JI "'".)/ L '\ / J " • 25 6) W h t o'\)01')cr 'tT\cr "£t1t£p U1t£p crro't11ptcxcr cxu'trov" (Dilts p.20. -2. e ave no 
been told what, exactly, the supporting argument is thought to sustain. 
Perhaps it is this : "put a high value on advice and listen to me if you 
are concerned about your safety. T tells us nothing about the opinion 
offered by <> lCcxtp6cr. This is in contrast to R where we find all of these 
scholia, plus several others, which discuss the question in detail (9). 
It seems difficult to avoid the conclusion that the reason for the 
inclusion of (11 b) and (14c) is their linguistic, not rhetorical, content. 

/ 
K£$qAeXlCX, 0.1.2-15. 

\ / , I 
From (1 c) we expect to find reference to 'to crUJ.1cj>£pov and 'to auva'tov. 

In (15c) we find that Demosthenes' personal opinion (£'cr'tt a~ .. , ) forms 
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.) \ \ J \" / 

the apXT\ Kat Et0f30AT\ 'tOU OUJl<PEpov'too. Ensuing comments are remarkably 
vague about KE<p6Aata, but it is reasonable to suppose that 0.1 .16 marks 
the transition from to OUJl<PEpov to 't~ ouva't~v. Apart from a paucity of 
comment about tb oUJl<P'pov in D.1.2-15, T also proves unsatisfactory in 
dealing with the movement of Demosthenes' argument. For example, 
(26a) is a comment on D.1.3 and contains the sentence : 'to f3ef3atov 'troY 

JOAuveto>V EO~AO>OEV (Dilts p.22.25). There is no further comment in T 
which explains why Demosthenes should wish to stress Olynthian 
reliability. Perhaps the attraction of this note for the compiler is its 
observation of metaphoric language. 

(42a), which comments on D.1.5, explains that the JlE pt Kh 

1tapaoE~YJla'ta are rounded off with a gnomic statement(10). 
Oemosthenes has indeed given Amphipolis and Pydna as examples when 
he comes to explain why the Olynthians will not accept Philip's 
attempts at reconciliation. We are not given any further information 
about these examples, either specifying what they are examples of or 
giving reasons for their inclusion. 

The codices Ulpiani share an abbreviated version of (51 a) with F4. 
The few remaining lines tell us that the phrase (} 1t~V'tEO ~ep~AOUV, 0.1.7, 
answers anyone who might object to what Demosthenes has been 
saying. 

(51 b) is striking. The author identifies vuvi ydp/ g 1tcfv'tEo eepUAOUV 

... , 0.1.7, as the answer to the following objection : OUK otKE100 0 
1t6AEJ.l.Oa. The echo of Ulpian's interpretation of this passage is obvious. 
This scholion will be discussed presently in a comparison of codex T 
and the prolegomena (11 J. However, one thing is clear. This scholion is 
inconsistent with (26a) and (52a) and therefore, is evidence of a 
plurality of sources. It is consistent with remarks made in (51 a) 
about ~ 1t~V'tEO ~epU'AOUV but is repetitious since both refer to the effect 
of these words. Therefore they are probably by different authors. In 
(51 b) Demosthenes is paraphrased and in (51 a) Demosthenes is quoted. 

In (52a) we are reminded that Demosthenes has proven that the 
Olynthians are reliable allies (Dilts p.28.19) and that now he is out to 
show that the Athenians have before them an excellent opportunity. 
(52a) is at least consistent with (26a) but no reason is given for the 
necessity of establishing that the Olynthians will be reliable allies. 
The second part of this scholion deals with the nuance in the participle 
1t<xpa1tE1t'tO>K6'ta (12J. The linguistic content may have attracted the 
compiler. 

(64) on the other hand deals only with rhetorical analysis. We are 
told that the phrase ~v\ 'tOO 1tP~'tro, D.1.9, answers an objection about 
Whether Demosthenes is' serio~sly suggesting that the Athenians 
should have become involved on every occasion when Philip attacked a 
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northern city. Oemosthenes does indeed argue, as the commentator 
says, that one campaign would have sufficed. This is the first 
instance in which a scholion in T refers specifically to aV'tt7tt7t'tov. 

In (91) we find a brief scholon which is unique to T. It tells us 
j '" \ -> __ L" \.:> ~ / 

that at 0.1.12 : EV'tEUBEV 'to ava')'1CatOV Tl OE Ka'tacrKEuTl EK 'tou crUJlq>EPOV'tO<J. 

This is unexpected because although we have been told about 't 0 

aUJlq>EpoV in (1 c) and (15c), we have been given no indicaton about the 
\ Y .1'\ 

presence of 'to avaYKatOV. The author does not elaborate on his 
comment. In fact, the assessment he gives of 0.1.12-13 is apt. 
Demosthenes represents Philip as an unrelenting force who captures 
one city after another. Nothing, not even ill health, stands in his way. 
'tb clvaYKatOV is a good assessment because there is an apparent 
implication that Athens will soon be in line for Philip's attentions. 
The interpretation is similar to the analysis offered by Ulpian at this 
point(13). It is harder to see how 't~ cruJ.!q>E'pov fits this interpretation. 

:=> / We ought to assume that these developments are acruJlq>opa for the 
Athenians because everything has turned to Philip's advantage. 

Finally, (105c) differentiates between civBu7toq>opct, av'tt7tUt'tov and 
&V'tieEcrt<J. Differentiation of technical terms may be the reason why it 
is included in the collection of T. 

Conclusion 

The comments on rhetorical analysis in this section of the speech 
are notable for three things. Firstly, there are very few references to 
't6 <JUJlq>~pov which was said in (1 c) to characterise this part of the 
First Olynthiac. Much the same could be said of 't6 ouva't6v which we 
were also told in (1 c) occurred throughout the speech. Secondly, the 
difference in terminology, when the remarks are made about 
objections, amounts to inconsistency ((51 a) - ~V'ttA'YEtV, (51 b) -
&v't(eE<Jt<J and (64) - ~v'tt7tt7t'tov). The analysis found in T fails to tackle 
the objection being faced by Oemosthenes in 0.1.2-7 adequately. 
Finally, the compiler's interest in ~~tcr and language dominates scholia 
which refer to rhetorical analysis with only one or two exceptions. 
The obvious conclusion to draw from these points is that the scholia in 
T were compiled primarily in order to examine linguistic aspects. 

\ I 
To L\uYa'toy 0.1.16-23. 

This section is handled more fully than the previous section of the 
speech, but the analysis produces inconsistencies. There are five 
scholia which comment on the rhetorical structure of the speech from 
0.1.16 to 0.1.19, (117c), (117d), (117e), (119a) and (124). All bar 
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(117e) are found in F4 and they have been discussed already(14 J. It 
will be useful to give a brief summary of these scholia. In (117c) we 
are told that 0.1.16 marks the beginning of the 1tpoo{J.1tov of 'tb Buva'tbv 
K€~~A,atov and that it contains a mixture of 'tb cruJ.1~~pov and 'to Buva't6v. 
This scholion also discusses the differences between structural 

/ / / 

1tpootJ.1ta and the 1tpOotJ.1ta of Ke<l>aA,ata (Dilts p.38.6-10) and also 
distinguishes €1t('ttJ.1llcrtcr from AotBop(a (Dilts p.38.11-1S). The author 
analyses what follows in terms of €vStiJ.1llJ.1a and e1tayroy~ (Dilts 
p.38.4-S). In the discussion of F4 it was concluded that the author is 
referring to 0.1.16-18. 

There are four points to bear in mind from what (117c) says. 
Firstly, the objection which opens 0.1.16 is called an &v't(Secrta and it is 
based on 't6 aUJ.1<1>{pov (Dilts p.38.4, 9). Secondly, it is possible that this 
scholion contradicts (1c) where &v'tt1t(1t'tov'ta were found in the 

/ 
1tpootJ.1tov. However, in (117c) we are not actually told that objections 
cannot be met in structural 1tpoo{J.1ta, only that in the 1tpoo(J.1ta of 
K€~~A,ata only objections which affect Ke<l>a'Aata may be raised (Dilts 
p.38.8-9). Thirdly, the analysis which it offers is not the same as 
Ulpian's, but perhaps is the work of someone whose approach was 
similar(15J. Finally and more importantly, we can infer that 't6 Buv<X't6v 

/ 

ought properly to start at 0.1.19 following the 1tpOOtJ.1tov. 
:J / ~ \ /"\ / 

(117d) informs us that 0.1.16 forms an avttSema a1tO 'tou BtKatOU. 
The ~vt(Seatcr accords with the definition in (10Sc) which is offered in 
T. We may infer from this scholion that 0.1 .16 forms a digression and 
that 0.1.17 forms the beginning of Oemosthenes' answer to the 
objection. Oemosthenes should be giving good advice and not 
criticising. This interpretation is plausible but improbable. The 
account of the digression is very similar to that which Ulpian gives 
(Dilts p.1 0.23-31), but here there is no mention of 1tporitJ.1ta nor t ~ 
Buvat6v (16). The version in F4 is slightly different because the 

scholion is preceeded by the word <iAACOcr (Dilts p.38.16). 
(119a) comments in effect on 0.1 .17-18 and says quite simply that 

td Buvat6v Ke<l><iAatOV is necessarily involved where the discussion 
/ ~ / . / h k concerns tpo1toa tlla ~Olleetacr. It IS OtKatOV for Demost enes to spea 

about what it is ouvat~v for the Athenians to do. The scholion IS 
compatible with (117c), (117d) and especially with (117e) which IS 
discussed below since 'to ouva't~v is mentioned in that scholion in 
connection with 0.1.17-18. 

(124) is also brief and the analysis which it offers divides 
0.1.19-23 in two. 0.1.19-20 examines XPllJ.1&trov e-b1topia and 0.1.21-2\3 
d· :> "" /' f ISCusses avBprov ouvaJ,ua. These were said to be two aspects a to 
OUVcxt6v. It can be appreciated that (124) appears to complement the 
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comments found in (117c) where 't6 ouvo.'t~v proper seems to begin at 
0.1.19. 

The presence of (117e) in T causes a problem. The notation used 
by Dilts seems to indicate that in T and Bc (117e) follows on directly 
after (117d). It cannot be that they were composed by the same author 
because they are inconsistent. Since (117d) has discussed 0.1.16 in 
detail, we expect the ensuing comments to look at Demosthenes' 

>/ .;), f"\ / 

answer to the o.V't1e€010 o.1tO 'tou 01Ko.10U. The author of (117e) gives us, 
instead, another variant interpretation of this section of the speech, 
0.1.16-19. We are told that at 0.1.16 the 1tp06q.uov of't6 ouvo.t~v 
KE$cfAo.10v begins and that the K€CP~A.o.10V is divided in two ; 1tapaOK€U~ 

f'"\ / / / 

'tou otpo.'t€uJlo.'too and XPllJlo.'trov 1tOpOO. 
(117e) does show more affinity with the approach of (117c) since 

both refer to 1tP06tJl1o., and 't6 ouvo.'t~v is thought to be involved. The 

division into €VetiJlllJlo. and €1to.yro~ is unique to (117c). It is also worth 

noting that in (117e) the interpretation is attributed to 01 ~~l1'Y'ltcit 
(Dilts p.38.24), whereas in (117c) the comments are given in the first 
person (Dilts p.38.4). There is one further difference. In (117e) the 

/ / 
author remarks that commentators say that a 1tp001Jl10V of a K€CPo.A.o.10V 
gives the speech an agonistic quality. He then quotes from Isokrates 
6.1 in which the speaker voices the objections which his audience 
might have concerning the speaker's motives for addressing them. This 
is, however, a structural 1tp001Jl10V and so the author of (117e) cannot 
be aware of the distinctions which were made in (117c). If he had, he 
would not have chosen the example from Isokrates. We may conclude 
that T is providing us with a third interpretation of this passage. 

(117e) and (119a) clearly cover the same ground and (119a) is 
superfluous where (117e) exists. (124) is also by a different author 
because the scope of (117e) and (124) overlap in sections 0.1.19-20, 
where the latter indicates that 't~ ouvo.'tov commences. 

The interpretation offered by (117e) is very close to that offered 
by Ulpian. It is possible that Ulpian is one of the commentators who 
are referred to obliquely by the author as Ot ~~l1'Y11'to.~. It is further 
possible that the author of (117c) is also included when the author of 

\ L:> \ L / :> / /"' /,..... / 
(117e) says: cpo.mv 01 €~TrYT)'to.1 roo lmJl€VOV €V Jl€Ocp 'tep A.O~ 'tOU'tO 'to 1tp001Jl10V 
~ \ '" :>" ,:> / L/:O/ \ ~ '" (D'lt 38 24 25) uta tOUto Et011K'to.1 Ko.t €vo.yroVtOV t v' €X1:1 n Ko.t o.yroVOO I s p. . - . 
Th' \ 1\ > / /...... / 

IS echoes the sentence in (117c) : 'to yo.p €V Jl€oro A.O~ K€tcr9o.l 1t€1tOlllK€ tl 
, / I I 

Kat tvayc.oV10V ~"'x€lV (Dilts p.38.1 0-11). 
There does seem to be a curious relationship between T and S or R 

at this pOint, 01.16-18. S offers three scholia, (140a), (140b) and 
(140c). (140a) appears to be an abbreviated form of (140c), and 
together with (140b), produces an uncharacteristic repetition in this 
Codex. R on the other hand contains only (140c) which gives the most 
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intelligble account. In T we find two scholia, (140a) and (140d), which 
are written as one continuous scholion according to Dilts' annotation. 
What is most curious is that (140d) paraphrases part of (140c) (Dilts 
p.42.6-12). The information given to us by T is that Oemosthenes 
answers an objection in 0.1.21 which he puts himself : "Philip would 
not attack unless all was well for him." This objection is answered 
paradoxically, by arguing that Philip would not fight if he was 
expecting a confrontation. It is more likely that the longer scholion, 
(140c), was abbreviated than to suppose that someone thought to 
expand a concise scholion. 

In (164a) the end of the examination of t6 ouvat6v is noted, 
although curiously the relevant lines are missing from the version in S 
(Dilts app.crit. p.44.33). While the collection of scholia in T leave us 
in no doubt that 0.1.16-23 consists of arguments based on tb ouvatO'v, it 
appears that we are being offered alternative interpretations. If so, 
this is not surprising given that codex Y appears to offer alternative 
interpretations too. 

0.1.24-26 - TIPOtP01tU 

(164a), which tells us that the end of the examination of t'o ouvat~v 
has been reached, also tells us that 0.1.24 marks the beginning of 
1tPOtP01t~. The details of this scholion are familiar(17). An 
examination of the apparatus (Dilts p4S.S-9, 11-12) reveals that T 

/ I 
and other codices contain a discussion about 1tpotp01tl1 and crUJl~OUA.ll, 
whereas S also considers 1tapa~ VEO'tO'. The reason for the difference is 
far from clear. 

\ I \ / . 
(172a) discusses to OUVCXtOV and to O'UJl<!>EPOV and raises more 

problems. The text is different from the version in F4. The comment 
is particularly surprising in the light of (164a) where we were led to 
expect that 0.1.23 ended the examination of t'o OUVCXt~V (Dilts p.44.33). 
Nevertheless, it may be that the author is not talking about the major 
arguments, but rather the principle upon which the 1tPOtP01t~ is based. 

From words such as a;O'1tEp and oU'tO) ledt it appears that the later 
codices, the codices Ulpiani, contain the fuller version of the note. 
However, the inclusion of (172a) creates an inconsistency in these 
codices. t6· O'UJl<!>{pov has not been discussed in the detail suggested by 
this scholion. In (1 c), (1Sc) and (91) there are references to t b 

/ \:> ~ • d' T Th crUJl<!>EPOV and to CXVCX)'KCXtOV but this is only substantiate In. e 
\:) " 

remaining codices Ulpiani do not contain any reference to to avcxYKCXtov. 
The account in T is itself hardly satisfactory. Moreover, the author of 
(172a) implies that to OUVCXtO'v was not present in the sections 
preceding 0.1.2S. We have just seen that t6 ouvcxto'v was considered to 
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be the principle of argument ending at 0.1.24. In subsequent notes we 
f· d'd f 1 s: / , , / \:> "'"' ought to In eVI ence 0 'to uuva'tov, 'to P~Otov and 'to avaYKatov. Of these 

three, only the last is mentioned. 
(172b) which says simply JlE'tciJ3acrtcr E1tt 't~ avaYKatov, is superfluous 

since the author of (172a) has just told us that this is going to be 
examined here by Oemosthenes. The lack of any other comments on 
this subject suggests that a compiler has been very selective or 
careless. 

(175a) is brief and to the point. Oemosthenes comment (lAA' &' 'tav 
.::> / \ L\ I;> / 

... IS an av8u1to<!>opa cr'tox;acr'tt K11 T)V AUEt EK 'tEKJlll ptrov. This is a 
satisfactory observation (18). 

/ 

D.1.27 -28 -JEzttAoyoq 

The interpretation of the closing part of the speech is complicated 
by (181) which indicates in one word that 0.1.27 marks the beginning 
of the ~1t;AOYocr. This is improbable and the scholion must be misplaced. 
The correct interpretation shoould leave us with 1tpo'tP01tr\, 0.1.24-27, 
and ~-/tAOYocr, 0.1.28. (187a) gives a general comment that Oemosthenes 
bases t1ttAbyot on 'tb crUJl<!>tpov. From this we may deduce that this 
) / I 
E1tlAOyocr is also based on 'to OUJl<!>EPOV. 

Conclusion 

The interpretation of the rhetorical structure of the speech by the 
compiler of T falls into two main sections : 0.1.1-15 where comments 
are relatively few and inadequate when they do occur, and 0.1.16-28 
for which many comments are produced but comments which are 
inconsistent with one another and produce alternative interpretations. 
If we compare this set of scholia with the collections found in the 
codices vetustissimi and the codices recentiores then the confusion 
caused by assembling scholia from various sources contrasts with the 
general unity of the other codices. The exception is codex Y which is, 
after all, an exemplar of the codices U/piani. It will be remembered 
that Y appeared to favour the assimilation of alternative 
interpretations culled from earlier commentators. 

LANGUAGE AND EXPRESSION 

l:X;~Jla'ta form an important aspect of the interest which is shown 
by the compiler of T in language. Often the figure is identified as 
such, but sometimes the nature of the comment makes it clear what 
the author has in mind. Most of the relevant scholia have been 
discussed in connection with other codices as for example ~1t6AllCPtcr in 
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J . , 
(1 a), 1tPOC},(01t01tOtHX In (11 b) and 1tapa1tpoaoo1(tav in (29). Nevertheless 
some familiar scholia take on a new significance in the context of T. 

In (26a) and (26b) the metaphor which is suggested by tpt<PlltUt and 
1tapaa1t~alltut in 0.1.3 is proposed. In the former the suggestion is 
made that the verbs are appropriate to bodies being torn away from an 
altar. The purpose of the metaphor is to illustrate the steadfastness 
(~E~UtOV) of the Olynthians. In (26b) the verbs are thought to be 
apposite to the description of bodies being torn limb from limb. The 
purpose is to show the unity of the Olynthians. T appears to be 
offering us an alternative interpretation without making a judgement 
about them. 

(90a) and (90b) also deal with metaphor. (90a) gives two 
f j / 8 f h' h'? / synonyms or U1tOtpt<pCOJlE a, one a w IC IS E1(1(u8uproJlEV. (90b) tells us 

that the language here arises from the metaphor of cleansing stained 
clothing. It would be unlikely that the same author would have written 
both of them (90b) appears to be a fuller version of (90c) which is 
contributed by F4. 

(114a), (114b) and (11Sb) give various versions of the financial 
simile in D.1.1S. These have already been discussed in detail(19). 
Again, the plurality of sources for the scholia is evident, although it 
should be remembered that there could have been several stages in the 
process of compilaton. The author of (114a) is not the author of 
(114b) and (11Sb). 

(170a) , (170b) and (171) provide a curious example of repetition. 
H . '3 ::> ::> / ~ / • 0 th f' t ermogenes cites etta OU1( ataXUvea8E ... tOA.JlllaEtE twice. n e Irs 

. .. d If:>' I ~ '" / d occasion It IS use as an examp e a E1ttttJllltt1Cll 1tEptOuOa tcp CJXllJluat an 
on the second as an example of a JlOV61(COAOa 1tep{oooa(20J. The author 
of the scholion seems to be paraphrasing Hermogenes' second 
definition. In his footnote Dilts refers the reader to this passage In 

connection with (170b) and not (171). However, the reference to 
£1ttttJllltt 1(n in (170b) increases its similarity to the first citation In 

Hermogenes. There is no need for both scholia here. 
The apparatus in (Dilts p.46.4) reveals that (171) in the codices 

"" Ulpiani is followed by (170a) which simply points out the aXll JlU 

i7tt t~Jlll ata. Th is information supplements (171). The combined 
information is the same as that in (170b). 

/ t:. / 
The most frequently mentioned aXllJlata in Tare U1toatC01tllata and 

) / . 
<X7tOCHC01tll ata. (Sb) is likely to be wrong-headed or else misplaced. 
(14c) gives the long discussion about the difference between these 
two terms. (93a) and (12Sc) both point out ~1toatcO'1tllata in 0.1.12 and 
19 respectively. The codices U/piani alone offer the last two scholia. 
It is notable that these scholia observe that the figure is being 
employed again, (Dilts 1t'~At v pp.34.28, 39.28), which suggests that 
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either the same author wrote (14c), (93a) and (125c) or else a later 
commentator or compiler read (14c) and spotted further examples. 

Some of the scholia which T offers on this topic are unique. (5b), 
(125c) and (170b) have been mentioned already. (122d) passes the 

. t 0118 t:. I \) / \-"'\ following commen on .. : u1to8£mcr Kat aVa1tAllpc.omcr 'to crXllJla' rcrn 
\ "'" > ,/ .::> / 

S£ 'tll cr £UKptV£tacr. Hermogenes discusses £UKpt veta at length and it is 
translated in L.S.J. as limpidity in style(21 J. Hermogenes is looking at 
various ways in which points can be et out in order to produce clarity. 
Such things are lists (firstly ... , secondly ... , thirdly ... ), establishing 
relationships between information (not only X, but also Y) and 
generally subordinating ideas into a symmetrical framework. Although 
Demosthenes is said to employ this technique, he favours it less than 
in Isokrates does. The example quoted in this scholion seems 
satisfactory. However, Oemosthenes is speaking hypothetically 
because he is envisaging the possible outcome of taking military 
action against Philip. He also gives a full account of both possible 
outcomes. This scholion is similar to (122e) in Bc(22J. 

(134) says briefly of 0.1.20 : 1tpa'Y)l<f'tc.ov 1tap[v8£crtcr. The Rhetores 
Graeci are unhelpful in establishing just what is meant by 
1tClptv8£crtcr(23). Usually it means what we should mean by parenthesis. 

L ~ V . 
The clause UJl£tcr 0' ou'tc.o ... could be taken as a parenthesIs because 
Demosthenes turns to comment on Athenian behaviour and then returns 
to his proposals in the next sentence (ecrn oh AOt1tbv .. ). However, the 
long sentence which contains the "parenthesis' is written within the 
framework of an antithetical construction (Jltv /ot). Therefore the 
clause -G-Jl£W o~ ... is expected. (134) is an unsatisfactory comment. 

(164b) is found in T and Bc. we are told that a 1tapaPOA~ d1t6 'tau 
'>/ • IdS: / . toot> IS found at the end of 0.1.24. 1tapapoAll an 1tapau£tYJla receive 
much interest among the Rhetores Graeci who endeavour to distinguish 
them (24). It seems that an example is termed a 1tapaPOA~ when the 
reader is invited to emulate action or an attitude. The activity is 
analogous to the one which the reader must undertake or avoid but the 
circumstances or events are different. A 1tapao£{YJla is an example of 
the events in which the same action or circumstances are being faced 
again, albeit by a different group of people. The analogy which 
Demosthenes presents is one of the difference in attitude between the 
Athenians and Philip given a favourable opportunity to attack. This can 
be called a 1tapaPOA rl because it gives a hypothetical example by 
guessing what Philip's actions will be, and also because the 
circumstances are not the same but reversed. Philip is looking to 
attack Athens while the Athenians await a chance to attack Philip. 
The phrase 6:1tO 'tau l~ou implies that both have a favourable 
opportu n ity. 
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Qonclusion 

The majority of the scholia dealing with a X ~ Jl a 't a are 
straightforward. The ones which are unique to T and, or the other 
codices Ulpiani are unusual. They do not select clear examples from 
the First Olynthiac. These scholia confirm that T has been compiled 
from a plurality of sources without an attempt to create a homogeneic 
collection. 

Well over half the scholia which are found in T make a 
contribution to this aspect of language. Since many of these scholia 
have been discussed in previous chapters, there is no need to examine 
them again. There are, however, some eighteen scholia which are 
found only in the codices Ulpiani. 

. " ~ / I L. I 
(9b) IS a comment on the phrase 'tlla uJl€'t€paa 'tuXTla u1toA.aJl~avO), 

0.1.1. Oemosthenes is said to be referring to Athenian good luck here 
because he wishes to accustom the Athenians to hearing that they can 
be successful. This anticipates a later stage in the speech when 
Oemosthenes calls Philip powerful because of his good luck. The 
commentator does not clarify the relation between these two 
statements. Perhaps what he means is that Oemosthenes does not 
want the Athenians to be demoralised when they have to face facts 
about Philip. Therefore the initial encouragement prepares them for 
what is to follow. The commentator also fails to point out where 
Oemosthenes attributes Philip's success to good luck. Two passages 
are possible, 0.1.8-10 or 0.1.23-27. The commentator has shown that 
he has not approached 0.1.1 blinkered but has taken note of further 
developments. However, the phrase should be taken in context. The 
disingenuous gesture of magnanimity portrayed by Oemosthenes at 
01.1 forestalls any suggestion that he will not listen to what others 
have to say. Oemosthenes is not arguing that the Athenians are also 
capable of doing what is called for. 

(12a) is more straightforward. The commentator elaborates on 
the words UJltV €K6vO)v au'tOtcr, 0.1.3, in order to clarify the points of 
reference. From what the commentator says, he has made the correct 
• c. " -' / 
Interpretation; that is that UJl t v refers to the Athenians and €K€t VO)V to 
the affairs of the Olynthians. 

u '""'::> \../ 
In (38a) we find an expansion of the phrase on vuv ou 1t€pt 50~Tla, 

0.1.5, to the effect that 56 ~ a concerns defeat or victory for the 
Olynthians. This is an accurate remark but Oemosthenes' comment is 
not hard to understand. 

(43a) is also a comment on 0.1.5. The author observes with 
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h 
J\ c/ ) ¥ 

reference to t e phrase lCav oJlopov Xo>pav exo>O'tv, that closely proximity 
produces quarrels and accusations. 

(48) is a good comment of its type. The author, commenting on the 
J \ ) I . 

phrase au'touO' e~tov'taO', 0.1.6, nghtly concludes that the nuance of 
<X~'to'uO' is that the Athenians ought to take the field themselves and not 
rely on mercenaries. 

(51 b) is an important scholion for demonstrating the plurality for 
the scholia in T. The author says that Demosthenes has anticipated 
anyone arguing that the Athenians were never in favour of the 
Olynthians' cause with the inclusion of the phrase ~ 1t~V'tEO' €ep~AOUV, 
D.1.7. It has already been noted that the rhetorical analysis offered by 
this note is inconsistent with the view put forward in (52a) (25). 

In (122c) the commentator explains the first alternative for the 
deployment of a force against Philip, 0.1.18. Clearly he felt that there 
was a problem in the text because he prefaces his remarks O''ttlC't~OV 8~ 
€v'taU9a ... (Dilts p.39.10). It is difficult to see how the text may have 
been punctuated in such a way as to obscure the meaning. 

In (128a) the author identifies O'ti yp6<j>EtO' 'taU't' Efvat O''tpa'ttO>'ttlCa' ; 

D.1.20 as an av9u1to<j>opci in 0.1.19. It is prompted no doubt by 
Demosthenes' proposal for financing the expedition, and seems 
incompatible with the definition of the term in (105c) because there is 
no evidence here that the imaginary speaker agrees with anything 
which Demosthenes is saying. The commentator probably takes it in 
the sense in which Hermogenes uses the term, an outright denial or 
objection to an initial statement by a careful choice of vocabulary. 
D / f tC ~ ~'" emosthenes uses the verb O'UJl(30UAEUO> ( a synonym 0 11 you Jlat uEtV 

which is what we have in the text) instead of ypa'<j>o>. It remains a 
moot point whether Oemosthenes could have recourse to such a 
solution. It would seem weak on the face of it. Ulpian's interpretation 
(Dilts p.11.5sqq) is more convincing ; that is that Demosthenes evades 
answering the question. 

There are other scholia in which semantics are regarded as the 
answer to an~ objection as for example (54) and (129). The latter is 
significant because the same point is made which is made in (128a) 
but with two differences. Firstly, the lemma for (129) indicates 
D.1.20, whereas the lemma for (128a) indicates 0.1.19. This does not 
affect the validity of the comment because the objection and answer 
straddle both sections. Secondly, the language and thoroughness of the 
comments are contrasting. (129) is a brief and simple statement, 
whereas (128a) is longer and is given in the persona of whoever is 
speaking. It should be noted that S also reads O'UJl(30UA.E~0>, instead of 
c ~ A . 

llyouJlat 8EtV (Dilts p40.16,19). (128a) is also notable for ItS reference 
to the theorik money, which Oemosthenes does not mention overtly, 
and to Euboulos (Dilts p.40.16, 17). This interpretation of the theorik 
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money and Euboulos' involvement is similar to Ulpian's interpretation. 
This may have been the conventional opinion about the finance. 

(128b) is a simple scholion which informs us that the clause 't{ otv 
?l ">/ • /.> / 
av 'tt0" £t1tOt ... IS a yvroJlll <l1tocj><lY'tt1cr). The commentator takes the clause 
as a categorical statement of an opinion and not as a question. It is 
highly likely that this scholion which is unique to T, comes from a 
different source from (128a). However, it is not logically necessary 
that an objection should be a question. 

(130) gives a summary of Demosthenes' words in D.1.20. The 
author points out that Demosthenes is being longwinded when all he is 
saying is that he proposes that the money be spent on the soldiers, 
while the Athenians propose to spend it on festivals. This is accurate 
but, as in the case of (38a), unnecessary. 

In (136a) the commentator needlessly explains that Demosthenes 
is giving the Athenians a choice in D.1.20. Either they must pay the 
money back to the sold i ers or else levy an eisphora from their 

• -"'\ :> / :> '" 
personal wealth (Dilts p.41.8-9, 'troy tOtrov oucnrov). The commentator 
does not find anything unusual in Demosthenes' statement by asking 
why he appears to think that the removal of a subsidy would be more 
popular than an extra selective tax. Either the commentator knew 
more about the background than we do and found Demosthenes' 
statement acceptatie..

j 
or else he was not interested in identifying such 

problems (26), 
(141) also rephrases Demosthenes' words. The author picks up on 

the paradox which Demosthenes presents in D.1.21, and, in particular, 
";)( \ ~ '"' . 

the phrase ou't£ y<lp roO" OOlC£t. The comment offers nothing of value to 
the reader. 

(147a) also rephrases Demosthenes' words in D.1.21. When the 
latter explains that Philip would not have attacked Olynthos if he 
thought that he would actually have to fight, he points out that Philip 
was actually deceived into action on this occasion : lCa'ta. Ot~<P£,\)o"'ta.t. 
The commentator writes this phrase as : lCa.\ £f't<l o~t<P£,\)O"'ta.t (Dilts 
p.42.27). He explains that Philip was deceived by his expectations and 
that the Olynthians were actually prepared to fight. This scholion is 
curiously independent of (140d) which looks at the rhetorical analysis 
of the speech and understands Demosthenes' words {27} . 

In (148a) the commentator notes that Demosthenes avoids using a 
personal subject. In this example Demosthenes chooses an abstract 
S b· \" ~ / . f I h I! U Ject, 'ta. 'troy 8£'t't<lAroY 1tp<lYJl<l't<l, Instead 0 a persona one suc as Ot 

8EttaAtit. Demosthenes does not use the word 1tpd'YJla.'ta. in D.1.21. The 
. ) / 

purpose, so we are told, is to allow Demosthenes to mention a1ttO"'tta 

and show that the Thessalians will always typify this quality. 
However, there seems to be no reason why Demosthenes could not have 
h ::> / h' ad a personal subject and also discussed <l1ttO"'tta.. As Demost enes IS 
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wishing to imply that Thessalian interests and attitudes are causing 
Philip problems, the abstract phrase is more appropriate because it 
covers more than the personal phrase Ot eE't'ta.AO~. 

We are told in (148b) which refers to 0.1.21 : 1tP~YIl(x'tt civ'ti. 
/ ::> / If h' k . 1tPO(J(01to'U EXPll cra.'to. t IS remar was Incorporated into (148a), we 

would then have a form of scholion similar to that found in (111) 
which is found in F4 as well as the codices Ulpiani. Both would then 
point out the unusual feature of Demosthenes' language ( Oilts p.36.28 
fxv'tt 1tpocroS1tOU 1tpayJ..La.) with reference to the speech followed by the 
purpose of the feature (Dilts p.36.31 sqq cf p.42.31). The resemblance 
would be closer if (148b) preceded (148a). The similarity may be 
coincidental or indicative of a common author. 

In (158) we find the commentator making an inference about the 
Paionians from what Oemosthenes says in 0.1.23. His remarks about 
their preference for autonomy is thought to conceal the fact that 
previously they were ruled by a king. This observation does not require 
any background knowledge although it is historically correct(28J. 

The comment at (159b) points out the obvious. When Oemosthenes 
refers to ({v9pro1tocr {jJ3ptcr't{cr in D.1.23, he is talking about Philip. 

In 0.1.24 Oemosthenes makes a remark about what Philip would do 
if he were in Philip's position. The author of (168a) explains precisely 
what the imagined circumstances would be ; that is had Philip the 
wealth of the Athenians and a common border war. This scholion is 
unnecessary. 

• ::> c\ " \ ~ ,...:> Co" (177) on D.1.26 Informs us that Et a. vuv alludes to 'to EA9Etv E</>' 1111<10"· 
This is correct but not hard to gather from the text. 

Conclusion 

Most of the scholia which deal with A{~tcr are straightforward. 
This has been the case with a" the codices. Many of them seem 
unnecessary since they rephrase Demosthenes' own words or explain 
the obvious. However, this may reveal a possible purpose for this type 
of scholion. They may represent a form of exercise rather than an 
attempt at analysis. This would, presumably, be particularly 
applicable to less advanced students. These scholia have also hinted 
at of a plurality of sources. 

Lexicographical Scholia 

In contrast to the high number of scholia which embrace the topic 
of expression, there are only a handful of scholia in T which are 
relevant to lexicography. A" but one of these has been mentioned 
before. (1 e) and (2a) both discuss the choice of verb vOIl{~ro in 0.1.1. 
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They look at the word from different aspects and it was concluded that 
they probably originate from different sources{29J. As far as T is 
concerned, they offer alternative interpretations which are offered 
without judgement. 

Understatement in D.1.3 is the subject of (90a). (117b) is an 
extremely brief scholion. vp offers 6VEtO{~Et v as a synonym for E1tt ttJ..lav 
in 0.1.16. T adds an adverb to this to produce OVEtO{~EtV J..lEtaAT}1tt1Koocr, 
but this does not affect the point of the scholion. (122b) gives 
X€1p~crEtat as a synonym or explanation for 1tapacrtrl crEtat. (175b) is a 
scholion which is essentially philological. (190a) is the only 
lexicographical scholion found in the codices U/piani and not the 
codices vetustissimi. We are told that to-ocr 0' EV ~AtKia, D.1.28, could 

'/ I otherwise be rendered toucr VECOtEPOUcr. The author adds that 
youthfulness is characteristic of the young because our capabilities in 
our earlier years are greater. 

The lexicographical scholia which are offered by T are not 
distinguished not are they typical of the form of lexicographical 
scholia. Codex S contains many more scholia which are similar in form 
to the entries in the lexica. 

SCHOLIA UNIQUE TO T 

There are six scholia which are found only in T. (51 b) was 
mentioned in connection with rhetorical analysis. It may have been 
taken from the U/piani prolegomena . (52 b) points out at 0.1.8 
Demosthenes' practice of giving exhortation after proof. Unfortunately 
no other evidence is given to sustain this view. (91) concerns 
rhetorical analysis and is the scholion which surprisingly points out to 

b . b . f h' h I b I /;>/:>/ -:> I aV<XYlCatov. (128) IS a very rle note w IC a e s n ouv <xv ncr Et1tOt ... , 

D.1.19, as ~ 'YV~JlT} &1tO<l>avt1~. (134) is also very brief. It says simply 
with reference to D.1 .20 : 1tpcxYJl6tcov 1tCXptveEcrtcr. (158) gives an 

explanation of the phrase ~AEueiPoucr ~ OOtiAOUcr, D.1.23, by pointing out 
that the people to whom Demosthenes refers, were previously ruled by 
a king and were subject to him. 

One other scholion (122d) is attributed solely to T. This scholion , , > / 

has been mentioned in connection with D.1.28 and discussed EUKptVEta. 
However, this scholion bears a very close resemblance to (122e) which 
is found in Bc. These similarities will be discussed in the section of 
this chapter on Bc. 

Conclusion 

The scholia unique to T are short and vary in subject matter. They 
provide evidence for a plurality of sources, for example (51 b) and (91), 
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and they are also noteworthy because of the problems of interpretation 
which they present. 

SCHOll A UNIQUE TO THE CODICES ULPIANI 

There are several scholia which are unique to some or all of the 
codices Ulpiani in conjunction with T. Many of them have been 
discussed already. The majority of them, sixteen, concern aspects of 
expression, particularly by rephrasing' Demosthenes' words : (9b), 
(12a), (38a), (43a), (67c), (122c), (130), (136a), (138), (141), (147a) 
(148a), (159b), (168a) and (177). These give satisfactory 
observatio ns. 

(138) has not been mentioned before and is a rather odd comment. 
D 20 "\ / '1 >' / ~"?/ Demosthenes says at .1 . : &t OE XPllJlatcov, Kal aVEU tOUtCOV ou&v Ean 

/ '"' / 
YEv£a8at tCOV OEOVtCOV. The commentator thinks that Demosthenes' 
statement could be misinterpreted or objected to : Et'1tOt tiv na' ~ o{)v ; 
Kat EV tOO EtXEaeat OEOJlE8a XPllJllXtcov ~ tv tOO aCO<j>povetv; His point is that 

, J 

Demosthenes is talking specifically about financing the campaign and 
related matters. He is not saying that money is necessary for all 
things. O~OEV specifies the campaign. Demosthenes' meaning is clear 
in the context of D.1.20. It may be significant that the commentator 
chooses prayer and good behaviour as examples of things which can be 
achieved without money. These examples would be more natural for a 
Christian than a pagan. 

A few of the scholia which are found only in the codices Ulpiani in 
conjunction with T look at aXTlJlata : (125c), (164b) and (170b). 
Rhetorical analysis is examined three times : (5b), (117c) and (128a). 
Curiously the first two are scholia whose presence among the scholia 
in T produce inconsistencies in the rhetorical account. 

One further scholion (82) looks at the grammar of the adjective 
&Vt~PP01tOV in D.1.10, which the commentator says takes the genitive, 
whereas ~a6ppo1tov takes the dative. The examples given by LSJ 
confirm this(30). 

(35b), (90b), (126b), (140d) and (190a) all all credited as being 
individual scholia to this group of codices in Dilts' edition. However, 
they all find a counterpart in another scholion, either because one 
appears to be an abbreviation of the other, or else because two scholia 
produce a significantly similar account. 

There are two differences between (35b) and (35a), which is found 
. 4 ~ / '1 
In F. The authors are explaining Demosthenes' phrase £vavttcoa EX£t, 
0.1.4. The first is that although the same words are used, they are 
phrased slightly differently. The meaning remains the same. ~e 
second is that (35b) offers additional information at the end : £t ta 
") / \ ., / 2 h' 
£1t<l'Y£t 'tllv atttav. However, it may be significant that F offers t IS 
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piece of information as part of (36a). 
In (90b) the metaphor in 0.1.11 is identified. (90c) which occurs 

in F4 gives the same definition but in a slightly different form. 
(126b) find a counterpart in (126a), again found in F4. Both 

explore the significance of the verb <i1tooo;(J£'t£ in 0.1.19. (126b) gives a 
slightly longer version of (126a) using different phrases but making 
the same point. The first sentence in both contains the same words in 
a different order (Dilts p.40.3, 5). In the version in T we are given a 
general definition of the verb O:1tOo(oooJ,1t and this is related to the 
specific context of 0.1.19. In F4 the general definition is not found. 

(140d) and (140c), which is found in S, have already been 
mentioned in connection with the rhetorical analysis. There it is 
suggested that (140d) is a paraphrase of part of (140c) (Dilts p.40.6 

\ \ / ;, / 
K<X't<X 'tTlV AUcnV - 12 £1tOtll (Jcx'to) . 

In (190a) T again offers the longer version of a scholion which 
occurs in F4, (190b). The same point is made in both about the phrase 
'toticr 0' tV ~At1dcx in almost identical phrases. 

I 

It is surely significant that in four of these examples F4 
contributes the similar scholion. There are other examples of scholia 
which are found in other recensions and which find a counterpart in the 
codices Ulpiani . For example (66) appears to an abbreviates form of 
(60b) which is found in S. (114b) is found in vp and S and is echoed by 
(114c) which F4 offers. Similar examples are (123a) found in the 
codices Ulpiani and F4 and (123b) found in S and the same applies to 
(1S9a) and (159c) respectively. 

It is possible that many of the scholia unique to the codices 
Ulpiani come from a single author, but the echoes which are provided 
in other scholia suggests that we have the results of compilation. The 
value of the comments themselves is not great since most are 
elementary. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CODEX T AND THE CODICES 
VETUSTISSIMI AND THE CODICES RECENTIORES 

The only codices which concern us here are V, S, F and R. It must 
be remembered that the date of the codices does not necessarily 
correspond to the same century as the scholia were added in the 
margins. for this reason it is more appropriate to examine the 
relationship of T, thirteenth century, with firstly V, then F, Sand 
finally R. 

Dilts explains that T is derived from the ninth-century codex Y. 
Where Y is extant he quotes from that codex : reliqua scholia forsitan 
de foWs deperditis codicis Y derivata sunt (Dilts p.XI). However, it 
seems more than likely that T contains more than just scholia from Y 
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because (1 a), for example, is not found in V although this codex is 
extant at this point. 

Three hands in F are relevant. Fl, a tenth-century hand, offers 
twenty-nine scholia but only four are common to Fl and T : (26a), 
(42a), (101) and (122b). These concern language mostly. F2 is also a 
tenth-century hand and there are ten scholia common to it and T : (1 a), 
(1c) (partially), (15c), (90a), (148b), (170a), (171), (172b), (181) and 
(184). There are a variety of topics. The most significant of them is 
(1 c) and we shall return to this scholion. 

We can conclude that Fl has little in common with T and the 
codices Ulpiani. Where V is extant only one scholion is shared with F2 
and that is part of (1 c). It is possible that most, if not all, of these 
scholia came into the collection now found in T after the ninth century. 
It is unlikely that F2 was the direct source for these scholia in the 
codices Ulpiani because we would then have to account for the absence 
of other F2-scholia in T. Moreover, it is suggested in the chapter on 
codex F that F2 appeared to have compiled scholia with the aim of 
supplementing the contribution of Fl (31). 

A striking relationship exists between T and F4. They share 
fifty-nine scholia according to Dilts' numbering and in at least six 
cases F4 offers scholia which are remarkably similar to scholia which 
are attributed separately to T : (2a) and (2b), (35a) and (35b), (90c) and 
(90b), (114b) and (114c), (126a) and (126b) and (150b) and (150c). The 
relationship is strengthened by two unusual scholia. Both F4 and the 
codices Ulpiani, including T, contain an abbreviated form of (51 a) 
(Dilts p.27.26-28.1 o-6vcxteu). An abbreviated version of (60b), found in 
codex S, is contained in these codices in scholion (66) (Dilts p.30.21 

/ < /'I 
OT)J.1cxVtlKrotcxtov-24 U1toup'Y0uO't v). 

F4 predates T by two centuries and therefore the scribe of F4 
cannot have copied from T itself. If T had been copied directly from F4 
we should have to explain why the texts of F4 and T are so different, 
while the texts of V and T are so similar. We also have to explain why 
T contains more scholia than F4, some of which occur in V, (1 f) and 
(Sc), and also why the contribution of previous hands in codex F did not 
attract the compiler of T. A direct relationship between F4 and T is 
improbable and we must think of other possible relationships. 
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The following possibilities are based on Dilts' 
the textual relationship between the codices Ulpiani 

understanding of 
(Dilts p.XII): 

1. y 2. 

f'4 Af ~tc. 

T 

3. 4. 

y 

I~~ 
F!\~ ~ 

.. 
I 
y~ 

-t: 
~ Af e..tt. -r 

1. F4 and T are gemelli. Dilts suggests that T is an apograph of t 
which is itself an apograph of V. 

2. F4 is an apograph of the exemplar of Af which is itself an 
apograph of V. Gemellus of Af etc. 

3. F4 is an apograph of V. 
4. F4 and V have a common exemplar. 
There are six scholia which are found in F4 but not in T : (72), (87), 

(120), (121), (153) and (192a). These are elementary comments and 
their omission does not create an important difference between F4 and 
T. 

There are numerous scholia unique to T and some which T only 
shares with others of the codices Ulpiani. Most of these concern 
aspects of language. Two significant exceptions are (1 f) and (5c). 
These are two scholia which we know are in V, and therefore their 
absence in F4 must be explained if F4 is based on an apograph of V. (1 f) 
is the long, discursive scholion about the theorik money and (5c) is a 
fairly long scholion about 1tpo'ttiO€to. Professor MacDowell has 
examined the codex containing F and informs me that the margins could 
hold a few comments of 10-20 words. Lack of space seems to be the 
most probable explanation for the absence of these two scholia from 
the contributio n of F4. 

Relationships 1., 2. and 3. all take F4 to be an apograph of V (either 
directly or indirectly). The quality of the text can only be explained by 
assuming that the scribe was exceptionally careless. In the case of 
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relationships 1. and 2., we know that the apograph had a text similar to 
the text in Y. The text of T is closer to that of Y as is the textual 
tradition of Af etc. If a lack of space in the margin of F is not 
accepted as the explanation for the absence of (1 f) and (Sc), we have 
to assume that the scribe of F4, for some reason unknown to us , 
decided to omit them. 

The best interpretation of the relationship is given in 4.. The 
difference in the text can be understood if we suppose that an 
exemplar common to F4 and Y was difficult to read. We can understand 
why the interpretaton of Y continued throughout the codices Ulpiani 
and why the interpretation of F4 is independent of it. The scholia in Y 
and the codices Ulpiani will have entered the tradition of Y from other 
sources. I have argued already that (1 f) has little in common with 
other scholia in y(32). 

It seems likely that F4 is offering a set of comments which were 
put together before the ninth century. If so, my suggestion in the 
chapter on F that the compiler of F4 was taking note of what he found 
in codex F is unlikely. It may be coincidence that F4 looks at A.~~ta in 
detail and takes less interest in lexicography and aX~Jlcxtcx than the 
previous compilers of F. We do, however, have good reason to believe 
that the scribe F4 was copying from an exemplar which contained a full 
version of (1 c) and sensibly omitted what F2 had already written. The 

r\ 

lines which are omitted altogether (Dilts p.14.12 t£XVt 1(coa - 15 
~1ttB£X~Jl£vcx) do not affect the meaning of the scholion. 

Codices Sand R 

The scholia in codices Sand R form, for the most part, a tradition 
independent of the scholia found in the other codices. In particular, 
there are some indications that a core of these discursive scholia form 
part of a unified commentary. That said, the codices Ulpiani share 
scholia with Sand R or else offer counterparts. T and S (independent 
of R) share: (6), (10Sa), (114a), (114b), (122a), (124), (131a), (137a), 
(167), (178), (180), (182), (184). The majority of these look at 
langu~e. (124) is an awkward scholion whose presence in discussions 
of K£q,CXACXtCX causes problems. There are textual variants between Sand 
the codices Ulpiani : (114a) (Dilts app.crit. p.37.8), (122a) (Dilts 
app.crit. p.39.6), (124) (Dilts app.crit. p.39.22), (131 a) (Dilts app.crit. 
P.40.24), (167) (Dilts app.crit. p.4S.22, 23), (178) (Dilts app.crit. 
p.47.3, 8) and (180) (Dilts app.crit. p.47.1 0). 

T shares some scholia with R independent of S : (1 c), (1 d), (5c), 
(11b), (14c), (26a), (S1a), (94) and (29), (75a), (92b) and (93a). The 
last four are attributed to R by Dilts but I cannot see them in my 
photograph of R. The counterpart of (1 d) is (1 e) in the codices Ulpiani. 
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Apart from (1 c) the appearance of all these scholia in T can be 
explained by the linguistic interest shown in these scholia. (11 b), 
(14c) and (51 a) offer definitions. There are textual variants between 
the codices Ulpiani and R : (1 c) (Dilts app.crit. p.14.6), (51 a) (Dilts 
p.28.15) and (94) app.crit. p.35.7). 

Scholia in T are found in both Sand R : (1 a), (26c), (52a), (60a), 
(105c), (151), (164a), (2a), (19), (26b), (53a) and (140a). According to 
Dilts, (140a) is shared with S but it does repeat the opening lines of 
(140c) which is offered by R. It is also a scholion in which language 
has no part. Where S, Rand T offer the same scholion there are 
instances where T offers a slightly different version. In (2a) T offers 
a longer scholion (Dilts app.crit. p.16.24). (19) provides a similar 
example (Dilts app.crit. p.21.17). In (52a) T offers a slightly shorter 
version (Dilts app.crit. p.28.22). In (164a) T offers introductory 
remarks missing in Sand R (Dilts app. crit. p.44.33) but omits the 
remarks found in Sand R about 1tClPat:' VECrtcr and a couple of other phrases 
(Dilts app.crit. p.45.5, 9, 11). In (178) T offers phrases which S omits 
(Dilts app.crit. p.47.4). ( I cannot tell whether anything is extant in R). 

Clearly the codices Ulpiani represent a different tradition from R 
and S. The best explanation accounting for the presence of shared 
scholia in this form is to suppose that we are dealing with sources of 
the codices Ulpiani which predate Y in the ninth century. Most 
contamination and the establishment of versions probably took place 
then rather then later. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CODEX T AND THE ULPIANI 
PRCJLECn\,fENA 

There are fundamental differences in the approach and scope of 
codex T and the Ulpiani prolegomena . The scholia in T deal mainly 
with language and expression. Ulpian's primary concern is the 
rhetorical analysis of the speech. The form of the comments is also 
different. In the prolegomena we have a long, cohesive and detailed 
discussion, whereas the individual scholia in T are brief and reveal 
that the compiler consulted a plurality of sources. However, it seems 
likely that Ulpian himself or someone who adopted similar views 
provided material for the compilation of scholia in T. 

Both Ulpian and the compiler of T reveal a general interest in the 
theorik money. Both see the reference to XPTlJlCltCl in 0.1.1 as an oblique 
allusion to the problem of financing the campaign (Dilts p.14.17 cf 
P.6.10-13). In (1f) we are given a long account about the theorik funds 
and its origins. Both Ulpian and T name Euboulos as the individual 
responsible for introducing a law about the theorik money which is 
troubling Demosthenes in this speech : (128a) and (Dilts p.11.3-12). In 
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to the theorik money nor to 
of the codices offers an 
Therefore it may have been 

this speech Oemosthenes refers neither 
Euboulos overtly. However, none 
interpretation to conflict with this view. 
generally accepted in antiquity. 

The analysis of the 1tPOO~lltOV is the same as that offered in R. 
While it appears to agree superficially with the analysis put forward 
by Ulpian, there are important differences between what is said by 
Ulpian and what is said in R and the codices Ulpiani. 

In codex R one of the major differences between its contribution 
and the prolegomena is that Ulpian believes that the main objection 
which Oemosthenes faces in 0.1.2-7 is the question ~AA' oi;1( Ot1(E~OO' 0 
1tbAEJlOO'. Dilts points out the obvious echo of this statement by T in 
(51 b). This scholion gives a good summary of remarks made by Ulpian 
(Dilts p.8.32-9.4). It is tempting to believe that the scholion in T is 
based on this passage in Ulpian. On the other hand, this is the only 
scholion which supports Ulpian's interpretation outright. In (26a) and 
(52a) we find comments about 't6 JJeJ3<ltOV 'trov~OAuv9(O)v. There would be 
no need to refer to Olynthian reliability unless this was a problem. 
Therefore T offers an inconsistent interpretation about the purpose of 
the opening few sections of the First Olynthiac. 

The next echo of the prolegomena comes in (91) where we find 
this comment on 0.1.12 : €v'tEu9EV 'to <XV<l"(Kruov· ~ OE 1(<l't<lO'1(EU~ £1( 'tou 

crUJl</>{pov'toO'. This remark about 1(E</><iA<lt<l is totally unexpected in T. 
The value of this interpretation has been discussed above(33) but it is 
worth noting that Ulpian's interpretation of this passage is very 
similar. He tells us that et o~ 1tpoll0'6IlE9<l is the beginning of 't 0 
dV<l'YK<ltoV (Dilts p.9.31). The previous section, 0.1.8-11, was said to be 

based on a mixture of 't6 O'ull<l>~POV and 't6 ouv<X't6v (Dilts p.9.26). Ulpian 
thinks that 'to O'ull<l>€'POV is also present in 0.1.12-15 (Dilts p.10.15), but 
this remark is a summary. Only 'tb O'Ull<l>tpov and 't6 ouv<l't6v are 
mentioned. Ulpian fails to mention 'tb ~V<l"(K<ltOV although he implies 
that it was the 1(E<I>~A<ltOV of 0.1.12-15. This is another clear echo 
which fails to stand up to scrutiny. 

Now in T we are told that the whole speech is made up from both 
t~ aUIl<l>{pov and 'tb ouv<X't6v but the subsequent scholia in T up to this 

section are very vague about 1(E<I>~A<lt<l. 
/ , I 

(117c) points out that 0.1.16 is the 1tpootlltOV of 'to OUV<X'tOV and 
discusses 1tPOO~llt<X of 1(E<I><fA<Xt<l. Internal 1tpoo~llt<X are mentioned in the 
Ulpiani prolegomena (Dilts p.1 0.15-11.12). The analysis of (117c) 
considers 0.1.16-18 in terms of ~vSbllllll<X and ~1t<l'YroyT1. Ulpian discusses 
all of 0.1.16-20 and does not refer to these terms. 

The information in (117d) falls into two parts. The first 

identifies an 6.vnSEO'tO' &1tO 'tou Ot1(fuou (Dilts p.38.16-18). The second 
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part (Dilts p.38.18-20) argues that the A ~ala is delayed while 
Demosthenes makes a brief digression. The purpose of this is to set 
the audience on his side before proceding. Although the author of 
(117d) does not mention 1tp001Jlla, his interpretation of the digression 
is the same as that accepted by Ulpian (Dilts p.38.23-31). 

(117e) offers a third interpretation of this passage. It contains 
the strongest echoes of Ulpian. We are told that at 0.1.16 we have : 

/ .> \ '"' /\ /. • 
1tpOolJlta Ela to tOU ouvatou KEq,aAalov (Dilts p.38.22). The plural is not a 
problem. We are told that this divided : 01tEP t~tJlTltal cia 0-60 Era tE ~v 

\""" ./ \? ./ /' I 
1tapaaKEuTlv tOU atpatEuJlatOa Kal Ela XPTlJlatcov 1tOpOV (Dilts p.1 0.22-23). 
The reason which is put forward in (117e) for using this type of 
1tp001JllOV is that it lends an agonistic air to the argument and also 
reveals the speaker's confidence in his words. Ulpian on the other 

./ 

hand, argues that the 1tp001JllOV is used here because the speaker is in 
difficulties and needs to take care (Dilts p.10.23-26). These scholia 
are not contradictory but comment on different aspects of a similar 
point. 

All three interpretations of 0.1.16 echo Ulpian but all three also 
make slightly different points. It may be best to suppose that what we 
find here are either common ideas or else interpretations which have 
been influenced by, or indeed have themselves influenced the Ulpiani 
prolegomena . 

.>\ \ 'J", / '" 
In (119b) the author remarks : E1tEl OE OlOE toua JA8TlvalOUa 1tOAAl1 

/ L.. I / >....../ ./ L/ >, , / 
OEOOUACOJlEvOua pa8UJlla, 1tpotE1VEl aUtOla OUO J30Tl8Elaa, lva Kav tTJv Jllav 

I 

1tO tTla coat v. This echoes Ulpian's belief that although Oemosthenes 
proposes two forces he does not expect nor indeed wish more than one 
to be sent (Dilts p.10.26-29). Since this interpretation does not take 
Demosthenes at face value it may be that (119b) is based on Ulpian's 
interpretation. 

Ulpian closes his discussion with a few words about the 
difference between 1tPOtP01t~, aUJlJ3ouA~ and 1tapa(vEma, (Dilts p.13.2-6). 
(164a) also defines 1tPOtP01t~ and aUJlJ3ouAn(34). These definitions 

differ from those given by Ulpian. It is also worth noting that in T a 
specific section, 0.1.24-27, is termed 1tpotP01t~ and 0.1.28 forms an 
') / ~ I . 
£1ttAoyoa. In Ulpian 0.1.24-28 is called E1tlAOYOl (Dilts p.12.5). 

Conclusion 

It is quite clear that despite the echoes, it is unlikely that the 
scholia in T have been seriously influenced by the Ulpiani prolegomena, 
although they share similar ideas. They probably reflect a general 
background of interpretations which borrowed elements from various 
commentators. It should be remembered that although codex T 
Contains most of the text of the prolegomena it would appear that 
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they were added after the scholia to the First Olynthiac had been 
written and therefore their presence can not have affected the 
production of scholia in T on this speech (Dilts p.X). 

CODICES Be, ~b, Af, Vb, Ca, Wd AND Ac 

It is appropriate to say a few words about the remaining codices 
Ulpiani which will be discussed in this chapter. 

Bc is a fourteenth-century codex which contains the Ulpiani 
prolegomena and a selection of speeches including the First Olynthiac 
complete with scholia (Dilts p.X). Dilts has concluded that T and Bc 
are apographs of the same exemplar which he refers to as lost codex 
d35). Dilts cites the fifteenth-century codex Db whenever it is 
necessary to correct mistakes in Bc (Dilts p.X). 

In a recent article (36) , Dilts discusses a family of seventeen 
manuscripts. He considers four of these, Af, Vb, Ca and Wd, to be the 
most valuable for editing the scholia. They date to the fourteenth 
century, although Af may be slightly earlier. He points out that Wd 
contains the most complete text of the scholia Ulpiani. Since both T 
and Bc contain more scholia it must be wondered what the criterion is 
for scholia Ulpiani to be so named. I have already suggested that this 
term is in fact convenient but misleading(37J. Dilts would appear to 
regard scholia which occur only in T and Bc as contamination. He 
observes that otherwise this group of four codices share readings 
variously with F A and TBc in D.1.1-4. They also offer some unique 
scholia and unique readings.. He argues that Ca is independent from Wd 
and that Af and Vb represent a third lost exemplar. He has constructed 
the following simplified stemma for the scholia Ulpiani on D.1.1-4 : 

t 
_FBYAS 

Be. 

Dilts does refer to the relationship between the codices 
vetustissimi and the codices Ulpiani in his introduction : codex 
vetustissimus Y scholia ad primam orationem (ab init. ad scholium 1.1, 
5c Ott tOt vuv) continet. scholiorum haec brevis co/lectio occurrit in 
codicibus vetustissimis F A S vp et in Ulpianeis T Bc Af Vb Ca Wd qui 
dissimiles vetustissimis eosdem errores atque codex Y et alios 
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errores separativos contribuunt. qua re U/pianei codices non citati 
sunt, dum scholia communia codici Y praebent (Dilts p.XI). As far as 
the First O/ynthiac is concerned haec brevis col/ectio must refer to 
the five scholia which remain in Y : (1 c), (1 e), (1 f), (2a) and (5c). 
There are sufficient differences in the text between the versions 
offered in the codices vetustissimi and in codex Y to infer that the 
text offered by Y is independent. vp2 is the exception since this hand 
has undoubtedly copied the mutilated remains of Y. 

Even where Y is not extant, it can be inferred from Dilts' prefatory 
remarks that the scholia which were once contained in Y and are now 
found in the codices U/piani, whichever scholia they might be, are not 
directly influenced by the codices vetustissimi. However, Dilts' 
remarks about the stemmatic relationship of the codices U/piani does 
suggest that Ca Af Vb Wd, at least, are influenced indirectly by these 
codices. As we shall see presently, Bc appears to have had access to 
some unique material which originates outwith any of the recensions 
examined so far. 

Ac and Wb are gemelli of the fifteenth century. In his preface 
Dilts says : comp/ures codices de T derivati sunt, cum his et codici T 
eadem pars pro/egomenorum U/piani desit (Dilts p.X). Ac and Wb are 
the two codices from this group which Dilts thinks are of most use. It 
is odd that in his footnote he refers to his article in TAPA (38). In 
this article Dilts does discuss this group of codices, but he does not 
show there that they are derived from T for the First O/ynthiac. The 
relationship is examined for a different speech, 0.24. His conclusion 
is that these codices derive from a lost exemplar, codex v, which, in 
turn, derives from lost codex t. Codex t is thought by Dilts to be the 
exemplar of T and Bc. Dilts accepts the stemmatic relationship for 
0.24 as the relationship for 0.1. 

Codex Bc (and Codex Ob) 

There are nineteen scholia which are found only in Bc, and 
therefore Ob. One scholion, (24), is found only in Bc Ob and R. Several 
of these provide unusual or important interpretations of the First 
O/ynthiac. There is probably significance in the incidence of these 
unique scholia. Fifteen of them occur within sections 0.1.1-15. 

/ 
DP001U10Y 

Two points arise from the first XpOO{J.L10V. The first is that Bc 
.> \ 1"'\ ~ / 

heads its collecton of scholia with the phrase : apXll tll<J €~llY'1cr€(Ocr 
(Dilts app.crit. p.14.1. The second is that Bc is one of the codices 
Which offers an extract from Menander Rhetor as quoted by Gregory of 
Korinth. 
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/ ,/ 

,,£v'tepoy TIpoouuoy 

/ / 
The account of the oeu'tepov 1tpOOtJ.1tov in T is unsatisfactory. The 

combination of (11 b) and (14c) reveals little about the substance of 
what Demosthenes says and concentrates instead on the figures of 
speech involved. By contrast (14d) gives a detailed and methodical 

I / 
account of the oeu'tepov 1tpOOtJ.ltov. It is said to contain the account of 

:> / 

two answers to the first av'ttgeCHO' which Demo$thenes has to face 
(Dilts p.20.28-29). The objection is identified as OUK ol.1CetoO' 0 1t6AeJ.100'. 

f II :J \ ,.." " I The two answers are as 0 ows : a1tO 'te 'tT)0' 'tcov -'A911vatCOV cj>tAo'ttJ.ltaO' K(lt 
) \ "./ '" ./ . <X1tO 'tou cj>o~ou 'tou <l>tAt1t1tOU (Dilts p.20.30-31). The author then proceeds 
to point out the phrases in Demosthenes which correspond to this 
division. Firstly he says : Ai:ycov titv 1tpo'taO'tv 't~ "av'ttAll1t'tfov 'tcOv.i 1taAatrov 

(r ./ Ii :7/ /\ -' ~ /. \;1"'" ",/ £/ ;> '"' "" 1tPUWu'tcov llYOUV 'tcov eUuatJ.10vcov, 'tT)V eK 'tT)0' cj>tAo'ttJ.1taO' Aumv oo'ov eyxcopet 'tco 
1tpootJl(co €p'Y~~e'tat (Dilts p.21 .1-3). The commentator believes th~t , 
Demosthenes' argument is that the war does concern the Athenians 
because they ought to take part in affairs as they used to with much 
success. From the words 1taAatrov and ei)oatJ.l~vcov the commentator is 
interpreting 1tpa'YJ.l&''tcov as reference to former Athenian superiority and 
hegemony. It m~ not be accidental that Bc omits (12a) which 
identified 1t p a 'YJ.l a 't co v, correctly in fact, as a reference to the 
Olynthians. 

Leaving the answer based on cj>tAo'ttJ.lfa, the commentator now 
identifies the phrases in Demosthenes which answer the objection on 

/. \ \ / / '\./ , 
the ground of cj>o~oO' : Kat 'to 9auJ.lamov Ka'taO'Keua~cov 'tT)V 1tpo'taO'tv, 'tllV 
I/'/, :>./ II ~ '- \ / I 1/ 4 

&u'tepav 1tpOaVaKpoue'tat Aumv et1tcov' et1tep u1tep O'COtTlptaO' cj>povn~e'te, o1tep 
.>\ ,,/. • ::V.c\ ./ 
tern 'tou cj>o~ou (Dilts p.21.3-5). Thus, the phrase et1tep U1tep O'co'tllptaO' 
$pov't(~e'te, which paraphrases Demosthenes' own words, has two 
functions. It supports the initial plea by Demosthenes for the 
Athenians to become involved by portraying their involvement as 
admirable. One's safety is indeed a laudable motive for many actions. 
The second function is to provide a second answer to the objection 
about the relevance of the war to the Athenians. The phrase does 
contain the notion of fear because the inference can be made that the 
Athenians will be in danger if they do not become involved. The 
interpretation found in (14d) is neat. 

/ 
Even though the reference of 1tpa 'YJla'tcov has been taken wrongly, 

the interpretation given in (14d) is well argued. Within the context of 
the remaining scholia which are offered in T and Bc it serves to 
explain the purpose of the second 1tporitJ.ltov. It also offers a valuable 
piece of rhetorical analysis for D.1.2-7 as a whole. There is an obvious ,....... Q" <-

echo of Ulpian in its identificaton of the objection as O:AA.' OUK OtK€toa 0 
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1CbAe~ocr(39). It is curious that Bc omits (51b) which favours this 
&vt;eecrtcr too. Perhaps, it was deemed superfluous, or else the 
commentator thought that Oemosthenes had given a suitable answer 
already. 

The apparatus on (14c) (Dilts p.20.26) reveals that Bc omits the 
" ">/ ,., II Y c. \ / 

phrase K<Xt<xcrKeUllcr OUCJ1lcr 't11 cr el1tep U1tep crO>tTlpt<Xcr <iutrov from the end of 
this scholion. Certainly the omission avoids repetition with (14d). 
The latter scholion does, however, seem to contradict (26a) and (52a) 
where the remarks about Olynthian reliability were thought to conceal 
the identity of the objection as <lAA' ct1ttcrtOt Ot ~AUVetOt or something 
similar(40). 

Ulpian's detailed discussion of the second 1tpoo{~tov concentrates 
on Ke<l>ciA<Xt<X (Dilts p.6.14-7.3), and also looks at structural aspects of 
rhetorical analysis. (14d) does not mention Ke<l>a\<Xt<X. The comments 
which interpret 1tp<xy' .. l(~tO>v as a reference to former hegemony (Dilts 
p.6.14-17) echo Ulpian. In his summary Ulpian tells us that the 
objection <iAA' O?)K OtKetocr 0 1t6AeJ,lOcr is answered in two ways (~hx6eev 
Be(Kvucrtv Dilts p.3.4). The first answer concerns <l>tAOttJl(<X and ~'YEJlov(<x 
(Dilts p.3.4, 7, 15) and the second is based on to av<xYKruov and <I>~~ocr 
(Dilts p.3.16-17). While the version in (14d) does not refer to 
lCe<l>a'ACXtCX, nor gives such a full explanation as Ulpian, the fundamental 
analysis is the same. Coincidence seems unlikely. Either it has been 
written by Ulpian in an amended form for another purpose, or it derives 
from someone who had studied Ulpian's work and made notes from him. 

/ 
KecpCXAat(x 0.1.2-15 

Codex T is un usually reticent about Ke<l>tiA<Xt<X in 0.1 .2-15, but t 6 
/ / \"'>". 

crUJ.L<I>epov appears to be the principal Ke<l><XA<xtOV, (15c). to cxV<XYKCXtOV IS 

allegedly involved too at 0.1.12, (91). Inadequate accounts are given 
about the structure of Oemosthenes' argument and his purpose. Scholia 
such as (26a), (52a), (42a), (51 a) and (51 b) prompt more questions 
than they answer. By contrast, Bc examines the Ke<l>~A<Xt<X of this 
passage in detail, although without the same degree of thoroughness 
which typifies the Ulpiani prolegomena and codex R. 

<. / k (15d) is brief. The author observes that once 0 KCXtpOcr has spo en, 
? " Demosthenes' own opinion seems to be a reasonable account (euAoyo>cr). 

This scholion might have explained why his opinion seems reasonable. 
< 

It is "reasonable" because it support the important statement by 0 

lClltpoa and not "reasonable" because he contrasts a sound opinion with 
fOOlishness. The author of (15d) does not reveal whether he takes 0 

/ . 
lCatpocr as a real person, or, figuratively, as an opportunity. 

Although Bc is the exemplar of Ob, according to Dilts, they offer 
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slightly different versions in (21 b), which refers to 0.1.3. The first 
part of (21 b) in Bc looks at the particle roO' in the phrase roO' E"an JHlJ .. tatu 
'CoutO B~oa (Dilts p.21.23-24). The author argues that it is equivalent to 
the positive combination of particles leu\ ydp. He quotes a similar 
example of this use of roO' by ~ geoAbyoa. This is the appellation of 
Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzos, who lived in the fourth century and was 
esteemed for his mastery of the Greek language, on a level with 
Demosthenes and Thoukydides(41). The observation about the particles 
is reasonable. Both phrases may be used to link supporting statements 
to the main statement (for in fact / because). The nuance is slightly 
different. 

The following part of the scholion (Dilts p.21.24-29) in Bc's 
version argues that Oemosthenes does not state the objection which he 
faces in 0.1.13, but hints at it by, means of his answer. The objecton, 
in the commentator's view is this : UAA?x a'matot t"{Ey~v€tauv 1t€P1. ~v 1t~AtV 

/ 

:>OA:uv9tot (Dilts p.21.25). He goes on to explain (Dilts p.21.26-29) that 
Demosthenes says that it is feared that the Olynthians will be tricked 
into abandoning the Athenians if they join them in an alliance. Past 
experience forms the ground for this fear. Demosthenes endeavours to 
reject the objection by arguing that Olynthian conduct on the previous 
occasion was pardonable. This is a good analysis of 0.1.3-5, but the 
commentator does not go on to explain why the Olythians will not be 
deceived this time. 

Ob gives a slightly different version. The beginning of the 
• , c... ) / .> \ '"' , / > -/ ..... /" 

schollon reads : to "000''' eanv avn tOU "leat yap ean JlaAtata tOUto Beoa 
(Dilts app.crit. p.21.23 to -24 lepit'ttoov). The paint is the same but the 
reference to Gregory is lost. The opening words of Ob are almost the 
same as the brief scholion in Fl and S, (21 a), which makes the same 
point. 

The presence of (21 b) is an obvious contradiction of (14d) which 
favours Ulpian's assessment of this passage in the First Olynthiac. 
The interpretation found in (21 b) is that which is attributed to Zeno by 
Ulpian, with the support of (36b) in R (Dilts p.24.36-37). It is perhaps 
significant that Ulpian words "Zeno's" objection in the same manner as 
the author of (21 b). (21 b) is compatible with (26a) and (52a) which 
allude to Olynthian reliability. 

The next contribution from Bc is also concerned with 0.1.3. (24) is 
one of the core scholia and discusses A(~ta. Briefly, the author argues 
that Philip is unreliable because he swithers from threats to offers of 
reconciliation. He adds, paraphrasing Demosthenes, that when Philip 
threatens he should be believed, but not when he is being submissive. 
There is a substantial difference in the text offered by Rand Bc (in 

• " J / t:. ~ , , .,/ 

conjunction with Ob). Bc reads: 1tooa a~tomO'toa 0 <l>tAt1t1tOa. to yap €tK€tV 
\) ~ > /'\." / /" '3' >I /"' ~ I 0 a" 

leal Cl7tetA.£t v auto to' OU J3eJ3atOU nvoO'. 7t000' ouv ean, <PT1O't v, u~ t07ttat 
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:> "11"''/ "' s=,? \ :¥ s='" '.> ".> / 
a1t€tAro~ €tKO'troO" ut rov yap €tK€t, uta 'tOU'tO Kat a1t€tArov a~t01tto"'tOO"' OoK£1 
a~ ~J:. c.. l.,..... / s=_;> ./ L- /' ,;' "-- , > >/. ~ 
JUPI ~ roy au't~ O"uvotutV, €K 'tou'trov €Ka'tEpa 1tpa't'tEtv. 0 yap €V aAAOtO" UlCCOV 
c -' 1"\ .> L ./ .> / 

outocr a1t€tArov €V €Ka't€pOtO" a~tomo'too (Dilts app.crit. p.22.13-18). The 
meaning is not affected. Clearly, Bc and R have a common source but 
the relationship between them is not direct. 

Moving on to 0.1.4, an unusual coincidence between Bc and R is also 
suggested by (30). Here we are told briefly that when Demosthenes 
shows how industrious and opportunistic Philip is, he is thereby 
suggesting that the Athenians should emulate him. Thus, we find that 
the same words effectively cause fear and encouragement. This 
scholion stands close comparison with (28) in codex R (Dilts 
p.23.23-2~), because the form of expresson is very similar. In (30) we 

,e r:t'" s=',;', "":>:> "'" ""'") / '" have: Bt rov <l>o..,€t, uta 'tou'trov Kat 1tapaJluS€t'tat. OUK €V 'tCP <l>of3€tv a1t€X€tat tTlcr 
'"' ;, \ \ ""' ~ / I '- 1""\ / 

1tPOtp01tll 0, aAAa Bta 'trov 'tou <l>tAt1t1tOU KaStO"tTl m 'ta 'troY :>A SllVatrov . In (28) 
'd ' \ >s=\:> f"I r:t"':>/ " "'\ ..> \ ~> "'" we fin : ou JlllV OUu€ €V 'tcp <l>o..,€tV a1t€X€'tat tTlo 1tpo'tpo1tT')O", aAAa Bt' roy €1tatv€t 

\ I \ / ) '"' ;" I . 
tOY <I>tAt1t1tOV, Bta 'tou'trov €to ~llAOV au'touO" KaStO"tTlm ' (Dilts p.23.23-2S). A 
little earlier in this scholion there are the words : 1tapaJluS€t'tat 1taAtv 

autobcr Bt~ 't~'trov &v €<I>~f3110€ (Dilts p.23.16-17). The similarity to the 
first passage is striking. However, it is possible that the nature of 
the material prompts similar forms of remarks. Ulpian also remarks : 
')' 0' ,... ,,;', ,-...,;'. 
Etta, Bt' rov <l>of3€t, Bta 'toU'trov Kat 1tapaJluS€t'tat 1taAtv (Dilts p.7.21-22). 

The author of (38b) endeavours to explain the reference in the 
phrase Dl\~t> J.L£pou<TxOO'paO", 0.1.5. He takes it to be an allusion to a 
time when the Olynthians fought Athens over Amphipolis. The 
accuracy of this claim has still to be verified. 

(40b) is an unusual comment because of the terminology used. 
Nothing quite like it is found elsewhere among the scholia on the First 
Olynthiac. Referring to the the word Kdt fO"amv ~ t' >AJl<l>t1tOAttcOV ... in 
D ./ I l/.> , '/.,.... 

.1.5, the author says: €lC 1tapaB€twa'too 01t€P €on BpaO"nK'T') mono lCaAatat 

~ tOuto lCa't~ 'to'uo <l>tAoob<l>ouo E1tay~. Presumably the author means that 
an example is similar to an i1tayroy~ because an argument may be 
deduced from an example. Further work needs to be done to find out 

'/ ;1 / • 

what, exactly, the author means by BpaottK'T') 1ttO"ttO and E1tayroYTl. It will 
also be profitable to examine the difference between philosophical and 
rhetorical £1tayroyc!t. Only then can the worth of this scholion be 
assessed. However, it is clear that the author has a grasp of technical 
terms and seems confident. 

(44c) is another brief scholion. It points out at the beginning of 
D 1 ,\ / \\ ./ C/ :> \ / \ 

. .6 : Jl€ta tao 1ttO"t€tO lCat 'tao 1tpo'tp01taO", 01t€P €on ~llJlOOS€VOUO t€ Kat 

80\>1cuB{Bou. The absence of a main verb is unfortunate, but it is most 
probable that the lCdt is to be understood as emphatic and that the 
commentator is pointing out that Demosthenes and Thoukydides are 
Wont to move from proofs to exhortation. The comment is satisfactory 
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in the context of D.1.16. T alone offers (52b) in connection with 
0.1.8(42). The author says there : tOtov ~llJ.lo(J8{vou(J J.l£td -d,v ~7tO'&t~tV 
1tpotp(1t£t v. Clearly, both scholia are making the same pOint. 80th are 
equally valid at the point at which they are made ; therefore, neither is 
misplaced. Ulpian remarks about Demosthenic and Thoukydidean 
practice at this point in the speech, though he prefers to comment on 
the movement from fear to exhortation (Dilts p.7.20-24). There is no 
reason to suppose that there is any link between these three 
comments. They illustrate what appears to be a common approach. 

cj>rUlt O£tV ~8£A~(J<Xt ... , D.1.6, prompts a brief comment in (46) : J.l~poO" 
" ,/ 7)/ \ \ \ c- / 

tOU O'UJlcj>£povto(J £Xov K<Xt to ouv<xtOV £1toJ.l£VOV. No further explanation is 
given to justify this observation, but it is valid. Demosthenes is 
telling the Athenians that they ought to act for their own protection. 
This clearly involves t6 (JU Jlcj>[po v . The reference to the source of 

. k \ / finance for the campaign ta es care of to ouv<xtov. None of the other 

codices give much thought to K£<I>ciA<Xt<X at this point. This scholion 
complies with the general remarks made about K£cj>~A<Xt<X in (1 c) (Dilts 
p.14.15-16). Ulpian reveals a deep interest in K£<I>~A<Xt<X, and the 
phrases which he uses are similar to those which we find in (4S), 
although they are not identical (Dilts p.7.30-8.3, p.8.26-31). 

(47) tells us : Jl£t?t tdv <l>6POV J.lvllJloviU£t Kat t@v XPllJ.l&tOlv. The 
element of fear is suggested in the phrase £t1t£P 1tOtt K<it vuv, D.1 .S. 
Oemosthenes has been exhorting the Athenians to participate and this 
phrase contains undertones of urgency. This scholion is compatible 
with (44c), which suggests that D.1.S marked the beginning of 
1tPOtP01trl. All of D.1.6 is directed towards exhortation of the Athenians 
and there is no reason why an element of fear should not be part of 
this encouragement. Bc is discussing almost every phrase in D.1.5-S, 
taking into account the additional scholia which are shared with T, 
(38b), (42a), (43a), (45a) and (48). 

The next scholion which is unique to Bc does not occur until D.1.9 
h £/)/ \ / / / c \ 

were we are told in (65) : ot£ llu~T)(J£ tOY <l»tAt1t1tOV, tOt£ K<Xt£P<XAtV OtOV€t 
\ , ,... , / Th·· .. t bo t 7tapa ta vuv £(Jtt t<X1t£tVO(J. IS IS a perspicacIous commen a u 

Demosthenes' skill in toppling Philip from his estimable position, 
which Demosthenes himself has helped to create. For when 
Demosthenes says that if the Athenians had acted more quickly p~ovt 

\ \ /" =>, -' I - / h·· I· th t leat 1tOAU t<X1tttVOt£pOl vuv <xv £XpOlf..1£8<x tco <l»tAt1t1tOl, e IS Imp ylng a 
, I I 

Philip is actually t<X1t£tvo(J now. Clearly, the commentator believes that 

ta7t£tvbtT)(J is a quality which is harmful to Philip's standing. This same 
pOint is made in codices Sand R(43) but the wording is different. It 
is curious that the account in S continues (Dilts p.30.21, 
oT)JlavttKfut<xtov) with a few remarks about the effect of the verb 

£XPcOJl£6<x. The next scholion found in Bc, (66), paraphrases part of (SOb) 
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(Dilts p.30.21-24)(44J. 
(77c) which comments on D.1.10, falls into two parts. The author 

7/'l \ J " "/ "" / / \ \ says: £I\.UO£ 'to avn1tt1t'tov Kat 'tOt 1tOAArov a<PT1pE9rUlEV", 'toiho OE ota ~ero)V 
(Dilts p.33.6-7). This statement is ambiguous, for it is not clear 
whether 'to~'to refers to the objection or the answer to the objection. 
An 6.v'tt1tln:'tov, according to the author of (1 05c), is an objection which 
the speaker anticipates. Demosthenes' phrase Kdt1t£P O~K lxo~'trov mer BEt 

...... ( ,/ r.:> / 
1tOAAO>V cf the commentator s Kat 'tOt 1tOAArov a<pl}p£911Jl£v) does qualify his 
statement that the Athenians have received many benefits from the 
gods. The objection is really this : "we have not received many 
benefits from the gods". The commentator continues : ~'K't 0 't E 

I ,,\ \ \::> / 
KatacrK£ua~£t 'to Jl£V yap a1tOAo>A£K£Vat". Demosthenes' words explain why 
the benefits are few. The key point is that the objection is phrased In 

such a way as to rebutt the objection itself. 
The interpretation of D.1.10 coincides with the approach found in 

codex R, (74), where we are told : 1tpb -rTicr &1tO&t~EroO 'to aV'ttnt1t'tov t911KEV 
L/ 1 ".> I. ,'\ 1"\ / / ~/ ~ \ \ 

Ott "Kattot 1tOAArov a<pnp£911Jl£V Kat 'tOU'tO AUE\ 1tpO'tEpOV EtKO'tO>a. E1tEtBll yap 
.> I \.)" :> I 1 '\':>:;),,"", 
aV1]p£91l 'to av'tt7tt1t'to\j £UKoAro't£pOV 1tapa&~ov'tat Kat 'tllV £~ autou 'tE9Elcrav 

~ ,"''>/ \. ~ / L,...' / '::.1 
ltpo<pacrt v ' 'KaKroo Jl£V £x£t 1tOAAa 'troY 1tpawa'trov, llJlEtcr BE 'toutrov at ttOt 

pheuJltlcrav't£o" (Dilts p.32.18-21). An objection is stated and answered 
according to R between Demosthenes' statement, i.e. Bta Jlecrrov, 
parenthetically(45). Bt(x Jl~rov in Bc could mean parenthetically in 
mid-sentence. Not only is the approach the same but also the wording 
of the objection adopted in both scholia. 'totho refers to the objection 
and also the answer. to the objection. It is possible that (77c) is 
giving a precis of (74). This is not the first time that Bc contains a 
version of a scholion found in R. 

In the second part of (77c) the commentator gives a parallel 
example of this structure of argument from Isokrates 10.17 : "'tOu Jltv 
'1 '\ / \ / / ~ \ /. \ 
£lttltOVOV Kat <PtAOKt vBuvov 'tOY ~tOV Ka't£o'tT}cr£, -"'IV B£ 1t£pt~A.e1t'tOV Kat 

/ \ / ':>/. I· It£ptJlaXll'tov 'tllV <pucrt v" £1tllyayev (Dilts p.33. 7-9). The examp e IS not 
explained. The quotation should be an example of a statement which 
supports the rejection of an objection, i.e. an anticipated objection. By 
answering the objection you anticipate it. 

The quotation is taken from Isokrates Helen and it will be useful 
to quote the relevant passage in full. At this point Isokrates is 
explaining that Zeus wished to honour the children of Alcmene and Leda 

'"' \ ) \)1 <.\ 

,and that he honoured Helen more than Herakles : 'tQl JlEV tcrxuv £BroK£V, II 
rl " ~1. ,.. / - :\ 1 .:> 1 ~ '\ t'\ <.1 "::> , 

JJt~ troy OAAO>V Kpa't£tV Buva'tat, 't1] & KaUocr a1t£v£tJlEV, 0 Kat 'tllo proJlllcr au'tllo 
.,1 / I :>" '\ '\ \ ~ / , 
apX£tV 7t£<PUK£V. Isokrates then goes on to say: £t&OO B€ 'tacr £m<pav€tao Kat 

\ / :>.>" C. '>'" 1 \. ",::.1 
taO" AaJl7tpO'tll'tacr OUK £K 'tllcr T}(J'\)XUlS aAA' £K 'troY 1tOA£Jlrov Kat 'troY ayrovrov 

I " ~ .\ 

'Yl'YVoJ.Livacr, ~OUAO'Jl£vocr au'tcOv Jl~ Jl6vov 'td crroJla't' £Icr 9EO't>0 avaya-yEtV w...Aa 
'\ 'I ) / '"' '"" \ ;) 1 -\ /~ \ 

Kat tacr Bo~acr CX€tJlVT}cr'toucr Ka'taAt1t€tV, 'tou Jl€V £1tt1tOVOV Kat <ptAOlCtVuUVOV tOY 
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I / r\ \ / \' \ 

~tOV Kat£aTIla£, TIla O£ 7t£pt(3A£7ttOV Kat 7t£ptJ.l.aX1'}tov TIlV </>U'mv E7ttit1'}aEv. The 
most appropriate objection would be one which will require Isokrates 
to explain why Herakles and Helen led such difficult lives, despite the 
honour which Zeus paid them. £to6>a ... KataAt7tEtV can be taken as the 
acknowledgement of the objection, but the way in which it is 
expressed makes it clear that Isokrates' thesis can still stand. tou J.l.'Ev 
:> /' :> / • • 
£1tt1tOVOV ... £7tot1'}a£v certamly does sustam the rejection of the 
objection's validity. Two parallel statements can be produced from 
Demosthenes and Isokrates along the commentator's terms. In 
Demosthenes we find : the gods are good (thesis), even though it does 
not look that way (anticipated objection) ; our misfortunes are our own 
fault (sustaining argument). In Isokrates we have : Zeus honoured 
Herakles and Helen (thesis), but he deliberately gave them a tough life 
(anticipated objection), because a hard life is essential for heroic 
people (sustaining argument). The commentator's interpretation is 
good, but he does not help his audience to understand what he means, 
by quoting the parallel phrases in Demosthenes. 

At the beginning of D.1.14 Demosthenes introduces an objection to 
his line of argument from an imaginary speaker. In (10Sc) this 
technique was termed ~V8u7tO<l>op6 because the objector only objects to 
part of what Demosthenes says. In D.1.14 the questioner wonders 
about the relevance of Demosthenes' arguments. Bc offers (10Sb) in 
addition to (1 OSc). (10Sb) gives a general comment about 
Demosthenes' practice in such circumstances : otttroa £t)p1'}tat 7tap?t tro 
cl \ f'" c\ \ / \.> I ~;>.... c. \ c \ :> '\ I 
Pl1tOpt ta totauta' 1'} yap 7tAatt£t tOV avnA£yovta roa £vtau8a, 1'} £autov autoa 

€po>ta (Dilts p.3S.28-29). The commentator goes on to give an example 
I 

of the sort of remark Demosthenes would give if he asked himself the 
. I -;- d ",\!. (D·I 36 1) question: nvoa ouv £V£Ka tcxuta M:..yro ; ItS p. . . 

The commentator also points out that the choice between these 
two methods is not haphazard. He explains first why Demosthenes 

. • £/ I / / , 
would ask himself the question ; Ot£ Kat£7t£ta81'} OtOAOU (3A£7t£t tOV 
> / "':> /' £/ \ / c:: ,.. c:: \...> "'" ..> '\ ~ \ 
<XlCOUOVt(l. myrovtoa £KEtVOU, tva Jll1 00~11 a7taVtav, £autov £prot~ Kat cO<»£M:..l tOV 

" I' 
crtycovta &Ko~OVta (Dilts p.36.2-4). Thus, there are two reasons. 
Demosthenes is confident of his argument. The listener will agree 
with him and will not voice any objection. In case Demosthenes seems 
then to question the listener's silent assent, he poses the question 
himself and does not upset the listener. While confidence seems to be 
a good reason for introducing an objection oneself, it seems peculiar 
that an objection has to be raised whether the listener agrees or not, 
as though it was customary for an objection to be raised. 

<.1 \ '>/ ~ 

The reason for the other method is given as follows : ot£ O£ £n ou 
/' t: J / / ,:> " ~ >" . 36 4) It· 1t£t9£tat 0 CXlCOUrov, 7tAatt£t tOv avnAeyoVta roa £vtau8a (Dilts p. .. IS 

reasonable to conjecture that, whenever Demosthenes creates an 
imaginary speaker, he is voicing genuine opinions or doubts which his 
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audience might have. It would be unwise to accept the commentator's 
opinion as a ~ard ~nd fast rule, because it is easy to envisage a 
circumstance In which Oemosthenes might choose one of these 
methods for a reason more fitting to the other. In such matters the 
choice is still not haphazard but is made through the skill and 
experience of the speaker. 

(10Sb) is compatible with (10Sc) because the former looks at the 
methods of handling an objection, whereas the latter looks at the 
various types of objections. They are still likely to have come from 
separate sources, since it is odd that (10Sb) makes no mention of 
<XV91>1tO<i>OPa' and could be referring to any type of objection. 

(107) concerns A£~ta in 0.1.14 : Ot?x 'troY at>vEXrov PllJlcf'tO)v OllAOt ~v 'to't> 
\ .> / ;) / 

vooa EKEtVO)V ap"(Euxv. Oemosthenes follows the question which begins 
D.1.14 with a comparison, which contrasts the failure of the 
Athenians' approach with the success of Philip's. This remark is 
compatible with either (10Sb) or (10Sc). The commentator is also 
interested in the word <XA uat 'tEAfa. He correctly observes (Dilts 
p.36.22-23) that Oemosthenes has chosen the negative form of the 
adjective in reference to Philip. He gives two possible reasons for 
this, but does not form a judgement. The first possibility is that the 
Athenians were well aware that their attitude was beneficial to 
Philip, and therefore, presumably, Oemosthenes did not have to state 
the obvious. The second reason put forward is that Oemosthenes did 
not have the temerity to say that their attitude benefitted Philip. 
Neither of these reasons seems quite satisfactory. Surely, the most 
effective method of persuading the Athenians to change their attitude, 
which is Oemosthenes' aim, is to argue that their present attitude is 
harmful to them. 

(113) also deals with A[~ta ; this is in connecion with 0.1.15. The 
/ 

commentator suggests that the pOSition of the word OEOOt Ka in the 
h J '5' >1 ~ '> J s: I . prase OEOOtK' 0) avopEa>A9T)vatot has an effect on the word avupEa. t IS 

S';) / f d as though Oemosthenes is saying 0) aVOpEtOt by means 0 wor 
association. This is a fanciful suggestion. The phrase (lVOpEa .>A911vatOt 

breaks up the clause and helps to stress O~OOtK' and Jl~ cx.u1'ov. The 
phrase is so common that it is dubious whether the words within it 
could be exploited in this way. 

This is the last of the unique contributions from Bc on this section 
of the speech. The contribution in 0.1.2-15 helps to make up for some 
of the deficiencies in codex T. The analysis of the rhetorical structure 
is by no means thorough, but it is an improvement on T. Bc also seems 
to produce scholia which offer similar ideas to those found in some of 
the scholia in R. However, it is extremely unlikely that the 
relationship is direct. There are also cases where Bc echoes Ulpian, as 
in (14d). It is difficult to explain where the compiler of Bc has found 
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this information. It is possible that Bc has fresh sources, or that T 
has omitted some scholia which were found in lost codex t. The 
former seems more likely. 

0.1.16-23 

The analysis of 0.1.16-23 in codex T in terms of rhetorical 
structure contrasts the paucity of this type of comment on 0.1.2-15. 
The comments on 't6 ouvcx'tO'v are contradictory in places and provide 
firm evidence of a plurality of sources{46J. It will not be necessary to 
summarise the rhetorical analysis here, because Bc offers only one 
scholion on this subject at this point. 

0.1.21 was thought to mark the beginning of the second element of 
'to ouvcx'tov, (140a). This section looks at Philip and argues that he is 
not as powerful as he appears. In Bc and T this scholion is followed by 
(140d), a likely paraphrase of (140c). It says : A~(na 't~a -'A8Tlvdtc.ov 
L I' .c :J :> / \ \ / / ::> \ ,.. "" 

U1tovotcxa c.oa "OU1( €~TlV€YK€ 'tOY 1tpoa~Auv8toua 1tOAeJlov, €t JlTl 1(CXAc.oa €lXeV 
:> ""' \ / II > \ s::~ A /.> / ~ :> lL\ ) / (lU'te:> 'tCX 1tPCX'YJlCX'tCX , cxu'toa ut:. ptcxtooa cxvcxa'tp€<pcxa €AUaeV &a II OU1( cxv e~Tlv€"fKe 
\ 6'\ ~ ".:> s:: / / ,\ s::\ I... / 'tOY 1t IU:-Jlov , €t 1tpoa€uoKTla€ flCXXlla€a8cxt 'tTlV u€ 8epcx1tucxv 'tlla 1tCXpCXOO~OU 
I ,»). > / • 

Auoec.oa €~ €8oua €1tot1lacx'to (Dilts p.42.6-12). 
(140e), which is unique to Bc, is brief and pithy : ~ O€u't{pcx apvTlata 

,I )' ",;.1' \ \ \ / "',>,/ \ '" 
Jl€poa ean 'tTla cxvoo 1(CXt 1(cx'tCXaK€UcxanKTl 1(CXt AUata 'tou cxvnm1t'tov'toa ' "1(CXt 1tc.oa 

~\ ) / \ r:: ., \ "" 
<(lV> e~Tlv€YK€ 'tOY 1tOAeflOV ; ". Although we have to understand €t JlTl 1(CXAc.oO 

cixev cxu'too 'tCx 1tP~'YJlcx'tcx, the supposed objection agrees with the one put 
I 

forward in (140d). Two denials are implied in this comment. The first 
denial must be what is meant by -rlia &(,00 and probably the view that all 
is well with Philip : ou't€ (ap, roa 001(€t ... 1tcxpbV't' :tXe!. The second denial 

)/ ~\ ::> / /:> / 
must refer to ou't' CXV €~1lV€YK€ ... OClla€tV cxu'tov. 

This denial has two functions. Firstly, it is fl~poa 'tTla cx~c.o. The 
second denial also denies that all is well with Philip. The statement 
that Philip would not attack, unless he met no resistance, implies that 
all is not well with him. Therefore, the commentator is correct. In 
this way the second denial can be described as 1(cx'tcxa1(eucxa'tt~. This is 
not a distinct function but effectively qualifies ,.ufpoa. The second 
function of the second denial is that it is a A ~ata of the objection 1t co 0 

~v t~~V€"fK€ .... The paradoxical statement about Philip does indeed 
reject this suggestion .. 

(140e) offers a similar interpretation to that found in (140d). In 
this scholion, however, the structure is more sophisticated. It seems 
clear that these two scholia emanate from different sources. The 
paradox is not, after all, hard to spot. The compiler of Bc is offerir'l, 9 

" , 
a variation of a familiar interpretation. A phrase such as 'tTla avc.o 
suggests that a remark may have been made about the first denial. 
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There are three further scholia to consider in connection with 
D.1.16-23. (122e) is credited uniquely to Bc in Oilt's edition. 
However, it is curiously similar to (122d), a scholion unique to T. The 

L / \:> .I \ '" '>/ \ . 
latter reads: u1toSema Kat aVa1tAl1pcoma to aXl1Jla' ean & TIla eUKptVuaa. 

) d :> \ S '" '\. '\/ \" cI > ~ '" (122e rea s : a1tO ecov Kat O"UJ.11tl\.llpcoJla to aXl1Jla, o1tep ean 'tlla et>Kptvdaa. 
Both label the same passage in 0.1.18 as an example of eUKp{veta. The 
form of the comment and the order of the words is the same. If we 

/ / / 

allow that aVa1tAl1pCOata and aUJ.11tAl1pcoJla are synonymous, then the only 
significant difference between the two scholia lies in the 
identification of the aX~J.1a as u1tO'Sema in (122d) and &1t~ SecOv. If Sea in 
the plural can mean "contemplation"(47) then the commentator is 
giving a plausible explanation for what Oemosthenes is doing in 0.1.18. 
He could be said to be contemplating the possibilities of two 
strategies against Philip. This interpretation is not inconsistent with 
the idea of u1t6Seata in (122d), if this word is taken to mean 
"supposition. A simpler interpretation is that a1to Secov is a textual 
corruption of u1t6Seata. There can be no doubt that the similarity 
between these two scholia is more than mere coincidence. However, it 
is impossible to judge whether one is a paraphrase of the other, or 
which is closer to the original. 

(139) is a straightforward scholion which deals with A~~ta in 
.. I \ \ ~ ,y. 

D.1.20 and, In particular, the clause : A.eyoum oe Kat aAAoua nvaa aAAOt 
1tbpoua. The commentator observes that an inference can be made from 
what Demosthenes says. Those who are not proposing alternative 
methods of finance agree with Demosthenes' proposal (Dilts 
p.41.20-21). This is a good point, but the commentator appears to lack 
confidence in it, because he follows this remark with a less specific 
inference (TlYouv trtt, Dilts p.41.21), namely that it is clear that money 
is required to set matters straight (Dilts p.41.21-22). The 
commentator goes on to note Demosthenes' purpose in leaving the 
Athenians a choice. This superficial gesture of magnanimity implies 
that Demosthenes has every confidence in his plan and that the 
Athenians will therefore be persuaded by this tacit confidence. 

(152) is another unusual scholion. It deals with ,y'KOUOV 0' tyCOyE 
ttvrov ... , 0.1.22, in which Demosthenes says that he has heard a rumour 
about a Thessalian refusal to pay Philip harbour and market dues. The 
commentator rightly calls this a abcj>taJld (Dilts p.43.20). This is the 
only occurrence of this word among the scholia on the First Olynthiac, 
even though there are many occasions when Demosthenes is being 
devious. The commentator remarks that it is typical of Demosthenes 
to justify a statement with the backing of unnamed sources. He goes 
on to note the difference between citing an individual, but unnamed 

~ , / ':> / I 
Source, and several unnamed sources: et J.1€V 1tapetaa)'Et aoptatov 1tpoaco1tov 
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\ " e I ~ ':> \ , (.1 -'""' I --.. 
Kat t01YCO EVlKOV, O"UVtO"'ta au'to KaS OO"OV otov 'tE, &0" tv 'to> Ka't' ?AvOponcovocr 
, \ \ ~ t.I I / , > \ .I' I , 

avSpoO" Kat oUX OtOU 'tE <pEu&cr8at €t & 1tAllSuv'ttKCOO", Sappu 'tOO 1tAllSuO"Jlw ' 
tI \ \")1' :> ,.. It ::> '\ '\ \ /5:: "I' I -' :>'/ I 
tva &: Jlll Et1tCOO1V au't~ al'l.l'I.a <pEuuov'tat O'E ,A£-yEt Kht nlv E~ EKEtVcov 

\ , l.\)/ J\ "3 /' (4 ) 
KataO'KEUllV KaS llv a~tot av €tEV mO"'tEUEO"Sat (Dilts p.43.22-26) 8. What 
the commentator is saying is this : "if he intoduces an unidentified 
character and that in the singular, he strengthens it as much as 
possible, as in the speech against Androtion, "a man and not capable of 
lying", but if in the plural , he takes confidence from its being plural". 
Whether singular or plural, there is a weakness in using unattributable 
hearsay. Therefore, Oemosthenes seeks to strengthen it. In the case 
of several sources one can see that that would bolster Demosthenes' 
case. Being extra cautious, he adds something to the effect that what 
is said is common knowledge. The commentator's interpretation is 
plausible. 

Although Bc does not produce many unique scholia in this section, 
the form and detail of those which are present is striking. 

D.1.24-28 

The extra scholia offered by Bc do not solve the problems which T 
yielded in its comments on the closing sections of the speech(49J. In 
particular, Bc does not offer complementary scholia to (172a) in the 
preceding sections. Such a scholion which is invited by the form of the 
opening remark of (172a). The only significant difference between 
rhetorical analysis by T and Bc, respectively, is that the latter omits 
(181), which is the scholion which states erroneously that the E1t{AOYOO" 

begins in the middle of 0.1.27. In Bc the beginning of the €1t~AOYOcr at 
0.1.28 is to be inferred from (187a), a scholion which is offered by 
several codices and which comments on Demosthenes' practice in 
, I' 

£mAoyot. 

The author of (189) is interested in three groups which 
Demosthenes calls upon to participate in facing Philip. The 
commentator suggests that Demosthenes concentrates on one aspect 
'. . ~ / / , 

which characterises the groups respectively : a7tO 'tE 'tUXllO" 'toUO" 
.) I :> I ;'\ L / \. I :> / / ,:> '\1 

E'U7tOpouO", a7to 'tE 'tll0" llAtKtaO" 'tOUO" VEOUO", a1tO 'tE 'tEXVllO" 'touo" aV'tt~:yoVtaO" 

t6.1l cj>E E1tt 'too 1tapo~uO"Jlro 'troY €1ttAbyrov (Dilts p.47.29-48.1). The 
commentator ~xplains that

l 
the benefit to be gained by each of these 

three groups is emphasised in respect of a particular quality. Thus, 
the wealthy will be ensuring a prosperous future, presumably with this 
small investment, and the young will gain invaluable experience of 
military matters, and the orators will derive benefit, by supporting 
th!s action, because this experience will enable the~ to face their 
£~eUvat without fear. The Athenians will be better Judges of their 
performance because of this experience (Dilts p.48.1-5). The 
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commentator is rephrasing Oemosthenes' own remarks in 0.1.28. 
The author observes that although Oemosthenes seems to be 

emphasising the benefit to orators or politicians, what he is saying is 
not in fact beneficial in their case. He does not exp\'ain why 
Demosthenes' words are detrimental. He does say, however, that 
Demosthenes extricates himself from trouble with some subtlety 
(Dilts p.48.6). He is himself included in the number of politicians who 

)1 
will have to undergo euSUV<Xt. By arguing that participation in this 
campaign will enable politicians to face their ei>'SUv<Xt without fear, the 
deduction can be made that Oemosthenes will have nothing to fear. 
Therefore, his advice must be good. The commentator has observed 
that of all the groups and all the benefits, Oemosthenes has chosen to 
emphasise the e~SUV<Xt of office-bearers, but that the advantage is 
actually illusory. The examination was not actually easier, but 
Demosthenes wishes to put forward a psychological argument. If we 
accept the commentator's interpretation, then we have to assume that 
Demosthenes himself was in office and that he was expecting to face a 
EUSUV<X. 

Once again the contribution of Bc is remarkable. It is 
characteristic of the scholia unique to Bc that they produce 
unconventional or provocative interpretations. However, this is not 
true of the scholia which are found in T but not in Bc. Bc omits sixteen 
scholia which are found in T. the majority of these are insignificant : 
(82), (97), (177b), (128b), (134), (148b), (158), (186) and (195b). The 
remainder warrant attention. 

(5b) is a curious omission since it is also offered by Vb and Wd. Its 
absence is advantageous, because this scholion gives an erroneous 
interpretation of &1tocHc61tllcHa in 0.1.1. 

The omission of (12a) may be significant. In the former, 
1tpaYJ.ui'tcov, 0.1.12, is clearly identified as a reference to Olynthian 
affairs. In (14d), which is unique to Bc and Ob. 1tP<XWeX''tcov is thought 
to refer to past success and hegemony (Dilts p.1.2). 

The absence of (51 b) , as we have seen already, may be 
explicable (SOl. This is the scholion unique to T which identifies the 

objection which Oemosthenes faces in 0.1.2-7 as UAA' O~K OtKEtOa 0 
1t6AEJlOcr. However, (14d) in Bc not only points out this very objection 
in 0.1.12 but discusses it in detail. It is possible that the compiler 
thought that (51 b) was superfluous. 

T gives an inadequate account of Kecj>a'A<Xt<X in 0.1 .2-15. (91) offers 
a Single and unsubstantiated remark about 't6 (lv<X-yK<xtov. Bc does not 
contain this comment. The omiss\o\\ of (147a) avoids needless 
repetition about the paraaox of Oemosthenes' case, 0.1.21, which is also 
stated in (140d) (Dilts p.42.16-17). 

(181) indicates that the E1tiAoyoa begins in the middle of 0.1.27. 
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This is surely wrong. In Bc the beginning of the ~1t{Ao'Yoa is noted 
incidentally in a comment on Demosthenes' approach to E1ttA~'YOt, (187a). 
It would have been more satisfactory had (181) been moved to the 
appropriate position. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that the 
compiler of Bc sought to remove this inaccuracy. The absence of (181) 
may be coincidence. 

The final omission may not, in fact, be an omission at all. Dilts 
credits T with (122d), which indicates E{)1CptVEHX in 0.118. (122e) in Bc 
is very similar and they probably offer different versions of the same 
scholion. 

In conclusion, the majority of the omissons are not significant. 
However, Bc does seem to have avoided some of the glaring anomalies 
which occur in T. This may be attributed either to a conscious effort 
by the compiler of Bc to avoid such pitfalls or to accident. It is very 
unlikely that Bc had access to a tradition of ancient scholia 
independent of T ; thus the scholia found only in Bc can be attributed to 
a Byzantine scholar. 

CODICES Af, Vb, Ca, Wd AND Ac 

Codices Af Vb Ca and Wd are considered by Dilts to be the best out 
of a group of seventeen codices, and that they represent the tradition 
of three lost exemplars(51). Although Ca is credited with being 
independent from Af Vb and Wd, it is quoted only once for the First 
Olynthiac. It is not clear why this should be. 

Af and Vb are said to represent another exemplar and the pattern 
of omissions of scholia which are found in T bears this out. The 
omisson of (Sb) in Af removes an inconsistency in the interpretation of 
the opening sections of the speech. The absence of (117c) means that 
Af lacks comments about the "third" 1tpoo(JltOV at 0.1.16. Instead, Af 

k ::> / :> \ " '"' (1 7d) ta es D.1.16 as the beginning of an aVtt9E01a a1tO tOU Ot1CatOU, 1 . 
Thus, Af containsfe~e(' \nconsistencies than T. Given that the compilers 
of the codices U/piani have been eclectic, this type of omission may 
signify the care taken by a compiler, or nothing more than coincidence. 

Having said that Af contains less problems, the loss of (164a) 
impairs the quality of the commentary in Af. We are not told when the 
1C£<I>~Aalov tb Ouvat6v ends and are left to suppose that it extends from 
D.1.16-27. It is possible, though unlikely, that the compilers believed 
that t'o ouvat~v is the key topic in all of these sections. 

Other omissions mostly concern aspects of language. The 
absence of definitions is striking. (164a) is a case in point. Also in 
(11b) there are remarks about 1tpoOO>1t01tOlta and remarks about 
) / l..." • . 
Cl1toO"tO>1tll 0"1 a and U1tOOlO>1tllola in (14c) are lost too. Other omissions 
include comments which deal with the significance of asyndeton, (94), 
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explanations of Oemosthenes' meaning, (9b), (136a) and (136b), the 
history of the Aleuadai, (151), the OX~Jla i1tttiJll1 oto, (170a), 1tEp(Obocr 

li~to, (183), the cost of the war, (184) and lexicography, (186). 
Vb reveals a similar pattern where (5b), (14c), (82), (183), (184) 

and (186) are omitted. (117c) and (164a) are present. Vb also omits 
(12a) which identifies 1tpaYJltito)v, 0.1.2, as a reference to Olynthian 
affairs. The omissions are minor. 

Wd is closer to the tradition of T and Bc, since it shares scholia 
with T and Bc which the other two members of the group do not 
contain. The omissions are similar to the omissions in Vb : (5b), (12a), 
(14c), (82), (97), (183), (184) and (186). Since these are omitted in 
more than one of this group of codices, it is probable that none of their 
exemplars contained them. 

These lesser codices also provide us with three scholia which are 
independent of T and Y. (1 b) is found in F2 as well. It contains the 
comment that the 1tpo6tJltov is concise because of the urgency of the 
matter. (1 b) is found in Vb and Wd. (7) is unique to Af, Vb, Wd and Ca. 

:> \. / \ 
the commentator refers to ou yap JlOVOV ... , 0.1.1, and says: OUJl1tAE1(tt1(OV 

t~O 1tEPt~oAT1o. According to the Rhetores Graeci 1tEPt~OA.ry is an 
expansion or amplification of one's theme(52J. The commentator's 
example is well chosen, because the words ou ydp Jltvov ... are not 
directly connected to Oemosthenes' thesis. They do, however, form a 
digression which gives him a chance to expand on the idea of the 
Athenians as good listeners. This digression helps to set the tone and 
character of the speech. (150c), contained in Af, Vb and Wd, offers a 
familiar comment about the effect of the word 1(OJl tO~ in 0.1.22. 

I 

However, the wording is different from (150a) in Sand (150b) in F4 
which offer a very similar comment. 

The position of Ac within the stemma of codices is a little 
unclear, although Dilts appears to favour the idea that it is an 
apograph of T. It is cited three times. All three comments are unique, 
(43b), (53b) and (125e). They produce entries similar to comments 
found in the Rhetores Graeci. 

.::> ~ /'\ ,.... /' 

(43b) refers to 0.1.5 and says : EK to)V tpto)V 1tEptOtattKO)v, 1tPOOC01tOU, 
/ ,/" / \ \ / / \, ~ 

tP01tOU Kat t01tOU' tp01tOU ota tT)V tupaVvtoo, 1tPOOo)1tOU ota tOY <l>tll.t1t1tOV, 

t01tOU Ot~ t6 dJlopov. 1t£p(otaO"to is contrasted with e~OtO by the Rhetores 
Graeci(53J. It refers to problems or questions which are fixed in time, 
or else are performed by particular individuals for particular reasons. 
etOtO typifies a general or universal question unrestricted by 
particulars. The observation of the author of (43b) is appropriate. 

(53b) picks out two figures of speech at the beginning of 0.1.8. 
The first is OX~Jla Kat&' OUOtPO<l>~V t'o K~t ~Jl1t£Pt~OAOV. Hermogenes makes 
the following remark : Kat Jlhv K(xt tb KatU OUOtpo<l>~V AEYdJlEVOV oX~Jla. 
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/ ;> /A '\ 'Z ,,) \ cJ, l/ J ""' / 

crcj>oopa £Jl1t£ptpOI\.CV, OtOV £t yap 08 llKoJl£v EuJ3o£u01 J3£J3011811Ko't£a" Kat 'th 

£~~a (Rabe p.294)(54J. ~Jl1t£p(J30AoV is a form of parenthes\s. (Hermog. 
Rabe p.281). aua'tpocj>~ is a stylistic term meaning "concision". The use 
of parenthesis or subordinate ideas produces more complex, yet 
concise, prose. It is possible that the author of (53b) took his 
information from Hermogenes. The author's point strengthens the 
answer of the objection. The Euboians are not OtK£tOt and have revolted. 
This is wrong. Oemosthenes is not talking about Euboia but Olynthos. 
The interpretation is confused but notably Ulpianic. Asyndeton does 
not occur until 0.1.9 where other scholia note it. 

At the end of 0.1.19 we find an example of U1tOatO>1tll ala in the 
phrase cf>a J36uA£cr8£ ... AaJlJ3&ve:re.. It is noted by the other codices 
U/piani in (125c)(55J. The author of (125e) notes it as well but has 

• Co I ,\.;> I 
other POints to make about the effect of U1tocrtOO1tllcrlcr : 1tOAU 'to £vOta8£'tov 
'" \~ L / \..:> I ~ / . . £v'tau8a ota ~qV U1t001001tl101V Kat £1ttOtOp80001V. t:1tlOtop8oo01cr IS the practice 
of excusing a slander after it has been made, or else correcting 
yourself in order to strengthen your point(56J. Oemosthenes does 
correct himself in the phrase Jl~ ~t' OtK eyOYY£ when he is denying that he 
wishes the theorik money to be stratiotik. Both of these points 
produce a sense of spontaneity (57). From this remark we may gather 
that the author realises thet Oemosthenes is not speaking ex tempore 
but is reading a prepared speech (58). 

CONCLUSION 

The outstanding characteristic of this group of codices is that the 
scholia which they contain do not form a unified interpretation. 
Eclecticism is obvious. Inconsistent interpretations are proof enough 
that the codices scholiorum U/pianeorum are misnamed. Indeed, the 
influence of Ulpian appears to be slight overall. This inconsistency 
serves to highlight the unity of codices such as Sand R. 

Language and expression provide an important topic which attracts 
a rich source of varied interpretations. Some of these are provocative 
or offer obscure, if not erroneous, accounts. 

There is an evident link between all the codices U/piani is 
intricate and puzzling. The relationship between the codices warrant 
further scrutiny. 

The scholia which are unique to T are sometimes trivial and 
occasionally lead to inconsistencies. What is perhaps more significant 
is that all of the unique scholia in Bc occur in 0.1.2-15 where T's 
contribution is weak, especially in terms of rhetorical analysiS. Bc 
has had unusual sources. One important aspect in a study of the 
codices U/piani is that their contribution, unlike the contribution of 
other codices, creates more questions than it answers. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER NINE 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7 ) 
(8) 

(9) 
(10) 

( 11 ) 
(12 ) 
(13 ) 
(14) 
( 15) 
(16 ) 
(17) 
(18 ) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29 ) 

(30 ) 
(31 ) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39 ) 
(40) 

Pr is not one of the codices schoJiorum Ulpianeorum but it does provide evidence 
in support of g and Bc that Ulpian wrote the prolegomena. 
g is the putative exemplar of Vf and Fd. See Dilts TAPA 105 (1975) pp37-39. 
Vf and Fd do not offer scholia on the First Olynthiac but do offer the prolegomena. 
It is odd then that the discussion is called crxOAta. cf. Sources n.26. 
It is surely the contribution of Bc (Dilts p1.1 app.crit.) supported by T which 
leads to the scholia on the First Olynthiac being considered to be the work of 
Ulpian since they contain the prolegomena and scholia. 
Discussed generally throughout the chapter on Sources but esp. [pp.234-237]. 
Dilts TAPA 105 1975 pp.35-50. 
See T [pp.194-198]. 
(1a) F2 [p.126]. 
The emendation Dilts (p.14.6 app.crit) must be correct because the scholion 
discusses ~90cr Dilts (p.14.7) and not 1t(190cr. 
(11 c), (11 d) and (14c) in R [pp.94-98]. 
Dilts' reference to Hermogenes and the Prolegomena Sylloge (Dilts (p.26.21) 
seems to be inaccurate. 
(51b) in T [p.199]. 
v. Dilts (p.28.21 app.crit.). 
Ulpian [pp.25-27] and Dilts (p.32.34sqq). 
(117c), (117d), (119a) and (124) in F4 [pp.136-137]. 
Ulpian [pp.27-32]. 
Ulpian [p.31]. 
S [pp.65-66]. 
F4 LP.138]. 
F4 [p.146]. 
F2 [p.130]. 
Hermogenes Inv 4.3 Rabe p.(178.10-14) and (p.180.10). 
Bc [p.212). 
Joseph of Rhakendytos, Walz III (p.567.9), regards it as the insertion of a vowel 
between the first and last syllable in such a way that it does not create a new 

/ ~ , ~ 

syllable. He gives the following examples : 1tVEOv'tecr 1tVetov'tecr ; ~evocr ~etvocr ; 
£A~Augev EA~Aougev. The definition is appropriate for this passage. For the sense 
'parenthesis' see Hermogenes Rabe (p.305) and Quintilian Inst 9.3.23. 
Minucian Spengel 2 (p.342.14) , Rufus Spengel 2 (p.405, p.468) , Aphthonios 
Spengel 2 (p.27.3) and Herodian Spengel 3 (p.1 04.1). 
v. [p.180). 
Theorik [p.284] on (136a) and (136b). 
v.[p.184]. 
For kings of Paionia v. Diod. Sic. 16.4.2, 16.22.3 and 20.19.1. 
F4 [pp.140-141). 

~ / ~ I 

LSJ av'ttpP01tOV and tcroPP01tOV 2. 
F2 [p.131]. 
Y [p.157]. 
T [p.181]. 
S [pp.65-66] and Dilts TAPA loc.cit.. 
Dilts TAPA 105 1975 pp.39-41 and GRBS loc cit p.55n.4. 
Dilts GRBS loc.cit. pp.55-67. 
T [p.177]. 
Dilts (p.X n.2). 
Ulpian [pp.16-18]. 
T [p.180]. 
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(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 

(49) 
(50) 
(51 ) 
(52) 
(53) 

(54) 
(55) 
(56) 

(57) 
(58) 

RE 7.2 1859. 
T [p.192]. 
S [p.57]. 
S [p.57]. 
R [p.110]. 
T [pp.181-184]. 
LSJ efa I 1b. 
The apparatus Dilts (p.43.26) reveals that Bc omits the examples, which are 
found in Ob, of phrases which Demosthenes might use to lend credibility to his 
claims. It is possible that the scribe of Ob added the remarks himself. 
T [pp.184-185]. 
For (51 b) causing inconsistency in interpretation T [p.199, p.204]. 
v. Dilts' articles per n.35. For (7a) in Ca v. T [p.216]. 
Hermogenes Rabe (p.277.24sqq) and Anonymous Scholiast Walz VII2 (p.1 017). 
Aphthonios Rabe (p.49.24), Hermogenes Rabe (p.140.16) and Menander Walz IX 
(p.209). 
See also Anonymous Spengel 3 (p.130). 
v. T [p.186]. 
Hermogenes Rabe Id 2.7, Alexander Spengel 3 (p.15.5), Zonaios Spengel 3 
(p.161.15), Herodian Spengel 3 (p.95.30), Anonymous Spengel 3 (p.142.22) 
and Phoibammon Spengel 3 (p.51.6) 
Hermogenes Rabe Id I 2.7, Walz III (p.336) and Walz VIII (p.635). 
cf Discussion in S [p.54]. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

THE SOURCES OF THE SCHOLIA ON THE FIRST OL YNTHIAC 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Analysis of the scholia on the First Olynthiac has shown that 
there are three basic types. The first is the long and discursive 
comment which forms part of a unified commentary. The discussion 
concentrates on the structure and argumentation of the speech. The 
comments are intelligent and reveal that the authors have a sound 
knowledge of stasis theory which formed the fundamental approach to 
rhetoric from the time of Hermagoras in the first century B.C. onward. 
Codex R offers scholia of this type(1). 

The second type of scholion combines long and short comments 
which provide internal evidence of having been gathered from a 
plurality of sources. The topics are similar to those found in the long 
discursive scholia, but aspects such as lexicography and historical 
background receive significantly more attention than in the long 
discursive scholia. Codex F offers a typical collection of this type of 
scholion, and these are the commonest form of scholia on Greek prose 
authors. 

These first two types may be regarded as systematic running 
commentaries. This cannot be said of the third type of scholion found 
in connection with the First Olynthiac. These scholia are very short, 
often no more than a single word, and occurring only occasionally In 

the margin of the text. Codex Pr offers good examples. 
It is pertinent to consider the sort of commentaries which were in 

existence in antiquity and to ask whether they might have provided a 
model for the scholia Demosthenica on the First Olynthiac. 

lYPES OF COMMENTARY 

Fragments of a commentary on Demosthenes' Philippics 9,10,11, 
and 13 were found at the end of the nineteenth century(2). A 
subscription attributing it to Didymos has been accepted. The papyrus 
itself dates to the first century A.D.. It has been suggested that it 
contains a series of lecture notes based on Didymos' work, or else is a 
pOor copy of the original(3). 

The commentary was a crU'YYPCXJlJlcx, a treatise on a theme rather 
than a running commentary on a single text{4J. Hence several texts 
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may be cited within a short space, as is the case here. Lemmata were 
used because these works were produced on a separate manuscript 
from the one containing the text. The aspects which interest Didymos 
in this crGyypaJlJl<l are lexicography, authenticity, dating, and historical 
background (5J. If there was a unifying theme in this commentary in 
the manner of 1tept literature it has not been identified. The 
subscription TIept .111Jlo(JSevo'l)(J does not tell us about the nature of the 
contents. Individual speeches are, however, handled in insufficient 
detail for the observations to be regarded as running commentaries. 
Therefore the form of this material is different from that of the 
scholia Demosthenica. The absence of comments about rhetoric, even 
in these few fragments, makes it unlikely that the contents of this 
commentary had much influence on the scholia Demosthenica. 

<::. / 

U7tO" vn ua'ta 

Didymos is known to have produced a type of commentary called a 
u7tbJ.!vllJ.!a and some of these discussed speeches by Demosthenes(6). 
The ~7t6J.!vllJla is a running commentary produced on a separate roll from 
the text but to be used in conjunction with it. The term is associated 
with notes and it seems likely that the U1ttJ.! Vll J.!a consisted of a series 
of individual notes on diverse topics (7). If this is so, then a u1t6J,1VllJ.!a 
was similar to our modern commentaries. The main difference indeed 
between a u1t~vllJla and scholia is location (B). 

Didymos was primarily a compiler. For reasons which are not 
altogether clear, he endeavoured to epitomise the vast volume of 
material available in the library of Alexandria(9). We cannot know 
which comments Didymos may have made himself. If he was not the 
author of a comment himself, then he can only be regarded as a stage 
in the transmission of information. The original source is lost. 
However this fact does not preclude him from being a source for 
compilers of scholia or other scholars. His principal interest was 
philology. This subject interested some of the compilers of the 
scholia Demosthenica in the guise of lexicography. Didymos' work may 
have had some influence on them, either directly or indirectly. 
However, the lack of evidence connecting Didymos with an interest in 
rhetoric should be borne in mind by those who consider Didymos' work 
to be an integral part of the scholia Demosthenica (10J. Rhetorical 
theory is fundamental to the character of the scholia Demosthenica, 
particularly the long discursive scholia. 

Although the influence of Didymos on the scholia Demosthenica is 
limited, there remains the possibility that some of his near 
contemporaries were also working on Demosthenes and may have 
counted rhetoric among their interests. A likely candidate is Kaikilios 
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of Kaleakte(11). He had an interest in stylistics and there is evidence 
that he wrote about authenticity and historical background as well. 
More significantly, Quintilian and Syrianos associate him with 
rhetoric, and in particular stasis theory(12). He is a more probable 
source for the scholia Demosthenica than Didymos and his comments 
about authenticity are acknowledged in a scholion on the Second 
Olynthiac (13). There is, however, no evidence that he wrote a running 
commentary on the speeches of Demosthenes. 

Dionysios of Halikarnassos is mentioned in the scholia 
Demosthenica, but his interests and approach are very different to the 
character of the extant scholia{14J. Hermagoras has been mentioned 
already but we cannot say that his work on stasis theory extended to 
running commentaries on speeches by Demosthenes. 

It is a feature of the scholia Demosthenica that sources are 
t:-L. Go-

usually referred to anonymously as nv€O' or Ot 1tpO TU1COV or some other 
such phrase. Yet of those who are named nearly all belong to the 
centuries A.D.. The exceptions are mainly historians(15). Two 

papyrus fragments do provide valuable information about U1toJlvrlJla'ta in 
the Alexandrian period. One is Aristarkhos' commentary on Herodotos 
(16J. The other is a fragment of a commentary on Demosthenes' speech 
Against Meidias (17J. This fragment is of special significance because 
it contains the earliest example of rhetorical exegesis about a speech 
by Demosthenes, as well as remarks about grammar. 

The papyrus itself dates to the first century A.D., but the lost 
original upon which it is based, has been dated to the late first 
century B.C.. The original author knew about stasis theory and the 
approach to the analysis of the speech is similar to that found in 
Hermogenes and the scholia Demosthenica (18). Both Didymos and 
Kaikilios are criticised but the pOint at issue is linguistic. We cannot 

c / I 
tell whether the author was consulting U1t0JlvTlJla'ta or O'u'Y'YpaJlJla'ta. 

Whatever disparaging remarks this papyrus has attracted, it still 
furnishes good evidence for rhetorical analysis of Demosthenes' 
speeches in the late first century B.C.. It therefore weakens a 
conventional view that prose was not studied in Alexandria and is, 
perhaps, an argument in favour of rhetorical studies there too{19J. It 
is reasonable to assume that D.21 was not the only speech to receive 
such attention. 

Not all work produced in the first century A.D. was copied from 
material written in the previous century. There is a papyrus fragment 
which is part of a commentary on Demosthenes' speech Against 
Aristokrates {20J. It deals with rhetorical analysis as well as 
grammar and historical background. The original work post-dates 
Didymos and was written in the first century A.D.. This papyrus 
predates Hermogenes, who belongs to the second century A.D., and is 
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further evidence that stasis theory, which is mentioned in the 
fragment, is part of a conventional approach to rhetorical analysis. 

Lossau, in his assessment of the of the value of this fragment, 
argues that it provides us with evidence about the influence of the 
Alexandrians on later generations and about the development of the 
form which comments take in the scholia Demosthenica in particular. 
The scholia are part of a tradition of exegesis, but the significance 
which Lossau ventures to attribute to the contents of introductory 
remarks should be viewed with some doubt (21). The function of an 
introduction to a commentary which deals with rhetorical analysis and 
is based on stasis theory, will very probably have encouraged 
similarity. 

Another fragment from the first century A.D. deals with 0.19(22). 
The remains of this commentary are scant and brief. Seven remarks 
cover 0.19.40-155. The contents consist of elementary clarifications 
of the text, grammar, historical background, vocabulary and 
elementary rhetoric. This suggests that these comments form part of 
a school lecture. Two of the comments reveal a surprising degree of 
agreement with the scholia(23). It cannot be established whether this 
is mere coincidence or else evidence for an indirect link between the 
two. The former is probably correct. Both of these fragments may be 
regarded as the successors of the exegetical works on Oemosthenes 
which originated, very probably, in the time of Oidymos. 

Lossau's Third Type of Commentary 

Lossau argues that a third type of commentary existed in the 
" opening centuries A.D., in addition to the U1tOJlvTlJl<X"C<X and the 

a\)yyp~JlJl<X"C<X (24). The commentary is distinguished from the others 
because the text and comment are combined on the same page, whereas 
U1tOJlV~Jl<X"C<X and (Ju'Y'YPGJlJl<x"C<x are written on a separate roll. He cites 
two papyri as evidence : P.S.I. 6.721, which was written in the second 
century A.D. and refers to 0.51.8, and the P.Oxy. 15.1811, which was 
written in the third century A.D. and deals with 0.24. Both offer 
variants on vocabulary, factual background and other explanations, but 
they cannot be described as systematic. Lossau does not put a name to 
this third type of commentary, but their similarity to scholia, 
especially the type offered in Codex Pr, is obvious. If the manuscript 
in which they were found was a codex of the Middle Ages, there would 
be no hesitation in calling them scholia. Therefore Lossau's third type 
of commentary is not distinctive and should be regarded as a 
collection of casual jottings similar to a type of scholion found in one 
or two of the codices containing scholia Demosthenica. 
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$cholia 

In the ancient world a scholion was an erudite comment on a 
passag e (25). There is a strong association between scholia and 
teaching. Collections of scholia and U1tOJlv~Jl<X't<X are similar. They 
consist of notes , often brief, which comment on topics of a speech as 
they arise. The collected scholia in codices F and T are very like 
c... / 8 h L / u1t0J..LvllJ..L<X't<X· ot U1t0J.1VllJl<X't<X and the type of scholia found in Codices F 
and T are similar to what we understand by a commentary. Therefore 
scholia are not to be distinguished from U1tOJlvTlJl<X't<X by contents. 

The scholia and ~1tOJlv~Jl<X't<X are different from commentaries like 
the Ulpiani prolegomena or the unified collection of scholia found in 
codex R. Moreover the detail in the prolegomena and in the comments 
in codex R makes it inappropriate to regard these commentaries as a 
form of CJuyyp<fJlJ.1<X't<X. It would be rash to assume that this form of long 
discursive commentary was not written before the time of Ulpian in 
the third century, but the form is distinctive and the U I pia n i 
prolegomena and scholia, especially in codex R, provide us with an 
early example of the type (26). 

It may be significant that the authors of the scholia Demosthenica 
on the First Olynthiac, at least, do not use the term U1toJlv~J.1<X't<X. Other 
interpretations are identified by means of general phrases such as 
'ttVECJ, Ot 1tpO llJ.1COV and so on. The phrase ot ~~ll'Y'l't<Xt is the nearest we find 
to a definition of the form of commentaries to which the author of a 
comment is referring(27J. Even so, there is no certainty that the 
commentaries to which the author refers are the same type as his own. 
For example, when Ulpian upbraids Zeno we do not know whether the 
latters comments were contained in a work of the same type as the 
prolegomena. 

Scholia cannot be distinguished from u1toJlvnJl<X't<X on the ground 
that the former are compilations. Not all manuscripts contain 
compilations and, indeed, it is difficult to judge whether the 
" /' U1t0J..LvllJl<X't<X were the result of a single monograph or the result of a 
combination of several monographs. 

The only factor which distinguishes t1toJ.1 v~ J.1<X't<X from scholia is 
simply location. A u1t6J.1 Vll Jl<X was written on a separate manuscript. 
Once it had been transferred into a manuscript containing the text, it 
would be called, by modern authorities, scholia. It is not hard to 
understand why the two terms ~ 1t 0' J.1 Vll J.1 <X and scholia became 
interchangeable. The origin of the scholia is determined, not by 
contents, but by the transference of a b1t6fl Vll Jl<X into the margin of a 
text. 
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Evidence for Marginal Comments 

Lossau's third type of commentary provides evidence of 
elementary scholia in the first century A.DJ28). These notes, however, 
are scant and do not amount to a systematic commentary. There is no 
evidence that copious notes were produced in the margins until the 
Byzantine Renaissance in the ninth century A.D.. This has encouraged 
the argument that the work of compiling the scholia did not take place 
until this late date (29 ). Support for this argument is paleographical. 
The uncial hands of late antiquity were too large to permit extensive 
annotation in the margins. The development of the minuscule hand 
changed that. 

This generalisation has been weakened. Firstl~, a number of works 
have been found which contain numerous scholia(30J. Moreover, there 
are examples of manuscripts dating from the fourth to seventeenth 
centuries which have unusually wide margins, inviting the speculation 
that they were produced in order to facilitate marginal comments(31). 
Another point against the generalisation is that examples of tiny 
uncials have been found and these are small enough to have been used , 
hypothetically, to write out marginal scholia(32). The dates of all 
these manuscripts in the third to eighth centuries A.D. means that the 
paleographical argument in support of the view that marginal scholia 
were compiled in the ninth century A.D. is weak. 

Let us suppose, however, that this generalisation is true despite 
the paleographical possibilities. We have to assume that the 
UltOJlVnJlata survived until the ninth century, either in their original 
form or else by transmission in copies. It is highly improbable that 
the original U1toJlvtlJlata of the opening century A.D. would have survived 
for so long, because of the papyrus upon which they were written. 
Wilson's study into the contents of Byzantine libraries has produced no 
evidence of very old commentaries of the sort required by this 
argument(33). The survival of U1tOJlVnJlata by means of codex is 
possible, although we have to assume that they had survived for more 
than five hundred years(34). If this period is too long, we must 
assume that copies were made throughout the centuries. Certainly 
Photios who lived in the ninth century claimed to have an extensive 
library and this might be cited in favour of the survival of old books 
until the ninth century(35). 

<:- / 

There seems little likelihood that the U1tO Jl Vll Jlata could have 
remained uncontaminated for five centuries or more. Some process of 
amalgamation is probable whether from one U1tO Jl Vll Jla to another or 
from U1toJlv~Jlata into a text. The U1toJlv~Jlata were compiled for 
practical reasons and it seems unlikely that the teachers who used 
these commentaries along side texts did not jot down a few ideas. 
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There is fir~ evidence that some U1toJlvtlJla'ta were compilations: 1tpocr 
J ;> th ,/ 2" / £. / G 

Ol.aq,opa avnypa'i'a 1tapa-yEypa1t'tat t:K 'tOU .110VUOlOU u1toJlVllJla'tocr OAOOX£pcoo 

K(l\ 'troY JltK'troV, scholia ad Eurip. Orest (36J. The relationship between 
codex R and codex S can be interpreted along similar lines. Codex R 
contains a fuller version of the text which codex S offers in snippets. 

There is further evidence that commentaries could be produced 
from existing interpretations. Catena is the name given to a running 
commentary on a book of scripture(3 7). Its inventor is traditionally 
thought to be Prokopios of Gaza who explains his method in compiling 

. k)I ~ \ \ / " \ ~ I / '\ 
hiS wor : l1ul1 Jl£V Kat 1tpo't£pOV S£ou 'to uuva08al xopl1'Y'1oav'too 'tacr 

/ :> '"' ~ ,,, ~I .;:> \ .I ,) I 

Ka'taJ3£~Al1Jl€vacr £K 'trov TIa't£prov Kat 'trov aAArov £10 't11V~K'ta't£uXOv £~l1Yllo£tcr 
J: I ':>J: c.. ,/ \ ~ I / / :> .I > 

<rUv£A£"aJl€8a, e" U1t0JlvllJla'trov Kat ula<!>6poov AO){l>V 'tau'tao £pavtoaJl€VOl.. all' 
) \ \ ~ / ';) \ ".:> / ;> \ ;J I ~ / '\ 

E1t£t. 'tao Pl1 O£tO aU'tao 'trov £1C8£Jl£voov aU'tOA£~£t £~£8£Jl€8a, £1 't£ OUJlq,OOVOl 1tpOO 
.) I ;) / ~J \ \ , \ ":>/ c:.. '" > -'" \ 
aAAT)AOUO £'tuyxavov £l't£ Kal Jll1, Kat 1tpOO 1tA118oo a1t£tpov l1Jll.V £v't£u8£v 'to 

I / "'~ '" \ I .:> \ ~ \ 
<rU1YpaJlJla 1tapa't£lv£'tO, crUV£luOV vuv 1tpocr Jl£'tpov £uo'taA£o OUV£A£l.V 't11V 

'Ypacj>~v (38). Since this sort of work was produced for theological 
studies it would seem likely that similar books were produced on 
rhetoric, as the schools of rhetoric were still flourishing in the fourth 
century A.D .. 

Authorities are usually named in catenae and usually not in 
scholia. The significance of this may not be great, since even Didymos 
did not always name his sources. Perhaps sources were named when 
they were known and if the author had a particular source in mind. 
Anonymity is explicable when the source is unknown or the author is 
thinking of a line of approach rather than an individual. The similarity 
between the catena and the scholia compiled from several sources is 
apparent, but the nature of any relationship between them is unclear. 
It has been thought that the catena was the model for the scholia(39J. 
However, there is reason to doubt this theory. 

The use of the word ;{/.../...ooo to make the transition from one 
interpretation to another seems to be a featu re of Prokopios' 
method(40). This practice also occurs in the scholia Demosthenica. At 
first sight this would appear to strengthen the likelihood that the 
catena inspired the form of scholia because the scholiasts borrowed 
Prokopios' technique. The Latin equivalent, aliter, which serves the 
same purpose in Latin scholia, is not unusual in work dated to the 
fourth century A.D.(41). It is ,possible that the Latin scholars 
influenced their Greek counterparts, but even so, we cannot say that 

JI . 
Prokopios was the first to adopt the practice. The use of a/.../...ooo In 
other types of Greek scholarship to indicate a different interpretation 
or theory in the centuries before Prokopios does imply that he was not 
being significantly innovative(42). 

Furthermore, there is no evidence that Prokopios' catenae were 
transferred into the margins of a text, although later catenae of the 
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ninth century were transferred. What the development of the catena 
does show is that there is a strong possibility that f57tOJl.vtlJl.<X't<X were 
being produced on classical authors by epitomisers in the third or 
fourth centuries. 

Conclusion 

There remains only a possibility that compiled scholia were based 
upon the catena. If this is true, there is no reason to suppose that the 
compilation was introduced into the margin as late as the ninth 
century. There are no firm grounds for rejecting the supposition that 
the process of epitomising and copying U7toJ! v{J!<X't<X into codices, and 
then transferring the resulting works into the margin of a text, was 
gradual. Arguably, there was no particular century when the scholia 
were being produced but it does seem that the Byzantine Renaissance 
of the ninth century saw the greatest number of scholia being compiled 
in one text. 

SPECIFIC SOURCES 

The identity of editors or compilers who transferred the separate 
commentaries into the margins of texts is unknown. Nor can we tell 
how many times a set of scholia has been subject to the work of the 
compiler before reaching the final form in the extant manuscripts. 
Codex F has been worked upon by five scribes but we cannot tell 
whether the scribes themselves were the authors of the scholia. They 
may well have been. We do not know what their sources were for the 
scholia which they selected. Codices Rand Pr were probably subject 
to less phases of authorship since both contain very few scholia which 
could not be attributed to a single author. Therefore the examination 
of sources will concentrate on those individuals whose works might 
have provided the source material for writers and compilers of 
scholia. 

Ulpian 

We should have no reason for associating Ulpian with the 
prolegomena were it not for four codices, Pr, Uf, Fd and Bc. A fifth 
codex, T, contains the text but omits the title. Little is known about 
Ulpian. In the Souda there are four entries under this name but there 
is unanimous agreement about which entry refers to the supposed , ,,/ / 
author of the prolegomena : ~A.7tt(xv6'o >A vnOXEUO tT)o ~upt(xo, ooq,to'tTlo, 

~_/' /':> :l;,\ \. \ A '\ L K " ov 7tatut;;'\)o<xo 7tpO'tEpOV EtO ~J!EO(xV, EV 'tOtO 1(X'ta 'tOY p<X(JtI\.t<X rovo'tavn v 

XPbVOto. AOYOUO ot(xq,6pouo, J.LEAf't(xo, OtaAf~EtO 1(dt ~(X nva (43). From this 
we gather that Ulpian lived at the time of Constantine the Great A.D. 
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274-337. We also have a direct reference from Eunapios in the course 
of his account of the life of Prohairesios : K(lt 7tpoa tOY O-GA7tUXVOV 

'" '\ /::>~ / ::> / \ / 

KpatOuVta tTla->AvttoX€taa €m AO'¥Ota rocrS€ta, Kat 7tap€ASrov €uSua nvu toua 
1tpOOtoua ~v (44J. Prohairesios visited Ulpian as a young man. Eunapios 
tells us that Prohairesios was eighty-seven in A.D.362(45). Thus 
Eunapios' evidence affirms the floruit of Ulpian given by the Souda . 

There is also the evidence of Libanios. Although he does not name 
Ulpian as his teacher, Schemmel has argued convincingly that several 
references to a head of the school of rhetoric at Antioch where 
Libanios studied, do indeed refer to Ulpian (4 6 J. In the following 
passage, Libanios is referring to two successors of Aidesios who 
headed the school in the late third century : &AA<X tOW EVtaUSa Jl€ J30UA€t 

"... ~,., c.. / \ -'~ \../ >1 ;), \ C" '"' 

Jl€JlVTla8at; OUlCOUV uytatvrov Jl€V Atu€moa taa <!>p€vaa O>X€to, tauto & u1t11P~€ 

'tota Jl€t' £K€tvov/47J. Further on Libanios says: CKv £;00 tOO 7tp€aJ3ut{pco~ tOY 
,/ /',/ \ ~ / / ::> / <.. '- , I >/, / "" 
taov J3€J3twKa Xpovov Kat otoa "(€ Spl1vl1aaa auto v U7t€P toua aAAoua, v€oa tCOV 
€K€(VOU P€UJl<ftrov "ft7toat€pol>'J.l€voa{48J, In a note in his edition Foerster 
thought that Libanios was alluding to Zenobios, his predecessor as 
head of the school. Libanios mentions that he wrote a funeral oration 
for him{49J. Libanios, however, was forty when Zenobios died in 
A.D.3S4 and it seems improbable that he would have referred to 
himself at that time as vEocr{50J. 

Schemmel cites another passage in which Libanios speaks of the 
d " ~ I I ...... eath of a much lamented teacher: lCtvouvtoa o€ Savatcot aJ3€S€vtoa tOU 
~ /' \ \ 2 / '" \ / "'" )/ ~ / l\ 
p€uJlatoa , tOUtt & uSA-tou. 7tOSCOV Jl€V tOtVUV tOU OUK€tt ovta, xpcoJl€voa & 
'tota ~m(51). Schemmel believes that Libanios is referring to Ulpian. 
Libanios was about fifteen when this man died (52), and so this passage 
appears to be alluding to the same incident as in the previous passage 
which concerned the death of one of Aidesios' successors. Ulpian's 
death may be dated to circa A.D.329 since Libanios was born in A.D.314. 

Yet another passage in Libanios may be cited in support of this 
d :> '" \ c..""' /:\ c.1 
ate for Ulpian's floruit : OUA7ttaVOu J.l€V €tatpoa , 7tatl1P o€ l1J.l€t€PCOV 

t'ta(pcov{53J, Libanios is talking about the jurist Makedonios who came 
to prominence during the reign of the Emperor Julian, A.D.360-363. 
Therefore it is likely that he was a companion or pupil of Ulpian in his 
youth. 

It seems probable then that the first of Aidesios' successors was 
Ulpian who headed the school until A.D.329. His successor was 
Zenobios who died in A.D.3S4. Schemmel might also have cited a 
passage from Libanios' autobiography which suggests that that he had 
no reason to like Zenobios(54). Therefore he may not have felt the 
genuine sorrow for Zenobios which he says he felt for the death of his 
teacher. 

Schemmel also makes a conjecture about the birth-place of Ulpian. 
In the following passage Libanios mentions two heads of the school, 
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the first from Askalon, the second also from Palestine: ttl tmvuv 
/ '"' \ \ \ ~~ / / '\ 

1tpOO11Ktl J.l£ q,<XV11v<Xl le<Xl1t£pt 'toua ulu<XOlC<XA.OUO fl£A. notov 'YE'YEVTUJ£vov. OUlCOUV 
(. \ ~" e.. / 7 / "7" \ C 7"'" 
o J,1£V.JAOIC<XA.O)Vl't11 0 ... ° tOlVUV £1C£lVOU u9v£O>'too £lC&~<XJ.l£VOO 't1lV ll'YEJl0vt<xv ~V 
\.> ~ /' \:> /' (55) S Jlfv £lC TI<XA.<Xlonvllo le<xt <XU'tOO .. ' . chern mel concludes that Ulpian is 

the man who came from Askalon since Zenobios was not the immediate 
successor of Aidesios. Schemmel is taking the two heads mentioned in 
this passage as the same two men mentioned in the other passages. 
The Souda does not present any impediment to this conjecture, since 
the entry states only that Ulpian taught at Emesa and Antioch, not 
where he was born. We may conclude that Ulpian was a prominent 
teacher of rhetoric, probably in the period A.D.274-329, possibly at 
Emesa and certainly at Antioch. 

The form and content of the prolegomena themselves are no 
impediment to the probability that they were written by Ulpian. They 
consist of a systematic analysis of the First Olynthiac and include 
references to comparable passages in Demosthenes, Thukydides, 
Isokrates and Homer. Since Ulpian was a teacher, presumably of 
advanced pupils, it is reasonable to see the prolegomena as a lecture. 
In the manner of lectures throughout history, the opening sections of 
the speech, 0.1.1-11, are examined in greater detail than the 
remainder, 0.1 .12-28. A time limitation would easily account for the 
somewhat cursory examination of the final seventeen chapters. 

It may be significant that only the more recent codices, dating 
from the thirteenth century, contain the prolegomena. Ulpian's work 
may have been unavailable in earlier centuries when other codices 
were produced. His work may have been preserved in separate 
manuscripts from the text of Oemosthenes. 

An objection was raised against Ulpian's authorship. This view 
was put forward by Chapman and followed by Dindorf(56). His case 
relies on the identity of Zeno who is mentioned in an unfavourable 
light towards the end of the prolegomena (Dilts p.12.16). Chapman's 
case will be examined presently. 

Ulpian's influence on the remaining scholia on the First Olynthiac 
is minimal. It would be most peculiar if Ulpian completed the detailed 
discussion contained in the prolegomena only to begin again. 
Moreover, there is evidence of interpretations quite opposed to 
Ulpian's, notably in codex R. The occurrence of an observation in the 
codices Ulpiani very similar to Ulpian's own and an apparent 
quotation from the prolegomena in codex S serve to highlight the 
difference between the prolegomena and the rest of the scholia 
Demosthenica (57). 

There is reason to suggest that other works by Ulpian may be 
contained within the corpus. Oindorf notes that the scholia on 
speeches 10, 11 and 13-17 are similar to the prolegomena in form and 
approach(58). Certainly Zeno is no friend of the author of the 
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discursive account on D.10{59J. Analysis of these speeches might 
produce evidence to support this plausible conjecture. 

Zeno 

The name Zeno is common in antiquity as a glance at the 
Real-Encyclopadie reveals{60J. As the Zeno mentioned by the author 
of the prolegomena (Dilts p.12.16) wrote about Demosthenes, the 
following entry Jn the Souda probably identifies him: Z~O>v - K1'trucr . 
.) ~ e./' :> ;1/ '\ ./ ~ >I "/, \. 
£t. oc PTl'tO>P -no TlV Tl <1>11\.000<1>00, MT)AOV. eyp<X'I'e TIept o't<xcreo>v, TIept OXTlJlCX'tO>V, 

/ '.... '"' :> /' ~ ./ '\ > ,/ 
~Y1tOJlVTlJl<X eto .::.ev 0 <I> o>v 't <X, eto Aum<xv, eto ~TlJlooSevTlv, TIept emxetpTlJl<X'tO>V 
(61). 

The corpus of work attributed to Zeno here suggests the subject 
matter of a grammarian or rhetorician. The uncertainty in the Souda 
about Zeno's occupation can easily be explained. If <l>tAO'OO<l>Ocr is used in 
the sense of a man interested in sophistry, then his interests may well 
have covered the same ground as the rhetor's. If, however, tl~OtJO<l>Ocr is 
used in the sense of philosopher, then the entry immediately before the 
one cited above could have confused the man compiling the entry about 
our Zeno. The preceding entry concerns Zeno of Kition, the philosopher 
who founded the Stoic school in the third century B.C.. Someone 
glancing at the entry below may have recognized the name and 
confused this citizen of Kition with his illustrious namesake. Any 
gloss to the effect that our man might have been a philosopher could 
have become incorporated into the text. This error is even more likely 
if it occurred before the Souda was compiled in the tenth century. 

Dindorf points out an alternative reading of the text of the Souda . 
It has been suggested that Kt'teuo should read MuvBroo{62J. The reading 
is tenuous evidence for the identification of the individual named by 
the author of the prolegomena with the grammarian Zeno of Myndos 
who is mentioned by Stephanos of Byzantium{63J. There is no evidence 
that Zeno of Myndos wrote about Demosthenes. 

Chapman accepts the reading Kt'teuo and this is the reading 
accepted here. He relies on three pieces of evidence to support his 
view that Zeno of Kitium, alluded to in the prolegomena, lived after 
Ulpian and that therefore the prolegomena cannot have been written by 
Ulpian(64). 

H 
. :> \ ~\ \ 

is first piece of evidence comes from Eunaplos : t<X'tpOt ue Ka'ta 
/':>/ \ / /" c::. / '\ / 

'tOU'toucr TlKJl<X~OV 'touo Xpovouo, Zllvcov 'te 0 Ku1tptoo, BtBacrKal\.taV 'te 
/' /' ' :> :::> / ,... /' ..., " r- \ 

1tOAUUJlVTl'tov cruo't1lo<XJlevoo aAA' e1t£~<XAe 'tOtO XPOVOtO 'IouAtavcp 'tCP oo<l>tcr-o;1 Kat 
,:> ('\ \, ./ /' ~ /' /' >1 ~':. c-

Jl£'t ElCEtvov, K<X't<X 'touo TIpo<Xtpemou Xpovouo, Ot BtaBoxot Zllvcovoo. aJl<l>CO Ut 0 

Z/' ;) /' /"., ":> / '"' ,.:> r- c. '\ '" 
rtvcov e~lloK11'to A£~tV 'te K<Xt 1totetv t<X'tPtK1lv. 'to>V &: ovoJ.lacr'tO>v OJltl\.ll'tO>V 
2 ""' / c.. •• \.. \ c/ ~ \ ) ./ '\ ~ ~ ·S ' <Xu'tOU Bt<XA<xxov'teo, Ot J..U::V 'to e'tepov, Ot Be <XJl<l>o'tepa, Ka'te~t<l> 1l0av 
)" ~ L/ \ " :> /' :II \. '\,/ (65) ElCpa'touv Be OJlcoo K<Xt K<XSrocr -no eKAllpovOJllloev epyou 'tE Kat I\.O)'Ou . 
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Chapman identifies Zeno the doctor with the rhetorician mentioned in 
the pr~/egomena. He .believes that the doctor's floruit comes during 
the reign of Emperor Julian, A.D.360-363, since Eunapios was talking 

l. \ J. /" /. 
about 0 & autOKpa:trop ,.)IouAtavoO" In the previous passage. Chapman 

h \ /' \ /" 
therefore assumes t at Kata tOUtouO" touO" XpovouO" refers to the same 
period. 

Dindorf explains why Chapman is incorrect in his identification of 
Zeno of Kypros with Zeno in the prolegomena : erravit vero 
Chapmannus in eo quod Zenonem ilium Citio quae Cypri urbs est, 
oriundum eundem esse sibi persuasit atque Zenonem Cyprium, clari 
nominis medicum luliani Augusti aetate, male intellectis Eunapii de eo 

. 'I \ £ /" :>1: /' / \ '"' ~ / 
verbis aJ.1<j>ro oc 0 Zllvrov E~llO"lcrltO, A£yuv tE Kat 1tOtEtV tatptlcrlv. quae non 
significant, quod vult Chapmannus, rhetorem eum fuisse et medicum, 
sed hoc potius, parem in eo fuisse facultatem artis medicae et 
docendae et exercendae (66). It is worth noting that tatpt~v is the 

object of A€YEtV. Eunapios simply uses the word PlltOPtK~ in a passage 
where he is referring to rhetoric(67). This suggests that Eunapios 
does not use t£'YEtV in the context of rhetoric. 

There is also evidence to suggest that Chapman is wrong to 
assume that Zeno the doctor flourished during the reign of Julian. 
Eunapios states that Prohairesios was a pupil of Ulpian and 
subsequently associated with Julian the Sophist in Athens(68J. This 
would place them in the period A.D.274-329 according to Schemmel's 
argument. We know that Eunapios was sixteen when Prohairesios was 
eighty-seven (69). Eunapios was born in A.D.346, and so Prohairesios 
was eighty-seven in A.D.362. Another passage in Eunapios confirms 
that Prohairesios was alive during the reign of Julian (70), but it is 
important to remember that he was a very old man. Chapman believes 
that Zeno the doctor was alive during Julian's reign too, based on 
E · \ /' ,/' H 't' h' hi unaplos' phrase Kata tOUtouO" ... touO" xpovoUO". owever, I IS Ig Y 
improbable that Eunapios should then go on to say that Zeno's 
successors, ot:' Ot~OOXOt ZrlvrovOO" , were contemporaries of Prohairesios. 
Zeno must have died before A.D.367, the year of Prohairesios' death, 
for Chapman's theory to hold. 

Prohairesios left Ulpian and went to Julian the Sophist. The 
obvious inference is that Julian the Sophist belongs to the beginning of 

~ / "" the fourth century. According to Eunapios, Zeno the doctor E1tEpaAE tOtO" 

XPbVOtO" >IouAtavro tOO LO<j>tO"tll. Taking into account that Zeno lived on into 
the period of J~lia~ the S~phist and that the former's successors were 
contemporaries of Prohairesios, we may conclude that Zeno the \ doc!or 
also lived at the beginning of the ~rtn century. The phrase Kata toua 

Xp<>vouO" is misleading, because in context it seems to refer to the 
reign of Julian. Eunapios may actually mean a more general period, th~ 
time when the great men of learning were alive. Therefore, even If 
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Chapman's identification of Zeno in the prolegomena with Zeno the 
doctor was correct, chronologically it is possible for Ulpian to have 
referred to him. 

Chapman's second piece of evidence against Ulpian's authorship 
again deals with Zeno(71). A minor Latin rhetor called Sulpitius 
Victor cites Zeno as his mentor : contuli in ordinem ea quae fere de 
oratoria arte traduntur secundum institutum magistrorum meorum, 
Zenonis praecepta maxime persecutus, ita tamen ut ex arbitrio mea 
a/iquae praeterirem pleraque ordine immutato referrem nonnulla ex 
a/iis quae necessaria videbantur insererem (72). Although we do not 
know how much of Sulpitius Victor's discussion is based on Zeno and 
which parts are his own invention, Zeno appears to have been 
interested in eJ't&eJEteJ(73). This tallies with the entry in the Souda . 

Chapman assumes that magistrorum meorum refers to Sulpitius 
Victor's personal teachers. Since Sulpitius is a writer of the late 
fourth century Chapman concludes : claritur igitur Zeno circa ann. 350 
immo 340 (74). As he takes Ulpian's floruit to be circa A.D.293, he 
argues that the prolegomena cannot be referring to a Zeno known to 
Ulpian. However, the phrase magistrorum meorum need not refer to 
Sulpitius' contemporaries. As a parallel, another of these minor Latin 
rhetors, Aquila Romanus, based his work largely on Alexander 
Noumenios. The former is a figure of the third century , the latter of 
the early second(75). There is no reason why Sulpitios Victor should 
not adhere to ideas held by a contemporary of Ulpian or indeed someone . 
earlier. 

Chapman's third argument is that the Souda fails to credit Ulpian 
with the prolegomena : unde suspicari saltem licet, Suidam nul/as 
istius modi ~l1rr1eJEteJ aut vidisse aut inaudivisse, a/ioqui certe vix 
opus tam insigne praeteritum (76). There are two answers to this. 
Firstly, the unreliability of the Souda renders such an omission as this 
insignificant. Secondly, the survival of the prolegomena to the 
eighteenth century may also allow them an importance unwarranted in 
the centuries soon after the piece was written. This would be 
particularly likely if the prolegomena form a lecture. 

Chapman's case against Ulpian's authorship does not stand 
inspection. However, we must consider whether there is evidence of a 
Zeno who satisfies the profile set out in the Souda and who was a 
contemporary of Ulpian or perhaps even earlier. 

Philostratos mentions Zeno while discussing the youth of 
A · > ~ \ \ / " /' ntlpater the Sophist : <XKP0<XeJ<XJl€VOeJ OE K<Xt Zl1vrovoeJ 'tot> -'A811v<xtOU 'to 
1tEpt nlv 't€XVllV <iKptf3€'cr iKtivot> t'fl<x8EV(77). The 'texvll is of course rhetoric. 
The adjective ~A811V<XtOeJ is discussed by Gartner(78). It may refer to a 
period when Zeno taught at Athens after leaving Kition. This passage 
dates Zeno to the late second and early third centuries. 
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The author of the Anonymous Seguerianos refers to a rhetorician 
called Zeno ~ice(79 J. In the first passage the author is citing the 
definition of OtT)Y'1(rt<J as found in certain authors. He refers to Neokles , 
Theodoros, Alexander Noumenios and Zeno. The second passage is 
concerned with 1tapaO€ryI-Hx'ta. Here the author cites Neokles, Alexander, 
Zeno and Harpokration. The most probable identification of these 
writers yields a group belonging to the first and second centuries(80J. 
Since Zeno is mentioned in conjunction with them, it seems reasonable 
to assume that he too belongs to this period. The two examples which 

k / ? / 
the author 100 s at concern OtllY'1<Jt<J and €1tl.X€tprUla'ta respectively. 
Therefore the Zeno cited in the Anonymous Seguerianos suits the 
profile in the Souda . 

John Doxopatros expresses the following opinion about Zeno : 6 & 
/ /. /':> \ L/ ;)/ 181) . Zllvrov Ot1(a~E<J9at J..lOVOV €tO<OO, PT)'tcop T)1(O'\)E( I • If this does refer to Zeno 

of Kition, it does not help us to give him a date. However, Syrian os 
may give a chronological order for three great writers on rhetoric as 

/ \ \ /' \ /' /' ,.... / 
follows: ZT)vcov O€ Kat LEpJ..lO-yEVT)<J Kat MT)'tpocj>avT)<J 1tpo'ta't'toum 'tcov a'taaECOV 

tdv <J'toXa<JJ..l6v(82). If the list is chronological, then Zeno of Kition was 
an older contemporary of Hermogenes of Tarsos. 

The scholia themselves contain four references to Zeno, 
presumably the same man in each case. Two of these we have come 
across before, Ulpian's comment, (Dilts p.12.16), and the equally 
dismissive comment at the beginning of a commentary on the First 
Philippic, (Dilts p.143.24). This comment associates Zeno with 
Alexander again and also with Dioskoros who is otherwise unknown. 
The two other citations refer to Zeno's opinion only to dismiss it, 
albeit politely. The first occurs in codex R and refers to 0.1.5 (Dilts 
p.24.36). This scholion forms part of the unified commentary in Rand 
therefore we have two authors who do not accept Zeno's 
interpretation, Ulpian and the author of the commentary in R The 
second refers to D.20.44 (Dindorf p.4B4.1). At this stage it is unclear 
whether the author of this scholion could be Ulpian, the author of the 
core scholia or another scholar. We have in these references evidence 
that Zeno of Kition wrote about the speeches of Demosthenes along 
similar lines to the extant scholia. Moreover he may have been a 
contemporary of those scholars whose work is extant, an important 
consideration in dating the scholia. Despite his potential as a source, 
we cannot attribute any specific scholion to him although some may 
well be taken from his works as he was clearly an eminent rhetorician 
of his day. 
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Zosimos of Askalon 

Codex V contains a Life of Demosthenes which is headed : 
ZQl:IMOY ALKAAnNITOY ElL ~HMOLeENHN. BIOL ~HMOLeENon 

(83). In this Life we find the following comment about Demosthenes : 
c.. '" \ J ,/ :. ,.. ::> / .I 
pT\tOptKOOV o€ E1tt9ull11oao €K tOU aKOU€tV KaAAtOtputOu tot> P~tOpoO' 
l- /'./ \ ~ ~...... /::>'" (84) pT\tOpruOVtOO t€ Kat €1JUOKtIlOUVtoo >Ioatoo €q>otta ... . In codex A there 

1 ~ 

is a remark about Kallistratos who is mentioned in 0.24.135 : ~V yap 
£1ttO€tKttK60 o<poopa 0 KaAA{OtpatoO'. 69€v Kht a, KOi) 00.0' autO'u 
) "t!. ,/:>.> /' ':> 1 c::. ~/ ;:. 
E1tlO€t1(VUJ.l€VOU 0 ~111l009€V110 €to €m9Ulltav 11A9€ AOyroV, 000 €tpTtKaJ.l€v €V tOO 
/' ~ -.. • I 

~tCJ) autou (Omdorf p. 785.21-23). The two passages invite the , . 
reasonable Inference that the same man wrote them and that this man 
may be identified as Zosimos of Askalon(85). 

There is another similar remark in the scholion on 0.19.297 : 0 
/ -- / ~~ "" ~ C,/ c\ '\ > / \ ~ KcxAAtO'tpatoo tOOV 1tavu uttVOOV 'IV PTttOpoov, 00 Kat €<pU'yaocu9Tt ota ·~IJV 

". "Z \ .,,/ ~ c../ ~ / , ...... \ ,/ 
Oetv0tTtta, ou Kat aKouoao 0 P11tOOP €1t€9UIlTtO'€ Kat f.l€t€A9€tv tTtV t€XVTtV 
(Dindorf p.445.3-5). The codices which offer this comment are A, R, 
and T. This scholion might be attributable to Zosimos, or more 
probably is a well known fact about Oemosthenes. Nevertheless the 
relationship between the two passages cited above is surely more than 
mere coincidence. 

There is another link between the Life and the scholia 
Demosthenica. The Life begins with these words : O€ut(pcp Aot1tdv 

E1tt~~Vat tOO rratavtu Katp~0(86). This is taken to mean that Zosimos has , 
discussed Isokrates, who was traditionally the first of the ten great 
orators, and now turns to Demosthenes, who takes second place on the 
list. This passage suggests that Zosimos took an interest in Isokrates 
as well. In the scholia on the opening section of the First Olynthiac 
we find the following comment in V, vp2 and F4 : t6 & "VOIl(~OO", cOO' ~OTt 
tV totO' .)looKpattKOto €i"P11tat ... (87). So perhaps this scholion is also by 

Zosimos. 
./ .....)1 

The Souda contains the following entry : Zromf.loo - ra~atoO' Tt 
/' /' \ '\..,..,.. ", r-- A .... :: 

.>AOKCXAOOVttTl0, 00 <ptotTl0, Kata tOUO Xpovouo .> Avaotamou tOU paml\..tooO'. 
, /, c \ \ ,.. \ ~ / ;:, \ / \ 
£)1)acpe A£~tV PTttOptKTtv Kata OtOtX€tOV Kat u1t0f.lVTllla €tO tOY ~TtIl009€VT'\V Kat 
ero ~ov Aucrtav(88). This suggests a connection between Zosimos and a 
commentary on Demosthenes. The absence of a reference to Isokrates 
should not be regarded as evidence that Zosimos was not interested in 
Isokrates. There is no other evidence linking him with a rhetorical 
lexicon (89) and there are no scholia on Lysias. 

The choice of epithet in the Souda 's entry is puzzling. This has 
given rise to various interpretations(90). Either we are dealing with 
one individual or two. The matter is complicated by a reference in 
George Kedrenos who says that a writer called Zosimos of Gaza was 
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executed by the emperor Zeno in A.D. 477(91). This cannot be the 
same man mentioned in the Souda who lived during the reign of 
Anastasios, A.D. 491-518. There are those who believe that Zosimos 
of Askalon has no connection with Gaza at all and that the reference in 
the Souda is a confusing mistake, prompted by the fate of his 
namesake (92). Others try to make sense of the entry. Rabe suggested 
that Zosimos of Askalon taught at Gaza(93). He takes into account 
examples in the Sou d a where the epithet is no guarantee of 
birth-place. The connection with Gaza is attractive because Zosimos 
would then be linked to the era of Prokopios of Gaza when the catena 
was developed (94). 

John Tzetzes produced the following lines : 
\ /' Y \ >/ \ > / 

1tpO ~P)lo'YEvouO' eypcx<pcxv KCXt CXAAOt ~P tOCcxO', 
) \ c:. /' \....... \ /' 

CXUtoO' 0 L\tovuO'toO', O'uv ro Kcxt BCXO'tAtO'KOO', 
\ /' '\ ,/ '.:>.~ /' 

K<Xt ZTlVooV & KCXt Zcixn)loO' <XVfJp ~AO'K<XAooVt tT10', 
\ \ :)'/ q Z ::.'"" L (95) 

K<Xt O'UV £K£t VOtO' £t£POt, ooV1t£P £00 t<XO' d"q O'etO' . 

His chronology may be wayward but he does provide evidence that 
Zosimos of Askalon was an eminent rhetorician. The connection with 
Gaza remains tentative. Because there was a rhetorician of the same 
name in Gaza, we cannot be sure whether or not he wrote well known 
works. The two epithets have caused confusion, and so it is now 
conventional to attribute works by Zosimos of Askalon and Zosimos of 
Gaza to the same man. He shall take the former epithet here(96). 

The link between Zosimos and Demosthenic scholarship seems 
certain. The next stage is to assess how much of the extant corpus of 
scholia is the work of Zosimos. Dindorf followed Dobree in thinking 
that his contribution was small on the grounds that the style and 
content of the Life are jejune and that he had neither the intellect nor 
the learning to have played a major role in the history of the 
scholia(97). This is hardly convincing evidence. 

A more thorough approach was taken by Oomen who used stylistic 
evidence as the basis for his argument that Zosimos wrote many of the 
scholia Demosthenica as well as commentaries on Isokrates, 
Aiskhines and Thoukydides{98J. Doubt has been cast on his far 
reaching conclusion that evidence of Zosimos' work is apparent in the 
scholia on all of these writers{99J. 

Oomen's approach is flawed. He detects the hand of Zosimos 
whenever particular stylistic features occur, without taking into 
account the possible effect of different traditions of interpretation on 
any given speech. He also admits that the stylistic peculiarities which 
interest him also occur in other writers, Syrianos for example{1 00 J. 
He still argues that the incidence within the the scholia makes them 
more likely to have been written by Zosimos, simply because they 
OCCur in the Life which we can attribute to him. However the evidence 
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which he cites can be used to support the supposition that these 
peculiarities are a form of jargon frequent in scholia of all centuries. 

The phrases which interest him in particular are t(J't~ov fin '} ~1ro"CV 
/:v ' ,~ rUt--

~tt and cognates, ~l1t11cr<Xt€V &v 'ttcr, <X~tov with the infinitive and &0 O'tt . 

From the examples which comen gives from the scho/ia Demosthenica , 
it is clear that he has considered only the scholia on the Firs t 
O/ynthiac and the speech Against Timokrates. His choice was 
influenced, presumably, by the presence of the scholia which refer to 
other works by Zosimos among the scholia on these speeches. 
However, he does not make this point clear in his conclusions. Nor 
does he appear to have looked for examples of each type in the two 
speeches. Examples occur at the following places : i(rttov O'n: 0.1 , 
(Dilts p.16.8, p.38.11, p.38.18, p.45.2 (but v. app.crit.)). I have also 
found (Dilts p.47.29). 0.24, (Oindorf p.735.15, p.742 21, p.743.22, 
p.748.9, p.751.25, p.753.18, p.774.11, p.783.16, p.786.3, p.790.23, 
p.791.4, p.791.8, p.792.12, p.805.10). AfyoJl€V tht and cognates: 0.1, 
(Dilts p.15.21, p.16.3, p.17.3, p.18.23, p.23.1, p.23.17, p.30.24 = p.31.10, 
p.32.9, p.35.23, p.40.9, p.41.14, p.42.6, p.47.6, p.48.2,5. In 0.24 I have 
found (Oindorf p.732.30, p.734.9, p.739.9, p.744.4, p.746.4, p.750.6, 

/ :V 
p.758.8, p.758.13, p. 765.11, p.768.8, p.794.20). ~Tlt11cr<Xt€V <xv 'ttcr : 0.1, 
none. 0.24, (Oindorf p.729.13, p.746.3, p.789.11, p.794.17, p.799.8). 
lX'~tov and infinitive : 0.1, I have found an example on (Dilts p.15.5). 
0.24, (Oindorf p.744.3, p.749.18, p.775.22, p.795.33). @cr on: 0.1, 
(Dilts p.31.2) and I have found (Dilts p.36.8). 0.24, (Oindorf p.743.22, 
p.771.25). The distribution of the phrase "'{YOJl€V 6tt among the 
codices on the First O/ynthiac reveals that it occurs independently in 
R, Bc, Ob and also F4, T, Bc, Af, Vb and Wd which offer closely related 
sets of scholia. Perhaps a little more significant is the incidence of 
~Ot£ov on in which two of the five cases occur in F4, T, Bc, Af, Vb and 
Wd (Dilts p.38.11, p.38.18). In my analysis of this group of codices I 
have argued that F4 possibly comes from a lost exemplar of y(1 01). Y 
of course is the exemplar for T, Bc and the other codices U/piani. Both 
F4 and Y contain the remark alluding to the previous work by Zosimos 

on Isokrates, (2a) and (2b). Therefore it is possible that F4 and T 
preserve elements from a U1tbflVTlJl<X by Zosimos. If the entry is correct 
and Zosimos did produce a lexicon, the concentration on language in the 
scholia shared between F4 and T is appropriate. 

As for the incidence in the speech Against Timokrates, codex A 
has the highest count. Codex A contains the scholion which alludes to 
a Life of Oemosthenes, (Oindorf, p.785.21-23). Thirteen of the 
fourteen instances of {cr't~ov ~o"'tt, (not Oindorf, p.735.15), seven of the 
eleven instances which I have found of AtyoJl€V 5~ and its cognates, 
(not Dindorf, p.732.30, p.746.4, p.758.8, p.765.11) and the only two 
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examples of &cr 6tt form a significant contribution. This codex also 
has scholia with a prominent interest in language. Therefore codex A 
on 0.24 may contain elements from a U1toJ,l.vllJla by Zosimos of Askalon. 
Further work is required to establish whether the content of codex A 
permits us to say that the scholia which it offers were written by one 
man. 

The work which Domen has done, does support the view that 
Zosimos has made a significant contribution to the scholia on the First 
Olynthiac and the speech Against Timokrates. Of course, this depends 
on accepting that the references in the scholia do allude to other work 
by Zosimos. Given that he is a person who probably did produce 
commentaries on Demosthenes, the hypothesis is possible. Unless the 
scholia in which these stylistic peculiarities occur are found in one 
tradition of scholia for a given speech, and that tradition shows 
internal evidence of unity, the attribution of scholia to Zosimos is 
inappropriate. 

Oomen is also confident that Zosimos was the last redactor of the 
scholia as well as a commentator in his own right( 102). This 
assertion has no foundation except for a superscription to the 
prolegomena of Athanasios which reads : EK TnN A8ANAl:IOY TOY 
l:OOIl:TOY AAE2AN~PEIAl: A Z!ll:IMOl: 0 8EnNOl: ~Inp8nl:A TO 

MA9HTHl: TA XPHl:IMnTATA (1 03). If this does allude to Zosimos of 
Askalon it is only evidence that he edited Athanasios. The desire to 
find a central redactor for the Demosthenic scholia as was the case 
for Aristophanes, Euripides and Homer, is no substitute for evidence. 
The allusion here to Zosimos of Askalon is attractive because he is 
named as a pupil of Theon. We know of a sophist of that name who 
lived during the reign of the emperor Zeno, in the generation before 
Zosimos' floruit(104). 

Menander the Rhetor 

Scholion (14c) provides us with a clue about the original author of 
the core scholia in codex R. The majority of the scholion is almost 
identical to a passage in Gregory of Korinth's commentary on 
Hermogenes, as Dilts points out in his footnote. The passage reads as 
f II /' ~ ~/ .) ,/ \ \ ,\" "\ 
o ows : MEvavbpocr 0 Pllt O>P EmJl€Pt~O>v tOucr l OAuv8taKoucr o.01Oucr tOUtO to 

'"'\ c...." / " G/ _ , - L '\ \ 

OXllJl<X u1tomO>1tllmv KEKATllcE Ai:yo>v outo> , tOU10 10 crxUllu. n 1tEpt1to.OKQ 
~'\ \L ~ / ~I' / ':> / / 'AOO/ 
QUo.q&n. u1tomomn mcr Myelat. OlaY LJ.€AA;';1 ncr Em<l>Ep€t v lPa:XU n Kal Ol puxq 
, I \" ,\. \ 'S' ." '" ;). /' §:' ~ ,/ & 
tl0UEYOY. UTI (}OUAOltO O€ btu to €tV at ATI7t1]pOY tcp' aKOuoyn. ot OOvtlYq,trov 

.? .\ -- 4/ ¥ ~, ;J / I '\ ~/ 
,(lyta onuaivn' olov otav tbO>flEV ttva Em ~EV11V 1tEfl<l>8Evta 1tOo.lV, COOtE 
;). /' I \ \....:>"" ':I \ / ~ / A '\ ota uva')'l VCOO"K€t v, Kat Jl11 avayt. Vo>crKoVta, aAAa Jl€8ata tE Kat lC'UpOla Kal t 

,... / ~ / ")"::> '" \. \ \) 8 
tOtOtcr& crxoAa~Ovta' Elta ~OUA.OflEVOt auto> eyKaAelV, bta JlEV to E1taX Ea 
~ ""' " l. \ ""' L / ~ t:.. / I ~'.:> / 8 '1 ~ 'tea \)1tomoo1tOOJl€v tauta a 1tOtEt, btl EtEpO>V be Pllflato>v auta alvt'ttOOJ.!€ a, IlA-IV

V 
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u c. \ \ \~:J , l.{!> _r \. 
ott 0 Jl£V <JO<J 1tatTlP E1tEJl<pE <JE CO<J'tE aVaytV(OOKUV, au &, OUK t6Jl€v, ti €<Jnv, '0' 

" ,~ tt ') "s A "1 ........ ~ ...... c../ c... \ \. tt 1[Ot£t<J 0 'tCO K~t EV'tau a ..,oUl'yobl£yoq £t1tEt v, on ollEY KatPOq 1tW'tq 7t01Et. 
~./ Co"? \"'" ./ "'"' /' C/..- ~ :--. L 

ltapo,-vyroy TILlqq EID my qwrnptqv 'troy 7tpq,,&ocrroy ULlElq & pqavUOULJ£Y @ OU 
", ,-. /"1"l. \ I " .... r 

ltPoae.xollEY qu't~, q/\,I'yq SEatq 'tE Kat 'tpvmqtq crxOAa'ow::y V1tEmc01tT]qE Ltev 
,... '\" s: '\) /' s:~:> '3' , Col / " ~/ 

IOVtO lCat 'to ul)q;XEpEq, E7t1]N'YE Qt, OUlC Otb ov nvq 110t 'tPQ1tOY £lEtV bOKOVLJ£V 
, ~_ \ \ I s: I :\.':' c::.. ./ !> 

ltPoq aYla 'ta 1tP<X)Yatq. olqmepEt BE n v1tomomnmq a1tomroml<JEroq, 100 w?v 
'),1 "l.";' r-. '\ '\ .) / I f 

1&lt0mroztnqtV 1tav'tE/\,roq <X1toqtC01tqv, lCat Jlll& btl atvtwatrov A£)'Et t'o 
) I ~., >r '"'1/ ~ ..... c:..\ ...... / '::>\ "-

E7tt<I>EP0 Jl£vov , Q)(J EV E1(£t VCO 'tc? 't01tC:>, EV 'tep U1tEp tou <JtE<pavov' Kat EJlOt Jl€V, 
!> A /' "l. s:~ s: \..j..... '\ s:~ C / ? / '""' ~ ..... 

01) ..,01)/\,0Ltat ut uVq;xEPEq Et1tEtV. mv Qt U1tomomnmv atvtt'tEcr8at n trov EVtqveq 

, tauta ~v <> M{Yavbpo<J(105). There are slight discrepancies between 
this passage and the scholion in vocabulary, mood and phrasing. The 
material in common is slightly more than Dilts suggests. Differences 
may be explained by supposing that the compiler was working on a 
different text from Gregory, or else the transcription in either was 
casual. Gregory's version includes an example of U1tO<Jt~ll<Jt<J which is 
absent from the scholion. Perhaps this is a gloss which entered the 
text. Its absence from (14c) does not affect the unity. 

The passage in the scholia cannot be taken from Gregory because 
he lived in the twelfth century and the earliest hand to include this 
scholion, F4, is dated to the eleventh century. Moreover, Gregory says 
that he is quoting from Menander the Rhetor. His floruit is the third 
century A.D.. Therefore it seems possible that Menander was the 
author of the core scholia in R. 

We have ample evidence that Menander wrote commentaries on 
Demosthenes, besides the evidence of Gregory of Korinth : 

,.., " / .,..... \ /-1. tav'ta Kat MEvaVbpo<J <Pll<Jt btatprov 'tOY lCa't'~AvbPO'tlrovO<J, Max. Plan. 
(Walz 5 p,514 n. 23). 

'\. ./ c.. 'I I ., "" I -. \ ,/ 
2. 1tEpt 'tOU'tOU 0 Pl1tCOP MEvavbp0<J EV tTl Ot<UPE<JEt'tOV lCata TtJlOlCpatOvcr 

) I ;) I I 
a1CPt~E<JtEPOV EtEXVOAOYT1<JEV, Anon. Scholia ad Inv (Walz 7 p.1079 n.21). 

u ,I !> c..'/ ,.. c.1 \ /' 
3. 01tOU )'E lCat MEvaVbpo<J EV U1toJlVTlJla'tl 'tov PlltOPO<J 'tOY 1tapa1tpEcr~£tacr 

"l. I ~ /' \. ::. / .> /' S h I' d /\,oyov EJl1tt1ttOv'ta <Jtoxa<JJlov E'tOAJll1<JEV a1t0<Pllva<JSat, Anon. cOla a 
Stas, (Walz 7 p.374.13). 

,., \,.;> r }/ lI.? ~ \ / 
4. MEvavbp0<J & EJlID1t'tOV'ta <l>l1OlV. uAll1t'tat be ElC bta~oAll<J to ztpOOtJltOV, 

Scholion on D.19.1 (Dindorf p.334.5). 
t) "'"' c..., '\,.... / :> I ~/ ,I "':> 

5. EV'tEVSEV 11 azto 'tou btlCatOU aV'ttSEOl<J 1l'tl<J KataytVE'tat lCaSapro<J Et<J 
\ '\........, \ ./ Go\;) c.. / ~ ~~ I 

'tT\V KatabpOJll1v trov 1tEpt 'tov)AVbpO'tlrova, TtV E<pTt<JEV 0 MEvavup0<J utuu:pav 

Efvat V1t6SEOlV , Scholion on D24.111 (Dindorf p.774.31). 
/' ./ ~ """ ~/ 

6. Mevavbpou '7tpOlCa'ta<JlCEul1. :>A<JlCATt1ttOU' 7tpOlCa'tacrKEvTt<J utlCTl V 

S\~V1CPtV£t 't'a €V tTl t1tOS[<JEt ~l1'toUJlEVa, Scholion on D.19.4 (Dindorf 
P.341.2) (106). I 

Nitsche wished to argue that almost the entire corpus of scholia 
. (107) 

on Demosthenes derived from Menander's commentaries . 
Although he promised to prove that Menander was responsible for the 
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majority of the scholia by analysis of the 
can find no trace of any such analysis. 
similarities but not in sufficient detail to 
proof(109). 

scholia themselves(108), I 
He does list some verbal 
be regarded as sufficient 

The primary purpose of Nitsche's treatise is to argue that two 
tracts on the topic of epideictic rhetoric, both of which are usually 
attributed to Menander, are the work of two men. Genethlios wrote 
the first, Menander the second, based on his interpretation of the 
superscript to the tracts(110). 

Bursian on the other hand, takes Menander to be the author of the 
first tract and attributes the second to some unknown writed111 J. He 
argues that the author of the second piece came from Alexandria in the 
Troad. Since Menander came from Laodikia on the River Lykos, he is 
not the author of the second treatise. Nitsche argues that the 
reference is to the home of the addressee of the tract and this 
interpretation has been accepted by the most recent editors of the 
treatises (112J. Nitsche puts forward a strong case that the two 
tracts were written by different people. Russell and Wilson admit 
that Nitsche is probably correct, but point out that verbal differences 
may also be interpreted as the development of an individual's style 
over a number of years(113). There are also differences of opinion 
between the treatises which are subject to a similar c a v eat. 
Conspicuous references to desert in the first treatise are more 
appropriate for Genethlios who came from the desert city of 
Petra(114). 

If we accept the identification of Menander as the author of the 
second treatise, we may now consider whether there are verbal 
similarities between it and the scholia Demosthenica, in particular the 
core scholia in R. Nitsche lists examples of words which are found in 
the second treatise and the scholia Demosthenica but not in the first 
treatises(115). 

On close inspection, a remarkable pattern emerges from the 
examples cited. When these examples are checked against the 
speeches and manuscripts in which they occur, we find that they are 
almost exclusively in manuscripts T (Paris gr 2940), C (Paris gr 2946) 
and V (the Aldine edition of1503)(116). The First and Second 
Olynthiacs provide an exception. Here nearly all the examples occur in 
codices Rand S. Nitsche's stylistic evidence seems to support the 
external evidence that Menander is the author of many of the scholia in 
R, and partly 'in S. Assuming that Nitsche has taken into account the 
scholia on all the speeches, there is a possibility that Menander wrote 
some of the scholia for 0.1, 2, 4, 10, 13,14, and 18-24. 

The words which attract Nitsche's attention in the second tract 
OCCur with sufficient frequency in that text to add weight to his 
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argument about their connection with the scholia. The following are 
examples of the most frequently occurring examples : Ot lCpE(ttovEa 

369.5, 370.23, 377.2, 381.22, 395.9, 407.21, t~ £~(l~PEtCX 382.17, 
~ 

394.11, 394.24, 411.1, 412.12, 440.20, aUJl1tcxa 387.14, 388.15, 395.22, 
422.9, 443.28. 

It is also remarkable that the phrases in the scholia which Oomen 
suggested were written by Zosimos (~l1nla(ltEv d"v tta, t~tEOV 6-n, a~tov 
with the infinitive and cka <tit) do not feature in the second tract. 

We have other evidence, as stated above, that Menander wrote 
about the Olynthiacs, the Embassy, Against Androtion and Against 
Timokrates, all of which contain scholia of stylistic interest. Most of 
the scholia on these speeches appear to be similar in form to the 
scholia on the First Olynthiac, as many of them are long and discursive. 
Further research may reveal whether individual manuscript traditions 
for each of the sets of scholia on the speeches could be unified 
commentaries of the type found in codex R. This research may also 
produce evidence of further similarities of style, vocabulary or 
content between codex R on the First Olynthiac and particular 
manuscript traditions on other speeches. 

Nitsche's theory is not given the credit it deserves, because he 
concentrates solely on establishing Menander as the source for a 
substantial portion of the scholia. While it is true that his claims for 
Menander's contribution are exaggerated, there is a strong possibility 
that Menander did write commentaries on the speeches of 
Demosthenes. They may have been in the form of lectures, and some of 
these may have provided source material for the compilers of scholia. 
The passage in Gregory of Korinth,which Nitsche appears to have 
overlooked, supports the stylistic argument. The identification of the 
core scholia in R as the work of Menander would be important, since 
very little of his work remains, despite his eminence as a rhetorician. 

I have argued that Menander is likely to have been a source for the 
scholia in R. Obviously there is a possibility that the scholia 
contained in R are, as they stand, Menander's commentary. This may be 
true, but then we have to explain why some scholia appear in the 
margin. As the text and scholia are interspersed and are written by 
the same hand, it seems odd that some of the commentary appears in 
the margins. Perhaps the scribe simply forgot to include them and then 
was forced to place them in the margins. 

A further mystery is the displacement of scholion (14c) so that 
the commentary loses its logical sequence. Normally one might argue 
that this is proof of a plurality of souces but in the case of codex R 
there does seem to be evidence of unity between individual scholia. 

In conclusion, we can say that Menander was a source for the 
compiler of R but that the number of scholia which have been taken , . 
from him depends on whether or not the curious textual problems In 
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the codex signify a plurality of sources or simple carelessness. 
Caution advises us not to claim too much for Menander the Rhetor. 

Other Individuals 

Ulpian, losimos and Menander are three scholars whose work has 
been considered to have been important source material for the 
compilers of scholia, especially for comments on the First Olynthiac. 
The case for Ulpian is the strongest but there are good reasons to 
suppose that the other two were consulted. Quotations from Menander 
in the scholia mean that he was almost certainly consulted, even if the 
amount of his work preserved in the corpus is unclear. 

Sources are not named in the scholia as a general rule. The most 
frequent references are to unnamed writers, Ot Ci'A'Aot or 'ttvecr. This 
type of comment could refer merely to another line of interpretation 
rather than any particular writer whom the original author has in mind. 
Fortunately this rule is not hard and fast and there are a few 
references to authors whose work was available in some form. 

leno of Kition is such a figure. Cited along with him are Alexander 
Noumenios and Dioskoros who is otherwise unknown (117J. Genethlios, 
whom we have come across before, is another possible candidate(118). 
A rhetor called Epiphanios is mentioned in connection with 
Genethlios(119). We cannot be certain that they wrote .s-xOflVt1fl<X't<X or 
lectures on Demosthenes of a similar type to the analyses found in the 
corpus. Rhetorical commentaries on Demosthenes were probably 
written by Asklepios and Aspasios of Byblos (120). The latter is a 
figure of the second century A.D.. Both are cited in the scholia 
Demosthenica. 

Reference is made to Athanasios (Dindorf p.771.28) as the author 
of a comparable passage. Oomen attributes this scholion to losimos 
because it includes the phrase c8cr ~~t. Athanasios is fourth-century and 
Zosimos is fifth-century. Therefore, losimos could be the author of 
this scholion. We have just seen that the superscription to the text of 
the prolegomena of Athanasios mentions losimos' name. 

Apsines, Hermogenes and Metrophanes all wrote about rhetor~c and 
are cited in the corpus(121J. It is possible that they wrote t-xoflvllfl<X't<X 
on Demosthenes, but since they are interested in stasis theory, 
comment of theirs which used examples from Demosthenes, could 
easily have been incorporated into a rhetorical commentary on 
Demosthenes. Out of context it is a problem deciding whether the 
quote comes from a commentary or a general treatise. The influence 
of the Rhetores Graeci will be considered in more detail below. 

Dionysios of Halikarnassos and Kaikilios are cited as authorities 
on the order of the speeches(122). As a grammarian, Kaikilios may 
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have had more influence than Dionysios whose stylistic interests are 
quite unlike the topics which preoccupy the writers of these 
comments. A shadowy figure called John of Athens is cited(123). He 
appears to have been interested in language. Julian the Sophist was 
also interested in language(124). It is unclear whether the reference 
to Julian is to the contemporary of Prohairesios. Influence in matters 
of language may have come from the Rhetores Graeci. 

There are a great many writers, some of whom may not even be 
known to us, who are also possible sources for the compilers of 
scholia. We know, for example, that Apollonides of Nikaia in the first 
century A.D. and Gymnasion of Sidon in the fourth wrote commentaries 
of some kind on Demosthenes(125). The loss of so much material has , 
perhaps, given too much significance to the works which remain. 

The latest figure to be mentioned is Gregory Bishop of Nazianzos 
in the fourth century(126). He appears to be cited as a speech writer, 
much as they cite Thoukydides, rather than as a source. His appearance 
is a useful terminus post quem for the production of those scholia in 
which his name appears. 

All the writers cited date from the first century A. D. down to the 
fourth. There is no direct evidence that Hellenistic writers such as 
Didymos have had much influence on the scholia, except as founders of 
a tradition of scholarship. Indeed there seem to have been more than 
enough scholars working in the early centuries A.D. to have produced 
the source material for the compilers of scholia. The lively debate 
which appears from the discussions, is an argument in favour of this 
supposition. Rhetorical studies, with its own eminent specialists, 
was thriving. 

Rhetores Graeci 

The term Rhetores Graeci covers those writers and works 
contained in the volumes of Walz and Spengel. There are several 
hundred years represented in them, from Aristotle to Gregory of 
Korinth. Many of the works are anonymous. The date of a work is 
crucial in deciding the direction of influence. For example, Gregory of 
Korinth will not have influenced the scholia in codex R{127J. This 
particular example reveals that there need not be any direct influence. 
Rather, both reflect a common source which is no longer extant. 

There is, however, much common ground between the Rhetores 
Graeci and the scholia. This is the result of a traditional approach to 
the teaching of rhetoric. This approach is based on stasis theory 
which was developed over many generations but is most often 
attributed to Hermagoras in the second century B.C.. Throughout the 
scholia and the Rhetores Graeci we find references to KE</>&A<lt<l which 
are an important aspect of stasis theory. Imitation formed a major 
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part of learning at all levels, from relatively straightforward 
exercises to the complexities of writing Demosthenic speeches. The 
same authors were studied throughout the Greek world and during the 
Second Sophistic, a plethora of rhetorical manuals were produced for 
the purpose of education. Some, such as works by Hermogenes and 
Aphthonios became standard texts. These are often over-sophisticated 
but this is not surprising for technical manuals. 

We find not only explanations of stasis but also of language. 
Figures of speech and structure are discussed in detail. Sometimes it 
is evident that there were stock examples, as we shall see below. In 
many cases the observations in the scholia and the technical 
vocabulary used do not mean that there is a direct link between them 
and the Rhetores Graeci. 

Advanced pupils studied with eminent teachers in the major cities 
such as Athens or Antioch. From Eunapios' Lives of the Sophists it is 
clear that pupils frequently moved from one teacher to another. 
Influence was no doubt strongest from the teachers rather from 
handbooks. Clearly, there was a lively debate between strong minded 
rivals. The differences between schools, such as we find between 
Ulpian and Zeno, often arise from the interpretation of the issue or 
stasis of the speech and not from the approach to the analysis itself. 

The commentaries in the scholia do expect some understanding of 
the rhetorical terms, but sometimes terms are elucidated ; for 

• .:> I ~ /' 
example, the difference between <xvSU7tocj>op<x, <XV'ttSE<n(J and 
&'Vtt7tt7t'tov(128). The emphasis of the commentaries is different from 
that of the handbooks. Therefore anyone wishing to analyse the issues 
which prompted the speech, should not turn to the handbooks for help. 
Other collections of scholia, in codices F and S for example, reveal 
more interest in language. There is more likelihood that the Rhetores 
Graeci were of value as source material. Indeed there may have 
existed commentaries written by some of the Rhetores Graeci which 
did examine either the stasis or the language of individual speeches in 
greater detail. 

Hermogenes is named most frequently as a source in the scholia 
Demosthenica, though a total of seventeen mentions does not compare 
well with the numerous references to unspecified commentators. Only 
Hermogenes and Zeno(129) are mentioned in connection with the First 
Olynthiac. In order to find out whether there is more influence from 
the Rhetores Graeci than an individual reference to Hermogenes would 
imply, examples from the First Olynthiac quoted by the Rhetores 
Graeci may be compared with the observations in the scholia. The 
passages are discussed in detail in the relevant chapters, but a resume 
will help to establish the extent of the influence of the Rhetores 
Graeci. 

/' 

There is some suggestion of close links. An example of 7t<Xpt(JO)(JtO 
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in 0.1.10 is noted in (77a), offered by F2(130). This example is used by 
Hermogenes (Rabe p.300) and a~. anonymous writer (Walz 3 p.710.7). 
The example may have been familiar to the compiler or else one of the 
Rhetores Graeci was consulted. An example of YVOOJlt~ 1t£p(05oO' is 
pointed out in (161b), offered by F2(131). This agrees with an 
observation of Aristeides (Schmid p.12.8-10). More certain is the link 
between (171), offered by F2, T, Bc, Vb, Wd and Hermogenes (Rabe 
p.178) (132J. The author paraph~ses Hermogenes' words. Moreover, 
this example of JlOV6lCOOAOO' 1t£pto5oO' produces the only direct quote 
from Hermogenes in the scholia on the First Olynthiac, (170b) from T 
Bc(133). Hermogenes notes two examples of 1t£pt~OA,( (Rabe p.296), one 
referring to 0.1.1, the other to 0.1.8. These examples are pointed out 
by Af, Vb, Ca and Wd in (7){134) and by Ac ir;,(53b){135), respectively. 

In F2 we find two examples of av'ttO''tpo<Pll, one in 0.1.4, (36a), and 
the other in 01.11, (84),(136J. Both examples are produced by an 
anonymous writer on figures (Walz 8 p.640.7-18). The instance of 
1tap~A£tcptO' in 0.1.3 is noted by Fl, vp and S in (104), and also by an 
Aristeides (Walz 9 p.371 ){137J. Since the text of Oemosthenes reads 
1tap aAft 1t 00 ... at this point, the observation is more likely to be 
coincidental. The similarity between (14c) and Gregory of Korinth 
(Walz 7.2 p.1184) serves as a warning against assuming direct links 
between scholia and extant works(138). 

The yreceding ex;mples could be coincidental. Even the case of 
the JlOVOlCOOAOO' 1t£pto5oO' need not mean that the author consulted 
Hermogenes himself. He could be consulting a lost commentary whose 
author had read Hermogenes. There are examples taken from the First 
Olynthiac which appear to be classic of their type. 0.1.8: d ydP ... 
Eu~o£uO't ... looks to be the standard example of 1tap~5£tYJla. It is 
mentioned in (53d) by R(139), an anonymous writer (Walz 6 p.38.4sqq), 

twice in prolegomena (Walz 7 p.14,16) and by Apsines (Spengel2 

p.289.21). The asyndeton which is noted by S, R and the codices Ulpiani 
in (60a) seems to be a common example{ 14 0). It is cited by 
Hermogenes (Rabe p.426) and Gregory of Korinth (Walz 7 p.1216) . 

We know that Gregory of Korinth consulted Menander Rhetor. 
Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising to find that many of the 
examples from the First Olynthiac which Gregory cites show some 
affinity with scholia in R. The asyndeton in (60b) is one instance. We 
also find a reference to lCaBoAtlCo\ A6yOt in Gregory (Walz 7 p.1148) 
reflected in (157), lCaBoAtlCcOa ~t yvcriJll1t -mv 1tp6'tamv €~£~dtooO'£. They 

offer similar interpretations of the 7tp oO~Jl tOV, with references to 
Demosthenes reproaching his audience and covert allusions to the 
theorik money, (1 c) and (Walz 7 p.1198,1317), and (5d) and (Walz 7 
p.1319). However, the view that Oemosthenes is alluding to the 
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theorik money in the 7tpootJ . .LtOV is common, Hermogenes (Walz 3 p.435), 
and John the Sikeliot (Walz 6 p.193). 

The scholia ad Aphthonium (Walz 2 p.679) and Ulpian(141) offer a 
similar account of the lCE<I><iAat<x on D.1.25-26. This may reflect a 
tradition, since a similar approach is found in (172a), F4, the codices 
Ulpiani and Syrianos (Walz 4 p.739). 

In general the use of technical vocabulary in the scholia is in 
accordance with the definitions in the Rhetores Graeci. There are 
exceptions. The definition of 7tpoO'O>7to7tot(a in (11 b), offered by R, F4 

and the codices U/piani was found to be distinctive(142). Alexander, 
Apsines and Phoibammon refer to this passage as an example but their 
definitions are different. The distinction between & v e U 7t 0 <I> 0 p &, 
dVtfeEO'tO' and av'ttm7t'tov is covered in (105c), offered by S, R, F4 and the 
codices U/piani (143). The rest of the scholia in these codices comply 
with the meaning given here. However, this meaning is different from 
Hermogenes' (Spengel 3 p.207). These terms may be used to describe a 
single example. Ulpian uses the word &v-ft"eEO'tO' as a general term. 
There are two meanings of €~<I>aO'tO' given by the Rhetores Graeci, 
Tiberios (Spengel 3 p.65), Tryphon (Spengel 3 p. 199), but neither suits 
the example cited by Sand R in (2a). 

Apsines seems to support the d'7ttO''tOt theory in a rare allusion to 
the stasis of the First O/ynthiac by the Rhetores Graeci. This 
theory holds that the issue of this part of the speech is that the 
Olynthians would be untrustworthy allies (Spengel 1 p.362-363). This 
clashes with the interpretation favoured by Ulpian(144). 

Bearing in mind the possibilities of coincidence, conventional 
examples and the role of works which are no longer extant, the 
influence of the Rhetores Graeci upon the scholia on the First 
O/ynthiac is limited. Influence is more likely to have occurred for 
matters of language rather than the issues underlying a particular 
speech. The commentators on the First O/ynthiac, particularly the 
writers of unified commentaries, did not produce the form of analysis 
which they did by consulting the works contained in the works now 
referred to collectively as the Rhetores Graeci. F2, which shows a 
principal interest in language, offers examples which come closest to 
revealing direct influence. Codex R is the most independent, defining 
terms distinctively. The apparent independence of the scholia is 
exciting, because it means that the form of analysis is unique. But for 
the scholia we should not have detailed analyses of the issues 
underlying specific speeches from late antiquity. 
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Lexicographical Sources 

Lexicographical. scholia fO.rm a minor section within the topics 
covered by the scholla on the First Olynthiac. There are only seventeen 
examples of different cases which may be listed under this 
heading (145J. Sometimes more than one scholion offers a similar 
example(146). Nine of these examples occur in Fl(147), many of which 

are also found in S(148). 80th offer one or two examples 
independently. Other contributions come from F4(149), vp(150), and the 
codices Ulpian;(151). These are all hands which were found to be 
particularly interested in language. Lexicographical comments are 
simply one aspect of that subject. The unified commentaries found in 
R and the prolegomena reveal almost no interest in this type of 
comment(152). 

There is no reason to believe that the scholia on the Firs t 
Olynthiac are unrepresentative of scholia on the remaining speeches. 
However, great interest has been shown in the lexicographical scholia 
by scholars at the end of the last century. Some of these works have 
been unavailable to me, but from references in other authors it is 
possible to gain an impression of their purpose. Wangrin sought to 
show that lexica by Ailios Dionysios and Pausanias were used 
extensively by the compilers of scholia on Demosthenes(153). His 
argument rests on the assumption that these two authors were 
consulted by Photios for his lexicon. Similarities between Photios and 
the scholia Demosthenica are taken to mean that the compilers 
consulted the same sources as Photios, namely Ailios Dionysios and 
Pausanias. Wangrin takes no account of the other sources available 
both to the compilers and to Photios, nor does he consider the 
possibility of coincidence. Cohn dismantles Wangrin's case in his 
review of the latter's piece. 

More acceptance has been found for the theory of Schunk's that 
Didymos, Diogenes and Harpokration were sources(154). Domen is 
inclined to agree with him and Gudeman favours the influence of 
Didymos through Harpokration, although the presence of the other later 
traditions is not denied. There is no doubt that the Alexandrians 

/ I 
produced lexica. The principle of c.tOJlTlPOV ~~ C()JlTlPOU (J(l<l>TlVt~£tv 
presupposes a considerable knowledge about the vocabulary of 
particular authors(155). 

The lexicographers were also at work during the Second Sophistic. 
Their inheritance from Alexandria probably provided them with their 
material. The purpose of this chapter is to decide where the compilers 
found their information. Perhaps they too could consult Alexandri~n 
work, but it is also likely that they consulted special lexica. There IS 

eVidence that lexica were produced for particular speeches by 
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Demosthenes(156). The influence of Didymos is perhaps indirect. 
The inclusion of lexicographical scholia is not systematic. We 

cannot tell why some words are discussed and not others. It is 
possible for example, that no lexica were consulted at all and that 
t'1toJlv-rlJlata or teachers provided the source. Lexicographical scholia 
are, by their very nature, more likely to have been glosses which are 
then incorporated into the tradition. 

I looked at seventeen examples in the scholia on the First 
Olynthiac and compared them with entries in the following lexica : 
Bekker's Anecdota Graeca, Etymologicum Magnum, Souda and the works 
by Harpokration, Hesykhios, Photios, Pollux and Zonaras. The Souda 
contains the most relevant entries, but only seven. The number in 
Photios, five, is far from providing evidence that Ailios Dionysios and 
Pausanias were consulted. The correlation between scholia and lexica 
appears random. Out of eight lexica, six mention (120), five mention 
(132a), five mention (175) and eight mention (193a). At the other end 
of the scale, (1 e), (21), (108), (117b) and (179) find no comparable 
entries at all. 

The greatest similarity occurs as the result of brevity, as for 
example in the case of (120), (75b) and (193a). The precise 
relationship between lexica and scholia cannot be determined. The 
question arises whether the scholia are older than the various lexica 
which were mostly compiled from earlier works. It does appear that 
there is no strong tie between these scholia and the lexica. There is 
sufficient variety between them for this conclusion to be drawn. 
There has been just criticism that the research into the sources has 
been restricted to lexicography(157) which is, after all, of minor 
interest to the compilers of scholia on Demosthenes. 

Historical Sources 

Even though rhetoric is the main interest of the commentators, 
some explanations are required in order to clarify allusions in 
Demosthenes for readers who are living several hundred years after 
the events described in the speeches. The most frequent comment on 
the background to the First Olynthiac concerns the function of the 
theorik fund. All the major codices contain scholia which refer to 
this(158). The historical background is otherwise ignored except for 
comments by Fl, F4, and especially Sand R(159). The topics covered 
are in no way systematic or exhaustive. For example, the events in 
Thessaly's past prompt a long discussion, (151), whereas the events 
surrounding Philip's attack on Olynthus are passed over with little or 
no comment. 

The value of the scholia on historical matters is mixed. 
Sometimes the comment offers an unusual account, such as the 
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remarks about Philip's father, (40a), (41 a), and the comment about the 
cost of the war (184). There appears to be no sensitivity to chronology 
as the various accounts of the theorik fund have revealed. The account 
of the events in Thessaly is confused(160). The commentators do not 
address themselves to questions of strategy or purpose. In short, 
these scholia are no more than representatives of the standard of 
historiography of their day. Given that the function of these 
commentaries is not to give an accurate and lucid account of historical 
events, the criticisms are perhaps unfair. This failing should not 
prove prejudicial in an impartial assessment of the value of the 
scholia. 

The scholia themselves give little information about the source of 
the material. There are vague references to anonymous sources, [fAAOt 
~~ AeYOUCHV (Dilts p.1S.22), ~AAOt o~ <l>cxcHv (Dilts p.1S.24). Plutarch 
offers a version of the institution of the fund similar to that found in 
V, (1 f), but these versions are probably not related( 161). The usual 
practice is to produce the statement without reference to sources. S 
and R are the most consistent in offering scholia on historical topics. 

Historical sources are mentioned in the scholia on other speeches 
in the corpus. There are references to Theopompos, Philokhoros and 
Ephoros(162). These writers are commonly known as the 
Atthidographers. In the scholia, we find no reference to this 

C I G\lyy(OI..yol.V ~~ 

collective such as Ot 'try" Atel~. Even though these sources are named, 
we cannot define the relationship between the original piece of 
historiography and its appearance in the scholia. Information could 
have been transmitted through epitomes or else in the commentaries 
of earlier writers. There is no point of reference for the 
identification of the entry of a particular historical comment into the 
scholia corpus. Comments on speeches other than the First Olynthiac 
are combined with comments on rhetoric. The commentators have no 
interest in dates. This is one of the features of the Atthidographers' 
approach to historiography. The relative chronology does not attract 
comment. It is improbable that the compilers of scholia or 
commentators were consulting copies of the original works. The 
absence of dates in these scholia suggests that the Atthidographers 
were not consulted directly(163). 

An obvious source of information are the classical prose authors 
themselves. There are many examples throughout the scholia 
Demosthenica where we find detailed knowledge about other works. 
Parallels are most often drawn with other speeches by Demosthenes 
himself but Thoukydides is frequently mentioned too. Examples of this 
were discussed in connection with Ulpian(164J. 

There are a few other examples where a passage is cited as a 
historical rather than rhetorical reference. In (1 a) on D.2.1, the 
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chronology of the Philippics is discussed. The argument includes a 
reference to 0.1. The speech Against Timokrates is cited where the 
topic is Athenian counting systems,(Oindorf p.368.2) on 0.19.60. In the 
same speech, there is a reference to a letter, 0.19.161, which the 
commentator relates to 0.18, (Oindorf p.412.13). Events relating to 
treaties with Alexander are cited from 0.7 and 0.17 in a scholion on 
0.17.1 itself, (Dilts 2a). A contest is viewed from the point of two 
speeches 0.20 and 0.22. The scholion refers to 0.20.1, (Dindorf 
p.455.10). Reference is made to other speeches by Oemosthenes in a 
comment on the Oionysia, (Oindorf p.546.10) on 0.21.18. Similarly, a 
comment on the Panathenaia refers to 0.22, (Oindorf p.782.20) on 
0.24.125. 

There are a few examples of Thoukydides being consulted in this 
way. Most notably, the author of (151) on the First Olynthiac refers to 
Thoukydides 1.107 in the discussion of Thessalian treachery. In (114) 
on D.3.24 a fact is noted as being mentioned by Thukydides 2.36. 

Earlier U1tOJ,lVrll.Ul'tU and teachers were probably the greatest 
influence on those writing commentaries or scholia. Perhaps their 
own observations and learning prompted some of the comments. 

CONCLUSION 

There is more to be said about the sources of the scholia than is at 
first apparent. The identity of the compilers themselves remains 
obscure, but the material from which the extant scholia have been 
produced yield several clues. We know the names of likely individuals 
and sometimes we can even try to identify the author of a particular 
tradition. However, very little may be stated with certainty. The 
authorship of the prolegomena is attributed to Ulpian only in the 
superscription of four codices. The case for Menander as the author of 
the core scholia in R is plausible, but depends on accepting favourable 
explanations for the textual problems in R. There are so many scholars 
whose work is now lost that the significance of the extant works is 
exaggerated. 

Some of the traditions may have been established early, not long 
after the source material was produced. Codex R suits this idea. Other 
traditions may have been established over centuries. Codex F, with 
five separate hands, is more likely to have been of this type. 

No direct influence from Alexandria is proven. The tradition of the 
Alexandrian scholars is indeed an influence but this is only indirect. 
There is no evidence that the scholia Demosthenica contain lost works 
by Didymos. The evidence, such as there is, points to a later period, 
the first to fifth centuries A.D., as the era when commentaries were 
being written. The milieu of the Second Sophistic could easily have 
seen the production of works which now appear in the scholia. There 
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is ample evidence of work on rhetoric and aspects of language. 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER TEN 

(1) Dindorf fails to take account of codex R when h f t I e re ers 0 ong, discursive 
scholia (vol VIII p.XI). 

(2) P.Berol. 9780 edited an? dis~uss~~ by Diels and Schubart"Didymus" and also by 
Pearson and Stephens In their edition. See also Gudeman in RE 2A 1 628 and 
RE 5 445-472 ; Lossau Palingenesia chpt. III sections 1, 2b, and 3-6. 

(3) v. Diels and Schubart "Didymus" pp.XV-XX for the discussion about whether the 
commentary is an excerpt or not, and pp.XXI-XXXII for the rejection of the 
view that the commentary consists of notes taken in class. 

(4) For the meaning v. Xen. Mem 2.1.21, Plat. Laws 810b, Isok. 2.7, 42, Galen 
15.909, 16.532, 543 and 811, schol ad Iliad 8 111. See also Diels and 
Schubart "Didymus" p.xVIlI ; Lossau Palingenesia p.93 n.84 ; Leo NGGW 1904 
pp.254-261 esp. p258sqq. Leo thinks that it a boigraphicallhistorical 
introduction to the speeches. For the titles of aUYYP&JlJlUtu v. Gudeman RE 2A1 
628 ; Pfeiffer History of Classical Scholarship, pp.213-214. 

(5) v. Lossau Palingenesia p.86sqq on lexicography, p.91 sqq on historical 
background, p.95sqq on dating, p.107sqq on authenticity. Pearson and 
Stephens, Didymus p.VII, stress Didymos' interest in historiography. 

H k '">/ / 
(6) v. arpo ration s.v. ev9pu1tu, s.v. OEKUtEUEtv. The references in these two 

entries refer to D.18 and D.22 respectively. See also Harpokration s.v. YUJlT\AtU 

which links Didymos with ~1tOJlV~JlUtU on Demosthenes and Isaios ; cf scholia ad 
D.3.5. (43a)(Oilts p.88.19) ; Lossau Palingenesia p.143-144. 

(7) For the meaning v. 0.49.30, 28.6, Oiod.1.4, Arkhytas ap. D.L. 8.80, schol. ad 
IlIiad B 420. See also schol. ad /Iliad B 111, Galen 16 532, 543 and 811 
where t1tOJlVtlJlutu and aUYYP&JlJlUtU are distinguished and esp. Galen 15.1 
where the same work is called a a-GYYPuJlJlU and a t1t~JlVT\Jlu. 

(8) v. below [p.224]. 
(9) v. White Aristophanes p.XXXVI. 
(10) Lossau Palingenesia pp.31-36, 60, 62-65 and 123, argues that there is a 

strong influence of the Peripatetics on the contents of the scholia Demosthenica. 
Philology and biography were their main interests. Hence Oidymos falls under 
their influence. As far as the First Olynthiac is concerned, that influence is 
indirect and limited. Gudeman, RE 2A 1 699, points out that the scholia are 
influenced by a tradition of philology associated with the Peripatetics. 
However, proof is required to substantiate his view that the scholia 
Demosthenica , stripped of their remarks taken from lexica and rhetorical 
manuals, are fundamentally the product of a lm6JlV1lJlu by Oidymos. 

(11) v. RE 3 1174. 
(12) v. Quint. 3.1.16, 3.6.48,5.10.7 and also Syrianos (Rabe vol 2 p.11.9). 
(13) v. schol. ad 0.2.1 (1a) (Dilts p.49.5). 
(14) v. schol. ad D.2.1 (1 a) (Dilts p.49.2). Also v. schol. ad D.4.30 (90a){Oilts 

p.117.30), schol. ad D.21.111 (Oindorf p.604.21). 
(15) For example, Philokhoros v. schol. ad 0.2.1 (1 c)(Oilts p.51.23); Theopompos 

v. schol. ad D.2.6 (50c)(Oilts p.61.12), schol. ad 0.2.17 (116b)(Oilts 
p.69.24). 

(16) v. Lossau Palingenesia p.34 ; Oiels and Schubart "Oidymus" p.XLI ; Pap. Amh. 
II Nr XII ; Stark AUS pp.31-49 esp.pp39-43. 

(17) v. Lossau Palingenesia p.119sqq. The contents of this papyrus is criticized by 
van Leuwen. For this article and others on the papyrus v. Lossau Palingenesia 
p.113 n.135. 

(18) v. Lossau Palingenesia pp.113-119. The stasis of the speech appears to have 
been taken the same way in this papyrus and in the scholia Demosthenica . v. 
Lossau Palingenesia p.113. n.138 for references. 

(19) v. Lossau Palingenesia p.66 n.3 for a bibliography of prose at Alexandria, and 
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(20) 
(21 ) 

(22) 
(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
(29 ) 
(30) 

(31 ) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 

ibid. p.111.130 for a bibliography of rhetoric at Alexandria. 
v. Lossau Palingenesia p.130sqq; Hubbell YCS pp.181-193. 
v. Lossau Palingenesia pp.130-138, esp. p.137 where Lossau admits that the 
similarity in the way in which the scholia and the papyrus begin their 
commentaries, especially regarding stasis, is not surprising. 
v. Lossau Palingenesia p.139sqq; P.Rain. NS I Nr XXV. 
v. Lossau Palingenesia p.140. He compares page3v on 0.19.47 with (Dindorf 
p.363.25) and page5r on 0.19.156 with (Dindorf p.411.1). 
v. Lossau Palingenesia p.126 n.176. It is unclear why Lossau thinks that these 
comments find no parallel in the scholia demosthenica . 
For meaning v. Galen vol 18.2 847; Cicero Ep. ad Attic 16.7.3; Souda S.v. 
erx6Aw. where erx6Ata is synonymous with {)1t6JlvllJla. Also v. Souda S.v. crxOAcWV 
; Gudeman RE 2A 1 628-630. LSJ derive erxoAelov from erx6All, q.v. II. 
v. Prolegomenon Syl/oge Rabe for examples; Kennedy Philosophy and Rhetoric 
p.189sqq. Prolegomena usually contained definitions of rhetoric or else 
formed an introduction to the handbooks used in schools. It is curious that the 
Ulpiani prolegomena are so-called. 
For example (Dilts p.7.6, p.8.21, p.38.24, p.143.3 and p.154.4) and 
(Dindorf p.693.31, p.786.16 and p.792.8). nb. There are two cases where 

• L / ,:>/ ~ '" I ~ " reference IS made to U1t0JlvllJlata : OUK eernv aBllAov toter cj>tAOJlaeemv e~ roy 
clveyvoS'Kamv UltOJlvllJl&trov (2)(Dilts p.195.3) on 0.17.1 in codices g T : elm yap 

nveer trov UltoJlvllJlanernov ... (48)(Dilts p.206.22) on 0.18.14 in codex A. 
v. [p.223] above. 
v. Zuntz, Euripides, pp.272-275 and alsoAristophanes pp.64-110. 
v. White Aristophanes p.LV sqq, cites manuscripts dating from the second to the 
seventh centuries A.D. including the well known papyrus of Kallimakhos, 
P.Oxy. 2258. Also v.Wilson GRBS (1971) pp.557-559. 
v. Wilson CO (1967) pp.247-249 and GR BS (1971 }pp.557 -559. 
v. Wilson CR (1977) p.271. 
v. Wilson GRBS (1967) pp.53-80. 
i.e. from the fourth and fifth centuries when catenae were produced. v. below 
[p.226]. 

(35) v. Wilson on Photios' Bibliotheca in Byzantium p.93-111. 
(36) v. schol. ad Eur. Orest. line 241. 
(37) v. Wilson CO (1967) pp.252-254. 
(38) Prokopios Patrol. Graeca 87. 21 part 1 - 24. 
(39) v. Zuntz Euripides p.275. 
(40) For the incidence of d.AAroer in Prokopios v. Wilson CO (1967) p.253-4. 
(41) v. Wilson CO (1967) pp.249-251. He refers to Donatus and St Jerome. 
(42) v. Wilson CO (1967) pp.251-252. 
(43) v. Souda 0 912. 
(44) Eunap. V.S. 487, ed. Wright. 
(45) Eunap. V.S. 485. 
(46) F. Schemmel Wochenschrift col 188sqq. 
(47) Liban. vol I p.289.14. 
(48) Liban. vol I p.289.19. 
(49) Liban. vol I p.134.3-15. 
(50) Libanios was born in A.D. 314, v. RE 12.2 2486. 
(51) Liban. vol I p.84.4-7. 
(52) Liban. vol I p.82.6, cf n.vol I p.289.14. 
(53) Liban. epp.1353, vol XI p.402. 
(54) v. n. (49) above cf vol I p.132.7sqq. 
(55) Liban. vol III p.231.23-232.16. 
(56) Chapmanni Commentatio de Ulpiano in (Dindorf vol VIII p.XXIV-XLVII). Also v. 

ibid. p.XI. 
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(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61 ) 
(62) 
(63) 

(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 

(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 

(75) 
(76) 
(77) 

(78) 
(79) 
(80) 

(81 ) 
(82) 

(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 

(88) 
(89) 

(90) 
(91 ) 

(92) 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 

v. (13a) in S [p.54] and codd Ulp [pp.198-200]. 
(Dindorf vol VIII p.XI). 
(Dilts p.143.24-28). 
RE 10A Nr 9 140. 
Souda C 81. 
(Dindorf vol VII p.XIX n.X). The suggestion was made by Bernhardt. 
Steph. Byz. S.v. M15vooa. Diogenes Laertios, VII 35, lists eight Zenos, one of 
whom is a grammarian who also wrote epigrams. No date is given. 
Chapmann (Dindorf pp.XXVIII-XXXI). 
Eunap. V.S. 497. 
(Dindorf p.XIX). 
Eunap. V.S. 482. 
E V S 487 ' , , \ ~"I ' "'..... '" \ ' unap. ., . Kat 1tpoa 'tOY vu/\.1tlavov Kpa'touv'ta TIla ;)AVnOXEtaa E1tt Ao')Qta 

:> e I' \ "Ie / ~ e \ > \ '\ ,/ ';' \ I' ,.,. , 
roa Eta, Kat 1tapE/\. rov, EU ua ava 'toua 1tpro'toua TlV. Kat XPOVOV OUK oAryov 
I:: I' , r / >' \ , \ \ \ 
OJ.1tATlaaa EKEtVq>, cruVE'tEtVEV E1tl 'taa ~eTlvaa Kat 'tOY ,.IOUAtavOV acpoopcOO .... 

v. n. 45 above. 
Eunap. V.S. 493. 
v. Chapmann (Dindorf p.XXIX). 
v. RLM , p.313.3sqq. 
v. RLM p.325, 338.29 339.1. 
Chapman (Dindorf p.XXX) cites as evidence Rufinus de compositione et metris 
orat .. The passage he quotes comes from RLM p.581.15-19). For Sulpitius 
Victor v.RE 4A1 873. 
Aquila Romanus in RE 2 315, Alexander Noumenios RE 1 1456. 
Chapmann (Dindorf p.XXV). 
Philos. V.S. 607. Antipater was born in Hierapolis and died circa A.D. 212, v. 
RE 1 Nr 29 2517. 
v. R E 1 OA 141. 
v. Spengel2 p.362.19 and p.380.9. 
Neokles, first or second century A.D., V. RE 16.2 Nr 6 2416; Theodoros of 
Gadara, first century B.C. or first century A.D., v. RE 5A2 1847; Alexander 
Noumenios, early second century A.D., v. RE 1 1456; Harpokration, circa 
second century A.D., v. RE 7.2 Nr 5 2412. 
Rhetores Graeci , ed. Walz vol 6 p.21.3. 
Syrianos (Rabe vol I p.13.9, vol II p.60.11-12). For another reference to 
Zeno v. below [p.235] and John Tzetzes n.95 below. 
Text in (Dindorf vol VIII pp.18-22). 
v. (Dindorf p.19.15-16). 
v. (Dindorf vol VIII p.XII-XIII). 
v. n. 83. 
(2a) and (2b) in Dilts. Note that codex S does not offer this comment according " .)/ 
to the apparatus (Dilts p.19.24). Dobree's emendation of aU"(Kpt'ttKota T\ 

aroKpa'ttKOta is surely correct. 
v. Souda C 169. 
Labbaeus, quoted by Taylor, thought that there was a lexicon by Zosimos on 
Demosthenes' Philippic speeches in the Vatican library, v. Taylor in (Dindorf 
vol VIII p.XXI). If there ever was, it is no longer extant. 
v. the summary by Gartner in RE 10A 790-791. Also Oomen, Zosimo p.58. 
Georg. Kedren, ed. Bekker vol I p.622. Zonaras tells the same story without 
naming the individuals involved, Buttnerwobst 2.25sqq. 
v. Gartner RE 10A for references. 
Rabe , Prol Syll. p.LVIlI n.1. 
v. [p.226]. 
v. schol. in Hermogenem ap. Cramer Anec. Oxon. vol 4 p.126. 
Gartner lists examples of confusion,RE 10 A 791. 
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(97) 
(98) 
(99) 

(100) 
(101) 
(102) 

v. (Oindorf vol VIII p.XIII). 
v. n.(90} above. 
v. Gudeman's review of Oomen in PW 609-620. He modifies his enth ' 
f Z · I' d' h' , uSlasm or OSlmos out me In IS article on scholia in R E 2A 1 701. Gartner R E 
10A 792-794, is also sceptical about Oomen's conclusions. ' 
v. Oomen Zosimos pp.27-28. 
v. T [p.197]. 

Oomen Zosimo p.4S. A ~i~~ supported by Nitsche, "Menandros", p.11. 
Gudeman accepts the possibility, RE 2A1 700-701, as does Gartner RE 10A 
792. 

(103) v. Rabe Prol. Sy". Nr12 p.171. 
(104) V. RE SA2 20S4 Nr 8. 
(105) Gregory of Korinth (Walz 7.2 p.1184.13-1185.4). 
(106) Additional references to his work ; schol. anonym, ad Hermog. (Walz 7.1 

p.248.8) ; Anonymous (Walz 3 p.572.24). there are two references in the 
scholia to Menander, on D.19.114 (Oindorf p.392.4). Also v. app.crit. on 
D.21.133 (Dindorf p.618.6). More references may be found in Menander 
Rhetor, edd. O.A. Russell and N.G. Wilson, Oxford 1981, pp.XXXIV-XXXVI. 

(107) Nitsche "Menander" pp.3-4. 
( 1 08) Nitsche "Menander" p.11 : Den Beweis fUr SO. muss ich aber fiir einen andern 

art aufsparen, wo ich ihn liefern werde aus deren Zergliederung unter 
Heranziehung der aus Menandros Kommentar zu Demosthenes in den 
griechischen Rhetoren erhaltenen Bruchstucke . 

(109) V. Nitsche "Menander pp.6-7. The words are Aot7t6v =deinceps, 01 lCPEl't'tovEcr, 
/ $,:/ j; \j" ~" '" 'v crUJ.11ta.cr, uAOlCA Tlpocr, lCa.'t t a.PX a.cr, 'to. E~a.lPE'ta., a.9po wcr, lCa.'tE1tEl yw, 'to un, 

) / \ '" '" Emcr<l>pa.)'l~OJ.1a.l, 'to OOlCEl v and 1ta.pOJ.1a.plEl V. 

(110) v. "Menander" pp.8-9. Also V. RE 7.1 1134. 
(111) V. Bursian, Abhandlungen pp.1-152. 
(112) Russell and Wilson Menander pp.xXXVI-XL. 
(113) Russell and Wilson Menander p.XXXVIlI. 
( 11 4) R E 7.1 1134. 
(115) V. n. 109 above. 
(116) V denotes the Aldine edition of the scholia. Dilts refers to T but not C (= Paris 

gr. 2946). C is closely related to T, v. (Dindorf vol VIII pp.VIII-IX). 
(117) V. (Dilts p.143.24) in g T Bc Fj. Alexander is also mentioned in (Dindorf vol 

IX p.468.10). Further information on him is to be found in RE 1 1456. 
(118) V. [p.239]. Genethlios is cited in (Dilts pp.203.20, 212.29, Dindorf vol VIII 

pp.338.3, 406.17, vol IX p.664.27). For further information V. RE 7,1 

1134. 
(119) V. (Dilts p.203.20, also p.134.3). He is a shadowy figure and may have come 

from Petra, V. RE 6.1 195 Nrs. 7-10. 
(120) For Asklepios V. (Oindorf vol VIII pp.341.2, 392.5, 397.11 and also Oilts 

p.1 06.1). He is mentioned in conjunction with Menander Rhetor. They may 
have been near contemporaries. For further information V. RE 2 1698 Nr.7. 
For Aspasios of Byblos V. (Dindorf vol IX p.460.11). For further information 
v.RE 2 1723 Nr.3. This is the generally accepted identification. However, a 
rhetorician called Aspasios of Tyre, R E 2 1722 Nr.1, cannot be ruled out 
altogether. 

(121) For Apsines V. (Oindorf vol IX p.460.11) where he is mentioned in the same 
sentence as Aspasios. For further information V. RE 2 277. For Hermogenes 
V. (Oilts pp.46.5, 105.29, 128.3, 134.31, 216.3, 228.5, 228.10 and 
Oindorf vol VIII pp. 372.1, 375.17, 387.29. 389.29, 389.17, 390.28, vol IX 
pp.531.5, 646.27, 711.4, 760.21, 813.12). For further information V. R E 
8.1 865 Nr.22. For Metrophanes v. (Dindorf vol IX pp.550.3, 10, 760.21,) 
For further information v. RE 15.2 1491 Nr.4, 

( 122) F 0' , f H I'k (0'1 49 3 117.23 and Dindorf vol IX or lonyslos 0 a I arnassos v. I ts pp. ., 
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(123) 
(124) 
(125) 

p.604.21}. For Kaikilios v. (Dilts P.49.S). 
v. (Dilts p.54.4). 
v.(Dilts p.111.14). cf above [p.231]. v also Chapmann (D'nd rf . 
F A II 'd " . I 0 section 6) 
or po Onl es of Nlkala v. RE 2 120 Nr.29. For Gymnasion of Sidon S . 

r481 and RE 7.2 2026. v. ouda 

(126) v. (Dilts pp.52.1, 126.3S, 202.24 and Dindorf vol VIII pp. 430.29, vol IX 
p.480.15, 761.10). 

(127) 
(128) 
(129) 

(130) 
(131 ) 
(132) 
(133) 
(134) 
(135) 
(136) 
(137) 
(138) 
(139) 
(140) 
(141 ) 
(142) 
( 143) 
(144) 
(145) 

v. above [p.237]. 
v. below [po 245 ]. 
Her~ogenes in (.170b): Zeno who is not one of the Rhetores Graeci is 
meniloned by Ulplan (Dilts p.12.16) and in codex R again in (36b). 
v. F [p.129]. 
v. F2 [p.130]. 
v. F2 [p.130] and T [p.186]. 
v. T [p.186]. 
v. codices Ulpiani [p.216]. 
v. codices Ulpiani [p.216]. 
v. F2 [p.129]. (84) is also found in vp. 
v. S [p.70]. 
v.above [p.237]. 
v. R [p.108]. 
v. S [p.68]. 
v. F4 [p.138] and Ulpian [p.4S]. 
v. R [p.9S]. 
v. S [p.SS]. 
v. Ulpian [p.44]. 
(2c), (16), (21 a), (27a), (SO), (S6), (7Sb), (90a), (108), (117b), 
(120), (122b), (132a), (17Sb), (179), (186), (193a). 

(146) eg (2c) = (1e) and (2a); (21a) = (21b); (132a) = (132b) =(1d) (Dilts 

(147) 
(148) 
(149 ) 
(150) 
(151 ) 
(152) 
(153) 

p.1S.6), (1e) (Dilts p.15.11), (21b) (Dilts p.21.23). 
v. Fl [p.123]. 
v. S [pp.71-72]. 
v. F4 [p. 1 47] . 
v. vp [p.173]. 
v. codices Ulpiani [pp.191-192]. 
The exception is (7Sb) in R and this is a faded marginal note. 
A. Wangrin, Quaestiones de scholiorum Demosthenicorum fontibus, pars prior: 
De Harpocratione et Aelio Dionysio Pausaniaque atticistis , Diss. Halis Saxonum 
1883, reviewed by L. Cohn PhiJologische Anzeiger XV 188S pp.44-S8, esp. 
pp.5S-58. Wangrin applies the method which Freyer used in connection with 
the origin of the scholia on Aiskhines, T. Freyer "Quaestiones de scholiorum 
Aeschineorum fontibus", Leipziger Studien zur klassischen Philiogie S 
(1882) pp.239-388. G. Wentzel, "Zu den atticistiscen Glossen des Photios ", 
Hermes 30 (1895) pp.367-384, draws a similar conclusion about the 
influence of Aelios Dionysos on the scholia on Thoukydides. For further 
criticisms of this approach v. Gudeman in RE 2AS 680sqq, Lippold in RE 18.4 
2410. 

(154) W. Schunk, De scholiorum in Demosthenis orationes XVIII, XIX, XXI fontibus 
disputatio critica , Progr. Coburg 1879. For his conclusions v. Oomen Zosimo 
p.46. Gudeman RE 2AS does not discuss lexicographical scholia in detail but 
does favour the influence of Harpokration for disseminating the material in 
Didymos. 

(155) Lossau Palingenesia p.95. 
(156) Fragments of a lexicon on the Meidias speech, Wessely Stud. z. Pal. u. Pap. IV 

(190S) pp.111-113 and a lexicon on the speech against Aristokrates, Blass 
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(157) 

(158) 
(159) 

(160) 
(161 ) 
(162) 

(163) 
( 164) 

Hermes pp.148-163, Diels and Schubart Didymus pp.78-82. 
v. S. Gloeckner, "Quaestiones Rhetoricae ", Bres/auer phil%gische 
Abhand/ungen 8 (1901) p.96 n.1. On pp.96-98 Gloeckner notes examples of 
correlation between the scholia demosthenica and Hermogenes and Minukian. 
Also v. Lossau Palingenesia p.144. 
v. Theorik [pp.285-287]. 
v. Fl [pp.121-122], F4 [pp.148-149], S [pp.73-79]. As the contribution of 
R mirrors that of S, it was not discussed in detail in the chapter on R. 
v. S [pp.73-79]. 
Plut. Perik. 9. 
Theopompos v. (Dilts p.61.12) on 0.2.6, (Dilts p.69.24) on 0.2.17, (Dilts 
p.132.17) on 0.7.39, (Dilts p.137.12) on 0.8.43. Philokhoros v. (Dilts 
p.51.23) on 0.2.1, (Dilts p.487.1) on 0.20.52. 
cf scholia on Aiskhines where dates occur. 
v. Ulpian [pp.39-42]. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
CONCLUSION 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Subject Matter 

The authors and compilers of the scholia on the First Olynthiac are 
remarkably consistent in their approach. There is little variation in 
the subjects which interest them. The rhetorical analysis of the 
speech and aspects of language receive the most attention. The 
historical background of the speech and lexicography attract the 
majority of the remaining comments. A few comments are made about 
style, etymology and geography. 

Ulpian and the other authors employ similar terminology. Terms 
such as av'ttSecrtcr, av'ttm1t'tov and 1(ect>~Aat(x are used in a similar way. We 
might expect this similarity, given that the authors are discussing one 
topic. However, there appears to be more significance because the 
Rhetores Graeci do not always use the same terms in the same way as 
the authors of the scholia. There are no references to anticipated 
objections for example. Moreover, there are two approaches to 
rhetorical interpretation ; that of the commentators on individual 
speeches and that of the writers of rhetorical handbooks. They share a 
common fundamental approach, but thereafter their approaches are 
different. I have found little evidence to suggest that the writers of 
rhetorical handbooks also wrote scholia. Apsines is a possible 
exception. 

The handbooks take the elements of stasis and subdivide them into 
a sophisticated system. The authors of the scholia adopt the familiar 
approach of stasis theory, but the sophisticated classification is 
absent. The reason for this may be that general rhetorical handbooks 
did not cover the same ground as commentaries on individual speeches. 
The difference is explained either by a difference in discipline or by a 
difference in generation to which the author belonged. 

There are clear ties between the scholia and the Rhetores Graeci 
in the case of language. Examples of figures of speech, cited by the 
authors of scholia are sometimes apparent quotations from 
Hermogenes or others of the Rhetores Graeci. Such quotations provide 
a useful terminus post quem for the composition of these individual 
scholia. They also counter the view that the scholia are based on the 
scholarship of Alexandria. With a few exceptions, it is impossible to 
determine whether the relationship between the scholia and the 
Rhetores Graeci is direct. Many of the handbooks produced by the 
Rhetores Graeci were used in schools and it is apparent that there 
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were stock examples of some linguistic features. 
The historical content of the scholia is rightly criticised, but the 

critics do not make allowances for the fact that the s c h 0 Ii a 
Demosthenica are not historical commentaries. The failings of the 
authors of these scholia are the failings of the age. The source of the 
information which we do find is likely to have been other speeches as 
well as epitomised versions of the Atthidographers. 

It is harder to draw conclusions about the comments on 
lexicography. This type of scholion could have entered the tradition at 
almost any stage in the transmission. The brevity of these scholia 
makes them characterless. No single lexicon is favoured over another 
by the contribution of a codex. These scholia may have provided source 
material for later lexica, or may be extracts from lexica which are no 
longer extant. Both interpretations are valid, but I would suggest that 
the scholia Demosthenica have little to offer the compilers of lexica. 

Systematic Approach 

The approach of the authors and compilers of the scholia, with 
significant exceptions, is to comment on a feature as it occurs in the 
speech. Thus, the comments are not subdivided into categories and 
discussed topic by topic. We are not given the underlying structure of 
the speech apart from a basic analysis of the rhetorical structure. 
This approach is contrasted with Ulpian's which outlines the structure 
of the speech at the beginning of the discussion. Ulpian then follows 
this structure in the detailed analysis. Ulpian reveals more obvious 
control of his material. The speech is analysed almost phrase by 
phrase. A useful contrast are the contributions of codices A and Pr in 
which there is no explanation for the appearance of a particular 
comment. 

The opinions put forward in the scholia of the major traditions are 
sensible and sometimes the collection as a whole reveals a degree of 
coherence. The prime example is the case of codex R where I have 
argued that there is a core of scholia in that codex which appear to 
have been written by the same person. Internal consistency suggests 
one of two things ; either that the collection is based on a work by an 
individual scholar, or that the compilers of scholia have a positive 
role. These alternatives are not exclusive. Surprisingly few 
contradictions occur in the traditions. Most of these occur in the 
codices Ulpiani and are the result of an apparent attempt to produce 
alternative interpretations of the same passage. If the scholia were 
simply a random collection we would expect inconsistencies and lack 
of coherence. My attempts to discern the unity of a collection of 
scholia do not deny the complexity of the accumulation of scholia in 
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the codices. Unity is unexpected. 

Contemporaneity of the Scholja 

The similarity in subject matter, terminology and approach in the 
major collections of scholia suggests that they may be 
contemporaneous. There are more specific points which strenghten 
this suggestion. Comments in one tradition sometimes echo those of 
another. An obvious example is the reference to Zeno of Kition by 
Ulpian and the author of (36b) in codex R and the references to the 
<X1ttatOt interpretation. In the chapter on sources I concluded that the 
names of scholars who are mentioned in the scholia belong to the first 
six centuries A.D.. Gregory of Nazianzos is the latest figure to be 
mentioned. No other individual can be identified after this period. 
There is evidence that Zosimos worked on at least two of the 
speeches, including the First Olynthiac. How much of his and other 
named scholars' work is present depends on interpretation and 
conjecture. Solid proof is absent. It cannot be denied that study of 
rhetoric was thriving at this period. The composition of the scholia 
may belong to the second to sixth centuries but the period of 
compilation is another matter. It is surprising to be able to be so 
specific. 

Development of Commentaries 

When the lectures or commentaries were written they were 
produced separately from the text. These commentaries were known 
as U1tOJl vrlJ.Hlta. It is possible that the transfer of U1toJlv{Jl<lt<l into the 
margins of texts, where they became known as scholia could certainly 
have been taking place by the sixth century. The compilation date is 
difficult to ascertain because there may have been several phases of 
transmission. It is unlikely that the transfer began after the era of 
Iconoclasm because of the perishability of the materials upon which 
the U1tOJlV"Jl<lt<l were written. It is also impossible to state where any 
manuscript was produced, though Constantinople, Gaza and Antioch are 
likely candidates. In fact anywhre where there was a large library is a 
possibility. Therefore the scholia play a significant part in the 
development in the preservation of commentaries. 

Value of the Scholia Demosthenica 

We have very little scholarly comment from antiquity. So from 
the point of view of those interested in the history of scholarship, the 
scholia Demosthenica provide valuable evidence of thriving and 
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competent scholarship. They are particulary important for evidence of 
Menander and Zosimos of Askalon. 

The scholia are also valuable for modern scholars of Demosthenes. 
They were written by people for whom rhetoric was important and 
practical. Therefore their interpretation of Demosthenes' arguments 
ought to be informed. More importantly, Aristotle's approach to 
rhetoric is broadly similar to that of the authors of the scholia. The 
ideas which underlie stasis theory are common to both. So even though 
the rhetoric of the opening centuries A.D. is highly developed and we 
have no reason to suppose that Demosthenes wrote according to these 
precepts, we do have some idea of what contemporaries might have 
made of his speeches : that is an assessment of Demosthenes on his 
own terms. This is particularly important because modern scholars 
treat the deliberative speeches as though they were forensic speeches 
and analyse accordingly. The flexibility of the approach of the 
commentators in the scholia is attractive. 

purpose of the Scholia 

There are two questions to be answered. Why was rhetoric studied 
in the second to sixth centuries A. D.? Why was there interest in 
compiling scholia in the centuries thereafter ? 

The Ulpiani prolegomena have the feel of a lecture to advanced 
students of rhetoric. Points to note are the hurried conclusion and the 
personality of the author. Other commentaries, such as those found in 
codex R and the codices Ulpiani lack personality and it may be that 
they represent written commentaries. I have also noted examples of 
comments which are so elementary that we feel we are dealing with 
elementary tuition. vp is a special case, because it contains extracts 
from Byzantine geographical lists and are a later development. 

The reason for instruction in rhetoric was not an end in itself, 
because the opportunity for delivering speeches became increasingly 
limited throughout the Byzantine era. We ought to be grateful to the 
philosophers if rhetoric was indeed taught as an introduction to the 
disciplines of Neo-platonism. The scholia in general serve this 
purpose well. They offer informed and interesting analyses of the 
First Olynthiac. 

The issue of Iconoclasm in the seventh century provides a possible 
explanation of the reason why named scholars belong to the preceding 
centuries. The renewed interest thereafter is harder to account for. 
Clearly the preparation for Neo-platonism would still be valid. There 
may have been no great figures in the field of rhetoric after the sixth 
century. The codices which are dated to the fourteenth century and 
later are probably the result of the interest of the Italian Renaissance. 
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There will surely have been some original work at this period but it 
seems to have been relatively insignificant. The Byzantine geographic 
lists are one such example. Perhaps more compilation took place at 
this time. 

SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS 

Dilts' stemma for the relation between the scholia on speeches 
D.1-4 is based on textual criteria and is basically correct. My studies 
have been limited to the First Olynthiac whereas Dilts' account is 
based on his understanding of the relation between the scholia 
traditions on these four speeches. His conclusions may be true for the 
group as a whole, but, as far as the First Olynthiac is concerned his 
stemma requires refinement. It is peculiar, however, that he arranges 
the stemma according to the age of the codex in which the scholia 
appear and not according to the date of the hand which wrote the 
scholia. The age of the codex is irrelevant. It is also odd that he does 
not distinguish hands. 

I shall summarise my main conclusions about each collection of 
scholia and then produce a stemma giving a more precise, though not 
definitive, picture of the relationship. 

The prolegomena Ulpiani are curiously named since they do not 
seem to form an introduction at all. They form a cohesive lecture on 
the First Olynthiac. There is no good reason to deny the suggestion of 
the codices that the author is Ulpian of Antioch. He has control of his 
material but is confusing at times. He demands a technical knowledge 
of his students and reveals a strong personality in his comments. 

The important problem with codex S is that Dilts does not identify 
which hand produced which scholia. Drerup identifies at least four 
hands. Therefore the validity of my conclusions depends on this 
information. Some hands in S are closely related to codex R. They may 
be gemelli , though R gives a fuller version of what I have called the 
core scholia. The margins are very crowded in S and additional 
comments were written in a bifolium which is now lost. F1 and S, 
perhaps a single hand, seem to have had a common source. The 
contribution of S contains a few contradictions. 

Codex R has been undervalued by Dilts and Drerup because it 
contains information found in older collections. It is a well produced 
COdex and therefore a careful collection of scholia is offered. If it is a 
gemellus of S, R may contain an older version of the text. An 
examination of the material reveals that it has several unique scholia 
which together with other scholia found in R and other codices, forms 
a cohesive commentary. This commentary may have been produced in 
the second to third centuries because Zeno of Kition is mentioned and 
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because there is some evidence that the core scholia may have been 
written by Menander Rhetor. His authorship depends on how certain 
anomalies in the order of the scholia in R are explained. Obviously it 
would be important if Menander did prove to be the author, because we 
have very little of the work of this renowned scholar. It was the view 
of Nitsche that Menander was responsible for the majority of the 
scholia. This claim is exaggerated but ought not to be dismissed too 
quickly. 

Codex F contains a collection of scholia on the First Olynthiac by 
four hands. The distribution of scholia and subject matter by the 
individual hands encourages the view that the compilers of these 
scholia were aware of the previous material. F1 offers material found 
in S and there may be a tie between them, perhaps a common source. 
F2 offers more or less independent information. F3 is peculiar because 
it offers only one comment. F4 bears a remarkable Similarity to the 
contribution of the codices Ulpiani. If it proves that F4 and the 
codices Ulpiani are directly related, then my comments about 
compilers taking note of the previous comments in F are weakened. 
However, a direct relationship is unlikely because of the quality of the 
text in F4. Coincidence is then an explanation. It is possible that F4 
was compiled in the eleventh century. The total contribution of F is 
not significant, since most of the scholia found in F are also found in 
other codices. 

Codex Y is mutilated and therefore of limited value. What there is 
casts doubt on the view expressed by Dilts and Drerup that Y 
influenced codex R, since scholia extant in Yare not found in R. Y is 
the exemplar of the codices Ulpiani. 

Codex vp ought to be considered in conjunction with codex Y. The 
first hand produced the geographical lists. The second hand vp2 
provides a copy of the mutilated version of Y. Therefore we know that 
vp2 must have consulted Y after the ninth century. 

Codex A offers comments by two hands which are of little 
consequence, though they serve to counter the suggestion of Drerup and 
Dilts that A influenced Sand R, at least as far as the First Olynthiac 
is concerned. 

Thr codices Ulpiani are misnamed because it is unlikely that they 
could have been written by Ulpian. T, Vb and Wd are the closest of the 
group. F4 is very similar to them and they may share a common source. 
While Y was their exemplar they contain scholia which are not found in 
the extant version of Y. Therefore some compilation took place after 
the ninth century. 

Their inclusion does not form a coherent whole. There are 
examples where alternative interpretations are offered without 
judgement between them. This can produce inconsistencies. 
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Bc and Ob offer unusual interpretations which are unique to them. 
Curiously these cover sections of the speech where T, Vb and Wd are 
weak. These codices raise more questions than they answer. 

Pr provides a useful contrast to most of the older traditions. It 
offers occasional elementary clarifications. It is, therefore, of 
limited value to scholars except as a contrast to the other traditions 
and because it contains the title of the prolegomena. 
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Revised Stemma for the Scholia on the First Olynthiac 

9th century 
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12th century 

13th century 
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VALUE OF THE THESIS 

I have attempted to define for the first time what is meant by the 
terms scholia and scholiast and have concluded that the terms are 
misleading if they are not given a precise meaning. 

The thesis sets a framework for future study of the scholia which 
avoids the failings of previous studies ; specifically the concentration 
on minor topics. 

I have assessed the varying merits of the traditions of scholia and 
the relative merits of each. 

The thesis demonstrates the usefulness of the Demosthenic 
scholia for modern scholars. They are particularly valuable because 
they provide assessment by rhetoricians of deliberative speeches. 

Demosthenic scholia provide a contrast to scholia on Aristophanes 
and Homer. 

I have tried to demonstrate how scholia fit into the development 
of commentaries. 

This thesis also works towards an identification of the sources of 
the scholia. It provides a clearer picture about the development of the 
traditions of scholia. 

I have found evidence to suggest that the sources are not 
Alexandrian, as is widely thought. Of more significance is the possible 
identificationof Menander Rhetor as the author of the core scholia in R. 
There are also indications that Zosimos of Askalon, Zeno of Kition and 
Ulpian of Antioch are other probable sources. 

The conclusions which have been reached, especially with regard 
to the sources, are reasonable but they are based on probabilities. 
They need not be accepted but they form a plausible interpretation of 
the information we have. 

Overall the thesis forms a complement to general works on the 
subject of Greek rhetoric and the beginning of specialised study. 
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FURTHER STUDY 

The following areas require further research as a result of this 
thesis:-

The hands in codex S require examination by palaeographers in 
order to test the validity of the conclusions in the thesis. 

Further research of my own is required to examine 0.2-4 in order 
to discover whether Dilts' interpretation is correct or whether any of 
the refinements proposed in the thesis hold. 

I also propose to examine the remaining Demosthenic scholia by 
individual hands to see whether particular compilers have special 
interests. 

I also intend to test for unified commentaries, especially 0.10 for 
an Ulpianic commentary and codex A in 0.23 as a work by Zosimos of 
Askalon, and to look for further evidence of Menander in the 
contribution of codex R. 

General testing of the conclusions in this thesis regarding subject 
matter, approach and authorship would be welcome. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

THE THEORIK FUND 

THE INSTITUTION OF THE THEORIK FUND 

Throughout this appendix it will be important to bear in mind the 
distinction between the terms theorikon, theorika and theorik fund. 
The theorikon shall be used as the term for the two-obol dole, which 
formed a specific part of the expenditure on public events. This 
general expenditure shall be termed theorika. The term theorik fund 
applies to the money available for such expenditure. 

Perikles 

The institution of the theorikon is attributed to Perikles by 
Plutarch in the following passage : ... 'to;;'tota 0 TI£pt1CATla 

/' " \ \ - / ,I Ka:taSruuxyroyouJ..l£voa 'tp£1t£'tat 1tpoa 't11V 'troY Sl1J..l0atrov StaV0J..l11v, 
./ :>,..... /' " /:,... c.. I. 

<ruJ..l~ouAri>aav'toa au't?> ~aJ..lrovoa 'tou> ~aJ..lroVtSou 'tou Ot 11 9£v, wa ~pta'to'ttA 11 a 
c../ \. \ "'"' \ """"' L ~ """ tOtOP11KE. Kat 'taxu 9£roptKOtcr Kat StKaanKOta A;lJJ..lJ..la01v <iAAatcr 't£ J..lt<J904>opma 

\ /' /' \ - ~-Kat XOP11ytatcr cruvS£Kacraa 'to 1tA1190cr, £XPll'to ... , Per. 9. This attribution 
has been accepted by many scholars(1). Modern scholars have, 
however, paid more attention to Aristotle's comments in the '>A911vatrov 
IIoAtt£{a, which was discovered at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Plutarch is quoting, evidently, from Ath. Pol. 27.4. Aristotle 
associates Perikles with jury pay and other unspecified misthophorai, 
but he says nothing about theorik money. Moreover, he discusses 
theorik money in some detail later on in this work, Ath. Pol. 43.1, 47.2, 
but he does not credit anyone with the institution either of the 
specific two-obol distribution or of a fund. This point should be 
remembered because some commentators argue e silentio that 
Aristotle would have passed some comment if Perikles had instituted 
the distribution or the theorik fund (2). 

It has also been suggested that Philokhoros could have called 
Perikles the founder of the theorikon in the third book of his Atthis . 
This conjecture is based on Harpokration's comments about the 
th 

. / ~ ,....,,, ~ , "\. \ \. ., \ 
eonkon : ... <l>tAOXOPOcr & £v 'tTl y 'tllcr>A't9toocr 4>1101 'to &: 9£roptKOV 11V to 
""' \. \ '" ;. (.1 \,"j .)J"' \ c~ 1tprotov v0J..ltcr9£v SpaXJ..lll 'tTlcr 9£acr, o9£v Kat 'touvoJ..la uaJ3£ Kat 'ta £~l1a ... , 

Harp. S.v. 8£roptK& (3). There are three arguments against this 
interpretation. The first concerns the accuracy of the text and has 
been put foward recently by Ruschenbusch, who based his argument on 
8eloch and Jacoby(4). They believe that the book number is incorrect. 

The letter r is found in the manuscripts. Book three of Philokhoros' 
Atthis covered the period 683 or 594 B.C. to 462 B.CJ5J. However, r 
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could easily be a corruption for E or F. If this is so, then Philokhoros 
may have referred to the origin of the name theorikon in book five 
which covered 403 to 360 B.C., or in book six, which covered 359 t~ 
322 (or 318) B.CJ6J. In these books Philokhoros is not speaking in the 
context of Periklean Athens 

A second objection casts doubt on the passage as specific 
evidence. There is no guarantee that Philokhoros has only discussed 
those matters which arose in the period under examination. It is 
possible that he could digress and mention something relevant but of 
another period. 

A third objection arises from the context in which Harpokration 
quotes Philokhoros and was pointed out by Cawkwell(7). Harpokration 
tells us in the preceding sentence that Agyrrhios initiated the 
theorikon (8). Therefore, it seems unlikely that Philokhoros attributed 
its institution to Perikles, unless Harpokration had reason to reject 
this view. 

Taken together these arguments provide solid grounds for finding 
fault with scholars who attribute something to Philokhoros, as quoted 
by Harpokration, which he probably did not say. Therefore, 
Philokhoros ought to be cited with care as a witness about the 
originator of the theorik fund or the distributions. 

There are other reasons for being sceptical about Plutarch's 
attribution of the institution of the theorikon to Perikles. There is no 
mention of the theorikon in extant comedies written at the time of the 
Peloponnesian War. It may be significant that money for jury service 
and attendance at the assembly are mentioned(9). Early comedy is 
political and so probability increases the likelihood that the theorik 
money would have been mentioned, if it had been a Periklean 
institution. It does seem more than fortuitous that not a single 
reference to this practice occurs. Later comedy of the fourth century 
B.C. does not mention the theorik money even though it certainly did 
exist. Fourth-century comedy is social and so the theorik money was 
not a likely topic. 

It is not surprising that Plutarch formed this notion about 
Perikles. For him, Perikles was the founder of a welfare state and so, 
in the absence of any other information about its institution, Plutarch 
could easily have attributed the foundation of the theorikon to 
Perikles (10). It is now generally accepted that Perikles did not found 
the theorikon. Buchanan takes the view that even if this is so Perikles 
is responsible for creating an atmosphere in Athens where handouts 
were expected(11). Thoukydides and the "Old Oligarch" point to 

sacrifices being provided by the state for the poor(12J. 
Plutarch also mentions demagogues in general as practising this 

type of distribution : 0'1 OTUJ.<Xyroyo\ ... cOO t'Ov OTlJlOV Eta OlaVOJla'cr 1(dl 9EooptKa 
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, \ J ~ '\c. '"' / 

Kat KataO'K€UaO' ayaAJHXto>V Kat t€po>V 1tpoayaYOVt€O', Aristeides 24.5. Van 
Ooteghem interpreted this passage as a hint that Perikles did not found 
the theorik fund but some other demagogue in later years(13). This 
would be to accuse Plutarch of an unlikely change in his attitude. 
Buchanan admits that where Perikles is concerned theorika is a 
misnomer, though it is understandable why later generations might 
have viewed the expenditure which was made for public events in the 
fifth century as theorik(14). It is important, however, to bear in mind 
the distinction between general expenditure and the institution of a 
regular two obol dole. It is this largesse which concerns Plutarch and 
not general expense. 

The remaining evidence in favour of associating Perikles with the 
institution of the theorikon is not likely to be independent. The 
phrase Btav€Jl€tv to 8€o>ptKOV in Lukian, Timon. 49, refers to another 
period in its dramatic setting in the Periklean age(15). Plutarch may 
have been his source. A scholion on Aeschines 3.24 is clear, but again 
his independence is doubtful: xp-nJlata 8€o>ptK"~ >A811vatot Bt£v£rJlavto 1tPOOtov 

"c../ /.:>,/ . 
apaXJ.Lllv £KaO'tO>t II£ptwouO" Et011'Y'lO'aJlEvou .... The Independence of the 

h I· D 1 1· ··1 I d btf I .::> / s:.' C/ ,/ """ sc 0 Ion on .. IS simi ar y ou u: to't€OV u£ Ott ta XPllJ.Lata tauta ta 
./ \"> / '? > '" c ,... .., " / . 

al1J.Loma 8€o>ptKa €1tOtllO'£v €~ apXllO" 0 II€ptKAllO' Bt' atttav totautTlv (Dilts 
p.16.8-9). 

Kleophon 

Kleophon is another name which some commentators have linked to 
the institution of the theorikon(16). He exercised power from 410 B.C. 

,... e ,/ 
and instituted the diobelia according to Aristotle : KA€O$o>V 0 AUP01tOtoO', 

6'cr Kdt thy BtO>~£Afuv t1t6ptO'£ 1tprotoO', Ath.Pol. 28.3. Although no writer in 
antiquity associated Kleophon with the theorikon, the identification of 
the two obol theorik dole with the diobelia has led to this inference. 
Van Ooteghem argued that the diobelia was a short term form of poor 
relief which Kleophon introduced~"'~cUthe end of the Peloponnesian War, 
because of the hardships caused by the long conflict(17J. The general 
economic position at this period makes it very unlikely that Kleophon 
would have introduced the theorikon on top of poor relief(18). Those 
who do support the identification of diobelia with the theorikon cite 
Sources which refer to a two obol payment. There were many payments 
involving two obols, but the connection with the theorikon is not 
evident in each case. The diobelia is not mentioned(19J. 
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Agyrrhios 

There are two main pieces of evidence linking Agyrrhios with the 
theorikon. The first is direct and has been mentioned already. This is 
the passage in Harpokration, S.v. e€COptK~ which says : 9€COPtK~ ~v 'ttv~ ~v 

'" /' ]\ I'"'l ,..., I/'./ ......... , 
KOt Vol XPTlJHXta , a1to tCOV tTl a 1tOA-€COO 1tpoooocov O'U v ayo Jl€V a , tCXUtcx O€ 

/' I .. ~:> '''' / ./) ~ ':>,-.. 
xpot€pov JoLt V €to taO' tOU 1tOA£JlOU xp€tao €<j>uAatt€to KCXt €KaA.£t to O'tPCX'ttO>'tl.Kd 
q s:~ / :;,/ ~ s: /' \ \ '''2: '" ' 
uO't€pov Ut Kat€'tt9€to €to t€ taO oTlJlomao Kata01(EUao Kat OtCXVOJlCXO', rov 1tpCOtoO' 
~I / '- /'. . 
Tlp~cxtO ~yuPPtOO ° OTlJlaycoyoo. Since Harpokratlon then goes on to 
mention what Philokhoros says about the origin of the name theorikon, 
it seems that Philokhoros was not his source for Agyrrhios' name. 
Harpokration is talking about the institution of theorika rather than 
the two-obol dole. It is also important to note that he mentions a sum 
of money which was used for military purposes and was later used for 
theorik purposes. 

Van Ooteghem rejected the possibility that Agyrrhios was the 
founder for similar reasons to those which he adduced in rejecting the 
suggestion that Perikles founded the theorikon ; that is silence from 
Aristotle and comedy. He also proposed financial hardship as a reason 
why the theorikon was unlikely to have been founded in the late fifth 
or early fourth century(20). There is no documentary evidence 
supporting its existence before the fourth century. 

Ruschenbusch also rejects Agyrrhios as a possible founder, basing 
his argument on the text of Harpokration's quotation from Philokhoros. 
If r should read F, then Philokhoros is referring to the theorikon in the 
period 359-322 B.CJ21 J. Agyrrhios' floruit occurs in the first quarter 
of the fourth century(22J. Although Ruschenbusch concedes the 
possibility that r should read E, he fails to follow it up(23). If 
Harpokration is quoting from this book, book five, then Philokhoros is 
discussing the years 404-360 B.C., when Agyrrhios' influence was at 
its peak. The possibility also remains that Philokhoros is digressing 
and that the reference to the theorikon belongs to another period. 

The second piece of evidence comes from Zenobios Provo 3.271 : 
-' \ " \ \:G.L . d' H kh' EXt &to<j>avtou to 9€COptlCOV t:.:Tt:.V€tO. This entry IS also foun In esy lOS, 

S.V. opaXJl~ xaAa~cooa, and in the Souda , S.V. ~1491. Diophantos is 
identified as the eponymous archon for 395-394 B.CJ24J. There is 
widespread agreement that the sources are muddling the archon with a 
state benefactor of the same name who was a contemporary of 
Euboulos(25). The sch~lion on Aeschines 3.24 makes reference to the 

q" /,\ 1""'\ '" '" latter individual: 1tOA-A-tt aJla XPTlJlata Ot€v€tJlavto €1tt t~ tOU 9€o>ptKOU 
" '\ / ,~)" / It . sible 1tpoq,aO'€t , ta Jl€V ~to<tKiVtou , ta & EU~OUAOU otav€JlovtoO' ... . IS pos , 

though unlikely, that the theorikon was instituted during the 
archonship of 395-394 B.C. and that this individual just happens to 
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share the same name. 
Cawkwell relates Harpokration's reference to Agyrrhios to the 

introduction of pay for attendance at the assembly(26). Harpokration 
is simply muddled. The inclusion of Agyrrhios' name may be a gloss 
because the Souda, which contains the same entry, s.v. a 219, omits the 
reference to Agyrrhios. Another explanation may be that Agyrrhios 
was the first to use part of the military fund for public festivals but 
that the institution of the regular two obol dole did not take place 
until later. 

Euboulos 

With the evidence so far proving inconclusive, there remains one 
more name to consider, Euboulos. Justin, the epitomiser of Trogus 
Pompeius, refers to theorik money in all but name. Speaking of events 
following the death of Epaminondas in 362 B.C., he says: non ut olim in 
classem exercitus sed in dies festos apparatuque ludorum reditus 
pub/icos effundunt .. , Tunc vectigal publicum, quo antea milites et 
remiges alebantur, cum urbano populo dividi coeptum ,6.9.3-5. This is 
surely the same practice to which Harpokration is referring in 
connection with Agyrrhios(27J. Kahrstedt and van Ooteghem favour 
this later date, but are not prepared to say who they think was 
responsible for this institution (28J. 

Euboulos is an obvious candidate since his name is associated 
strongly with the theorikon. One source is Philinos. Harpokration, s.v. 
8eropl1c<x, gives Philinos' account of the origin of the name aeroptlCOV as 
an alternative to that given by Philokhoros : <l>tAtvOO" B~ ev tTl 1tp60" 

,.. \ ;>" ::» " ,;> /' " ,"" '/ , 
Lo$OKA.£OUO" K<Xt EuptmBou £tKOV<XO" 1t£pt EU~OUAOU /"'e:yrov $l1mv £KAllall Be 
8 '(.1" / c- / ~J / 'I'A ~ " a.. , I eropt lCOV, Ott troy Atovumrov U1tOYUrov ovtrov Bt£vEtf.J£v Eu...,ouI\;oO" EtO" t11V \J uO"tav , 
L/ I' c. / \,... / ,,-. ........> ~ ~" ~ , 
tva 1t<XVt£O" £opt<x~rom K<Xt tllO" a£ropt<XO" JlllOCtO" troy 1tOAttroV <X1tOl\.t:,t1tllt<Xt ot 

acr8Ev£t<XV troy ?B~rov." Philinos should be a reliable source, if quoted 
correctly, because he was a near contemporary of Euboulos(29). 
Unless the theorikon acquired its name late, and there seems no good 
reason to think so, Philinos is saying that Euboulos began the theorikon 
in its best known form. 

There is other evidence which supports this interpretation. This 
is the corrected version of the text in Harpokration whereby r ought to 
read F, thus connecting the origin of the theorikon, or at least its 
name, to the period of Euboulos' influence(30). Philokhoros' account , ,... 

that the name originated from the purpose of the money, Bp<XXJ.111 tllO" 
/ 

8eaO", is entirely compatible with Philinos' version. 
There is another relevant entry in Harpokration, s.v. EJf3ouAOO", 

h' h 1..1 \ , ')' ::> a / tOO" W IC quotes from Theopompos : Ott 011 011Jl<XYCOYoO" llV £1tt <xveO"ta , 
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) I '\ / ~ / \ r' 
£1t1.j.J£A:l1 0' 'te K:at cptAt1tOVOO', apyuptov 1:£ cruxvov 1tOPt~rov 'totO' :>A frrtvoo.Ota Ot[Vell C 

\ _\ \ /'\ ::> '\ '" / ;";> / ,-..., 

OtO leat 'tllv 1tOl\.tV em 'tll0' 'tOU'tOU 1tOAt'tetaO' avopo'ta'tTlv ledt pa9uJlo't6:rnv 
,/ , /' ,/ ::> "" , "'" (3 ) .. '. 

<rove~ll -yEve0'9at, 8eo1tOfl1t00' ev '91 t 'troY <1>tAt1t1ttleCOv 1. Ruschenbusch 
believes that Theopompos holds Euboulos responsible for the 
institutio n (32). This interpretation is persuasive ,because Ot£VEtJlE 
(aorist) implies that Euboulos proposed the distribution. The aorist 
can hardly mean "continued to distribute". Philinos, as quoted by 
Harpokration, also uses the aorist in connection with Euboulos and the 
theorik money (Ot~VEtfl£ E?~OUAOO'). 

If we assume that Trogus Pompeius consulted the Atthidographers 
as a source(33), then it seems reasonable to conclude that a date for 
the foundation of the theorikon is indeed post 360 B.C.. Kahrstedt 
suggests that the passage in Justin may be an oblique allusion to a law 
introduced by Diophantos of Sphettos, Euboulos' colleague(34). 
Cawkwell prefers a date later than 362 B.C. for the institution of the 
theorikon, on the ground that Athens was in no position financially to 
pay for distributions because of the war. Thus Cawkwell tentatively 
suggests that Euboulos was its creator(35). There is no doubt in the 
mind of Ruschenbusch that Euboulos instituted the theorik fund. He 
stresses not only the emendation of the fragment of Philokhoros but 
also Philinos' account(36). Euboulos does seem to be the best 
candidate for the founder of the two obol dole. He may have 
introduced the term geropt leU' which covers other kinds of public 

expenses(37). However, this is not to say that other politicians did not 
use public money to finance public entertainments. The development 
of the use of public money for public events accounts for the silence of 
our sources about the institution of the theorika and the fund. No one 
man was responsible for its creation, but Euboulos seems to have 
instituted the specific two-obol theorik distribution. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE THEORIKON 

Contemporary evidence is vague about the purpose of Euboulos' two 
. ''"' obol dole. Philokhoros, as quoted by Harpokration, calls It opaXflll 'tTla 

,;- ~l I l- I\..;:"\ 
SEaa, and Philinos' says this of the purpose: tva 1tav'tEO' eop'ta~rom leat 'rTla 

/ '- t"\ ":> / ;",... ~~/ (38) Th S£coptaa flTlOCtO' 'troY 1tOAt'troV a1toA.et1tT}'tat Ott a0'gevEtaV 'troY tutrov . e 
evidence of late antiquity is decisive. Libanios gives the clearest 

C '"' '" ;".) \ 
statement, Hypoth ad D.1, 4. : ot 1tpoeO''tro'tEO' 'troy ..')A91lvatrov rovlltoua 
);/ \..;/ \.. rr >Ic / I , :>(,t ,\' \ 
£1tOtllO'avto 'touo' t01tOUO' leat eKaO''tOv eoet otOovat OU o .... ol\.oua leat 

/ ~ 'I c 1_' ~ \ '"'" Co ~ ""'.-l}'" :> _'\ I 
lmtaJ3aA.ov'ta geav £XEtV. tva & flll OOKCOO'tV Ot 1teVT}1:£O' AU1tetuuat 'tCf (lVUAO>Jlan, 
~ "'" / / ,I :> / , ~,~ ,\" S"I 
£1C tou 0Tlflomou Aafl~aVetV £leaO''tov E'tax911 'tOUO' OU o~ol\.oua. Iml ar 

accounts are found in the Souda , S.v. 9 218, 220, and in scholion (1f) 
1 ,.... '-I ""'.:> 

we find the following variant : c.O&te Aafl~aVEtV EV 'too 9Erop£tV £leaatov tOW EV , 
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,..,./. s:r:> /' (/ \. " / ? ~ I 
t1] 1tOA£t uUO o (30A,OUa, tva tOY J..1£V KatCXax-n EtO" tOtav tp 0 11\11/ v tdV o£ ~ ...... 

, I ~/ ....) I' "'/ I 't', UAAOV 
xapEXEtV Exo>at tep apXttEK'tOVl tou 8Eatpou ... (Dilts p.1S.28-30). In this 
version one obol is given as an entrance payment and the other is 
intended to subsidise the cost of a meal. 

There is some evidence from the fourth century that entrance fees 
were paid. Demosthenes protests that if he had not seen to it that 
Philip's ambassadors should be given seats of honour, they would have 
watched the play from the two obol seats : tv tOtV OUOtV 0(30Aotv 

~e€~pouv, D.18.28. This event took place in 346 B.C. However, the 
specific meaning of lv tOtV OUOtV ~(30A01.V is not made clear. He might be 
meaning seats which cost two obols or he might mean among the 
subsidised seats. 

Two passages in Theophrastos are also pertinent. In the first he 
\:> / s:' \ '"', / , <:: \, says : Kat EV 8auJ.laat uE toua xaA.Koua EKA£')'Et v Ka8 EKaatov 1t(Xpto>v Kat 

/ / '"'" \ I' / \ ....... __ .:> ""' 
,.ulx€a8at toutota tOt a to aUJ.l(3oA,OV <!>Epoum Kat 1tpOtKa 8ECOPEtV a~toum, Char. 
6.4. Theophrastos is talking about a token which would enable 
individuals to watch an entertainers show free of charge. The nature 
of the entertainment is unclear. We should, however, be wary of 
applying the same approach to major religious festivals. The second 

. f' 'd \ J: / s:~ ') ,.... / :) /' \ \. passage gives Irmer eVI ence : Kat ~EVota ut autou 8Eav ayopaaaa Jl11 ooua 
\ / "':>/" \. , L '"' ~ \ <: I\.\. 

to J.l€poa 8ECOPEt v, a')'Et v & Kat 'toua utEta Eta t1lv UatEpatav Kat tOY ltatooyroyov , 

Char. 9.5. This is certainly suggestive of payment, but we are not 
informed what sort of event is being attended. The notion of 
successive days need not necessarily imply a festival, nor is it clear 
whether Theophrastos is referring to developments which took place 
towards the end of the fourth or the beginning of the third century B.C .. 

There is inscriptional evidence from the Peiraie.us that entrance 
money was paid : [Kat&(3aAA,€tV 0'£ toba -r1Kov]taa 8Eo>p£tV cfpyU'pato[v tb 

• I' 'C /, c... I' / /' :::> \ I ] fG tEta'YJl€vov 7tA,llv o1to]aota Ot 0llJ.l0tat 7tpo[EOptaV OEOO>Kamv Eta taa 8Eaa ... , . . 

112 1176, 2-4. This inscription is dated to circa 360 B.C. Although the 
management of a small theatre in the Peiraie.us may not be considered 
apt evidence for the practice in Athens, particularly at the Theatre of 
Dionysos, it does show that entrance money was a contemporary 
practice. 

According to Pickard-Cambridge the question of the existence and 
use of tickets in Athens requires re-examination. He points to articles 
in which surviving objects have been claimed to be theatre tickets but 
whose identification is often dubious(39). The problem of distribution 
adds to the doubt about their existence. There is evidence that the two 
obol theorik dole was distributed in the demes(40J. It is improbable 
that tickets were also available here, because of the inefficiency 
inherent in such a system. There is no point in handing over two obols 
in order for them to be handed straight back, in exchange for tickets. 
Simpler would be to distribute tickets instead of money. Yet tickets 
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would have to have been available from other sources for those people, 
perhaps the well-to -do, who preferred not to accept this subsidy(41 J, 
This touches upon the difficult question of who attended the 
performances ; whether women and metics were permitted to attend, 
It has been argued that there was insufficient space at the entrance to 
a theatre to sell tickets at the door( 42). Modern commentators may 
have erroneously inferred the existence of tickets from allusions to 
entrance money. The silence of comedy on this matter is curious but 
probably insignificant. None of the sources mentions tickets 
specifically. 

Another inscription deals with the account of a theatre in 
Akharnai and is dated to the end of the fourth century B,C. : ". tOY 
) \ 'I [ , /.] , \. /' c ..>\ _~ _ \ :> / 
EVl<XutOV EKa crtOV tOY taJlt av Kat tOY 011Jlapx[ov Ot av att ap]xooffiv :.1.1: 

\ .)\ ..... ..:> /' """':> /. ;> r'\ / 2 
opaXJlacr [a1to tOU apyu]ptOU tou EYAEYOJlE[VOU EK tOU 8E]atpou ... , I.G. II 
1206.2-5. Either this money has come from a lessee of the theatre or 
else from entrance money. A choice is difficult and invites the 
question about the need for entrance money. 

The sources from late antiquity agree that a nominal entrance fee 
was introduced in order to alleviate problems caused by overcrowding. 
L'b' ff t' I ~.)/ \ '\ \. / / I amos 0 ers a yplca account : OUK OVtocr to 1taAatOv 8EatpOU At8tvou 

:J .... .> \ I I ~/ , I / 
ltap' aUtotcr, aAAa ~UAtVOOV cruJl1t1lyvuJlEvoov tKptOOV, Kat 1taVtOOV KataAaJlJ3aVEtV 

I " '\ / I ,/ '.\ ..... 
'tOltOV crlt€UOOV'tOOV, 1tAllyat 't' €ytvov'tO Kat 1tOU Kat 'tpauJla'ta. 'tou'to KO>Aucrat 

/ '- - ""' / >. ,> I ,/' 
~OUA118Ev'tEcr Ot 1tPO€cr'tO>'t€cr 'to>V JAEhlvato>v ooV1l'toucr E1totllcrav'to 'toucr 't01tOucr ... , 

Hypoth. ad D.I , 4 (43). Yet the contemporary sources say nothing about 
entrance fees, let alone the reasons for introducing them. The account 
given by Libanios and the others may be a story invented to account for 
the introduction of a supposed entrance fee. The problems created by 
inadequate facilities may be based on a historical event in the early 
fifth century B.C., when part of the theatre may have collapsed. There 
is some archaeological evidence which can be adduced in support of 
this theory(44). Thus, the account of the introduction of entrance fees 
is possible and has been accepted by some commentators(45). 

It is appropriate to ask what happened to the money which was 
paid over as the entrance fee, supposing there was one. One possibility 
is that all the money was returned to the city coffers(46). This is 
unacceptable. Tokens would have been just as effective as an entrance 
fee and reduced costs through less wastage. Some of those who 
received the dole may not have turned up at the event. There would 
have been no reason for Demosthenes' ire at this distribution if it 
consisted of an enclosed flow of money which required little 
additional expense after the initial outlay. Libanios' position is 
unclear. Although he makes reference to the absence of a stone 
theatre, he does not say whether the entrance money was an attempt 
to reduce overcrowding, and thus prevent further accidents, or whether 
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the entrance money was meant to subsidise the construction of a new 
theatre. 

Another possibility is that entrance money was paid to the lessee 
of the theatre who had been granted the contract to run and care for 
the theatre. There is some inscriptional evidence to back this up, from 
which Pickard-Cambridge concludes that "in the early fourth century 
B.C. the deme handed over the theatres to contractors who assumed 
responsibility of providing seating and appear to have collected the 
fees for admission, though towards the end of the century we find an 
&PXt ttKtCOV in charge"(47J. Demosthenes makes reference to the 
) /' ')\ / \ -- \;>- ~....., ...... 
apxttEKtCOV : II 9E<XV flll K<xtavEtfl<xt tOY upxttElC'tOV' <XUtOtcr KEA£Ucr<xt ; , 0.18.28. 
There seems evidence that the 6;PXtt{KtCOV was the individual 
responsible for the running of the theatre, and perhaps in Athens, as in 
the Peiraios, he was contracted to do the job under a lease. The only 
way he could recoup his expenses was by collecting entrance money. 
But we cannot be certain that this was the system in Athens and, if so, 
at which periods. The practice may have been different for different 
festivals. 

The author of (1 f) is thinking along the lines of payment to an 
&pXtt~KtCOV (Dilts p.15.28-31). He regards one obol as a form of subsidy 
to an architect in order to build a stone theatre. A subsidy of this kind 
is anachronistic(48). Besides which, it would be a very long time 
before sufficient money was raised. The remark about a stone theatre 
looks as though it may be a gloss which has entered the text at some 
point during transmission of the scholion. If this is so, then the 
original commentator is conflating the idea of an entrance fee and a 
meal subsidy, and would be the only account where the money paid as 
an entrance fee was one obol. This is the only source which makes a 
direct reference to a meal subsidy. The contemporary account of 
Philinos is compatible both with the idea of an entrance fee and with a 
meal subsidy. 

There are those who have picked up on the commentator's account 
and hold that one obol was for food and that the other was paid as an 
entrance fee which then returned to the state treasury(49 J. Such an 
interpretation places too much weight on the authenticity of a solitary 
source from late antiquity and makes assumptions about the duty of 
the apXtttKtCOV which appear to go against extant inscriptional 
evidence. 

The evidence is not conclusive, but there seems to be reason to 
believe that entrance money was paid in order to attend a performance 
in the theatre even in the 340s B.C.. There is no contemporary evidence 
to link the two obol theorik dole with this entrance money, and even 
less to point to the use of tickets. The sources fail to inform us which 
events they have in mind. For example, a two obol entrance fee may 
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have. ~een required for all events and only a few of these were 
subSldl~~d. There could have been a divison between religious and 
non-religious performances. Many of the performances were connected 
to religious festiv~ls an~ to our minds .it would seem strange to charge 
people for attending this act of worship. Our attitudes might be very 
different from the Athenians' of course. A third possibility is that an 
entrance fee was payable at all events, but that the theorik dole was 
intended simply as a meal sudbsidy. A fourth, and more satisfactory 
interpretation, is to suppose that the two-obol largesse was handed 
out on the occasion of festivals, but did not match a specific purpose. 
The recipients could do with it what they wished. The modern 
Christmas bonus is a useful analogy. The contemporary evidence of 
Philinos accords with an unspecified purpose. The identification of 
the theorik dole as entrance money is understood if there happened to 
be a theatre entrance fee of two obols. 

COST AND ADMINISTRATION 

The two obol dole seems to have been restricted to the celebration 
of the Dionysia at first. This is implied by Philinos' remarks, because, 
having talked about the institution of the theorik dole during the 
O· . " . L ,/. t:. / \ / :¥ lonysla, he goes on to say : aAAo't£ J-LtVtOt aAArocr roptmhl to BtBoJ,J£vov Etcr t£ 

tdO' 9~acr Kd;t Ercr t~cr 9ucftacr K~t €Opt~cr .. ,(50). The sources which define 

the theorikon as BpaXJl11 t11cr 9Eacr are perhaps thinking that it was given 
out three times during the Dionysia(51). There is support for the view 
that theorik money was given out at other times(52). This passage 

• '3" \ \ :)1. I (.\ / :> 
from the Souda IS a good example : 11V Be Kat aAAa 9EroptKa, a Bt£v£J,J£tO £v 
trucr £Optrucr tt 1t6Atcr, 9 220. One such occasion was the Great 
P . \ \ .... c:- / 
anathenala, as Demosthenes tells us : Kat Jl£ta tauta 11K£ TIcxvcx911VCXtrov 

.,/ "" I' - / \' / Th OVtoov trov Jley<XAroV t11 BtaBocr£t 1tpocr to 9EroptKOV, 0.44.37. ere are some 
commentators who I reject the possibility that the theorik distributions 
were connected with more than a dole given out during festivals (53). 
There is evidence that there was more to theorik expenditure(54J, 

The theorik distributions were held to be of great political 
importance. Plutarch quotes the demagogue Demades who was active 
in the second half of the fourth century B.CJ55): KbAAav 6voJlcx~rov t'a 
6EOOPtK?t t~cr B11JlOKpat(acr, Mor. 1011B. This is an extravagant 
assessment of the theorik distributions, especially if they were 
concerned with a two obol dole a few times a year. It is possible that 
the political importance of the distribution exceeded its value in 
terms of cost. However, the importance attached to the theorik money 
suggests that there was more to it than two-obol distributions. 

The financial cost to Athens of the two-obol distributions has 
elicited varying estimates from commentators. These range from 15 
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talents or less, according to Jones and Kahrstedt, or as much as 90 
talents according to Buchanan and Boeckh(56). The two factors which 
determine the amount are the number of recipients and the number of 
occasions when the subsidy was paid. Let us suppose that all the 
citizens of Athens received the dole, regardless of whether they 
attended the theatre or not. A recent argument puts forward an adult 
male population of 30,000(57). This figure is higher than other 
estimates, and so will give the maximum amount payable. When the 
subsidy is only paid for three days during the Dionysia, the cost to the 
city is 5 talents. If we suppose that the subsidy was paid on some 30 
occasions, which is a reasonable guess, the cost to Athens is 50 
talents. This amount does not seem to warrant the attention which 
Demosthenes gave to it. 

As a comparison, Demosthenes details the cost of the campaign 
which he is proposing in the First Philippic , D.4.28, and this amounts 
to 92 talents. It is difficult to understand why Demosthenes implies 
that the cessation of theorik payments would yield sufficient money to 
finance a double campaign, D.1.17-20. The amount of money involved 
must have been greater than the 50 talents, unless we agree with 
Jones that Demosthenes was concerned by the principle of doles and 
not the sums of money involved(58). However, Demosthenes was in 
charge of the theorik fund himself in 337 B.CJ59), and since the post 
was elective, Demosthenes was probably not morally opposed to the 
theorikon. One way of arguing for a high mount of money is to suppose 
that the theorik dole was not restricted to adult men but was given to 
every freeborn inhabitant of Athens to include women. This approach 
would certainly support the possibility of very large sums of money 
but would grant women recognition unusual in Athens. The alternative 
is to suppose that the two-obol dole was only part of an institution 
which came to be known as the theorika. 

There is one passage which suggests that the scope of the theorika 
was wider. Aiskhines, 3.24-26, argues that Demosthenes should not 
have received honours before he had completed a EtiSuva for at least 
one of his two posts. The two offices which Demosthenes held in 

">/ \ \ ) \ \ \ ~ ./ 
337/6 B.C. are given as follows : apxrov JlEV tTlv E1tt to SEcoptKOV apXTlv, 

&'Pxo>V ot t~v troy tEtX01totrov, Aiskh.3.24. Within a few sentences 
" \ 

Aiskhines describes these two offices as follows : KtTl<ncpcov OE 
I \ / / , .L .) \ >1 ? ) I 

AllJ.1ocr8EVTlV tOY <ruAA:rlPOTlv li1tacracr tacr '>AS'IVTlO1.V apxacr apxovta OUK COKV110E 
'Yp~<pat crtE$avrocrat, Aiskh. 3.26. This is a surprising exaggeration. From 
the intervening sentences the theorik official emerges as an individual 

/ ~.JJ. "" 
with various responsibilities : 1tp6tEPOV Jl'Ev tOtVUV, il> UVOPEO '>ASTlV~tOt, 
/ \ 'S' , ~ 1 c..\ ,c / ~ ""VEt<lV aVtl'YP<lcpEucr TlV XEtpOtOVT)tocr tn 1tOA.Et, ocr KaS EKa0tTlv <"'IV> 7tputu. 

&1tEAOy{~Eto tdcr 1tpodoooucr tOO 'OtlJlro' ou\ o~ -titv 7tp60 EtrpOUAOV YE~J.1'vTlv 
/ C'.. "" c. :> \ \ ~ I , I ~ I \:l\ ~ 4I lJ.1ovocr 

m<mv UJ.1tV Ot E1tt to 8EroptKOV KEXEtpOtOVT)Jl€vOt TlPXov Jl€V, 1tptV Tl toY "fTl 
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/ "'s '\ /';> /:> I q :\ \ "-
vOJlov -yEVEO at, 'tT)v 'tOU aV'ttypa</>tcoo apXTtv, TtPXov &: 'M1v 'trov d7tO&K'7'''~V "-

/' '" '\ /') ...-"\ .. , I '-"'" , lCen 
veroptrov 'flPXOV, Kat OKEU08TtlCTlV rolCOOOJlOUv, ~o<xv& Kdt 6"OO7tOtO{ lCdt rT'VE~~ 
\ (It. /' ,...... "...' /.. ' ~A uuV 

'tTlv OATtV OtOt1C11otV Eixov 'tTto 1tOAEroO, Alskh. 3.2S(60J. It is important to 
note that. the building of dockyards and an arsenal are included among 
the functions. The date of the law of Hegemon is uncertain but clearly 
it post-dates Demosthenes' term of office, because he is regarded as 
being in the same positon as Euboulos and his successors(61). 

Hegemon's law must have affected the duties of the theorik 
officer and Rhodes suggests that it may have been at this time that a 
single officer was replaced by a board(62). The sources of late 
antiquity may be based on this passage in Aiskhines, and they agree in 
alluding to an individual(63J. There is no reference to a board. In the 

320s B.C. the office was collegiate(64). On the other hand, Cawkwell 

believes that the creation of a theorik commission was Euboulos' 
h· H d h h L )' ,\ / ac levement. e regar s t e prase Ot E1tt 'to SeroptKov lCExetP0'tovTtJlEVOt, 

Aiskh. 3.25, as evidence of this, whereas Rhodes argues that it could 
refer to Euboulos' successors(65). They are also divided over the 
implication of an inscription which is dated to the 340s B.C. and tells 
us that Ktesiphon was f.1t\ 'tb SECOptK6v(66). This document relates to the 

~OUA~ and Cawkwell believes that Ktesiphon was named because he 

was the theorik official particularly associated with the ~OUA". The 
more obvious way to interpret this inscription is to follow Rhodes and 
conclude that Ktesiphon was named because he was the only theorik 
official. 

A curious feature about this post is that it was elective. 
Aristotle comments on three officials who were elected : 'tdo 0' &pxda 

\ \ ~ .> t" / e:. I ,..... ,\./ 
taa 7tEpt ~I(V EYJCUKAtOV OtOtlCTlO"tv a7taoao 7totouO"t lCATtpO>'tao 7tATtV taJltou 

'"' '\ - 2 \, '\ \ ,..." "~1I~1" ,/ cJ... <JtpattrottlCrov Kat 'troY E1tt 'to SEO>ptKOV Kat 'tou 'troY lCpTtvrov E1tt~\,Tt'tOu. 'tau'taa OE 
" \ c.. /)/ ..) /::> 

XetPO'tOVOUOtV, Kat Ot XEtpo'tovl1SEv'tEa apxouotV EK TIavaSTtvatrov Eta 
/'. ....., \ \ \ \ I )/ AhPI llavaSTtvata. XEtpO'tOVOUO"t OE Kat 'tao 7tpOO 'tOY 7tOAEJlOV a7taoao, t. o. 

43.1 (67J. The period of office which the officials served has received 
::> ./ 

much attention. Some people have taken the phrase EK TIavaSTtvata eta 
llavaSTtvatcov to mean that the officials served for a period of four 

years corresponding to the cycle of the Great Panathenaia(68). This 

view has been maintained recently by Davison whose main argument 
is that when Aristotle talks about the athlothetae who administered 
the Great Panathenaia, Ath. Pol. 60.1-3, he uses the simple form 
navaS~vata, instead of including the words 't~ JlGtaAa(69). However, 
because duties of the athlothetai concerned the quadrennial Great 
Panathenaia, it is natural that he held office for four years and that 
Aristotle could refer to TIavaS"vata in this context without any 

confusion arising. 
Rhodes follows Ferguson in his survey of the pertinent discussions 
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and put~ forward a ;onvi~cing case in favour of supposing that the 
phrase EK nava911V(xtOlV Eta nava9r(vata takes its meaning from the 
context(70). They believe that the phrase is not the only consideration 
in determining the period of office. They are sceptical that these 
three offices were unique in lasting for a period of four years unlike 
every other civil office and for no apparent reason. The case of the 
length of the office of the athlothetai provides an apt comparison. 
There is reason to believe that the other two offices, <> 'taJl~a(J 

I"' d' '"' -.:> / (J'tpa'ttOl'ttKOlV an 0 'tOlV KpllvOlv E1ttf.l£A:rl't'T)a, only lasted a year. This would 
make the theorik official even more unusual. All that Aristotle is 
trying to say is that these three officers were exceptional in that 
their year of office was defined by the Panathenaia, which took place 
on the 28th Hekatombaion, and not by the first day of the 
Hekatombaion, when other offices commenced. 

Problems concerned with the methods of financing the theorikon 
also imply that the fund was more than simply the two obol dole. Many 
modern commentators have thought that the theorik money was found 
from the surpluses left over from the cost of public 
administration(71). Therefore the amount of money available for 
theorik distributions would vary from year to year. Buchanan supposed 
that those in charge of revenue estimated the surpluses from the 
individual allocations for the coming year and based the distribution 
on this figure(72). One might argue that if the treasury officials could 
estimate what needed to be spent, in order to calculate the surplus, 
there would be no need to continue over-estimating the actual 
allowance req u ired. 

The notion of a fluctuating sum provoked the argument put forward 
by de Ste Croix and by Cawkwell, that there was no reason to suppose 
that the official of the theorik money controlled no more money than 
he distributed (73). They suggest that considerable sums of money had 
been amassed over the years and that the level of distributions was 
not dependent an the amount of surplus. This explanation is plausible, 
but one must accept that the theorik fund was unusual in that it alone 
could carry over surpluses. Such a unique position could underlie the 
political importance of the fund. 

The distinction between theorik distributions and the theorik fund 
has been seen as an artifice. In a recent article, Hansen has put 
forward the case that the evidence about Athenian financial 
administration does not suggest a system in which money was carried 
forward from year to year, nor one in which the concept of budgeting 
for the forthcoming year was adopted (74). Indeed it would be peculiar 
if the theorik fund was the only treasury which was permitted to ?ar~y 
over surpluses. This must have been the case if de Ste CroIx IS 
correct. This interpretation could be true. However, the usual 
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Athenian practice was to finance regular expenses with an annual 
allowance from the revenue. It seems, at least in Euboulos' day, that 
the surpluses from one year were allocated to the theorik fund. This 
interpretation allows for a regular contribution of varying amount and 
for the possibility that the sums involved were very large. It would be 
curious if the theorik fund was financed solely by surpluses and did 
not receive an annnual allowance. 

The political importance of the theorik fund is clear. The post of 
supervising magistrate was elective. At first an individual was in 
charge but after the law of Hegemon was passed a commission 
oversaw the fund. It is particularly important to note the scope of the 
theorik magistrate's duties from the time of Euboulos until the law of 
Hegemon. Aiskhines tells us quite clearly that the theorik magistrates 
were in charge of dockyards and were building an arsenal amongst 
other duties. Harpokration and other sources mention that money 
which was originally allocated for military purposes later became 
theorik. It is possible that these are, in fact, references to a period 
when the theorik magistrate took over the responsibility for the 
building of dockyards and the arsenal. The theorik fund was initially 
connected with festivals as the name suggests, and it is difficult to 
see how the dockyards and arsenal fell under its auspices, unless we 
suppose that these duties were originally the responsibility of the 
stratiotik magistrates and that Euboulos transferred the 
responsibility in order to weaken the budget for military adventures. 

The funding is less clear-cut. At the time of the First Olynthiac 
the theorik fund will have received an annual allocation. It is likely 
that this amount was supplemented by surpluses from other 
expenditure. Perhaps this fund could carryover surpluses from year to 
year. More may be learned about the finance of the fund from laws 
connected with its administration. 

LAWS CONNECTED WITH TA SEQPIKA 

The significance of the theorika is reflected in the legislation 
connected with it. Evidence for these laws is to be found in 0.1, 3, 13, 
[D]59 and numerous scholia. The First Olynthiac furnishes us with the 

. ... 1;-)/)1 ,\ /11\ ... , 
most direct indication of a law : 'n ouv ;' av nO' £t1tOt 0'\) 'Yp<x",£tO' taut 
£(vat O'tpanIDtuc& ;' Jlh ~{, OUK ~,D.1.19. The sources interpret this to 
mean that Demosthenes is not willing to make an overt proposal that 
t~ 9£IDPtK<i become td O'tP<XttIDttK~, though that is what h; is implying. 

He is at pains to differentiate between 'Ypaq>ID and O'UJl~OUA£UO>. 
Commentators from late antiquity onwards have seen in this a law 

\ / ' Which prevented anyone from proposing that ta 9£O>ptK<X became t a 
OtpattIDtt Kci. Libanios tells us that anyone who did so was liable to be 
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sentenced to death: S&vcx'tov tUt€tAOUV'tCX 'to) ypdcpcxvn IIP'tCX't€S~VCXt 't A , J 
\ :> / / \ / /1 ,-... 'I CXU't Eta 

'tTlV cxPXCXtCXV 'tcx~tV KCXt -yEv€aScxt a'tpcxno)'tlxcx, Hypoth. ad 0.1, 5. The author 
of scholion (1 f) on the First Olynthiac informs us that Euboulos was 
responsible for this law : ... (3ouAbJl€Voa E~f3ouAoa 0- 1tOAt'tEubll€voa 

\ ~\ '\ ~/ J! ~ ~ """ / \ t::. / I 
OllJlcxyroyoa (J)V 1tA.ttovcx €uVOtCXV €1tta1tcxacxaScxt 'tou 0llIlOU 1tpoa ECXU'tOV, r:ypcxlnP 

/ \./ " ":2").,;' 'Y ..... 
VOJlOV 'tOY 1C€A£UOV'tCX ScxvCX't(J) ~llJltOuaeCXt €t nO' €1ttXElPOtll J.J£'tCX1tOt£tv 'ta SEo)PtK~ 

/. J • 
CJ'tPCX'tt(J)'ttKCX, (Dilts p.16.14-17). Other schoha support the view that 
Demosthenes was inhibited by a law of Euboulos(75). 

Our sources tell us that the law prevented the transfer of theorik 
money to the stratiotik fund. They also imply that this transfer 
involved the return of funds which were originally earmarked as 

··k " ~~ I \ ~ , ""' / / J / \ stratlotl : 'tcxu'tcx ut 1tpo't€POV Jl€V €ta 'tcxa 'tou ltOA€JlOU xp€tcxa Eq,UACX't't€'tO KCXt 
] '"' \ e-L \ / JI \. \ / EKCXA€t'tO a'tpCX'tt(J)'ttKCX, U(J't€POV O€ KCX't€'ttS€'tO Eta 'tcxa 'tE 'tCXO OllIlO(JtCXO' 

\ \~ \ H l/ I ,)/ KCX'tCXO'K€UCXa KCXt utCXV° Jlcxa, arp. s.v. 8€(J)PtKCX ; E1t€tOlllt€P Xpnllcx'tcx €xov't€O 
\ c.. ,,'I ) \ / / S / 

CJ'tpCXn(J)'tlK(l Ot 1\9rtvCXtOt €vcxyxoa cxu'tcx 1t€ltotllKcxm 8EroPtKCX ... u'tcx f3ouA0J.J£voa 

0- L\llJlOaStvlla 'tcxu'tcx Jl€'tcx(3cxAitv eta a'tpcxnronK~, (1 f) (Dilts p.15.27-32) ; E1. 
JlJv o-dv 'tcxu'tcx 'tola a'tpcx't€uJl€Vota dltooo)a€'t€, D.1 .19 (76J. The use of 
JlE'tCXltOt€tV in (1 f) (Dilts p.16.17) may also be indicative of a transfer. 
The question remains about the specific money which these passages 
are referring to. One possibility is that the whole of the stratiotik 
fund had been given over for theorik purposes(77J. Even allowing for 
financing campaigns by other means, such as a-6v'tcx;1.a, €laq,op~ or 
€lt(ooata, we should be wary of supposing that the Athenians were 
without any public allowance for military purposes in the middle of 
the fourth century B.C .. 

The sources do not explain what they mean, exactly, by 'td 8€roptK~. 
It is possible that Demosthenes is talking about surpluses and not 
theorika in 0.1.19. He suggests that surpluses should be allocated to 
the stratiotik fund and not, presumably, to the theorik fund. There are 
two problems with this interpretation. The first is that there is 
reason to believe that in 349 B.C. when the First Olynthiac was 
delivered, there was a law which permitted surpluses to be allocated 
to the stratiotik fund in the event of war. This law is discussed 
below. Therefore, Demosthenes' reticence is peculiar. His careful use 
of vocabulary suggests that he does not wish to propose something 
illegal. The second reason to doubt that Demosthenes is referring to 
surpluses is that the amounts of money may not have been sufficient 
to finance a full-scale campaign. . 

The alternative interpretation is to suppose that Demosthene~ ~s 
proposing to re-allocate part of the annual allowance to the stratlotlk 
fund. It is clear from Aiskhines that the theorik magistrates had 
functions which appear to be more appropriate for a military budget. 
What Demosthenes is proposing is an increase in the military budget, 
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perh~ps to its full strength(78J. Arguably, he is not opposed to the 
theonka as such, but to the stranglehold of the magistrate of th 
theori~a and th.e use. of the city's money and the ban on military use~ 
This mterpretatlon SUitS what the sources say about money which was 
formerly stratiotik becoming theorik. Euboulos would appear to be 
behind a law which prevented the transfer of theorik money to the 
stratiotik fund. The severity of the penalty is surely an indication of 
the sums involved in the theorik fund. This law must have been in 
force by 353 B.C., because of the dates when the First Olynthiac and 
the speech On the Syntaxeis were delivered(79). The intention behind 
the law is a desire to thwart the temptation to commit Athens to a 
military adventure which she could not afford. 

We know of a second law concerning the theorik money : eypa<pE 
/ ;) '" '" I ./ '7/ ./:> \ 

<p11cptcrJ.la EV 't"t;l J30UA:'} 1A1tOAAOOO>POcr J30UAtUO>V lCat E~llVeyKE 1tPoJ3oUAtulla Etcr tOY 
'" '\ L ~ ~,~- ,)/ '" \ / /' ..... 01l1l0V, /\.tyov utaXEtpotOvllcrat tOY u11J.loV EttE OOlCEl ta 1tEptOVta XPllllata tT)cr 

I ,~">/ / ./ \ '"' /' (I 
OtOtlCTlcrEO>cr crtpa'ttO>'ttlCa EtVat EttE 9Eo>ptlCa, lCEAtuOVtCOV IlEV tcov vOllcov, otav 

I "'" \ / / - / \--1tOAeJ.locr 11, ta 1tEptOVta XPllJ.lata 't1lcr OtOtlCTlcrECOcr crtpa'tt<O'ttlCa dvat, [D] 59.4. 
I 

The circumstance of this passage relates to a proposal by Apollodoros 
in 348 B.C. before the ekklesia, that the people should take a vote on 
whether or not to discuss the allocation of the surpluses ; specifically 
whether they should be used for military purposes. The people appear 
to have supported this proposal and it was agreed in the ensuing 
discussion that the surpluses should be allocated to the stratiotik fund 

/' \ '" /;> ,.> /' e:>" '"' : YEv0J.lEVllcr yap 't1lcr OtaXEtpo'tOvtacr, ou&tcr av'tEXEtpotOVT)crEv <Ocr ou OCt tOtcr 
I / - ~ XPllJ.lacrt 'tou'tOtcr cr'tpa'ttO>'ttlCOtcr XPllcr9at, [D] 59.5. Apollodoros was, 

however, subsequently prosecuted successfully by Stephanos for 
having introduced a ypa<PTl 1tapaVbJlCOv. The reason which the speaker 
Theomnestos puts forward as the ground is. that Apollodoros was a 
debtor to the state and therefore barred from introducing legislation. 
Apollodoros was fined one tale.nt(BO). 

Many commentators believe that Demosthenes and Apollodoros 
were confronted by the same law, that is a law of Euboulos concerning 
the theorik money which included the death penalty. This is a law 
which prohibited the transference of money from the theorik fund to 
the stratiotik. This interpretation raises certain problems. 
Apollodoros was fined only one talent although the death penalty was 
stipulated. Libanios states quite clearly that there was to be no 
transference of money to the stratiotik fund, whereas Apollodoros 
refers to a law whereby surpluses may be allocated to the stratiotik 
fund. Theomnestos says that Apollodoros was convicted on a 
technicality and no reference is made to the substance of his propos~1 
being illegal. Finally, what provoked Apollodoros to embark on this 
Course of action when Demosthenes so clearly refused to do so ? 

Scholars in antiquity were puzzled too and the solution offered by 
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the author o~ (1 f) is a rearrangement of the chronology of events. Thus 
Apollodoros decree provokes Euboulos into proposing th I 

·b· . th f e aw prohl Itmg ~ trans erence of funds on pain of death, and thereafter 
Demosthenes IS hamstrung. Some modern commentators have accepted 
this interpretation without taking into account that Oemosthenes' 
hesitancy dates from 351 B.C. and that Apollodoros was prosecuted in 
348 B.CJ81). 

This distortion of chronology quite rightly provokes objection. 
Cawkwell sought to explain the discrepancies by reinterpeting [0] 
59.4 (82). He argues that Apollodoros was being deliberately 
misleading about the state of affairs, and that there was no such law 
governing surpluses to the effect that surpluses could be stratiotik in 
time of war. He adds that even if there had been such a law, it had 
existed only in the period before Euboulos introduced his law 
prohibiting the transference of funds. This is an unsound approach to 
interpreting evidence. Apollodoros would have been liable to more 
serious charges for lying. Cawkwell argues that the alleged charge of 
being a debtor to the state is a clumsy attempt by Theomnestos to 
conceal the fact that the proposal was in substance 
unconstitutional(83). It may be that Cawkwell is correct in thinking 
that the proposal was unconstitutional, but not for the reason which he 
gives(84). We do not know what that reason is and it is possible that 

the term 'Ypa<l>fl 1tapav~c.ov is incorrect. 
Hansen developed the idea, first put forward by Kahrstedt, that the 

law concerning the theorik money which Apollodoros was interested in 
was not the same as the law which inhibited Oemosthenes. He argued 
persuasively that there are no contradictions between our sources(85). 

If Apollodoros had been interested in the same law which 
hampered Oemosthenes in 349 B.C., we should have to account for the 
fact that it took Demosthenes another ten years before the law was 
finally changed in 339/8 B.CJ86). This despite the indifference of the 
people towards it in 348 B.C.. It is important to realise that 
Demosthenes is talking about the transference of money from one fund 
to another. A considerable sum of money was probably involved. The 
surpluses were entirely different. The amount of money would vary 
from year to year. It would seem that it had become customary, if not 
legally binding, for the surpluses to be paid into the theorik fund, with 
the proviso that in time of war surpluses would go to the stratiotik 
fund instead. In 348 B.C. the Athenians were indeed at war and 
therefore Apollodoros' proposal was appropriate(87). Hansen notes 
that Apollodoros' decree concerned a discussion about whether to 
oppose the stricture of the law and was not an open discussion about 

what to do with the surpluses(88). 
It is also important to realise that Demosthenes did not abolish 
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the theorik fund in 339/8 B.C.. Philokhoros, as quoted by Dionysios of 
Halikarnassos, tells us about the event : 't(iu'tu 'Ypacpucr KU'tCx 8E6cppucr'tov 
J/ /''', 7" ? "'\ \ I 
apxov'tU 'YE'}'OVEVUt, 'tOOt JlE't EK£tVOV EVtUU'tOOt 'tU 1tpUXeEV'tU JlE'tCx tT,V A:umv ~cr 
;) I , , I ~I' I / \ \ I ... I 

UPllVTlcr £m AUffiJlUXtOOU upxov'tocr Ot£~EPXE'tUt. Elrlcroo & KUt 'tOU'toov [utnoov] 'ta 
;} I 'A I' ~ ,A 1', ). \ / \, 1/ , 
ava"(Kuto'tu'tU « UffiJluXtullcr .In.xupv£ucr Em 'toU'tou 'tu JlEV EPya 'tCx 1tEpt 'touo" 

I \ \ /) I' \ \ / 

VEO)<JOtKOU<J KUt 'tllv <JK£uOellK11v UVEJ3UAOV'tO Otu 'tOY 1tOAtJlov 'tOY 1tpocr 
/, \ \ / > / ./ ,> I 

<l>tAt1t1tOV, 'tU O£ XPTtJlu'tu £cpTt</>t<Juv'to 1tuv't £tVUt <J'tpunOO'ttKu, ~TtJlocre{voucr 
./ 'l/ ~\ / I' , / \ /' 

'Ypa<pav'to<J. cl>tA.t1t1tOU u£ KU'tUAUJ30V'to<J>EAU'tEtU KUt KU'ttvov KUt 1tPEO"J3ttO" 
./ > S /"A S 'l'l" ] I' >" /" " 7tEJ.1<puv'to<J £t<J llpu<J," E't'tUI\..I\..OOV, At Vtuvoov, At 'tOOAOOV, ~OA01tOOV, <l>etco'tcov, 

./ \ \ \ )1 / I > / , 
.>A91lvutWV o£ KU'tU 'tOY uU'tov Xpovov 1tPE<JJ3£tcr U1tOcr'tttAUV'tOOV 'to'ucr 1tEpt 

I' / "'" ~ I' 

~1lJ.10<J9EVTl· 'tou'tOt<J <ruJlJlUXEtV £cpll</>t<Juv'to » D.H. ad Amm1.11 (Philokh. FGH 
328 Frag. 56a). It is possible that Demosthenes is proposing the same 
implementation of the law as Apollodoros, but it is unlikely. The 
implication of these words, together with the passage in Aiskhines, is 
that Demosthenes is proposing that part of the theorik budget be used 
for military purposes, specifically those monies which were spent on 
the dockyards and the arsenal. 

The following year Demosthenes was in charge of the theorik fund. 
It is not likely, as Kahrstedt suggests, that Demosthenes wanted all 

of the theorik fund to be used for military purposes for just one 
year(89). This is not what Demosthenes implies in his use of the word 
~1t0061<JE'tE, 0.1.19, unless we assume that there was no longer a 
stratiotik fund and that the theorik fund had acquired it all. 

EISPHORA AND TA SEnPIKA 

Demosthenes remarks that if the Athenians will not finance a 
)/ \ / ~ / 

campaign by tapping the theorik fund then : E<Jn OTt AOt1tOV, OtJlUt, 1tUV'tuO' 
::> /" .>\ -. I I' )\ ') / .) / 20 F th t f 

E1.<J</>£P£tV, av 1tOAA.OOV &11' 1tOAA.a, av o AtyroV , o At'ya, 0.1. . .rom ~ one 0 

the speech at this point, he is assuming that the Athenians will prefer 
to use the theorik fund if faced with this choice. This is odd, because 
eisphora was a selective tax and the theorikon involved loss to 
everyone (90). We might assume, therefore, that the majority of people 
would choose the selective tax since they would not have to pay it. 

/ 

Furthermore, we have to account for Demosthenes' phrase 1taVtaO' 

E~O'<I>~P£t v. The authors of the scholia certainly take him literally(91), 
and yet it is probable that he is exaggerating for rhetorical effec~. 
Alternatively, Demosthenes could be correct to use the word 1t~v'tacr If 
the ekklesia was 'packed' with those wealthy people who would have to 
pay the eisphora. This is a dubious proposition. It is possible that the 
Athenians were unwilling for personal taxes to be levied, whether or 
not they were liable individually. There is some evidence in support of 
this(92). 
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Rhetorical effect is the most plausible explanation. Oemosthen 
is not talking about the relatively small amount of money involved in e: 
two-obol distribution, though he emphasises the unproductive aspect 
of the expenditure. He is talking about a large sum of money which had 
been transferred from the stratiotik fund into the theorik fund 

. ' 
probably by Euboulos. In this case the equivalent eisphora would be 
huge. Evidence shows that eisphora brought in only small amounts(93J. 
Oemosthenes wishes to fund a double campaign. The only way to raise 
such a sum without bankrupting individuals would be, so Oemosthenes 
suggests, to extend the liability for payment to cover everyone. 
Oemosthenes is giving them no choice. 

SCHOLIA 

There are numerous references to the theorik money in the scholia. 
All the important traditions note that Oemosthenes is alluding to the 
theorik money in the First Olynthiac , even though he himself does not 
mention it specifically. Any commentator who was acquainted with 
the other Oemosthenic speeches, notably the Third Olynthiac and On the 
Syntaxis, would spot this allusion. 

Ulpian is positive that Oemosthenes' tactful handling of the 
question of finance, especially in 0.1.19-20, concerns Euboulos and the 
theorik money (Oilts p.11.5-12). Ulpian also finds an allusion to 
finance and, therefore, the theorik money in the 1tpo~J.1tOV (Oilts 
p.S.2S-S.13). It has already been noted that he takes Oemosthenes to 
mean that everyone will have to pay eisphora (Oilts p.3.29-31). 

The contribution of the author of (1 f) is familiar. This is a long 
scholion which discusses the reason for the remark about td XPtlJ.Hxta in 
0.1.1. One possibility is that Oemosthenes has been accused of being 
bribed by the King of Persia (Oilts p.1S.22-23). This account might 
have been inspired by the Fourth Philippic delivered in 341 B.C., in 
which Oemosthenes proposes seeking help from the King of Persia. 
Alternatively, the remark might be a means of preparing the audience 
for the tricky subject of eisphora (Oilts p.15.24-2S). The explanation 
favoured by the commentator is that XP"J.1ata is an allusion to the 
theorik money. This interpretation prompts a long discussion (Dilts 
p.1S.27-1S.21 ). 

Several of the points arising from this discussion have been 
mentioned already(94), and the main defect has been outlined by 
Cawkwell (95). The commentator or his source, has muddled the 
chronology of events in the mid-fourth century B.C. in order to account 
for Oemosthenes' hesitancy in challenging the theorik law. Cawkwell 
is along the correct lines but has failed to discern two separate laws. 
This scholion is the only source which diverges from the idea of a two 
obol entrance fee. Instead, one obol is paid for admittance and one 
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obol supplements the cost of a meal (Dilts p.1S.29-31). However the 
commentator is wrong to imply that the state was subsidising' th 
construction of a stone theatre by means of this single obol (Dilt: 
p.15.30-31 ). 

The commentator is also mistaken in ascribing the institution of 
the theorikon to Perikles. The reason which the commentator gives for 
Perikles doing this is the exploitation of the problem of overcrowding 
at the theatre in order to promote his popularity (Dilts p.16.8-13). He 
has probably based his account on Plutarch, Libanios or another source. 
This sort of account was obviously widely accepted in late antiquity. 

Scholion (1 c) also tells us that 0.1.1 alludes to the theorik money 
(Dilts p.14.17sqq). Scholia (126a) and (126b) look at the significance 
of the compound in cf1tooffi'cre'te. (127) (Dilts p.40.12,13) and (128a) note 
that the remarks about finance in 0.1 .19-20 concern the theorik money. 
(44b) notes that Demosthenes' remark about eisphora in 0.1.6 is a 
tactic which he employs in order to persuade the Athenians to choose 
the theorik money as the source of finance (Dilts p.27.6-8). There is 
no reason to suppose that any of these scholia have had an influence on 
any other. The interpretations which they offer appear to be 
conventional (96). 

In the Third Olynthiac, delivered a little later in 349B.C., 
Demosthenes speaks openly of emending a law concerning the theorik 
money, 0.3.11, 19, and 31. Not surprisingly then the commentators on 
the Third Olynthiac echo these sentiments. References to the 
theorikon or Euboulos occur in (1g), (24b), (73), (80), (90a), (103), 
(109), (126), (151 a), (158), (162), (163) and (170). Two points arise 
from the remainder. In (67) the commentator argues that there were 
not many laws concerning the theorikon as Demosthenes suggests, 
D.3.10-11. Demosthenes deliberately muddles VO)lOt with <PTl<Ptcr)la'ta in 
order not to seem to be opposing Euboulos alone but all the nomothetai 
(Dilts p.91. 16-20) (97). The author makes a second interesting point : 

",) \ \ \. "" /)../ .> \ :1\ '5' , -- \ \ r-.. '" 
£t )lev 'tcx 8eropt KCX 'tTl 8eropta eotoocrav Otcr'tov cxv TlV vuv & 'ta 'to>V cr'tpanCO't(J)v 
't~cr 8eropoucrt v{)loucrtV' (Dilts p.91.15-16). The author feels that 
Demosthenes has no moral objection to theorik distributions. This 
interpretation supports the view that only part of the theorik funds 
came from money originally designated for military purposes. (154a) 
and (154c) also argue that the principle of theorik distributions is not 
an issue. Demosthenes, so they say, simply wants them to limit the 
misthophorai which they take in time of wad98). 

The Fourth Philippic is particularly interesting, becau~e 
Demosthenes argues that the theorik money should not be tapped In 

order to finance military campaigns but that the Athenians should look 
to the King of Persia for financial assistance. This speech is dated to 
341 B.C. and yet in the preceding years Demosthenes appeared 
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antagonistic .towards the th.~orik fund. In 339 B.C. he advocates the 
use of theonk funds for military purposes. This apparent inconsistenc 
in attitude. ~as. enc?uraged ~peculation about the authenticity of th~ 
Fourth PhilippIc which had arisen because this speech, uniquely in the 
Demosthenic corpus, is composed of passages found In other 
speeches(99). 

If we suppose that the speech is genuine, then there are three 
possible reasons for the inconsistency. Demosthenes' change of heart 
could have been a temporary brain-storm.' Alternatively, he might have 
felt that the King of Persia provided the only solution, given the 
Athenians' obvious unwillingness to relinquish any of the theorik 
money or to pay an eisphora. Thirdly, Demosthenes could be trying to 
deceive the Athenians. In comparison with the option of seeking 
assistance from the King of Persia, any other means of payment 
seemed preferable. 

There. are three exceptionally long, discursive scholia which refer 
in part to this question; (1) (Dilts p.144.17-29), (5) (Dilts p.147.8-15) 
and (9) (Dilts p.153.1 0-154.5). A detailed study of the scholia on this 
speech will reveal whether they are all part of one discussion. 
Certainly there is no inconsistency in the substance of these three 
parts. The commentator feels that Demosthenes' plea for an embassy to 
the King of Persia is quite authentic. Clearly some of his predecessors 
found difficulty with thIS interpretation and the commentator 
dismisses their concerns about the theorik money as misplaced. 

The scholia on the speech On the Syntaxis consist almost 
exclusively of one long discussion. Remarkably, the author has 
recognised that 0.13 must have been delivered before any of the 
Philippics, including the Olynthiacs. It has been dated to 353/2 B.C .. 
There are frequent references to Euboulos' responsibility for having 
made stratiotik money theorik (Dilts p.163.2-12, 17-27, 167.10-18). 

A poor sense of chronology is the worst fault of the commentators 
in the scholia and yet the author of the remarks mentioned above is 
attentive. Perhaps it would be accurate to say that the commentators 
themselves represent conventional interpretations. But here, the 
author of the scholia on the Fourth Philippic proves an obvious 
exception. The commentators cannot be trusted absolutely but they 
are frequently accurate, if only by luck, and do offer valuable ideas 
about the interpretation of primary sources. 
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NOTES ON THE THEORIK FUND 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 

(26) 
(27) 
(28) 

(29) 
(30) 
(31) 

J.J.Buchanan, Theorika , New York 1962, p.29 n.1 lists Boeckh, Fickelsherer, 
Motzki, Francotte, Schwahn, Busolt and Swoboda. 
v. van Ooteghem, "Demosthene et Ie Theoricon", Etudes Classiques 1 (1932), pp 
390-1 and cf Buchanan loc.cit. pp30-31. 
= Philokhoros FGH 328 Fr 33. 
E.Ruschenbusch, ':Die Einfuhrun.g des Theorikon", Z P E 36 (1979), 
pp306-307. The conjecture about Phtlokhoros is supported by Schwahn, Busolt 
and Swoboda; for references v. Buchanan loc. cit. p.51 n.1. 
v. Jacoby FGH III Suppl. I, pp.249-255 and cf pp.103-106. 
v. n. 4 and n. 5. 
Cawkwell, "Eubulus", JHS 83 (1963) pp.47-67, p.55 n.53. 
This suggestion is discussed on [pp.270-271] below. 
For assembly pay v. Aristoph. Ekkl 183-188, 292, 296-9, 309-310, 380, 
392, Wasps 594-594. For jury pay v. Wasps 690-695, Knights 50-51. 
Ruschenbusch loc.cit. p.308 : Fur Plutarch ist Perikles der Begrunder des 
Wohlfahrtsstaates . v. also Plut. Per. 9sqq. It has been pointed out that Plato 
Gorgias 515e was also a starting point for Plutarch's interpretation : 'tam( yap 
;)/ f~" n "I 1. / ,,~\ \ "" \ E"(OY'(E (1KOUoo, EplKlI.ta 7tE7tOll1KEval "ASl1vawUO' apyouO' Kal 8ElAoUO' Kat MlAoUO' Kat 

I;) /..... ", a/ 
4>lWPYUPOUO' ElO' ,llO'So4>oplav 7tp0>1:0V Ka'ta<TIl1O'av'ta ... 00 UoKpa'tEO'. However, there 
is no reason to associate this with anything other than pay for jury service, v. 
Buchanan loc.cit. p.30 and Ath. Pol. 27.4. 
Buchanan loc.cit. pp.31-35. Also Plut. Per. 9sqq. 

Thouk. 2.38.1, Ps. Xen Const.Ath. 2.9. 
van Ooteghem loc.cit. p.391. 
Buchanan loc.cit. p.33 n.2. 
V. Delz, Lukians Kenntnis der Athenischen Antiquitaten, Freiburg 1950 p.17, 
cited by Buchanan loc.cit. p.30 n.2, cf p.90 n.2. 
For references v. van Ooteghem loc.cit. p.394 n.2, and Buchanan loc.cit. p.35 
n.2. 
Also van Ooteghem loc.cit. pp.393-395. 
For the state of the economy v. n. 20 below for van Ooteghem and n.35 for 

Cawkwell. 
v. Buchanan loc.cit. pp.35-36 ; 0.18.28, 13.9-10 and Arist.Pol 1267b1 sqq. 
Meiggs and Lewis Greek Historical Inscriptions no.84 lines 22-23 and the 
comment p.260. cf the joke about this in Aristoph. Frogs 139-142. 
van Ooteghem loc.cit. pp.396-7 and cf Buchanan loc.cit. pp.49-50 rejecting van 
Ooteghem's view. Buchanan favours Agyrrhios as the founder. 
v. n.4 and n. 5. 
v. RE 1 914. 
v. Ruschenbusch loc.cit. p.306. 
V. Diod. 14.82.1, Paus. 8.45.4. 
Buchanan favours the earlier date, loc.cit. p51 n.2. Most commentators disagree 
and favour a later date. Beloch GG III p.343 n.2, van Ooteghem loc.cit. p.398 
n.S, Cawkwell loc.cit p.48 and Ruschenbusch loc.cit. p.306. 
v. Cawkwell loc.cit.p.55. , 
Harp. s.v. 9EooplKa. . 
Kahrstedt, "Demosthenes und die Theorika", Nachrichten Gesellschaft WISS. 
Gottingen, Philo I. Hist. KI., 2 (1929) pp.156-163, p.1S7 and van Ooteghem 

loc.cit. pp.397-8. 
v. RE 19.2, 2175. 
v. [p.267]. 
= FGH Theopompos FGH 115 Fr 99. 
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(32) 
(33) 

(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 

(38) 
(39) 

(40) 

(41 ) 

(42) 
(43) 
(44) 

(45) 
(46) 
(47) 

(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 

(52) 

(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 

(57) 

(58) 
(59) 

(60) 

(61 ) 

(62) 
(63) 

V,. Ruschenbusch, 10c.Cit: p.306. .For Philinos v. [p271 ]. 
Tlmagenes of Alexandna was his main source and th f h 

b 
' e ormer ad access 

presuma Iy, to the works of the Atthidographers in the libraries f AI . ' 
v. also RE 21.2, 2300 and esp. 2307. 0 exandna. 

Kahrstedt loc.cit. p.157. 
Cawkwell loc.cit. p.55. 
Ruschenbusch loc.cit. p.306. 

Harpo t· e I \ , v. cra Ion s.v. EroptKa - l(a'taOl(EuacrJ~tavoJlacr. 
I 

v. Harp. s.v. 8EroptKa. 

Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals of Athens2 pp.270-2 and p.270 n.S for 
a list of the pertinent articles. 
v. D.44.37, Hyper. 1.26. Lukian mistakenly suggests the tribes Timon 49 cf 
Buchanan loc.cit. p.90 n.2 and p.91. " 
Inference from D.21.203 that not everyone accepted the money. For evidence 
that foreigners could purchase tickets v. D.18.28. 
v. Kahrstedt loc.cit. p.158. 

v. Souda e 218, 220 and scholion (1f) for similar accounts. 
v. Pickard-Cambridge, The Theatre of Dionysus in Athens, Oxford 1946, 
pp.12-15. 
v. Haigh, The Attic Theatre, Oxford 1898, p.368sqq. 
v. Kahrstedt loc.cit. p.158. 
Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, pp.46-47, 266. For inscriptional 
evidence from the Peiraios v. IG 112 456 32-33 (307/306 B.C.), IG 112 
1176.2-4 ( circa 360 B.C.). For Athens v. IG 112 466 lines 52-53 (307/306 

B.C.), 500 lines 33-36 (302/301 B.C.), 512 lines 7-8 (late fourth century), 
SEG XIV (1957) 65 lines 42-44 (271-270 B.C.), IG 112 792 lines 8-9 (230 
B.C.). 
Thanks are due to Professor MacDowell for this observation. 
v. Kahrstedt loc.cit pp.158, 160. 

I 
v. Harp. s.v. 8EroptKa. 
Phikkhoros FGH 328 Fr 33 (Harp. s.v. 8EroptK<i), Hesykhios and the Souda s.v. 

~paXJl~ xaA6.Crocra. Whether or not the festival itself lasted longer v. 
Pickard-Cambridge Dramatic Festivals 2 pp.63-67. 

Harpocration. loc.cit. U'cr'tEPOV (alsoSouda e 218, 219), Harpocration. S.v. 

EUJ30UAOcr (Theopompos FGH 115 Fr 99), schol. ad Aiskh . 3.24. 

Cawkwell loc.cit. p.53 n.43. 
v. [pp.280-284]. 
v. RE 4, 2703. 
A.H.M. Jones, Athenian Democracy, Oxford 1957, pp.33-35. Also, Kahrstedt 
loc.cit. pp.159-160; Buchanan (following Boeckh) loc.cit. p.88. 
M.H.Hansen, Demography and Democracy: The Number of Athenian Citizens in the 
Fourth Century B.C. , Herning 1986, pp.65-69. 
Jones loc.cit. p.34 but cf. Hyper 1.13j[pp.28S-7]. 
Aiskhines 3.24. 

fa \ I ,) 's:: I , , 

v. Harp. S.V. 8EroptKa· UO"tEpOV ~E Ka'tE'tt9E't0 Etcr 'tE 'tacr uTlJlomacr Ka'taO'KEuacr Kat 

&aVOJ.Hxcr. Ka'tacrKEuricr need not refer exclusively to rei i gious events. There is an 
inference in Deinarkhos that the money was not spent on military affairs at all. 
D13.30 refers to public works rather than a military purpose. v. also Aiskh. 

3.24-26. . 
Gwatkin and Shuckburgh, following Boeckh, favour 330 B.C. in their 
commentary. Cawkwell loc.cit. p.54 n.48 prefers 335-334 B.C. 

P.J.Rhodes. The Athenian Boule p.235. , > \ ;-

ego Harp. S.V. 8EroplKa = Souda 9219 : ~PX~ ncr ; Souda 9 218 : 'tOY Em'tout<:> 
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(64) 
(65) 

(66) 
(67) 
(68) 

(69) 

(70) 
(71 ) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 

(78) 
(79) 
(80) 

(81 ) 

(82) 
(83) 
(84) 

(85) 
(86) 

(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
(91 ) 
(92) 
(93) 

(94) 
(95) 
(96) 

(97) 
(98) 
(99) 

;> ~ I J ,:If 1/ 

E<j>EO't1lKO'tU 9EroptKOV UPXllV EA£"'(OV apXEtV; Souda 9220 . 0 'to~tVuv ~ "I _ I . . e1t4l£IWUJlEVooo. 
Anst. Ath. Pol. 43.1, 47.2. 

Cawkwell loc.cit. pp.47 n.4, 55. cf Rhodes loc.cit. p.23S and also Buchanan 
loc.cit. pp.57-60 and de Ste Croix, CR N.S. 14 (1964) pp.190-191 
IG 112 223 CS. . 

v. also Aiskh. 3.24-26. 

v. Buchanan loc.ci~. pp.S7-59, esp. p.58 n.3. Also v. van Ooteghem loc.cit. p.399 
and Andreades, HIstory of Greek Public Finance, pp.374, 376 n.S. 
v .. Davison, "Notes on the Panathenaia", JHS 78 (1958) pp.23, 31-33. cf F.W. 
Mitchel, TA PA 93 1962 pp.220-221 and nn. 19, 20. v. also Ferguson 
Hellenistic Athens, London 1911, pp.474-475. ' 
v. Rhodes loc.cit. pp.235-240. 

Based on [0] 59.4 : 'tex 1tEp(OV'tU XP~jJ.u'tu 'tlla otOt~aerocr. 
v. Buchanan loc.cit. pp.88-90. 
de Ste Croix loc.cit. p.191 and Cawkwell loc.cit. p.S6. 
Hansen, GRBS 17 1976 pp.241-242. 
v. [pp.28S-287]. 
v. also (67) on 0.3.11 which is discussed on [p.286]. 
This is the view of Brun, Eisphora, Syntaxis, Stratiotika, p.173: Mais puisque 
ces fonds, quoique portant vocables differents, etaient en r€alite identiques, if n' 
y a pas lieu d' imaginer, sous I'administration d' Eubule, deux tresoreries ,. ,.. 
separees. 
This is Hansen's conclusion in GRBS loc.cit. p.244. 
First Olynthiac 349 B.C. and and Syntaxis 353 B.C .. 
[0] 59.4. Hansen G R B S loc.cit. p.236 n.10. For fuller details about the 
procedures v. Hansen, The Sovereignty of the People's Court in Athens in the 
Fourth Century B. C. , esp. p.34 cat.18 and MacDowell, The Law in Classical 
Athens pp.48-50. 
Buchanan loc.cit. pp.60-62. Also v. Glotz "Demosthene et les finances 
atheniennes de 346 a 339", Revue Historique 170 1932 p.392. 
Cawkwell loc.cit. pp.59-61. 
Cawkwell loc.cit. p.S8. 
Hansen, GRBS loc.cit. p.240 n.18 and Sovereignty loc.cit. p.34 cat.18, argues 
that Apollodoros may have been at fault for suggesting that the decision rested 
with the people. 
v. Kahrstedt loc.cit. p.161 and n.84 above. 
D.H. ad. Amm. 11 (Philokhoros FGH 328 Fr 56a) and cf Sopater in Walz 5 
p.181. 
v. Cawkwell loc.cit. pp.59-60 and n.76 ; Rhodes loc.cit. p.10S n.4. 
Hansen loc.cit. p.245 n.27. 
cf Kahrstedt loc.cit. p.162 and probably Brun v. n.77. 
Thomsen, Eisphora pp.195-196; Brun loc.cit. pp. 15-22. 
v. (136a) on [pp.190, 285]. 
v. Isok. 7.51 ; Xen. Rev 6.1 ; 0.21.203. 
v. Cawkwell, Mnemosyne 15 1962 p.380 says that eisphorai did not much 
exceed 300 Talents in twenty years and refers to 0.22.44. 
v. [pp.275, 281]. 
Cawkwell JHS loc.cit. pp.S9-61. . 
cf [Hermog.] (Rabe p.446.11-44 7.3) ~hO comes to v~ry simil?r c~nclusl~ns 
about the 1tpodtjJ.tOV and states that XPlljJ.u'tu refers to 'tU geropu(u unlike Ulplan 
whose identification is found by inference from (Dilts p.5.26-6.13, 

p.11.5-12). I 

cf (1 g) on 0.3.1 : El XP~ AUaUt 'toua v6jJ.oua 'tobo- geroptKOUa, (Dilts p.82.22-23). 

v. D.3.33sqq. . f 
v. Buchanan loc.cit. p.67 n.1 defends the authenticity of the Fourth PhilippIC, c 
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D.M. MacDowell in CR 20 (1970) p.321. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

This table shows the scholia which are attributed to R by Oindorf, 
Oilts and mown identification from a photograph of R. 
+ indicates my own identification 
++ indicates Dilts' confirmation (v. R [p.B4-} 

Dilts Dindorf Photograph 
(refs to Scholion no.) (refs to page no.) 

01.1 (1a) S 29.1 RS + 
(1c) R 29.S R + 
(1d) R as (1 c) + 
(2a) 33.20 YTCV + 
(2b) as (2a) + 
(3a) 34.4 R + 
(3b) as (3a) + 
(3c) as (3a) + 
(Sa) 34.26 + 
(Sc) R 34.29 R + 
(Sd) R 3S.3 R + 
(9a) S 36.17 RS + 

01.2 (11 b) R 37.S R + 
(11 c) R 37.13 R + 

(11 d) R 37.18 R + 
(14c) R 38.11 R + 

(19) S 39.9 S + 

01.3 (22) R 39.16 R + 

(23) R 39.2S R + 

(24) R 40.4 R + 

(2S) R 40.10 R + 

(26a) R 40.17 R + 

(26b) S 40.20 S + 

(26c) S 40.21 RS + 

(26d) R 40.23 R + 

(28) R 41.13 R + 

01.4 (29) R 41.9 R 
(31) R 42.2 R + 

(33a) S 42.10 RS + 

(33b) S 42.19 RS 
(33c) S 42.22 RS 

01.S (36b) R 42.34 R + 

(37) R 43.12 R + 

(39a) R 43.24 R + 

(40a) S 44.17 RS + 

(41 a) S 44.26 RS + 
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Dilts Dindorf Photo 

01.6 (44b) SR 45.15 RS + 
01.7 (51 a) R 46.10 R + 
01.8 (52a) S 47.13 RS + 

(53a) S + 
(53e) S 47.24 R + 
(53d) R 48.7 R + 
(54) S 48.26 RS + 
(55) S 49.4 RS 
(57) S 49.6 RS 
(59a) S 49.12 RS 
(60a) S 49.17 RS + 
(60b) S as (60a) + 
(67a) S 50.23 RS 
(69) S 51.3 RS + 
(70) S as (69) + 
(71 e) R + 
(72) S 51.23 RS 

01.10 (74) R 52.2 R + 
(75a) R 52.24 R ++ 
(75b) R 52.26 R + 

01.11 (83b) R 53.5 R + 
(89) S 53.26 RS ++ 

01.12 (92a) S 54.8 RS + 
(92b) R 52.19 RS 
(93a) R 54.21 R 
(94) R 54.24 R + 

01.14 (105e) S 56.3 RS + 
(109) S 57.7 RS 

01.15 (112) S 57.17 RS + 
(114a) S 57.19 RS 
(114b) S as (114a) 
(116) neither 58.8 R 

01.17 (119a) R 59.18 R ++ 
01.18 (122a) S 59.26 RS ++ 

(123a) S 60.8 RS ++ 
01.19 (124) S 60.14 RS ++ 

(125b) S 60.18 RS 
01.20 (129) S 61.11 RS ++ 

(131a) S 61.15 RS ++ 

(132a) S 61.19 RS + 

(135) S 62.4 R ++ 

(137a) S 62.11 RS ++ 

01.21 (140e) S 62.25 RS + 
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Dilts Dindorf Photo 

01.22 (151) S 64.13 RS + 
(156b) S 65 n.8 RS ++ 

0.1.23 (157) 65.12 RS ++ 
0.1.24 (164a) S 66.15 RS + 

(167) S 67.12 R 
(169a) S 68.3 RS 

01.26 (178) S 69.7 RS 
01.27 (180) S 69.13 RS 
01.28 (192a) S 70.13 RS ++ 

(192b) R 70.14 RS ++ 

Additional scholia found in codex S and not in R (nO indicates that the 
scholion is not attributed to S by Dindorf) : 
(4), (6), (8), (11a), (13a), (13b), (14a), (15b), (16), (21a), (27a), (33a), 
(33b), (50)nD, (55), (57), (59a), (67a), (72), (92b), (93b), (98), (104), 
(109), (114a), (114b), (125b), (137b), (140a), (140b)nO, (150a), 
(159c)nD, (169a), (174), (176)nD, (178), (180), (182), (184), (187d)nO 
and (193a). 
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APPENDIX THREE 
./. > .I. 

TIPO:EQI10I10IIA AND HS0I10IIA 

Aphthonios believes that ~807tot-{a is the impersonation of th 
~ e 
1180cr of t~e character at hand (Rabe p.34sqq). He states : Kat ~807tOtt(X 

\ e. :>1 / ., '/ , ..... 
Jl£v 11 )'VcoptJlov €xoucra 7tpocrC07tOV, 7tAattoJJ£v11 O€ Jlovov to ~80cr (R abe 
p.34.5-6). The distinction for Aphthonios lies in the aspects which are 
portrayed. 

Theon holds that 7tpocrC07to7totta is what someone would say in a 
given situation (Spengel 2 p.115.11 sqq), giving the character 
appropriate words (Spengel 2 p.117.6). 

Nikolaos Sophistes discusses the question at length and he 
k ::> 8 -/. .:> \ 'l / c. '" r ;'\ ~ / ~ , remar s : 11 O7toua €crtt fl.,oyocr apJlo~cov tOtcr U7tOK€tJl€VOtcr €7t£t011 Oft 

1 ,,, '" '\ c.' / 
crtoxa~€cr8at Kat tOU A£yOVtocr Kat 7tpocr ov ).£yEt (Spengel 3 p.489.7). In his 
opinion 7tpocrC07to7totta is very similar and there are various ideas about 
the differences (Spengel 3 pp.488.25-491.13). He gives two versions. 
Firstly, the school of thought which holds : 01. Jl£v ytip 7tpocroo7to7toi{uv 

), \ ) '" \)/ ~ / \ \ 6 ,\ ~ .-
(Xu'tTlV €KaA€crav 't1lV €xoucrav coptcrJJ£va Kat ta 7tp crC07ta Kat ta U7tOK£tJl€V(X 

1 ) 8 .~ s:: ~ , /.:> 'l " c.\, c.. ,.. ""' 1tpa'YJ..1ata,11 O7tonav ut 't1lv 7t<xvtax08€V ava7tfl.,attoJJ£V1lv, 11V Kat P11mv KaAOUm 
(Spengel 3 p.489.26-30). The second view, which Nikolaos himself 

• :> \ \ c..' ,I '1. > .1.".> 
supports, IS as follows : €tm Of, Ot Kat K<x.A.AtcrtOV €oo~av, 11807tOua Jl£v 'tTlV €K 

.... L. / / ./. s:: I 2.. t(y, '" ,I' , tOlY COptcrJJ£vcov 1tpocrC07tCOV, 7tpocrco7to7toua u€, t:V 1] Kat 7tpocrC07ta 7tAattOJl€V Kat 
I 

7t£pttt8€JJ£V attotcr 'Aoyoucr (Spengel 3 p.489.30-490.1). He comments that 
this is a poetic \lcdCtice since they make lifeless objects speak. 

Alexander Noumenios (Spengel 3 p.19.15-17) and, similarly, 
Phoibammon (Spengel 3 p.52.14) state : ~ 7tpocrco7to7totla o~ ecrn 7tpocrOO1tOU 

/. >1 \ ) \.l. I I' ;'\ / ,~~I s::~ >I 
Ota.7tAamcr 11tOt 'tTlv apX11v flll -yEvoJl€vou 7tC07tO't€ 11 -yEvoJl€vou Jl€v OUK £n ut OVtocr. 
They cite the example of Oemosthenes 0.1.2 saying : OUX -6cj>£cr'tTlKdcr ydp 
\ 1 , ,~') '" to 7tpocrC07tOV tOV KatpOV autOV €tcra-yEt. 

Zonaios and an anonymous writer on crxTl'Jlata state : ii807totta, <ftav 
A6youcr 7tapatt8roJl€v a<p~xotcr 7tp~'YJ..1amv (Spengel 3 p.162.22 and Spengel 3 
p.177.1). They give the example of speaking wood. As for 

./. I / '" ", 1tpocrC07to7tott'a, they say: 7tpocrco7to7toita, 7tpocrC07tOU Ota7tAacracr 11 Jl11 

'}'EVO Jltvou , ~ )'EVOJl£VOU Jltv Oi)K€~t o~ 6Vtocr (Spengel 3 p.162.25-26, 
p.177.8-10). 

By contrast, another anonymous writer on tropes (Spengel 3 
p.212.14) and Gregory Choiroboskos (Spengel 3 p.254.14) argue that it 
is in 7tpocrC07to7totta in which words are given to inanimate objects. 

Hermogenes states that ~ 807toi{a is the imitation of a character 
involved in your story (Rabe p.20.9sqq). He gives the example of 
Andromache talking to Hector. 7tpo crco7to7toi{a, on the other hand, occurs 

when 7tpawan 7t€pt tt8roJl€v 7tp6crco7tov. Another form is £{OooA01tot"<a which 
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(/ '"' '" / / he says occurs otav tOtO' t€SV€COO1 AOyOUO' 1t€pta1ttooJ..!€v. 

Alexander later mentions ~ S01to{(a : f)tav U1t~pxovta 1tpocroo1ta 
/ ~I \ ~" 1'\ \, 

ttS€Vt€O' 1\.0yOUO' nvaO' autotO' 1t€ptttSooJ..!€v 1tpoO' to 1ttO'tOt£poucr autoucr oO~at 
'" }/"> ,\~/ ':> /' 

£tvat 11 €t autot €A£yoJ,l£v autouO' (Spengel 3 p.21.24). 

While the Rhetores Graeci seem to agree that ~ S01toda and 
./. . 

1tpoO'oo1t01tona differ, they do not appear to agree on the nature of that 
difference. There seem to be two views. 

) ~)'o~OO1t~1tOt(~. implie.s giving words to inanimate objects, whereas 
"So1tona Implies giVing sUitable words to the characters involved. This 
is the line taken by Hermogenes, Nikolaos Sophistes, Gregory 
Choiroboskos, Alexander and an anonymous writer on tropes. 

Alternatively, 1tpoO'OO1to1to{t'a implies definite characters and 
characters involved in the case at hand. ~So1toi{a can occur in various 
circumstances and is less specific than 1tpocrOO1to1to{{a. This is the line 
taken by Aphthonios, Theon and Nicolaos in the opinion which he 
rejects. 

However, Alexander, Phoibammon, Zonaios and an anonymous 
writer on O'XrlJlata propose that 1tpocrOO1to1tott'a is the creation of 
characters either dead or imaginary (cf £tOOOA01tOtJa in Hermogenes Rabe 
p.20.1S). This could be reconciled with the two interpretations given 
above. Zonaios and the anonymous writer on O'x"'Jlata, however, seem to 
contradict the consensus view when they claim that words given to 
inanimate objects in ~So1toi(a. 

Conclusion 

In drawing conclusions we may suppose that ~ S01toi(a is the 
creation of a character in order to make a passage more vivid. It is 
distinct because it gives suitable words to a character or type of 
character involved. 1tpoO'oo1too1toi{a seems to involve, at times, the use 
of imaginary or deceased personae and the characterisation of 
inanimate objects. 1tpoO'OO1to1totla is a more poetic form. 
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APPENOIX FOUR 

NITSCHE ANO MENANOER 

Nitsche argues that there are stylistic similarities 
between Menander, whom he supposes to be the author of 
treatise II and the scholia demosthenica. 

Oindort Oemosthenes Codd Oindorf Oemosthenes Codd 
c. / 

0\ ~E: \ \" ,C\lE;-$. 

49.23 01.(11.17) HRS 51.10 01.(11.25) RS 
52.3 01.(11.28) R 53.6 01.(12.8) HR 

71.22 02.(18.5) RS 75.13 02.(18.4) HRS 
81.3 02.(19.99) BTCV 101.1 02.(23.22) BRSTCV 

102.24 02.(24.10) RS 104.4 02.(24.18) RS 
267.20 018.(228.13) TCV 375.3 019.(363.10) TCV 

600.7 021.(584.21 ) TCV 714.28 023.(639.21 ) TCV 

AOI"c"V :::: aQ\",c::..~i>s. 

30.3 01.(9.1) R 31.9 01.(9.1) YTCV 
33.8 01.(9.1 ) YV 49.15 01.(11.16) HRS 

53.29 01.(12.19) HRS 73.14 02.(18.5) RS 
81.26 02.(19.17) BRS 99.23 02.(23.19) STCV 

167.14 06.(66.12) AHR 198.23 010.(134.5) TCV 
201.4,9 010.(134.5) TCV 204.6,10 010.(134.5) TV 
216.20 013.(166.1 ) TCV 221.8 013.(166.1 ) TCV 
229.16 014.(178.24) TCV 233.9 014.(178.1 ) TCV 
238.18 015.(193.14) TCV 250.2 016.(204.23) TCV 
252.3 016.(204.23) TCV 253.12,27 016.(209.24) TCV 
271.7 018.(230.18) TCV 274.9 018.(233.13) TCV 

289.27 018.(250.3) TCV 295.13 018.(258.10) TCV 
301.18 018.(264.27) TCV 302.24 018.(267.9) TCV 
310.21 018.(272.10) TCV 340.10 019.(342.11 ) BFRSYTCV 
364.15 019.(356.26) TCV 368.4,6 019.(359.29) AV 
373.24 019.(361.26) AV 375.15 019.(363.27) P 
385.28 019.(372.22) TCV 386.17 019.(372.27) TCV 
387.16 019.(373.22) TCV 396.4 019.(378.5) TCV 
398.14 019.(379.22) AV 400.24 019.(381.16) TCV 
402.4 019.(382.15) TCV 417.23 019.(396.26) BFSYP 

437.10 019.(419.21 ) TCV 451.21 019.(444.11 ) TCV 
452.28 019.(446.26) TCV 454.23 019.(450.17) BFRSYP 
477.6 020.(466.21 ) TCV 480.22 020.(469.4) TCV 
526.2 020.(505.2) TCV 528.19 020.(506.25) TCV 

535.7,8 021.(575.14) TCV 542.3 021.(518.23) BFRSYTCV 

556.22 021.(527.13) TCV 558.8 021.(528.12) TCV 
564.27 021.(533.13) TCV 571.12 021.(537.3) TCV 

575.18,22 021.(539.14) TCV 581.8 021.(540.26) BY 

583.7 021.(541.23) TCV 593.24 021.(546.27) TCV 

595.24 021.(547.25) TCV 598.2,18 021.(548.9,12 TCV 
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612.11 021.(555.2) TCV 621.18 021.(547.25) rcv 
628.20 021.(564.27) TCV 635.6 021.(568.14) rcv 

645.2 021.(574.28) TCV 648.17 021.(577.12) rcv 
666.12 022.(594.22) FLYTP 671.29 022.(595.23) TCV 
674.21 022.(596.8) Tev 675.1 022.(596.23) TCV 
687.22 022.(602.17) Tev 689.18 022.(603.17) TCV 
690.21 022.(690.1 ) RS 691.26 022.(604.18) AR 

715.1 023.(641.1 ) Tev 716.23 023.(649.29) TCV 
720.21 023.(658.2) TCV 722.23 023.(667.22) TCV 
725.21 023.(685.6) TCV 726.15 023.(685.19) TCV 
727.25 023.(670.17) TCV 757.25 024.(721.16) TCV 

758.2 024.(721.23) RY 773.13 024.(734.5) RY 
778.5 024.(736.6) AV 787.8 024.(743.21 ) AV 

787.26 024.(745.9) RYS 804.29 024.(764.20) TCV 

---<TU~\\t><.S 

30.4 01.(9.1 ) R 31.11 01.(9.1 ) YTCV 
71.18 02.(18.5) RS 165.11 05.(62.18) FP 

192.13 010.(131.1) rcv 197.4 010.(134.5) rcv 
207.16 010.(134.5) TV 216.16 013.(166.1 ) rcv 
222.27 013.(166.1 ) TCV 227.13 014.(178.24) TCV 
238.22 015.(193.14) Tev 422.1 019.(401.17) rcv 
4227.3 019.(403.11 ) Tev 432.15 019.(414.1) TCV 
434.5 019.(415.5) Tev 497.1 020.(483.15) TCV 

543.14 021.(518.27) TCV 549.4 021.(522.14) TCV 
615.12 021.(556.18) BSY 628.12 021.(564.21 ) rcv 
632.31 021.(566.29) TCV 654.19 021.(580.11 ) TCV 

686.2 022.(601.27) TCV 691.19 022.(604.13) TCV 
701.17 022.(611.9) TCV 723.17 023.(667.22) TCV 
746.14 024.(711.1 ) RY 
Co / 
o)..c~oc;. 

58.9 01.(13.25) ABHRTV 87.7 02.(20.18) BHRSTCV 
537.18 021.(576.3) Tev 555.18 021.(525.22) rcv 
579.21 021.(540.16) TCV 587.10,11 021.(542.24) TCV 
598.9 021 .(548.12) BY 613.11 021.(555.27) TCV 

613.24,26 021.(556.6) TCV 749.5 024.(713.9) RY 

/ 
(.ol TE: \\~ Y\A:j 

37.4 01.(9.10) BS 229.11 014.(178.24) TCV 
289.20 018.(249.14) TCV 317.17 019.(378.26) BY 
710.20 023.(623.5) Tev 

\ CI 
Ie OT\ 

116.14 03.(29.5) B 117.5 03.(29.9) TCV 
151.10 04.(43.24) TCFV 346.12 019.(344.3) TCV 

673.22 022.(595.27) S 

;/ /~ 
€\'T \ ~eo( y\ 0 \A-~.\ 

45.7 01.(10.20) BEV 116.8 03.(29.3) BTCV 

233.4 014.(178.24) TCV 340.9 019.(342.11 ) BFRSYTCV 
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485.20,25 020.(471.20) TCV 544.25 021.(519.9) TCV 
721.27 023.(664.18) TCV 

\ ~ A 1"0 c~cs:\\f 

130.8 03.(35.3) BP 201.11 010.(134.5) TCV 
228.4 014.(178.24) TCV 526.7 020.(505.22) TCV 

680.22 022.(599.23) TCV 720.11 023.(657.2) TCV 

'" lfto£eO \-,,-I><.e \ E:-\ '1/ 

682.22 022.(601.4) TCV 

Q\.JV' "trol '€ 0 p-.. • 
199.14 010.(134.5) TCV 

4c\--'- • 
774.4 024.(734.5) RY 776.5 024.(735.16) TCV 

~E:E:-\\lC~c'f€:--\ ~, / ~~E::E:\Vo~y~~ 
373.10 019.(361.24) TCV 727.27 023.(670.17) TCV 
800.23 024.(761.11) TCV 

-1 E:.\J~y"cw-ot... / -r15 b.J6y~oc..~~\J1<::"/T~ GeE:~ ot..~£V(} 
280.15 018.(241.21) TCV 648.18 021.(557.12) TCV 
137.20 03.(38.9) TCV 291.13 018.(252.27) TCV 
447.21 019.(438.17) TCV 

>'" 
E:oI..V 

282.1 018.(242.13) AFTP 394.27 019.(377.11 ) ART 
396.5 019.(378.5) TCV 424.27 019.(402.22) AYTCV 
443.1 019.(434.2) TCV 585.27 021.(542.13) TCV 

~/tt..~S 
59.13 01.(13.26) T 243.10 015.(196.23) TCV 
515.1 020.(496.22) TCV 517.18 020.(498.25) TCV 

662.23 022.(592) A 674.6 022. (595. 27) TCV 
691.17 022.(604.13) TCV 708.8 023.(621.1 ) TCV 

,-~ ~'"S~\eE:-T~ Il.So(.\e~~~ 
70.10 01.(17.111) CV 137.24 03.(38.9) BP 

235.13 015.(190.1) FYV 

)e / ()( et)~~ 

528.13 020.(506.22) TCV 610.27 021.(553.18) TCV 

619.2 021.(559.5) TCV 649.5 021.(578.5) TCV 

..... I 
Im\()~= -ns. 

388.29 019.(373.22) TCV 476.4 020.(466.7) TCV 

485.2 020.(471.7) TCV 536.2 021.(515.18) TCV 

573.26 021.(537.29) TCV 600.8 021.(548.26) TCV 

625.17 021 .(562.19) TCV 627.14 021.(563.6) TCV 

657.8 021.(581.7) TCV 707.1 023.(621 .1 ) TCV 
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736.7 024.(701.17) 
745.13 024.(708.22) 
794.17 024.(750.2) 

y 

AV 
AV 

Nitsche says that the same is true of 

~>--~'!.. J ~ 1~\I I ,lws J ~\~G1t"-\ J 

)f \" 
~ o\)"\t pt)v. 

737.6 024.(701.23) 
789.11 024.(745.12) 

ATCV 
AV 

~\,JCT)< E=-e1"S I ~uq--X~«"~\IW I 

~~SE;-'Ao(6v€:.'v / C)~~~MV 
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